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'I'm: development of mon~tarY theOry' ui'oGennan literature dJlrlng 
the past thirty years may profitably ~rigige the attention of econ
omists generally. • ~ the first. place,. beginning with Knapp's 
ch8.Ilenging SIDle ThMryof. MoneyJin 1905' a spirited discussiqn 
arose as to the essential character of money and its value. Althougb 
the issues were not new, this preoccupation with metaphysical ques
tions concerning money is without parallel in the history of eco
nomics. Portions of this literature are marred by polemics or viti
ated by flagrant fallacies, but in the llggregate it yields definitely 
valuable results. The discussion of price level determinants, to 
which Part n of this book is devoted., presents some striking 
spectacles: the clash of quantity-theory, historical, institutiOnal, 
and banking-school ideaS; the rivalry eft velocity and cash-balance 
approaches; the divergence of views upon the cat¥al independellce 
of velocity and. upon the merits of general and special price indices. 
Because opinion upon- thll!Hl issues has been more evenly divided in t 

Germany and Austrif, than .elsewhere~ ,we.pometimeS' discovex that 
the arguments are pressed farther, theoretical refinement being the 
gain and "logical conclusions" the 'drawback. 

American and English students may be curiolli; also as to. the 
effects produced uPon indigenous economic writing by the post-war 
inflation experiences. Here again a considerable part of the publica
tion, particularly by lay pamphleteers, represents the pathological 
phases of theorizing, as might be expected from a period of popular 
excitement and confusion. I take account of this material briefly 
in Part m, but seek rather to compass fully the permanent results 
of serious discussion. It will be found that the purchasing power 
parity doctrine encountered a surprisingly vigorous opposition from .1 
the balance of payments school, but that the confiict Contributed 
toward a synthesis. Finally, in Part IV, which treats the analysis 
of business cycles, there appear a number of ideas, widely accepted 
amongst monetary writers, which might almost be marked as 
"made in Germany"; or at least they were most widely propagated 
through the German literature. Such, for example, are the theories 
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of the "trailing bank rate," of "neutral money," and the emphasia 
upon economic innovations in cyclical variation. 

The purposes of this hook are two: to make available in summary 
fol'lll the content of a large literature from which many students 
are debarred by the obstacle of language or time, and to present 
critical comparisons and appraisals of its outcome in the light of 
monetary science generally: The term "German theory" indicates 
an organic whole characterized by a common language, but involv
ing important writers outside the geographic area of Germany and 
Austria whose works belong to the German schools of thought. 
The nature of the subject matter and the magnitude of the under
taking have caused my critical observations to assume rather 
largely the deductive form, except in cases where empiric evidence 
in readily available in COI!lpact and unambiguous form. In the 
interest of fairness to the writers involved, I endeavor in most cases 
to hold the resume of theories and the criticism separate. In each 
Part, I avoid, so far as possible, the introduction of my own judg
ment upon basic questionll until a concluding summary chapter, 
leaving the issueiJllprejudiced until an the theorists can be reviewed. 
Criticism of each author takes on a rather too negative aspect in 
consequence of this method; but the advantage lies in dearing away 
difficulties peculiar to each author as the study progresses, so that 
the field.may be clear at the end of each Part for a statement of 
positive results. 

My greatest obligations as a student of economics belong to Pr0-
fessors F. H. Knight, F. W. Taylor, and F. W. Taussig. To the 
last I am indebted also for his benevolent and discerning guidance 
throughout the present undertaking; and to Professor A P. Usher 
for his help during the process of publication. At Heidelberg, where 
the enquiry was begun during my tenure of a Sheldon Fellowship 
from Harvard University, I was aided by discussions with Professor 
Alfred Weber and Drs. Bergstrlisser and Salin. I acknowledge with 
pleasure the suggestions made subsequently by European scholars 
elsewhere, Professor Gottfried HaberIer, Dr. Oskar Morgenstern, 
and Dr. Melchior Palyi. 

The greatest part of the reading and of the formulation of ideas 
has gone forward at Ann Arbor, where I have been encouraged and, 
at certain junctures, corrected by my associates in the University of 
Michigan: Professor R. G. Rodkey, Professor M. A Copeland, and 
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the late Dr. C. H. May. Professor I. L. Sharfman has Iibera1Iy 
allowed me the maximum of free time and energy consistent with 
university teaching; to him lowe also the sincere respect of a stu
dent. More than anyone else, Professor Leonard L. Watkins <lIaS 
patiently considered with me the problems encountered in t1!is study, 
indicating the way out of manr a dileuupa. . 

ANN Ano", MlcinGAN 
August, 1934 

H. S. F;. 
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PAR,\I 

TIlE NATURE OF MONEY AND ITS VALUE 



CHAPTER I 

TYPES OF THEORY AS TO THE NATURE 9,l' MONEY 

EVEllY sciepce must define its terms. Nevertheless, it is- contended 
that monetary theory is an exception to the rule, that enquiry into 
basic concepts is "patently fruitless," and that the subject may be 
dismissed with the epithet of "ptetaphysics." Physics is today being . 
revolutionized by the discovery that som<: ot its ideas, accepted for 
generations as "common sense" categories, are fallacious; that the' 
~entific validity o! its whole strllcture depends upon a, correct 
metaphysics of time, space, mass, and force. H!he philosophical 
foundation absolutely conditions the laws o~ so empiric a science as 
modern physics, it; can scarcely be lacking in significance for eco.. 
nomics. No doubt metaphysical enquiries threaten to run off into 
Controversy and scholasticism, '- the German literature of ec0-

nomics during the past generation has not escaped these detracting 
.characteristics, - but the economist can ill afford being disdainful 
of any honest effort to claIDy the concepts with which he operates. 
The writer on money and banklng ineVitably gives his theory a cer
tain flavor by Ius assumptions as to the nature and origin'of money 
and its value, and he would do well to recognize the issues involved" 
in these postulates. ': 

'{!here are only two theories of money which deserve the name," 
says Sc;b.wnpeter, " •.• the fX>m.!!!!!...diJr~_eo~ and the c1aim.~eory. 
From their very lIlltq,re the~ incompatib~: 1 On the one hand. 

.Roscher, for example, writes: "The false d ·tions of money are 
divisible into two groups: those which regard it as sometJUng more, 
and those which regard it as something less, than an economic oom
modity." t Pn the other himd Wicksell d~: 

'The commodity cbaracter rI money and its c:oncar:te dwacteristic:s reti1e 
more and more into the background duriDg its empWyment as moDey; these may 
.... ppear again, but only when it has ceased to he IIlODCY. and has c:hanged itself 
into a commodity again. Myney sublimates into ~ ... lll;tractquantitYi into I 
men: quantity of value.' 

• Jooepb Schumpeter. "DaI Sozialproclukt and die ~pfeunige," A, ... 440 
p·649. • , . . 

• Quoted by Karl BelBerich. 11-, (New York, 19'7), p. -. and Schumpeter • . ~~~. . 
• Itnut W1CbeII. V .. ,."..,.. _ Nllli<rulliu..-;. "'" GrtIIfdIop tIM II':,.. Iriui,.. TIl .... " .. rcil. voL 11, "Gold """ XmJit~ U ..... Ig22). p ..... 

,~ . 
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(The first type of theory, the commodity theory, traces money to a 
purely coinmodity origin and discovers the principle regulating pur
chasing power in supply and demand, in marginal utility, or in the 
costs of production of the money-stuJf.' A distinctiv~~~~ch of this 
theory is metaI!ism, which lays especial emphasis upon the bullion 
content ·of coins, a branch including the socialists and their . labor 
cost of production theory of money value. (To the second type of 
theory German usage has come to attach the term "llomillldiSlJl¥' 
Nominalism embraces two branches: "chartalism," which repre
Sents money as the creature of the state, and-another which dis
covers the origin of money in trade practire;1D spontaneous agree
ment as to the unit of account. The latter goes by the name of 
A nrechltheorU, A nweisungtheorie or ZeichentheorU, and quite com
rrwruTN ominalismus 1 without qualifying phrase; but to distinguish 
this partlCUlai' kiild-of nominalism from the genus which includes 
both chartalism and the ZeichentheorU,j)Ihall designate the latter 
"Q.rthodox nomi'l!ili...sm." Under "nominalism" in the lists on page 
5 are set down the tenets which seem to be fairly common to aU 
sorts of nominalists, but two specific divergences between the chart
&lists and other nominalists are noted. The items under "com
modity theory" sans plwase would be subscribed to quite generally 
by all commodity theorists, including the metaI!ists. But the articles 
of belief under "metallism" are genera1ly, though DOt without 
occasional exception, peculiar to this particular coterie of comtDOdity 
theorists. Quite naturally there exist DO absolutely invariable cri
teria, but the items ~t down here willl!efVe as generally valid dif-
ferentia for the various theory types.-, , 

It would be surprising if such diametrically opposed ideas did DOt 
affect the theoretical superstructure erected upon them. Nomina1-

• ID G..ng Friedricb KDapp'1 Tie SIDle T'-'1 '" JI-, CL-IoD, 1924) "DOJDL 
aaIity" ""'" "chartaIity," applied to _, any about the __ .. DDO"riorL But 
in the twmty-<Jdd ,..us which baft eIo!-I ~ Xaapp coined the term"cbartaI," 
the distioction givao aiJcm, bas ewived. "" identificatioa of the two otiII _ 1ritIa 
tbooe writen who woaId cIeua<t from ordinary aomin.1iIm by......-nas it 1ritIa the 
"state theoty." 

• ~GoomanI ..... the_ ... u' • __ .0Ddrt4JUrw~ n...e 
_heoaq>lablealtemativafDr""";"'liomODdc .itytheory. Bathe_in 
oayiug further, "Ora pout fplemrpt dUe de ,'_ OD da _.w.. _.n. 
r_ "'" tames _t __ upedS de foppooitioa del deoa: __ "-
Prtds .rla_ -. (Paris, '930), P. '7, DOte. N_oJu.. _he fUr moqb 
for r', theories, aDd ') j m.e for Mmjoaljppj bat 1141in1e. DOt ODe &I"",of 
_1iIm but ODe pemIiai-~. ODd the __ he aid at "_IIiIm" 1ritIa 
teferaKe to ........... ity theorioL 



TYPEs OF THEORY: s 
c;;,NTaASTING DocrRINES ON mE N~ OF Mo~ir AND J;U VALUE 

N ominolism. • The ClIIMtIOdily"il.eory 

./ca) Money is & claim to goods •• Money is one commodity .7. (orthodoJ: nominalism). a.monPt others. 
(II) Money is'&mea... of legally \ .... ~oney originates in SOS!! !lS"ge. 

discharging debta (chartal-~ Definition involves only physical 

/0 ism). - medium of el<change, .commonly' 
(a) Money originates in social accepted. ". 

, II$II,ge (orthodoxnominalisni). .. Money value is absolure. 
(II) Money originates in the 5. Functions represent causes bl 

, statl;'s will (chartalism). moneY value as they operatl; 
, 3/ l>efinition of money involves its. plurally to give it utility. 
'./ passing at unity or par. J:: 6. The value of money is governell 
.. Money value is relative. i::" . ' • by the ordinary. laWs of' supply 
5. Functions of money are envisaged and demand" marginal utility, 

as causes of its value onlY as they etc. 
operatl;' through the unique 7. Money !.as value in other senSes. 
medium of exchange fupction. besides purchasing power. 

6. The value of money is governed 
'by special and unique causes. 

7i The value of money is its pur-
, c:hasing po,,:"r. . 

8. ' (a) Mqney dn:uIatl;s because it •• 
is generally aa;e'p~ble in 

Money circulates only be<ause of 
the JItility.of the money-stuff. 
Paper money is & mOney ouIIaei .. exchange (orthodoz nominal- •• 
tute. . " ism). . 

(b) Money circulates because it 3. 
is a legal tender (chartalism). 

The value of mODeY substitu~' 
comes from sfandard monel'- • 

9 .. Paper money is pUle money •. . 1 The value of money is detl:rmined 
. by all monetary media, 
II. All monetary media operate di

rectly on the value of moullt 
n. The value of irredeemable paper 

needs no s~ theory. 
IrI ~f"'.r u 

4. Money substitutes operate on ~ 
value'4lf IIlOney mdirectly by re
ducing, tI14d"",and for the money-
6tu~ ",,' . 

5. The value of irredeemabJe paper 
depends upon prosp,ects of. re
demption. 

ism, envisaging money as a cl~ or mccrsJicket, 'a9iJldges purdw;- :' 
iilg pOwer as expressed in price indices to be the only admissible 
sense of its value, a value obviously oontro~edby the quantity of 
~ckets in existence. Uts nat~ral p,tedilection is toward the quantity 
theory of prices and a purcliasing-power parity ezplanation of ex~ , 
c:ha.nge rates} Not unnaturally also, theorists with a bias toward re
garding money as something unique and divorced from the lrorld 
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-of goods see in-it the possibility of a causa _, in the cyclical 
movements of economic life. If they favor a policy looking toward 
the elimination of these waves, they demand either an absolute fixing 
of the number of tickets or a stabilization of their purchasing power; 
a stabilized money value per se, while the changes initiated from the 
side of goods continue freely, they believe a nonentity. In normal. 
intercourse they portray credit as the important determinant of 
prices, and standard money, because its quantity is less, as a second
ary factor. The soaring prices attending dislocated currencies are 
similarly to be explaiDed on the basis of purely quantitative deter
minants, and stabilization is to be accomplished by quantitative 
limitation. If the state controls the institution of money, as the 
chartalist branch maintains, then a natural step is toward a theory 

..,/of controlled currencies, particularly of foreign exchanges. 
• lwith the commodity theory's basic Jl2Stuiate of an Diner or abso

lute <value of money subject to commodity value laws, purchasing 
power appears only as an outward"gna.nation, a ratio of the value of ' 
money and the value of goods:) Inlla numbers cannot reveal what 
happens to the value of money per Ie, as they are affected also by 

• what happens on the side of goods. Like other commodities, money 
has a plurality of functions, and these in conjunction explain its 

• value. The quantity theory is a ~ly m"c\lanica1 and superficial 
proposition because it fails to take acmunt of the subjective move- ' 
ments at work in multifarious channels now on the side of money, "- --" , 
now on the side of the vast complex of separate commodity and serv-

- iCl! values. Mo~ex.!S_'?!llY"~ commodity AIDODgst ~y, and what 
happens to prices under dislocated standards is only explicable on the 
side of the preponderating number of ordinary goods, where we see 

OJ diminishe4 pf!)duction and an adverse baJanCl! of trade. Business 
cycles cannot be explained in monetary terms, by the same token. 
Bl,lt if measures for greater stability are'desired, the most that can 
be rerommended is an approximate fixing of the Diner or absolute 
value of money, sinCl! the monetary institution cannot be beld re
sponsible for the lltogether natural and therefore desirable changes 
plOCffding nom the side oi ~ Jank deposits are nowadays an 
important dement in the price S1'Wation, sinCl! they serve as sub-

~tutes for standard money and 80 affect the ratio of exchange be
tween gold and gOods. Where credit money has broken down, quali
tative factors such as am6c!enCl! in the ability of the treuury to 
resume redemption in specie may playa more significant rl>le than , 
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debts soon gave rise to the distinction between flalor imposihu and 
bonitas intrinsica, the former subject to the will of the prince, the 
latter not. ,While this distinction was a step toward clearing away 
confusion between the legal and the emnomic values of money, the 
very fact that it was long disputed as to which was more important 
shows that the early Schoolmen did not recognize the concepts to be 
categorica'lly distinct. BUfidan (1358), however, implicitly assumed, 

I as Monroe says, "that the king'1I function is not to determine the 
: purch-.SiDg power of money, but merely to set up legally binding 
~ standards as to the 'relation between the different coins"; and 

MoIinaeus (1500-1566) "was clear as to the strictly legal significance 
of the fJalor itnposil1u." 1 

But the contemporary ruling houses displayed no great anxiety to 
have the difference made too explicit. "W,< cannot believe," said 

, Philip Y in his ordinance of January J6, 1,346, ,"that anyone C&1l 
doubt our absolute right over the moneys, to give them whatever 
rate we choose"; and John n expressed himself similarly in an ordi
nance of March 20, 1361.1 I.e Bret (1632) and Conring (1606-1681) 
m3.intained that the value of money depends on the will of the 
prince; and Nicholas Barbon, the English .merC&1ltilist, wrote: 

I "Monyisa Value made by a Law .••• It is not absolute1y necessary , 
Moneyshould be made of Gold or Silver; for having its sole Value 
from the Law, it is not Material upon What Meta1 the Stamp be 
set." I Under the in1Iuence of eighteenth-c:entury absolutism, the 
jurisconsult Pothier declared: 

Siru:e the prin<e distributes JDODeY to people to _ them ... symbol of 
value, it behmgs to the individuals only in this RSpeCt aDd ~tJY ca.o be 
the object of • loan only 10. • • • ODe may DOt, thea, Jmd I1IOIIq iUeIf, but only 
as. symbol of the IIDD which it ~ the priru:e to have it sigoity." 

:1:50 far there has prevailed more or less confusion between the 
, .'!9mic and hpl values of money, an inadequate separation be-
, een the value concepts and the agency which establishes money. 
• On both the latter topics a great deal. of emphasis has been laid upon 

the rOle of the state. This line of thought is continued with greater 
.discrimination by certain writers in the early nineteenth century. 

• IWd., p. 2ll. • I Gomwd. III. dI., p ... 
• A IN-. of TrrIie (l6g0); ...,.mtcd by the Jolmo BDpkias _ (Boltjmoroo, 

, (905), p .• 6. 
• lL J. Pothier, ~ (Paris, ~ .. ), Y, 405, qaoted by ArtIau If eM ill Du GeU 

.. rietlrie __ ~ .. .."c _ __ .d .... 'dlec1lultl6 (Ttibi:Dpa, 192s),p..I$. 
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According to James Steuart, "The authority given to a coin by its 
being everywhere received in the King's offices, is entirely confined 
to its currency, not its value." 1 J. G. Fichte, philosopher and 
father of Immanuel von Fichte, thought that "the decisive factor is 
that money should be recognized as such; this depends solely upon 
the state." 2 In Fichte's disciple A,danj. Miiller, Palyi di~covers an 
advocate of a kind of state theory. of money, this time'Qf a rather 
mystical nature: "The most complete intermediator of trade is the 
state itself, the national word,. national power, law, credit, .. ,all 
expressions for the 'higher center' to which all powers tend, or for 
its substitute, money .... " I 

Adam Smith seems to attribute to the state a. modicum of power 
over the value of mqney: 

A prince who should enact that a certain proportion of taxes should be paid 
in a paper money of & certain kind. might thereby give a certain value to this 
paper money, even though the time of its final discharge and redemption should 
depend altogether on the will of the prince. If the Bank which issues this paper' 
were careful to keep the quantity 01 it always somewhat below what could easily 
be employed in this manner. the demand lor it might be such as to make it even 
bear a premium. or sell for somewhat more in the market than the quantity 01 
gold and silver for which it wits issued.' 

During the Bank Restriction period, certain ones of the anti-bullion
ist faction sought to capitalize upon this passage. Charles Bosan
quet, for example, concluded some statistical evidence on the rela
tion of revenue payments and note issue by remarking: 

At the present the total amount of Bank-notes in clrculation, throughout the 
kingdom, is cancelled between 3 and 4 times in each year, in payments to the 
revenue; and every reader must form his own opinion. whether. under such 
c:in:umstances. the amount is greater than "can be easily employed in this 
manner." acconling to the idea of facility whiah Dr. Smith entertained when he 
used the expression.' 

• W.,b (London. ,80s). D. 37" 
• Quoted from Ihr G..cltlou .... HlllflklulalJl by Melchior PalY;. RoMGnIi.sclte c.w. 

....... (TIibingen. '9,6). p. S· 
• Palyi, 0'. ell., p. 20. 
, TIte Woall. of NtJJItnu. ed. by Caonan {London. '9<14).1.311. 
• PraQicoi Db.......uor.. till lito lllpon of ,Ite BulIitIfI C.-IUu (London. 18,0). 

pp.lI6-89. In bia "Reply to Mr. B ..... quet·. Practical Oboervationa on the Report 
of the Bullion Commitble," published in 1811 (c!. E. C. K. Gonner. Eamomic l!.uaIp 
by DGOitJ Ricanlo {London. '9.i!). RicarcIorefera apecilically to Smith·s argument and 
Bosanquet's use of it. Ricardo n:maru only that Bosanquet's theory is "chimerical" . 
(ch. viii. aec:. 4'. p. '33); '"' do not learn. how "'fIll Smith·. meaoing bas been per-
verted. nor indeed how far Smith ~ is righL • 
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Fullarton went even farther in referring to the asaignats 88 "those 
conventional instruments of exchange which derive their value from 
authority," though like Bosanquet he admited the influence of 
quantity upon value.' 
(While these theories carried foward an age-old emphasis upon the 

rOle of the state, an equally important line of thought as to the oon
stitution and nature of money proceeded from a non-political basis) 
Since this school is much better known, a very few examples will 
serye to indicate its character. Oresme, Biel, and Hales referred to 
the inoonveniences of barter and imputed the origination of money 
to the free action of trade." GaIiani scouted the supposedly Aristo
telian notion of oonventional origin, and sought the laws governing 
the value of the money metal in those facto~ determining values 
generally." With Cantillon, again, money was only certified precious 
metal with its value determined by ClOSt of production.· And Tur
got believed that "gold and silver are constituted by the nature of 

'things, money and universal money; independently of all oonven
tion and of all law." The same causes govern the values of money 
and oommodities.' 

~
MidWay between the political and the pure oommodity ac:counts 

f the origin of money lies a group of writerll more or less imbued 
. th th~ notion of agreement or c:onvention~ In 1588 Davanzati, 

and in 1680 Montanari, stated that money arose when men agreed 
to considez as of equal value all commodities on the market and all 

I 
roin in circulation.' since in essence this idea is none other than • 

. primitive equation of exchange, it also serves to explain the value of 
- money. The eirly progenitors of the quantity theory ~nly c0n

ceived of the value of money as uniquely determined. Locke, as an
other e:mmple, thought that mankind put upon the precious metals 
an "jmaginary value; [they) have made them by general oonsent the 

I JoIm FuIIartoD, 0. • JIe,.,r.ti .. 11/ Cwrnda. :md aL (I "",,-, 1845), pp. 
0&11)0 

• N"JCOIe Onsae, 0.. F;"II ...... " Mow" dJ. i, ia A. E.1foaroe, ~ e
..... T,.""" (Cambridge, v_ , ewtu, 1927), pp. 81 .... ; Gabriel BieI. T_ 1M 
,. p_ .. Ulil~ 11/ Mow" --.t<d .." the Uaiftnity '" F_I._ -
(PInladrlphio, 1930).pp.I~ jolm_CW. 5.).'" _ 1/ .C-W.I/ 
,.. J/eaMa 1/ ~ (rqJriat<d Cambrid&1e. Eapnd, 11193), pp. ..s. 71· 

• DdM M-. ia lImaae, .,. t:iI~ p. .... 
• &D _Ie c-.... 1ft aL (npriDt.ecI, ...... lilt.). pp. 134""136· 
• T.F •• d· ."~ __ "I/ -Cr770),aLIIJ'W.j.AobIq(NewY ..... 

18t8), __ sIiii, :dYi. 

• .... me, .,..,r.iL, ... 49J mp. .. 
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rommon pledges whereby men are assured, in exclJange for them, to· 
• all val bi things " 1 . . recelve equ y ua e . . • . • 

These sparse examples, drawn from a period of more than two 
millenniums, show that the lines of cleavage amongst theorists today 
are very old. Furthermore, they afford a ronvenient point of de
parture for classifying monetary theories in general. • Analysis of the 
views held by representative writers down to~!, .. firs!.p.~.oUast 

I 'cen5·~1,!ggeSts the following divisions: 

~ Theories as to the nature and origin of money. 
( / A. Formalistic' 

I. That money exists because of enactments otthe state, 
legal tender laws, the will of the prinoe. 

2. That Dloney has been created by a ronvention as to the 
t) ~ measure of values. 

, 

B. Naturalistic 
That money is not absolutely differentiated from goods, 
that it originates in the more frequent employment of one· 

./ n. 
exchange rommodity than of others. 

Theories as to the determinants of purchasing power, 
A. Authoritarian 

I. That the state arbitrarily sets the exchange value of 
money. 

2. That the state may lead a oerqm value to·money by 
acoepting it in pa.yment for taxes. . 

B. Eronomic 
I. That. the value of money is similar in character and. 

determinants to any rommodity value. 
:I. That the value of money is unique. 

Sinoe the beginning of the nineteenth century no one, I IIppre- i 
hend, has held an outright fiat theory of money value, and the tu-; 
foundation theory has simk into almost romplete c:\Quetude.1 The 
notion of ronvention also has disappeared along with the political 
philosophy which engendered it for monetary theory'. In recasting 

• Quobod by IWmah R. SeweI1, TItr T.."oJ VIJIwlJefcnA.s-S.."" Pobljgtiou 
of the Am. Ec. All., 3M oer., ..... D, 110. 3, p. /i4. • 

• AmoDpt _t GenDUl theori:slB the ids has been IeYived by ItaulIa. Cf. p. 38, 
below. , 
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the outline to fit the present situation we may omit these three sub
divisions entirely. Explanations of both the nature and value of 
money are manifold, ·but they still fall into two major groups. Be
cause of a natural kinship of ideas, those writers who attribute the 
existence of money to the adoption by trade usage of a certain !mil 
of lIalue also believe that the value of money is not to be assimilated 

• to that of goods; and those who trace the origin of money to the 
gradual growth in importance of one exchange commodity are pre
cisely those who would give to money the character of a commodity 
in its value. Putting these facts together, we disoover two main 
theories of money, each with a double aspect. 

I. The theory which regards money both 
..4. As originating in the adoption of a certain exchange me

dium as the unit of value, by either 
I. The formal enactment of the state, twO 
2. Trade usage, 

... B. And as baving value in a unique sense. 

n. The theory which regards money both 
..4. As originating in the frequent employment of that com

modity best !Wited to be a medium of exchange, 
B. And as baving commodity value simply. 

The following chapters examine these two main schools of 
thought': first, nominalism With its two wings, cha!1¥ism and ortho-, 
dox_~omi')alism; and second, the coni.~tY..~ with its three 
branches: the supplyanddemand theory, the mar~_utility ex
planation, and mctallism It is universally recognized that "the 
appearance of The Stale Tkory oj Money in the year 1905 repre-

v sented a JIIi!e-stonLin the history of German monetary theory." I 

I 
Much o(the Wrii:iiig in the period under consideration is devoted to 
defense or ad!~criticism of :Knapp, and would be unintelligible 

I without an examination of the Sklif Tkory as a neanery prelude. 

t
' Thereafter the present Part prOCEeds upon logical and not upon 

chronologlCalIines.. 



CHAPTER II 

THE STATE THEORY OF MONEY. 

I. KNAPP'S CHARTAL 'l'm:ORY: STATEMENT AND 
. lNTERPIIETATION 

"MONEY is a creature of law." 1 ThiS thesis Knapp sey',vP in bold 
relid as the initial sintence of a work directed against'Ul,euniversat 
casuistry that money is nothing but coined metal. Whereas ~e 
mpfa1U§t regards pa.pm"_Il!Q!l.!e.Y as anomalous or leaves it out of his 
theory entirely because~~t~§.it, Knapp would formulate a uni
versal theory, admitting no exceptions, in which paper money is the 
very touchstone of the problem. 

Like Karl Marx's great work Capital. ,. The Slate Theory of MOn~ i 
is written inoe. dogmatic_ancldidactic manner, and this easily.pro
vokes violent ·opposition or indiscriminating adherence. BQ..tl! workS 
treat of subjects which arouse animosities - the class s~ggle, and 
paper money; in both the reader is carried along by a cold, hard dja
lectic, superficially invulnerable, toward conclusions he may resent. , 
Knapp's diametrical opposition to ideas fairly commonly accepted 
at the origilial appearance of his work, and his challenging mode of 
expression, have combined to induce a..,rotrJ'cted controversy'in 
Germany as to the essential nature .of money. It is not surprising 
therefore that the voluminous Kaapp literature which has grown up 
in the course of the last quarter century Should be characteri1;ed' 
chiefly by hot partisanship, by mere polemic, and that Knapp has 
been the victim of a good peal of misinterpretation. To appraise his 
writings it !£:therefore necessary to ~dertake first a painstaking en
quiry into the real gist)lf his arguinep.t. Once The Slate Theory of/ 
Money is understood it is nQjidiflicult to judge i~ value. The really 
severe task is one of interpretation. 

I (I) Knapp has been snstrued, in saying that the stat~ ~I • 

~ validity (Gellung) e!!n0ney, as maintaining that·t1!e state can t 

I G. F. 'Km.pp.I1te SI,," Tlteory ofd~' tr. by H. M. Lucas and]. Bonar (London, 
1924), p. I. The Englioh ti8iiSlation, r a~ h.roafter aa S_ Tlteory, is an abridg_ 
ment of the fourth German edition of S"",,,ii<1te TItetwio d&s G</du (Munich, 1923), Ie
ferrecI to in these paps as SltJoIlic", T-' . 
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I determine t!!e purchasing power of money by mere fiat. 1 .. 8. Law
~ 1 renee, fol' example, believes that Knapp held that wi~ its own 

, borders the state completely controls the value of money; 1 and with 
I . this interpretation several German writers agree." What is meant by 
I 'II~ily? This is the y,ons asif!iWum of the whole Slale Thetwy. If it 

'means eco!!omi,c.!~ue or pur~g power, we are dealing with a 
crude fiat theory such as Barbon's. If it means only "f~ value," 
then the theory is much ado about nothing; naturally the govern; 
ment as the money-issuing authority sets the face ,value by merely 
fUJming the coin or note, giving it a denomination. 

',rApparentI, conclusive evidence as to the cOrrectness of the pur
chasing-power interpretation inheres m"Knapp't description of "re
current linking," :'historical ietinition," or "historic back-refer

. ence." To initiate a monetary system or to introduce a new money, 
Knapp assures us over and.over again, all that is requisite is that the 

, state select the means of payment, give it a nam!!, ","d proclaim its· 
validity in terms of the previous means of payment.' All these are 

, free acts of the state's authority. But of course if the ~ money 
does actually pass in trade at the ratio to the old laid down in the 
historical definition of back-reference, then the state has, merely b,. 
its authority, established its purchasing power. ' . . 

Sinlple and straightforward as this conclusion may be, Knapp 
. would not have accep~ ~ In the first place, though'such pro
!lOUD=nents are rare, he expresses hin1se1f unambiguously on the 

...... point: "Validity as &(juristic concep~is wholly independent of what 
b-one can buy with money.'" SecondI~ invariably uses GE!!!..ng, 
./ not Werl nor K(lflfkrafl, the usual terms in economic di.s:ussions far 
I value'of money." Again, even if we supposed that so astute a person 

as Knapp could not in the course of a whole boot exple58 the simple 
• 

1 SlGlrili ....... '" Prica (New York. 19"', p. 11~ _ 
• E. So Rudolph x.uDa, 1M en nil.,.._ c--. (SIDttprt, 1920). p. SS 11.; 

Robert Liefn."n, 1M Gold" .k _;. WellMie,. _ die B.-- iI" .. Fillpn 
(Stuttprt, 1918), p. 60 .. ; ADdftM Voigt, "Die StI.ttirlw Theorie desGolda," ZI«IL 
Itktl.,... S-. 6., p. 3- ApmR tbiII .... Jtawboo Nmdtfmded by Friedridl 
Brndivn, J)." l"joIiMu"."",.. (Stuttprt, 1917), p. 9; L YOn Bortkiewia,"Die .... 
~ ad ~ ~_ des Ncejn·,. -." Sc"'. 
JIri. 300 p. 1314; _ Jtad _,"Die Stuttir!wn-iedesGddto," JIri.jt; N • 
.. S. III, p. 8,s. 

• SMk T~, pp. IS, .12, 39-
4 S' ..... TIIurie,p.441. ,. . -
.uwwaae_ys: .. HelDlDttiaws .... the ....... ueadniidityiate. I .. .",.., 

(.,. oiL, P. 1'/0). N_ radiop at tho _ TIIur7 Ita.., faiIrd fa ....... ..,. 

attaatiaD aliDcle a....-", GMIfuoiu& ~ witII W"", 
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~ idea ~t the state establiShes purchasing power by ~t, ~fol1owers.: 

would certainly have made the idea explicit, but none of them has. _ 
~ Finally, the argument of the SI4te Theory is uni!tte1ligible -on -the. 

basis of the fiat notion; another interpretation of validity makes it I 
not only iIltelligible, but more right than wrong. ,-

Nor is "face value" ~>rrect. _One would scarcehtcredit Knapp 
with the stupidity of writing a magmim opus to prove that the state 

_ has the power of naming the means of payment or the unit of ac
count, its multiples and fractions. KnJ!.Pp indicates this to be 
sballow a view when. he says: "Validity _byj>rocl~tiol(is com 
monly called the 'face ~ue,' in contrast with the 'intrinsic v¥ue' 
of the pieces, which is supposed to depend on their metallic content. 
This is the habit of the metallists, whQ are alwayS autometallists at 
heart." 1 Moreover, if validity signified faa: value, he would not 
have said that the state must aceept all its money at face value at: 
its pay offices, an action which guaml1tees something more impor
tant than a name. 
(To describe what Knapp means by validity we must distingui~ 

sharply between money's having value ~d the value which it ~; 

\ 

between capacity to have value, and the specific exchange value or 
purchasing power~ When Knapp imputes to the state th~ power of 
establishing validity for money, he means that the state creates I 
money's" valuableness," not that the state determines pprchasing/ 
power. To avoid misunderstanding on~ might say that"the state 

,secures the acceptability of money in exchangc;1but "acceptable" is 
after all only a milder term for" valuable": Knapp believes that the' : 
state makes money fIOluable. Even the synonym "valuableness" falls 
short of exhaUStintthe idea. Money cUffers from goods in being 
conventionally the easuring r0.!!l not the thing measured; money 
value, amongst all e values we experience, is unique, because we • 
cOiiimonly think oUtLvalue as one. "Oneness," not in the sense of 
coherence, but in the sense of equivalence with the unit of account, 
necessarily permeates our con.ception of the yalue of a piece of. 
money. Ad4ing this (urther component psychological element to the 
concept makes it cOmplete. The vaf.idity of money is its IJaluableness I 
IJ.S one. To say that the state creates the validity of money is not to 
ascribe to government IlPict a .capacity to determine purchasing 
Power, nor is it to wice the p~titude that governments name their 

I SIDM TIwJry. p. 30. .. Autometa1lism views metal only as material uuI gi ... DO 
juristic CODsideration to the fonD of the pieces." IM4., pp. 4-5. -.. -
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~ moneys.(Chartalism is a serious theory as to the origin of the social 
institution money: the state causes money to be; it endows it with 
the characteristic of having value, and of actually cif""culating at its 
nominal value) r : 

.) Knapp's is not a fiat theory of purchasing power, nor does it rely 
• upon fiat even to secure valuableness and parity circulation. To 

bring this to pass the state must supplement its proclamation by 
receiving all money at face value at its ~ gllices, and usually also 
by lending it legal tender'power in private transactions. Occasion
ally Knapp speaks of "validity established by proclanulti<!n" as if 
proclamation a1o~e sufficed. But" acceptation" characterizes all 

• money, and private legal tender is given to most money IOrts to a 
greater or less degree.' . 

Even the bank-DOtes 8IId treasury biIJs would continue to be UJed at their 
face value, though their ronverbbility had been abolished, but, of roane, only 
if the piea:s will be received at public pay o1Iias at their face value.' • •• The 
state itself receives the pieces at their validity, .iD payments to it; tbat is the 

./1ritMIy, fIfO.' irtdu~ IIIIIl J~ tl«IriM.· • •• Pirll .. 1Id ""_II, 
" IIlODgJrees us from our ""jlts towud the state; for the state wilen emitting it, 
!£2t'!'W~t,.iD ~ it will aaept this ~ of.Pll~t.· 

When 'Knapp speaks of wilidity as "established by proclamation," 
he is using an ellipsis for eoonomy in diction, as we do, for example, 
in explaining the price of gold by the legal definition of the gold 
dollar. We assume free coinage and melting, which are essential to 

.I the coincidence of the market and mint prices. Similarly with valid
ity: the real factor insuring parity circulation is "acceptation." 

. i Knapp cannot be thought to have PJ!llDulgated a fiat theory even 

../ . in the sense that the passing of money in trade at DODJinaI value de-
o pends upon mere prodamation. . 

The foregoing interpretation of validity ieeIDS to be the only one 
possible; but it does not dispose of a difIicuIty inhering in the j'his

./ toric definition" (Oncept. If the state were able to establish in trade 
the new money at proclaimed validity, chosen arbitrarily and stated 

\ in tena of a "back-reference ratio," it would be setting the pur
...;, chasing power of money, ~en if in the last anaIylIis legal tender 
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power to the state and to private traders really accomplishes the pu~
POIjlf. How can ~pp avoid this deduction? 1 venture tlul follow
ing, not as the mol d' emgme, but as a plausible explanation. • 

.In the first place, Knapp seems to have had very little notion of 
geIL(l!allerJ~ls of p.rt~s. Tljis appears in his scepticism of index num
bers; what oommodities shall be included is an insoluble probleJ)1,l 
Nowhere does he use the term "Price level," (p,.eisniveau), but only 
"prices." Furthermore; in his foreignexcltange rate theory., price 
levels are not even mentioned, and pro tonto given no causal signifi
cance.' Q:.acking any clear concept of general levels of prices, Knapp' 
may even have ignored t!te e1iect of a cltangein th~mone~ stand
ard on prices generally.}Some such error must underlie the whole 

,:''''amphitropic'' argument, which emphasizes the fact that everyone 
is both creditor and debtor and implies that price cltanges thereby 
lose their economic significance.' "For internal trade excluding the 
bullion business, the choice of the standard hardly matters at all, 
since it only produces secondary e1iects' which vanish in the general 
welter of continuous price cltanges."· Knapp's discursive remarks 
On the rise of prices during the War make it appear that each and 
every price cltange was to be explained only by what happened to 
the particular commodity involved.· Finally, we have the startling 
statement that the~ can be a cltange in general purchasing pow~r 

~
" 'ust as little" as there can be a cltange of all prices.· . 

Throughout his works, Knapp's chief historical references are 
drawn from experiences' under bimetallism. )From 1687 uritil 1873, 
when the chief commercial countries of ~ world had gone over 
to the gold standard,' the ratio of silver to gold generally fiuc-
tuated around ~..i:l within fairly narrow limits.· No revolutjon 
in prices occurred- because of silver's supplaJ\ting gold or con
versely. Such general price cltanges as fre<J.uently'attend a disloca-

• SI4Dllic. T"""",, pp. 439""440, 443· 
• Eu:ept perhaps implicitly in the contention that the rate of escbango detcnDines 

the wlue 01 the monetBly metal. Cf. p. -. below • 
. • S_ TIrMry, pp. 46-48; d. p. 36, below. 
• Itn4., pp. 209-210. \ · _it. T"""",, p. 445. 
• G. F. Knapp, "ErlaO'teruD8<D .... Staatlith ... Theo,;" des Geld ..... SCM. Jr..b. 

30, p. 1696. 
, Karl HeI1ferich, MOIWJ (New York, 19'7), Pt. I, th. vi, sec. •• 
• 10 18u the ratio was Ui", to I, and in 18'3 16:25 to r. With these O1Ceptions it 

_ ..... t above 15096 to i,'llorbelow 14"4 to I. United States Director 01 the Mint, """""" &,.., (WaabingtoD, 1914>, p. 213· . . 
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tion of the standard did not come especially to Knapp's attention. 
We may therefore suppose that he conceived the power of the ltate 
to extend over what s~ be the money of the country, without how
ever drawing the conclu\fjon that the "back-reference ratio," if it 
really succeeded, would extend the power of the state over purcbaa-
ingpower. ' 

• (2) At the opposite pole from those commentators who have 
erro,lleously believed chartalism to be a fiaf theory of purchasing 

[

power stands a group which maintains that Knapp'. theory_is J!lU'ely 
1e~tic, that it simply lies outside the field of economiC!. Two of 
his closest ~Ies, Ben9!xen and Ep, take this view,1 and many 
writers quite unsympathetic with the thesis of the Slate TItury put 
upon it the same construction.' Mises calla it aastalla&tic, "not be-
longing to a systematic theory of political economy"; • and Knapp 
himself occasionally seems to conceive of his work in this way. The 
idea that value of money means purchasing power he dismisses 8IIlD

marily, remarking, "This view does not belong in the atate theory of 
money"; • and with regard to the effects Of price changes upon vari
ous social groups, he say's: 

The amditions of interested classes is a matter of great importlooe. but it hu 
nothiBg to do with the description of DIOlIey which is espowoed by the .tate 
theory.' • .• Index lIUIIIbers are not able to tell WI lUIything II to the juristiC 

J 
r cbaracteristial of lDOlIey and therefon! do not ~ in the ltate u.-y of 

DIOlIey: they belcmg to ec:oDDlDi<s.' : ~ 

What Knapp means, in such passages ~ these, ~ QPt that the 
sta~ theory is non-economic, but only that the specffic purchasing 

• l!!?..w:r 'of money and the dlOl'ader of money are distinct prob1ems • 
.; W ~ chartaIism offers an account of historical g~ or the 10gical 

origin of the modem monetary institution, it does !lot tr~t the de-

I Friedrich BendDm, DM W .... tla GdJa. 4th ed. (M'1IIIicIJ, 1926). p. 12; IarI 
Elster. uDie s ... t1idte Theorie des GeIdeo," J/ri.'~ N. 6>5. III. p. 84; ......... 
u'KaafbUt' UDd 'Gdbmg' des GeIdeo," J/ri. f~ N. 6> 5. us. p. 245-

• Bortkiewicz, 1«. <>iI.; WeIDeI' C_ ....... KriJUdIe s--,.. _ N""';""U. 
- r"ldt. ie (Dn!odm, 1917). pp. 36-...,;JlichonI ~ uUDivenaIiomaIUDd 
IudividuaIisaao ia der ~ der C-eJdJlwmie," J /ri. jill N. 6> 5. 117. P. ... ; 
Helffrrjch • .,. <>iI •• p. 49J ..... DOte; W"dbeba LaiI, "Die Xaapp'ocbe GeJd'''-ie,'' 
J/ri.jIII N. 6>5.87; pp. 544-545; Kiicbim Soda, "Die _1taOPP'ICbe C~ldtbmrie 
UDd cIu W .... des GeIdeo," J/ri.f~ N. 6> S. 89. pp. J4O"':J49o I 

• Ladwi!: Miles, T_ tla GeIdR __ U ... nritIel. md od. (JbmidI. 1924) •. 
pp. 244-250- . 

• SI4IlIIidIe TItetJrie. p. 4.J9. 
'1b&,p.444-

. 
• IWl., p. ",1.. 
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~ti!,n of exchange ~ue.' While, Mises correctly designates 
the work acatallactic, because itfies outside t4e sphere of any system 
of value theory, validity is nevertheless an economic phenomenon. 
The metallists would. accoqnt for it upon the basis of metallic .con
tent; Knapp finds that it emanates from state action. Had the S/IJte 
Theory been a JurisJic treatise, it would have studied monetary 
statistics, legislation on pecuniary contracts, court decisions, and 
admjnistrative practices; it would have appraised their interpreta
tion, constitutionality, consistency, and justice.' Instead't is con-. 
cerned primarily ·with the forces which give "valuableness" to I 
money and cause it to circulate, and with how this'" valuableness" I 
compares with ordinary commodity value) 

(J) Knapp has sometimes been accused of being an in1lationist~ . 
or at least of formulating a theory which by implication justifielj, 
this political abuse. Some years before the German catastrophe, 
B. M. Anderson wrote: 

Jtecent German literature on money •.• bas been a'good cIeal infiuenc:ed by 
Knapp, and there is a fair cbanc:e that American students may have to read this 
book if they wish to understand the n"'l!' decade Of German monetary history •. 
It will be well for Germany if this is not the Case! I 

After the German infiation experience Knapp Wali taxed Mth being 
.. one of the maiD intc;llectual factors making for the c;.atAs1rophe," 
by Prof~1.. Gregory I and by Mises.' Certain of Knapp's followers 
did indeed advance in1!a,tionary meaoures," and Knapp's apparent r. 
inpifierence to questions 'of practical policy may easily mislead his 
readers.' But, it is ~ error t9_p'!rge bjm With inflationism; and 
he has been justly exonerated by Bortkiewicz,7 ~wtrey,. and 
Schacht.- What Knapp really favored was, domestic circulation..ilf • 

I EDmpJeo of -oy juristic wow on money"", Arthur Nussbaum'. DOl Geld No 
r ....... tm4 p,,,,," da deuUe .... tm4 ...,lIJndise .... lIee,," (Tilbingen, 1925), a YeIY • 
ezceIlent treatise, ad Hans Gerber's Geld tm4 SItJaI Oena, 1926), whicb beors the sub
title: ~ A Study in the Organic Law of Money u • Problem of National·Law within a 
Unioenal Lopl SyslUt."· ' .' , 

I Tire VcaItN of 1I0My (New York, 1017), p. 435, note. 
o T. E. G_ry in the introduction to Hellferich's II OMy, p. vii. 
• 0,. ell., md.ed., p. 33; V ...... ftIr Son.z",silill, 170> p. 276. 
• Particularly Bendixen, DaIberg, and Elster. 
• S_ Tire"", pp. 53, 144-145· 
, Ludwig Bortkiowicz, .. Neue Schriften Ober die NatUr und die Zukunft des GeIcJeo." 

Se .... JItrlJ. 45, p. 999. • . 
• R.. G. Hawtrey, liThe Sta~ Theory of Money," &. Jow. ss, p. 251. 

• In _ to a question which I ask<cI him during his _t visit to this munlry. 
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\ paper money - no more inflationistic in itself than Ricardo's" Pro
lposals for an Economical and Secure Currency" - based upon a 
gold exchange standa,rd. The chartal theory, as he repeatedlya&-

f 
sures us, "does not ~u~the_ histoJica1 and practical significance of 
metal," p~ticularly as it serv~~ sup~J!..the fC!l~ign_ exchanges; I 
and it unqualifiedly opposes the balancing of budgets by the "arti
ficial creation" of money_' 

• . (4) Melchior Palyi and Herbert DOring challenge the use of 
"state theory" to describe Knapp's analysis, and maintain that it is 

,r ~y an "lI1lministrative theol"J'_" Palyi believes that by itSem
phasis on actual practice "the state theory puts itself beyond all 
jurisprudence and eludes juristic criticism."· Knapp does indeed 
form an administrative, as opposed to a legal or juristic, "theory:bY 
.money, not to "elude juristic criticism," but to take account of all 
government actio'"'i bearing upon the constitution of money_ In . 
he is qJlj~t: from the economic angle, all such acts are relevant; 
whether they be statutory, juridical, judicial, or merely administra-

"tive. Again and again Knapp cautions us that it is actual practice, 
4 not the written code, that counts.· "Administrative theory" is a 
gratuitous suggestion, inasmuch as the word "state" connotea 
authoritarian action as much as it does mere legislation; and besides 
it reveals, as "administrative" does not, that government and DOt 
some other administration is the authority.-. - . 

My conclusions as to the content of the chartal theory of money 
; are as fonows, ~p proposes to formulate a universally valid 

theory of the nature or origin of the eeonomic instrument money, 
. He is particala.rly anxious that it explain paper money, but he boIds 

I S"* T~, PP- I, ____ • 

I G_ F_ Xuw, "Staatliche C...!dtheorie," HM_ ., s-~ ,.tJa eeL, ...L ... 0_ 
(927), P. 754- While Xuw mode DO __ 10 le&itjmo. iadeJpmed _ ida-
tionistic," formuJat<d DO plan for~_01 ~.,....u priceleftl ....... __ 
, .. "'" 01 ~ which_tralbmIb tDditiooalJy ........ iD ............... ~ 
!IDId - by..,......,. tD _t _we cold -"" IA_ (.,. aI.,eb
Bi) mobs ~ aboud mistake 01 in rI"dinc XUW' • .......uoa ".-Itumit.-....". 
iDbis_ .. ~"XUWPlm." . 

• M "S- PaIyi,"Der Streit am die 5tudiche ~ des Gddcs," sa.. JIri_ 
45, P- 664; Hobert DiIriDc, Die Grid" iew ..;, Ir..", .-I al (Gtei&nld, '922), 
p.'5-

• SC,lItlic.k TIIetrie, P. 97; c:f. aIsoSltlle T~. pp.. ~." 51,94, 106, 'U/YI, ••• , 117, 
'57,. 17~ 

• J- _likewise __ ~ tam iD "Xuw's Tbooayol ....."." &_J __ 32, 
p. 39- JfawtRy'. __ 01 " __ -"" (.,. aI_. p. 253) is _ witboat 
poiat for Xuw's -,. 01 ~ __ of _. bat _, -, , ........ tit.mety 
miaor put 01 ~ -. quite Iodiac iD .,.;p.Iity. 
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no brief for fiat standards, nor is he an inflationist. The state iii the Iii' 
creator of money, its raistm rJ,'8tre. When ~pp says thaj!he~tate 
creates money when it proclaims validity in terms of a previouslr 
existing means of payment, he does not intend to be understood as I 1"1 
meaning that a governmental fiat establishes purchasing power,jr' 

(Validity meap,s first, not value, but valuableness, tIie<capacitY oflt.. 
money to haw lJalue; and seconci,.the passing of the ".Iiloney piet!! aI J 
par in trade.) Both these ideas are economic, and the state theory 
therefore does not fall within jurispruden~ By "state" we should 
understand all the organs of the sovereign power so far as they im
pinge in any way upon money. All these facts have to be borne in 
mind when we essay criticism of chartalism. Three propositions ~ • 

p'roduce its argument in essence: '" 

I . I. Money comes into being when the state selects a certain unit 
. of value, describes its physical bearer carefully, gives it a name, and 

proclaims its validity in' terms of the historically preceding unit. 
2. Proclaimed validity is secured in trade by the state's accepting 

all its money at face value; legal tender in private trade is a comple
mentary measure, not a universal one. The state causes a money to 
be standard by forcing it out in payments to private persons. 

3. For all money, propaimed validity is independent of sub
stance value. One consequence of this is that limited coinage and 
redemption are unnet!!SSarY for accessory money I . 
~ THE Cs:.u.TAL MONEY THEbI1Y: e:.u:xCISJI 
. A. The SI6Ie and Validily 

To be ~um of exchange money must possess value, for ex- _ . . 
change iiivolves a quid &0 QU!1, and to serve as a measure of "!!!Ie ..... ~ I
money must again possess valu~, since value is measured as against --: • 
value. Furthermore, for thedischarge of its first function, money 
must circulate at par, since coins or notes bearing a premium or dis-
count are too inconvenient to persist for very long in exchange; and 

,for the discharge of its second function, meas\lring value, it must 
obviously be at par to be the unit of value. (Yaluableness and passingW. 
at par are therefore the prerequisites for anytliiiig to be money. o! 
Both qualities are. included in the Knappian "~dity," which he I 
says the state creates. Is he right? 

. Generany speaking, I think thll an~er .is a:rtainly' yes, under J' 
modem conditions. It is govenmient action which maintains .the \ 
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\ valuableness of ou~ mQney and secures its par drculatioJ1.. Let us 
examine the first quality. "Valuableness results frolll' utility and~ 
limitation of supply.) Pure fiat issues - which Knapp calls "the 
touchstone of the tJleory" 1_ reveal most IItrikingly the hand of 
government.. The state may almost be said to create the valuable-) 
ness of such ~oney, since it absolutely determines supply, and the 
legal tender.quality of the notes is generally the basis of their utility.J 
Doubtless public opinion is final arbiter, but as Cannan says, 

The power of the holder of a DOte to make his creditor IAXept it in payment it 
Dot euc:tly the same thing as the DOte beiDg generally acceptable, hut it goee far 
to create genemI acceptability, siDcz a penon'. reluctance to IAXept is IargeJy 
overcome by the feeJing that be can "pass the thing on." • 

With redeeD1able paper or other sorts of subordinate moneys the 
same is true; the state determines the supply, and substance valu~ 
alone cannot account for purchasing power. The devius by which 
valuableness is insured should not at present divert our attention 
from the fact that whether by redeeming or by itself accepting these 
moneys, the stale prevents them from losing their value altogether, I 
or in large part .. This leaves for consideration onIY .. fI!ll-bodied 
standard money. Here the function of government in guaranteeing 
valliablelltiss -is Ieast g.>nspicuous. The metallist w~4 describe 
freely coined standard money as a simple commodity. To say that 
the state creo/u the value would be hyperbole. But it has a ~ 
d::J-U; d~th it: the mere definition of the ultimate Dionetary 
s dardsets bioad limits to the value of money. Indeed the adop
tion of the gold standard, for example, may be envisaged as a politi
C!1 device for limiting supply throughOut the whole structure of 
monetary media. On the side of utility, the narrow' metalIist would 
go back to the aesthetic and industrial values of the glittering yellmr 
metal. (But gold is jointly demanded, and the monetary employment 
depends upon government authorization) 

• _ TIIetJry. P. _ 
• EdwiD Camwa, 11".,. sth eel (I-.Ioa. 1926). p. 45- Pr"'-rFRd M. T.,.,.., 

C.JIIen •• 1I"., (AIm Arbor. Mkbipn. J906). p. 83 • ..,.: "At 1bio poiDt, wluDlaIy 
..:repIabiJity is aat<d by COIDpIlIoory..:replabiJity. The faa that a p __ io. 
valid _ makes ~ ~ to receift it, __ tIIq .. _ it to pay debIa at 
/eat. .. (Italia biL) 

• "Uades- modem mndjtjms iD _ civiIiRd coantriellhe faD ......... m.u.- cU. 
caIaDGa of __ of _ iD a puticuIu coanby .......... Iy RqUim. _ of 
IepI omhprjptjm fnIIII 1be __ of that coanby." - T.,.,.., -t ..... p. 87. 
(Italiao miDe..) • 
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(All in all, smte exaggeration is involved in' saying that the state . 
creates the valuableness of monrn We ptust.remember that val~e 
cannot be forced; human beings an; free; to aScnDe value to an object 
or noL Maaifestly, 'however, government controls !,he essen" J' . 

pmd·· ot the valuation set upon fult and low ~c V3lue r 
oneys, so as t depends on money and not upon the goodsl 

• side of the equation. For full weight standard money it still plays 
an important rale. The eiaggeration is not ~trous. . . 

The modem sovereign state dominates the other element of valid- v 
ity almost entirely, if it so chooses. The creation of money is com
pletedWith the establishment of par circulation. By designating 
but one definitive means of paying debts, the law forces the accept-
ance of that means of payment in trade at face value. /'f1uilt up so -::-~ 
largely upon credit, our modem economic system cannot easily em~ 
ploy one money for debts and another for ordinary transactions. 
"Some one money will become the standard money of debts and 
then take for itself also the place of standard money in prices. This 
follows because the standard money of prices is free to move, while 0/ 
that of debts is not." 1 Arthur Nussbaum concludes: "It cannot;r 
denied that in normal times the state decisively d'etermines the crea-
tion and supplanting of money, ..• because the state is" the actual 
arbiter in money transactions."· (Anything valuable circulating at 
par is eo ipso money.) Ordinarily t1ie state secures both the valuable-

1 
ness and parity of the circulating media; it creates validity and .I .... 

thereby creates money. This is the substantial truth of the chartal 
theory. 
/Knapp's great mistakes are t)lro: refusing to Ie!Xlgnize that the... • 

s&i:te does not always create money, and secondly, !!Psapprehending ;, ~ 
the process by which validity is established) We turn first to the ill
conceived universality of the chartal theOry. Perhaps the cases 
where trade practice takes the bit in its own teeth are abnormalities, 
but from the angle of monetary policy they are very significant. 
Money puts in its appearance without Jht! authority of the state 
frequently enough; only the most strikibg cases can command our I 
attention. 

(I) An abundance of eDIIlples of true moneys amongst primitive • 
societies is to be found in nnmismatical and ethnological workS. In-' 
stances bearing directly upon Knapp's reliance solely on political 

I Taylor, III- tiI., p. IsS-

• Du GcU, pp. 16-17. 
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government have been assembled by Voigt; I and HeUferich has re
cently reviewed the subject.' Not every casual example of "primi
tive money," however, is legitimate: it has to be determined whether 
the exchange medium actually passes by tale. "Thus tobacco, cat
tle, rom, poll-der, bullets, skins, all served this purpose medium of 
exchange. But none of these can quite properly be called moneys" 
They were mere exchange mmmodities, the relative values of whi 
were determined by weighing or measuring. This appears to be 
case with the famous stone money of the Yap Islands." The only 
lei which is real money is, paradoxically enough, the one said to be 
lying at the bottom of the sea, where it performs a function quite 
similar to that of our Gold Settlen1ent Fund. On tile other hand, tile 
wampum of the American Indian was real money; a fathom of 360 
pieces passed in trade as the equivalent of 60 English pence! Even 
with the elimination of mere exchange mmmodities, there reDl&in 
numerous examples of true money amongst peoples to whom it would. 
be absurd to inlpute a political "state." Knapp remgnizes the exist
ence of "means of payment" ~ore the state takes any action to
ward introducing a new unit for debt payments.' But his dichoto
mizing means of payment into "~tory" and "cbartaI"'leaves 
DO place for exchange media passing not by weight but by tale, and 
still sanctioned by DO political state. When amongst primitive 
peoples tradition attaches a symbolic meaning to certain, objects 80 

that they ~mt;rely rounted out in payments, money exists. 
• (2) But even under sovereign political states money cannot IIP""1 

pear, according to the cbartaI theory, until the state has set validity 
by means of the back-reference ratio and acceptance. 

This action of the state as maintaiDa!r of Ia .. does DOt appeal" with the mana
facture of IIIODey pieces, e. ,. with the c:oiDing of Iytric metal or the introductioo 
of independent paper JDODeY, but at the first time of aJteriJlUlrl in the ........ of 
payment. Bet_ that thete __ 110 groomds for cWjding the quatioa of 
"nmnina1ity" 01' -reality."' 

• ZIsd. f* L fU, SIMIs. 62, P. 328 If. 
• 0,. riI.. PL I, dd. • Taylot. 01. eiI •• p. 12 • 

.. W. H.F ......... Tllelu-4 "lie S-11_ (PbiIadeIpbia aDd LcJadog. '910), 
pp. 96. g8. 

• J. JI_ .......... "Ituappo StM'!jche -n.-ie .... GeIdeo,w ZeiIIdrifI/'" X-u. 
..... 26, p. 671. DOte.. 

• SIIIk T~, pp. 50 6. ' 16i1l.. P. 73-
• SItuJIIide T-...v. p. 17. The italics .. mine. Tbe I ha. ""I""'d.,.",~ 

of .......,. pieas n for Sc_,_ .. GtUa obtiDally -ftJOi 1tDopp'. -nine. 
.me.... the _1itetaI -iu& "CRatica of.......,.w by ~ aDd -.;. ..... 
adiDc (SIof< T~, p. 2.). . 
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In. saying so Knapp not only does violence to the facts, but he is in
consistent .with a previous admission: 

The nominality of debts does not lie in the fact that the State alte", the means 
of payment more or Ie .. often. but in the fact that such an alteration is possible 
in principle. wlre/he; iI is mmle 0' MI. The nominality of debts iBd of the unit of 
value is a ne<muy premise before money can come into being.' 

What· is significant here is not that money exists before any actual 1 
change .if the state is able to alter the means of payment when it so 

.chooses. - an admission quite inconsistent with Knapp's invariable 
emphasis oq the face of a change, - but that it leaves unexplained 
the reason for the nominality of debts anq the unit of value before 
the state chooses to evince its powers. We are perfectly free to sus
pect that .,before the state displays openlyits sovereign power, it 
does pot.,possess it. Indeed, there is plenty of evidence that th~ 

, nominality .of . .9.~bts and the I1!li.L~f. value often prevails before the 
~t!t has IqIIStered the monetary situ~tIon.· - ...... . . .. . ... . 

In the ~ of tLe later Middle Ages we find three groups of money of account 
~ gold. silver and small silver coins - each with its own system of accountiDg. 
In Florence toward the end of the thirteenth century we find three diflerent ac
counting systems. which existed side by side and each of which formed a separate 
monetaly system. • • . There was no single system within which the diflerenc:a 
in the types of currency were of little account; it was rather a case of independent 
types of coin. and groups of types of coin. selected at will or by custom for use in 
any particular contract of payment." 

The rate at which these coins were accepted on the market depended 
on the metallic content of the type to which they belonged. But 
they passed individually by tale and not by weight, else they could 
not have served for systems of accounting. Dependence of a money. 
upon its bullion, content for its exchange value. is perfectly consistent 
with a nominalist concept of money, and Knapp repeatedly reassures I 

. us upon that question.' These Italian coins were true mQneYi each 
type circulated at par - there were three systemsof debt payments. 
of accounting. and of prices. The state was powerl~ toP!ll~t. '" 
\!,_rade created money=> 

<J) Even today, after the state has for centuries dominated the 
economic instrument money, pQvate ~ations q,n I)CgIsi~!!£l"~ , 

• S",," T...,. p. 19. (Italics 1IIim>.) 
• Helft"erlcb. Moruy, p. 4" 
• Cf.S- r...,. pp. ~6. 17. 37.4$. 
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!Boney.1 In our own history, certified checks, clearing house loan 
certificates, and all manner of makeshifts circulated at par, when 
national currency bore a premium in the panics of 1873, 1893, and 
1907·' According to SchaAlt, aUheendotI923.there-circuIated!.ll 

,/ ~.x.$OlIletbj!1g9f..!JJe order of 400""500 quinti1lion mar.ks in 
N otgeld or privat~ly issu~ em~rg~cy mone)!, the gO\ILequivaient of 
th~_glDtemporary Reichsbank note circulation.' Since these un
authorized issues of N otgeld passed in trade at par, they cannot, says 
Nussbaum, be denied the character of money.4 

1 
(4) In extremity not only may private associations create their 

own lI1Qney, but Uutm.arketmay rejec;t ~llLetely _aIlY or .all oj the 
. state's issues. Throughout the Middle Ages, if the sovereigns too 
I greatly debased the coinage, foreign moneys 1JI1Irped the par posi
\ tion, forcing the state to recognize thenl de /acl4. Californians suc-
·cessfully resisted the.Legal Tender Act and the United States Notes 

I I do not refer to bonk nota and depoail!- With regard eopeciaIly to bonk nota It 
_ at once be conceded that lUstorically they did Dot put in their ~ under 
state initiative or reguJation. "From this viewpoint Knaw IhouId have -"'<d the 
foundation of the Hamburg _".ys Voigt (Zu,lI./tWtI. ps.S-..62.p.JJI). 1bio 
is • just observation; but the periods during which anrqulatcd bonk nota cin:uIated 
at par with state money and so partook fully of the nature of money are 10 rare as to con
minto nq very..no... qua1ifiation of the chartaI theory. BaIt nota main their char
acter .. money penDlllleDtIy only becaute of government roguJation. even wile ...... in 
the cue of the BaIt of EogIand. the institution _.6ciaIIy appearo to be private. 

- (Knaw·. error is not his regarding bonk nota as fuwlamentally seaared in ciradation '" 
par by state iqUIation, but his cleacription of what thooe reguJations are) 1bio questioa 
.., wil1 COIISider ouhotquently (d. pp. 29"34. below). 

With respect to bonk depooits .. botantiaUy the __ may be Mid of their .
IopJ origin and their p_ oubordination to "",omment prescription. CwioasIy 
enough. Knaw treats ~"......ts .. qaiteano_catep>ry than bonk nota. From 
many 0DgIes it • desliibJe iDwpon.to nota and depooilS obupIy. c:a1Iint: the _ 
"money" and the latter "credit." Bot from the aogIe of their relatioD to central It&te 
bonks .. _u asofeconomi< function they are the ....... Knaw. _.diatingoioba 
the "chartal_ of payment" and the"giraJ," and applies the word money only to 
the fonner. By odherinc ItrictJy to this fonoaJ distinction be _lqitimotely <aD bio 
_Ii; "TIie State TIieory of 11_." even thoogb be maintaioo that bonk tIe,mu are a 
aatioD of private pay oocieties (Sidle T'-'1. pp. 95. IJ4, I .... 151-157). Knaw ~ 
..... made his cue stroDger by regarding bonIr. nota and dopooits .. alike in oatore and 
fmu=tion.caUing them both _. and _hlishinr; the bet that both DOJDaIIyeaiot .. 
_ of the -. i. e. that they form a permonmt part of the natioaaI-wy 
system ooJy by virtue of __ t JqOIatioD. 1bio I believe .1OIIIider riew ... the 
wboIo than regarding either .... or the other ___ ill a cbartaI theory . 

• O. JL. W. Sprague, Bi#my "en--. IIIe NIIIiMIM BIMII $,.-. NIIIiMIM 
11-,. C .... h,.". (WuIiinr;toa. 19U). Y. s6-s8. 116-191,:180-082. 

• Hjaimar ........... t. Tile $1""_ ,,1IIe 11.", (1-'"". 1927). p. 106. IIcft and beRinafta- the ___ .......... ,001 for __ fipra. 

• Da GeU, p. n. a. Bd6erich, 11_. JiP. 508-sJ1. for IpOCi6c jJlqRntioDs. 
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of 1862 until the ronstitutionality of the act was finally upheld in 
May, 1871.' More dIamatic is the absolute repudiation of ex
tremely depreciated fiat moneys - the assignats, for example, and 
the mark recently' - despite all efforts of the state to the rontrary. 

(5) The most ronspicuous cases in which free eronomic forces S\lP
plant the state occur under binletaJlism and irred~ble p'aper. In 
both instances the state gives two kinds of money the same "pro
clainled validity"; in neither do the two moneys have the same 
validity in trade. This romes about, of course, in ronsequence of the 
operation of "Gre$am's" lAw.' Realizing perhaps that this law 
means a severe linlitation upon the significance of his main thesis, 
Knapp depreciates it as a "halLtruth." {!!: indicates merely that 
private tradEO.IS will use in exchange o!!1y.that &CCeSSIlIJI'mQl!,ey Which{ 
has a commodity value not greater than its f3,fe value; if a positive 
agio appears on accessory money it disappears from circulation. In 
this emasculated form Gresham's law says 'nothing about what 
money becomes standard where there are. two valid tenders. But 
that is precisely the situation to which it is pertinent. "If amongst 
those moneys in any system which are valid tenders in payment of 
debts, differences of exchange value arise, the cheapest of such 
valid tenders "establishes itself as the standard, and the rest go to 
a premium." i The "moneys" quoted at a premium'lose the 
validity proclainled for them by the state; they are demonetized 
by the market. In the crucial instances of standards dislocatedl 
through binletallism and irredeemable paper, the charta! theory:. 

I 
collapses.' 

• J. S. _tt, A SIuwI HiMry oj'''' Ulriktl SI4Iu (New Yom, 'g,8). pp. 66~; 
A. B. Hepburn. A HiMryojIMC_-,,,,,'" UIriktlSI4Iu (New Yolk, 'g,S),ch.ziv; 
Taylor. CIIa".... OIl M-,. p. ,6,. 

• Cf. Voigt. Zlrc/o. frW II. PI· S_. 6 •• p. 334. on the assigna1S. and HeUferich, 
MOIIeY. p: 509, on the disap __ "" of the old mark. 

• IIecauIe this tenn is tho~ughly imbedded in monetary jlUgoD I retain it. despite 
F. W. Fette2's proof that Sir Thomas Gresham. farfrom originating the idea. as has long 
been ~. did not even enunciate it. Cf. "Some Neglected Aspects of Gresham's 
La ..... Q. J. B., 46. 480-495· I employ the tenn as does Professor Taylor in the third 
of Fette2' ......... but deny that his first .... is ru,I. Ibitl., p. 433. , S_ T"""". p! 16 •• 

• Fred M. Taylor. P ....... I/u oj BcOIIDIroia, gth ed. (Ne .. Yolk, Ig.S), p. 3g6. 
"Valid" has ofCOUl"8t' DOthiDg to do with Knapp's "validity.1I It is used in preference 
to "1epI" tende1 to include such eztrIHtate moneys as are cited abcmo in ~ 3. 

• Knapp is....,roJy criticizedon this score by Bortkiewia, ScJ..JIri. 30. PP"3'1>
'3'7; Bonar. Be. J_. 3', p. 43; HeUferich. MOIIeY. pp. 396-399; Mises, TIwwW.md 
ed .• PLI, ch. iv. IOC. 3; Walter Lob. "G. F. Knappsneue Geldtheorie," ScIa.JIri. 30, 
00. un-ul": and NlIssben m DIM GeI4. p. 16. 
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Knapp would, of course, be glad to save the day for his theorY 
, even here. In any moot ~ he_ says, what .t.he ~tate "forces out '! 
mrm~e the standard.' The unsuspecting lay reader, recogniz
ing that it was the government which forced out the fiat issue in the 
first place and now makes its payments only in these cheap notes, or; 
in the case of bimetallism, in the overvalued metal, thinks that' 
Knapp is right. Posllwc ergo propter 1wc: because the government 
pays out the standard money, therefore it is standard. Even Palyi 
does not avoid this error in contending that because the public 
chooses to pay its obligations to the treasurY only in the cheaper 
money and because the state thereby of necessity has to make its 
payments in the cheaper money, the public controls the standard,'J 
But the standard still remains as the money which the state pays 
out, by his interpretation. 

In some cases, no doubt, the state succeeds in bringing into tti 
standard position the money it chooses to disburse upon the mar 
keto When under bimetallism the market ratio is brought in 
conformity with the mint ratio, part of the adjustment may be 
ascribed to the flow into the market of such amounts of the under
valued metal as the government elects to payout. When under a 
fiat standard the state resumes redemption, the reestablishment of 
parity with gold, if it actually transpires, is conditioned upon the 
treasury's paying in gold. Parenthetically, although the standard in 
these cases is what the government pays out, it is not, as Palyi says, 
d~rmined by what the public pays in. But the point is that even 
here paying or forcing out does not settle the question of the stand
ard. (J'he universal rule is that the cheapest legal tender becomes the 
standard=\ No doubt the state controlled the standard before it 
relinquis!{ed its prerogative by creating fiat money or admitting two 
freely coined metals as full legal tender J No doubt the state might 
resume control by- demonetizing all by one full legal tender. But 
where two legal tenders exist, either freely coined or issued in great 
abundance, the mM'id decides which shall be standard by deciding 
which is. cheaper. Where bimeta1lism actually succeeds by the 
operation of the compensatory action, the ultimate ptrity of the two 
moneys depends much more upon the melting down of ~ under-- .. ;-

• -. en-...sly thiDb KDapp...u.s the criterioa .. what is .......,,1Odktiwta 
NTep'? ____ "forad _" (Be. J_. 3', p. 39). Ia ..aJity the criterioa 
of......." is always ~ "Forud _".m odd<d qaaIity of 1taIIdanI......." • 

• S .... JIri. 4S. pp. 546-S4L 
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valued coin and the increased production and importation of, the 
dearer'ineta.i. than upon treasury disbursements in that sort.1 The 
tMrka has been so influenced that neither money is cheaper, and 
hence both are stalJdard. When a gold standard is reestablisbed 
after a paper money regime, success does not automatically attend 
the paying out of gold. It depends on the publi&'s being persuaded 
that notes are "as good as gold," on its being content with the offer 

, to redeem and a modest amount of actual redemption. 
But wbat the state pays out does not inevitably become the stand-r 

ard. The compensatory action under bimetallism does not always 
work. Redemption of depreciated paper sometimes breaks down 
because the public continues to demand. i't. Whenever medieval 
sovereigns attempted to reform the coinage by putting into circUla
tion coins of greater fine content than the old debased, worn, or 
sweated coins, the better money commanded a premium and dis
appeared from circulation.' It is astonishing lthat Knapp should 
bave ignored a phenomenon observed by ¥istophanes, Henry of 
Ghent, Oresme, Copernicus, and John Hales, even before the time of 
the unjustly reputed Sir Thomas.' And it is peculiarly ironical that 
autogenic paper money - the very sort of money which ~pp re
garded as the vindication of his theory' - should be, instead, its 
most ,serious stumblingblo~( P;ure paper money! because histori- , . ) "h< 
cally It has so often established Itself as standard m defiance of the JA ~""" 
will of the state, Constitutes a most important limitation upon a state 
theory which would be universal) 

B. The Means of Securing Validity 

Validity embraces the qualities of baving value and circulating at ' • 
par. In the cases reviewed, no!J;h!L!ltate but ,non-politi~ agents 
establisb validity for money. But where 'an organ of, government I 
controls the monetary system - and this is the noimal state of 
affairs - it does not exercise that control in the fashion Knapp 
describes. 

• 
• Tbep_islOcIeocribed byN. W.Senior, T ... lMIw .... ",. VllMoJM..., 

(Privately printed, London, 1840). pp. S0-83· 
I Cf.1L G. HawtJoy'l deocription of "Tbe Silver Recoinqa in England," C-<1f<7 

.. Cr.;', 3td ed. (London, 1930), <h. zvi. 
I Cf. A. E. 140I1l00, 0#. AI., pp. 37, 65, 66. 
• S"". T..." p. 303. 
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, (I) State acceptance of money at its nominal value and legal 
tender power in ordinary oommercial transactions will guarante4i 
valuableness to the circulating medium only if there is quantitative 
limitation of supply. From the angle of practical politics, and in 
view of casuistry on the subject from the time of John Law'. "Sys
tem" to Henry Ford's Muscle Shoals proposal, it would seem that 

(
Knapp's omission of ~rcity is not only poor theory but also bad 
strategy. The hiatus gIves the whole work an inBationary lavor 
which the author would have been glad to avoid. , I (2) Knapp faIls into downright error on the subject of parity cir
culation both for standard and for subordinate moneys. He argues 
that the standard position is secured to a given money by making it 
"obligatory," "definitive," and by "forcing it out." 1 That stand-

"..ard m.9Dey !Dust~the first ~~tics cannot be ques
tioned: it must be a full legal tender and have its value determined 

..... independently of redemption." But forcing out is incapable of ron
trolling which of twli'moneys, both equipped with these two char
acteristics, actually beoomes the standard. If the state in any imag

I inable situation proposes to oontrol the monetary standard, it must 
f create aMnique posiJion for _ money. This IDay be done simply and 
1inaIIy by designating one money as the only full legal tender, or as 
the only definitive money, or both together! The operation of 
Gresham's law is thereby precluded, and the state's mandate as to 
what shall be standard money prevails. 

Knapp's oontention about the standard position would be dis
posed of by the foregoing reIDarks if it did not appear that what he is 
rea1Iy roncerned with in his di.,. .. ssiou of hisIoriaIl definition is sIantJ.. 
ard money. Ostensibly the ~ent pertains to money in general, 

I 1bi4., p. lOS-

• Cf. Taylor, Cllatten .. 11".." PriodpIe 2, p. '53. ad ComJIaJy " p. '53; ad 
PriJu:ipIe 5, pp. '59-,60-

• In the Uoimd States today, who", the p>Id dona.. io oaIy ODe of 6ft l<pI taIded, 
it is sbmdanI by virtue of the bet that all the othen .... _ cIe1iaitift - tbrir ....... io 
-;...,!wf • lifly _ Lqal""""t.1ity ad IimiIed c.oiDaco .... the 
...... of all oarllCJlH5taDdanl _ to be derived from the p>Id don...,nrept for the 
'"'-doIm, for wbidllimiled coiDat:Ie ad the ..- of RdaDptioD dfect the _ 
__ It io __ that sbmdanIlDODeJ' be frftIy coiDed to be cIe1iaitift (e.1- the 
__ for & time dariPg the War), ...... , if IimiIed, that _ oboaId be DO frftIy 

coiDed IDODeJ' (the bade don... of '873'" frftIy coiDecI, though _.l<pI tmder, ad 
the UDited States..- _tin"",, to be sbmdanI to '879). Bat the IItIDdanI _ be 
eitbea- the oaIy faD l<pI tmder, or else • faD l<pI tmder wido iD ....... _ in.... .....tIy of ruIomptiuu OD otI...- -,.. E.upt for F_ ad the UDited 
States wido tbrir "1impiDc" .......... __ tries 1Io ... ..de ODe _ both fuR 
Io:pJ tmder ad ~ 
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and no reference is made to it in Knapp's description of forcing out 
as settling the standard where the issue arises under bimetallism and 
inconvertible conditions. But obviously establishing a new unit of 
value and a new means of payment pertains to the monetary stand
ard, else no real significance 1!'0uld attend it. Does Knapp forget the 
back-reference ratio entirely when he comes to treat forcing out as 
determining the standard in moot cases? Or does he omit to mention 
historic definition because it would be conspicuously unreal? 

In any event no extended argument is necessary to show that the , 
back-reference ratio is one of Knapp's worst mistakes. When, for 
example, silver supplants gold, or irredeemable bank notes take the 
place of gOld by the operation of Gresham's law, the ratios of the 
new units to the old have nothing to do with any norm laid down by 
the state. The only meaning which can be attached to a ratio of the 
new 'to the old unit is a purchasing-power relationship. We have 
seen that Knapp does not propose to ascribe the determination of 
purchasing power to the state.' That seems ~explain his abandon
ment of the historic definition device in the very cases which would 
reveal its operation most clearly, had it been real. And it should not 

, be forgotten that Knapp stoutly maintains the power of the state 
over the standard in these very instances. 

Knapp clearly convicts himself by. this conspicuoUs omission. 
Let us, however, meet him upon his own grounds by examining his
toric definition in the cases where Knapp does apply it - where it is 
really the state which introduces the new money. In the first place 
historic definition would seem to be precluded altogether for a new 
country, and for an old country where the former currency has been 
completely repudiated. Secondly,in the matter of defining a new' 
standard the back-reference ~tio,has not~e least significance. New 
metallic moneYiSdefuled by describing its biillion content, naming 
it, and stating its legal tender power and the conditions which regu
late its issue. New fiat money is defined noncommitta\Iy and simply 
as dollar, pound, or mark. Finally, such a ratio of new to old money 
might be set up as a redemption rate, or as a legal norm for interp~et
ing upon what terms contracts in the old money are to be discharged, 
in the new!tNeither of these, in and of itself, will secure the par 
circulation 0' the new money, nor establish its circulation with cer
tainty at the rate named) Of course if the state makes the new 
money the only legal tender by repudiating and demonetizing the old 

• Cf, JIll. '4-.8, abo .... 
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standard, the new money will necessarily be at par. If, on the other 
hand, the state retains the old money as legal tender at a specified 
rate in relation to the new, whether the two circulate side by side 
at par, or whether one drives out the other by the operation of 
Gresham's law, depends upon the relation of their exchange values. 

I 
Perhaps the state, by a proper limitation upon ihe issue of the new 
money, by an offer of redemption, and by maintaining a certain legal 

. ratio in the setfiement of old contracts, is able to establish upon the 

'

market a ratio of purchasing powers identical with its legal tender 
norm. That precisely is the great problem of stabilization. f But thf 
.back-reference ratio is only a pious wish, and does not define1he ne-w 
unit, establish its par circulation, nor determine its value relation kI 
the old.' 

The mark stabilization affords a recent illustration of a back· 
reference ratio in the sense that, upon the recommendation of the 
F"mance Ministry and the {Aymmissioner of Currency, the Reichs
bank adopted simply as a matter of practice a redemption ratio of 
one trillion paper marks to one Rentmma,.k. But the stabilization at 
this rate was wholly informal, and cannot be ca1Ied a legal change of 
standard such as Knapp was describing. The old paper mark con
tinuec;l to be legal tender, whereas the new RenlmtnMk was not. 
Moreover, trade had from July, 1923, practically repudiated the old 
legal tender marks. From that month until the lltabilization in De
cember, Germany really had no .standard money, except perhaps 
foreign moneys de facio. From Decemoo, 1923. with the introduc
tion of the RmlenmMle until the'ilew ReidlSmMle was issued under 
the Dawes PIan bank law of October, 19:14. the RenlmtnMIe was in 
practice, though not legally, the standard money, So neither before 
nor immediately after the stabilization did the .-tate', sovereign 
will as expressed in the legal tender laws affect the standard. 

(The Stale TIwwy.ut Money bas nothing to offer in explanation of 
suchphenomena.~ 

• (1 Mises, T-";" md eeL, Pt. I, elL iv, __ 3- JIawUq moiotaiPo tbo idea '" 
hiotDric definjtioa ill alOme.hat cIi1reJmt """ quite ocaptabIe -. "U at IIIJT limo 
tbo -..I arin iaclwnpd, the ouredebb that _1qpIIy ~ jmmrdiateJr 
bef_ the c:hau&Ie muoiDlqpIIy adon:abIe jpme!jatdy _ it. Thq """ tbo _ 
ill which tboy .... m:baed _-. ...... if their nIae ill _of walth be cho ........ 
• •• The ~ staIiog _ oaIy be _ .. tbo EDcfiob _ for the ",kulatioa of 
cIobIs. A ~ ia • JlOIIIId. It ... pi"*' rid a CGI1iDuiIy IoordIy 0UJp0I00d ..,. IIIJT 
......... iastitutioa arq>t the....,. of the __ " - C_7" CrMiI, pp. "~I3-

• U. Schodrt,.,. ciL., pp. 76,83,'14- "" the lepllideof tbo _. poci..w,.;. 
io to be fGIIIICI ;,. N--.,.,. <iL, p. n ... 
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(3) Knapp's argument that accessory money can maintain its 

validity without redeemability and limited issue is, as Cannan says, 
.. almost. charming in its naivet6.::' 1 The statement just precedes 
Knapp's attempt to prove the state's supremacy over the standard 
even with bimeWIism and inconvertible notes; and it appears prob
able, as Palyi suggests! that Knapp was led into such a position in 
order to pave the way for this revolutionary idea. If it can be made 
to appear that the state's acceptance of accessory mbney even with
out redemption and limited issue secures i~ par circ;ulatioil.. then. cer~ 
tainly the state should attain that end for st:iuidard money by the 
more drastic act of forcing out. In other connections, when Knapp 
can judge without bias, he wholeheartedly admits th.e necessity of 
redemption, at first for bank notes, and subsequently for all acces
&Jry money; I and he hjmself maintains that limited issue ls indis
pensable, especially where an overvalued money threatens to "pilE!' 
up" i¥. the treasury.. . 

(4) \In general Knapp's analysis of the devices by which the ~tate 
insures validity to its moneys is thoroughly unsatisfactol'Y) There 
are several minor suggestions, however, touching upon par circula
tion, wbich may be worth noting. For one thing Knapp emphasizes 

(8.cceptance by state fiJcal offices as important in securing parity to a 
money) It would be 4fficult to decide whether this or legal tender in 
privati trade is the more essential. The latter without the former 
was sufficient for United States notes during the Civil War, when 
they were actually Dot receivable for duties on imports. But for a 
COUDtry with a paternalistic government having not only heavy tax 

. receipts but a large income from state industries, the "indirect re
demption" afforded by state acceptance may alone an"- without the 
aid of a legal tender provision for private obligations adequately sup
port parity. This was true of the Renlenmark and the &ichskassen
scheine.' (state acceptance has been slighted in current discussions 
outside Germany.) • 

(Allied to the maintenance of validity is the matter of securing a 
constant nominal value of the money meta1~ Free coinage and con
vertibility are almost universally named as the two requisite meas
ures. Knapp, on the contrary, gives "hylolepsy" and "hylophant: 

1 Edwin Cannan, "State Theory of Money," ~ 14. p. 213-

• S ..... Jflr6. 45, p. 548 • 
• S- "1'""",,, pp. '39, 'sS, .gr. 
• lbiL, pp. 180, 191. 
• Karl DiobI, "1'_",". NaIiDtoGlu-;. aena, rg27), m,36.4-,,65. 
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ism," i. e. free ooinage and maintaining ooins at full weight.' Since 
governments cannot prevent the melting down of ooins, the really 
effective upper limit to the price of gold is secured by maintaining 
full weight. Knapp also draws an admj..,ible oorrelate to his nomi
nalist position when he decries the practice of demonetizing worn 
ooins: not merely that the procedure is unjust to the luckless last 
holder of the ooin, - a purely fortuitous incidence of what should be 
a social oost, - but that it involves a sudden and unreasonable 
abandonment of the ooncept money, the state's validation of th 
piece as 50 much debt-paying power.' Or, as we might say, the stat 
withdraws its recognition from certain purchasing-power unit 
which are as much earned as any other by the emnomic individual 
and reduces their value arbitrarily to commodity oontent. I 
thereby does violence to the nature of money. 

Aside from these minor points, Knapp's treatment of devices fo: 
guaranteeing validity would reduce the sum total of our informatim 
on the subject. 

/C. Charlalism lind N omituJlism 

l ™ Stole Theory of Mtmey identifies "chartality" with the nomi 
nal character of the means of payment.' Is it ne( e ary, in o:rder u 
prove that money is a symbol and not a mere oommodity, to estab 
!ish that the stole creates the value unit? Even &lime of Knapp'. 
closest followers admit these two ideas to be 'UlUmSflef'schietlm. Ben· 
dixen "does not see the nominality of the value unit in the will of tlw 
state, but in the value judgments of the mssses." ~ Karl Elster say! 
that where a change in the standarlf comes about purely througlJ 
custom, the nominality of money is recogniud, and has nothing u 
do with debt payments.' liefmann and Genzmer, rePresentatives oj 
that exbeme nominalism which regards money as abstract, as onl, 
the unit of oomputation, naturally deny any amnectio:n betweea 
state action and the existence of the ideal money of acoount.' 

I SlIIk-'I'..." pp. 8,J-f6. 

• II*.,p. 74-
• II*., P •. 34 d ~ 
• Friedrich !Imdj_, W-,.,... .. Gd4l1 .;. LidtIe .. WdIIrriep6, 

:md eli. (Muaich, 1919), P. 123-
• Die S«k .. GeUe. 0 ..... 1_), elL iii. __ 3-
• Robert l.irfnwm, GdtI .. GoI4 (Stuttprt, 1916), P. 1"11; C "', KriWdM 
1Jdr~ pp. $912. 
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Amongst nominalists still further removed from the State Theory, 
similar agreement prevails. Al~, for example, says: 

Between slate n(>mjna!jsm, which allows only for a legal bistoric:a.J theorY I 
of money, and metallism., there is an eeonomic nOminalism, recognizing money 
value as functional and not proceeding from debt paying p<)wer but from his
toric:a.JJyevolved Pfwch4sing pt11Jler, which cannot be created at will by tbe state.' 

The point involived here is not that chartalism errs in saying that 
as a normal proposition the state creates money. What is to be re-t 
gretted is that Knapp, by using the terms "cbartality" and "nomi-
nality" synonymously, sho~d have blu.rred the outline of ~wo ~pa- '. , 

1
r&te concepts. In connotation, cbartality means the quality given t",.,.,.Ll<-' 
to money by the state, of being a symbol of so much debt-paying ': h" 
power; whereas nominalitymeans the quality given to money by the.,; t.J .", .• ,L. 

state or by wade, of being a symbol- passing at its face value - in 
aU the monetary functions. Umbrage has been cast upon nominalism 
by making it stand in apposition with chartalism and by imputing to . 
it all the doctrines of the State Theory. For this confusion Knapp 
is partly responsible. 

~ KNAPP'S OBSERVATIONS ON THE VALUE Olf MONEY 

Throughout his works Knapp sedulously avoids the term "valueJ 
of money." (The reason for this apparently lies in an absolute identi
fication of value and price )value signifies notbing more than "value 
in the universally recogruzed means of exchange," or what he calls 
"lytric value."· Obviously upon this definition money cannot, 
possess lytric value, but Knapp proceeds upon the assumption that! 
he has shown the concept of value in money to be a nonentity.~.v 
But' occasionally he reveals an apprehension of the ordinary pur- . 
chasing power idea.· This strange medley of conflicting strains 

, s. P. Altmann. "Zur deutschen Geldlehre dea XIX Jabrhunderts," Die E""""'i-. 
I"", .. deul.sc_ V.llurDinsclr4j"k/V • ... XIX JaIv-. Pm,. fUr Scltntolkr 
(Leipzig. '908).1,33""34- (Italics his.) Perhaps the implication 01 the last phrase is UD

fair to KJlapp, hut otherwise the distinction is ... 11 drawn. CI. aIao Palyi, "Ungelllste 
Fragen der Geldtheorie," PlS'robe fUr Lt4. Br.-, voL n, .. Dor Stand der Fox
odumg" (Munich, 1905), p. 475· 

• SIaN TIwwy. p. 9 • 
• 11M., p. 90; S/GIJIUdo TMork, pp. 438, _0; Sc_ J/ri. 30, p. 1696 . 
• In one instance Knapp _ys quite simpJy, CtThe IpurchasiDg power' of money 

within & It&te ill nothing other than the recipJOC&l 01 pn.:.s" (sc_ J /ri. 30, p. '696). 
From this be obon1d have c:oncluded: Lytric value is the recipJOC&l 01 pn.:.s; therelOIe 

lytric val ... and pwd1uing power .... identical He does not draw this conclusion. bow-
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may be aCcounted for'by the apology olIered by his disciple Karl 
Elster. • 

When the nominalist of the sort of Knapp denies value to DIODe)'; "hen be 
speaks of the" .o~ money value" and thus implies that DIODe)' baa DO value; 
when he puts this negative sentence Dearly at the very head of his ')"Item, 

I 
"Money baa no value," ..• he is probably CODtending that in a theoretical light 

(the psychic relations of the economic man to DIODe)' are significantly dilJerent 
from his relations to goods.') 
Knapp's emphasis upon the contrast of the real and circulatory 
sati¥ad'ions lends color to Elster's interpretation ;(the use of money 
qua money falls outside the category of ordinary economic valud. 

Implicit reference to the value of money occurs with Knapp most 
frequently in connection with his notorious "amphitropic" argu
ment, thflt because the same money is both received and paid out 
by the individual" the elIects of a change in standard are quite 
negligible."· This astonishing idea cannot be extenuated on the 
grounds that it represents a momentary lapse, for it is deh"berately 
formulated and permeates all of Knapp's writings. More than 
anything else it has brought him into disrepute with "respectable" 
economists.' . ' The nearest approach to a theory of the value of money appears m 
a chapter devoted to "Monetary Relations with Foreign Countries." 

fue burden of the argument is that foreign trade is not governed by 
the automatically operative checks to a one-sided balance presented 
by orthodox economists, but by "exodromic measures" instituted 
by the central bank.) Only conspous intervention - bank rate 
manipulations and the purchase and sale of foreign bills - can main- . 
tain parity.' This suggests a "controlled currency" explanation of 

..... ; aDd in the nry oat Jm.ath he even objects to the ooa«pt of pan:IIuiDc _ 
aItogoether (ibiIl" p. .Iion). This iacooclasivc mdeuce, torIethes with the data p...,;. 
-,. _ted to !bow that KDopp !wi ocarcdy aDY COD«ptioa of • .....,u poice 
Jem, mabs it imP-'"bIe to affiJm that he thoasbt of _ nIue pm:iIdy .. par. 
chasing power.( The chid djfIepnre ill that he does DDt .......a.e the eli I ..... nIue of 
_ .. a UDiIaly pbeaomeaoo:'thele &Ie. thoowM pan:IIuiDc powell of _,-
.-fer eodI ~ -aDd the siaguIu of the _ boa .... .-nine) 

• "V_ W ...... dea ciao Geld Dicht bat," JIri.flk N .... S.1I6, p. StYI (iUIic» hill). 
a. also Jacob Bma .. y, Door K-t/'lcJJe N • ... u-....... IUdIJ.mp., (Leip-
zig, '929), p. dl2 • 

• s-T~, pp·';r-'9...s, 118, ...... 11; 11 ..... SiMII.,,,, <d.,IV, 7S~ 
• For _mpIt; with Bortkiewia, SeJ.. JIri. JO. pp. .. 20-12 .. ; Lotz, S, .. JIri. 

""' pp. '34& lI.; PaIyi, SeJ.. JIri. 4S, p. 651. DOte. E_ E!oter -';,1eI the ~ 
tJine (Die Suk .. GdM6, c:h. iii, __ .). 

• s-T~, pp. .s.-.6 •. 
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price levels. But it ~ not. Wor Knapp the foreign exchange rate 
moves in complete' lsolation from prices.) He categorically denieSl 
any line of causation from the domestic monetary Situation to ex
changes.! Central banks figure in his theory of the whole domestic 
money and credit structure only as they accept or force out certain . , 
types of currency. , 

,A-. SmmAltic AND APPRAISAL 

l Knapp's ~s is invulnerable as a generalization: Money is a 
creature of the state) To the sovereign national power mo~ey.nor
maIly owes its being - its having value and its par circulation. 
Those t:ritics err who see ,in chartaIism either a fiat theory of pur
chasing power or, at the opposite extreme, a purely legal theory. 
Validity of money is an economic quality, and it is secured not only 
by law but also by the entire monetary administratiQn of the state. 
Again, those critics almost willfully misinterpret Knapp who mis
take his enthusiasm over paper money as the" touchstOne of the 
theOry" for advocacy of fiat standards or infiati9n. 

Unfottlmately, Knapp jeopardizes the recognition of his thesis by 
-setting it forth far too absolutely, by failing to give any indication 
that money often arises in primitive pre-political societies, in politi
cal states before the central authority has mastered the monetary 
situation, and today when emergency issues arise from private 
sources. We should never be led to suspect from the State Theory 
that Gresham's law sometimes directly thwarts the will of the state, 
or that trade rejects state money altogether if it becomes hopelessly 

, depreciated. 
H the state normally creates money, it accomplishes this. end by 

devices which Knapp for the most part misapprehends. Acceptance 
by state's pay offices and legal tender in trade do, it i!l true, chiefty 
account for the acceptance of money, especially those sorts having a 
low intrinsic value. But limitation of supply - equally essential to) 
the quality of money value - Knapp utterly ignores. Par circula
tion, moreover, results from the unique position of standard money 
as legal tender or as definitive payment, and not from "forcing out"; 
and subordinate moneys must be redeemable and limited in coinage 
to retain their parity. 

Had Knapp discovered a new and vital truth which helped to . ' 

1 Cf. pp. 24'H42, below. 
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clarify monetary theory or helped solve some perplexing problem of 
monetary policy, he could be forgiven the absolutism of his argu-

- ment and many errors concerning the technique of money. But the 
work is sterile. It denies that money has value as people understand 
the term; it denies that changes in prices have any real significance 
to the economic man, merely because he is at once debtor and credi
tor; it denies the bearing of domestic prices upon foreign exchanges. 
As Palyi observes, the only practical implications of the Sl4u Thetwy 
are that a state will probably do well to maintain parity for its for
eign exchange, and that the national monetary system must be 
unified and so constructed as to carry out what the state intends.! 

'

Throughout his work, it is true, Knapp disclaims offering any solu
tion of economic problems,· and no one can legitimately derogate the 
writing of a treatise in pure theory. But when neither the author of 
a theory nor anyone else can draw useful practical inferences from it, 
there arises the suspicion that it ignores important facts. When we 
weigh against the kernel of valid theory in the chartal doctrine 
Knapp's exaggeration of the idea, his forbidding and unwieldy 

I 
terminology, the errors of the amphitropic argument, of historic defi
nition, of forcing out, of the ''pantopolic'' explanation of exchange 
rates,' the danger of an infIationistic interpretation - the balance 
turns heavily against a remarkably powerful but distorted work.. 

At the time when the Swu Theory first appeared economists 
assimilated money too much to rommodities in general; they in
clined too far toward the view that, subject to the same competitive 
laws which govern ordinary goods on free markets, money cared for 

• itself in quasi-automatic fashion. Knapp performed a signal service 
• in emphasizing that extensive powers are nereMariIy exercised by' 

political governments in the constitution of monetary systems. But 
• the state is DOt an inscrutable Rbadamanthwi. (A really profitable 
Istak theory of money must reveal how human intelligence can 
\utilize the power of the state for social well-being) 

V. O:mn CJwtTAL 1'm!omEs 

Somewhat akin to Knapp's "validity" is the idea of "compensi
bilityn put forward by his disciple KailUa Money romes into being 
when the mint stamp ceases to be "dedaratory" of metallic rootent 

I Sdoo. JIri. 45. JIP. -7. 
• - r.....". JIP. 1,49, S3, _ ..... 193. "5. 0\11, !PI. 
• Yet to be ". II a. pp. 239-243. ........ 
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and becomes instead "constitutive" of a demand claim on the state.' 
Some money carries with it commodity value as a sort of collateral 

• or pledge that the state's obligation will not become worthless." 
l Whether this is the case or not, the real cause of the circulation and 
value of money is its being received for taxes) c:: Compensibility 
exists only when the note debt of the state stands against a corre
sponding quantity of demands by the state which can be uncondi
tionally satisfied by the notes.r. I Back of the tax stands a quid pro 
quo delivered to the economic individual by the state, so that ulti
mately the~urchasing power of money rests upon" a service of the 
state, the precise nature of which is undefined, but which has a 
definite value.yt 

With "compensibility," therefore, we have claimed for the state 
a power which Knapp does not imply with "validity"(the former 
includes the idea of a definite quantity of purchasing power, the 
latter does not~ If the state actually stood ready to "redeem" 
money in a cerlain amounl of goods or services, it would control the 
purchasing power of money, for this would be tantamount to a mul
tiple standard. By subtly identifying such "redemption" with the 
state's receiving monez..at its face value for taxes, Kaulla secures a 
show of plausibility. (l'he difference, however, completely vitiates 
his theory. )when government accepts money it does not receive it 
for a cerlain value or purchasing power, but only for a nominal 
worth. It says merely, "Your dollar is worth a dollar in paying 
taxes." In extremely depreciated currencies, a miliary quantity of 
value might still attach to the money simply because no matter what 
its value is, the currency still pays taxes. This is the miliary truth in 
Kaulla's argument. But before we had pursued for long the asymp
tote of infinitesimal values, the entire issue would be entirely re
pudiated by trade, and along with it Kaulla's vaunting "compensa
tion" theory.· 

I Rudolph KauIIa, 1M ~ du c.w-u, p. 36 . 
• Ariototle 1&)111 in the Nid.'fIIGC ...... &IIiu: "But 0"... if .... ~ to WIUltnothing 

at the _ ...... t. _ is a sort of guarantee that"" shall be able to make ourezchange 
at lillY future time "hen we ~ to be in ueecl" (F. H. PeWs, 15th ed. [London. 
111931. p. 157). The pledge concept bas also been uaed by Menger. Roocher. Schiiftle, 
IUld ZuckerbaDdL 
'~P·55. 
• Ibid.. p. 6 •• 
I The more orthodoz chartaIism of the SJrM T......, is of C01llllO espoused by the 

_ of ~'. seminar at Strasobwg (d. SIGDUidoI T"-M. p. 4$2)._ in adell
tion by .. cb scattered repR!IODtati ... u Haas Gelber. GcU _ SIMI; Paul Gempoos, 
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Certain other writers have aspired to "supplement Knapp's work 
on the economic side." Amongst these are Rudolph Dalberg, Karl 
Elster, and, most notably, Friedrich Bendixen, director of the Ham. 
burg Hypothekenbank until his death in 1920. The pamphlet litera
ture 1 emanating from this group enjoyed an unparalleled popularity 
during the excited years of Wal and post war inflation. Bendixen, 
less academic but more versatile than his fellows, presents a variety 
of introspective and empiric alguntents against the metallists' trac
ing value causation to gold; he may fairly be said to have advanced 
the case Over Knapp',dogmatism.(Furthermore, Bendixen brings 
under the rubric of the chaItaI theory not only money in the narrow 
sense but also !!~t_media, and it must be admitted that state CIOn
trol is even more necessary for the latter than for hand-to-hand 
money~ 

Bendixen, Dalberg, and Elster ale fond of arguing that'money has 
no value, because money is abstraa.) This notion cannot for a m0-

ment be upheld in a serious treatment of the problem. (I) To rom
mand ~, money must be scarce; and to be scarce, it must be 
more than an abstraction." As Cassel saystthe eoonomic significance 
of the unit of reckoning depends wholly upon the scarcity of the 
media of payment to which a definite purchasing power is attached 
in the 'price scale) I The abstract unit of acoount cannot itself be 
attributed purchasing power, and in identifying money with it the 
Bendixen school "throws out the child with the bath"; purchasing 
power, which the school accepts, must go by ~ boaIds with value 
in any of those other senses which it rejects. (2lOrdinary and scien
tific usage sanctions differentiation and not identification of money 
and the acoounting unit-I "If we are merely estimating values in 
terms of money, we are using, not the actual money, but merely the 
idea of Value associated in our minds with money.". That is all that 

IkW/4< .. a-~ T-.ne k$ Geltlu (VICIIDI, ",,); aad Kart ~. 
Dta GeU Ill< ZNJJe. 0 ..... _). May _tun. .. _ of IDOIIeWJ' ... ...-- be 
opomlmy poius ill ~inI the writiDp of theoe peIIOIIS aad the B" Ii .. aad 
I Aefnann followiDg. 

I A Ii.t of __ 'ted ..m be foaDd ia the....-J bibIiopapby. 
• One does DOt fall afoaJ of -..Jogia1 djffimltiro ia Ia,m, dowa the jHopooiti..

that aaJy pbysiaI thiap am be _ B oj OR Mid ro pay hiP ..... foil 
"ideas, n bat tbey .- _ wbal the -..p&, __ caD idao. The eo M 
_ia rdeninc rothe_ph ............... _of ...mca,_of tbouptjH. 
01' .. I Is. " 

• GasbJy c.-J, T. 1'-"" S«iM ~. ut ell. (New y ..... "24). p. JS90 
• Taylor. c .. "",. .. IL-,. pp. _ 
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need be said concerning the dreary verbiage_of.those who pile Pelion 
on Ossa trying to prove money to be something abstract. (J) The 
Bendixen group cannot maintain the" chartal theory unless it aban
dons this peculiar idea, for it must not be forgotten that whatever 
influence the state exercises over the unit of account colljles from ac
tion directed toward the physical circulating medium. 

(The aspiration of these writers to complement Knapp upon the 
economic side, laudable enough in itself, has not been realized.)(Ex
cept for the inclusion of bank media under the charta\ theQrem; none 
of their innovations·are implied in a state-theory tI and none are 
tenable. Bendixen's naivete both in theory and in practical pro
grams, Dalberg's championing of what he unhappily calls the .. state 
money System" of the War, and Elster's nebulous treatment of 
value have served only to bring opprobrium upon Knapp's work. 
They represent the pathological phases of a legitimate theory. 

I a. Palyi, "UoseI&Ite F_," p. 474-



CHAPTERm 

ORTHODOX NOMINALISM 

L 'I'm: WEALISnC NOJUNALISTS 

PxQPESSOK .L!E~of Freiburg affords a ronvenient transition 
from the chartal doctrine, particularly as represented by the Ben
dixen group, to the larger body of nominalists wbo do not ronceive 
of money as primarily a political institution. In common with all 
nominaHsts Liefmann protests against the metallist overemphasis 
upon gold. He resembles Bendixen particularly in extending the 
idea of money over bank credit, in believing money to be an abstract 
entity, and finaI)y in desiring to lay a foundation for lI(m!inalism in 
eronomics, particularly in the Austrian subjective-value theory. 

(AIl value determination has its inception in the ronsumer'seronomy, 
in the effort of each individual so to distn"bute his inrome amongst 
rompeting lines of expenditure as to obtain at the margins the same 
excess of utility over rosts' In this calculus, money, figuring always 
as outlay, beromes a sort Of generalized rost for each individual, a 
rost of exactly the same character as the disutility of labor. CO'In
rome, not money, buys goods" the real rost of rommodities is the 
sac:rifu:e involved in earning inrome. • 
. ' Since Liehnann regards all eamomic activity finaI)y sub /Jlpiu 

psychic inrome, money beromes "an idea, an abstract entity, a uni
versal unit of romputation."· Indeed he maintains that "all the 
previous errors of eronomic theory are ronnected with the false, too 
roncrete, purely materialistic ronception of money.'" But occasion-

. ally he himself faIIs into this rankest of heresies, calIing money "the 
eternal rommodity," "the prePrninent exchange rommodity," and 

Illobert ~ "Die Eautelnmc .... Pmoes _ IUbjeJdnoea w.rtodJit,. 
zrmgea, • .hdilr 34, pp. J-S4, 406-469; Die Cd , d ..., .. Wellitrie. fIIIIl4U Be. 
__ iinr P.".. (Stuttprt, 1918). pp. 4/111.; md GeU .. c.I4 (StuU&art. 19.6). 
mi.. 

• In tile djee • m of tile BuIIioa lleport ia tile Boase of c-. May 6. 1lI1I. 
Caamiac I'IOfeIRd inmicaIIy to tile doc:triDe of tile oppooitioD, .. It; wi by Lord 
CatleRagh, that "tile ~ ... rIiDc -1IDtbiac tDCiI*; it _. _ of tile 
jmaginatim _ bod DO JaI nisteoc:e. md miPt vary widJ tile watbeI." A. All
dr&da, B~ tf* - tf ~ (I .......... _). p.'33-

• It&,p.-
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the "most desired of all goods." 1 Perhaps Liefmann's view is formu
lated best in the GrundsiUse: 

MODe)' in the narrower and more rare sense is the real representative meaDS ) 
of payment, the money-sigDs. Money in the broader sense indispensable to the .. 
explanation of economic pmcesses is the ••• abstract unit of computation. ••• 
The ClIlIICeJlt of money in the "real" sense is of Iesser importance.-

Liefmann's theorizings and substantially all his adverse criticism 
of Knapp,e.ppear in the writings of Werner Genzmer and Erich 
Eppich. With his master Genzmer rejects the idea that prices ex
press the value of money either to the individual or to society.- Ina 
small handbook bea~' g the pretentious title, <If Geld: eine. sozial
psycliologische Stud~, ppich supports the oonception of money as an 
abstract mathep:Jati magnitude having in itself no value.'\ 

Although Alfred Lansburgh, editor of Die Bank, has been/called a 
metallist by W.gemann and Liefmann, he betrays more than a super
ficial kinship with the foregoing writers. ( Lansburgh's ardent defense 
of the gold standard and his inlp1acable hostility to Knapp havemis
led his critics. MO\;k: for him abstract in character; it has no 
"ooncrete" value." . Liefmann, lie maintains that the power of 
the state extends only to the physical money signs, not to money 
itself. ) But LansbUrgh's reasoning is unique; no matter what the 
stat~does to the number of the money symbols, the quantity of 
money, the aggregate of all rights to receive goods, remains the same.' 
What pretty clearly(underlies this notion is an equation of exchangeJ 
If soiLansburgh will be forced to abandon his ooncept of money as 
abstract} since the scarcity which gives money its value attaches to 
the physical media and not to our ideas about money. He will also 
be forced to admit that in so far as \the state oontrols the quantity of 
these physical media, it oontrols the magnitude of the abstraklu 
Ruhl represented by each piece~ With these oorrections, he might 
still adhere to his right to define -\he value of money as the aggregate, 
of goods and services purchasable by money, which of oourse would 
not then be affected by the number of pieces. But in fact he aban-

• GeW..,., CoW, p. 37. 
I IdHt, GnaWIJIu .. v~"" (Stuttgart, 1919), IX, 130-
• KriIiscIJo ~ _ N.,.;""lUlis .... GeIdl ... ,;, (Dresden, 1917), pp. 
~ . 

• Munich, 1921, pp. 8M2. 
I AImd LaDsbwgh, V_Geld.: Brief. ,;., BaMdilUJon _ m- s ... (BerliD, 

1921), pp. 44-45 • 
• IIIi4'J p. 61. 
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dons this unnatural attitude, and goes to the' opposite extreme, 
equally at variance with common usage.T~ the state multiplies 
the money signs out of measure, the Ruhtbecomes ~n Unruhl, real 
money disappears, and we have only an imitation.~ The practical 
banker's zeal for stabile money leads, in Lan~burgh's case, to bizarre 
conclusiAns worthy. of the money "crank." ) 

ll. 'I'BE MATEllIALISTIC NOJlDiALISTS 

The ablest spokesmen of the nominalist theJrY avoid both the 
exaggerations of the chartalist group and the esoteric tenets of Lief
mann and his kind. (Money is attributed the qualities of economic 
value and measuring value; its origin is social, its character concrete:) 
WI materialistic nominalists are quantity theorists' and conversely, 
all quantity theorists, with occasional exceptions, adopt the present 
nominalist position. Just what this position signifies will appear best 
in the hands of its expositors. 

Professor Arthur Nussbaum of the Berlin Faculty of Law de
velOps a remarkably clear and consistent ODtology of money.' Com
mon usage and the laws of all peoples at all times have meant by 
money the money #hings.' '('We may define money as those IIbjec/.l 
which are given and received in exchange, not for what they physi
cally represent, but for a fraction, the integer, or a multiple of an 
ideal unit." 4)(rbough money is physical, it is expressed in pure 
number ratllfr than in mass or weight units because the recipient or 
giver of money in exchange thinks only of the number of pieces in
volved) Consequently the metallists err in representing it only as 
bars certified by the state as to weight and fineness,. and the attempt 
to differentiate between "real money" possessing intrinsic value, 
either in itself or by virtue of redemption, and mere "paper money" 
miscarries. 

- It is aJoae cIec:isift if astom gifts aad ,uei ... the paper IIIOiIeY aa:onIiDg to 
its """;""1 vaIoe. The gaJUIId fur tIUs may be that the value 01 the doMIJ [to a 
nxIemptiaa __ t] is equiyaJeut to its """;""1 value. But tIUs ~ is 110 
11ft ry cme.,' 

·HM..pp.6~. 
~ Da GdIl. TIIurie 'MIll P, .. 4a .""", .. ",. .,'kuu'w1J Iledtb ~ 

1925)· 
• JW4., JIlL 7. 92. • HM.. p. 6. (ltaliao miao.) 
• JW4., JIlL ".u. 52- • HM.. pp. _ 
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U, indeed, the presence ·of such a claim gives rise to an evaluation 
varying from nominal value, the coin or note ceases to be money. 
This is precisely the way in which gold was demonetized in Germany 
on August 4, 1913, when gold coins came to be subject to a com
modity evaluation.' The N otgeld issues in the Ruhr during the occu
pation were true money despite their token character, and.1be full
bodied American trade dollar and the Austrian M aria-Tkeresientaler 
not, because they "were given and received according to their cur
rent' real' value." , ~t differentiates money from goods is circu- - . 
lation at equivalen~e with the unit of account,' says Nussbaum; but 
he does not with Bendixen and Liefmann regard the ideal unit as 
itself money.' ) . . 

It is otherwise with the W ithmng, the system of money signs rest
ing upon the same ideal unit. "That which gives a Wiihrung(unique
ness and continuity is solely the basic unit) The elements [the 
money signs] of Wiihrung can change withou{ the Wiihrung as such 
being affected." I Obviously the continuing entity in the W iihrung is 
an abstraction. When there is a change in Withmng the psychologi
cal substratum remajns - the new UDit takes on meaning by being 
interpreted in terms of the old. 

If a new basic unit is introduced, the economic individuals can only under
stand it by bringing ~t into a conceptual relation to the old unit. • •• I would 
aubacn'be completely to the doctrine that the ideal unit can only be explained 
bistoric:ally through the recurrent connection.' 

TJ;'ILcing back the Wiihrung historically, we arrive ultimately at its 
inception at a point of time when "the ideal unit liberated its\:lf 
from the real, i.e. the coin.'" The reinterpretation of each new ideal 
unit in terms of the old is a matter of mass psychotogy, the ooncep
tion of .the oommercial world (VerkehrsauffasSUflg) :It>ut the existence 

I lbitJ., p. 101. 

I II>i4., pp. ", 96, 97. 
~ I In IOIDf: moDey l)'ltems, Nussbaum observes, there is DO money piece correlpODd-~ 

inc to the mouelalyunit or main denomination. hteighb!entlH:entury England _nty 
Ihi1Iinga made up the pound aterling. but until 1817 no coin repreaented this uniL He 
might have referred also to the American gold dollar and Shanghai toel • 

• lior doe. be cboo .. to call bank deposits money along with the two write ...... n
tioDt:d, preferring to restrict the tenD to circulating media which are not ps)'lble to a 
certain penon', omr and are fundamentally deaigued to pili from hand to band with
out formality. Ibid., pp. 95"116. 

, II>i4., .,,',.6. 
, II>i4., p. 490 NUllbaum utes Knapp's phrase, .. hrmtIor A.ardltor.r. 
, II>i4., p. 50. 
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of a new unit depends upon a new name and a new coin,)ror "with
out an external symbol, the conception of the individuality of money 
cannot in practice subsist." 1 

v (with r~ference to the function of the state, Nussbaum presents a 
view almost identical with that formulated in ibiS book in the criti
cism of .Knapp. While it is quite wrong to say that "the state alone 
can establish or disestablish money, .•. it is therewith not to be 
denied that in normal times the state does decide concerning the 
creation and removal of money because and inasmuch as the state 
is the actual source of authority in money exch!nge . ., Nussbaum 
cites cases of extra-government money, and calls attention to the 
demonetizing of notes and coins through the operation of Gresham's 
Iaw.'[The appearance of a premium of discount ends the career of a 
coin as money, for parity circulation is the hallmark which distin
guishes it from goods.') 
ill on the one hand Nussbaum takes issue with the sense of the 

S}ate Theory that the state is the only pay society, he objects on the 
other hand to a categoric separation of the economic and legal char
acteristies of money) 

The money C>IIICI!Pt of our legal &lid ec:A>DDIIIic order ;.. UDificd ODe, ••• per
haps primarily legalistic, DOt because of my Iogial priority of the Ieplittic 
viewpoint, but because Jaw serves the ecoDOIIIk order ... tccImjca! illltnameDt, 
&lid amsequendy fuJ1iJIa aD eamomic: fuDd:ioD.' 

Money is imaginahle without a state, but money systems can 
scarcely be conceived as anything but a rational institution of gov
ernment.' Knapp errs, however, in attributing the persistence of the 
Wiihrung's substp.tum-the ideal unit-to the state's pr0clama.
tion of a certain &nversion norm. trhe substratum is psychological; 
it rests on commercial practice.>,) 

Professor AHredAmonn of Prag believes that it is necessary to 
sepaIite. two entities categorU:ally if we are to apprehend the basic 
character of moneyCthe ideal price measure or ideal medium of 
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exchange, and the concrete medium of exchange) Those persons 
who begin by presupposing" a commodity for practical purposes 
indefinitely divisible and unlimited in acceptability,'" and who 
imagine that prices are iL mere quantity of money pieces which will 
be given in exchange for a good, only confuse fundamentally separate 
ideas. Normally, perhaps, the terms coincide - the price unit and 
the unit of the exchange medium. ' But this coincidence does not 
impugn the distinctneSs of the conceptual entities. In reality, prices 
are no quantity of money pieces, but sums of money units." Q'he ulti
mate foundation otthe whole price structure is the "purely ideal 
unit apprehended in the same way by all the persons mutually con
nected by exchange, a unit which may be called social from the very 
fact that it is generally comprehensible in the same sense.'" This 
ideal unit is likewise an "ideal medium of exchange . . . because it 
makes possible every exchange leading to the price problem in politi
cal economy. Without such an ideal medium isolated exchanges are, 
it is true, imaginable, but not a universal and ... objective price 
equally understandable for eVeryone in the same way."· Such a 
characterization of the ideal unit, it should be noted, represents the 
antipode to Liefmann's Rechnungseinheit, which at bottom is wholly 
a phenomenon in the individual consciousness. Beside the abstract 
unit, the second entity involved is the "technical unit of money as a 
medium'of exchange," the money pieces, which serve as the "ma- .... 
terial vehicle of the objective price measuring and price expressing 
unit." I To this Amonn chooses to attach the term "money," for, 
maintaining the entire defensibility of the alternative procedure, 
he prefers conformity to popular usage, which has always meant by 
money, not the abstract unit, but material 'media.' • 

Normally, it is true, the unit of prices and the technical or ma
terial money unit coincide - in fact that coincidence is the practical 
goal of all W aMungspolitik. I t'The socially established unit rerog- .... 
nized universally as the means of expressing prices appears as reified 
or embodied in money; it coincides with the money unit, and price 
iJ!. this case is actually a sum of such money units.'" That this coin
cidence is, however, only" generally the case in a certain stage of 

I Objekl u4 c;",,,,p,.,,.ff. dIr 1INoreIiI.".,. N aIioMlOkottDtrtiI, Ind eel. (Leipzig, 
1917), Pt, IV, ch. ii, leC. c: WIrl u4 Pr .... pp. '9&-3400 

• 11M •• p. 3'0. '11M •• p. 319. 
• Ibid.. p. 311. • 1M. cII. 
"11M,. p. 379. ' 11M .• pp. 380-381. note. 
"11M •• p. 333. I Ibid.. p. 319. (Ita1ico authors.) 
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f 
historical evolution" 1 and does not represent a logical identity of the 
price unit and the money unit, is the crux of Amonn'. contention. 
One may easily believe that at one time wheat served as the unit of 
prices, whereas money circulated as a medium of exchange, and 
prices had to be recomputed to be expressed in money. But this con
dition, in which prices were expressed in the validity (Gel/1mg) of 
wheat, gradually gave way to one in which people accustomed theD1-
selves to attribute to the money unit itself a "definite and universal 
Validity in the individuaIistic social systeD1." S This eD1ployment of 
"validity" by Amonn reminds us inlmediately of Knapp. But 
whereas Knapp depicted money as arising only with its coming to 
pass at a certain validity regardless of intrinsic value, Amonn de
fines money after all as a mere exchange oommodity, which may in 
certain instances, indeed normally does, pass at a certain validity, 
i. e. at the same value a.s the price unit represents. 

.J \ The most oomplete development of materialistic nominalism to be 
found in Gerina.n monetary literature appears in a book by Professor 
t.,mst Wa~arul, director of the Institute for Business Cycle Re
search at Berlin.' Acoording to his view, the symbolism of the mer
cantiIists, who made money something of a fetish, and the metallism 
of th~ classical and Austrian theorists, who identified money and 
the precious metals, are synthesized by Dominalism, wlJ,!ch regards 

(the metals as oommodities and money as a value symbol) Under the 
lDlpetus given to the nominalist moveD1eDt by Knapp, eoonomists 
are ooming to reaIize the capital error of the oommodity theories in 

(assuming an "inner" or absolute value. The. labor theory, for ex
ample, is at best an explanation of re/4J4ve values, and the use theory 
fails to estabIisb an absolute value for money bf its reference to a 
supposed "universal utility."· Again, the theory of functional value 
postulates an independent value governed by supply and deD1and; 
but "supply" cannot be the available stock of money, and "lie
mand" cannot oome from functions which presuppose the value as 
given.' At the haDds of the marginal utility school,! inner valul\ so 
far as money is ooncerned, undergoes a strange metamorphosis: it 
bemmesfthe subjective value of goods purchasable for moneyP It is 
DO longer an "inner" value at all! 

I L«.. tiL 
• .AU_ .... GcICJdn (JIedia. 1923) • 
• lbOL, JIP. 3. n-ao, 19.1'194-
• lbOL, JIP. Po 1>11-1"9, __ 

'~p.po. 

·~p.6s. · I..., JIP. 6&-4p, 76-
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Money has value, Wagemann maintains, but the word has another v 

:annotation from that appropriate to commodities. Of course the 
Inly way in which money is conneeted at all with economic goods is 
hrough its value.' <Exchange value for commodities and for money I 
Llike depends on the conjunction of desire and scartnt;;~ But desire I 
or money in one individual is unique in that it is y explained 
IOlely by a like desire in other individuals. Here is a case of true 
nutual interdependence of real circularity in causation, and wll are 
nvolved in no vicious circle of logic . 

• Do nOt all sovereignties depend upon this, that the one obeys because otheu 
>articipate, and otheu participate because the one obeys? How many customs 
... d usages iue based exclusively on the instinct of imitation without people's 
,eing .aware of the original occasion.' 

Originally the source of desirability in monc;y may have been actual 
~se 'laiue as a commodity or the state's proclamation of legal tender 
power, but now it is simply the common agreement i:Q 8,. pay society. 
One person accepts money because others do - a phenomenon of 
mass psychology.8 The contrast between the sort of value attaching 
to money and that which inheres in economic goods Wagep18lln rep
resents by drawing up a social balance shCl!lt in which the totality of 
goods .and services, capital and land, constitute.asset. values; and 
money, stocks and bonds, mortgages, book entry claims, and the 
like, the liability values.' In this way money becomes one sort of 
claim, if we strip the word of legal meaning. {,jor nominalism money 1"
is nothing more than a value symbol, having only a borrowed or re- ! 

fleeted value.'· Just as the private person cannot add together the, 
values on tJ{e asset and liability sides of his ledger, so for society 
money and the other :value claims cannot be included in the totality 
bf wealth. IInner or absolute money value is a nonentity for the I 
BilanzlMorle des Preises. 

IWe are now in a position to appreciate Wagemann's carefully 
articulated definition: If Money is the bearer of va,lue units with gen- v 
era! and unqualif\ed paying power."" Two elements combine to 
form this nominalist.,i,c definition, the abstract unit of value and its 
physical embodimentJAIthough Knapp first developed the dogma 
of the abstract unit of value, says Wagemann, he erred in making it 

I 1bi4., p. 91. 
I lbi4 .• pp. 86-88. 202, 211. 

• 11M., p. al: 

"11M., p. 86. 
• Ibid., pp. _5. 

f • Ibid., p. 95. 
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depend merely on the nominality of debts. (Its nature is noV;::tic 
but economic !)Is the means of expressing values, and prices, • ab
stract unit is an economic-psychological concept:)" Ar. such it is the 
condensation of innumerable exchange relations, - the epitome 01 
manifold value experiences." 1 Just as the abstract "hour" is reifiecI 
by our many time experiences, so the abstract "mark" takes it! 
substance from real exchanges of goods against marks. Formall, 
perhaps the hour means the twenty-fourth part of the time for a com· 
plete rotation of the earth about its axis. But if by some miracle thaI 
physical operation should transpire twice as rapidly as hitherto, the 
time unit would probably continue in people's minds undisturbed 
and we should say that the earth requires only twelve hours for a 
complete rotation." 

Prices are expressed in the abstract unit of value, but paymentll 
are made in money. "It is no trifling mistake in logic to confuse 
money with the value unit, which may ~ thought of as often as one 

~ will, but which can never be paid out." To have value, money must 
be scarce. Since the abstract unit cannot be thought of as something 
economically scarce, it is necessary to attach the definition of money 
to the physical bearers of the value unit - coins, bank notes, and 
"even book entries in handwriting, since bank deposits may for good 
reasons be regarded as money." 'I The distinguishing earmark of 
money in contrast with economic goods and aervices, the asset 
values, is the fact that it passes at its face value, as the equivalent of 
the value unit. I., . , 

..I A good may, through special cirmm .... nca have .HaQvd a high dqree of 
geaaaI aaeptability OD the markets (M tw/dgllllricieiJ), bot it """"- ....-y 
only wilen it embodies the value UDit, aDd is liveD ill ~yment II eDCtIy_ 
!pODding to the ftlue UDit.' 

An interesting and instructive evolution may be traced through 
the course of Professor Schumpeter's publications.' The initial wOrk 

r upon equilibrium economics describes money as a good, and price 
as the value of a given amnnodity ~ ed in quantities of an
other good.' Intrinsic value is net-indispeosable to money, and the 

• 1IIi4., P. 73- I 1IIi4., pp. 73-74- • 1IIi4., p. ,... 
• 1IIi4., p. 70; d. p. 86. ' lbiL, p. 96. 
• a. Herbert DiiriD& Die "'14'1 .... .., KII4H, ..... ed. (GtriowoId, >9"), pp. 

88,I64.-.J. W.AltfleD,T. T....,,, 1_ 01; .. 01 Pria6 (Cambrid&r, M_dnr
aetts, 1926), p. 328. _. 

l' Joseph So I • lEi, D8 W~ ... _ BnsJft='=" ., d f'+r .--.z.. 
....... (Iripric, IgoB), pp. 286-J89. 
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marginal utility analysis is applicable, at least indirectly. This belief 
persists in the first edition of his treatise on economic dynamics, 
although a germ of nominalism· appears in the reference to I!!0ney 
as an A1Iwefsu1lg or claim.l ' 

By the time of pUblication of the article upon the quantity theory 
(1917), Schumpeter has come to the conviction that purchasing 
power is independent in its essence from commodity value.s 

Money is by nature not a commodity, even when it accidentally consists of v 
valuable materiaL • •• Therefore it would be a clrJ:le, even from the standpoint 
of the claim theory, if one wished to derive the purchasing power of money from 
the subjective value judgments of persons on markets. [Commodity theorists] 
presuppose definite exchange relations between money and goods ... the very 
purchasing power which they wish to explain, which is and can be nothing else 
than the reciprocal value of the money prices of the several commodities.' 

Marginal utility cannot be used to derive purchasing power, for that 
would mean "that one obtains goods for money because it has ex
change value, whereas it only has exchange value because with it one 
cOmmands goods.'" Resuming the chief differentia between money V 
and goods, Schumpeter indicates (I) that money has only reflected 
valuej (2) that, as Bernoulli and La Place observe, its utility neces
sarily falls with increasing' quantity more slowly than any single 
commodity'sj (3) that its marginal utility depends on the quantities 
of both money and goodsj (4) that society has no definite" demand" 
for money, since more or less money does not mean more or less 
want-satisfaction j' and (5) that a demand claim on- money dis
charges money functions just as well as money itself, whereas "one 
cannot ride on a claim to a horse." • 

While not systematically developed, the nominalist viewpoint is 
defended throughout by the progressive Frankfurt banker L. Albert 
Hahn, honorary professor in the Un~versity of that city.' In his 
article" Zur Frage des sogenannten • Vertrauens in die Wahrung'" • 
he says, "Whoever is a quantity theorist must consistently join .... 

• 
a I~ TIJeDrio tkr ",;,ucTtajlUdlm Elflvlkkltmt, 1St ed. (Leipzig, '912), p. 76. 
a I~ "Daa Sozialpmclukt und die ReebenpfeDDige," Arc .. 44, pp. 635, 644, note. 
a Ibid., p. 646. • Ibid., p. 647. 
• lbi4., p. 649-650. • Ibid., p. 6$4. . 
, "1be money ad boDking theory of Albert Hahn, coming chiefty from Schumpeter, 

still awaits & aitie. It is far above the ordinary 'nominalist' literature in Germany, in 
acquaintuce with fact ad in ou:wnen," says Melchior Palyi, "Der Sbeit um die Staat
Hebe 1beorie de. Golde.," Sc .... l.b. 45, p. 653, note. 

• Arc .. 5', pp. 089-3.6; criticized pp. 16,....68, below, 
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forces with those who deny the applicability of the subjective value 
theory to money. Whoever is a quantity theorist is also by implica
tiqn &,nominalist." I He repeatedly objects to regarding bank note 
as a claim to gold. As Wicksell says, all money is credit money, fo 
the thing common to bank notes, fiat money, and metallic money i 
that they all represent a claim to the goods of the community.' T, 
explain people's readiness to accept even gold money on the basis c 
the utility of the metal is absurd - the alterna.~ve use appeals t< 
only a negligible portion of the population." "Even with metalli 
money, the fact that it is evaluated, and how it is evaluated in buy 
ing and selling, rest merely on the fact that it will be accepted by i 
third party, and the same for him in tum." 4 H the foregoing argu 
ment moves in a circle, so does the phenomenoD', just as the stone& iJ 
an arch mutually depend on one another. Hahn's examination 0 

"Die Goldpolitik der Bank von Schweden wihrend des Krieges" 
leads him to believe the nominalists' position substantiated in tW4 

J respects. (x) Chances of gold redemption do not set the value 0 

paper notes. "Since the exchange value of the paper money is highe 
than that of the gold, the value of the gold - at least for the eICeS 

- cannot be relied upon as an explanation.'" (2) The nomina1iIJ 
holds that the value of gold partly depends on its moqetary employ 
ment, a fact amply evidenced by the Swedish experience.' LikA 
Knapp and Cassel, Hahn oontends that the German standard shoulc 
not be regarded as a gold standard, lor that viewJIoint oomes dow! 
from a time when the money unit was 1irmly rooted in people'l 
minds, not as nominally, but as technically, defined. < ' 

J . The featuresef Professor Gustav Casael's monetary doc:trine 
which characterize him unmistakably as a nominalist are as follows 
(x) his insistence on the unit of account as of paramount importaila 
with the medium of excbange; (2) his doctrine of the historic.am 
tinuity of price systems, closely allied to Knapp'. rekufTenier A,. 
sdrluss; 6) the replesel1tation of paper money as pure money; (4: 
purchasin;.power tJetermined by scarcity of the material media. 

The .... ;"",te of price is from the start a JlI'MZ8lof """'em;.., in ahstnct aDils 
UId the ........... IIIIit has always au jodrpeowfent ezist ....... drtadyod in _ 
from the standard awnmodjty. • •• Whea the ... of pueaI mecljpnw of paJ. 

'1&&.p._ 
·L.AlbertHalm,"V_ ..... ~_F~"Ar .... &,r F pieJ 

14. P. 13. If. 
I Ibid., p. IS If. • 1&&. p. II. 
• Sd& Jilt. .p. pp. 615-638. I 1 .... p. 62S- ' 1M. n. 
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ment is established, it is natu11Li for the older price units to lose their connection, 
with the standard goods and gradually become purely abstract units for estimat
ing values ••• both elements are actua1ly indispensable to ciur existing mone
tary system,. and it is impossible to determine the~ relative importan""!';, .' 

The legal tender law is the instrumen~ by which coins, varying 
slightly in weight, are made fungible. "This legal identity of coins ~ 
is of far reaching importance. . .. By minting, a material medium of 
exchange is created of the same interchangeability as that of the unit 
of fElckoning in the scale of prices." I 

One is' surprised to encounter in Cassel a very close parallel to 
Knapp's doctrine of price continuity as the result of the State's re:
definition of the monetary unit in terms of the older and superseded 

" , ) . ,money (reku"enter Anschluss. . 
, When a definite "legal tender value" is attached to a certain medium of pay
ment - that is to say, when it is laid down that obligations to pay in the current 
price units may be discharged i .. " certai .. ,anD by aid of a certain medium of 
payment - this must, obviously, in time, have an in11uence upon all prices, and 
thus give a new material significance to the price unit itself. Whenever a State . 
reserves to itself the regulation of the currency, the economic significance of the 
price units becomes in time completely dependent upon the value that it as
enbed to one or the other medium.of pa~t.· 

Like all nominalists in their endeavor to formulate a theory of 
money which shall be universal and not regard the free standards as, 
anomalies,CasseI says: . 

Pure money, detai:hed from any connection with any kind of material good, 
is only found in the form of paper notes which are ecognized as legal tender. 
The paper standard, quite disconnected fro9' metal'cquenoy, ought, lheoreti-
cally, to be regarded as the simplest standaiti~. '. • . 

. .. 
Emphasis upOn the nominality of Jl\ODey also leads him in con-
formity with other writers of this School to regard the standards 
of various countries as being properly designated JIl8.l'k, pound, or 
ao,m standards, in place of the metallistic description of the Same 

• as paper, gold, silver, or the like. ' . 
• 

The unit of reckoning even here is a porely abstract unit, not a certain weight 
of gold. The primary in the English standard is the reckoning in pounds ••.• 
The gold standard may therefore be conceived as a free standard under which 
the price of gold is fized within certain limits.' 

, Gustav Cauel, rio r".." of SO<iG/ Eomotwy, 1st eeL (Ne.York, 19"4>. pp. 348. 
353,355· . 

• 1bU., p. 3S8. • lbill., p. 353. (Italics mine.) 
, 1bi1l., pp. 360, 378. • 1bi1l., p. 476. 
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Cassel prefers not to give to the phrase "value of money" a con-
J notation deeper than purchasing power. "We have, therefore, to 

define the value of money as the reciprocal value of the general level 
of prices." 1 That value does not arise because of the commodity 
value of a metallic ultimate monetary standard necessarily, but 
"upon the scarcity of the media of payment to wbich a definite 
pur~g power is attached in the price scale." t 

j Knut Wicksell, late professor of economics at Lund, represents I 
certain divergence from the ordinary nominaHst doctrine in his ac 
count of the origin of money and in his elintination of the monetarJ 
function of measuring value. To nominaHsts generally money arisel 
only when coins begin to pass in trade at a "face" or nominal value 
that is, when they circulate as equivalents of the unit of account 
But Wicksell accepts Bucher's account of the rise of gold and mVei 

from the great array of primitive exchange media to their presenl 
unique position, without giving to coinage any further significana 
than the certification of bullion as to weight and fineness and withoul 
attempting to differentiate what Knapp called "pensatory pay. 
ment" from real money.' While holding that "the concept money it 
embodied in its functions," • Wicksell !lUmmarily dismisses the idea 
of money as the measure of values because "any good whatsoeveJ 
may be used as a measure of value; indeed this is no function .•. 
wbich involves the object itself or any of its objective physical 
powers.'" Only one other function beside that of the medium of ex
change is mentioned, - the storing of value, - and to this Wicksell 
allows but lit~ importance. From the social angle not money b\lt 
goods store up value, and private perlIOIlS do not commonly accumu· 

. late by hoarding.' (Wtcksell identiJies money and media of exchange 
./ - the normal attitude of the> IlDJIlIIIOdity tbeorist.) 

But is.money nothing more Dor less than an economic good? To 
this question he replies with a decisive negative. __ 

The tnrI!!!!cvfity chaI2c:ter of IIIOIIe)' aud its CXIIICIete cbaradaiatia retire 
_and more into the badrgoand duriDg itsemploymoDt UIIIODeY; ~may 
reappear again, bat only when it has cmsed to be _ and has dranpd itIeIf 

I into a manood;q. again.. Mcmey.,wlimatcs into an .1Jstnct quantity, into a 
mae quantity of vaJae.' 

I 1Iti4., p. 423- • 1bi4~ P. 359-
• Itaut Wx:beu. y ""'" __ Ii oIi .. oJ"",,-" .., C",If4III,. Ia IL "',... 

. ".,.ites (Jeao, 1922). II, 3'"34- Sahoeqaeat _ •• ,,_ OJ< to thiI ....... 
• 16i4., P. 6. • r-. <it. • H¥., pp. 8. '0-12. 
t 1Iti4., P. .... d. .... --. CeUs .. _ Ctikrtr'- (Jeao, 1BgB). p. 30-
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Laws governing the exchange relations of particuIa.r goods .would be 
inapplicable to the problem of the general price level were there no 
further pec:ulia.rity in the 1a.tter than the capacity of a small quantity 
of money circula.ting ra.pidly to perform the sa.me eoonomic service 
as a larger but more slowly circula.ting mass.1 Additional difficulties 
attend all of the commodity value principles. Marginal utility for 
money can only mean indirect marginal utility, as derived from the 
goods money commands. But "this marginal utility is on its part 
directly dependent on the exchange value or purchasing power of 
money, and cannot therefore regulate that purchasing power.'" As 
for supply and demand, there is of course a loose sense in which the 
terms might be used: a seller always "demands" money to the ex
tent of the sale price; the buyer "supplies" money. But "these de
mands and supplieS, respectively, of individuals taken together, form 
an abstract vahle total but no total social demand for a definite physi- ., 
col amoum of mone:Y, nor a total supply·of the sa.me." I 
I Wicksell thus espouses the central doctrine of nonJjnalism its v 

amlrasting money with goods, ra.ther than assimilating it to them as 
do the commodity theorists) Monejvalue is subject to unique 1a.ws. 
But his agreement with the n(\Tllinalists does not end here; with 
them he holds that "money value and the general price level are 
synonymous, or better, correlative concepts.'" The value of money 
is moreover not absolute; "in the proper sense of the term, there does 
not exist an in_ value of money with which the value of goods in 
themselves may be compared and measured, as many persons have 
'~IJla.gined." I The subjective value of money depllllds on its pur
~g power. Finally he opposes the commodity theory, or the. 

Ibullionist wing in particular, rejecting "the hope of an ultimate Ie- \ 

demption of notes in metal" as an explanation of the value of pure ' 
fiat issues, because that redemption belongs to an absolutely uncer
tain future.' Indeed, even for normal times he would prefer with 
the nominalists to regard all money, including metallic money, as 
credit money, "since the direct value-forming force always lies in 
the belief of the recipient that he will be able to obtain for the 
exchange instrument in question a certain quantum of goods.'" 

1 V """-'" pp. ...... 1. 
I 1lIiL, p. 21. 

• Ibid., pp. 01 .... (ItaIil:s aathor'.); c:f. also p. 163. 
·1 .... p.!46-
• 1bi4., pp. 146-147· (ItoIiaIaatboz'L) 
• I .... pp. 171, Ig.. • Gd4aUu, P. ..... 
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(Except f.pr his accotint of the origin of money and of monetary 
functipns, Wicksell's alignment with the nominaJjsts is complete') 

I
' .. Thl\ distinctive contribution of nominalism so far as the consti(u
tionpf moiley is concerned is its demonstration that money exists in 

e an accurate sense only' when it ·represents the unit of account. 
, Carried away by the importance of this idea, certain of Knapp's fol

lowers such as Bendixen and Liefmann go to the extreme of identify-
ing money and the accounting unit. Materialistic nominalism strikes 
a common sense balance in recognizing that the monetary concept 
must attach to the material exchange media in order to possess scar
city and economic value; and that in order to preserve the integrity 
of the concept money as against goods, the physical pawns must 
circulate at a nominal value if they are to be called money.) 
( Not only have the materialistic nominaJjsts arrived at a correct 

, delineation of the monetary category, but they have also isolated the 
. real force which creates money and have rightly appraised the r6le 
of «he state. Nussbaum states the matter most trenchantly: the 
rea1Iy decisive factor is ~hether custom gives and receives money 
according to its nominal value) Ordinary circumstances reveal the· 
state's proclamation of a legal tender dominating the phenomenon 
of the ~tandard; but trade practice can on occasion thwart the inten
tion of the money authority. Wagemann and Hahn, representing 
acceptability as merely a phenomenon of mass psychology, as de
pending merely on a like willingness in other individuals to receive 
money in payment. do less than justice to the state's coercive power 
over the solution of debts in normal times. But so far as a bare 
formula goes, custom al_ys determines what shall be money, 
whether the custom rests on government's proclamation of lega! 
tender or upon some other basis. 

, (That the continuity of a monetary system comes from the per
sistence of the ideal unit and its meaning to economic individuals, 

I The positiaD tab:o by PI , or Eqen PhiIippooiclJ, ~ w j.us;.u.
O"-i., 18thed. (TflbiageD, 1923). r, 271~7S. .edectic. bat be fawn the DOtioa of 
the lDODetuy mIit ar c:oiDqe os p'.' . "ll' IIOIIIioal nIidity. PI""'_ S. P. __ 
01 ~ fa ......... "eaIIIOIIIic ,......;... ...... " _ opiaot chutaIioaa _ motaIIiom 
(1M _.,.", des 4erJbu.- V _ai '&duf1s1<llTe [Lejpoig, 19d1J. wi. r, oec. 6, p. 34)· 
m N ..... , ...... IIls_ w~ (Leipzic, 1<)<18). pp. 8&-94. Ptufe_ ]uIiut 
Wolf of the Ted .. ". Btdu,r.1e in Bertin siva. • IUlD£wbat;' .• at.a:oaot'" 
the cbancter 01.......,.. bat be __ the pecnljarity 01 iD ...... _ the Uw .. 6, .. 
bi6ty 01 marp.al1ItiIity _ .-__ Ymally ___ " be ...so GI. Hero _r, _1M UIn _ (idle (Leipzic, 1925) _ -",. • .!ian GI. ~ 
praa1 ftriety. 
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I and not from specific physical media ~hich come and go tiqrough the 
-course of time, has always been a favorite eontelltion of an no!piDal
ists.'I Although Amonn limits the idea of money to exchange F~; 
he believes that, despite changes of standards and Price r~vohitioI\S, 
the gulden continues intact as a psychological entity. The abstract·' 
notion of the mark, says Wagemann, is the "epitome of manifold 
value experiences," and as such it outlasts its current material 
bearer. Cassel, as we have' ~rked, verges off in the direction 
of charta1ism, ascribing the continu,ity in prices to the state's re
definition of the monetary unit by laying down a legal tender ratio 
of the new to the old money. Pl1haps the phrase "this must ob
viously, in time, have an injf4lence upon an prices" saves Cassel frol!l 
Knapp's preposterous implication that such a legal tender norm 
¢uany secures a similar purchasing-power relationship. It is that 
very factor which Cassel ordinarily emphasizes, quantitative limita
tion of supply, whichactu8.I1y determines the exchange value of the, 
new money in terms of the old.' On the other hand, when W4!!lare 
-concerned not with the historical relationships of money sorts but 

"with the fungibility of the coins belonging to one money sort at a 
given time, Cassel is doubtless right in believing th!, legal identity of 
these coins to be the fact which secures for them the Slj.Dle inter
changeability as that of the unit of reckoning on the abstract side. 

In addition to these contributions to the positive theory of money, 
the materialistic nominalists have advanced some very astute criti

. cism of the commodity analogy in approaching the problem of value. 
Ovagemann, Schumpeter, Cassel, and Wick.sell categorica.nyoppose 
an attempts to carry over the value concept appropriate to economic 
goods to money, rejecting the imputation of an inner, absolute, or 
independent value) The value of money is relative or reflected;. 
purchasing power 15 the mere inverse of prices. As such it cannot 
be subjected to the marginal utility analysis, which runs in a com
plete circle. Both Schumpeter and Wick.sell object to the use of 
.. demand" in this connection since society has no definite demand 

. for a certain amount of money; and the "supply" analogy b~ 

• So_ alight in1Iuonce may be um:ised upon purc:hasiDg power by the legal tender 
zatio. Thus the quasi-official conversion rate 01 a trillion to one 01 paper marka lor Rerr
_it gave the market something taDgibJe to gmsp upon, and poosiblyp .. vented the 
actualezchange zatio,irom diverging a Ie .. hundred thousand marka on either side of 
tbia figure. Bute ... n he ... the additionallact that the Re;rbsbank actually ~ at 
tbia figure Iea_ doubt u to how much ......... mplishod _rely by the reinterpreta
tioDofdobll. 
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down because money substitutes and increased velocity of circu
lation serve as well as a greater quantity of money to Increase 
prices, These are substantial difficulties, and the commodity theo
rists will have to attempt solutions if they are to meet the nomina
lists'mse. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE SUPPLY AND DEMAND THEORY 

WITH the quantity theory group of expositors which we have just 
examined, nominalism attains to its most convincing formulation. 
The commodity theories, with which we shall be concerned from now • 
on, represent the direct antithesis to the nominalist construction on 
all major issues.U common element to all commodity theories is, of • 
course, the treatment of money as simply one type of economic good 
subject to the ordinary laws of value determination - an exchange 
commodity which does not', merely by virtue of its function of the 
measure of values, cease to be subject to universal value principles} 
Money is ascribed value in its own right, absolute value; purchasing· 
power is not the only legitimate significance of the term. In opposi
tion to the nominalist belief that the objective market value of 
money rests upon its scarcity as a medium of exchange or payment, 
commodity theorists usually maintain that a variety of functions 
combine to explain the deDiand for and consequently the value of 
money. 

Although these elements are common to all anti-nominalist writ
ers, we sha1l be able to distinguish three shades of opinion in the 
present chapter and the two chapters succeeding. Under the first 
heading, "The Supply and Demand Theory," I include Helfferich, 
Heyn, and Gruntzel, who make use of that famjljar law without, 
however, having recourse to marginal utility. This does not separate 
them categorically from the second group, the marginal utility 
theorists such as Mises and Wieser, but it does indicate a significant 
difference of viewpoint as to the application of the ordinary subjec
tive value analysis to money. The third group stands in sharp con
trast to both supply and demand and marginal utility treatments. 
Instead of using these ideas in connection with money, it attaches 
them to the money stuff. This practice justifies reserving the terms 
"supply and demand" and "marginal utility" to the two types of 
theory considered in the present chapter and employing the caption 
"metallists" for the third sort of commodity theory. 
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• I. KARL HELnEBlCB 

The publication of six editions of Helfferich's treatise ¥ otleY frolll 
its original appearance in 1903 to 1923 indicates the extent of it! 
in1Iuence and popularity.l As a source of factual information on his
tory and technique' of the monetary institution, the work is monu· 
mental; but the theoretical groundwork bet.fays serious shortoom· 
ings. HelfIerich adopts a chartal account of the genesis of money, 
carefully indicating the abnormal conditions under which the state 
may lose control of the standard.' The charge made by a number oj 
critics I that he overestimates the power of the state does not seem 
well founded.(InconsistentIy with the n(l1!!jnalist viewpoint, how· 
ever, he reduces the unit of account to secondary importance • and 
treats money as a oommodity) The means of ·production in an in
clusive sense may be divided'into three classes: means of production 
in the narrow technical sense, means 01 transport, and money. To 
distinguish money from other productive instruments, we must re
fer to its basic function, n the facilitation of ecoB(l1!!jc intercourse." • 
Although this function does not include the measurement of value, 
but only mediating exchange, payment, and capital transferUIeIf
ferich ipsists that money is .. an object of value whose worth is sub
ject to the same law as that of all other ~c objects.)' In a 
well·known treatise on the philosophical and sociological aspects of 
pecuniary values, Professor S"1IIDmel had argued that the process of 
valuation in money is an instance of indwea mensuration DOt Je

quiring a common quality between the thing measured and ~ 
measuring unit.' A twig bent by the wind does DOt itself possess 
velocity, though that is approximately measured; the hour hand 
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measures time, but it doesi so spatially. HeIfferich responds that 
-hese cases really involve a common third element, not apparent on 
he surface, such as force against force or motion through space.1 

,immel really surrenders his argument that changes in purchasing 
lOwer and in the value of goods are merely Concomitant-variations 
If unlike qualities, when he sets the total supply of inoney and the 
otal supply of goods m, equation. '!'he only basis of this equation is 
ralue. ' 

Enquiring for the basic principle governing the behavior of pur
:basing power, some economists have utilized the notion of marginal 
ltility; but actually" a peculiar obstacle" prevents iq; application. 
"I" either from the angle of the individual nor from the angle of society 
:an the value olmoney be determined by marginal utility, for that is 
• conditioned by a definite exchange value of money, so that the 
atter cannot be deduced from the former." a With ordinary com
nodities market price separlLtes demanders into a pO~b."on actually 
xlnsuming and a portion excluded; nothing of the sort.,'i!~curs with 
noney. 

HeIfferich's explanation omits all reference to marginal utility. 
Demand rests on the social need for an object performing the basic 
nonetary function~ot money" serves for the satisfaction of wants 
~ct1y in lhe same way as do all those other kinds of goods which 
I.re in the nature of. intermediaries or agents." '(Supply or difficulty 
)f attainment depends upon either cOst of production of the mone
tary substance, in the case of open meta1lic standards, or upon arti
ficial scarcity created by the state, in the case of paper money) In 
view of the latter possibility, money may have a definite value with
out intrinsic value. It is not implied that all values are not really 
functional~ but the functions of money qua money are special and 
distinguisllabIe from the commodity uses of bullion content.' 
COnly one of the various functions gives rise to a really definite and 

determinable demand for money, its acting as medium of paymenl)" 
Measuring value in money, of course, makes no demand for any 
quantity of it; and orfy slight amounts are needed for transpo~i 

• M....,. pp. 496-500. ."--
I Ibid.. p. 517. Schumpeter-calla Hellferic:ll's imputation of cln:uIar reascming to the 

aubjec:tiw value the"'Y a 11_ Gorwbe (" D .. So&iaIprodukt and die Rec:henpfellJli&e." 
A .... ..... p. 646. note); but Schumpeter'a own criticism doe. not appear to dilIw
materialJy from Hellfedcb· .. 

• M...." p. 505. 
• 16M., pp. 503-50$. • Ibid., P. 450. 
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value spatially or temporally in the modem economy. Money is de
manded, in fine, to make payment on obligations falling due o~ in 
prospect within a given period, and the size of balances and reserve
indicates the magnitude of that demand. But we must bear in min. 
the fact that, for money, 

the resist.allre of demand both to the restrictive and the stimulating inlluences i 
the value is almost oon-emtent. • •• The demand in an economic oyatem to 
money does DOt call for a specific fJfIMIIily of pieces of precious metal or pape 
notes, but for a specific volume of purchasing power. For that reIIOIl any mone: 
demand whatever can be brought into equilibrium with any IUpply of money II: 
way of a corresponding alteration in the ezcbange relation between money aDA 

other goods.' 

Conditions governing supply fall naturally into two divisions 
those pertaining to paper money (concerning which little is said, de 
pending as it does upon the arbitrary power of the state) and thos 
pertaining to metallic money. A large part of HelfIerich's book i 

../ devoted to the latter subject, the factors regulating the supply o. 
metallic money; they embrace (I) the rate of production of the pre 
clous metals, (2) industrial and monetary employments, (J) defini 
tive coBSumption, and (4) international distn'bution thIO)lgh too 
balances.' . 

Aside from the application of supply and demand to the valw 
problem, Helfferich's theoretical peculiarities do not require especia 
comment. His attempt to assimilate money to the means of prodoo 
tion encounters the difficulty, pointed out by Miaes,' that ordinarii) 
capital goods take their val~ from product. It overstrains till 
analogy of money with goods to reduce Helfferich's "facilitation 01 
economic goods" to !,lIfficiently definite quantitative terms to aIIuw 
the application of the productivity analysis. This problem will be 
weighed more carefully in a later chapter. In addition to this mat
ter, his objection to the JlOIIIinaHst view of money as a claim, on tIu 
ground that Amoeisrmg carries with it the 1egal amnotation of 3.11 

obligation to deliver certain specific goods or services, is disposed oj 
by Wagemann' The JlOIIIinalist uses the word metaphorically, not 
in a 1egal sense. 

To proaed to the main issue 00IICl!rDing the eligibility of supply 

J lM.!., pp. 5.J2-S33. (ItaIka 1IiL) 
I UDder (.) cL II"." pp.-'I4,~7I, 557-565; omder(2) cL pp.llf"'146,4BI-

4BS; UDder u) cL pp. <til&--. ad omder u) cL pp. ...... J8, 234-257. 47I~" 
• T~, :md eeL, P. 62. 
• ~ Wac 4", I . ~ (BaIia, .,.l>. p. p. 
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and demand in explaining purchasing power, it is necessary to estab
lish first the absolute distinctness of four conceptions of demand for 
money or the utility of money. 

(I) Utility may refer to the satisfaction derived by an individual 
from the last or marginal unit of his money income or wealth. For 
each individual this magnitude, so far as it is not merely a matter of 
habit, depends upon three things: the variety and intensity of his 
wants, the size of his money income or wealth, and the price level. 
In a graphic representation, the 'Y axis signifies units of utility, the 
:x; axis units of money income, commodity prices being assumed as 
fixed. There is no representation of how much money will be "de
manded" as the function of any variable, and hence this meaning 
oi'utility has no place in a supply and demand theory of purchasing 
power. Moreover, since the schedule of dimiqishing marginal satis
faction for increasing incomes cannot exist until commodity prices 
are fixed, it ca.imot be made the basis of any theory of purchasing 
power.1 

(2) From the angle of the state of society, money has utility ... 
because it facilitates exchange and thereby increases economic pro
ductivity. But within the broadest limits, exchange is as much 
facilitated by a small number of dollars as by a larger quantity; and 
consequently this utility does not give rise to a demand schedule 
representing specific numbers of dollars wanted as a function of the 
amount of facilitation of economic intercourse attributable to added 
increments of dollars. The attempt has indeed been made to base the 
general level of prices upon this utility of money, to my way of 
thinking unsuccessfully.' In any event, the present objection re
mains to such a concept of demand. 

(3) When Helfierich says that there exists no demand for a specific 
number of dollars but rather for a specific volume of purchasing 
power, when furthermore he holds that demand offers almost "no 
resistance" to the rise or fall of the value of money and that any 
,supply will be brought into equilibrium with demand by an appro
:priate change in purchasing power,' he is apparently involved with 
the unitary elasticity concept of the demand for money." When put 

• W"""", and B. M. Andenon ...... IOmetimes to attempt to do 10, however. 
Cf. pp. 8S-86; 114-rr6, below. 

• Cf. pp. '09-110, below. • Cf. p. 6., abo..,. 
• As set forth by Alhed MsIshaII, M fIItrJ, C .... il, GIld CDffIfIfMCI (London, '9'3), 

App. C, pp •• 82-284, and F. W. TauIaig, Princit/u of &oMrrJiu, 3td eel. (Ne .. York, 
1922), I, :134-
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into graphic form, this demand assume,. the shape of a rectangular 
hyperbola, the ordinates of which signify quantities of commodities 
of all sorts offered for a dollar, the abscissas the quantities of dollan 
at which these offers are made. In other words the exchange value oj 
money, represented by an index number of prices, appears on the , 
axis as a function of the quantity of money on the:l& axis, and :1& timet 
y always equals a constant, k. 

Whatever else may be said against this notion of the demand fOI 
money, it must be conceded that it does not involve the circle which 
Wagemann, Wicksell, Schumpeter, and HelfIerich find in the mar· 
ginaI utility approach. Running altogether in terms of objective 
magnitudes -{Yolume of trade, price level, and quantity of money 
~ 1t does not pretend to reveal the subjective meaning of money nol 
indbd even to be derived as a social demand curve from the SIIJIIID&

tion of individual demand or utility curves. It therefore escapes the 
devastating criticism levied against the marginal utility analysis ap
plied. to money, that the iAdividual cannot know what the marginal 
utility of dollars may be until their purchasing power is already 
established. . 

In one particular connection, furthermore, the rectangular "hyper
bola appears to assume the characteristics of a true demand schedule. 
Taken in conjunction with a demand curve for gold in the arts it will 
reveal, volume of trade, quantity and velocity of money and credit 
being constants, the apportionment of gold between the arts and the 
monetary employment, and the derivation of total demand for gold 
from these joint demands. But what we have really anived at in 
this is a demand schedule for gold and not for money qfI4 money. A 
given volume of trade under an Open metallic standard makes a de
mand for so much gold - credit and rapidity of circulation being 
"impounded in ceteris paribus" - and the employment of more of 
this valuable metal as money is then precluded as an enra-marginal 
use. With "pure money," however, say irredeemable paper notes, 
the very vaJlIl")essness of the monetary material annihilates the 
meaning of "enra-marginal use." No limitation upon the etnploy
meat of dollars here emanates from the shortness of supply of the 
social r_us used; no one goes without a medium of exchange by 
virtue of this limited supply. The concept of a demand schedule 
therefore loses much of its meaning from this very fact when applied ' 
to mere dollars. Applied to gold bullion lIS tI Qlmmotlily, however,! 
the m:tanguIar hypeibola for the monetary employment plus the . 
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demand schedule in the arts stands agaIDJlt the supply schedule of 
gold to give a definite ex&a.nge value to the bullion .. Society, and 
hence the individual, does have to "go without" gold minted up into 
dollars, past a certain point, and hence the demand can be assimi
lated to demand for commodities in general. Be it said again, 'as ,a 
precaution, that this application of demand is possible only because 
it concerns gold in money and not money itself. 

In every significant respect, save for its merely co1!pling a series of 
exchange values 'lrith a parallel series of amounts "demanded," the 
rectangular hyperbola concept difiers from a true demand schedule, 
such as we conceive of with economic goods and services.' The 
significant difierences may be put under three heads. 

(1) Cunously enough, the first difierence is suggested by Helf
, ferich hintself: marginal utility has nb definable meaning in COl!nec
tion with ·the 1!nitary demand for money.1 Wherps a given value or 
price upon coal divides the potential users into the intra-marginal 
portion who actually buy and whose wants are satisfied and the 
extra-marginal or excluded portion, with money no such separation 
is evident. There are no excluded or extra-marginal buyers-people 
who cannot afford to Use money. Everyone already uses money, and 
should its value fall no one feels himself more felicitous because he 
has more coins jingling in his pocket. What H;elJIerich fails to de
duce, however, is that if marginal utility loses its ordinary meaning, 
So does marginal demand by the same tokeD'. And if the margirl. dis
appears, the supposed demand schedule loses its causative signifi
cance, since marginal demand sets value. If, barring the "pains of 
transition," it is a matter of complete indifierence to the economic 
iodividual how many pieces of money he has so long as their ex
change value varies inversely as quantity; if it is true, as HelJIerich 
says, that "the resistance of demand both to the restrictive and the 
stimulating in1I.uences in the value is almost non-existent," then 
marginal demand for dollars must be just as incapable of determining 
the price level as that marginal utility to which he so justly objects. 

(2) But the real difficulty lies still deeper. Not oJily does marginal 
, demand disappear as a causative force because margiflill utility 

: I He", we apeak of the "demand" for money fUll """"'y, and the use of the 
: UDitary demand oclteduJe for the monetary employDICDt of the commodity gold baa 

DO relevancy. 
• ct. pp. 61-60, .""ft. Tauuig abo _ys, "The principle of awgiDIIlltility is not 

applicable" (.,.IliI., mdecL[New York, 19171, I, 238). III the~paragmph 
of the third edition this __ cIoea not appear. 
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evanesces, but the economic meaning of the whole schedule of sup
posed demand for money ceases to be, because it is not in any way 
derived from a utility schedule. In what senses has money utility? 
We have already pointed out three possible interpretations: the sub
jective significance of money income, the use of money as a liquid 

• asset, and its sociaI utility in obviating the inconveniences of barter. 
Helfierich correctly rejects the first as an explanation of prices, since 
it presupposes them. Moreover, there is no reason for supposing 
that a schedule of the diminishing marginal significance of money in
come for any particular person nor for any aggregate of persons 
would assume the configuration of a rectangular hyperbola. (. The 
curve depends partly on the variety and intensity of people's wants 
and might behave in the most whimsical fashion; its shape cannot be 
described) The remaining two senses of utility have not ordinarily 
been resorted to in expIaining the social "demand" for money; to 
most writers it has seemed absurd to represent the current purchas
ing power of a dollar as depending on so and so much worth of "fa
cilitation of economic intercourse" or "superior liquidity." 1 

Furthermore, it is futile to search for a utility lying behind the 
unitary demand curve. In the place of being a true schedule of social 
denw;td, the rectangular hyperbola is nothing more tIwi - a rec
tangular hyperbola. The magnitude y is purely objective, the mar
ket basket full of goods which a dollar buys; and this magnitude is 
the function of two equaIIy objective variables: :e, the physical 
quantum of money (multiplied by veIocity), and I, the physical 
volume of trade. 

(}) No analysis of objective exchange value which does not begin 
with utility or subjective vaIue to the individual can really be ad
judged an explanation. This generalization holds for money. Pur
chasing power is objective in the sense that it is a phenomenon appre
hended by all individuals; but not in the sense that its eDsience and 
magnitude are independent of the evaluating individuals. To ex
plain it therefore we must begin with the utility of money to the in
dividual Since unitary demand makes no pretence of beginning 
with the individual and his feeling toward money, it does not explain 
value. 

(4) Fmally we arrive at the utility of money held in unspent mar
gins as a reserve against contingencies and inequalities of income and 
outgo, the conventional point of departure for English expositors of 

I FOI'. criticisn of e:.reppou. d.. pp~ IOI}-III, beIow_ 
• 
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the quantity theory. ( This mode of approach, which we ronsider in 
greater detail in a subsequent chapter,' begins with a utility calculus 
on the part of the eronomic individual and arrives at a satisfactory 
explanation of the objective value of money, its excellence lying in 
the very fact that it shows the ronnection between the actual valua
tions of individuals and market value, whereas the American treat
ment has always had a quasi-mechaniCal or abstractly mathematical· 
fiavor) In the present ronnection one feature of this theory assumes 
particular significance: the utility and demand schedules which it 
employs pertain to real inrome and not to money. The rational 
eronomic individual is represented as weighing the utility from suc
cessive increments of his real inrome devoted to cash and demand 
credit reserves against the utility of successive doses of inrome used 
up ronsumptively or productively invested. As the English theorists 
with OIIe or two exceptions clearly understand,' these utility and 
demand curves rould not be put in dollars without circularity in the 
argument.lObviously no one can tell what utility he derives from a 
dollar in his reserves, how much immunity it affords him from being 
"caught short" of fluid purchasing powes, until he knows what the 
dollar will buy;)md this is, of course, just what we are undertaking 
to·explain. Definite numbers of dollars do not appear in the calculus, 
but rather definite amounts of real value or fractions of real inrome. 
Since all the money of a rountry with the exception of certain defini
tively sequestrated treasury and bank reserves belongs to someOne's 
reserve, the average dollars-amkenls content of individual unspent 
margins depends solely on the monetary stock of the country. What 
the decision of traders as to size of reserves does acromplish is the 
determination of the velocity of circulation of money. Numbers of 
dollars do not enter into the process until the size of unspent margins 
has already been determined in terms of real value. The pertinent 
fact to the present question is therefore that this theory does not in
wIve a Wilily or demand schedule for dollars, i. e. for money. To speak, 
with Marshall, I of "resources in the form of currency" instead 
merely of money may appear to be mere academic nicety. One might 
object that it would be equally pointless to insist that the ronsumer 

1 Cf. pp. 189-1940 below • 
• Manhall, Pigou. and It.,.... cle&rly state that the schedules run in terms of real! 

wealth or income. Hawtnoy I .. ".. ....... thing to be desiIecI in the way of ezpIicitoesa,. 
while Camwl commits the error of making them run in terms of doll.... For specilic 
mem>c:es to these writers ... pp •• 89-'gC>, below. 

I II....". Crill;' •... C_'" p. 45. 
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« demands, not a given quantity of potatoes, but a given quantity of 
nutrition "in the form of potatoes." But in the case of potatoes the 
t~o modes of expression come to the same thing; in the case of money 
they do 'not. With given tastes and real income, one does not de
mand a definite number of dollars in his reserve. The number of 
dollars is a matter of complete indifference so long as their aggregate 
vallie bears the desired relation to real payments. We are therefore 
compelled to conclude that the reserve approach to the value of, 
money does not, any more than other interpretation of utility of or 
demand for money, emanate in a schedule running in terms of dol
lars. ~"Demand for money" is a nonentity;) 

· Hel1ierich's treatment of cash balances bas several features of real 
excellence t the reaIization that we have here the ptlinl d' apptd of 
purchasing power in personal feeling magnitudes, that causation 
passes from the Subjective to the objective value of money through 
rapidity of circulation\ and that what people desire to hold in'their 
balance is not definite numbers of dollars but a certain quantity of 
real value.t)Unfortunately he does not conclude that "demand" baa 
so far lost its usual meanings that its employment with money 
proves rather more misleading than illuminating.- . 

Supply and demand theories of money collapse through the im
perfectious of the demand concept alone; but although a critical ap
praisal of "supply" is a work of supererogation, certain difficulties 
inhering in the application of this concept to money ought not to be 
passed over in silence. ' 

As WiebeR points out,' the supply of money increases just as 
much from more rapid circulation as from ezisting in greater abun
dance physically. In the equation of excbangl!, MY is the supply, 
not merely M. This alone makes the conception of supply IigDifi
cantly different for its ordinary employment. P04toes and sboes 
cannot be said to constitute a greater supply if they change owners 
more rapidly than before. 

Turning to specific kinds of currency we discover additional c0m

plications. For a fixed paper issue or for a metallic money when fRe 

• Cf.pp.16o-t61 ....... . 
• BedoesiBdted .... ~.,,(.....tfor_)iDpIo<eolGeU _·tJr.C .... 

for_) _Cr" *1_ (piufisiwol_) _tboa GtU..., .... c.q,pIyoi 
-n Cd. JWi Bellferida,Du GeU,4fh eeL P,;pric, 19191. PLIV._ .. si). Bat 
JDs jpojsteee tbot the ....... 01_ ill "oabje<t to the _Ia .... iIItbot 01 all ""'"" 
eo • objecD" _ thole djotjpctjcww to be oaIJol.....". 

• 0. p. ss. oboft.. , 
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coinage is suspended, "supply of money" may indeed be u~d With I 
the same signification, it has for a limited natural resource, but! no 
additional information is conveyed which would not be givejl by 
"stock" or "quantity." Now take the case where the paper issue 
undergoes progressive in1Iation. What. are we to understand by 
"supply"? To be set over against demand, either conceptually or 
,graphically, amount supplied must be either a function of price or 
el,se absolutely fixed. Otherwise stated: to be fitted into a system of 
ordinates and abscissas along with a demand schedule, the supply 
schedule muse represent the :I: or amount-supplied magnitudes as 
functions of the " or exchange-value magnitudes, or else reptesent :I: 
as fixed for all values of ". But the patent {act under in1lation is that 
the "supply" of notes is neither fixed nor a function of the exchange 
value of the issue. One could indeed draw a curve showing "sup
plies" of notes at successive points of time as the jnfia.tion goes on; 
but this is an historical or time series and not a true supply schedule, 
which must be timeless. Here again ",,!upply" loses all its usual 
meaning; all that it means is simply quantity. . 

Applied to a freely coined metal standard, say gold, "supply of 
money" involves the most extraordinary difficulties. Obviously 
supply is not fixed but variable. If it is variable, how represent its 
variations in schedule form? In the first place, to the degree that 
gold production still retains some of its aleatory nature, the supply 
schedule would depart in a whimsical fashion from any discove,rable 
cost of production schedule. Passing over this obstacle by ~uming • 
fOi the time being a coincidence of the two schedules, let u; try'to 
discover the configuration of the curve. Because the annUal incre
ment of gold represents only 3 or 4 per cent of the gold stock, only 
a SmaIl portion of the curve can be represented as a cost of produc
tion schedule at all, the remainder being that of a fixed supply good. 
In the accompanying figure, ob represents the offer of the stock in 
existence (00) at all exchange values up to 11. At that point it be
comes possible to produce new gold, and the curve from 11 to c, an 
increasing cost schedule typical for extractive industries, shows the 
amounts of gold which would be supplied in addition to the old 
stock, at a mounting series of exchange values. Tbe demand curve 
tl4 is the rectangular hyperbola demand for monetary gold. Tbe 
equation of demand and supply so construed sets the value of money 
at _; or if the total money work were more, the demand d'tI! would 
set the value at m, where new gold would actually be produced. But 
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this supply schedule has the peculiarity of being irreversible; for, 
once the increment represented by the horizontal distance from b to 
m has been produced, it forms a part of the world's permanent gold 
stock. Should demand decline to tId, the exchange value of gold 
would not go back to n, but to a lower point p, presumably. The 
same feature of supply is to a degree characteristic of railways, public 
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buildings, and other-highly durable produced goods; but i.be much 
greater durability of gold makes its supply sui getteris and particu
larly difficult to represent in schedule form. But there arises a third 
and still more puzzling romplication. So far we have spoken as if 
gold were the only circulating medium. If bank notes and deposits 
are admitted, then the "supply schedule" of gold money ceases to be 
the "supply schedule" of money generally. Yet. if bank DOtes and 
deposits always bore a fixed relation to gold money, the schedule 
would still have the same amfiguration - it would only be moved 
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farther to the right, to a'b'c'.(Any admjssjon of variability of pnr 
portion between gold money and bank money, however, introduces 
an element which baftles the attempt to represent the supply of 
. money as a function of its purchasing power)The total "supply" is 
neither :fixed nor a function of its exchange value, because of the 
more or less arbitrary action of central banks. It thereby becomes 
absolutely impossible' to represent· the conditions governing the 
qUantity of money on a system of ordinates and abscissas, i. e. as a 
supply schedule. Fmally, the indeterminateness becomes complete 
in view of the fact that international money movements must cer-· 
tainly decisively change the schedule's position and possibly its con
figuration. 

In all of the cases named, the one objective fact which can clearly 
be ascertained is the fJU41J1i1y of money. All other implications of the 
word "supply" lead into inextricable difliculty. "Quantity of 
money" as against "supply of goods" calls attention to the basic 
differences noted, in place of grossly ignoring them. 

The supply and demand theory errs in suggesting that these terms. 
mean the same as they do for economic goods. It em further in 
implying thereby that the value-determination process for goods is 
the same as for money. That does not mean that all its conclusions. 
are vitiated, but that we must seek for a better way of stating and 
describing the processes involved and the effects of these processes. 
on the value of money. 

ll. 0rIIEJt ExPoNENTS OP THE SUPPLY AND 

DEKAND THEORY 

A survey of German literature must dewte at least passing notice 
to Otto Heyn, if only because of the volume of his controversial 
writing and the equally extensive critical CXlDlDlent which it pnr 
voked.1 Heyn is the only person to whom Knapp expressed in
debtedness; but it is not clear that Heyn accepts a doctrinaire chartar 
theory, especially as he rejects the notion of money as simply a claim. 
To serve as an equivalent in exchange, he says, money must possess. 
an inner or absolute value of the same order as that of economic 

• For a Ibt of~" publicatioDS utiliRd!we..., tile gmellIl bibliography. Critic» 
_niaaIo of hiII_.1II05tIy od_. may be found at ftrious points in tile writings. 
of Altmama. lIoItk:iewia, DaIboIg, Diehl. (;en ....... Kenc:ha&I. IJrhDoDD. Moll, aeL 
Pa1yi. 
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goods. Most OImmonly this value is represented as the result of 
three forces - utility, costliness, and confidence. Utility rests upon 
debt-paying power or purchasing power; costliness comes (I) from 
the expense of bond issues underlying fiat money, and the costs of 
printing notes and of passing the law legalizing them, and (2) from 
the subjective sacrifice entailed upon anyone earning a money in
come; confidence proceeds from the conviction that the state will not 
alIow'depreciation through over-issue! Perhaps Heyn contributed 
something toward undc!rmining dogmatic metaIlism in the early 
stages of the controversy, but the bulk of his writing is merely 
polemical and, from a theoretical angle, hopelessly chaotic. 

Professor Josef Gruntzel of the Vienna Hochschule 11k Weltlumdel 
also attempts to deal with money under the concept of absolute value 
subject to supply and demand conditions. The exchange ratio be
'tween two goOds may he altered by anyone of four factors, by 
. changeS in the supply or demand of either commodity. When the 
value of money itseH is involved, the situation is in DO wise different, 
for money itseH is.a commodity. 

Theory must therefore distinguish between the nchange yaJue of gooda which 
is ""pi "d in mcmey, that is, the mODe)' yaJue of goods, ADd the adwIge wlue 
of MODe)' which is ""PI sed in goods, the CIOIIIIIIOdity yaJue of mODe)'. This 
Ia.tter is not a mere recipIoca.I of prices.' 

What wI! should expect, therefore, from Gruntzel is a proof of the 
causal independence of each of four separate forces, somewhat as 
follows. 

,... ----0, Evhanv Jatio ... , ---..". 
Value of _ of Value of gnodo 

r. --_ ........ -.:....--.. _ and gnodo r. --~ • ...:.---.. 

Demand SuwIY Demand SappIy 
fa< _ of........,. fa< gnodo of .... . " 

In reality, however, Gruntzel's argument proves to he more nearly 
the direct opposite of what is requisite to support his thesis thaD 
otherwise. Instead oYshowing a parallel causaI efficiency of these 
four factors, he develops a fairly protracted argument to the effect 
that the "demand for money" depends partly on the supply of 
goods,. and that the "supply of money" depends partly on the de
mand for goods.l How the demand and supply of goods unite to 

• DM., pp. s"t-» 
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establish the value of goods is not even treated. But to make the 
"demand for money" depend on the supply of goods I is to concede 
the whole case to the n(lmjnaJjsts and quantity theorists. If the "de-
mand for money" is merely a derived demand, the value of money is 
merely a derived value, and not independent or absolute .. And if it 
were true that the "supply of money" depends on the demand for 
goods as Gruntzel says, his case 'Would be still more inconclusive. 

With regard to oommodities and services I should be disposed to 
agree with Gruntzel that economic value is absolute, rather than 
relative as many theorists have maintained." Values are of course 
always relative to human wants, and their magnitudes are aff«ted 
the one by the other. But as has often been shown, the existence of 
one value does not depend upon the existence of others, as a general 
proposition.- Money, on the other hand, is peculiar; the very exist
ence of its value depends upon the ability it has to aimmand other 
values. Gruntzel affords an illustration of the futility of the attempt· 
to construct a demand and supply apparatus for money, and to make 
it independent of commodity price determinatiolj. 

m. POSITIVE OuTcOME 011 THE "SUPPLY AND 
DEMAND" THEoRIES 

In the present chapter, two questions of major importance have 
been raised: (1) Is the value of money ~ubject to the general law of 
supply and demand? and (2) does money like goods have absolute 
value? Both questions are answered negatively. Approaching the 
first' problem from the angle of the utility of money.or the demand, 
we distinguish four interpretations: (1) the utility of a unit of money 
income, (2) the social utility of the monetary institution, (J) the 

'lDcme_,Grunllelmabsthequantityofgoocls"dedsive"oItheclemandfor 
money, not merely "partly" determinative. Ibid., p. 43· . 

• For _Ie, J. s. Mill, PrHoci#/u of P.UlicIlI ~", eel. by Ashley (Londoll, 
1_), vol. m, th. ii, .... 4, pp. 438-440; W. S. JevoM, TIN TIIetwy of P.lili<aI 1!.amosy 
(Londoa, 1871), pp. 8.-83; F. ~ W~, Mmwy •. Trodo GII4 l..m..w, (Ne .. York, 
1878), pp. 31>-33; and F. II. Knight, Rist, U_"" GII4 P",jil (BOIton,lg2l), pp. 6_. In TIN V",," of Mmwy (New York, IgI7),notesOllpp.gand 14, B.M.AncJer.. 
IOn cites Bahm·Bawert, Carver, Comad, and Davenport. 

• F. M. Taylor, ·S ..... lMdi", P,ob""" ill E-u TIIetwy, 3M eel. (printed pri
vately AnD Arbor, Michigan, Ig2l), p. 7· Anderson (.# . .w., pp. n-'4) defODds the 
concept 01 aboolute value and linda It a1so with KDies, Hdlferic:h, Menge, Mises, and 
W_, with Smith, Riaudo, and Marz, and with T. S. Adams, J. B. Cl&rt, David 
E.iDIey, L. S. Merriam, W. A. Scott, and W. G. L. Taylor. 
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"unitary demand" or rectangular hyperbola concept, and (4) the 
utility of money reserves against contingencies. Of this number, 
the first two are eliminated as not bearing on the determination of 
price levels. Helfferich's description of demand, while occasionally 
suggesting the rectangular hyperbola concept, proves ultimately to 
rest upon the unspent margin, which he rightly apprehends as con
trolliog velocity of circulation and thus bridging over from the in
dividual's appraisal of money to the price level. But the rectangular 
hyperbola lacks all the characteristics of a true demand schedule 
except representing purchasing power as varying inversely with 
quantity of money. In place of revealing how money can be treated 
under the commodity law of supply and demand, it only translates 
the quantity theory into the language of analytical geometry. The 
unspent margin approach, on the other band, does employ a true 
schedule of demand - of real wealth or income held in the form of 
money, not a demand for money. Supply of money similarly defies 
comparison with ordinary usage and reduces finally to the bare idea 
of quantity. Helfferich, Heyn, and GruntzeI fail completely to vin
dicate the supply and demand apparatus. 

The idea evolved here from a consideration of the second major 
issue, that whereas commodities have value in an absolute sense, 
money 'has only a relative value, may not be approved by either of 
two schools of opinion. Persons who uphold the concept of value as 
relative will insist upon its universal application; the opposition will 
resent limiting absolute value to commodities and services. Dr. B. 
M. Anderson, for eu.mpIe, defends the absolute quality of all values 
and treats the value of money under his general concept of "social 
value," maintaining that .. the value of money is to be distinguished 
from the 'reciprocal of the price level,' or the 'purchasing power of 
money.''' 1 Professor F. M. Taylor, while not explicitly distinguish
ing between the relative and a supposed absolute value in money, 
differentiates variations in the price level resulting from factors at 
work on the money side from those resulting from factors on the goods 
side, as absolute and relative changes, respectively, in the value of 
money." His usage is adopted also by Dr. F. A. Bradford! Ander
son's theory will require analysis at a later point;« but Taylor and 

I Tile vtJJw., 11_. p. 3B3-
• Clltsll<n .. 11_ (ADa ""-. 11)06). pp. .,0-.82. 
• 11_ (New YOlk, 1928). pp. 178-r80. 
• a. pp. " .... 116, below. 
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Bradford support their implication that money has absolute value 
only by the metallist oonfusion of money and gold. Undoubtedly 
gold, like all other oommodities, has value in its own right, i. e. abso
lute value, and furthermore the magnitude of its value is the joint 
product of both industrial and monetary employments. In a gold 
standard oountry the magnitude of absolute oommodity value polr 
sessed by gold ooincides exactly with'the magnitude of relative value 
or purchasing power possessed by a dollar. Even here the oonceptual 
distinctness of "dollar" and "lump of gold" appears clearly through 
our ability to separate the ideas of "standard gold money" from the 
"ultimate monetary standard gold" and through the fact that "dol
lar" does not always mean "lump of gold," but also cheque dollars, 
etc. This oonceptual distinctness, already existing with an open gold 
standard, beoomes amply evident when, under inconvertible oon
ditions, the magnitude of values attaching to "dollar" and "lump of 
gold" beoome unequal. But if oommodity value of gold and pur
chasing power of a doIla; are oonceptually distinct, there is nothing 
to prevent our attaching to the former an absolute sense and to the 
latter a relative sense. King Midas nearly starved to death because 
of a flaw in his monetary theory: he identified the absolute value of 
gold with the relative value of money, and discovered to his rue that 
though his aesthetic delight in the glittering yellow metal continued 
unabated, its purchasing powa' had vanished. Bradford virtually 
admits that absolute value attaches rather to gold than to money 
per se by imputing absolute value to money "so long as its value is 
tied to that of some eoonomic oommodity such as gold." 1 Gruntzel's 
attempt to reify the value of money as absolute makes a promising 
beginning in dealing with the supply and demand for money and for 
goods separately. But his failure to make the demand for lIloney 
stand upon its own legs indicates the impossibility of the undertaking 
and signalizes the essentially unlike character of money and goods 
values. 

The n(lmina!ist insists that money has only relative value because 
the demand, or more properly the utility attachirl'g to it, is not abso
lute but merely derived. To this it would be altogether natural to 
object that many goods also have derived value, and that money is 
therefore nothing pec:pliar. For producers' goods demand springs 
from the value of products; for a relatively unimportant member of a 
joint demand oongeries, demand seems to emanate from the im-

I JI..,. p. 1'/90 
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~rtant cost goods. But there is an essential dilIerence between the 
derived character of the utility of money and that of a tract of wheat 
land; a bag of Portland cement, or lubricating oil used by an ocean 
liner. Although the a:/enI of utilities of the latter IIOrts depends 
upon utiJ!ties of the respective products, the ezisfenu of these utili
ties does not. Even though, by some miracle, wheat land, cement, 
and lubricating oil came to be so abundant as to be free goods, they 
would still have the same utility schedule - oonditions upon the de
mand side have not altered. Obviously, upon the other hand, none 
of the functions discharged by money oould be done without its hav
ing value - its utility would disappear. Senior, indeed, said that 
money oontrasts with all other things in that its utility, and hence 
the demand for it, depends upon its value; 1 or, one might say, the 
chief function of money is to be valuable. Such statements easily 

, run into logomacyor paradox, but oommon sense affirms that money, 
of all things, is useful tmly because it pUTcha..... Its value is purely 
relative. 

While upon the two foregoing issues the doctrines of the "supply 
and demand" theorists do not seem tenable, their work is not with
out fruit. Gruntze)'s chapters serve at least to join the issue squarely 
between nominalists and oommodity theorists. Even Heyn'. effuse 
writings have been useful in raising the question as to whether a 
purely quantitative theory of money does not sometimes prove in
adequate because it omits the qualitati~ factor of confidence. 
Helfferich makes the most substantial oontribution.: a disproof of 
Simmel's argument that money, as a sort of epiphenomenon, can 
measure value without itself being valuable; the perttpti..m of cer
tain peadiarities in the "demand" for money which prevent the 
direct application of marginal utility analysis; and the use of cash 
balances to OODDect the individual'. subjective value judgments 
with price levels. 

I a.. EmIt. W. F. , .,. tiL, P. 126. 



CHAPTER V 

THE MARGINAL U'l'ILlTY THEORY 

I. LUD~G MISES 

ONE of the most substantial treatises upon monetary theory in the 
German literature today is Professor Ludwig ¥ises' "Theorie des 
Geldes lind iJer Umlallfsmittel.' Not. only because he is one of the 
chief protagonists of tlte subjective or Austrian value theory, .but 
alsg because of his efforts to secure a rational monetary policy during 
the inflation and stabi1ization periods, is Mises a significant figure. 
If he is an implacable foe. of chartalism and generally hostile to 
nomjnalism he likewise rejects the metaJli!;t doctrines.lHis own 
theory rests upon a systematic application of marginal utility to 
money regarded as a commodity,). . 

Mises recognizes the diBiculty which has led HelfIerich, Schum
peter, Taussig, Wagemann, and, Wicksell to reject marginal utility 
in connection with the determination of price levels.. In his own 
words, "The marginal utility of money for a given economic in-
dividual ... has as a presupposilion a definite exchange value of 
money .... " I This diBiculty is not, however, insurmountable. . 

~ 

But this presupposed value.is not the same one as that which we have to 
eJpIa.in; it is the exchange value of yesterday, whereas we ..... to ezpJain that of 
today. The objective esrhang>l value of money ezisting today on the market is 
fonned from that of yesterday uneler the infiuence of the subjective valuations 
of persons in the market, just as that value arose througb the play of subjective 
valuations from the esrhang>l value of the day before yesterday. If we continue 
back in this fashion, we D" e ,o'riIy arrive finally at a point where we DO longer 
find in the objective esrhang>l value anything beside ••• the value of an object 
of tliret;, utility.' 

In his zeal to controvert some of the worst CJSuistry in Knapp's 
Stale Theory, Mises seems to incline toward too rigorous individual
ism. It is an exaggeration to say that the position of the state regard
ing money is no different from that of other parties to the market, 

• Ref ........ Iwe "'" to the lit eel. (Munida, 1912) eaeept for such innovations as 
_ iD the md eel. (Munida, 1924). 

• Tkorio, lit eeI., p. U7. (ltolic:a mine.) 
• 11M., P. u8. (ltolic:a mine.) 
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and to represent the state as "merely infiuencing" the choice of 
what shall be money.' No doubt Knapp envisages the state as 
something very nearly omnipotent; Mises in turn makes of the "laws 
of the market" something very nearly immutable and sacrosanct. 
The truth plainly lies between these extremes: money is neither an 
institution of purely arbitrary government nor a "natural" phe
nomenon in the eighteenth-century meaning of the word. The 
monetary authority can never ignore and cannot always control the 
spontaneous forces of the market. But Mises' own fear aT anything 
approaching a controlled currency and his demand during the sta
bilization discussion for a return to the rigorous principle of the Peel 
Act reveal his reaIization of the dominating position of the state. 
If, as he says, the whole process of distributing goods to consumers is 
a "legal-economic" matter! he will have to admit the presence of the 
political factor in the chief instrument of distn'bution. . 
Wises categorically rejects the ordinary nominalist or quantity 

theory idea of money as a claim, the grounds being, for one thing, 
that he doubts whether pure paper money has ever existed) This 
reason becomes quite amusing when we reflect that he himself adopts 
the claim idea in its entirety for his Zeichengeld, and that if his doubt 
is well founded, the term becomes an "empty economic box." Of 
course it is not true, as Mises believes, that fiat money has always ap
peared as a consequence of suspension of redemption upon bank 
DOtes or of free coinage for metallic money, as other examples than 
the Ren/erJmlwk itself attest." But, admitting this to be the case 
more generally, the former existence of the alternative employment 
in no way detracts from the "purity" of fiat issues, once they be
come such. Perhaps Mises apprehends this, because he proceeds to 
add to the previous notion of derivation from alternative employ
ment the further attribute of trueZeichengeld that it bears no promise 
to pay, even if the promise is temporarily meaningless. To do so, 
however, is merely to define pure fiat money (Zeichengeld) out of 
existence, for although something like Nicholson's "dodo-bone" 
money occurs freqUently enough in primitive communities,' incon
vem'ble issues do commonly bear some pretty formulary about re-

I Mios """" _ to the Jmsth of _YiDC !hot the _ "_ ia !be .... iD-
_ .. the c:boire of the J"V nWinm (niL. p. 6J.) 

• lind., p. 71. 
• Cf. P. 32. abcwe. 
• Aoforeumple the/riiD the Yap bImds; d. p ............ -'1. S. KocboIIoa,A 

T'- .. JltnIe7_ ~ .. JI~ p,_. JRled. (Loadoa, 189s.l. p. 6J. 
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payment. Certainly it is the inconvertibility which constitutes fiat , 
money, and not the mere absence of a promise. Finally the question 
of the historical existence of paper money is beside the point, inas
much as the nominalist believes full-bodied metallic coins to be as 
truly" c1aims" as any other sort of currency. 
LAnother difliculty about conceiving of money as a claim Mises 

finds to be the implication that an equiility of value obtains between 
the stock of money and the goods represented,' or that money varies 
in value as the goods it buys) This may suggest the notion, to be 
found with Wieser and B. M. Anderson, that money has a real objec
tive value other than its purchasing power. If it pertains to purchas
ing power, however, I know of no way of avoiding an assumption of 
equality in value of money and goods in some fashion or other, other 
than by recourse·to a cost~f-gold-production theory, and this Mises 
,himself refuses to countenance as adequate for money in general. 

Mises' strictures against nominalism lose their significance in view 
of his own eclecticism. Not only does he employ the Anweisung char
acterization for fiat money, but he even goes to the length of making 
deposit currency a pure abstraction. "Here money still appears as a 
medium of exchange, but its employment becomes independent of its 
real existence.'" This sort of statement, quite in the style of Ben
dixen and Liefmann, is strangely discordant with the description of 
standard metallic coin as "nothing other than bars." a For certain 
purposes one may find it desirable to distinguish money and credit, 
or full-weight coin and the various kinds of money substitutes, but 
such a dual division does not warrant adherence to two theories of 
money simnltaneously. Either it is true that all units of effective 
purchasing power, whether cash or credit, act equally upon the price 
level, and alike have their exchange value in what goods they com
mand; or that gold alone acts directly upon prices, the in1l.uence of 
bank credit and other money substitutes being exerted only through 
the commodity gold, and their exchange value being explained 
through redemption in that commodity. From the first viewpoint all 
money and all credit is a claim; from the second angle all money is a 
commodity, either per Ie or vicariously. There is no middle ground. 
Perhaps as a mere matter of definition the ambiguity apparent in 
Mises' treatment would be inconsequential; but it has for him, just 
as for others, the inevitable consequence of incoherence on a practical 

• T""",, .nd eeL, pp. '5'-054. Cf. aJso ,"t ed., p. 87. 
• 11M., p. 324. • 11M., p. 55. 
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issue. Sometimes money figures as a commodity, sometimes not; the 
price level depends now upon the direct utility of gold, but again 
upon purely quantitative moments.' 

Nominalists may rightly question the reasoning underlying Mises' 
refusal to recognize the measure of value function, and his metallist 
conception of standard gold coin. Although Mises does not himself 

~ 
relate these two matters, they are natural counterparts to one an-
other, since serving as the value unit or circulating at a nominal 
value ~recisely the characteristic which elevates an exchange com
modity such as gold into the monel:a1y category. Mises argues that 
since all value is relative, money cannot measure but only serve as a 
"basis of comparison.'" But economic goods possess value in their 
own right, and if the value of money is a derived quality, as I have 
argued, it nevertheless exists in perfectly definite magnitudes and 
nothing therefore precludes its use as a measure of absolute com
modity values. The man on the street believes that money is worth 
what it buys, whereas the clothing he purchases has worth because 
he can wear it; and he constantly employs the measure of the dollar, 
because he knows what it means. For him, and therefore for the 
economist, money is the measure of value PM' ezallenu. When, 
moreover, the prdinary citizen uses money physically as an exchange 
medium, he certainly does not give "careful attention to weight and 
fineness," • even if, as rarely occurs, he may chance to have those 
gold coins which Mises regards as mere bars. For jewellers or ex
porting banks dealing with gold as a commodity, it is otherwise. 
But ordinary commercial intercourse deals with mo~ quite simply 
by tale, for, as Cassel has pointed out, the legal tender law has se
cured to the individual pieces the same fungibility as the abstract 
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unit of acoount possesses. Full-bodied metallic ooln is no less a cla,im 
or token in its monetary employment than-any other money. 

Finally we tum to Mises' attempt t~· oope with,the circularity 
which he admits his predecesso~ in the Austrian value doctrine have 
not escaped. But Mises in tum fails to disoov'er an Ariadne thread 
leading out of the maze. Referring back to a time when money value 
resolves itself into oommodity value "simply slU'l'eqders the attei:npt 
to explain the determinants of the present value.of money.1 Bortkie
wicz not unjustly calls Mises' explanation P,lihistorie." :Qeferring 
specifically to Mises, B. M. AMerson argues that 

A historical regressus will not, of course, fit in in any logical manner with ". 
synthetic theory which tries to co~truct an "existing situation out of existing 
elements ..• (Emting social forces have their history. But, in a given moment, 
they are what they are, and what they 1IIeI" at a clliferent tiD1e adds no OUlice of 
weight to the pow~ they now eoert) If a quantitative account of value is called 
for - and price theory is essentially concerned with the mellSurement,P-f value. 
- we must bring meuure and meuured into contemporary ~",ce'l.The his
torical account is one thing; the cross sectionana1ysis is another} 

The matter oould Rot be more clearly stated; and Mises can only re
spond feebly by accusing Anderson himself of carrying back the 
value of money to an historic! oommodity value.' When speaking of 
goods Mises abandons the historical regression. "No causal relation. 
obtains between the prices of the past and of the present in so far as 
the mutual exchange relations of economic.goods (with the exception 
of money) is ooncemed." I If money and goods are both subject to 
the marginal utility analysis why does one involve P,ahistorie and 
the other not? I do not believe Mises affords any answer. 

n. FmEDIlICH WIESEll 
• 

Whst Wieser has to offez: on the subject of money naturally in-
terests the economist ."jtIst because it is Wieser's." I But it must be 
oonfessed that the results of his writing, extending over a period of 
thirty-five years, are in this field disappointing. On the whole 

I Quite the IllUDe IOrt of Iq!WI1eOt as Mises' appeuo in W. A. Scott'. M~ GrIll 
B""""'r, 6th ed. (Ne .. York, 19.6), p. 55· • 

• Ludwig Bortkiewicz, .. Der IUbjektive Geldwert," S ..... J"",. 44, pp. 171)-180. 
• B. M. AnderaoD, rr.. Voltll '" M~ (New Yort, 1917), p. '03, Dote, and p. 106_ 

Daveoport IDd Alvin S. JOImloD"'" cited aa opposing the historical derivation of va1ue.. 
• 14iIeI, fI#. cU., ad eel •• pp. 101-101, DOte. 

• rr...,;" .at ed., p. 118. • ,Andenon, .,. <iI., p. s.. 
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• (Wieser seems to agree with the nominalist definition of money, but 
he does not sympathize with the n(m1inalist identification of value of 
money with purchasing power) 

The bullionist theory, he says, is correct in pointing to the pre
cious metals as significant in the historical evolution of money; but 
nowadays, notes, even without being redeemable, circulate and have 
their value determined in the very same way as bullion money.l 
Knapp performed an important service in broadening the concept 
of money and showing the historicaIly derived value unit to be inde
pendent of the metallic basis, but he neglected the problem of price 
levels, and he would have done better to represent money as an in
stitution of society, rather than the state.· 

Regarding the meaning of money value and its connection with 
marginal utility, Wieser like Schumpeter seems to have departed 
farther and farther in each successive publication from the com
modity analogy. In Natural Value, which appeared originally in 
z88g, he says: 

The exchange value of money is the anticipated UlIe value of the things "bidJ 
can be obtained for it. The Ia", therefore, "bidJ obtains for the latter obtains 
for the former; it is demand and supply, according aa ~ ezprae themtelves 
in ~ utility, that decide the excbaDge vaJue.' 

Fifteen years later he is holding that although money and goods fall 
under the same basic value determinants, they none the less contrast 
in certain respects.- By z909 he is willing to say that "the concepts 
of supply and demand ... belong to the world of goods •.• and 
cannot be carried over to money as a mediUlJlof exchange without 
the greatest violence." ·(Money has a "personaIrxcJ}ange value" 
depending upon the volume of one's income, the intensity of one'll 
wants, and the height of pricea; and an "economic value," deter
mined by the relation between the total BOcial income in real and 
monetary terms, Apparently we must .not identify "economic 
value" with mere purchasing power, however; it comes from the 

I Friedrich WIeSel', SociM&A •• ·u (New York, 1921), p. 272;. trzn+tioa by A. 
Font ffinrichs of TIJeorie tkr pseUrcIIofIlid- WirlrdItJfI, md ed., 1924-

• Ibid.,pp. 276, 278, -. 246, 251, 274-278- Cf.uUdeUGeId:n-rieciosGelda," 
a ... tkr S_, N, UeD&, 1927), 'fOO-7OI • 

• Friedrich W ..... , a_III VoItte (Loadoa, rSv3), p. 47, tr. lIT Smatt. 
• 1~ J)e, Gd4em _ .... ,..,.-<Wie_ V",'d=...- (_) II!fcmd to lIT 

"ndrnnn, Tie VoItteilf 11"""7, pp.lIt-8s-
• un.. GeIdwat UDd..me VedDdeI-." v ..... '32, p. SIS-
• Ibid., pp. 516-:;18. 
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price level, to be sure, but is purged of all elements coming purely 
from the side of commodities.1 Index numbers reveal only whether 
the price expression of goods in money has risen or fallen, but they 
tell nothing about the value of money,' which he conceives of as "the 
common subjective part of personal evaluations excluding the bal
ance peculiar to the individual." a In a paragraph which promises 
to show "the connection of changes in the economic value of :money 
with marginal utility," we discover only that increased money in
comes raise prices because" according to the marginal principle . . . 
people are forced to higher price concessions." 4 Bids and offers can 
only be made on the basis of an assumed value of money, and ex

. change would be impossible without reference to the value which 
holds over from an earlier time." 

The Social Ecil1lOmics published in Germany in 1914 does not ad
vance much over the doctrine of the V Brein monographs. Again 
Wieser unqualliiedly rejects the apparatus of supply and demand for 
money,' and distinguishes variations in the price level which eman
nate from changes in the value of money from those emanating from 
the value of goods.' The historically derived price level appears as a 
necessary datum, for new facts affect only individual prices. In con
nection with price levels, Wieser mentions marginal utility but once 
and very vaguely as influential "in the final analysis." 8 He still in
sists that 

The value of money is not an objective value; it is the geneml cross section of 
the personal valUations of money; it is the value as to which all persons are 
agreed. • •. More is predicated in the value of money than the mere fsct of a 
genemllevel of prices .••. AIl factors which contribute to the determination of 
the genemI price level in1luence the value of money. But there are other circum
stances which determine the ratio in which units of money are equated to the 
price Ievel of a unit of utility.' 

What these "other circumstanCes" are, or what .should be under
stood by the "price level of a unit of utility," remain enigmas. 

But in the H andwlJrterbuch article, completed just before the au
thor's death and published in 1927, the ambiguity disappears. 

I 16itl., p. 511. 

I Friedrich W .... r. "UbercIio Meoaung der Vetlinderungen des Geldwertes," V"rirt 
132, p. 544· 

• flDer Geldwert und seine VerlLndenmgeD.,u p. 502. 
• Ibid .• p. 5.8. • Ibid.. p. 5'3. 
I SD<iol &otttmoiu. pp. 265. 285. ' Ibid.. pp. 279. 283. 286. 29'. 
I Ibid .• p. 285. • Ibid •• p. 265. . 
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Wieser describes indiv"idual-economic or personal-exchange value 
as the significan& which a unit of money income bas for the individ
ual in view of the extent of his income, his wants, and the price level. 
But public-economic value (fJOlkswirlschajtJicher Tausclrwerf) he now 
separates into two categories, the one subjective, the other objective, 
the former an average of marginal utilities of money to all the in
dividuals making up society, the latter being the same for everyone, 
and having no direct connection with wants and income.1 Changes in 
the former account for variations in the price level initiated from the 
side of goods, in the latter from the side of money; and therefore it 
is solely with objecUw public-economic value that monetary theory 
is concerned. Both sorts of public-economic value depend upon 
marginal utility, but the objective sort only indirectly, "in 10 far .. 
prices, to which it gives expression, are determined by that law." I 
Wieser even goes so far as to make objective pubIic-economic value 
subject to a "unique law," the relation between social real income 
and the How of money income.' 

The evolution of Wieser's ideas shows clearly how the meta
physics of money conditions the character of price level analysis. 
Had he bee~:able to arrive earlier at a clear notion of objective pub
lic-economic value, he might have been able to push through to a 
succesSful issue his idea of relating prices to the social real income 
and the How of money income to consumers:· As it is, however, his 
energy spends itself in a sort of civil war between the nominalist 
definition of money, so admirably set forth throughout his writings, 
especially when he deals with Knapp or the bullionists, and the anti
thetical viewpoint of the commodity theory, when be treats the 
fIalve probkm. In the second place - and this is the matter of our 
immediate interest - WIeSer's history demonstrates that to the de
gree that the objective value of money comes to be apprel1ended, to 
the same degree does this value cease to be something absolute and 
something directly subject to the marginal utility explanation. 

The earliest work, Nalwal Valru, naively applies to money not 
only marginal utility but supply and demand, and presents besid .... 
that absolutely anomalous identification of the euhange value of 
money with the use value of the purchasable goods which persists 
down to the HandrtJiirlerbach article. Then comes a realization in the 
II}04 address of the contrasting character of money and commodity 

IH"._~~ .... ,,~ 
• 16iL, P. 6g8. .Ibi4 .• pp.~ 
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values and a few years later the final rejection of supply and demand 
for the monetary problem. With this stage, hpwever, we reach a sort 
of plateau extending so far in Wieser's !3feer ,that critics generally 
take it to be the theory. It interests us more than the final fecant&
tion, not only for this reason, but also because.its contradictory ele
ments are by no means limited to Wieser alone. 

Like so many others, Wieser seems to feel the necessity of dis
, tinguishing the value of money from that of the goods it commands 
just because movements in price levels may be initiated either by 
something that happens to money or by something that happens to 
goods, services, or other things purchased by money. But these facts 
do not make an absolute value of money necessary; for if we conceive 
Gloney value as wholly relative or derived, prices, being ratios, may 
still be altered by a change in either member. The lightfalling upon 
a cross-section slide under a microscope might increase because the 
sun comes out from behind a cloud or because the scientist sub
stitutes a larger concentrating mirror. In either event, all the light 
comes from the sun. The purchasing power of money similarly re
sponds to change initiated on either side of the equation, but it is a 
purely derived value. Not only is the postulate of an '.~inner" value 
unnecessary, but it leads to all sorts of confusion. Bou1i<l to find this 
elusive Ding an sich, the metallists seize upon the mere stuff of the 
monetary standard; Mises pursues monetary value back in history 

, • to an original commodity value; and Wieser, by what is a more ob
vious error, captures it in the things money buys. When he tells us 
that the economic (objective) exchange value of money is nol objec
tive, but a cross section of personal evaluations, we are tempted with 

. Amonn to dismiSll the whole construction as pure mysticism.1 B. M. 
Anderson complains of Wieser that "he wishes to have a value of 
goods which can be set over against the value of money, the two, in 
combination, determining prices. And yet, he wishes somehow to 
get these out of the prices themselves." • , 

The solution of the riddle is the fact, emphasized by Keynes, that 
"we do not mean by Purchasing Power the command over quanti
ties of utility." I Either the economic exchange value must be ob
jective, in which case it is purchasing power and purely relative; or 

I All...! Ammm, .. w ...... Theone der goseIl",baftlichm Wutscbaft," A ...... 53, 
pp. 6s7-<iS9· 

• TIto VaI"III/II..." P. 87. 
• J. M. K.eyneo, A TrfGIiIe .. II..., (Now York, r93o), I, 960 
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else it is subjective, in which case, as Wieser later admits, it depends 
upon prices and hence faIls outside tbe precinct of monetary tbeory. 

Anotber anomaly in Wieser's tbeory as it has evolved thus far is 
tbe use of marginal utility concomitantly witb tbe rejection of sup
ply and demand. No marginal utility can be conceived indepen
dentlyof a complete schedule of such utilities, for tbe very notion of 
a margin is that of a dividing point in a continuous array between 
tbe higher utilities afforded by an existing supply, and tbose of lesser 
importance, excluded under tbe existing supply. Readiness to put 
such a utility schedule into effect upon tbe market, when coupled 
witb tbe requisite purchasing power, constitutes demand. But a 
marginal utility schedule which does not eventuate in demand is 
without meaning and void. Consequently Wieser's objection to de
mand is also implicite a reason for discarding marginal utility. The 
reference to it in Social Economics is indeed casual, and tbis probably 
bespeaks a gradual attenuation in Wieser's mind of the commodity 
analogy. 

At lengtb in tbe B andwlirkrbuch article public-economic value is 
separated into its objective phase - purchasing power pure and 
simple - and the subjective aspect. Wieser's adherence to nominal
ist principles becomes almost, but not quite, complete. No longer 
does he venture as in Social Economics to make the law of satiety 
"influential in tbe last analysis"; it only "stltnds in connection" 
witb price levels by way of the "totality of needs." This is suffi
ciently vague to defy criticism, but it pretty clearly indicates the sur
render of marginal utility as the determinant of price levels. From 
the appearance of the two V erei." articles on, Wieser seems to have 
become increasingly aware of the difficulty. of applying the idea to 
money, and tbis may account for his frequent references to the emer
gence of prices today from tbose of yesterday. H tbis indicates only 
the fact that bids and offers do not proceed from a toInda rasa, it is 
quite valid for all prices, including the purchasing power of money. 
But if it is intended as an escape from the Austrian circularity, 
Wreser must be taxed witb Mises' error of abandoning analysis for 
history in one particular department of a theory which pretends to be 
deductive and not institutional 

From Wreser's prolonged struggle witb tbe value of money ron
apt be finally arrives at a distinction which advances monetary 
theory by a step, at Ieast in tbose quarters where the ideas have not 
already been dearly understood under different captions. In the 
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valedictory article in the HantlwiJrlerbu&h, he shows that objective 
public-emnomic value is a mere arithmetical matter and does not 
stand in direct connection with human want" whereas subjective 
public-emnomic value means the significance attached to a unit of 
money by society generally, the average of individual marginal utili
ties. To elucidate Wieser's distinction, let us assume an absolutely 
closed economy provisioned with a ji.ud complement of consumers' 
goods in the right proportions to care for the wants of a sound popu
lation. Perhaps we are speaking of a Greenland fishing village after 
the onset of winter. Now let dyspepsia overtake most of the vil
lagers. Whiskey and beef decline precipitously in price, tea and 
zwieback advance enormously. There is every reason to suppose 
that the index of prices would not change, the quantities of goods 
and money being unaltered. But the change of tastes nnaccom
panied by a similar change in the available goods certainly means 
that on the average a dollar at the margin of each individual's ex
penditure buys less utility. Objective public-economic value remains 
the same; the subjective sort declines. 

Unfortunately Wieser himself misconstrues the distinction he has 
drawn by attnouting to changes on the money side all variations in 
subjective public-emnomic value, when it is apparent that variations 
in either sort can come from either side of the equation. But the dis
tinction itself is of prime importance. Contrary to the nominalists' 
contention that purchasing power is the value of money, the subjec
tive variety not only exists, but in a certain sense is the more im
portant. Purchasing power may be thought of as merely the price of 
money (in goods), whereas the subjective public-emnomic value is its 
fIOlfll:, i. e. its real meaning when purchasing power is interpreted 
against the background of human wants. Quite clearly any attempt 
to express numerically the magnitude of this subjective value for all 
individuals taken together would be futile. But the idea is real 
enough, and it clarifies the concept of purchasing power by standing 
in sharp contrast with it. Monetary theory should recognize its 
chief concern to be the explanation of purchasing power and its be
havior; general value theory may take up the task of interpreting the 
subjective public-emnomic value of money once the price level has 
been laid down as a datum. 
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. ITt. Onmx MARGINAL UTILITY TREOIUSTS 

P;ofessor Bortkie'«icz of Berlin elaborates Wieser'. idea that mar
ginal utility cannot be found in money itself, but'in the goods it buys, 
income being divided 80 88 to bring a maximum flow of utility. 1 But 
generally speaking, he reasons pretty much in terms of the conven
tional quantity theory;' and 88 Wagemann says, "Bortkiewicz him
self points our the error of anyone's believing 1hat price em'anates 
from iI- comparison with the subjective value of money." I What 
both he iIDd Wieser have done is to apply marginal utility to real in
come. But the very. question in dispute 88 between nominalists and 
commodity theorists is whether money values can themselves be sub
jected to the same laws 88 commodity values. To hold, therefore, 
that marginal utility applies to money only 88 it applies to goods is to 
concede the whole argument to the nominalists. 

In Richard Kerschagl, legal co~lIor for the Austrian National 
Bank, there appears a minor satellite of the Austrian analysis. The 

• value of money depends upon scarcity and utility; the latter upon 
"the goods procurable for money .•. appearing through prices." • 
The Austrian circularity could scarcely be made more obvious. De
spite their utter inconsequentiality, KerschagI's brochures have 
comma:nded considerable attention! 

J IV. APPRAIsAL OF THE MnGINAL UTILITY APnOACH • 

If the belief of the commodity theorists that money is evaluated 
similarly to goods and services is anywhere to be confumed, it would 
seem chiefly inaunbent upon the marginal utility theorists to ad
vance the proof. But the chief contemporary lep1esentatives of the 
school in Germany and Austria sooner or later forsake the cause: 
Schumpeter comes out definitely for nominalism, Mises resorts to an 
historical regresSion, Wreser finally attenuates marginal utility to 

1 Ladwig Bortkiewicz, .... n.r IUbjektift GeIdwm," Sdt& JIri . ..... p. 161. 

• 1 .... "Die U~eiDer polA!miertm WubaIs des ,emd>r14 c.mm!on& 
auf cIas Pmmivau," Y"";" I.,." pp. -$6-274-

• ErDa Wa_. AJIf_ Ge/4le .. (Bedia, 1923). p. 69-
• I&hanl X""""'gI, TlIetIrie da GeIdu .. ., Gr" . ,,""'" Ueaa, 1C)23), pp. 

9-14; d. 0100 Die LeIn _ GeI<Ie iot ., WiNdItIfI (V_ 1921) _ Die ~ 
W-__ (Mmrich 1922). 

• Prot-Othmu si-n", v ....... adapts. """"""", the ...... "'_cIiotiact 
from the ucip .. ",,1 '" the smemI pri<e IewI _ otiIl "'" pardy oubjectift. Cf._ 
T __ "P~.uCr iI.,._1!r~"T_(V_I9IJ}. 
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a shadow. That shadow is the notion thatthe ~guw utility of 
money somehow appears out of the margiJlaJ. utility of goodS, tl!.at it 
"indirectly" detem;rlnes price levels by detenryinjng specific prices. 
But Fisher disposes of any such possibility by referring to the fact 
that in a system 01 simultaneous equations representing the working 
out of prices under competition, there is always "just one too Jew. 
equatiqm to determine the unknown quantities involved." 1 An 

• equation of exchange has to be added to provide for the price level 
'unknown. Wieser is trying to lift himself by his bootstraps In at
tempting to derive the price level from particulat .4lrices, when they 
certainly can only appear simultaneously. • 

The circularity of the direct application of the Austrian theory to 
money has been condemned by Hahn, Helfieri~, Wagemann, and 
W4:ksell amongst the writers whom we have already examjned. 
Hirsch, who has devoted an entire monograph to the matter of pur
chasing power and marginal uqlity, concludes'that the day cannot be 
saved for this line of analysis.· Other contemporaries sharing this 
conviction are Englander, Holtrop, Lederer, and Marschak.· 

Price levels being given, marginal utility of money has real mean
ing; indeed, a notion corresponding to Wieser's subjective public
economic value is indispensable to the literature of public finance 
and to critiques of distributive systems .. Without some reference to 
the magnitudes of marginal utility derived typically or on the aver
age from varying amounts of money income, it would be difficult to 
arrive at any definite conclusions regarding the social economy of 
progressive taxation, taxation of inheritance, equalitarian measures 
in public disbursements, and communistic and socialistic systems of 
distribution. No doubt social marginal utility is an elusive magni
tude and assumptions as to its behavior lie beyond empiric verifica
tion. Nevertheless 'it is an instrument which cannot easily be dis-
pensed with. • 

I ~ Fiaher. rk PwclJarito, P_ tJf M...." • • Dd. ed. (N ... York •• g22). p. 174-
(Italics his.) ';' . 

• Willy HiIIch. Grnr_""",",,", ... c.~ """"" . ......,.,..,. B_bkllli-
_ .. "~_ .. S,1Mk 0 ..... Ig.8). • 

• OabrEnglinder. r ......... v.l.UwirlrcMfl(V_'930).D. 21;)(. W.Holtlop, 
De MIIIooF_u..i4 .... "" ,.14 (Amstetdam, Ig.8). Iderred to by Jakob .Mancbat, 
"Volbvel1ll6gm unci Kusenbedarf," Arc .. 68, p. 387t Dote 3; Emil Lederer, liner 
ZirkulatioDSprozelS ala RDtraies Problem der 6konomivben 1b.eorie," Arc .. 56, pp: 
..... 3; Jakob -. "Die V.rkelll!gleic:huDg." A .... 5'. p. 359 If. 

The contrary opinion oppean with Haas Neisser. Der r ... ".,." .. GeIdoa (J ..... 
'9.8). pp. 42-43. 
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Had Wieser fully apprehended his own concept of the subjective 
pUblic-economic value of money, depending as it does for its meaning 
upon an already established price level, he would have abandoned 
the distinction between changes in prices ascribable to changes in the 
oolue of money in contrast with changes in the IIIIlue of goods. Con
temporary monetary theory betrays an increasing impatience with 
the notion of an absolute value of money. One of the foremost ex
positors of the quantity theory in Germany today, Dr. Hans Neisser 
of the Institute of World Economy at Kiel, calls the idea an Unbe
griff; 1 and Keynes has recently repudiated as a "circle squaring ex
pedition" the efforts of Coumot, ]evons, Edgeworth, and Bowley to 
construct a measure of the "value of money as such.'" A recent ex
ample of such an undertaking is afforded by Behrens, who sets him
self the task of discovering how we can secure a really "neutral" 
money, one with a stabile "inner objective exchange value," and 
who concludes at the end of three hundred pages that "for the fine 
variations in the inner objective exchange value of money we lack a 
sufficiently sensitive measuring instrument."· As if the difficulty lay 
with index numbers! 

The marginalists have presented no evidence to shake the conclu
sion arrived at in the preceding cltapter, that the "distinction" be
tween absolute and relative changes in the value of money does not 
exist. Like the supply and demand theorists, they make "the mis
take of assuming that there is a meaning of price level, as a measure 
in some sense or another of the value of money, which retains its 
value unaltered when only I'elaJiTIe prices have changed."· Unless 
the metallists, to whom we now turn, are able to establish the case 
for commodity theories if general, we shaII have to accept the 
nominalists' dictum that~the psychic relations of the economic man 
to money are significantly different from his relations to goods," • 
and that the contention of Knapp, Bendixen, Elster, and their fol
lowers that "money has no value" has a certain validity, despite the 
hyperbole) 

I HeBer, III. ciI.J p~~ 
• Ie,Des. r,...".,. ... 19""88. 
• Walta: G. Bduma, Dill GeldscIIiitJ_".,.. (J-, 19>8). pp. ..... 29.311 • 
• Ie,Des..,. <iL. p. 87. (Italics ".) 
• Elster. cf.. p. 36. above. 



CHAPTER VI 

METALLISM 

LIKE any commodity. theory of money, metallism or bullionism does 
not dichotomize economically valuable things into goods and money 
but completely assimilates the latter to the former. Metallism is 
unique in focusing its explanation of prices on a money stuff, whether 
the standard be metallic or free. Unlike other commodity theories 
which apply the principles of commodity valuation to money, bul
lionism applies these laws to the money stuff. And of course metal
!ism is antithetical to nominalism in treating money in any way as a 
commodity. l Consequently it is against thi: whole field that the ' 
meta1lists hold that money circulates only because of the commodity 
utility of its metallic content, and that paper money always takes its 
value from the precious metals, either by actually being redeemable 
or from the prospects of redemption in the case of fiat issues. ) 

It is an amusing commentary upon human nature that, despite the 
paucity of real meta1lists in Germany or elsewhere, both Knapp, 
their arch-enemy, and Professor Diehl of Freiburg, their recognized 
leader, believe this to be the prevalent opinion. Even amongst the 
half dozen writers properly designated as meta1lists, there are evi
dences of heterodoxy. Diehl himself limits his doctrine to the modem 
capitalistic order; Hildebrand is at once a cbarta1ist and a meta1list; 
both Mill and Stephinger aspire to a synthesis of the nominalist and 
commodity viewpoints; and Hilferding surrenders his bullionism 
completely when he comes to fiat money. These aberrations tend to 
confirm the evidence of small numbers that doctrinaire metallism is a 
position increasingly difficult to maintain. It persists with a very 
few academic economists and with certain socialists • 

• 
L METALLISK WITH OJr.moDox Eco)lOIlISTS 

Although Professor Karl Diehl is commonly regarded as the stock 
representative of the nleiililist dOctrine, I he is noteworthy chiefiy as 

I Cf. Friedrich Bendixen, DtIS lfl~ (Stuttgart, 1917). pp. 18-03; Rudolf 
Dalberg. DU BrtlIlw_duGlJlde,r (Stuttgart, 19.6). pp. 43-4$; Melchior Nyi, "Der 
SIIeit amdie Staat1iche Theorie deaGeIde .... Scloot.JIri. 45. p. 6$7; Emst Wagmwm, 
All-"," GddIdn (Berlin. Ig2J). p •• 8. 
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an intransigeant supportef of the gold standard. Or he may be said 
to have formulated a theory of good money, rather than of money 
generally. Chartalists and nominalists, he says, would recognize all 
sorts of money,.but the meta1list prefers not to run the danger of 
implying that "the state merely through its arbitrary power is able 
to create witbout cost a money which actually fulfills the functions 
which money must perform in a capitalistic system." 1 Pure paper 
money e% origim has never existed, and the supposed instances of a 
"paper standard" have appeared only transitorily in wars and 
panics where the express intention was an immediate return to gold.' 
In the socialist state an intrinsically valueless money would be pos
sible; I and indeed even in the present situation the state may give 
utility and costliness to paper issues by endowing them with legal 
tender power and endeavoring to pay them out only as against full 
value in goods. These measures secure only a nominaI constancy of 
value, however, and the real value rests solely on an implied promise 
of the state not to multiply notes indefinitely.' If people mistrust 
paper money a gold agio will appear and prices will rise despite any
thing the state can do. To prevent mistrust of the money substitutes 
and keep their issue within limits, a gold basis is absolutely necessary 
in a competitive order." 

In his recent four-volume opus, The Tlwwy ~ NtJIitmol Eamumy, 
however, Diehl goes so far as to concede that Knapp is right in 
maintaining the state as the origin of money against Nussbaum's 
"vague concept" of mere trade as determinative,' and that in a 
purely monetary economy money stands in direct opp0sitUm to an 
commodities.' But despite certain reservations, its "inner pcbange 
value" depends on the cost of production of the precious metals, and 
the necessity of substance value for money in a competitive order is 
~. 

I Xad Diehl, "WqelllilDDB 'ADpmrine GddIehre,''' WelL ~,4 ft, pp- 2-J. 
• lbi4., p. .,..a. .. • 
·1u-,O .. P.",.. .. c..... w __ v_ ....... II.u,u-~ .. 

IIrie,. 0_ 1918), pp. 7~3- A oimiIu belief io e:&jli' "d ..,!be awtaIIiIt G. B. 
K."'"X1'er ill Geld: EiM prtt:lisdle SIIIMe (BediD., 1021), pp.. 35-ofCL 

• 0 .. P.",.. .. Cd' .. da. <ri, lee:. I; --. "U_ Ge~ aacb deDI 
Xriege,W J/ri./tb' N." S. 10'/, pp. 'l21 If. 

• 0Iw Fr.,. 4u GeW " p. 9i ..., "Beadiae .. 'Wilu 14 .. itik:" B ... 
.,u;. 16, pp. 6-J,J, aec.. J. 

• I~ T~ N ••• lii,._e, m (Jeaa, J9Z7),---' 
• lbi4., p. 267. 
• lbi4., pp. 26&178. 
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One of the first persons to rally to the defense of metallism, so 

severely attacked by Knapp, was Professor Walter Lotz of Munich .. 
For him money cannot be a "claim" because, as Helfferich said, that 
word implies a title to specific goods, whereas money carries undif
ferentiated purchasing power.' Lotz betrays no sympathy with the 
nominalist idea that in the modern economy money is evaluated 
quantitatively rather than qualitatively, i. e. that it passes chiefly 
by tale and not by weight.' 

Only something which as a hearer of use value and exchange value can be 
a measure of value .... Gold, and not the nominal unit of value is today the 
national value measure ..•. We remain metallists in the cases of metallic freely 
coined standards, and we refrain from so defining money that, for the sake of 
abnormal cases we have to characterize the normal cases quite inadequately,! 

Knapp errs in believing that the readiness of the state to accept its 
notes at face value accounts for their ability to circulate; money 
circulates only because of its commodity value, and even with a 
paper standard, the precious metal has not been displaced as the 
ultimate measure of value.' Indeed, Lotz not only approves of a· 
similar doctrine with Laughlin, but also believes with him that the 
value of fiat money varies directly with the prospects of ultimate and 
definite redemption.' Lotz adheres to a notion of some sort of immi-· 
nent or absolute value of money as distinguished from purchasing 
power.' 

A peculiar crossing of breeds appears with Richard Hildebrand,. 
who maintains that full weight belongs to the very idea of money, but 
that the state can de!lignate whatever full-weight coin it wishes as 
standard money. Like other metallists, Hildebrand discovers the 
origin of money in coinage, and reduces the unit of computation to a 
mere weight unit.' Unlike the other metallists, he will admit the 
existence of money only with state coinage, and he goes so far in his 
insistence upon the characteristic of full weight as to deny that coins 

1 Walter Lotz, Das Papie,geld (Berlin, 1920), p. 13, note; If G. F. Knapps neue Ge1d-· 
theorie," Schm. Jhrb. 30, p. 1215. 

I! Scinn. Jltrb. 30, p. 1228. 

a Ibid.,pp. 1228, 1251, 1241 . 

.. Cf. Wagemann, Allgemeim GeltUelwe, referring to Lotz's article 44Geld," in the 
Wiirt.rbo<h rkr V.lk"';rlschafl, pp. 990-<)93. 

I Schm. J/wb. 30, pp. 1232, 1239 . 
• Cf. S. P. Altmann, uZur deutschen Geldlehre des XIX Jahrhunderts" in Die' 

&lwickirm, tks tku/schen V.lkswirlscItaJtsk ... , im XIX Jah,ltunderl, F,s/gab, fu, 
Schmoller (Leipzig, 1908), vol. I, sec. 6, pp. 28, 50. 

T Richard Hildebrand, Ober das Wesen des Geldes Gena, 1914), pp. 10, 13. 
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falling below least current weight are any longer money.' Subsidial'J 
currency cannot, of course, be termed money, since it owes its abilit) 
to function as a means of payment (ZahlungsmilkT) solely to itt 
being legal tender up to a certain amount! In the case of redeemabl. 
bank notes the kinship with money becomes even more remote; the) 
are not even ZahlungsmiJlel, but something delivered in lieu of pay" 
ment.' And, finally, when people employ inconvertible paper money 
they are really no longer using anything comparable to money, bUl 
only claims "upon a certain amount by weight of minted metal.'" 

Fullness of weight and not fullness of !JIJlue is what distinguisbe! 
real money from money substitutes, says Hildebrand; and since 
every coin has a higher value than its bullion content - even freel, 
coined money is worth more by reason of seigniorage, brassage, or al 
least interest loss during the minting process - there is no difference 
in principle between moneys with free and those with limited coin· 
age.' Consequently when the state defines the monetary unit b) 
proclaiming the necessary minimum weight of a certain kind of coin 
and endowing it with legal tender power, the state makes it the 
monetary standard. In the case of France, for example, sil_ 1w 
been the standard ever since 1803, because the coinage act of that 
year defined the franc as a certain amount of that metal, even though 
gold sometimes displaced silver in circulation under the bimetallic 
system lasting until 1873, and even though after 1873 the coinage of 
silver was no longer free. Gold became the standard money of Eng
land only when in 1816 the unit of account was defined as so much 
gold, and it will only become standard in France when the franc is 
similarly redefined. I 

Richard KerschagI. says of Hildebrand's doctrine that Knapp's 
state theory "represents in comparison an almost economic theory 
of money.'" In a bimetallic system Knapp at least made the real 
standard depend on what the treasury actually "forces out," but 
Hildebrand insists upon the letter of the law.1 In point of fact, of 

1 TIIid.. pp. 22'-2.). I 1I1i4., pp. 26-27~ 
• 16i4., p. 45. • lbitl., p ..... 
• IbiL, pp. ,33-34.. 
• lbitI., pp. _ BiIdebnDd'. book ... puh1jchr4 ill 1914-
• "tThelbli<k _ daa Sduifttwa .... (lo,1d "' .. _ 1914 _-." ZIuII./w 

YoI.be. _ &niBl,. N. F., I, P. 127. 
• Eoea _ this ... is -.....,. tile FmIda ClOiaaF oct '" 18o;J, ·It ....... it 

...- oaJy _ apIicitJy, __ DO pio._ wbida ~ pm:Iado tIoo ... '" 
aoId ill liquidatiagobtiptjom O. H. P. WiJIis, A Huw, tf/lle,.... JI~ U .... 
(~ 1901), p. 8, aud W. A. Shaw, Huw, tf c __ (I ..... , 1195>, p. -76-
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course, both gold and silver circulated at par in France through most 
of the period to 1873, with gold the standard thereafter; and in Eng
land gold was the standard during most of the eighteenth century, 
although the legal recognition of the fact did not come until 1816. 

After outdoing the chartalists in the matter of legal definition, 
Hildebrand inconsistently :8ies to the opposite extreme by linIiting 
the idea of money to full-weight coins. The error ~ere is not 110 much 
the elinIination of ninety per cent of the media which determine 
prices, as the purely captious interpretation of what constitutes full 
weight. It means only that the coin contains no less metal than its 
legat definition requires, not that the bullion content equals face 
value. On the basis of such a definition, Hildebrand can maintain 
that the linIited coinage silver in France after 1873 is as much full 
weight as the freely coined gold; and that, by the phrasing of the 
coinage law of 1803, silver is the standard money I He has taken the 
COII!IllOn sense definition of standard money as the full-weight legal 
tender and exactly reversed the rOles of silver and gold, first by tak. 
ing the criterion of legal tender from the wording of statutes instead 
of Knapp's" administrative practice," and secondly by abusing the 
notion of full weight. The theory embodies both chartalist and 
metallist elements only by virtue of a misconstruction of each. 

Another member of the German metallist group is ProfeSllOr 
Bruno Moll of the University of Leipzig, whose Die Logik des Geldes 
presents the opposing theories of the nature of money in terms of a 
Kantian antinomy. " 'An intrinsically valueless money cannot cir
culate endlessly,' says the thesis; and 'an intrinsically valueless 
money m,!st circulate endlessly,' says the antithesis." 1 This con
tradiction between the metallist thesis and the nominalist antithesis 
gives rise to what Moll calls the "problem of the end" which he 
hopes to IIOlve by his own synthesizing theory. 

The nominalist or clainI theory really does not answer the "prob
lem of the end" for its represents money circulating endlessly with 
no final settlement but only an infinite series of quasi-redemptions in 
the goods and services it buys - the "circulatory satisfaction" 
spoken of by Knapp_ But according to Moll, "the certainty of the 
individual of being able to pass on money rests finally on confidence 

1 Die Logij du Geldu, ",ded. (Munith, 1922), p. '7. In the Kantian metaphysic &II 

antinomy "'p .... nta two alternative propositinns contladicting one another and yet 
involving no logical fallacy. Cf. R. M. Wen1ey, g"", mol .. PlriIoIoploi<Gl ~ 
(Edinburgh, 1910), p. '''311. 
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-'COnscious, half-consciQus or quite unconscious - that the tina 
possessor of the money, who could not pass it further, will receivi 
something of value." 1 The metallists' doctrine, aside from occa 
sionally neglecting the effect of the monetary employment upon iliA 
value of precious metals, is more defensible, since II at the end of iliA 
logical catina stands metallic money or metal with the possibility of I 
direct satisfaction for the possessor." t Metallists err, bowever, iI 
holding that the ~ncept of money demands a quantum of precioul 
metals, because other economic goods or even services could 8erV1 

for ultimate redemption.' .' The metalIists will have to revise their orthodOJ: belief, in which redemptiOll 
must always be in metal, and the IIDIIlinaIists will have to i:oDcede that there il 
requisite a fina) satisfaction for the poss ... or of money in "_moDe)' .•. .' 
Thus the problem of the end leads to a reconM1j.tion of JWIIIjnalism and meta~ 
lisa' ' 

This resort to metaphysics with Moll is pure mysticism but Iittll 
'short of ludicrous. As Palyi observes, the thesis contains only thI 

, Dilliary truth that no one would accept money unless he could appl)l 
it to the satisfaction of his wants; and the antithesis, that mone, 
must circulate endlessly, II exists as a problem only in the fantasy of 
the author."· After all, despite the pretended synthesis, MoU 
arrays himself with the metallists, as all his critics agree.' Merely b)l 
conceding the possibility of ultimate redemption in other economic 
goods besides gold or in services, he does not differentiate himself 
from other meta1lists. Paper money presumably derives its capacity 
to circulate and its value from prospects of redemption. EVeD when 
a government obviously cannot redeem its money, eveD thea Moll 
would rely upon what he calls "an unconscious con1idence" in ulti
mate redemptionl This is buIIionism at its worst. As Greidanus 
trenchantly obserVes with respect to Moll's "ultimate satisfaction," 
"The history of the last five thousand years gives me the firm and 

': . 
• 11JiL. p. 62. ~ 
• IM4., pp. 33-34- CI. also 1100'. Die rrti _ CeLid ... lU PoIiIiIl u-

Rad h '(Stuttprt, (917), pp. 24-27. • 
• LItM, p. 4.1; 11 ... Gdd" .w., p. 2$- . 
, J.orii, p. 96· 
• Melchior PaIyi, "1100. 'Lop: des Geldeo,'" heM. 42, P. 9114-
• JIDdoIf DoIheJW, Die Edlo. , u- GeUeo, md ed. (Stuttprt, 1,16), pp. 43-45; 

HedJert DiIriDc. Die GoUt. ;., • .;, x...", ..... ed. (c."i! .aId, I, .. ), p. 32; 1.. 
Albert -. "V ... tier Kritp. ... F~" h .... EI,.", TP'oeft .... p. 
18; lIobert I,iefnwnn, GeU _ GoI4 (Stuttprt, 1916), cia. Y, IOC. 3; ODd MeJdJiao PaIyi, 
"Der Stleit DIll die _'!imc 'I1Ieorie des Goldeo," sa.. J/ri. 4$, P. 657, -. 
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deliberate oonviction that the money that 1 readily accept today will 
one day be valueless." 1 The tendency of "bad" money to persist in 
c;ircuIation, particularly during advanced in1la~on, shows how little 
the acceptance of money depends upon' a oollViction as to a final 
"real" satisfaction. 

Much of the same genre as Moll is Ludwig Stephinger, professor in 
the Deutsche Teclmische Hochschule at Brunn. His.Wert unll Geld 
also represents an attempt at efiectu,ating a oolllPromise between 

• n01Dinalism and metallism, 'an attempt which results again onlY'in a 
'Vef1 extreme sort of ml'tal!jsm Like Moll's logi! des Gerdes, this 
treatise is shot through with ip.oomprehensible mystjpsm. What, for 
example, should one understand from the following p~e? "As 
object and silbject, only when taken together, give rise to a theory of 
money, so society and 'stuff', only when taken togethef, result jh 
money . • . the common produft of 'stuff' and actuality."· The 
chartal doctrine, Stephinger believes, errs in thinking legal tender 
power necess'ary to the very existence of money, but it rightly ho~Pa
that the state must insure the madretability of the monetary Com:' 
modity or its "validity in society." On the other hand, if the metal
list is mistaken in identifyfug money and,gold, he oorrect1y insists 
on the indispenSability of some oommodityor other (irgend ein Stojf) 
as the ultimate standard. As a matter of fact, money oonsists in a 
stuff which represents an equal potential value in use, !LIld a certi1i
cate which tells how much of the stuff is actually ~d .• oopcretely 
present in the piece of money.' This notion leads Stephinger to three 
practical oonclusions. In the ljrst place, U If money is to be genuine, 
stuff and certi1icate must ooincide."· SeoondIy, the degree of coinci
dence of stuff and certi1icate also indicates the degree of U goodness" 
of the money,' In this oonnection Stephinger attempts to use the 

• marginal utility analysis to show a. direct reIationbetween me of 
redemption reserves and the value 'of ~y oovered.issues. With 
every increase in the unoove,ed issue the fraction ot reserves repre
sented by each note declines; JLII$i since all the nqtes, are fungible, 
"The value of all the moneys in a: system ~ to that of the cheap
est oovering or of the cheapest money stuff."· As a third deduction, 
Stephinger believes that a pa~ standard is impossible. The mere. 

• Tjanlua GreidaD.,., TIl. y.,.. ",]I.., (Lemdon, 1\13'), p. ss. 
I W m -.4 C.W ('l'UbiDaen, 1918), p. 160-
• lbiL, p. 178. • lbiL, p. 19" 
• lbiL, p. 1940 • lbiL, P. '". 
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catalog of these cardinal points in Stephinger's chapters suffices 
to reduce to chimera his supposed synthesis of nominalism and 
metallism. 

Amongst the bulliOnists are also to be numbered Edler von Braun 
and Franz Eulenburg, both of whom represent the view adopted by 
Stephinger that the value of paper money varies directly with the 
size of reserves for actual or eventual redemption. Braun demanded 
a reduction in the outstanding circulation of paper marks during the 
inflation so as to bring about a better ratio of notes to gold!' Early 
in the War Eulenburg, a professor at Leipzig, declared that "the 
higher the gold reserves are, just so much better is the quality of our 
notes." 2 

In positive results the outrome of these theories is almost nothing. 
Doubtless they exercise a salutary influence against such extremists 
among the nominaJjsts as Liefmann and his followers, who alto
gether deny "value" to money and who, by identifying money with 
the abstract unit of account, disregard entirely the influence of com
modity content upon the scarcity and hence the purchasing power of 
money. Metallism also counteracts the extreme sort of chartalism 
which implies that legal tender power in some way or other deter
mines purchasing power. On the question of what forces control the 
value of inconvertible issues the meta1lists shed very little light. The 
hypothesis advanced by Stephinger, Braun, and EuIenburg, that 
irredeemable money paper takes its value from the relative size of 
the inaccessible - gold reserves cannot be supported by the 
facts. After the suspension of specie payments in Germany in 1914, 
the average percentual covering for Reichsbank notes in gold was 
51.8, as compared with 49.7 for 1911, and 49.4 for 1912; and yet the 
German exchange had in 1914 fallen below par by 11.6 per cent in 
Amsterdam, 10.1 per cent in Zurich, and 4-9 per cent in Stock
holm." There seems to be no reason for supposing that a gold reserve 
which is totally divorced from the notes by suspension of specie 
payment should be able aurently to commnnicate its value to 
them. Quite another question - a topic to which we shall turn 
in the chapter on the inflation literature - pertains to probability 
of redemption and its connectiou with price levels under a paper 
regime. 

1 wieieniaJ....., _ Gel_I _ (BerliD, 1920). p ..... 
• DtuGdtli.Kriep_D .... dl..uJ-ieUeRu-,(I.eipDc. '9(5) ..... 26-21. 
• Die~. Z90Z-ZIP5 (Berlin. (926). PLI, .... 89-9<r, PL U, p. 35-
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Diebl's championing of gold-cost-of-production explanation of 

prices seems today fairly outmoded. Some tendency for a mutual 
adjustment of marginal cost of production and value of gold cer
tainly exists; but even Cassel, who correlates the secular variations 
of prices over the years I8I~I9IO with changes in the relative gold 
supply, maintains that causation passes preponderate1y from prices 
to costs. Probably .consensus today would favor Birck when he 
says: 

The contention that the cost of production ef gold determines its value is • 
quite as wrong as is the Btstement that it is the value of gold as a good which 
determines its market value, i. e. its purchasing power. The in1Iuence of both 
factors is ODly indirect, inasmuch as they may have in1Iuence upon the existing 
supply of gold, and through this again upon the supply of money, the tots! of 
which, in relation to the demands of the turnover, will again decide the level of 
prices.' 

ll.1'HE.sOCIALIST DOCTlUNE 

The admission on the part of several commodity theorists that a 
pure sign money would be possible under socialism" might lead one to 
expect a nominalist theory of money with socialist writers. But 
actually they have adhered traditionally to metallism, a fact which 
warrants inclusion in the present chapter of the most eminent neo
Marxian monetary theorist, despite his lack of conformity to the 
tradition in certain respects. Rudolph Hilferding, minister of 
finance in the first Stressemann cabinet in 1923, presents an exhaus
tive elaboration of the socialistic theory in Das FinanzkapiJal. 

All true exchange values are determined by the relative amounts 
of socially necessary labor time involved in their production, says 
Hilferding.1 In the present economic order, however, the conditions 
for productive efficiency are quite unequal between individuals be
cause of the expropriation of one part of society by another; and in 
consequence actual exchange ratios under competition represent, not 
an equation of values, but merely equality in costs of production. 
Because capital is the decisive matter, labor no longer equals labor 
in exchanges, but instead a certain amount of capital always earns 
the same rate. 

1 Laurita V. BiIct, Tr. TINory t1/ M artiul Vol., (London, 19")' p. '43. 
• Cf. LwIwis Mise., T-';' du Go",.. """ .. U""""JsotiUel, ad ed. (MUDich,. 

1924), pp •• SI-'$4; Diehl, p. 9., abo",; IlIld Geors R6mer, Die LrIIro _ W .... de£
GoIdu ...... ,K""H """ B ... _ (Gie8&en, Ig.S), p. 48. 

• D4I F_1iIaI (V_ 19.7), pp. H. 
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In the anarchistic' conditions of competitive IIOCiety where produc
tion is solely for exclianging on ina,kets, money ariseI. "It is the 
peculiar regulation of this society through the price law which de
mands, as a means of exchanging 'commodity against commodity, 
precisely a commodity, since 8nly that incorporates socially neces
sary labor time." I Society selects in the course of time a certain 
commodity which is better· adapted to be money than any other. 
"Gold is not money by nature b¥t only i.a 'consequence of a definite. 
social structure; but mone,y is by nature gflld." t ~ar from originat
ing money, the state only sanctions what is already a fau II«OffIpli; 
and coinage merely certifies the wei~t of pleces, so that payment is 
technically simplified from weighing to counting) 
(Since the ~ues of goods and of gold are already determined by 

·their respective quanta of socially. necessary.labor time, the m0ne

tary theorist can only establish ,.law governing the amount of money 
which will circulate in a given situation:) This proposition Inay be 
stated in either of two ways: "that the quantity of circulating me
dium is determined by the price sum of circulating commoditiea and 
the average velocity of circulation of money," or "that with a given 
value sum of commodities and a given velocity of circulation of their 
metamorphoses (the circulation of commoditiea determines the turn
over of 'money) dle quantity of circulating money or money ma.
terial depends upon its own value." I Accordingly, a superabundant 
money, if we are cohcemed with freely coined gold, is automatically 
absorbed into private hoards or bank vaults.' The price sum of 
goods or what Inay be called the "socially"", sary circulation 
value" may change, but freely coined gold will always vary with it 
proportionally in amount. 

WiIhm the limit of socially necessary circulation value, the state 
Inay supplant gold with paper money po' essing compulsory Iega1 
tender power, without cansing any depreciation; indeed such a sub
stitution is both ecxmomical and reasonable.' But there must be a 
conaurent circulation of gold, or at least the possibility of an in
and~ut-ftaw of gold to make the Del , ry adjustments to the 
socially n... ry circulation value. In such a situation "paper 
money is not a representative of the value of &OOds. but of gold,- . 
not a goods symbol, but a gold symbol" • 

J I6iL, P. 12- • lti4., P. IJ. 
• lti4., pp. 15-16. • lti4., P. 4S-
• lti4., pp. I~ P. ""-*' • lti4., p. 46-
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'In connection with pure,paper -and Iimited ooinage metallic stand

ards, Hilferding makes an entireIy',different JISe of socially l'ecessary 
cin:ulation value. Fo~.fp#y' 'coined C01d.it cletermines quantity in 
cin:ulation, but for free standards it determines value. Here the 
money is "wholly ind~dentof ~ VaJueof gold and r~fiects the 
value of goods directly, after the raw that its total quantity repre
sents the same ~ue as the price sum of oommOdities "divided by the 

, cin:ulating quantity of like money pieces." l' Marx's device of re-
ferring' the value of tnOifey to gpld even with dislocated coinages 
seems to Hilferdin~ an unnecessary indiiectlon: these moneys take 
them values from goods directly, that is to say, directly from the 
socially necessary cin:ulation value. As the histories of Austria, the 
Netherlands, and India dli'=ll§trate, the issue of a !\IlI&l1er quantity 
than the socially necessary cin:ulapon value causes an agio upon the 
notes or coins sufficient to make ua that tOtal value, whereas over
issue causes depreciation J1Iltil the whole issue equals the socially 
necessary circulation value.' 

So long as it is convertible, bank money takes its value from gold 
and "cannot be depreciated by its quantity (as inconvertible state 
paper) but only through a breakdown of convertibility.'" Further
more, bank money, unlike fiat issues, does not have to be restricted 
within the socially necessary circulation value to avoid depreciation; 
it "occupies the space over and above this miniplum," quantity ad-
justing itself automatically to need.' 'C 

Since the socialist takes labor as the sole source of value, to be con
sistent he must explain the value of money on the basis of 'Socially 

. necessary labor costs in producing gold. The refutation of the labor 
cost theory, which need not be reviewed here, has carried with it the 
ruin of the socialist explanation of price levels. • 

Even upon the assumption of a mOlletary system employing gold 
alone as a cin:ulating medium, the best case possible for a labor cost 
theory, it appears that because of the small amount of annual gold • 
production relatively to stock, quantity of gold rather than costs of 
production determine its, value. This fact disposes not only of the 
labor cost theory of price levels (even if it were valid elsewhere), and 
the Marxian belief that the quantity of cin:ulating gold depends on 
its value instead of the corwerse, I but also the preposterous idea of a 

• l6i4., P. 19. • l6i4., pp. 20-300 
• I"', p. 51. • l6i4., pp. so. S4- . 
• ItarlIiIaq, ~ Ir. by IoIoom ODd AveIiDg (Lcmdoa, 1887), r, 9H9-

• 
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socially necessary circulation value. For such a total to exist re
quires that the sum of the prices of goods be given independently oj 
#he quantity oj ci,.culaUng gold! Such an idea is, bowever, absolutely 
essential to the labor cost theory: the ratio of exchange between a 
unit of gold and a unit of goods is established once and for all by the 
ratio of their labor costs. The (gold) price of each commodity sepa
rately, and hence of all commodities in the aggregate, must not be 
affected by mere quan#ties of goods and gold produced. But how 
account for the value equation between quantities of commodities 
and gold appearing on the market? There is only one avenue of 
escape - to let the quantity of goods determine the volume of gold 
offered for commodities. Hoarding and disboarding automatically 
secure the equation of quantity of circulating gold to the needs of 
trade. And so the gamut of error runs to its logical conclusion on the 
basis of a false premise: absolute and predetermined total value of 
gold in goods, predetermined number of monetary units necessary, 
and boarding to take up the s1ack. 

In departing from Man: on limited and nat issues by referring 
their value directly to goods in place of indirectly through goods, 
Hilferding takes a step in the right direction, but it involves him in 
serious inconsistencies and does not bouse well with the dogmatic 
metaJliSm involved in reducing full-weight money to mere minted 
bullion where the function of the state is nil. Furthermore, as Bloch 
correctly maintains in his treatise on Ma,.zia". Mtmelary Theory,' 
Hilferding's departure necessarily negates the labor theory of value, 
for which there can be no pure scarcity values. In apology for Hil
ferding it may be remarked that Marx's insistence that all paper 
money represents gold I no more escapes the unwelcome presence of 
a scarcity value in the paper money itself than does Hilferding's 
sbort circuiting of causation to goods directly. But even for free 
standards Hilferding's innovation does not result in a quantity 
theory pure and simple. While explicitly making these moneys 
"wbolly independent of the value of gold," and while puttiog for
ward a principle coincident with the formula M = !{-, he continu
ally adheres to the old concept of !L socially necessary circulation 
value. Free standards depreciate fir appreciate according as the 
quantity of pieces rises above or falls below this norm as something 
already given.. 

• Herbert Bloch. Die JI.adIe Gellt' ie (JeD&, 1926), pp. uy/, In. IJ.t. 
• c.tul ... p. I.... · p---tul. pp. zlI-I9.. 
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Aside from these difficulties ire others scarcely less significant. 

Hilierding apparently adopts the viewpoint of the third volume of 
Das KapitaJ that competitive prices diverge from the "true" values. 
established by relative labor time, as described in volume one.! And 
yet, even under capitalism, he would have money as a measure of 
values because of its embodied labor time. Hilierding falters upon 
the concept of velocity of circulation: SOIli.etimes it appears as an 
independent determinant of "socially necessary labor value"; 
sometimes it is passive, being determined by the rate at which goods 
are exchanged." And finally, he adopts the naive idea of the auto
matic self-regulatory character of bank notes. In" sum, the metaIIist 
doctrine has gained nothing Py the adherence of socialists. a 

1 Cf. Mandell Bober's excellent treatise, Karl M."...ln1Mprelalion uf 11 .. ,." (Came 
bridge, Massachusetts, 1927), p. 210-

• F"""",~, p. IS. 
I For comments on other socialist writers in Germany, consult Bloch, 01. cU., lasrim,. 

and Daring, .,. w., pp. 41"57. H. Langelatke's T"",chblMlk fmIlSc""""-l,<ld GIs We, .. 
_ ,"""" ... WirlIchts/l (Jena, 19.8), p .... nta summaries and criticisms of .. cent. 
socialist schemes for a "disappearing money" and the like. 



CONCLUSIONS AS TO THE NATURE OF MONEY 
~AND ITS VALUE 

WHAT is money? Notwitl!standini the Socratic flavor of Walker's 
dictum "Money is that money does," 1 .it mdicates how the question 
must be answerea. Wliit functions,as money, is money. But what 
are the functions of money? FQrtunateiy it is not necessary to enter 
mto the mtricacies of this threadbare the~, for we do not care D 

i many functions mon~)'..Ilerl2DII, bu't rather bow few it must per
, form and still be monc;y. Many writers seem to deIlgbt in the m
. defuUte proliferation of functions. By drawing distinctions on the 
basi!; of whether the transaction is settled immediately'or after the 
lapse of time, OJ:' whether a quid pro quo is mvolved or not, one may 
call money the means of exchange. of transferring values m place 
and time, of hoarding, storing values, providing against amtin
gencies, of lending, transferring cap.ital, of paying debts and taxes, 
etc.· .All these can be brought under some 111m neutral phrase as 
embodying value, bearing options, or mediating exchange.' By 
stressing temporal sequence again, one may distinguish between the 
measure of values and the standard of debts or deferred payments, 
though the latter is only an .instance of the former. By referring to 
any pmpose to which money could possibly be put, one may protract . 
the list to mclude the medium of making gifts, the means of display
mg wealth, and so forth, regardless of whether these represent 
peculiarly monetary functions or not. The supposed function of 
moneY as a re5en'e for aedithaa significance teclmicaUy, but dis
appears m a general theOry of the genus money. YmaJ]y money as a 

.medium for mternational payments is a.n .instance of transferring 
value. 

\ On the other hand commodity theorists, by describmg money as 
merely the most widely accepted medium Of exchange, deprive .it of 
distinct.iveness as the unit of value; and ideaJjstjc nmninaI:ists, by 

• t. A. WaIlzr, JI 0My, TNtie _ 1""*7 (Netr yom, .878), p. •• 
I PenooaaIIy I IIIJoaId pIder B. 1l. ~' • .,m- "beua at optiom" .. the 

ID05t aeutDl e:apa • mj bat "medium of e I ....... the ~ of CC"ft!D«W 

a<Xq>IaD<e, ODd if "" tbiDIt at." Iw ........ w""iu& the ................ at o...w:nltip at 
_. it cbs dotiavu!wo the idea at .... ".,., wbida.-Jd limit ito~. 
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describing money as merely the abstract unit of value, deprive it of . 
physical embodiment and scarcity. We a.nj.ve, therefore, at the con-

• rept of the materialistic nominalists who insist on the necessity of 
both elements) tthe definition of money as exchange media circulat
ing at a par or nominal value has the advantage of embodying the -
two irreducible functions") and departing 'but little from: common , 
usage. When money is described as eX&ange media passing in 
trade generally, or possessing geilerl!l and unqualified P!lying power, 
the acceptance of certain m&dia as the unit 01 account is probably 
implied, even if it is not made explicit. While it ij; not true that "the 

,unit of money is all money," I anytbipg'generally used as a medium " 
ojllxchange "wi1l not an fl.llt be widely acceptable for this purpose 
unless it is expres~as a multiple of some unit which is regarded as 
a measure or standard of the value of things in general." 4 

eTh! Germ.,an pomioalist movement from its inception with Knapp 
and throughout all its variants has performed the signal service of 
guatanteeing the conceptual Uniqueness of money, and this particu
lar outcome is being tllken up ,into the body of English monetary 
theory} Robertson's adherence to the idea appears in the passage 
just quoted; Lehfeldt Says that "Money is essentially a measure,and 
therefore involves the concept:o! & unit"; I Hawtrey expresses the 
same belief; • and Keynes ethpbasizes the fact that "Money-Proper ./ 
in the full.sense ~ exist only in relation to a Money-of-Account."· 
Goods and mon~ are not the same thing; the dichotomy arises from 
'the me'asure of value. The practical significance of ~ bit of meta
physics lies in its affording an objective criterion for separating the • 
universe of valuable things intO those belonging to the left and right 
members.of the equation of exchange: to, the monetary side'belong 
those objects circulating at, a Pat: or nominal value, to the Jatter 
those with prices. Without tli~ criteriDn the theory of money cannot 
begin. • ' . , •• 

I Cf. pp. 44-58, abo.... . 
• Cf.,_t othen, Siegfried Budge. Gr.M1iIp""'~ N~u.-;. 

0 ..... r92S), p. S ... ""d F. M. Tayl.r; elltJ".. ... M...., (Ann Arbor. Michigan. r906). 
p. 10. The only perIODS I ha ... encountered "ho attempt to noduce the functions 01 
.zcIumse medium and value me ..... to one a.., HeUI.rich (d. pp.15o, 62. abo ... ) and 
the J_ Kiichiro Soda, Geld_ W", (Ttlbingen, r909). ch. L 

• AleDnder Del Mar. rAoo S,,",," '" M...., (New Y~ r896), p. 199. 
• D. If> Robertolm, M....,. md ed. (Ne" York. r\l29); P~ 4-
• It. A. Lehlelclt; M...., (Londoo. IV26), p. 8. ' 
• IL G. Hawtrey, e_., ... CNIlil, 3M e4. (London. 1930). p-". 
, T. Y. ~VDH_ .A TnraIiaI ". Jl""." {New York. IOtO}. L t. ' 
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But can the constitution of money be described without reference 
to the rale of the state? The first and most extreme view, repre
sented by Barbon and Pothier, that the state's fiat establishes pur
chasing powee, can be relegated to the limbo of historical curiosities; 
and a second idea, peculiar to Kaulla, that the state's acceptance of 

i money at face value gives it a certain exchange value, can be rejected 
~ scarcely less fantastical. Knapp and his followers, Singer, Ben
dixen, Dalberg, and Elster, maintain the third or chartal theorem 
that money owes its existence to the state. ~though less easy to 
substantiate from the historical angie, this proposition holds good as 
a generalization today, if the necessary qualifications are not neg
lected. Custom and not formal political action accounts for the 
money of contemporary primitive peoples.) Even in capitalistic s0-

cieties the public chooses its own standard when the state leaves the 
definition ambiguous, as under bimetallism or under suspended re
demption on paper issues; in extreme inflation the public often re
pudiates the official money, creates its own or adopts that of another 
country ot of a private agency. Ordinarily, however, the state 
dominates the scene. ' 

Strangely enough, the next of kin to the chartal theorists are not 
German writers but those English economists whose adherence to 
nominalism we have just noted. Without falling into any of the 
naive errors of Knapp, and without giving exclusive emphasis to the 
state in the origination of money, they nevertheless make the dis
charging of debts the factor which controls the unit of value. Haw
trey shows the infiuence of chartalism in saying: 

To treat theJDODeY of aalOUDt as the unit for the tak'llatiou of triuI is to do 
it less than justice. It is primarily the unit for the cakulatiou of tlebIl. and its 
use in the cakulatiou of pri<es DJeRIy fo!lows from the faa that the quotation of 
a price is a proposal for: the creation of a debt. • .• JdDDey is the ........ ataJ>. 
Iisbed by Ja ... (or: custom) for the payment of debts.. 

Robertson and Lehfeldt' without dwelling on the subject as much 
as Hawtrey, accept this idea, and Keynes seems to incline in this 
direction despite his mention of prices and purchasing power along 
with debts.· This view makes an advance over Knapp in admitting 
that custom may complement or supplant the state in creating 
money, but it either mnfuses the origin of IIIOIIeY with its functions 

• 01· -. P. 212. (ItaJia his.) 
• Robertsoa, .,. 0J~ p. 4; Lehfeldt, .,. eiL, pp. 8, I
I 01. eiL, I, I-s. 
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or else gives a distorted view of the functions. No doubt money is 
controlled by what the state makes legal tender or custom a valid 
tender, but the origin of an institution does not give its definition. 
On the other hand, to regard the payment of debts as tlJe function of 
money is awkward and artificial. Bendixen humorously remarks, 
"When Knapp buys an apple, he takes ten pfennig out of his purse 
and says, 'This piece has a validity of ten pfennig, and since the 
vegetable woman demands ten pfennig, I'll pay my debt with it.' 
What soulless businessl" 1 To put cash transactions, the use. of 
money in unspent balances, in one-sided transfers involving no quid 
pro quo, and the like, into the debt solution category is Procrustean." 

The fifth theory of the relation of the state to money does not iI 
make the concept of debt payment pivotal. It admits that the 
money of debts controls the unit of account. that in this way the 
state or mass psychology creates money. On its abstract side money 
is the measure of aU values, not merely of debts; on its physical side, 
money is the means of transferring values, whether for an economic 
eqQivalent or not, whether payment is immediate or pbstponed. 
This theory correc.tly separates the ideas of the origin of money from 
its functions and identifies money by its two indispensable char
acteristics. In Germany this theory is represented by Amonn, Cas
sel, Hahn, Nussbaum, Schumpeter, and Wagemann, as we have 
seen, and by Neisser and Rosch, yet to be considered.' Its practical 
significance is threefold. In the first place it offers the economist a 
conceptionoof money as the basis of the entire price structure in place 
of a mere debt unit, and as the vehicle of value in the whole mech
anism of production and distribution, in piace of a medium limited 
to contracts. To the layman it affords a precise formulation of the 
idea of money which he probably already holds. To the monetary 
authority orthodox nominalism gives, besides the criterion of what 
constitutes money, a theory of the relation of the state to that in
stitution, indicating the maximal and minimal boundaries of cur
rency control. 

The greatest significance of the "metaphysical" discussions, how
ever, does not lie in definition or in delineation of the rale of political 

I Friedrich Bendien, Dos W ..... des Gtltlu, 4th ed. (MUDich, 1926), p. 52, note. 
• B. M. Anderson, T"" Val ... oj MInNy (New York, 1917), p. 434, note. 
• ct. pp. 44-54, 56-58, abo.... Hans Neisler, Dn T .... ,/rwm du G.1tlu crena, 

1925), pp. 46-47; Carl Rosch, KMliIi"jIoJistt ulld WwcMjIs ........ crena, 1927), 
P·13· 
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• authority, but in the value problem. This problem resolves itself 
into two portions, the senses in which money baa wue, and the 
fashion after which the value detern.JWation process works. M.<1!!.ey 
pas value in four important sen~: ~urchasing power, significance 

~ as the unit of wealth or income, the utility to the economic individ. 
~ ual of money rese~~~ and the utility of the ~onetarr_ mecJli~iilm to~ 

society: .It III necessary to apprehend why these values are distinct, 
Iiow they are related inlet'le and to the monetary functions, and what" 
import these considerations may have for the theory of prices. 

Purchasing power, the ratio of money to goods, is an objective' 
market phenomenon; like any market value, its magnitude rests 
upon psychological factors, but in itself it is pure number. While the 

, commonest usage designates this as the value of money, it is in a sense 
not a value at all but: a price +- the price of money in goods.' lit 
order to command a certain amount of purchasing power, the in· 
dividual must deliver an equal purchasing power in marketable goods 
or services. In this sense the value of money is uniform to all parties 
upon the market. 

Contrasting sharply with this is the subjective significance of a 
unit of money income or wealth, depending for its magnitude with 
each person upon three variables: the variety and intensity of his 
wants, the size of his money income or wealth in money terms, and 
the prices of what he buys. Here the quid pro quo is normally sacri· 
fice: marginal disutility purchases marginal utility. Whether meas
ured by psychic income or by the pain cost of earning, this value 
varies amongst the perspns experiencing it, though it may be p0s

sible with Wieser to cona;ive of a subjective public economic value 
of money as a Sort of average of individual valuations. Properly 
speaking this value does not belong to money, but to the marginal 
unit of real goods owned or got as income, since money figures in this 
oonnection only in the abstract function of measuring value. 

A third value lies in the utility of stocks of cash or demand de
'posits held by individuals in order to employ money in function
buying consumers' goods, making loans and investing, repaying 
debts, paying taxes, and so on indefinitely. Contingencies occur to 
everyone through the occasional failure of expected income or 
through sudden demands upon his resources. Even if income and 

• HeR qainit might be ~ toOllleDd the lilt'" ftIIaiD the - ..,.-~ a- have beea .... ltiptiedj but ".,.. ,ri ....... _WJIIi k.-L • 
• y~ bat _IitaaIIy, _ the JaI"u;., IIIIit 10 ahra,...,. 
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outlay proceeded with clocklike regularity they could only coincide • 
perfectly in a world wher.e people "lay, waste their powers" by de
voting all their time to "getting and spending," i. e. where payment 
proceeded continuously and by infinitesimals. Whatever the pUrposel 
to which money may eventually be put, more or less of it must be held 
in readiness. The fIowof utilities from the unexpended money balance'
appears to the producer indirectly as a plus in quantity of pr<!duct 
ascribable to his possessing a perfectly liquid asset and to the con
sumer directly as a plus in satisfactions in the form of convenience 
and immunity from surprise. This p~ forms a distinctive utility 
fiow from money aside from purchasing power, demonstrated by the 
fact that holding a.n Unspent margin involves the foregoing of an 
equal amount of consumptive expenditure or interest bearing invest
ment. Since this impliclt cost exreeds' the pl;'Oductive activity by 
which the purchasing power was originally earned, the individual 
must be receiving something more. It is legitimate to express this 
unique value as a capital sum, that is, to divide the valu~ of the 
monetary service by the interest rate, because interest actually 
measures the magnitude of the service, and because causation actu
ally proceeds here from service or productivity to capital value. 
But the quantitative result of capitalizing the unspent margin is 
simply purchasing power. To preserve'the undeniably separate 
character of the value of monetary seroices, I therefore prefer to en
visage this third type, a peculiarly monetary value, as a fiow of 
utility equl!l to interest rather than as a principal sum. 

To society money has a fourth yalue, copceptually distinct from 
the three already enumerated - the socia! signifi~ce of money as 
an instrument of production. Wherein does this value consist? By, 
what is it measured? Is it the difference between the national divi
dend'in a barter and in a monetary economy? Such a construction 
appears as far back as David Kinley,· and is announced with the air 
of discovery by the latest work in English on the philosophy of 
money. According to Greidanus' "yield theory," I the value of 
money equals a capitalization of the additional profits which money 

I B. Y. ABele ......... ys, "'The """,ey functions "'" perfonned ••• not by bepiDg 
aoId ••• but by passing it on" (.,. oil., p. 45')' But while the act of espenditwe ........ 
IUiIy conditioDS the holding of money .. a "final cause," it __ i,,,,,, the tow of 
oervi_ fOl which "" have to pay by foxegoing 'XIIIIP'mption or inte ... t. Mediating 
achanp ODd atoriog ftIue are .. ciprocal aspects of the oame function. ' 
'. I II..., (New York, ._), cb. 'Iiii. 

I TjanIua.Gleidan .... Tio V.,.,. 'II II..., (London, .~), c:ha. zvii ODd zviii. 
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enables the trader to realize or the additional utility it affords the 
consumer. But the quantity of profit or utility, by this analysis, 
equals not merely interest on unexpended balances but the differ
ence in total productivity made by money as a sum of all units begin
ning with the first.1 Such a procedure cannot be countenanced by any 
roherent system of imputation, which must proceed from the func
tional and not from the historical angle. Were the productivity of 
each economic inStitution to be judged by the effect of its complete 
removal- what would be the effect of taking away our railway net
work, our police and courts, or our system of weigllts and measures 
as parallel cases - the social product would be completely ex
hausted several times over.(Not presence or absence completely, but 
the little more, the little less, determines value) The former or gen
eric value, what it means to have SflCh tJ thing tIS money, does not re
veal effective economic importance, for that inevitably attaches to 
one unit more or less. 

On the other hand it has been proposed to set down the total of our 
money and credit media at face value in the inventory of national 
wealth, as representing the social significance of money.' People 
actually do set this value upon money, it is urged, and any departure 
from "actual values" casts one into a limbo of speculating about 
what "real" values would be if they were not what they are. And 
yet the same school of opinion refuses to set down stocks, bonds, 
mortgages, and the like along with the "real" assets because this 
would be double counting. By the same token money must be 
eliminated so far as it is only representative. "People" do indeed 
treat their money holdings as real wealth; but it is the institution of 
private property which explains the fiction. From the socia1 angle 
private property disappears and money has value only to the degree 
that it makes a demand upon our real resources. (And so the measure 
d. utilities from the social institution of money is the opportunity 
costs involved in its maintenance. If the circulating medium were 
full-bodied metallic money eulusively, purchasing power and social 
value would coincide. If the only money were a pure fiduciary issue 
such as the Rentm_k, the opportunity costs for individuals owning 
money and for society would diverge by the difference between 
nominal interest loss on the whole sum and printing costs) Most 

I 0,. &iL, pp. 32,1-340. 
• I(. A. Copelaod, us.- Problems;' the Tbeoryal NatioDa1m.-,. J. P. E. ..... 

lIP- 1-51. 
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monetary systems lie between these extremes. The social value of. 
money amounts to a capitalization of the real loss of interest on 
treasury and bank reserves, the wear and loss of coins and notes, and 
such bank operating expenses as fall within the limits of maintaining 
the circulating medium - costs of encasbment, clearing, and a share 
of the overhead. Society, it is true, cannot even off inequalities in 
receipts and outlays by means of money, nor through it provide 
against contingencies. But society can enable individuals to do so. 
by maintaining the monetary mechanism. Consequently, the social 
utility of money beloDgs to the same genus as that of unspent mar
gins but does not equal their total because of the large fiat element in 
the circulating medium. To count money's significance to society at 
the par value, at real resources saved, wo.u1d be analogous to pricing 
automobiles on the basis of horses and buggies saved. For money as 
for commodities, costs in the situation as it is offers the only feasible 
criterion of social value. 

The question remains as to whether these four values are really the 
same value under different guises, or whether they are quantita
tively separate entities of such character as to be additive. From the 

. angle of objective values, society may add to the total of goods pur
chasable for money (total purchasing power) the total of goods and 
capitalized services tied up in the monetary institution (the social 
value of money), and a further sum embracing all goods not offered 
for money, to get its total real wealth. By virtue of the fiction of 
private property which treats titles as wealth, the individual may 
add the value of his unspent margin to his other property. From the 
subjective angle, conveniently restricted in this connection to the in
dividual, the significance of wealth in money terms is a composite of 
its significance in consumption, in unspent margins, and in produc
tive investment. Consequently we conclude: (I) for society the 
purchasing power and social value of money are additive; (2) for til, 
separate individual the purchasing power of his money holdings and 
the market value of his commodity possessions are additive; <.3) the 
8ubjeetive value of a unit of wealth in money terms includes the 
significance to the individual of unexpended money balances; (4) 
the purchasing power of all the money in individual balances cannot 
be added to give its social value. 

Identifying and measuring these four values of money has less 
significance for monetary theory than their causal relation. Pur
chasing powet will be found to stand both first and last in the catena 
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of causation, though this paradox dissolves upon scrutiny. B. M. 
Anderson repeats a venerable truth when he says, "Money can func
tion as money only by virtue of having value. . •. It is tJle NIue Dj 
fIUJfIeY which makes possible the fIUJfIeY work." I But this does not 
run into the mere tautology that the value of IDOney determines the 
value of money.t What is meant by purchasing power as the lleee&

sary prerequisite of all monetary functions is nothin~ else than 
Knapp's "validity., To serve as money a given object must be 
generally accepted as the medium of exchange and valuation. It 

; must possess valuableness but not a sP«ific purchasing power. Next 
In logical order comes the value of money to an individual maintain· 
ing a cash balance. Weighing the relative attractiveness of incre
ments devoted to consumption, to productive investment, and to 
holding money, he settles upon a division which equalizes marginal 
satisfactions in all modes of utilizing wealth. Since this calculation 
runs in real terms, it does not presuppose an established purchasing 
power. On the contrary, with the quantity of IDOney and credit 
glven, this subjective appraisal of the importance of money regulates 
its value in exchange, so far as causation proceeds from the 1DODe

tary member. Velocity varies inversely with the unspent margin, 
purchasing power directly. Purchasing power once established, the 
last link in the causal series follows - the subjective significance of 
unit of wealth or income in monetary terms, functionally dependent 
upon two further variables, the extent and variety of the individual'. 
wants, and the size of his fortune. Nowhere in this sequence of 
cause and effect does social value appear. It neither helps establish 
purchasing power • nor derives from it. If a government suc.ceeded 
in bringing about a close approximation to a pure credit economy, 
quantity of money, size of balances, and purchasing power "ould, 
CfIeris panJnu, be unchanged. But the principle of opportunity cost 
wOuld reveal the social value of money as a smaIl magnitude. Every 
improvement making for greater economy in the employment of a 
productive factor renders it relatively more abundant and Jess valu
able, and carries us one step closer to Utopia, "here opportunity 

I 01. AI., p. 76. (ltalia hiL) SimiIu~" "'" to be focmd ill T. !II. c-r, 
-The Caacept 01. .. Eamomi< Qaatity," Q. J. E. '1, P. 437, T. Gmdomts, -t. eil •• 
P. Iso, _ aD write .. IooIdiac that doe .......... _ io. de--' .... IO IIIIIda 
ftIae. ' 

• To be _6fied to doe cIep>e that itIaeuiDc tile _lily 01. tnI __ em-
boc&d ita -J' _--"" CUOlpJOdo dta doe ...... aftiIabIe for par , 
widt_. 
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• oosts and economic values disappear. That the so¥ value of money 
represents something quite separate frolQ, purchasing power is not 
unnatural~in view of the fact that exchange is as much facilitated by 
a small as by a large quantity of money.' 

Enquiry into senses of the value of money fails to reveal a single 
instaIfce of absolute value. Unlike economic goods and· services, 
. which jlossess value in their own right,' money has meaning solely as 
a representative. Superficially the value of money to the individual 
holding balanceS for the flow of utilities emanating therefrom,or to 
socie.ty maintaining the monetary instrument as a productive factor, 
appears to exist independently, as a val~e of money per se. Notwith
standing, this is mere appearance. Consider the matter first from the 
viewpoint of the individual. This is the more important aspect from 

. a pra~atic angle, since the question as to whether money has a 
value m and of itself usually occurs in oonnection with purchasing 
power which we have seen to be a function of individual money re
serves and not of social value. Can the monetary member 9f the 
purchasing power ratio be regarded is the value of money, an inde
pendent entity? By no means. Individuals hold money only because 
it has exchange: value, whereas they would desire shoes even if shoes 
were free goodS. Moreover, the Jlarties to the market find that the 
IillCtent of the utilities coming from money varies directly with its ex
change value, 'whereas this is not true of shoes.' If on the side of de-a . 
mand, the existence and extent of value is purely relative, the same 
situation obtains for supply. The oosts undergone in the main
tenance of idle balances are fictitious, the interest loss nominal. 
Balances in the aggregate represent a certain propqrtion /0 real re
sources but not of them. Consequently the nominalist oontention 
that money functions as a ticket, that purchasing power is the recip
rocal of prices and lI.othing more, prevails against such artem.pts • 
Gruntzel's' to make of it an independent entity. Against the 
uniqueness of money it might be argued that since all values are 

I G. Ludwig Mises, TIrMrW ios Gelda ...., w UflllMljnrtilkl, md ed. (MUDich, 
192.4), p. 123· 

• The imputation of abaoJute value to mmmoc!jtj.,s and .. rvices does not deny that 
the __ of each value depends on other co_ling values, nor that value ezists only 
as a relation of object and va1uing subject. 

• The latter distinction become. weak with such objects of inviclions distinction as 
diamonds, ellpellSi ... motor Can, and the like; but it is insufficient to break down the 
category of _ for which "demand" is uni ... isaUy and uniquely dependent em 
ucbange value. • 

• G. pp. 70-'13, abo .... 
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worked out coincidentally as illustrated by a system of simultaneous 
equations such as Wieser's, 110 value can be known until all the others 
are determined. But the quantity theory, adopting precisely the 
mechanism of simultaneous equations, in which the equation of ex
change furnishes the solution for the monetary unknown, does not 
rest its case on the impossible assumption of purchasing powet being 
established prior to the appearance of the functioning of money in 
its distinctive capacities, but upon the logical dependence of those 
functions upon purchasing power. In this money is unique. 

The relative character of other monetary values, while less signifi
cant, is equally certain. Society, it is true, undergoes certain real 
costs in supporting the institution of money; but the socia1 value de
pends, no less than the unspent balance value, upon money's having 
exchange value. In any event the search for a supposed absolute 
value of money which should constitute one member of the exchange 
value ratio in prices cannot find its goal here, inasmuch as social 
value bears no definable relation to purchasing power. As for the 
subjective significance of a unit of wealth in money terms, no argu
ment is needed to show its relative character. 

Categorizing the values of money has certain "practical aspects." 
It ~ould seem to be a practical matter, in the first place, that a 
theory of prices should know quite unambiguously what value of 
money it deals with. I do not believe this is always the case; indeed, 
the only outstanding American work upon the nature of monetary 
value fa1lsinto confusion. Does B. M. Anderson mean by The Value 
of Money its purchasing power? Anderson would certainly respond 
negatively, and yet the whole work is an ad Iwminem attack upon the 
quantity theory as represented by rISher, whose book significantly 
bears the title of The Purchasing ptnJJef' of Money. One would sup
pose that objections to Fisher would have to be that he offers an un
satisfactory explanation of purchasing power, conceived by Ander
son bimself to be a mere reciprocal of the price level, an exchange 
ratio.' But while Anderson has offered a very searching oiticism of 
the quantity theory, the real animus of the work proves to be that 

(the value of money is not purchasing power but "psychological 
significance:)' 2 • 

Now psychological significance may mean several things. It might 
be the value of money stocks to the individual, money in the bearer 

I Tile Y'" of JL.." P. JI!8. 
• LtJe. oil. 
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of options function, and Anderson once ventures to call this "the 
dynamic function of money par t1I:cellence." I Ordinarily, however, 
this does not seem to be the valu~ of money, but rather one reason 
amongst several for money's possessing a "differential value." Or it 
might be Wieser's" subjective public economic value," which I have 
called the sUbjective signi1icance of money income or wealth in mone
tary terms. Anderson points out his agreement with Wieser'So con
CJept before the latter had distinguished the SUbjective and objective 
variants;' but since Social Value, we are told, does not mean market 
ratios of exchange, Anderson is aftempting to use a sense of the value 
of money to explain prices which Wieser himself did not conceive as 
capable of causing purchasing power." Probably Anderson's com
parison of his theory with Wieser's was an aberration; the general 
tenor of Anderson's work makes the value of money to be its signi1i
cance as a socially productive factor, and for this reason I have 
adopted the term "social value" to designate this idea. Expatiating· 
quite justly upon the difference between values to society as an or
ganism and to separate individuals, Anderson should not have 
missed the quantitative difference between the sum of value flowing 
from individual money holdings and the value accruing to society. 
Both values arise from the various functions enumerated by Ander
son, but their quantitative difference prevents their both being at 
once the value of money. 

Purchasing power Anderson believes "included" in Social Value, 
"market ratios being ratios between social values." ( In other words, 
one member of a ratio" includes" the ratio! This bit of legerdemain 
simply causes purchasing power to evanesce. It disappears into the 
ignis fatuus of Anderson's Social Value, which "includes" not only 
purchasing power but all other conceivable values of money in the 
nebulous state. Unless Anderson's treatise does not pretend in the 
least to offer an explanation of prices, it will have to recognize that 
Social Value, being ostensibly some sort of psychological signi1icance 
and therefore lying behind objective exchange ratios, cannot bd 
these ratios. 

If we examine the various nuances of Social Value, we discover 
only one which can serve as the cause of purchasing power. The pre-

I Ibid., p. 426. (ItaliC1l his.) 
• Ibid., p. 140 Capilalletten are used hereafter to distinguish AndelSOn's Social 

Value from mine. 
• Cf. pp. 80-83, abo"". • Ibid., p. 99. (Italics mine.) 
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ceding pages have demonstrated that the subjective value of DIODe) 

income depends upon prices, and that the value to society of thA 
money m('Cilanism differs q\umti~tively from the individual casl 
balance value. Only the latter operates upon purchasing power 
through its control over velocity. But this is not a social value, smC4 
it rests upon the figment of private property that money is reall) 
wealth. Holding Anderson to his expressed purpose of expIaininl 
priCes, we must insist therefore either that Social Value a:plainJ 
purchasing power only if it is not Social, or alternatively that it i.I 
purchasing power, in which case it ceases to be Value, in the deepel 
sense of a feeling magnitude.. Despite all the fanfare ooncemin~ 
Social Value as in essence psychological significance, Anderson seem! 

to me to adopt the latter course in the end, to surrender Social Valm 
as anything distinct from purchasing power. Making the fatal con· 
cession that Social Value includes the latter, be rea1Iy allows pur· 
chasing power to gobble up Social Value. The ooncluding sentenm 
of the work signalire !' collapse which has been impending thr0ugh
out the argument. 

The physical weight in gold, whidI is itsdf aD ohjed of IOcial vaJue, is CIOIII
monly the imrnrdiate basis of the vaJue of the doIIac today, hut IIIODey may FI 
its primary value from other """""" than vaIuabJe hulIioa. Givea this primary 
value, the doIIac may get aD ",b.""ft"rDt in that value from the oervic:a whidl 
it performs in the social tednM>'ngy of adjustmenL' 

In other words the value of gold OODles from a composite demand in 
the arts and the monetary employment. This the essence of the p0si
tive theory! Aside from contributing to the development of the 
quantity theory by a brilliant and minute aiticism, the whole work 

. spends itseH in labyrinthian wanderings amongst conlIicting con
cepts of the value of money. 

While Anderson affords an unusual aample of mistak"'l opposi
tion to the quantity theory arising from this Glllfusion, be is by no 
means alone. As Hans Neisser observes, such marginalists as Afta-
lion and Mises object to the quantity theory's amdating the value 
of money inversely with amount, on the grounds that doubling a 
given individual's money income will not halve the marginal satisfac
tion.· This involves the crass error of identifying purchasing power 
and the subjective significance of aa individual's money inoome; of 

• Hil., P. 591. • 
• Dw TIWV' , Ie. GeJM. a-a. (928), p. (4; cf. A. Aftatiaa, La .n-l#IWitWM 
.~ (Puis, 19'», u, 277, 297;-1fiIa, T_, mded.,pp.I"" 
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imagining that with. one individual's income doubled, the'quantity 
theory SJlPPOses that purchasing power would be affected at all, 01," 

• that it predicts whether the fall in IIllIl'gina.l satisfaction to the in
dividual would be more or less thim proportional. The ~e !K)rt of 
error pl'eVails amongst the followers of Wieser who, as we have seen; 
did not'untillate in his career succeed in divorcing the subjective 
and objective elements of money valu!" and who was never able to 
subscribe to a quantity theory because it did not deal with psycho
logi<;al significance. "Income theorists "such as Wieser, Liefmann, 
Genzmer, Eppich, and others of the Austrian school, as well as 
Kerschagl and Spann, never separate the subjective determinants C!f . 
market value from its purely objective constitution, and conse
quently never attain to the position of judging the quantity theory as 
an explanation of purchasing power pure and simple. 

A peculiar by-product of the misapprehension of money values is 
the refusal of certain persons to accept price indices at their face 
value. Repeatedly with the subjective value theorists we find it said 
that a price index measures the .. outer objective exchange value" ,of 
money, but not its "inner objective exchange value," and that there
fore the index fails to show the value of ,tnQfley. But since value can 
'be measured only by value, every exchange value is a ratio; and to 
seek for a measure of value which shall be affected by only one of the 
values involved is tantamount to demanding a ratio which is not a 
ratio. This consideration woUld dispose of the marginalists' mis
givings with respect to indices even if purchasing power were con
ceived of as a ratio hetween a supposed absolute value of money and 
the absolute value of goods. 'Nominalists have not fallen into this 
specious attitude toward indices because they have recognized no. 
other value of money than purchasing power. 

It seems almost too elementary but it is nevertheless unfortu- • 
nately necqsary to insist that indices fail to show whether prices 
have 'been changed by events upon the side of goods or upon the side 
of money, not because indices are insufficiently sensitive, as Behrens 
concludes in a recent work,' but rather because a ratio is a ratio. 
Otherwise expressed: when purchasing power changes, since the 
value of money is purely relative, only one value is there to change. 
Such a pronouncement may sayor of scholasticism, but it has a very 
practical corollary in the field of monetary policy. Consider the .. 

I Cf. pp, 81-87. abow:. 
I Cf. p, go, abo .... 
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alternative proposals for price stabilization and for secularly de 
clining prices in conformity with the reduction of costs througl 
invention, etc. Which of these represents the truly "neutral' 
money? The answer from the angle of the value of money is eel 

tainly"Neither." The German nomin a1ists have conclusively show! 
that, from the purchasing power aspect, a value of money per se doe, 
Rot exist. (pie quantity of money, whatever it is, determines the be 
havior of prices just as much as factors on the side of goods. Con 
sequently no monetary policy, not even the absolute fixation of tm 
quantity of effective purchasing power, is "neutral" with respect f.< 
price levels in the sense of not being jointly responsible, along wid 
the "real" factors, for their behavior ~ If the idea of a "neutral' 
money is to mean anything, it will have to be from another angll 
than that of the value of money. The test will have to be pragmatic 
which policy actually proves itself most workable, Jess the oc:cWoE 
for economic disturbances and social injustices. Perhaps such 8 

money can be called "neutral." But there is no neutrallKllue oj 

money, per se. 
If the misconception of inner objective value baa to be abandonecl 

in the theory of internal price levels, it must be surrendered in theory 
of exchange rates. The atavistic view that mint-par represents IIOIDf 

sort of "intrinsic" value of one country's monetary unit in terms oj 
another's will have to give place to the nominalist notion that here, 
as in the domestic situation, purchasing power and that aIone reveala 
the objective exchange value of money.' 

WhiIe certain extremists in the German IWminaHst movement err 
in denying value to money in any sense, and while the majority 
make the mistake of denying any other value than purchasing power, 

(the movement baa served to establish purchasing power as a purely 
objective and numerical relationship," and as such the function of 
purely objective and numerical quantitiea1 Each of these objective 
quantities baa its psychologic:aI bac:kgroimd, but the monetary 
theorist makes no mistake in cutting into the problem above this 
level if he chooses. The Cambridge unspent margin approach, for 
example, contributes an inteDedll8))y satisfying ~lanation of the 
subjective determinants of velocity; but the FJSber "V" simply 
takes up the same phenomenon as it appears OD the market. It is 

I This '*-_ signify the oazpI8IICe al the theoIy al pudIuiac powr poriIy.1DCI 
is ill DO _y _ with it. Cf. pp. 2Iit-268. be ..... 

I "Not the """"""" ...... __ al atility," ill lteyDes __ (.,. <iI., r, 96)· 
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not legitimate to object to a quantity theory of prices because it is 
"mechanical," because it deals only with physical magnitudes in the 
explanation of prices, or because the value it does explain is "merely" 
purchasing power. If it deals with prices from that angle, it need 
have no concern with a "real" value calculus. 

The chartaIists and nominalists have succeeded in showing that 
the idea of money is categorically distinct from that of commodities, 
and that the nature of its lIIllue is purely relative in contrast to com
modity values. It would not be surprising if the manner in which 
this value is determined should prove unique. Foregoing chapters de-. 
voted to commodity theories have found the ordinary categories of 
marginal utility, of demand, and of supply to be inadequate instru
ments.1 Marginal utility involves circularity when applied to 
money, and disappears as a dividing line between satisfied and un
satisfied wants. Deprived of the marginal utility background, the 
"demand" for money as a rectangular hyperbola representing the 
total money work to be done ceases to be comparable with ordinary 
demand schedules and becomes only an excessively simplified graph 
of the functional relation between money and prices. If, on the 
other hand, demand be conceived as individuals' need for cash bal, 
ances, it has been shown that the thing demanded is not really units 
of money but units of purchasing power. The notion of supply with 
reference to money becomes hopelessly confused, because increased 
rate of exchange does increase the effective amount of money but not 
of goods, and because the arbitrary action of banks results in the 
quantity of money being neither fixed nor any definable function of 
its "price." Popular discourse and the usage of economists will not 
be deterred from further employment of these terms by such con
siderations; but there is no justification for the practice, and it in
volves certain hazards from a pragmatic angle. Hayek adverts to 
one ia particular.' If the "supply and demand" of money were 
really analogous to that of goods, only one specific quantity would 
"clear the market," i. e. set demand and supply in equilibrium. 
Ordinarily if the market is cleared, it is evidence that the quantity 
of the good is neither less nor more than the quantity called for by 
the underlying schedules. Applying this reasoning to money would 
juStify all)' amount of inflationary increase in the circulating me-. 

I AIao the COIlcluaiOllreached by AndelSOD, /II. cit, cbs. ii-iv. 
• Friedrich Ha)",k. .. Du intertemporale GJeichgewichtssystem unci die Bewegun&U 

de •• Gddwertes,,,, Well. A,.ci. a8, p. 71. 
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s1ium, since with money, given time enough, /J1I' quantity willlJet 
the market in equilibrium. Bankers could therefore always respond 
that the additional money was warranted by the "demand"; and 
such a confusion did ind~ permeate the argument of the old "bank
ing theory." Irving FISher points out a further pitfall: the concept 
of demand gives, in a sense, precisely opposite "uults wben applied to 
money and to goods. "An increased demand for any individual com
modity results in a greater consumption III /J higllel' pria, yet an in
creased general demand for goods will result in a greater trade (the 
Q's) lillowei' prices." 1 To avoid ambiguity.the supply and demand 
categories should be abandoned in the sphere of money. 

Other commodity explanations scarcely merit attention. The 110-

called "functional theory" resolves itself into a platitude on the one 
hand, since all values are functional, and into a fa1lacy on the other, 
since it usually sinks into the morass of "supply and demand" wben 
it attempts to describe how the functions emanate in an exchange 
value. For these reasons it has not received separate treatment in 
this study." We have noted the error of the "yield theory" of Grei
danus and Kinley.' The cost of gold production theory fails to in
clude the Velocity factor and besides "lets the tail wag the dog" in 
a system where credit media are used preponderately or nclusively. 
To my knowledge there is but one other commodity approach to the 

...J problem - the qualiltJlilJe theory that confidence governs the value 
of fiat issues. A subsequent Part devoted to inflation pbenomena 
will reveal the necessity of recourse to this idea in rertain circum
stances. But there are two reasons wby this theory cannot IIlpplant 
a lJfItJn!iItJliw: approacll to the general problem of price levels: first, 
that many cases where confidence plays an important r6le can with
out error be treated under the rubric of quantity; and secondly, 
that the remaining cases are so rare that we may say de minimis_ 
awlllltI:. ~ 

The net outcome of this study of the nature of money is a ~ 
tion of nominalism, tempered in two instances. Money has va.t.ue m 
other senses than purchasing power, and in rertain mraordinary 
cases, qualitative appraisals which give money a conunodity char
acter interfere with the purely quantitative determination of pur-

1 Tie p--cJ.tui.c p_ '" 11-,. :mil. eeL (New YOlk, 192')' P. 180. (ltaIia .... ) 
• lD .... trul _ Berbnt Dilrioc. 0;.",,11'1 w";' KtIIIH • ..... eeL (GmfswaId, 

1922). pp. 36-8s. 
• a. pp. 109"""1I0,~. ' .. 
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chasing power. But gener.aJly speaking, money is a token ahd OOt 't 
amunodity, in idea, in the oonstitution of its value, and in the proc
-ess by which its value is established. In addition tQlbe numerous 
pra¢cal inferences already drawn in the foregoing pages, we should 
perceive that one result of this philosophy is undoubtedly a lessening 
of the theoretical significance of gold. The older tendency toward a 
virtual identification of money with -the standard metal had an ad-. 
verse effect upon monetary policy. Gold reserves of central banks, 
instead of being a means to an end, were guarded with mercantilistic 
zeal. In its worst pha.s¢ this attitude ran off into the absurd idea, 
propagated in Germany during the War, that furthering the employ- • 
ment of credit as against cash in domestic transactions would stay 
the progress of mark depreciation through the mere increase in the 
Reichsbank's gold chest. At best the apotheosis of gold tended 
seriously to draw attention 'away from the necessity of intelligently 
directed oontrol over domestic price levels and exchange rates. The 
theory of oontrolled currency had to await the development of a 
more modem explanation of money. Attempts to discredit nominal
ism by denying that fiat money ever existed save as a diseased cur
rency fall short of the goal. Even diseased currencies belong to the 
theory of money; and fiat money has not always been pathological, 
as the Retslenmark attests.1 Fortunately, however, the case does not 
tum on abnormalities, for nominalism would call attention to the 
large fiat element in all oontemporary money systems which renders 
gold a quantitatively and logically subordinate factor. As Hawtrey 
observes: 

. (!be theory that money behaves like a commodity has the attractiveness of a 
paridox which completes a generalizatioIl) But it melts away under analysis 
ezc:ept as applied to metallic 1IlOIIeY. Gofd is undenjably a commodity. But 
SOld jtself 80 long as it is being used as money, is subject to all the laws wbicl! 

, SOverD the value of money. A SOld coin is itself a ticket.-

Whether it be from indigenous causes or from the impress of Ger
man nominalism, monetary theory in Anglo-Saxon oountries has 

I Becauae the RmcI_A .... excluu!geable for~ .. or land mortgages, one 
might imagiDe it ..... Dot. pun:\y fiat money. But Hahn has pointed out that, with tIHI 
market rate of inten:.t much abo .. the 5", yielded by the B';'I., the ~i would 
ha .. bad to depn:ciate a great deal befon: this redemption would ha", paid (I.. Albert 
Hahn. Geld .. Kndil, N_ Pol, •• TIlbingoD. 1929. p. 20). Glaitam corn:ctIy holds the 
actua\va\ue of the~ .. toha .. been "due entirely to rigid limitation of issue " 
(Frank D. Graham, Bum«., Pri<a. """ Prod"";"" its B~ c.n-.", 
'920-1903, [Princeton, '330]. p. u, Dote). 

- 01· ciI., p. '99. '.' 
·C o
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turned very largely away from, the commodity approach of a gen
eration agq. In America the development has been less pronounced; 
but whereas the older standard works 1 without exception practically 
identified money and gold, at the present Laughlin almost alone 
represents this school of thought. In England, Cannan adheres 
to the commodity theory,' while Hawtrey, Keynes, Lehfeldt, and 
Robertson have clearly repudiated it.' 

It remains to draw a final inference from the nominal cl1aracter of 
money and its value. The metaphysics of money affords to the 
theory of price levels its point of departure. The representative 
_value of money, the money-()ffer for goods and services in its totality, 
equals the goods and services offer for money in its totality. How
ever commonplace this proposition, it must be an anomaly to com
modity theories, for if money were itself a commodity its value could 
not equal the value of commodities. Or if the commodity theorists 
were to respond that money is a commodity but its value is equal to 
all other oommodities, the statement, while ceasing to be a contra
tlictio krmini, becomes, to employ a phrase of the English philoso
pher Bradley, "a mere monster," because it is not the nature of an 
eoonomic good to equal in value all other eoonomic goods. None of 
the laws governing the values of commodities have as their p0stu
late an equality of value of the good in question with all other values. 
The unique law governing fundamentally the value of money is on 
the other hand precisely this equality. The" equation of exchange" 
follows with apodeictical certainty from the very ooncept of money; 
the task of eoonomists lies in perfecting the theory of.prices upon 
that basis. The next Part of this book traces the progress of recent 
German monetary literature in this direction. 

• ]. T. Holdsworth, 1I11J1e7 I11III B...., • .;d. ed. (New York, '903) p. 70: DaYid 
XinleY. 1I11J1e7 (New York, '9D4). p. '39; W.-.\. Scott, 1I11J1e7 I11III S.......,. sth ed. 
(New Yolk, '9.6). p. 64; HoaAz White.lIl1J1e7 I11III B........,. $III ed. <-00. 19'.)' 
~2~ r ~ 

• Edwin CamwJ, 1I11J1e7. sth ed. (LoDdoa, 1926), ~ .~ 
• a., p. I'OS, abow. 
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TItE QUANTITY TH;EORY; :rRAJ'f~~~ONS APPROACH , . 

QuANTITY ilieory explanaoens of purcba#gpower may be divided 
into sigmncant groups on a numbet pf liases. Some writers, as for 
example Fishe!, seek to eptalllish a correIa,tion' and causal connection i 
between iiiOiley in the 'I!fIrl"Ow serlse and prices; others, such as Ha'lV-: 
trey, think of ~d-t&-harid CQrrency as a mere satellite, credit as-' 
suming,the chief rOle. Ce~1:feorists - and this includes the vast 
majprity ilf German writerll.'-::" who follow Wicksell quite closely, 
attribute price levelq,riations to changes in bank rate, either abso
lutely or relatively to natui'at rate, whereas others, sceptical of the 
dominance of discount policY. 'adhere conservatively to quantity of 
money and credit. Again"in.some quarters "the'~livalue of money is, 
treated as a unitary'Phellomenon, against which in other quarters it , .. 

.. is maintaineQ that special indices alone have meaning. . 
The discussiod of price level determination in the Ifl'eSent.Part is 

devoted primarily to the formalities of theoretical stat(llllo~t; most 
of the moot questions as to directiQn of causation and ~tler rea~stic' 
issues being put over to subsequent Parts upon in1IaPoqand b$ines& 
cycle phenomena. With this liniitation for the present, J fip~ ~ 
most significant contrast between quantity theoriststto.bC} \lOne' of 
those just mentionediut1hat which obtains between the periecl and 
point of time viewpoints. Monetary IiteratJIIIS in America bls cllar
acteristically, though not exclusively, been Qiiented upon the penod 
'approach; in England and on the Continent, upon the cross-section 
basis. Nothing prevents the problem's beingtSOlved through either, 
channel; but in the present interchange of ideas, the implications of 
either mode of analysis are often imperfectly understood by pro
ponents of the other., While trenching upon a variety of topics in the 
. following chapters, I shall ad~pt the transactions cash-balance con
trast as a basis for classification of theories, attempting to resolve 
some of the real and appareqt"tontradictions which prevail Between 
the two methods of exposition. . 

The prevalence of the cash balance or ~t of time anlllysis 011 
the Continent is revealed by the fact that only three significant 
writers in the German literature follow the model of Irving F1SIier. 
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S~~E.eter abides by this scheme throughout, Cassel states the al
ternative approach without utilizing it extensively, and Marshak, 
the third person referred to, has recently abandoned the 'perlod 

. eqllation for cash balances. 

I. SclroKPETEII.'S INcola 1'HEollY 

• Professor schumpe~ls formulation of the quantity theory ap
pears mainly in a notable article contributed to the A,.cmv fUr Sozial
wissenschaft in 1915} Its distinctive features may be analyzed under 
four topics: (I) the limitation of the equation of exchange to con
sumers' real and money incomes; (2) the peculiar description of M 
in the equation; (3) the concept of monetary "efficiency"; (4) the 
direction of causation. 

,. Schumpeter himself says that, beside the equation for consumers' 
incomes, there could be set up an equation for producers' goods, in 
which PT would refer to the social product of the next subsequent 
economic period.1 It would seem, however, from the very casual 
introduction of the subject, that the complementary equation can 
be omitted from a formal theory of purchasing power without seri
ous consequence. In a condition of equilibrium, postulated in this 

. article, the values of producers' and consumers' goods would indeed 
form a 'cOnsistent system. Even here, from the angle of Marshallian 
doctrine, value causation proceeds as much from c:pst as from utility, 
and contrary to Schumpeter's Austrian value assumptions, from 
producers' as much as from consumers' goods, so that neither sphere 
has a superior claim toward determining "the" value of money. 

In dynamic conditions, an equilibrium of producers' and con
sumers' prices is rarely perfect. "Hyper-in1Iation" may obliterate 
the distinctiveness of the two fieId.s so that it becomes pOl!6ible to 
speak of "the" price level saM phrase . . But ordinarily, as Mises ob
jects concerning Schumpeter's equation,' events in the business and 
industrial world are just as important as deVelopments in the sphere 
of consumer income and n:penditurej and that is true even if, by 
mnvention, "the" value of money iszeferred to the cost of living. 
Some years ago B. M. Anderson in • chapter entitled "The Redis-

I 
1 Jooeph Schnmpder, -Du SoziaIpnJcIakt aad clio.... ,. 'We'- .frdlio ..... 

pp. 627-Trs. - • 
• IIM., p. 67s. 
• Ladwig MiIeo, risJrie", G.we. .. ., U.J.j.-illd, ..... cd. (Mnnidt, 19'4), 
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covery of a Buried City" brilliantly vindicated the importance of 
speculative transactions in purchasing-power behavior.' More re
cently Palyi has ascribed the approximate constancy of the general 
price index in the United States from r92I to 1927, despite an in
crease in monetary velocity and a s:welling of deposits from $40 
billion to $56 billion, partly to the increase in volume of physical 
product, but notably also to speculation."· :ne League study of the 
current depression assigns to security and' commodity speculation 
eighty-six per cent of the credit expansion in the United States in the 
thirteen months foll<?wing May I, 1927.- U'rofessor Schumpeter's • 
own theory of economic innovation stands as excellent evidence of 
the capacity of monetary developments in the sphere of production 
to determine the course of consumer purchasing power.) Save for·the 
possibility that a cost of living index serves better as an all-purpose 
measure of the value of money than any other, a consumers' equa
tion takes on significance only as it is complemented by other equa
tions covering the remainder of economic life. 

It would be less than just, however, to appraise Schumpeter's 
theory solely upon these grounds. On a purely logical basis, his 
equation falls short not only as a disjoined member of what should • 
be a complete system, but also as a self-consistent whole, as we shall 
presently apprehend. But historically Schumpeter's article-achieves 
distinction (I) for its insistence upon a specific, as against a meaning
lessly general, conception of purchasing power, and (2) for its at- , 
tempt to give Wieser's amorphous "income theory" a definitely 
quantity theory expression. An initial step in the right direction 
cannot be depreciated because it does not complete the journey. 

We tum to the detailed construction of Schumpeter's equation to V 
discover that the definitions given to both M and V are subject to 
devastating objections. Apparently he agrees with Turgot that 
"Every commodity is money; ••. reciprocally, all money is essen
tially merchandise,'" though this conflicts directly with Schum
peter's present nominalist position as outlined in Part 1." In the 

• T", Value of 11...., (Ne .. York, 19'7), ch. ziL 
• MeJchior Palyi, .. Die ZahlUDgSbilanz der V. S. von Amerika ali Glliubigerland," 

V ...... 174. pp. 268-272. • 
• C-.. GIld P ..... of "" W ... 14 .l!.cImofroU Do,...,;"", Serio. of League of Nations 

Publications, n. Economic and Financial 1931. n. A. 21; Official No.: &. 2 •• I9JI 
n. &. (Geneva, Switserland, and Boston, Massach_tts, '931), p. 127 • 

• A. R. J. Tu'1Ot, T", F_iM GIld ~ of Ric"," ('770), e4. by W. J. 
Ashley (Ne .. York, 11198), p. 36. 

• Cf. pp. SO-SI, abo .... 
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present instance, he includes under money not only standard and 
subsidiary coins, bank notes, deposits, and checks passing by further 
endorsement, but also sugar, tea, etc., when they serve as media of 
exchange, and even "book" credit and mere verbal promises to pay.1 
If the concept of money is to mean anything, it must be COfIWasted 
with "not-money"; but as Palyi comments, Schumpeter'. usage 
would" reduce the idea <if a quantity of money to the unknowable." I 
The dichotomy must be preserved if the equation of exchange is to 

. serve as the basis of statistical enquiries, and yet the rather unusual 
exchange media spoken of must be taken into account. 

Does not the definition of money adopted at; the end of the fore
going Part afford an escape from the dilemma? Media of exchange, 
it was said, must be scarce and valuable, and if they pass at a par or 
nominal value they become also money. These tests will normally 
admit as money: standard and subsidiary Currency, bank notes, de
posits, checks themselves when they pass without discount by further 
endorsement, and other credit media with the same limitation. 
Transactions taken care of by payment in other commodities with 
varying prices, such as tea and tobacco, simply disappear from both 

. sides of the equation of exchange, and the same is true of tJ'ansa()o 

. tions settled by book credit and verbal promises.' 
lRaving put into M a variety of nondescript quantities in no proper 

sense to be thought of as money, Schumpeter proceeds to abstract 
, various classes of money until there is literally nothing left. ') Only 

circulatiog money, he says, must be admitted to the equati6D, -and 
this means the elimination of (I) hoards, (2) reserves behind credit 
issues, (J) "unemployed funds awaitiog expenditure," and (4) "the 
actua1 reserves of banks and individuals.'" Now the exclusion. 

1 Ardio .... pp. 65~1. 
1 Mek:hiol PaIyi, U U"",1iIote F_ <lor Geldtheorie, W (JfUDida, J925), p. 484-
• B. M. AruImroD <oI.&i/.,P.I70) wou1dodmit boot credit .. the_taryll101llber; 

batF. w. TaualigmhisP~'" ~,3Jded. (Newycnt, 192.),1,416,ud 
Iniq Faber m Tile P.,cIttuitIc P_ '" II.." :md ed. (Ne ... ycnt, 192')' pp. 370-
371, argue corm:tJy that, tbouP it _y haft • ~dIect m npmding or ...... 
tncting, it hal DO altimate efiect, being 0DIy. Ie~ __ of avoiding the _ of 
_. The ...... may be aid of iDR.o_ oa1es ud .m.J p .. nnMo to pay. 

Itmiaht be q"em .. d wbetberboDkdrpooito..., ocan:e ud nIaahIr,OII the gmmd 
tbattheYIIRuotpbyoiaL A1tbouPthe_poper.....t-iDk ... ofboDkdrpooito-y 
ooem Dttber tamoaJ, it is DO IIIOIe 00 than the ... of boDk DOIft, which tab their 
1Can:ity, DOt from the Ijmitatjcm of bits ofpoper, bat from the figaJa imprinted _ 
them. The ___ of _ is_..,...,., bat ~ """",Ie _of_, IIODIO-

timeseD1lllCOCiily caJJed "idea)," an: Rally Kan:e. YiplaeDteRd ill. p'r boDl; are 
_Ie thiDp, _ abotract aaxeptL 

• bdio .... P. 666. 
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under (2) and (4) would seem. sufficient to aCcount for the en~ 
monetary stock of the country, so that nothing remains as circulating 
money. Item (2) is legitimately a deduction from the total of pur
chasing power; it is regularly abstracted from the total money stock 
of the United States by the Directoc of the Mint to avoid double 
counting,1 and for the same reason such writers as Fisher, HawtreY'1 
and Keynes do not include bank reserves-in. their equations.1 This 
leaves (I), (3), and the seoond part of (4) M clrc!JIa.ting money. 
Some writers would abstract (I), hoards, on the ground that they are 
definitively withdraw-. from circulation; others prefer to .include 
these funds, because they may at any time come into active ~ploy
ment and because their magnitude is not statistically· apprehensible. 
The choice is largely a matter of taste. Furthermore if item (2) be 
given the specific mea$g of "contingency reserves" over and 
above ordinary operating funds, their velocity is :rero, and again 
their inclusion is a matter of taste. But when the process has pro
gressed to this point, to deduct (3), "unemployed funds awaiting 
expenditure," is to take away operating funds, constituting the bal
ance of the money stock! The .second half of (4), "the actual rll'
serves ... of individuals," then appears to be neither a distinct 
quantity nor in any event a legitimate subtraction. • 

In addition to describing the quantity of money appropriate to his 
income equation as the residual after certain subtractions, Schum
petet also proceeds to a threefold division of the entire monetary 
stock into the spheres of "circulation," 'ihoards and reserves" and 
"capital." I Granting that the bollIl.da.ry line between these quanti
ties mes, he nevertheless eliminates the seoond and third, whatever 
their momentary magnitude, to arrive at consumers' income. We 
should not understand that Schumpeter's "circulation sphere" 
coincides with what Keynes calls the "Income:deposits," i. e. con
sumers' as against producers' or savers' balances.' It is rather the 
total of Keynes' "Income-deposits" and "Business-deposits A," i. e. 
the total of active balances held by consumers and by producers in a 
somewhat narrow sense _of ~e word excluding financiers, bankers, ' 

1 E. g., A""""IIU#Orl of"" Di,.c/or of"" Min/lIP? (WasIrlngton, D. C., 1927), 
p.I02. 

I Irving Fisher, .~. cU_, pp. 50-53, 162; R. G. H&wtrey, C..........,,1UIIl Crill», ':In! ed. 
(LondOll, 1930), p. 43; J. M. Keynes, A Trod OIl M....""" 1Uf- (New York, 1901), 
pp.81"'0. 

• Arc .. 440 pp. -7. 
• J. M. Keyne .. A TrODl ...... M...., (New York, 1030), J, 35,244-241\.· 
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speculators, but including wholesalers and retailers. To this aggre
gate Schumpeter applies his concept of monetary" efficiency" in his 
consumers' equation; and to it also he would apply the same effi
ciency were he to construct an equation for producers' goods.' The 
full import of this description of M in the equation, as well as its in
herently contradictory nature, will be made evident in the subse
quent discussion of velocity. 

In one respect Schumpeter's M magnitude contributes to the 
formulation of an elastic and realistic sort of quantity theory. By 

• including within quantity of money not only currency but also de
posits,,he is not obliged to defend an approximate fixity of the bank 
reserve ratio. Tracing the probable results of increased gold produc
tion, it is true, he envisages the impulse as passing first to bank re
serves, thence to lower discount rates, and finally to a greater vol
ume of loans.' His application of the cost of production theory to 
gold also naturally presupposes some fixity in the proportion of re
serves and deposits. Finally, while he admits that central banks may 
absorb gold without extending loans, he remarks that "this is a 

, mere side issue.'" But his quantity theory does not f't'}Uire this 
postulate. 

Monetary efficiency is defined formally as the number of times a 
') • unit of money C enters into consumers' incomes on the average dur

ing "the production period to which the sum of incomes relates." 
Quantity of money multiplied by efliciency or total money in~ 
equals the price index for consumers' goods multiplied by'~ the 
volume of social product. What Schumpeter obviously desil1!l to 

, achieve by the mncept of efficiency is a kind of velocity suitable to an 
equation of mnsumers' money and real inmmes. Mathematically 
however, efficiency, or what has been called circuit iIow or circuit 
velocity, is the quotient of person-turnover divided by the number 
of stages through which it passes against goods both inside and out
side the mnsumers' sphere, and hence it uecessarily varies inversely 
with the size of this quotient. This result is unwelmme to Schum-

t peter, who desires to keep the symbols in his equation purely ron-

I ArdJio 44. p. 67$0 • 1IIi4., p. 691 If. 
• lind., P. 699-
• lind., p. 671. To awid the _ pl' 'rina: cIilfemIa: be-.. the M<oia-IDmfer" 

ADd .. ~,. DOtioas tIl ftlocity, we shall iDterpret Sd"··i .... ter .. mr 'II je'l 
_each 1IIIit ol_ is wigbted ~Jy ill ~ with other _ ol 
cmatu sod ......... den • , ..... , i.e. tbe M~" 010_ ...... tbe __ • DaaJy. 
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sumers' magnitudes; he escapes by taking the completed circuit itself 
as the unit of velocity. These con1licting strains of thought may be 
reviewed under three headiD.gs. 

(x) The first involves two cases in which Schumpeter reasons to
ward a rise in prices from increased "velocity." In neither case does 
he employ his own term "efficiency," nor does he earmark the type 
of velocity as FISher's "person-turnover," which in general he re
jects. But since E, or efficiency, is the only velocity term in his 
equation, the eJIect must be assumed as being produced thereby. In 
the first case, prices are forced upward by accelerated velocity un
derinflation, when people lose confidence in money; 1 in the second, 
markets are held at shorter intervals and prices rise proportionally to 
the greater frequency of settlements." Since in these cases nothing 
has changed in the number of productive stages through which com
modities pass in their progress toward consumers, if velocity in 
Schumpeter's efficiency sense increases, so must it also in the Fisher 
person-turnover sense. Velocity increases, it should be noted and 
Schumpeter explicitly calls attention to the fact, despite the con
slan.cy of the annual turnover of goods. 

(2) Velocity in the rejected Fisher sense, Schumpeter says else
where, is "not a distinguishable element in the value of money but 
fUlUSsarilyequals tIuU [the turnover rate] of goods"; it has" absolutely 
fIOthing to do" with monetary efficiency" The occasion for this 
point-blank contradiction with the ideas of the preceding paragraph 
is an illustration involving a change in number of monetary turn~ 
overs previous to consumer income. The proliferation of firms, he 
believes, from a single integrated concern to ninety-nine separate 
businesses for the same productive process would not effect mone
tary efficiencY. Though person-turnover would apparently be in
Creased (!) "according to his view of the case, "it is a matter of com
plete indifference through how many hands a sum of money must go 
in order to pass from one income to another.'" The indifference 
must pertain to prices, as Schumpeter's critics have assumed, thOugh 
he does not actually say so. 

So far as concerns the evidence of the two preceding paragraphs, 
we might conclude that Schumpeter believes that efficiency stands 
upon its own feet and assumes independent significance in deter
mining prices. Where, as under paragraph (x), person-turnover 

I Did., p. 683, Dote 44-
• lW, p. 668. (Italial mille.) 

• 1IIid.. p. 156&-669. 
• Ibitl., P. 672. 
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• affects prices, it does so because it changes efficiency. Under 

paragraph (2), where industrial differentiation occurs, it does lIot 
affect prices, because it does not change efficiency, but only persollr 
turnover. 1liere would seem to be no point in writing E into the 
equation unless efficiency were independently significant, and more
over Schumpete'r states explicitly that it is.1 This interpretation, 
including the explanations for differentiation and shortened payment 
periods, is compatible with Schumpeter's statement in another work 
that he agrees with Wieser that 

cJwiges in velocity of circ:ulation [UflllDMlsge.drutirllli,uu, not Effi.u...] ••• are 
.not independent muses of c:baDges in the price level, .ince lIIey - or Irom _ 
./mJdpoirJlit is better to say "mso li1#'fJI tJiey" - are iodu~ by the movement 
of 1fIKlds.· • 

He does not accept Wieser's categoric proposition, but only the par
tial dependence of velocity on the "movement" of goods. This is the 
interpretation which Marget makes in a recent examination of 
Schumpeter's velocity theory,' and one which for a time I thought 
the only one possible. It is not inconsistent with Schumpeter's posi
tion that efficiency represents an "almost constant f~' in his 
quantity theory. Its effect on the absolute height 'of prices would ,then be as a more Of' less fiud multiplier of quantity, since "one and 
the same money unit ..• can become a part of [consumerS'] money 
income and expenditure seueral times in a period in which the pro
ductive process is completed."· Besides, Schumpeter mentions the 
statistical difficulties in apprehending the magnitude of velocity .. 
The relevance of these facts will appear in their incompatibility with 
another viewpoint about to be elaborated. 

<.3) Occasionally~umpeter reasons as if, insteaIttlf being so in
elastic a variable that it 1bay legitimately be imprisoned in "othet 
things equal," efficiency were absolutely fixed in the nature of the 
case. In substantiation of this, the first three· items of evidence 
which follow show that Schumpeter sometimes romes out with the 
ronclusion that efficiency is always and ineoilably equal 10 r. An 

I~~- . 
• Ilk., TltetJrietkr lI1irlId/I1jIlieMJ/!-';,',-,pd ed. (Mamida, 19J1),P. 70.-

51. (Italial mille.) • 
• A- w.~t,"The Relation ... _ tbe Velocityaf OmaIationaf MoaqIlDll 

tbe 'Velocity af 0n:uIati0n of Goods,'" J. P. B...." pp. 4118-491 • 
• b_ 4f, ~ 671. (Italial mille.) 
• IW, P. 673, 
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efficiency of I, of OOur5e, simply causes it to disappear both as a 
determinant of the absol.te level of prices and as a factor in price 

.... faiiation. The fourth item inwlves reasoning which would make 
efficiency absolutely invariable whether or not it equals I. 

Commenting upon the case a1reaQy mentioned under point (2), 
inwlving a change from oomplete integration to ninety-nin~ sepa

..rate steps, Schumpeter holds not only that in both C&SI:S efficiency is 
. the same, but also "is' Ulwigens die Effisiens •. , . glei&h eins." 1 In 
another passage, he asks us to suppose that, producers "at every 
'stage" borrow from the banks for precisely the term of the produc
tive period, and that the banks retire the loans and destroy the bank 
notes at the termination of prOduction: "then this money would 
have an efficiency equal toOl." t Efficiency, it will be observed, 
equals I, but not because the process is Jntegrated, ~ we are dealing 
with producers" at every stage." In the third place, we disoover the 
follo~g observation: 

Two economies in which production is specialized and divided flo 4ilfenmt 
degree would, acamIing flo this Ethe person·turnover concept of velocity], p0s
sess di1ferent velocities of money. So much might be granted, but tmly w. /he 

• __ ..;. tbjI.t t1iey have divergent rates of commodit;y turnover.' 

The implication of "only in the same sense" quite inescapably is that 
their oommodity turnovers are both I in the Schumpeter equation, 

, , where oommodities figure vnly once at the moment of sale to the 
ultimate oonsumer, and that likewise their money turnovers are 
both I in the Schumpeter equation, i. e. the expenditure for final 
oonsumption, which is a unique act. 

This brings us to the point where it is obvious why efficiency is 
always I in Schumpeter's equation. It is K«ef!arily unity because 
person-tuJnovers are eJjrnjnated by the. circUi't flow definition of 
velocity. atad because the period taken for the equation is defined as 
the length 'of the productive procesS. It is always unity because 
changes in person-turnovers are denied any influence upon efficiency, 
and because, if the length of the productive period changes, the 
period of the equation is automatically adjusted oorre5pondingly. 
Upon the basis of this evidence directly from Schumpeter's pages 
and the deductive necessity for an efficienCy equal to I, it is imp0s
sible to agree with Marget that Schumpeter clearly awids that oom-

I lbi4., Ii- 670. (ItaIico miDe., 
• !W, Po 6740 • LtJc. til. (Italics mille., 
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plete or "crude" identification of goods and money rate of turnover 
which N eisser ascribes to him.1 

A fourth indication to the same effect has been rather widely ob
served. Under point (2) above, Schumpeter concedes a price raising 
action to velocity in connection with the panicky buying induced by 
inflation. But this phenomenon is "temporary" and "has' nothing 
to do wi~ velocity in the sphere of producers' and consumers' pur
chases really made to carry on the economic process.". Whether 
much or little money circulates, the economic distance wbich a piece 
of money must traverse from income to income remains always the 
same."· Producers have neither motive nor opportunity to force the 
pace of production, their turnover period being objectively deter
mined; . consumers desire to hasten t1Ie conversion of money into 
goods, but for them also "the circuit lIow of the economic system 
brings both goods and money ••• no more quick.Iy than before." 4 

How may Schumpeter's errors be cJeared away? The contention 
of the preceding paragraph contains an element of truth which ren
ders it plausible, especiaIly as it does not depend upon the idea of 
unitary efficiency. As both Bortkiewia and Neisser have pointed 
out in connection ·with the German inJIation, velocity assumes aD 

active price raising efficacy onlY' when either of two conditions are 
fuI1i]Jed: (I) when contingency reserves are reduced, or (2) when pay
ment intervals are shortened.' Evidently in referring to the .. ec0-

nomic distance" between income and income as remaining "always 
• the same," Sdiumpeter calls attention to the payment interval, 

which, because it rests upon business practices and habits, does 
change slowly or only under great pressure. Despite this element of 
truth, Schumpeter's statement ~ seriousJy in it,s implication of 
constant Velocity, in holding that the price rise CaD be "only tem
porary" and thus implying a De. E ny relapse, since in fact c0n

tingency reserves may be ~ticaJly redUced and payment periods 
shortened with the specific purpose of aiding fixed income receivers 
to escape the depreciation. .' 

The difficulties inhering in the idea of rfficiency as equal to I may 
now be appraised. In the first place, since, as Schumpeter himself 0b

I serves, a unit of money II!8Y enter incomes several times on the awr
age during a given productive period, prices will have to be written 

I Baas NeiEer. Dtr T_v' 
• .ofrdrio 44. P. 6830 _ 44-

• LM.a 

, _ c.ua (Jeaa, rq28), p. Of. 
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as a junction of money times efficiency, i. e. PT does not equal that 
magnitude. With this correction, it is also @llowable to define the 
period for the equation as ,~e "productive period" whatever viI.ria.
tion it may undergo, provided the' magnitudes involved in all the 
symbols are appropriately adjusted. Here the collvention of writing 
efficiencY as I m the initial equation,· may have the fatal propensity 
to make it appear as a constant. But in rewritihg the equl\tion, the 
following variables will have to be borne in'mind; (r) IndustriaI 
differentiation. remaining the same, if person-turnover ,changes as a 
function of the period of production, efficie.ncy also clianges in the 
same direction. This point 'is, not especially involved in Sthum
peter's quantity 'and may be put over to a later connectiol1. (2) ~-. 
dustri;ll differentiation and productive period remaining the same, if. 
person-turnover changes, 'efficiency again ,varies in like direction. 
(3) Productive period and person-turnover r~aining' the-same,if, 
the number of middlemen 'or'firms intervening,in the productive 
process from beginning to end inqeases, efficiency decreases. In the 
second and third cases Schumpeter falls> victim to the falla.cy of cllti
stant efficiency, whether or not dlls may be ascribed to an assumption 
!>f unitary efficiency in an initial equation,. The character of his 
erroneous deduction concerning velbcity in extreme infiation, has aI~ 
ready been demonstrated. IndustriaI differentiation presents an 
unusually complex problt;m, the'solution of which is postponed until 
the finaI chapter of this Part, so that we m;J.y have at our, disposal the 
logical apparatus of cash balanCes.' ' At the present juncture we pause 
long enough to indicate tlu: main-points in the answer and its appli-
cation to Schumpeter's equation. , ' 

. Exhaustive proof will later be offered that the "velocity" which 
remains constant with an increase of differentiation is not efficiency 
(i. e. circuit velocity) but perSon-turnover. What actually tran
spires in terms Qf the Fisher equation is a rise of T which produces a 
fall in P, MV remaining unaffected. Mathematically, it has been 
observed before, efficiency is the quotient of person-turnover divided 
by the number Qf stages in production at which goods must be ex
'changed against money. Whil.t therefore must transpire in Schum~ 
peter's equation, QlnUary to his belief, is a,decline in.effi.ciency; pr~ 
ducing a fall in P equal to the fall given by FIsher's formUla. T in 
Schumpeter's equation, since it refers to social product or con-. 

1 A practice adopted also by D. H. Robertsoaa. iI...., Polio, _ ,. prk. l.eNI 
(London. 1926). p. 60. ' ' 
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sumers' goods at ,their final destination and signifies simply the phys
ical volume of these goods at a turnover of I, remains unchanged. 
Marget, who is undoubtedly right in holding that there is no com
pensatory movement on the monetary side tQ balance the change in 
industrial differentiation on the commodity side so that prices could 
r~ unaffected, simply states categorica.lly that velocity doe8 not 
change.1 Having in mind the Fisher V, he gives the correct reason; 
but he might well have used velocity in the sense of the person he 
criticizes, in which case he does not give the correct reason. For the 
Schumpeter equation prices fall, not because T increases, but be-

.cause, with T constant, V (efliciency)'declines. 
When we come to examine the effect of differentiation upon the 

producers' goods equation which should complement Schumpeter'. 
income equation, we discover the jons eJ mgo of all his embarrass

. Inent. Circuit velocity, being an average velocity through both pro
ducers' and consumers' spheres, is the same for both; according to 
the conception of circuit velocity there, is an all-inclusive monetary 
wheel, and its velocity on the one side is the same as the other. But 
T in the producers' equation increases in rough proportion to the 
further differentiation. If in this equation T inereIJSU and V de
creases (by the same amount necessarily as it does in the 00ll8UIIlel8' 

equation), we seem to be driven to the paradoxical conclusion tha~ 
P falls twice as far for producers' as for consumers' goods - para
doxical because, upon the cost of production basis, values in the two 
spheres would be in permanent disequilibrium. The solution of 
course is that the index of prices declines equally in the two fields be
cause relatively larger dollai- balances are DOW maintained by pr0-
ducers in ~ aggregate, and smaller dollar balances by consumers in 
the aggregate. But in order to discover how much of the money 
stock must migrate from the one !let of balances to the other to pre
serve price equilibrium, i. e. the same fall of prKes ill production and 
wnsumption, we must know how much a dollar counts in each 
sphere when multiplied by the velocity tlislitlClWe to that sphere. 
When this information is supplied and utilized, we have completely 
abandoned the notion of an all-inclusive circuit velocity' applied to 
an all-inclusive quantity of money. Producers hold a distinctive 
portion of the stock. and their peOJliar cirannstances give to that 
portion a distinctive velocity. For 00II5UIIIellI, likewise. 

• T. P. E. olD, p. SOl. • 
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'The circuit velocity concept, hailed as a contribution to monetary 

science, thus proves to be a pitfall. Without elaborating the theme: 
'Keynes lends authority to the viewpoint developed here: 

• The relationship between the total annual receipts of income-receivers ani 
the average stock of money held for all purposes is a,hybrid,conception bavinj 
no particular significance. . . . It is as though .•. we were to divide the passen 
ger-miles travelled in an bour by passengers in trams by the aggregate number 0 
,passengers in trams and trains and to c:alI the result .. "velocity!' 1 • 

But its Consequence is worse than a lack of any "particular signffi 
eance" when it leads Schmnpeter, in the case of Industrial differen, 
tiation, to reason to "price neutrality" by a direct reversal of causa 
tion between the commodity and monetary members of the equation 
, In general, however, Schumpeter accepts the orthQdox representa 
tion of cause and effect. His" first dogma from the basic equation' 
states that changes in the total value of one individual good, ob 
tained by multiplying price per unit by quantitY, cannot direct1J 
aIlect the sum of all such values." This truth serves qJ refute certaU 
popular beliefs - that the high price of foodstuffs during the. block 
ade of Germany caused all prices to advance, or t1!at a rise of wage 
is capable, in and of itself, of raising the general price level.' Tn 
word "directly" in Scliumpeter's "first dogma" will have to exclud 
possible effects upon productive efficiency of changes in the barte 
terms of trade between the two countries. If the English demand fo 
American wheat increases and induces a gold flow into the Unite, 
States, the sum total of monetary yalues here will be augmente~ 

'~ ~ prices and money incomes tend to ri.\;e; and this transpires as th 
consequence of what has happened'1!Olely to wheat.' 

The second principle holds that causation runs normally from Ie! 
to right in the equation.' But "if prices do not rise equally," as f~ 
example the prices of "consumers' and producers' goods, the prie 
thereby ceases to be Inerely nominal"; • and so it becomes necessat: 
to limit the quantity theory to a validity outside transition period! 
For such persons as Anderson and Nogaro,' a "qualification" of thi 

" 

1 J. M. Keynes, AT,,,,,," ... M...., (New York, 1930), u, 24-25. 
• ,j,cJrio, p. 676. ' 
• Cf. Fisher, .,. <i/., pp. 179""180, fora similar application. 
• Cf. F. W. Tauuig, 6,;ft.;,/u of ~, anled. (New Yom, 19"), I, 497. 
• Arc .. 44, p. 681. 
• lbitl., p. 687. ' 
, B. 114. ,/oDcUnon, .,. <iI., ch. z; Bertrand Nogaro, Modem M.""",i S, .... 

(London, 1927), p. 119.· 
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sort is tantamount to complete surrender of the theory. For Schum
peter the quaIification is more substantial than for other quantity 
theorists because of his presupposition of perfect adjustment be
tween consumers' and producers' goods. The unequal advance of 
prices in these two spheres, giving rise as it does to forced saving and 
windfall profits, actually means a reversal of causation from that em
boQied in the quantity theory or, at least, mutuality of causation be
tween the two sides of the equation. Hawtrey and Keynes are able 

• to carry the argument upon the quantity of credit basis much farther 
than Schumpeter, by breaking down the equation into two or more 

, specialized equations, e.g. with Keynes, for output as a whole, new 
investment goods, foreign trade, the industrial and financial circula
tions, etc.l 

The third principle from the basic equation concerns gold, first its 
current production, and secondly, the relation between gold stocks 
and prices. "Even from the viewpoint of the strictest quantity 

, theory, one must hold that not only does the quantity of gold money 
determine prices, but just as truly prices determine the quantity of 
gold money." t Far from being a vicions circle in reasoning, this is 
actuaI mutuality in causation, says Schumpeter. How substantial a 
limitation this means upon the quantity theory is a question treated 
in a Iatet context.' Regarding the relation of gold stock and prices, 
I have remarked upon Schumpeter's reluctance to take a dogmatic 
position; but apparently he would expect the Ionl!:!"" variations 
of prices to correlate with gold stock, short-term ges with vol
ume of aedit.· 

Schumpeter has done pioneer work from the angle of German 
I theory in refuting the banking school.theorem that aedit is entirely 

passive, adapting itself automatically to the "needs of trade." From 
any angle his work is notable in the field of business cycle analysis, 
his elaboration of the Wiclrsellian doctrine of the bank rate and its 
amnection with the driving force of economic innovation. For the 
present, it must suffice to point to one fact. Positive or negative dif
ferentials between natural and bank rates act upon economic evolu
tion and upon the course of prices, according to Schumpeter'e own 
representation, through erJITepr_ npenditure and enllepr_ 
JIIOtivation. H this is the case, as indeed it seems to be, a quantity 
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theory running altogether in terms of consu_s' real and money in
comes omits the most important facts in a dynamic society. So 
much may be uid without prejudice to a definition of purchasing 

t power as consumers' buying pOwer, or without detracting from 
Schumpeter's part in giving money science an impulse toward spe
cialized concepts of purchasing power and specialized equations of 
excbange. 

II. CASSEL'S ANALYSIS OP Ceteris Parilnu 

All the propositions made by the quantity theory carry with them 
the qualifying phrase "other things equal." But, says Cassel, 

It must be clear from the first that an increase in money may also exert an 
in1Iuence on the "other factors," especially on the velocity of circulation of I 
money and on the relation between bank money and cash, and perhaps also on 
tbe total sales of commodities. The reservation of <derU pariJnu is here quite 
inadmjscu"ble.1 

Consequently the quantity theory and its corollaries are mere 
hypotheses; they lie beyondoa jIriorj demonstration. 
. This attitude does not seem to me defensible. (i) As Amonn 
says, the quantity theory is not oPen to objection merely if "other 
things" in the equation postulated may change, but only if they mus' 
do so.' The method of concomitant variation, the logical device 
most commonly employed in economics, correctly neglects all factors 
save those whicli necessarily vary together. This is an unavoidable 
characteristic of all reasoning, which by its very nature is abstract, 
i. e. unreal in that it neglects all the features of a situation not neces
sarily involved. Cassel em in, assuming that because the proof of a 
statement is deductive, it cannot take account of forces temporarily 
"impounded in uteris paribus." The reasoning by which FISher, for 
example, concludes that the ratio of M' to M, and the velocities 
of circulation are partly the efiects of volume of trade, is purely 
deductive.' 

Cassel's objection may be emended to mean: (I) that purely'de
ductive reasoning is not sufficient to discover whal forces operatiVe 

I Gustav CaaoeJ, T". TIwwy ., SDCiGI &.nuntty, .nd eel. (London, 193'), n, 459; 
Cf. idotrt, P_-' T""",.,.'" ~ (Ne .. York, 19'5), pp. n81f. 

I Alfred Amann. II Cassela System der theoretischen NationaIUkonomie," A.rciiw SI, 
P·33·· 

• IrviDg Fisher, T". P .... c""'"" p_ ., M...." ud. eel. (New York, 1922). 
pp. 5M3· • 
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upon the value of money cannot be put into uJerts paribus becaUlle 
t,hey necessarily vary with the quantity of money; (2) that purely 
deductive reasoning is not a sufliaent guide in appraising how uni
versally appli&able is the final form of the quantity theory and when t 

it must be qualified. With both of these propositions I should cer
tainly agree. In monetary phenomena if anywhere .. closet philoso
phy" caq go far astray. But the foregoing propositions, while recog
nizing the limitations upon deductive analysis, do not admit that it i. 
an erroneous method, or even that it can be done without. Cassel', 
rejection of a priori proof is responsible for Palyi'. comment that 
"as to the question, what is caUlle and what effect, I'llmmary statis
tics decide nothing." 1 And AntOnn complaidB that, after all, Cas
sel's study shows the correlation of certain series, but not the causal 
connection! 

Acmrding to Cassel, the current practice of defining M &I "cir
.cuIating money" involves an error, for prices are said to vary, other 

I things equal, with the quantity of money circulating, but the division 
of money into teserves and money in active UIIe itseH depends on the 
price level.' While P is said to be a fadction of M, it appears that 
M is also to a degree a function of P. This difficnlty ...... of finding a 
really objective and independent magnitude with which to relate 
prices ....,... Cassel proposes to get around by interpreting M &II the en
tire money stock, and introducing the variation of proportion of 
money in reserves and money circulating as variations in "paying 
capacity" or Y, attached to the poole money stock.. 

The difficulty to which Cassel draws attention is real, and one to 
which little attention bas been paid. It is a part of the question 
whether M' in the FISher equation bean a fiIed relation to M. 
FISher, it is.ell to note, argues (I) thiLt "there is, then, a relation of 
amvenience and mstom between the deposit balance of the average 
man or corporation and the stock of money kept in pocket or till. 
This fact ... means that by convenjence a more or Ies rough ratio 
is fixed between M and M'."· (2) Deposits bear a bed proportion 
to IIank reserves. <.3) "Hence, both money JEd cin:ulation ••• and 
money in reserve .•• tend to keep in a fiIed ratio to deposits. It 
follows that the two must be in a fiIed ratio to each other.'" The 
relations may be represented ~matiCl!ny. Acmrding to 

I -1JD&<Ii!ote F __ p. .... 
• n ... ", u, 452-
, ot· ... p.52-

• A,dJiIIP,P.,uo" 
• rW-, p. 4SJ. 
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FiSher, relatiOD$'l, B, and Call tend to fi:.tityinthe longrun. What, 
FiSher wishes to establish, how~r, for purposes of his quantity 
theory, is the fixity of relation A .. -Now if argument (I) is ftlid,' re~ 
tion A is fixed, and the point is proven; B.ut relation A would also be 
fixed if relatiOD$ B and C were also fixed. The former is a direct proof. 
of fixity between M and M'; the latter an indirect proof. Having 
both proofs together would be an embarras des richesses, as Anderson 
believes, 1 if the indilect proof were established independently of the 
direct. But FISher deduces the fixity of ratio C from the fixity of A 
and B, as appears clearly in step (3) above. Since this is true, the 
fixity of B and C shows nothing as to the fixigr of M and M'. The 

~ .. ,~ 

c 8/ 
~,./ 

M.' MONEY IN' CIRCULATION 
M • BANK DEPOSITS 
,. • BANK RESERVES 

whole weight of the argument therefore rests, in FISher's statement, 
on proposition (I). If Anderson is right in believing that "the money 
in the hands of individual and ooxporate depositors is by no means 
all of M',"· then Fisher's first argument, even if it is right, will not 
pr_ M and M' proportional. • , . 

Most of the criticism against Fisher has been directed against his 
maintenance of a fixed reserve-deposit ratio. That is doubtless a 
crucial question; but from the angle of the reasoning Fisher bimself 
employs, it would be natural to question firs' the direct argument 
(I), and next the purely arithmetic way of arriving at re1atio,\ C. 
Cassel holds that the ratio of circulating money (M) to bank RSeries 
(ff), relation C, iJepetuls 1m #he pria level; he calls attention to a vari
able which is troublesome to Fisher's theory that prices depend ulti
mately upon circulating money (as against credit). 

To cope with this matter; Cassel proposes to include under M the 
mUir, stock of money, whether it circulates or not, and to attach to 

I B. II. Ande_.",. r;iI., P. 175. I I~. pp. 173-1740 
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M, SO defined, a V which signifies the" average amount of paymenta 
effected in the period by each unit of the total quantity of money." I 
But this affords no solution. If it is impossible to assume M (circu
lating money) as an independent variable, because of the reaction of 
prices upon that quantity, it is equally impossible to assume V (pay
ing capacity). If "velocity" is attached to bank reserves it is in a 
somewhat extended sense of the term - reserves" circulate" vicari
ously in the deposita they give rise to. The transferal of gold from 
bank reserves would be expected to decrease the efficiency of bank 
money more than it increases that of circulating specie. Whether 
this change be envisaged as a greater diminution of the quantity of 
bank money than an increase in the quantity of circulating specie, or 
as a reduced velocity of the total stock of money, makes no difference 
arithmetically in the equation. But the difficulty that prices may 
react upon the relative distn'bution of specie into reserve and cir
culating money inheres in Cassel's amended formulation as much as 
in the older statement of the theory, and the statistical problem is 
the same in both. 

Even the total monetary stock of gold cannot be assumed as given 
independently, says Cassel, because the division of the total gold 
supply into the arts employment and money depends ",pun the pur
chasing power of money.' Cassel's view is especially plaust'ble if the 
alternative uses of gold are regarded as a case of composite demand; 
Ma.rsball analyus the market situation for gold in exactly these 
terms." 
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The inference of this reasoning. is that a composite schedule of 
demand in conjunction with a fixed supply schedule sets the value of 
gold; and that the division of stock between the competing uses 
(realized demand or amount demanded by each separately) depends 
on the appearance of the particular price Or exchange-value equat
ing supply and demand. So indeed must the causal sequence run in 
the case of ordinary composite demand. H the alternative employ
ments of gold represent a normal case of composite demand, the 
value of gold does determine the division of the stock; P deter
minesM. 

In the case of gold, however, the reasoning applicable to composite 
demand has to be so modified as no longer to be recognizable. Mar
shal! ordinarily directs attention to rates of supply and demand; but 
here "the demand curves represent the stocks of gold which would 
probably be appropriated to the several uses of currency and the in
dustrial arts, at various values per ounce of gold, sufficimt Unu haIl
ing been aUowed for the necessary adjustments to be made." 1. Where a 
commodity, such as leather, is continually produced and consumed, 
market price effectively distJributes the good between the various 
parts of the composite demand so that the last unit consumed in each 
use gives the same value product or utility. for gold, the process is 
very much retarded and weakened. The annual increment of new 
gold which can be diverted into the more attractive employment is 
relatively very smalI- in the neighborhood of three per cent accord
ing to Cassel's own estimate. The melting down of gold plate and the 
conversion of coin into articles directly useful in industry and trade 
form another avenue by which the value of gold could influence the 
distribution of the gold stock. According to Professor Taussig, the 
occasion for a change in relative distribution might be either a 
change in prices and money incomes or a change in tastes regarding 
the commodity employments. The former cause makes sca.rcelyany 
difference in the "consumption" of gold in the arts, he believes, 
because the cost of gold bullion is by no means the only cost involved 
in the things produced from gold.· As for changes in tastes,. an (p~ 
creased diversion of gold into the arts apparently works much more 
easily than the opposite. 

What is in use for the arts may be regarded as practically lost from the IDOIIe
tary supply. '... In the main, the use of the precious metals in the arts goes its 

I lbi4., p •• 8S. (Italics miDe.) 
• F. W. Taouoig, PriIKi,u. tJf B ........... , snlecl. (New Yolk, 19")," ...... 
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own way, leaving for the monetary supply the aanual accruing surplu.s of p_ 
ductioD over and above the independent industriaJ c:onsumption.' 

Wicksell expresses the same opinion regarding cyclicallluctuationa in 
prices.1 If this judgment is warranted, the tendency for the value of 
gold to apportion the gold stock into alternative employments works 
against great obstacles; and the degree to which the quantity theory 
has to be qualified for assuming a monetary gold stock independent 
of prices is slight. 

To concede that the total stock of monetary gold may be a func
tion of the price level is not to approve Cassel's method of dealing 
with the complication. Again Cassel merely shifts the problem from 
one factor in the equation to another by defining M as the whole 
supply of gold in whatever employment.' If the action of prices 
upon the 1Mffe)I stock makes it impossible to assume that quantity as 
independently given, the same influence also makes it impossible to 
assume that V, or paying capacity, is objectively given when V is 
attached to the total gold stock. V cannot more easily be put into 
uIeris parilJus than M. Conceiving of rings, watches, etc., as enter
ing the average velocity of circulation is an arti1iciality; and the 
statistical problem is even more mmplicated than in the conven-
tional equation. • 

The final step in defining the quantity theory equation is the ad
mission of bank media of payment. With them a new causal vari
able appears in the determination of the general price level- the 
terms upon which banks advance funds.' Cassel is precluded from 
relating this forte to the quantity of bank reserves, or even to the 
total stock of cash, by the redefinition of M as the total gold suppl,. 
He therefore conceives the terms of credit-extension as a part of the 
dtterminants of V. 

Does this not mmplete the process of converting velocity into • 
spoIiarium for the entire quantity theory, • place for di"P""ing of 
inconvenient elements? One after the other, three qualifications 
upon causation from quantity of gold money have been cast into 
this discard: the effect of price level variations upon active and Ie

sene moneys, the effect upon the monetary and industrial employ
ments of gold. and lastly the independent variable of bank policy. 
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Three entities in the Fisher equation- V, V'and M' -haVE: been 
merged into one, and a fourth thrown in for good measure, the divi
sion of gold between .the arts and money. To what degree the mone
tary side of the equation should be broken down into component 
elements is largely a pragmatic question answered by the ava,ilable 
statistical data. On the one hand, Copeland ,believes that "it is not 
possible to separate payments by check and cash withdrawn from I 
banks"; and consequently the M in his equation includes both cash 
and check payments.' On the other hand, we find Keynes objecting 
to the Fisher equation for its failure to provide separatesnnbols for 
cash, savings deposits (both in his sense of the terms);'anq over
draft facilities, available separately in the British banking statistics.s 

Copeland treats the velocities of cash and credit under one symlXlI, 
V, whereas Keynes preserves separate denominations for the veloci
ties of cash and "cash-facilities." Neither writer questions the sepa
rateness of velocity and quantity of credit. Cassel's agglomeration 
of the two is open to three. objections, one methodologica.J, another I 
pragmatic, and another analytical. The methodological objection 
refers to the fact that, in his formal statement of the quantity theory, 
the quantity involved is gold bullion; whereas, in the study of price 
series from 1800-1910, the factor which controls both short and long 
period. variations is bank credit. Since Cassel believes volume of 
credit secularly related to gold, there is no arithmetic difference be
tween the two statemen~; but it is odd that he should have cast his 
quantity theory in such form that the universally valid factor con
trolling prices appears not as a quantity but a rate (Y). The prag
matic objection is that the data to which the equation applies is 
divided in its original form into volume of credit and velocity; there 
would seem to be no purpose in merging two empirically distinct 
entities. Finally, from the analytical angle, both in cyclical varia
tions and in war-time inflation, velocity takes on a causal significance 
separate from quantity." 

Although Cassel presents his theory in terms of volume pf pay
ments through a given period, he also takes cognizance of the alt~ 
native form based upon cash balances at a point of time. R desig-

• M. A. Copeland, .. ~o ... y, '!'lade, ""d Prices - A T.st of Causal Primacy," 
Q. J. B., 43, p. 649. 
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nates the demand for money per unit of payments effected in the en
suing period when price level and real turnover are both set equal 

to I. Equilibrium requires PTR to equal M. Since R = j, this 

equation is identical with Fisher's.1 But Keynes believes there are 
circumstances which may cause a divergence between the "Cash
balances Price-Level," and the "Cash-transactions Price-Level."· 
Of two transactions involving the same sum of money, one trans
action may have required a "greater amount of anticipatory hold
ing of cash-balances than the other," having been less easily pre
dicted. Furthermore, the prices which compose the transactions 
price index are either current quotations or current contractual 
prices, whereas the cash balance equation requires expected prices. 
"This point is particularly important when prices are changing.'" 
Robertson has, however, vindicated Cassel's position by showing 

• that a given transaction is appropriately weighted the same in both 
of Keynes's price-levels, and that in neither is there any necessary 
presump'lion concerning quoted as against paid prices.4 

There remains one more theoretical issue: the objections raised by 
Cassel against cost of gold production as bearing upon the deter
mination of purchasing power. It is quite possible, he maintains, for 
the value of gold to exceed costs if "the opportunities for production 
are sufficiently restricted "; and upon the other hand for value to fall 
below cost, in which event no gold is produced' Even if value and 
cost equate, marginal cost cannot be regarded as determining value, 
inasmuch as the marginal costs themselves depend on the "price" 
of gold. All that may be said is that a rise in the general price level, 

, by restricting gold production, checks its own further advance, and a 
falling price level, mulalis mutandis, its own dedine. 

Concerning Cassel's objection that marginal costs can be known 
only when the general price level is already determined, Palyi says: 
"The same argument would be valid against his own and every 
modern theory of price, namely that it can only be constructed upon 
the assumption of given prices and not upon the hypothetical value 
ooncepts of a Robinson.'" This does not dispose of Cassel's point. 
Of course the price determining process does not commonly proceed 

I Casoel, ",. <iI., p. 457. • 01. <iI., .. 231-239-
'/W.,p.23& 
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from a tabula rasa, as the theoretical explanation often pictures; it is, 
rather, a painful and ha.l#ng corrective process from continually 
disturbed equilibria. That fact is generally recognized. Whether 
viewed as a process starting with no price yet worked out or as a cor
rective action, the determination of price by marginal cost means the 
same: no price can persist under competition which dOe$ not coincide 
with the equilibrium point upon the schedules of cost and demand. 
In this sense marginal cost is the "cause" of price. But when for 
long periods price does not tend to coincide with costs of any of the 
gold produced, something else must be sought as the "cause" of its 
value. Aside from the aleatory natl\re' of gold production, one of the 
chief causes of this continuing lack of coincidence is the magnitude 
of the gold stock in comparison with the annual increment. Goldis 
much more 'nearly comparable to land than wheat. Its value rests 
primarily upon demand. ~tever production goes on lIIay be at "an t 
actual loss (from the aleatory interest) or earn a quasi-rent. But, it 
may be objected, given a sufficiently long period, we may ~mj]ate 
gold more and more to wheat and say that marginal cost is t'lie cause 
of value. This explanation, which denies the causal efficacy of mar
ginal cost in the short run, and afIirms it for the long run, appears 
with Pigou.1 But the long run introduces another disturbing factor, 
variation in the efficiency of banking systems in using gold reserves. 
As Wicksell says, this factor "may effectuate a much stronger in
crease in the media of exchange than could gold production during 
the same time, or 'perhaps through long periods neutralize the effect 
of a decrease in production.'" Cassel's argument concerning costs 
holds not only for the short run, but always; the influence of gold 
production may, at the most, be envisaged as a lagging but some
what stabilizing influence upon prices. 

Having completed the hypothetical treatment of the determinants 
of purchasing power, Cassel tries to discover if the history of prices 
shows a correlation with the changes of the total gold stock under the 
conditions postulated by his improved equation of exchange. The 
price data employed are Jevons' index from 1800 to 1865 and Sauer~ 
beck's index from 1146 to 1910, the two series being plotted as' a 
single curve by adjusting the scales so as to bring together the aver-

• A. C. Pigou, Essays ;,. Anli«J &..-cs (London, 19'3), pp. 19()-197. F. W. 
Tau,,"g (01. AI., vol. I, ch. 19, pp. 159-.60 especially) layo much I ... stn. .. upon 
the efficaey of costs. 
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ages for the overlapping period 1846 to 1865. For 1850 and 1910 the 
Sauerbeck index stands at about the same ligure, and the averages of 
several years on either side of 1850 and of 1910 also nearly agree. 
During the' same period the world's gold supply increased by 5.2 
tinIes. Cassel assumes that this was paralleled by the increase of 
trade, since the price levels at the limits of the period are equal. 
Distributed evenly through the period of sixty years, the increase 
of the gold supply would have meant an annual increment of 2.79 
pel cent. Taking this figure as giving the normal increase in the 
annual gold supply for the whole period 1800 to 1910, Cassel then 
computes the pelcental deviations of the dIective gold supply. 
When the deviations from normal- the "relative gold supply" -
are- plotted against the ]evons-Sauerbeck curve of prices, a doIIe 

'coIiformity is observed; and Cassel concludes that "the clIief causes 
I of 'the secuIat variations of the general price 1eveI are to be found in 
changes of the relative gold stock," but the annual variations "have 
no.conneCtion whatever with the gold supply.'" 

Even the sH'ular influence of gold stock upon prices is nercised 
through its dIect upon the credit policy of banks. Since short period 
fiuctuations are attnoutable solely to credit variations, "it is found 
that at any given moment banking policy alone, on the monetary 
side, is cIirectly re5poDSlOIe for changes in the general price \eveI." • 
Cassel's formulation of the quantity theory comes ultimately to 
close resemblance with Wu:kseII's. The" true interest on capital" is 
the rate at which "the value of money is unaltered." I If bank rate, 
"regarded as being representative of the whole policy of banb,'" 
standS at a lower 1eveI than true interest, prices must advance; if 
higher, they must fall. The elaboration of this theorem introduces 
Cassel's analysis of busin ..... cycles. 

m. :MAII.scILu:'s TJlEATJlElIT OF VELOCIrY 
, . 

TIlt JDOdel set by Scbumpet.er in approaching purchasing power 
through copsnmel' inoome and c:in:uit velocity is adopted by Dr. 
Jakob Marschak of Heidelberg. The inoome approac.b, he beIiews, 
has the advantage of greater theoretical unity, although arithmeti
cally it gives the same solution as FISher's. To movert an indusiw 
transactions eqiIatioa into the Schumpet.er type, divide both mem-

1~pp.47~7" 
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bers by the "order index" of production, i. e. by the number of steps 
through which money and goods pass from beginning to end of com
modity manufacture and distribution.1 

The "order index" figures prominently in a later connection; but 
in the early article introducing the idea, it appears merely as one of 
several reasons why a constancy of velocity cannot lc;gitimately be 
postulated by the quantity theory •. In addition velocity may-be 
affected directly through ~tions in quantity of money, the char
acter of the reaction depending upon how people respond to price 
level changes, whether by rationally discounting probable trends or 
by adhering to the mercantilist illusion of value constancy. Not 
onlI may quantity affect velocity, but othermagnitudes in the ~qua.
tion have repercussions not contemplated by the lIuantity theorY. 
Volume of trade variations JDlLY cause pa,rallel movements in . qu~-. 
tity of money: and credit, sinee otherwise there would be no means of : 
getting dollars "worked out" from the mines and from the banks of 
issue." We may also conceive of price level changes which produce. . 
inverse variations in the volume of trade, as, for example, 'when an • 
advance in the former causes" an abstention froni certa.il1 purchases 
and therefore a reduction in volume of trade." I 

In fine, since neither V nor T may be assumed constant, the equa- -..J 
tion of exchange indicates merely the direction in. which a given 
variation in one factor will correlate with changes in one o~.more of 
the others. Both as to origin of causation with quantity and as to 
proportionality of price level variations, empiric test alone can give 
the solution. A regime of free competition, however, gives a pre- ..... 
sumption in favor of greater elasticity on the part of prices and 
greater fixity on the part of velocity and trade.' 

Ma.rscbak's concept of rela#'IIIJ eiastUil1 among the various factors 
in the equation seems to me superior to categoric ascriptions of 
causation and to the more rigorous requirement that, to show causa
tion from one point to another, other fr.ctors must remain "equal" 
in the sense of absolutely fixed. But certain functional relationships 
dwelt upon in this article are spurious, at any rate on the basis which 
Ma.rscbak assigns. What connection actually emts between saving, 
per III, and velocity of circulation? Or again, why cannot additional' 
purchasing power come upon the market witbout being "drawn out" 

• "Die Verblu!poiclumg," A ..... 52, P. 349-
• Ibid., p. 354-
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by an increase in trade, if prices aJ;e free to move upward? What 
maybe said of a relation of velocity to T through the "order index" 
of production? 

It is this last topic to which Manhak, stimulated by the work of 
Holtrop and Marget,1 devotes an article on "National Wealth and 
the Demand ,for Balances." I Ma.rscbaIr. prefaces the controversial 
portion of this article by an explanation of Holtrop's classification of 
velocity theories into "monetary" and "amonetary," and by a brief 
explanation of the determinants of cash balances. Monetary theories 

. deny direct causal relation between rates and magnitudes under T 
on the one hand and velocity on the other; amonetary theories affirm 
such a connection (in the sense of an in1Iuence, not an exhaustive 
d~t).· As for the determinants of margins, Holtrop gave 
five: (I) discontinuous tyipg-up and continuous reIease of resources, 

. (2) the converse, (J) seasonal production, (.) seasonal sales, and (5) 
size of firms. For this list Marschak substitutes: (I) temporal dis
oontinuity in inrome and outgo, (2) unlike magnitudes of alternating 
income and outgo, and (J) unpredictsbility of the same.' The emen
dation is all to the good, and it would have been better for Mar
schalt's subsequent diocnssion if he bad remen1bered that these are 
introduced, not as what he later calls the 1III1IId4ry determinants of 
cash balances,' but as the determinants, S4M phrase. 

Replacing his previous "order index" by Holtrop'. equivalent 
"roeffi.cient of differentiation," Ma.rscbalr.rontinues to maintain the 
doctrine that, so far as the FISher measure of velocity depends upon 
the roeffi.cient, rapidity of money and commodity turnover vary to
gether.- But not Jrithout exception. Holtrop, for example, showa 
that differentiation in productive processes interferes with the syn
chrony of the steps, thus inaeasing the cash balances nee ""y to 
provide against risk and deaeasing velocity. Neisser, believing that 
velocity in the business sphere reaches a "technical minimum" let 

• JL. W. BoIIRJp, De _, tsnelltM _,., tP4 (AmotenIam, .92B); A. w. Mal!let, 
.,. eiI. 

• JMob1larsdoak, "Volbwe ........ and ~," A., ... 68, pp. 38S-4J 9-
• JL. W. BoItJop, "Theories 01 the Velocity 01 Cima\aboD 01 )I.-y ill Earlier 

Ecoaomic I.iter:at:aR," &. J""., Ec.-Mric BiIIirJ Seria, wi. I, DD..~ pp. ~ 
On P. S09 '-'7 OJ __ taIy theories..., descrihed _ aIfu ....... aD iD_ 
from V to the mpidity of cin:a\atioo 01 ~ GO P. 521 they..., descrihed - affinDiDc 
the Ie ...... 0Ide. 01 .. __ Wdb MandaakI..Iopt the IUtlIld illteJpRtatDa. 

• Ibi4., P. 387. 
• 1 .... p. _lint ......... 1ellCZ. 

• 16M., p. 39IL 
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by the rapidity of bank clearings, points to the fact that, under this 
condition, any separation of processes into distinct entrepreneurial 
units increases proportionally the total of cash balances. According 
to ~arschak.'s own study of deposit velocity in Germany,' the tech
nical minimum is not reached in commodity exchange, but only in 
purely financial transactions, so that Neisser's point has only a 
limited validity. A third qualification to the parallel movement of 
V and T under differentiation is original with Marschak. The inde
pendent entrepreneur, trusting other people less than he would be 
inclined to trust himself were he supplier and demander throughout 
the process, maintains a higher contingency reserve. Except for 
these three circumstances, changes in integration and differentiation 
are "price neutral." 

Marschak also accords a somewhat q,ualified support to the 
amonetary determination of velocity in an additional sense, that the 
duration of production has a bearing upon this magnitude.s With
out ~g the distinction very explicit, he treats quite differently 
the effects produced by differentiation and those produced by 
changes in duration of production. The former, to the degree to 
which it is not offset by the three moclliications explained in the pre
ceding paragraph, must affect velocity parallel to the effect upon 
turnover of commodities: it must be price neutral. Duration of pro
duction, on the other hand, does not have to affect velocity and in 
the cases where it does, the effect may be in either direction, depend
ing upon circumstances.' Whereas the coefficient of differentiation 
is written into both sides of the equation,' duration of production 
appears only upon the commodity side. "The coefficient of pro
duction is price neutral," Marschak writes, himself italicizing the 
verbj' but with duration of production, the effect upon velocity is 
not the product of direct functional relationship but of a "causal 
efficiency upon both phenomena on the part of a third.'" For ex
ample, business prosperity may accelerate monetary velocity and 

1 Jakob Manchak and EmU Lederer, "Gr6ssenordnUDgen de. deutschen Gelclsy&. 
tems/' .A.,.dUe 67, referred to in the present article, p. 395. Dote 12. 

o Arc/do 68, pp. 39<1, 39NQO. 
• Manchak'. utterance. on this di1ference are rather Delphic. In one passage he 

objects to Marget's imputing the price neutrality idea to the doctrine of the coefficient 
of di1ferentiatinn and saY' that boIIJ duration and di1ferentiation l1l4)I afiect ..,Iocity, not 
...." (tmd., p. 409). Elsewhere his conviction seems to be in the directinn indicated 
above. 

• Ibid., p. 399. 
• Ibid., p. 398. • Ibid., p. 405; 
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at the same time hasten the tempo of commodity sales. Savings and 
investment on the other band, he believes, may decrease veIocity by 
adding productive units carrying larger balances than those less re
mote from the consumer. 

As for statistical evidence bearing upon price neutrality and 
money velocity, Marschak. ca1Is attention to the studies of Burgess 
and Snyder in the United States and of Oskar Anderson in Bulgaria, 
which seem to indicate a parallel movement of V and T during the 
cycle. On the other band, Marschak. cites the finding of Bortkiewicz 
concerning these factors in the German infiation, 1914 to 1923, that a 
thirty-seven-fold increase of prices over quantity of money could be 
explained only upon the basis of accelerated velocity; and these re
sults are roughly confirmed by Marschak.'s own researches. He 
concludes, therefore, that despite the partial dependence of velocity 

, upon &monetary factors, it is at times capable of exercising an in
fluence upon price levels in its own right.' 

Marschak.'s fundamental error lies in not applying to the ooeffi.. 
cient of differentiation the very same reasoning he makes use of in 
connection with the duration of production. If rapidity of c0m

modity turnover in either case influences the person-turnover of 
money, it is an incidental and special oonnectio-. in no wise inhering 
in the necessities of the case. So far as circuit velocity is ooncemed, 
it has already been argued in oonnection with Schumpeter that dif
ferentiation produces a fall in this magnitude approximately equal 
to the percental increase in number of productive stages.. In the 
oonsumers' goods equation into which circuit veIocity is written, T 
remains unaffected; and so P dedines by the same distance which 
would be shown by the F'J.Sberine equation, where T increases pro
portionally to differentiation and MV remains unaffeded. 

Commenting upon Marschak.'s treatment of velocity, Marget ap
parently does not apprehend that, as in the case of Schumpeter, the 
whole matter turns on what sort of velocity remains the same. It is 

• still neaossary to JIr- that what remains unaffected is person-tum
over and not circuit velocity." Furthermore, in turning over to cash 
balance terminology, Marget makes a demand upon Mancbak, 
which though not unreasooable, quite begs the question. Why 
sbould differentiation permit the owners of cash balances to reduce 

• I6iL, pp. 4>2-4'6. 
• u_ the .... 'ion, _ IHe.iuuIIy, that the Iia!Iaciol cimdaIiaa it aqIocted. 
• a. pp. 197"1990 below. 
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the proportion which their money holdings bear to their total money 

. outlays, he asks.1 Marget needs to C9nsider the fact that total money 
holdings can neither. be increased nor decreased by 1i/leir possessors, 
since they coincide with M +. M', a magnitude regulated by gold 
production and the banking system. After differentiation, if some 
personS hold larger money balances, others must hold less. .Nothing 
can be proven with regard to the behavior·of velocity by looking to
ward money balances. The other member of the ratio mentioned by 
Marget is equally unilluminating •. Total money outlays are the com
ponent of volume of trade times prices; but prices depend upon 
velocity, concerning which nothing is known according to Marget's 
representation until the ratio of money balances and money outlays 
is established. If he does not believe that velocity is determined by 
this ratio, he will at least have to concede that nothing can be proven 
from it. 

Against Marschak.'s position, Marget correctly maintains that 
differentiation does not reduce the proportion of money balances to 
money expenditures. But the fixity of proportion in this case is 
merely the result of more fundamental forces determining velocity 
which are unafiected by differentiation. To apprehend these forces 
and the way in whiell they maintain a fixity of person-turnover veloc" 
ity in the teeth of variations in productive stages, it is necessary to 
escape the circularity; dwelt upon in Part I, of reasoning in purely 
monetary terms. The cash balance analysis, into which we now 
enter, provides the solution by dealing with real values. 

I J. P. E. 40. p. SOl. 



CHAPTER IX 

THE QUANTITY THEORY: CASH BALANCE APPROACH 

THE common formulation of the quantity theory in German ec0-

nomic literature runs in terms of balances maintained at a given 
point of time, rather than in terms of monetary velocity through a 
given period. As the chief representatives of the cash balance ap
proach I take W!ckseIl, HelJIeri~ ¥ises, Hahn, and Neiseer. It 
is not proposed. however, to limit the examination of their treat
ments of the quantity theory narrowly to the cha.racter of balances, 
but to include other features wbenever they are significant. 

L WICKSP:U'S 1':NTI:usr-1>IFrEuNn.u. THEoRy 

The quantity theory, acmrding to Wicksell, contrasts with aD 
others in asserting a strictly proportional relation between money, 
taken in the sense of currency, and prices. When is this precise pr0-
portionality realiud? In GeltkifU.u GiiJerpreise, the following c0n

ditions are enumerated as De' mry: (I) resa va'must be maintained 
by private persons, and DOt by banks as they ~ today; (2) velocity 

I must remain constant, though in fact it varies; (3) transactions 
effected by coins and DOtes must bear a fixed piollOl lion to thole 
carried through by aedit, whereas the boundary is actuaDy .. quite 
fIezibIe"; (4) rates of circulating to boarded money and of gold in 
the arts to monetary gold must be fixed, though here again hoth 
vary.. The list of qnalifications given in the V tlrlmn<telf twenty: 
four years later resembles the earlier formulation. Credit still per
sists as merely affecting the virtual velocity of ash, though the dis
tinction between cimdating and boarded money disappears.' The 
presence of factors under «Ieris fHJrilnu may endanger the practical 
signi6aonce of the theory, - though WlckseII does DOt tDDade this, 
- but to dispnm: the theory it would be neassary to demoostrate 
that its logical structure is untenable or that factors under «Ieris 
ptwilnu cannot actually remain constant if quantity varies.. 

I x.t W"dodJ, Gdaioa _ a-,.... 0_ 1B98), JIlL Jr35. 
, I*-, Frl , .... N __ .,-t s· .Om.. 19%2), wi.. a. NGdd ... 

JtJodil.. JIlL lib-I6$. 

• HM., p. I6$. 
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On the side of money, the chief determinants of the price level are 

quantity and velocity, the former being practically identified with 
standard gold currency, the latter being made to depend upon in
dividual unspent balances and upon the volume of credit created by 
the banking system. The dependence of gold production upon the 
value of money would constifute a serious limitation upon the direc
tion of causation in the quantity theory if the annual increment were 
not so small a fraction of the total gold stock.1 Velocity, on the other 
band, cannot be so easily disposed of. In a system of cash transac
tions, the outside limit is set by the physical possibilities of trans
portation and exchange. The precise level depends upon the size of 
individual reserves." Since every piece of money rests within some
one's individual reserve, the total absolute magnitude of reserves is 
"simply identical with the total money stock of the country." The 
"elative size, i. e. the ratio of reserves to the year's transactions, 
depends upon how much must .he kept to even off inequalities in 
receipts and expenditures, to provide against' contingencies, to allow 
accumulation previous to investment, etc. In a simple cash economy, 
this "need for money" is "an almost unchangeable magnitude." a 

Even in a relatively primitive credit system, rapidity of circula
tion, though somewhat elastic, still offers enough resistance "to 
allow the deductions lIlf the quantity theory to appear as generally 
substantiated."· But the advanced organization of credit prevail
ing today almost completely removes the limits to velocity by (x) 
the employment of deposit media as money, and (2) the centraliza
tion of lending operaqons in the banks. Every extension of their 
clientele enables the banks to reduce reserves and thus to accelerate 
velocity." This '!cash-economizing" process is furthered also when
ever banks reduce their lending rate below the natural or equilibrium 
level of interest. 

If. other things remaining the same. the leading baDks of the world were to 
lower their rate of interest. aay one per cent below its ordinary level. and keep it 
10 for lOme y ...... then the prices of all commodities would rise and rise without 
any limit wbatever.' 

I Gddaim, pp. 26-30; VorlenmpJt, H, 161. 
I Y""le.swttC_, u .. 24-15. 
• Geld ...... pp. 4S-5J. 
• I 1Nl •• pp. 53""56. 
• IINl •• pp. 56-73. , I""" "The _ ... ceof the Rate of Interat OD PriAles." &. J_. "7. P. 113; if. 

c.umu. pp. 93""113. 
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It is this picture of the price Ievcl as a function of the positive and 
, negative margin between bank and natural rate which German 

monetary theory has worked out in great detail in the contemporary 
literature on business cycles. The elaboration of this theorem - not 
its discovery, since it may be found with Thornton and Ricardo
constitutes Wicksell's chief contnDution. But for the present, since 
the interest-differen6aI theory supplies the text for most of Part IV, 
we shall be content to appraise it merely as it articulates with the 
Wicksellian version of the quantity theory. 

In this respect, the result is unfortunate. Following the dlrection 
set by Wicksell, a number of his followers including Cassel have 
promulgated gold-coin quantity 'theories but at the same time have 
given to bank credit the crucial determination of prices for both 
cyclical and secular variations. Bank credit is a mere determinant 
of l' in the equation, a gold economizing device. Against this prac
tice the three objections of the foregoing chapter may be urged: it 

• fuses into one concept 6npirically separate quantities, bank deposits 
and bank clearings; it obliterates the distinct causal effectiveness of 
velocity; and it puts the quantity theory into a form in which the 
chief qua,""y (bank credit) appears as a lJUOlijiaJliotJ. Treating 
credit as a factor increasing the effectiveness of the existing gold SUp"" 
ply would seem a good deal akin to regarding lutomobiles as devicrs 
by which the existing stock of horse-dJawn' conveyances is made 
more effective. 

These objections take on especial significance with WJckseD. In 
the first place, his formal statement of creditp a rtJle (Y) has led to 
misunderstanding. For example, Greidanus says that, admitting 
the interest-differential as the determinant of price levd .arioIioM, 

• we" get DO answer at an to the question" wby prices are at a given 
absolute leve1.1 An lPJSWer is provided in W1cksell's theory - total 
gold stock multiplied by velocity. But Greidanus' error is exc"",ble, . 
for, to arrive at this ultimate cause of the absolute level of prices, we 
must reason from interest differential to quantity of credit and then 
reinterpret the latter as something enbancing the virtual efficacy of 
gold. It is possible that Keynes exaggerates the extent to which 
Wicksell envisages the natural-late bank-rate differential as a deter
minant of prices iMejJefltletolly of credit volume, from a mis"nder-
standing similar to Greidanus'. Certain passsges seem to confirm 

I T"JIftIao G .. id ........ r ... v_ of JL-., (1--' 1932),"""'3-

• 
, 
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Keynes' reading; I and Wickseli frequently oinitS eXplicit mention of 
quarttuy of credit in discussing cyclical variations. But this lJl&y be 
ascribable, not to depreciating its in1luence, but tQ conceiving it ' 
paradoxically not as a quantity, but as a rate attached to cash. , 

Another difficulty with the merging of quantity of credit .with 
Yelocity is that it imperils the raison d! ewe of the cash baIa,nce ap
proach, its connecting price levels With subjective value. As Keynes 
says, this method of analysis 

furnishea.us with a clue to the manner in which the ca~tion of the price·mak
ing process, is related to human decisionS. • •• For ill makes apparent in what 
way harmony is established between the .... parate $Ilts of decisions made by the 
body of depositors on the one side and the body of bankers on the other." 

Now, the magnitudes presided over by the ban1!;.ers are M'a.ndjt' (in 
the Fisher equation) .. whe~ depositors decide as to the rates in., V 
and V'. To cast M'into V,as Wicksell does, is to throw into one 
hopper the outcome of two quite separate sets of valuations. This I 

merely repeats the criticism made of Cassel for the same procedure: 
that velocity is an important independent cause of price behavior. 
But it indicates an especially striking shortcoming in a cash balance 
analysis, which should trace causation to its subjective origins. 

Nevertheless Wicksell's theory of balances has its meritorious 
aspects. From a statistical angle it seems better to adopt his practice 
of putting all money (save tliat definitively withdrawn from circula~ 
tion in bank and 'J7reasury reserves) into unspent balances and aver
aging velocities, rather than to attempt a separation between un
spent working balances:hnd hoardS, the'extent of which is unknown'. 
Wicksell also gives the chief determinaDts of the size of balances 
quite correctly; and he is in advance of certain contemporary writers 
in realizing that the calculus muSt run in real and not monetary 
terms.' Furthermore, although he does not work out the weighing 
of utilities got from money balances against other competing utilities 
with the nicc!ty which might be expected in a series 'Of lectures 
oriented "Upon the Basis of the Marginal Utility Principle~'" he 
shows with great clarity how excessive real balances are brought into 
equilibrium with existing stock of money by spending, accelerated . . 

I Cf. pp. 3<>.S-304, below. 
I J. M. Iteyn .. , A T,eaIiI ... M--.y (New Yorlr.,l930). I. "5. 
I Cf. pp. dlg-I90, below. • • 
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velocity, and rising prices, until the leaI.balances are sufficiently de
preciated to bear the proper ratio to transactions in prospect during 
a given period.' 

American students of money and banking may note with interest 
that the principle commonly attributed to Phillips, the limit to the 
credit expansion of an individual bank given in the parallel advance 
of the banking system,' was unambiguously stated by Wicksell in 
18g8, and that Wicksell in tum credits Wagner with having stated 
the principle, at least as applied to the issue of bank notes.' The un
merited neglect which Wicksell has suffered in American and English 
economics until recently. is indicated by his remaining unrecognized 
by Phillips and others in connection with the credit expansion 
principle. 

We come finally to an innovation made upon the theory of Geld
sins und GiUerpreise appearing as early as the first Swedish edition of 
the Vorlesungen in 1906. Wicksell repeats the restatement in an 
article in the Economic Journal the following year,' and refers to it a 
number of times in the German edition of the lectures in 1927. He 
explains how formerly he had agreed with Ricardo that an inflow of 
gold affects prices indirectIy,11iIJ bank reserves and bank rates. 

On thinking more precisely, however,l anived at the view that one mUJt Jay 
c:bief emphasis no the swplus derIrmtd f'" ,DIIth no the Bide of the gold producing 

. rountries, a demand which, if there ezista DO ~ ..... t.-l fDr the 
new gold no the part of other rountries, mUJt ne:? riJy Jead to a pri<e rile, aDd 
indeed d;,er;(Jy,1O that the rate of intaest i& perhaps UDdisturbed, or aJDCeiyabIy 
IIIOW:S in the opposite direction.. .. 
The opponents of the quantity theory, he explains later, have always 
capitalized on the phenomena of rising commodity prices attended 
by rising discount lites. and I1ice _». Sometimes this anomaly (re
cently caIJed the "Gibson Paradox" by Keynes ') may be explained 
by the relative behavior of natural and bank rates and the volume of 
credit; but even with gold production itself part of the contradiction 
may be resolved. • 

In fine it is imaginable that the prial .... prvcerding fnm the iDaeued 
demand fDr goods .ppean CftIl before the arrival of the gold poymoat fDr the 

I y~ ~ 67-71,162, .82_ 
~ C. A. ~_ CrMiI (N-y ..... (920). 
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goods shipped out, - COJIlleivabjy much before, sinao the prepamtions for pro
duction, especially in the extractive industries, demand masses of capital and 
labor, that is, of commodities to be paid for only in the future by the DeWiy pro
duced gold. This capital may be partly aeated through real saving; ••• but it 
might also be got by drawing upon bank aedit. In the meantime that requisi
tion on bank aedit makes possible a price rise or even primarily causes it, and 
the discount rate tends rather to rise than to faIL The increasiDg gold stocks 
would then operate as a sort of rachet belriflll the price movement, preventing its 
going back, ..• rather than its original occasion.' 

I offer this lengthy quotation to those possessing an appetite for 
ferreting out "real" meanings. Is Wicksell merely pointing to the 
fairly obvious fact that a gold inflow would raise prices somewhat 
even if it were not multiplied several fold as a basis for bank. credit 
extension? Or is he not rather concerned with the sequence of 
events, portraying the gold flow as an intermediate or lagging occur
rence, while credit expansion supplies the impelling force upon prices 
after the fashion described by Angell and Palyi? 2 It is even imagin
able that the innovation regarding gold movements goes below the 
matter of sequences into fundamental CQuses, that Wicksell adum
brates Keynes' theory concerning the "radical difference between 
a disequilibrium which is set up by the relative price leVels falling 
out of gear from [8e. "and',] a disequilibrium which is set up by the 
relative interest rates falling out of gear." a Wicksell's analysis per- I 
tams, it is true, to the limited case of a gold producing country and 
the country receiving new monetarr gold; it is offered as an explana
tion of the peculiar circumstance in the '70s and '80s when declining 
gold production and talling commodity prices attended abundant,'. 
credit and -low interest rates.' Nothing precludes its application, 
however, to the ordinary case where an alteration of the barter terms 
of trade or "non-monetary demand" produces ~uilibri1lJll upon 
the capital markets of the countries involved, or the converse, as a 
stage in the process of reaching equilibrium in both commodity and 
capital spheres. In advanced inflation,' this phenomenon under the 
captions of a "flight of capital 'I and the "Selling out" of the country 
at~s dramatic prominence. • 

, V...,..,.,.,... D, 181'"18&''UtaIics W'1Cbd!;o.) 
• J. w. AD8dl. r. r-,,,, r_.,i .... IPrUa (Cambridge, M·_ ..... _.19.6). 
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IT. HELFPERICII AND UNITAlI.Y DE1lAND :rOll. MONEY 

Karl HelfIerich presents a cash balance theory running for the 
most part in familiar terms. With Wicksell and Cassel he regards 

'.' the social demand for money as the "sum,total of the money stock& 
~ by the individual households and concerns of a country," 
and with them he excludes hoards from the total of money affecting 
prices.' Like these writers, Helfferich makes the quantity theory 
turn upon purchasing-power variations with the amount of hand-to
hand currency, and bank credit figures only as a "cash-economizing" 
device, increasing the effective velocity 'of cash. Hence, desctibing 
the factors governing demand for reserve money, he enumerates not 
only (I) the volume of payments in prospect during the given period, 
(2) the degree of coincidence in receipts and disbursements, and (3) 
their frequency, but also (4) "the intensity of exploitatinn of money 
by the banking system" and (5) "the actual use of credit instru-
ments as exchange media." • -

HelfIerich detects the circularity of the luaJ applicatinn Of mar
ginal utility when the units 'of supply 'are taken as money. Not 
specific quantities of money are needed, but specific amounts of pur
chasing power.' With this in mind he apparently envisages the 

, schedule of demand as a rectangular hyperbola, for he says that in 
the case of money demand offers "no resistance" to changes in pur
chasing power. The peculiar combinatinn of a cash balance theory 

. and the unitary demand concept requires consideratinn. Super
, ficiaIly it may seem simpler and more realistic than Marshall's de-

mand in real terms, since it may appear that the ordinary mortal 
would find a calcul;ltinn of utility aside from the everyday money 
terms in units of real value extraordinarily difficult. Certain con
temponuy writers in America and England fa_ the dollar-and
cents calculus, and I have occasio1Ja1ly been drawn toward this view. 

Nevertheless the MarshaJJjan ~ js correct. To have any 
m .... ning in price level determination, cash balances must be made 
separate from the mere quantity of money existing within the c0un

try. But the iectan.guIa.r hyperbola does DOt distinguish the two_ 
The 8"'rific V?lume of purchasing power desired by the individual 

", Karl 1IdIf<rich, 1I~ CN- yom. 1927), pp. lSI, ,.sl • 
• Ibid., pp.. 455, 46I. . 
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does not vary with changes in quantity of money, it is true" and this 
fact is embodied in the unitary curve. What determiftes the specific • 
vol~ which the individual decides to hold? To answer this ques
tion, fb allow the psychological make-up of the economic subject to 
enter the process, it is necessary to depart from the rectangular 
hyperbola and employ a concept of demand which does offer f'e- • 

swance to variations in supply and exchange value. So long as the 
calculus runs in terms of dollars, #&'Y will always equal k; the compet
ing employments for money ca.il never be shown to strike an equi
,libJium with the utility of unspent margins. But when the calculus 
nmsjn real value, the elasticity of demand will not be unitary (save 
b" an improbable accident) and the conditions of equilibrium may 
be dembnstrated. What the owner of reserve funds desires is to 
inaintiLia· a certain qbantity of real value or to ca.rry through appro
,priate changes if circumstances alter; the doIIat-and-cents content is 
a. matter of indifference. CoQSequently the Marsh.man analysis, 
,beside avoiding the circularity of monetary terms, proves to be the 
more Ralistic. . 

Helfferich's statement of. the equation of goods and money in the 
'terminology of cash balances shoulfll. not lead to the impression that 
he is a.doctrinaire exponent of the quantity theory. The ass0cia
tion of the two ideas with the Cambridge school conceals the fact,' 
that, after fD. the cash balance idea is merely the equivalent o( an 
algebraic equatiod of exchange, not the equivalent of a quantity 
theory. For example, if events upon the side of commodity exchange 
can be shown to affect either the existing stock of money or the psy
chological substratum of velocity, causation then 'passes in reverse 
order to that of the quantity theory; but the reserve calculus may 
still be employed to show the competing marginal utilities of money 
in reserve, consumption, and investment, and the results of this cal
~us upon velocity. More often than not, Helfferich believes, .. the
in1Iuence of money, both on the movement of prices as well as the 
fluctuations of discount rates, takes a secondfry place as compared 
with the effect produced by general' economic conditions and move
ments." I ,The fluctuations of the trade cycle manifest themselves in 

• changes in· the demand for money, not the supply; prices causally 
condition changes in the quantity of money, not conversc!y.1 He is 
one of the few German writers of standing to deny that inflation 

• lbil.; pp. 568-569-
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, caused the War and post-war booming of prices. American student.! 
unused to the cash balance analysis may therefore note the error ol 
identifying it with quantity theoxy postulates of causation. 

m. MIsES' CASH BALANCE ANALYSIS 

As with Schumpeter, Cassel, and Wicksell, price level variations 
are correlated with the margins between bank and natural interest 
rates by Professor Ludwig Mises of Vienna.! As with the others this 
theorem also forms the crux of Mises' explanation of business cycles. 
But Mises articulates the proposition Inare successfully than Cassel 
or Wicksell into the framework of the quantity theory through de
fining quantity, not as gold bullion or coin, but inclusively, as money 
plus the UmlaufsmiUel, i. e. Inaney substitutes in all forms, bank 
credit being the most inIportant.1 Consequently when be defends 
the quantity theory against the criticism of its t:eIeris parilnu quali
fication by saying "The hypothesis ' ••• is the self-iMdent addendum 
of every scientific doctrine ... ,'" his answer may not "ply be 
~ted formal Validity but his theory may be conceded greater 
realism, since an additional variable inIpounded by the gold quan
tity theory in "other things equal" is e1imina ted, - the ratio of gold 
to the ttedit superstructure. 'Since the latter magnitude is the com
ptetely dominating element in purchasing power, Mises' practice 
seems to me clearly superior; most modern versinns of the quantity 

I theory, such as Hawtrey's, Keynes', and Robertson's, simply iden
tify "Inaney" with credit for purposes of price level analysis. Mises 
seeks to dispose of another variable, the relation of hoarded to circu
lating money, by saying that it does not depend upon the supply of 
Inaney.' No doubt, as be contends, the employment" of hoards, with 
.FuI1arton for example, as a deus e:t& flUlCmtID taking up "superf!uous" 
funds and automatically releasing money when more is "needed," 
must be rejected. But does Mises apprehend that the ordinary quan
tity theory is not adequately defended by showing veIodty or the 
size of balances to hIi independent of volume of money, if velocity 
may be demonstrated to be either a real independent variable or a 
variable dependent upon factors on the goods side of the equation? 
Ewn if velocity varies from circumstances peo.liar to itself, a quan-

• T-.;."' GeUa __ U..J.j.-..J, mol eeL (Mmrirh, _). lIP- 34H74-
• lW., p. l'.J,J. 
I IbiL. P. JIG. • lIIiL, P. I,JD. 
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titytheory may yet be maintained, following Hayek's practice, by 
.defining quantity as MV, i. e. as the "'effective"'quantity.l U ve
locity varies from causes produced on the goods side of the equation, I 
the quantity theory is invalidateet -The subsequent analysis of in
flation and business cycles in the present book w.ill indicate that 
these situations are actually realized at times. ' 

Aside from this weakness, the absence of a demonstration that 
Velocity does not interfere with the normal flow of causation from 
money and credit toward prices, Mises' cash balance apprQach be-" 
trays 'a further shortcoming. The individual's appraisal of utility in 
this form is represented as !'-ttaching to dollar rather, than real Units 
of value; and the complete circularity of this reasoning has already 
been dwelt upon.1 In bther respects, the treatment of balances is 
excellent. It is not always understood thai, from the theoretical 
viewpoint of casI:i balances, no matter wIlether for statistical reasons 
it is or is not ad~sable to separate off 110ards froin circulating money, 
aU money belongs within the unspent margins, excluding such defini
tively Fq~estrated sums as bank reserves and.l"re"~ury backing for 
notes. Mises says: . ,. .. 

e' .., 

AllIl1OlleY,·regardIess of whether it rests in ";'rves . ' .. or whether it cir
culates, i. e. cbaDges its owner exactly at the moment of observation, discharges 
the monetary function in ezac:tly the same ""y. Since a piece of money gi1/lln, in 
ezchange passes over directly from the disposition of one party in the contiac:t 
to the other, and since no time period msy be cIiscovered during which ezac:tly, 
it [the piece] is in motion, we see that &Il money rests in a cash reserve with SOIDl' 
person or other. The social money stock of an economic unit is the sum of in
dividual money stocks. There is no suah thing, even temporsriJy. as drcuIating 
money which does not form & part of individual ~rves. I 

Much after the fashion of Marshall. Pigou. anJi Keynes, Mises pre- ' 
sents the size of reserves as the result of weighing marginal utili
ties obtained from this disposition of wealth against consumption 
and against investment, either directly by the-entrepreneur in his 
own business or by the consumer in interest bearing securities or 
accounts.' • 

In its traditional form, Mises asserts repeatedly, the quantity 
theory is "toQ mechanical"; • and apparently his cash ba\imce analy-

'I F. A. ~ "RodectioDa on the PuR Theory of Money of Mr. J. M. K:eyn ... " 
Ee.,.ica 33, pp. I~S· • 

I Cf. pp. 81, 160-161, above. 
, r ...... p.128. 
• 16i4., p. liS. I llti4., pp. 109, ~lIrJJ2. 110" ,.,.. 
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sis is motivated by a desire to extend the marginal utility theory to 
I price level determination. It does indeed establish a connection be
tween purchasing power and those factors which, in Mises' phrase, 
"reach deep into the human souJ.~' • But when Mises explores this 
organ as the seat of the auri sacra james, he discovers certain objec
tions to the proportional variation of prices, postulated by the 
'''mechanical'' quantity theory, which do not appear tenable. II 
e\7eryone Possessing a certain reserve of kronm were suddenly to find 
himself in possession of double the old amount, it would be "absurd," 
he argues, to suppose the krone precisely halved in subjective signifi
cance.' The absurdity, it may be hazarded, arises from Mises' con
fusing money and real value. Doubling the latter would not neces
sarily produce an exactly inverse decline in marginal utility; the 
utility curve for real wealth held in monetary form might have any 

,imaginable elasticity. Doubling the krone reserves, OD the other 
hand, would make them exactly twice as large as people have de
sired at existing prices. Only when increased expenditure had forced 

.prices to twice theix<lriginal height would krone reserves again II&

sume the desired {ea1 ~tude. Inflation and deflation, attending 
both war finance and ordinary cyclical variations, often produce an 
alteration of this real magnitude, but of these circumstances Mises 
says lJot'hing. Proportional variation of prices is also attacked in an
other argument which taxes interpretive ingenuity; , but its error iI 
clearly the same. The marginal utility calculus, which can only be 
applied to money without logical circularity by utilmng ,.e4l units of 
value, is transfered to tfWIfeY units, and the improbability of strict 
proportionality in the first instance is ascribed to the latter. 

A number of German writers seem to have difIiculty in articulat
ing the quantity theory explanation of the value of money with the 
general subjective value theory of the Austrian schooL Despite the 
clarity and even the dogmatism with which Mises espouses the quan
titative theorem, he is not always consistent. In both editions of his 
main treatise I and in an article in the A,.chitJ,. he rejects the "me
chanical" quantity tlieory for the subjective value analysis in 8-

plaining a ~ tendency, inherent in the very nature of indirect 

I Ibi4~, P. I2J. • 

• IbiL, pp. 12$""1"4- . 
• T~" GeIMa_., U.J..f.-iltel, I"'. (Munich, 1912), pp. 1~8J; 

md. (Munich, 1924), pp. 135-147. • 
• "Die aIJgaaaue Tcua'IIDC im Lidate ... tIw:oa r rfwm .N' ..... Mkm mil," 
~ 37, pp. SSMn· 
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exchange, toward a progressively rising cost of living. In a system 
'of barter, he argues, a prospective purchaser who finds the price too I 
high will simply have to be content until the seller has moderated his 
cba.rge. But in a monetary economy, the buyer may pay the exorbi
tant price under the conviction that he will be able to recoup the loss 
by demanding a correspondingly high price for his own products. 
The origin&! price advance eventually sprea.ds in this fa.shion to 
many goods, "and no one can say where the beginning or where tlie 
end, what the cause, what effect." 1 A common occasion for the in~ 
ception of such a vicious spiral of prices is monopoly. But, he adds, 
"it would be quite wrong to deduce from these facts a complete 
shifting of &ll price advances. . . . Conformably therewith, one 
would have to attribute the rise in commodity prices to the futile 
efforts of human rapaciousness." • 

But the fact that, imagining such an evolution in prices actually to I 
transpire, the advance of &ll prices might not be par&llel, does not in 
the least reduce Mises' own dependence in this argument upon "hu
man rapaciousness" as the driving force. The absolute incompati
bility of this boot-strap lifting with the 'quantitative theorem must 
be patent. Mises hjmself observes that defen.ders of the "mechani
cal" quantity theory would object that any variation in purchasing 
power not arising from the rel&tion of demand for and supply of 
money automaticaIIy disappears; and in rebuttal he remarks that 
this objection, while valid in a static condition, does not apply to 
price dynamics. Is this an historical or institutional expi&n&tion of 
actual price levels which Mises offers? If so, how can he countenance 
his current reputation as the chief exponent in Germany of the quan
tity theory expi&n&tion of war;time prices, the purchasing-power 
theory of exchanges, and the ba;nk discount expi&n&tion of business 
cycles? 

IV. CONDASTS BETWEEN.MoNEY AND CIlEDrr 
DIlAWN BY IIABN 

Mises' practice of basing the price level directly upon ba;nk credit 
rather than indirectly upon gold is adopted by L. Albert Hahn.' 
There are other similarities: their championing of the purchasing-

• TIwwic, md cd., p. '44 •. 
• Ibid., p. '46. 
• L Albert HaIm "Von der Jtrieg&- .... FrialamrtiImmg," Ardio, ~.TrefI 

.... pp. 50-64; GuIdM .. il_ c.."'-'"il (FJaDIdort, .,.oj). 
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power parity doctrine and their common advocacy of the monetary 
theOry of business cycles. But their diametrically opposite views on 

. credit policy have provoked mutual animosity, Miaea representing 
the very conservative opinion, Hahn the idea that "credit produces 
goods out of nothing." The latter's contributions to periodical and 
pamphlet literature during the past fifteen years have the novelty, 
enthusiasm, and assurance of the practical business man's adven
bires in theory, and also some of the ingenuousness. From the stand
point of the academic economist, however, Hahn's comparison of 
the different operation of money and credit has certain significant 
aspects .. 

The first is I!Jl attempted rapprochement between the banking and 
quantity schools. Whenever a changed demand for money proceeds 
from a secular trend in mode of payment, the banking theory that 
I quantity responds automatically to need is justified.' It is valid 
again for seasonal variations in the use of money in comparison to 
credit. On the other hand, when an increase of money accompanies 
an increa!;e in. credit and prices, the quantity theory gives the real 
line of causation. But it is necessary to avoid dogmatism. The p0s
sibility of credit expansion by individual banks independently of any 
increase in Reichsbank money cannot be deniPAL But in the ulti
mate aruIlysiB, since a certain proportion of deposits must be kept in 
money for encashm e1lt, and since "every credit expansion ... repre
sents an anticipation of the creation of Reichsbank money, the 
issuance of that money is to be regarded as the logical cause of the 
price rise, even though it follow chronologicoJly." I . 

Hahn's attempt at reconciliation between the quantity theory and 
the old banking theory or its modem successor, the institutional or 
historical explanation of prices, really delivers the case to the former. 
But he concedes as much as would seem to be possible. Volume of 
credit determines prices, though the "needs of trade" govern the 
proportion of total purchasing power required as currency. Central 
bank credit extension controls the expansiou of member banks 
through determining their available reserves, though in point of 
time member bank expansion may precede. Both articles of belief 
are represented by Robertson in the discussion of cause and effect 
during the English inflation period. The Bradbury notes figure 

1 I ..... Zarn-n.daGddmarkta,"A.'dtio51.pp.2B9-321;y~ 
r ....... IJ_edilt. 3Jd .... (Tii~. 1930), pp. 8J-9.J. 

• .hdtio 51. P. __ • (Italics Balm'.); cf. aIoo~. pp. ...... ,,5-
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quantitatively as mere satellites of the really impelling force, Pank 
credit; but the expansion of credit, chronologically precedent to the 
appearance of the notes, would have collapsed without" the knowl
edge, on the part of somebody, that they could be created if neces-
sary .... " 1 

Another contrast between money and credit is the unIike effects, 
upon unspent margins held in these two forms, produced by move
ments of interest. I do not recall ever havIng seen the subject men
tioned in English. Following the example set by Marshall, English 
and American treatments have represented interest as the oppOr
tunity cost of monetary reserves; balances would then vary inversely 
(though of course not proportionally) with interest yieldslon gilt
edge investments, velocity directly. For tAe common situation in 
which no interest is allowed on demand deposits, the descnption 
holds good. Hahn calls attenti\ln to the fact that when interest is • 
allowed, an advance in the rate retards velocity upon' depoSit bal
ances; 2 and the practice appears to be rather common in Germany.· 
Inasmuch as the rate paid on customers' balances is usually a fixed 
margin below bank rate, an advance in that rate would be doubly 
effective upon the price level, first in penalizing borrowing from the 
banks, and secondly; in encouraging the maintenance of large deposit 
balances. Where interest is not allowed on balances the advance in 
bank rate will work partly against itself; as Keynes says, "stringent 
conditions of credit ..• tend to increase velocity.'" 

The size of unspent margins depends, amongst other things, upon 
the owner's spending habits, whether regular or spasmodic, upon his • 
sensitiveness to risk, upon objective facts such as the frequency and 
degree of coincidence of pay and settlement days, and upon the size 
of real payments to be made. The multiplicity of these factors must 
'restrict the' nile played by interest, either positive or negative. That 
it is a relevant variable, on the other hand, cannot be denied, and re
discount policy might be somewhat affected by the consideration of 
whether its re1lex effect upon balances is positive or inverse. 

A third aspect of the money-credit contrast dwelt upon by Hahn is 
the relative variability of velocities, his main concern in the article 

I D. H. RobertBoD, 11-" 1st ed. (New York, 1922), p. "3. (Italics his.) 
I L. Albert lfaJm, "Zur Frage d .. IOgOD8IIIltoD 'Vertnu .... in die WIibrung,'" 

"rem SI, p. 303. . 
I P. Barrett Wbale, lDi111 SIod B..w..,;" a-..., (Londo ... 1930), pp. 3,...3B. 178, 

llS,338· , 
• K.eyuee. III riL, D, 46. 
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entitled "The Problem of so-called 'Confidence in the Standard.'" 
He believes that confidence, taken by the metallists as a non-quanti
tative factor affecting prices, particularly under inlIation conditions, 
may be reduced to the quantitative element of velocity. Variations 
in the velocity of money and credit under the psychological factors 
of confidence and mistrust show much larger amplitude than varia
tions under the interest factor. Moreover, since the fear of deprecia
tion strikes holders of cash and credit balances equally, the two 
velocities move in the sa11Ul direction in inflation. Now money and 
credit have each a theoretical maximum velocity, being determined 
for the former by the time required to pass on the coins and notes 
physically, and for the latter by the greatest dispatch imaginable in 
transferring accounts.' The maximum for money will obviously be 
lower than for credit; I consequently, we may expect the greatly 
accelerated velocity of credit in extreme inlIation to be attended by 
a much smaller acceleration in cash. H now a certain proportion of 
all transactions has to be discharged in hand-to-hand rorrency, we 
may suppose the "anxiety buying" to jOf'ce an increased issue of 
bank notes. In other words, P and M vary together, not because ac
cording to a simplified quantity theory M determines P, but rather 

I because, M' having been greatly increased and prices having risen, 
V' also mcreases; V remains relatively constant, and M must vary 
about proportionally with M'V' (and also P) because of the fixity 
in proportion of cash to total transactions. 

These innovations of Hahn's seem to be illuminating, and other 
I writers, apparently without knowledge of his work have, by a case 

of simultaneous or independent discovery, enunciated the same 
theories. Graham, for example, makes use of the concept of a .. ceil
ing" in monetary velocities in explaining the German complaint of a 
shortage of money during the most vinIent phases of inlIation; • and 
Pigou, discoursing upon the same phenomenon, offers an explanation 

I Aru;. 52, pp. 303, 306-
• This __ 10 be • .......w.Ie suppooitiaa em the buio 01 figwa obowiDc raIiztd 

9docitHs of _ ODd credit _ onIiouy ........ i_ But Balm', uproot" is 
that the quas;-in_ in the foJm of utility IImr from. cull margin uis poat.eI' than 
in __ c!epooits." Of COIIJ!Ie in this ..... t, the cull margin .-Jd be mIuad 
....,. tantiJy. as be bdieva (ibid~ p. 3"6). Freely di5pooabIe -. .............. will 
cenainJy be __ betwem cull ODd credit ............ 10 sift..",.s lOtio-
fartioas at the margin. Balm'. omdn';". bat _ .. _tiD& -" _,. 
be_taL 

• F. D. Gtaham, B ... ...,., Pl'i<a. """ P,oAdiMI ;. 871" ittJ-- c;,,-,. 
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quite similar to Hahn's.l In Part TIl, this subject will be more ex-
haustively treated. -

V. NEISSEll'S INNOVATIONS IN VELOCIrY THEoRy 

Further progress in the analysis of velocity may be credited to Dr. 
Hans Neisser of Kiel." HiS division of cash balances into "balance 
reserves" and "operating funds" strikes into an original enquiry. 
A certain traditional dignity has been acquired by the division of 
money stock into hoards and circulating part; many writers have 
separated the subjective from the objective determinants of unspent 
margins; still others have made profitable employment 01 traders' 
as against consumers' balances. Neisser's dichotomy does not pre
cisely parallel any of these. Balance reserves are held for the sole 
purpose of meeting contingencies, by producers as well as by con· 
sumers. Subjective elements, such as the individuill's sensitivene5l! 
to risk, the competing utilities of money in consumption and invest· 
ment, -opinion as to probable price level developments, and objective 
facts, such as the interest obtainable in investment, coml?ine to de
termine bow large these reserves sball be.' Operating funds are hel~ 
for the purpose of meeting the regularly recurring inequalities be
tween income and expenditure. For everyone they are objectivel) 
determined: for consumers by wage, !jIlary', and divided periods, fOI 
producers by the turnover period. LThe Cambridge school err0-

neously makes the whole unspent margin a function of interest: 
whereas operating funds cannot be affected by the cost of main
taining them.'\ H a given person, for eumple, receives a monthlJ 
salary and ~t spend more or less evenly through the ~ 
month, his operating fund on the average Deer-serily equals one 
half his monthly expenditures. • 

Since the balance possessor',expectation.as to the course of pm 
can affect only his contingency reserve,.or as.Neisser calls it, his hal 
anee reserve, the acceleration of velocity through a "flight into rea 
values" reaches a definite limit. Without a shortening of paymenl 
intervals, the limit is reached when balanee reserves are ezhausted.' 
The usefulness of Neisser's innovation may be apprehended in mn 

• A. C. Piaou, ~ ;" AHIW __ a (LaDdoo. 19.3>. P. 194-

• H.au N ...... DIr T .. v' , .. Golda 0_ 1928). 
• llli4., pp. I_ 
• l~ "Da-XnisIauf des GeIdes," WelI. ........ 33, P. ~ 
',r-v' .. pp. 1&-19; d ..... pp. 1J4-'>36. ....... . 
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nection with extreme inflation such as Germany experienced. Only 
as a last resort are payment periods actually shortened by govern
ments and employers under pre!l!lure from the fixed income groups 
which suffer by depreciation. Until that time, velocity acceleration 
is limited by the extent of balance reserves as yet unexhausted. 
Statistics of the minimum amounts reached by individual deposit 
accounts during each month, for example, would indicate how far re
moved is the "maximum velocity" referred to by Hahn, or Gra
ham's "ceiling" velocity.' Another application of Neisser's distinc
tion pertains to Robertson's "induced lacking." The phenomenon 
is, by the foregoing reasoning, also limited to balance reserves.' 

Reduced to summary terms, the doctrine of Neisser's book so far 
as it pertains to velocity follows. Balance reserves do not circulate, 
and may be set down at a velocity of zero. Operating funds have a 
velocity which is determined by income and business-turnover 
periods. Average velocity for all money therefore appears as the 

l result of (I) the Velocity of operating funds and (2) the proportion 
which operating funds bear to the balance reserves. This doctrine 
Neisser medifies considerably in his later paper devoted exclusively 
to ~ty. Balance reserves, having a zero velocity, fall into ceIeriI 
paribus, and the discussion pertains primarily to operating funds. 
Rapidity of circulation is now said to depend upon (I). average dura
tion of payment periods in the income sphere, (2) average "technical 
duration" of payments in ~ business sphere, and (J) "capital in
tensity" in the economic system,.which gives the relative weighting 
of the two sphem; in computing an average velocity for both. Each 
of these terms requires explanation. -

The distinction which Neisser makes between income and businesa 
spheres antedates • Keynes' .and does not coincide with it. Aaord
ing to the latter's usage, velocity of consumers' balances olotIe is said 
to be velocity in the income sphere. As Neisser uses the tema "in
come sphere," it pertains not only to velocity of consumers' bal-

I ances but also to that portion of producers' balances which are held 
to pay for the factors of production, that is, for rent, interest, and 
wage incomes. Adopting Marxian terminology, Neisser caJls these 
the "y -payments," the entrepreueurial outlays on variable capital.· 
The other element of producers' "'daners is the amount beld to 

I a. p. .68, abuoe, _ H.t. -.. 
• a. lIP- 36t-.J6s, -.. • WelL bcJ.. .u. lIP- J8s, __ 
• Ibii.., p. 36J. 

• It&, p. $11 - - .. 
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meet "C-payments," that is, ,entrepreneurial outlays for constant 
capital, or ~ expense of "machines, auxiliary goods, and raw ma
terials." 1 It is apparent, therefore, that while Neisser's "velocity of 
income payments" coincides with Keynes' "velocity of income de
posits," since the former is at once the tate at which entrepreneurs 
receive and disburse consumers' incomes and the rate at which con
sumers receive and disburse their incomes, the velocity of "C-pay
ments" does not 'COincide with that of Keynes business deposits, 
since the latter is a (weighted) average of velocities of producers' 
balances both for /a&tors applied currently and for materials, ma
chinery, etc. 

Keynes' distinction is adapted to·a contrast of producers' and con
sumers' balances and outlays during the course of a cycle, whereas 
Neisser's is germane to structural or secular changes in the relative 
importance of net income payments as against payments for con
stant capital in the· sense indicated. The two types of change. to 
which Neisser applies his apparatus of velocities are (I) "spurious 
capital intensivatWn," the process of industrial differentiation, and 
(2) "genuine capital intensivation," or what econOmists generally 
would call an increase in the capitalistic method of production. His 
treatment of the first subject seems to me to be a brilliant piece of 
analysis. Before these subjects may be studied, however, it is 
net'Essary to return for a moment toexarniDe and to amend some-
what the terms employed. ' 

Velocity in the income sphere it mAde to depend upon the infre- , 
quency of payment intervals, just as in the earlier treatment of the 
TaflScilwerl. Adding to this factor the Jack of coincidence of pay
ments, we may accept the proposition. But the innovation intro
duced in the present article in respect to business payments is scarcely 
warranted. This particular velocity, it is argued, depends solely 
upon the "technical duration" of payments; that is, it tends always 

, to the rna xirnum velocity of deposits as established by the speed of 
bank clearings.1 Since production goes on continuously and sinc;e 
entrepreneurs receive payments contin~ously for their commodities, 

• 1M, eiI.' The ambiguity of the "CODalaDt capital" Ozpeuso is never c:I<IUOd up. It 
might be interest chaIga. but in fact it ....,.. .. thor to refer to depreciation on ma
chinery and the direct outlays on coot goods, or wbat MaJZ called the "used-upN ..... _ 
ltant capital. a, M. Bober, Jr." Jlan'II~ tJf BisItJry (Cambridge, Iof». 
acb.usetta, 1927), p. 1100. 

• Ibid., pp. 367-368,374-
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'receipt and outlay,follow as fast as they can be effectuated under the 
existing clearing technique.' . ' 

No stage of entrepreneurs has an interest in withholding C-payments which 
it owes to the succeeding stage; andOD theotberband,itisimpossibJe ..• [with 
czrtain qualliications] for any stage to deliver goods to one nearer CODSUJIICft 

nnJess it receives im'Dejliate paymenL' 

It is highly improbable, even between very efficient business units, 
l that money shoul~ attairf a velocity approaching the maximum 

speed of bank clearings. Merely that .. no stage of entrepreneurs has 
an interest in withholding payment" does not prevent a great deal 
of laxity in discharging obligations, even after it is financially p0s
sible and despite the interest loss involved. Consumers may also be' 
dilatory and so reduce velocity in the business sphere by retarding 
the process of passing the rereipts backward to more ultimate pro
ducers. Beside, the assumption of continuous marketing and con
tinuous receipts necessitates certain qualifications made by Neisser 

'himseH. The net effect is to qualify the .. technical duration" out 
of existence and to allow Neisser's earlier rule, acmrding to which 
the infrequency of payment intervals determined velocity for busi
ness payments as well as for income payments, to,reappear. 

The adverse criticism of the precwling paragraph must be tem
pered in two respects. In the first place, it may be freely admitted 
that the velocity of C-payments more nearly approaches the high 
rate characterizing financial traIisactions than the low rate of in-

I come payments! Secondly, for the subsequent oourse of Neisser'. 
argument it is immaterial whether velocity aCtu.any reaches the 
.. technical duration" of payments limit 01" not, so long III it is a 
magnitude independent of other factors in the equation of rvhange, 
an idea clearly implied by the "technical duration," but not c0n

ditioned by its validity. 
We turn now to average velocity over both income and business 

spheres, a magnitude which involves Neis&er's mncept of' apital' 
intensity. Whatever its deeper implkation from a theoI'etical angle, 

I It _DOt be Iorgottm that basiaes __ b aducIe~ .. ,-to, trbicIt 
...,;It _ aatun:~ ud __ c .... __ ble........,. boIditJ&. 

• 11M., P. J'14; d. 0100 p. 403-
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capital intensity is from an arithmetical angle nothing more than 
the relative weight to be assigned each velocity in cvnstructing an 
average.1 Grahting the desirability of striking such an average for 
purposes of an all-inclusive equation of exchange, the question 
arises as to whether Neisser actually presents the right !Mgnitudes 
for weighting velocities. Capital intensity by formal definition is 
the ratio of costs per unit of output expended upon "machines, 
raw materials, and auxiliary goods" to per unit outlays upon pure 
incomes -wages, interest, dividends, rents; It is, therefore, a ratio 
of paymebtS. To the Fisher type of reasoning, dealing with· money 

. payments and quantities of money h~d, it is an anomaly to weight 
velocities by paymmts, which are the result of money times its 
·velocity. The only admissible weighting basis, in this sort of anal
ysis, is the relative quantities of money in each field. Unless the 
velocities of C-payments and V-payments were the same, varia
tions in the portion of total payments made in the business and in
come spheres would not give proportional variations in the relative 
quantities of money in each sphere of payments. But in a calculus 
such as Neisser's, which runs in terms of real balances, there is noth
ing oontradictory in carrying through the weighting on the basis of 
real payments, ~d this is what he does. It should be made quite 
cl~, moreover, that in the cases of spurious and genuine capital in
tensivation to which Neisser applies his velocity analysis, neither 
type of change is said to affect velocity (person-turnover) of C-pay
ments, but only capital intensity lls a weighting factor between the 
two fields." 

The fallacy that industrial differentiation automatically increases 
velocity so as to leave prices unchanged Neisser had attacked effec
tively with the concepts developed in Der Tauschwer' des Geldes, 
Proliferation of stages, either through breaking down integrated 
processes or multiplication of middlemen, does nQthing toward 
shortening the payment intervals nor, in consequence, does it in
Crease the velocity of operating funds.· So far 8jI balance reservel! 
are concerned, -the reserves against contingencies, ~there would, jj 
anything, have to,be a slight increase as a result of the greater risk, 
Velocity would on 'the whole be somewhat retardecL ,But the main 
effect is felt, not upon the monetary side; but upon the Aide of com· 
modities.. Commodity turnover increases parallel with differentia· , . 

'Ibi4.,P·4030 " lbi4., p. 374. 
I • T~ pp. ao-Jl. 
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tion, prices decline inversely, and the diminution of velocity merely 
intensifies this result. 

The Kreislauf article in the Arcmfl draws some finer distinctions, 
and it is here, in addition to the earlier separation of contingency 
and operating reserves, that Neisser makes some net contn"butions 
to the cash balance approach. Unfortunately these distinctions are 
less elaborated than parts of the analysis which seem to be erroneous. 
But he points out quite clearly that differentiation is attended by 
(I) constant velocity in the person-turnover seDiII, (2) decreased 
velocity in the circuit-flow sense, and 6) increased real balances in 
the sphere of C-payments.' The first two points have been insisted 
upon at earlier junctures in the present Part; but, so far as I dis
cover, Neisser is the only person to make the contrast in German 
literature. The third point is also distinctive, but it may have im
plications which he does nof grasp. To say that velocity stays the 
same in the Fisher sense while real balances increase, though per
fectly sound, runs directly counter to the representation of the 

'Cambridge school that the two vary inversely. The answer to the 
paradox, which he does not offer, all well as the implications of his 
weighting device, which are not touched upon, will be presented in 
Chapter XI. Neisser's conclusioDS as to person-turnover, circuit 
velocity, and increased real balances supply the level to which only 
a fulcrum needs to be added for a definite solution of the problem of 
differentiation. 

Under" genuine capital intensivation," that is, under more cap
italistic production, "with a constant volume of money, we have 

• a double tendency of prices to dedjne, first because of the greater 
social product, and secondly because each unit of aoc:ia1 product 
has, so to speak, to pass through iniliol sl4gu tJj V"" magniWde.'" 
Just as in the case of differentiation, the increase of capitalistic pr0-
duction does not affect velocity, either in the business or income 
sphere, but it does increase the Dee! -uy real u of the business 
money fund and so prodnces a faD in prices in addilUm to that pr0-
duced by the greater flow of consumers' goods. 

In the passage quoted, Neisser may seem to faD into the error, 
later to be encountered with Hayek, of identifying the proliferation 
of separate firms in a productive series with a more capitalistic 
method of production.. But it is DOt nb 2ry to impute to him this 

• WelL Arc& 33. JIlL 380. 3lls. 
I /tiL, p. 378- 0:- italiallIIiDe.) 
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confusion, especially as his contention is fundamentally correct, The . 
application of additional capital tends toward a lowering of price 
levels, not only through the larger volume of Consumable product, 
but also through the larger volume of fixed and working capital 
goods. Assuming unchanged rates of depreciation upon the former 
and an unchanged number of firms through which the second class' 
of goods passes, the increased physical and real value magnitude of 
both capital categories increases the "money work to be done" over· 
the increaseprooeeding from enlarged product. A policy of price 
stabilization "therefore theoretically requires a sufficient increase in 
the monetary circu\ation to compensate both these effects.' 

I Neisser'B distinction between balance reserves and operating funds appears also 
under the captions of echle and tmechle Rikkltlge with Oska.r Englllnder, Theorie def, 
y.lknDirlsclw!I, vol. n, "Geld und Kapital" (Vienna, 1930). I have not succeeded in 
compaasing Englllnder's ezpository style, which, German students have assUl'ed me, 
very nearly li .. beyond tbeiI own comprehension. Englllnder treats a 1atge variety 
of aspects of tbe quantity tbeory in what appea.rs to be a very tborough fashion. 

The diBicu1ties of a matbematical treatment in a foreign tongue prevent my utilising • 
Karl Schlesinger's T1reorie tkr C.u. rm4 Kredilwirlsclwfl (Munich, 1914), which 
appean to me well worth tbe attention of matbematical economists. 

Of entirely different ealibre are Karl Kirmaier, Die QutmlillJlsl1reorie crena, 19")' 
and Paul Schultz-Kiesow, Die KlJIs"""''''''f, Em Probkm tkr C.1dI1reorie, tkr Bon'" 
#.liI.,., fInd tkr KrediU1reorie crena, 19'5). Neitber has any claim to attention. 



CHAPTER X . ' .. 
THE OPPOSITION TO~ 9uANi1TY THEORY 

. ,. 
MONETA1I.Y theory has of late been considerably influenced by the 10 

called "income theory" of purchasing power. Xt bas been prop& 
gated in France by Albert Mtaliiin, in the Nethet1anda by Verrijl 
Stuart, I and in Germany and Austria by a substantial followin'g. 
Both Biihm-Bawerk and Schumpeter lend their authprity to the 
school, but its recognized leader is Wieser: How doei the incorru 
theory relate to the qUantity theory? " 

The answer is not easily found. In' the last publication before biI 
death, Wieser epitomized the income theory in these words: "The 
height of pre objective value of money takes its decisive measure 

I from the values of the individual consumer's economy .•• and ill 
determined by the relation of the money income of t4e individual 
unit to the real income which it is used to acquire." I( The funda
mental ideas are three, that purchasing power relates' to money 
applied W consumers' goods, that it is the tesult of a quantitative 
equation, and that the quanta are fIow5 and not stocb. All three 
components appeared with Wreser as early as 1909," ad according 
to Schumpeter it was Wieser who was amongst the first in Germany 
to rec:ast the quantity theory in terms of rates." In ~ Sl1ciol ~ 
rwmics, written as a part of the Gru1Jdri.ss d66t1tJo1iJ1umomij in 
19I4, Wreser sets forth the equation of money fDd real income as 
the 1ogic:a1 counterpart to the equation of supply and demand for 
Diltwal values through the mecbanism\d money price.' 

Save for the limitation of purcbasing power to consumers' goods, 
there is every reason to suppose that Wreser bas in mind something 
closely resembling the F'lSher equation of excbange, \ The inlpmrsion 
that he desires to assume the ana1ytical (sometimes called, the 

• A IIIIIImBIY vi the ....... '" AfDJiO. ..... s-rt _ be foomd ;. Tjudao Gra. 
damas, r ... y .... /.I(..,. (1-'-.1932). da. D-

• FJiodrido W"aor. UGdd: 11Ioarie .. Gdda,. ailli.'" S-~ 4th ......... IY 
0_ 1\127). p. IiI}I). 
, ·1 .... u Da-Gddwat1Bld ..... VaiDda ... ·V ..... Ip,p.SI6 .. 

• J ....... 5' i rt " ulla 5 • \ udukt 1BId clio R .......... _ .... " A,.., .... 
JIll. 62S-63Q. 

• FJiodrido W"_ s.MI F '7 (No. Ytd, 1\127). JIll. -_sa. 
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mechaidcal) view.of price.Illvel (I~termiilatroii: aga.iD.st an ~tQriCaJ. 
expIarui.tioll 01' otJier ~ of a van-quantitative character, is' 
'reiriforced by\Jiis oo~Jtd define accuratelY j}lSt what paymentll 
. shaJl be included in the equation~ ~ere we encounter a qual division 

\ into "price payment\',and'''payments by assignment," the formell 
" arising from the s~ender of natural values, i. e. kOm productive 

acts,.the la~er froill mere transfers'of vallie claims so acquired.1 In
come obtained'from priceplyments may be called "original",., 
revenue got frQ.w assignment, s~ as loans, insurlLllce, gifts, and 

,taxes, con$f#utes "derivql" income. Q:'he second type of income 
does not infiuence the exchange value. of money~ he says. Whether 
acceptapl; ~r not, this ~cation surely rests upon a quantitative 
ahalysis pf,)?urchasing power; and besides being accounted a sup
porter of tlietuantity the6'ry by others,2 Wieser hjmself expresses, 
the',belief tha "much as the quanti14tive theory has beendisputeti, 
it hail never ~e been supplanted, llluch less displaCed by any o$er 
theory which 3Ilmits of a wholly Satisfactory explanation."· - '" 

But there are elements in !Us writing conspicuously at yariance 
with, this viewpoint. In Part I it has been shown that Wieser ap
proached 'a clear-cut conception of purchasing power iII the quantity 
theory sense only late"in life.' Most of his pUblications oonfuse the 
idea with subtective signiAca.nce of money, as when in Social Eco
"om'scs he says, .. More is predicated in the value of money than the 
mere fact of a general level of prices." • 

Wieser also betrays iii decided penchant toward an historical ex
planation of prices. Specific application of this method is made to 
the general rise in' prices during the sixteenth century. In a system 
resting for the moll part upon barter, he says, the producer includes 
in the money cost of his w~es only a fraction of the total costs of 
production. With the flood of precious metal from the New World, 

, 
domestic agriculture comes more and more under the c1ivision of labor. and is 
imbued with the spirit of the money economy. All these facts contribute to 
increase the outlay of money which the farmer should seek to _ in the price 
of his goods. Hence there is an increase in the seIliDg price which be must ask in 
order to meet his reckoning.' 

• 
I Ibid •• pp .• 5 .... 53. '64; HM.", S-.• IV. 699; V ..... 13'. p. SIS • 
• E.g. S. P. AltmaDD. DiI E""';cil..., .. -- V.~,.,.,,;, ;. XIX 

1 .. _ (Ldpzig. 1908). voL t ..... 6. p. 4l!; Fril& Macblup. DiI GoWt lror...c: 
(Halberstadt, 10'S), p. no; Schumpeter •• ,. <fl.. pp. 628-63<>' 

• SoriJ/ Ecooo";cr. p •• 87. • Cf. pp. 81-87. ~ 
• SoriJ/~. P. .63' • Ibid .• p..88. " .'. 
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Once begun, the advance in prices transmits itself from basic agri· 
cultural products to the entire system. 

If Wieser's historical analysis conflicts with the equation of ex· 
change/his treatment of velocity and deposit media runs direct1, 
counter to quantity theory causation.' 

Rapidity of cirQ.Jation of money is not an independently opemtive callie 01 
changes in the value of money .... Money al_ys takes ita velocity from 
goods.' ••. Notes paid out in discounting are subject tD a Jaw which baa beea 
c:aIIed alter its discoverer Fullarton'. Law.' . .. The amount of 11II!eCU1'ed 
balances ••• lIuctuates as elastically with the JDODetary requimnenta of trade 
as the amount of IIIIgeCUred note • .' 

Without entering into the merits of the "income theory," and 
without reference to direction of causation in the passages just 
quoted, it is patent that Wieser does not conform to the quantity 
theory even so far as to satisfy its point of departure in the truistic 
equation. The vital differences between Schumpeter's exclusion of 

. transaetions in wealth titles and Wieser's e1iminatioa of "derived" 
incomes will not have escaped the reader. In the first pm, granting 
the desirability of avoiding the vague concept of a general price level 
by refening the term "purchasing power" or "the value" of money 
to COfJSWtn6 buying power, the sums to be deducted from the mone
tary side of the equation are not "derived" in~but funds em
ployed in the financial, business, and industrial spheres)' The cost of 
living is the same whether the particular consumer has earned an 
"original" income through theft, taxes, insurance benefits, gifts, 
loans, or the like. (:iot the SOfWce but the emp1qymenl of funds de-
cides their relevancy) • 

Deducting the bal8nces involved in business, industry, and finance 
from the sum total of national balances leaves the balances appr0-

priate to Wieser's conception of the exchange value of money; but he 
dedans that the sums deducted "do not in1Iuence" purchasing 
power! ~ the ratio of income balances to the remainder were c0n

stant, this would he true.} but the mntingency is lIClIl1leIy worth 
mentioning. What he has done, aside from misapprehending the 
character of sums to be eliminated in a CX'DSlllners' equation, is to 
deny the reality of the largest single variable IJfI4 t:OIUInIfIfn' ~. 
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With respect to one element of "derived" income, Wieser directly 
mntradicts himself by holding that the increasing burden of taxation 
provides a mntinuous force toward nUsing the level of prices. Al
though the algebraic equation would permit of a rise in prices pro
ceeding from an adverse effect of taxation on emnomic productivity, 
or a fall in prices (probably less significant) proceeding from an in
creased money work in tax payments and disbursements, it does nol 
permit a rise of the general price level for the reason that taxes "in
crease msts and must be recovered in the sales price.".' 

The same criticism applies to Wieser's explanation of the advanc
ing prices during the century of geographic discoveries. Alfred 
Amonn points out ~t the disappearance of barter, quantity of 
money remaining unchanged} would produce a fall instead of a rise 
in prices: that the force driving prices upward was the influx of gold 
and silver from America)" and, he might have added, this fact was 
shown clearly in 1568 in Jean Bodin's Response 4UZ Paradozes de 
Malesfloil. Even Mises, whose unorthodoxy upon the hi.storical 
trend of prices we have observed, and B. M. Anderson, implacable 
foe of the quantity theory, find Wieser's analysis wanting.' What 
the inclusion of the rural districts in monetary exchange acmm
pJished, they say, was merely an equalization of prices between 
town and muntry. They might well have turned to a page in Wieser 
for disproof of his idea that farmers muld raise the general price 
level by including more of their real costs in mmputing sale values. 

It is his perscmalloss, when ODe of the conttacting parties errs and sunendem 
a greater value in the ODe form than he receives in the other. The equation of 
values in the total, however, is not affected by this error, for wbat he oveq>a.id 
becomes the gain of the other party to the conttac:t.· 

The supposed price raising efficacy of taxation and the disappear
ance of barter rest, as Lampe observes, upon (the postulate that 
prices and price levels depend on the calculation and will of entre
preneurs)' I Certainly it mnflicts with all equations of exchange) 
Add to this Wieser's acceptance of the Fullarton principle and the 
concept o(vel9city as determined from mmmodity turnover}and it 

• Social ~, Po 2S,. 
1 "W"H:Beft 'Theone der g Us±dtlicbm W'utschaft,'" ..f.rdi. 53t p. 663_ 
I Ludwic Milos, r ...... Gcl4a .. ., U~_I, mel eel. {MWIiI:h, 'g24l. 

pp. 13')-143; B. M. Andason, rk Va"" 11/ II.., (New York, 1917), Po go. 
I SecUI &MI •• 'gr, p. 2$6 .. 

I Adolf Lampe, Z .. r".",;. .. S~,. ....... a ..... Ig.6), Po 94. DOte. 
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becomes difficult to conceive the founder of the income theory as 
supporting or even understanding the quantity theory. 

With the exception of Schumpeter, other representatives of the 
income theory in German literature are not particularly impressive. 
The seJttiment expressed by many members of the Austrian value 
school against a. "mechanical" quantity theory is seconded by Pro
fessor Liefmann of Freiburg. (Because this theory dispenses with a 
utility calculus on the part of economic individuals, it can "com
pute but not explain" the course of prices., Liefmann pbjects to 
various features in Irving Fisher's formulatiOn: to a (supposed) as
sumption that each good changes hands but once, to its concept of 
an objective value of money, to its omission of bills of exchange, etc. 
from the monetary total, and to the assumption that increased 
velocity does not affect the volume of trade. If it were true, be 
says, that the change of one price were always accompanied by 
an opposite change in other prices (!), the state could lower the 
prices of most goods by artificially raising the prices of a few." 
Liefmann's own theory of price levels is exhausted by the epigram
matic pronouncement that "income determines prices." Other 
~teIlites of the income iheory, such as Dalberg and Kerscbagl, 
do not weary of accusing quantity theorists of neglecting subjective 
elementS.l ) • . 

A nwnber of Knapp's disciples have united the income theory with 
the old banking school tenet that bank notes and deposits, if based 
upon first-class commercial paper, automatically conform to "the 
needs of trade." This idea became known to every German through 
the lively campaign of pamphleteering for "classical money" carried 
on during the War and inflation periods by BendUen, supported by 
Dalberg, Elster, and Singer.' The propaganda was not successful; 
indeed, it is commonly observed that monetary"' M during these 
times completely con~ the man in the street to a dogmatic and 
naive version of the quantity theory) Nevertheless, in the ranks of 
academic economists the views of Tooke and Fullarton continued to 
be accepted outright by Eulenburg. Gruntzel, Miksch, Mildschuh, 

• Robed I,jrfngnp, 1M Cd' .. .., .. IF eIIiriete .. .. Bueilipac __ 
Pol,.. (Stuttgart, 1918), pp. '30 64-

• I.., GcU _ GtM (Sluttprt. 1916), pp. s6-64-
• Rudolf ~ Die B' • , m GeJde6, ~ cd. (Batia, 1919), pp. ~; 

Ricbanl K<nchacI. Die LeItn _ GcU .. ., wiNdlttfl (V'_ '\12'), 
• Pt. go ..... far this odxme wiJI be foomd tf¥uacboal aD !be puhljcatjme _ 
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Philippovich, and Schultze-Kiesow, and in somewl;!at modified forlJ!. 
by others.' . 

Quite dilierent in character is the opppsition to the quantity 
theory by those who prefer an institutional or historical explanation 
of price level beha.vior to the cross-section or analytical viewpoint. 
Both Wieser and Mises verge upon this attitude at tU;nes, but a more 
thoroughgoing exponent. is Profemr Othmar Sp_""-!!.. of Vienna. 
Spann adopts the banking school theorem a.I!d believes that the 

( quantity of mQney is the result of the turnover and prices of com
modities., I But he says also .that velocity determines quantity of 
money, in that the maximum V at times of greatest activity in pay
ments sets the M requisite to perform the given money services. 

(Apparently. causation progresses from PT to the V's and thence to 
M' and Ai) It is odd, if this is Spann's conviction, that he should 
advance reasons for believing that increases in the supply of money 
and credit will not advance prices fwoPortitmally.' . 

Spann applies the historical technique to wha.t he conceives & 

paradoxical feature of current economic organization, 'that(the pro,
ress of material welfare is attended by universally rising prices)' 
The only person V;;ho has assayed a solution of. this riddle is Wieser, 
but his explanation cannot be applied to the contemporary situation 
when the sphere of money economy is nol1 being appreciably ex, 
tended. . Into a satisfactory theory, the following facts must be 

'.fitted. On the ODe hand a variety of forces tend to raise prices: the 
law of diminishing returns, tariffs, monopolies, and the costs of social 
legislation, the Iqilitary establishment, and the public debt. Set 
against these a.reoforces working toward lower prices: technical dis
coveries, the increasing division of labor, and cartel economies in 
marketing. What needs to be explained is how the obvious pre-I 
ponderan<;e of the second set of forces can at the same time be ac-
companied by rising prices.' ' 

The solution is simple. Suppose for a moment that barter p~ 
vails. If certain goo~ come to be produ~ more cheaply their 

l Rei ..... cos to the writiags of theoe penoo are to be fowad in other CODlloctioDa in 
the p ...... t volume. 

• Othmar Spum, "BomerkuDgeD &It Fish ... Geldlehre," Su...llri. 41, pp. IS.,.... 
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purchasing power falls, that of others rises. But in a given perio< 
only a few goods can be the objects of improved technique. Conse 
quently, "the appreciation of a majority of products stands againsl 
the depreciation of a minority, and the general level of values rises." 

(Admitting money into the process does not change its essentials 
Improvements in industry release purchasing power for the prod· 
ucts of agriculture, raising their pricesj but when agricultural ra'll 
materials are more expensive, even industrial products becoJru 
dearer through the in1luence of costs. I Both the commodities 
affected by improvement and those not, advance in pricej and thw 
the general advance in the cost of living is explained - to Spann'. 
satisfaction. 

Another attack upon the problem of prices in the aggregate paral. 
leIs tbe{historical approach in emphasizing evolution rather tIw 
functional relationships) it '<Ii1Iers in assuming what might be caJ1e( 
a disjunctive view. B6th regard causation as running prepnnder· 
ately from the "real" determinants of production to prices rathe! 
than frpm the monetary side. What I term the disjunctive view, 
however, denotes extreme scepticism toward genera1ized oonceptionl 
of purchasing power, toward index numbers, and toward any uni
tary summation of the whole pricing process, such as the equation oj 
exchange. In America, A. L Laughlin may be taken as a lep!esetI

tativej and in Germany, amongst the older writers, Wilhelm Lem 
and S. P. Altmann, and Heinrich Konig,. acoounting the symbols in 
the algebraic equation inadequate to cover the multifarious facton 
bearing upon purchasing power, probably belong to this group. 

Another proponent of the disjunctive view is W. EggensdnryIer, 
who has made a systematic attempt at refutation of FJSber'. quan
tity theory.- A number of his objections relate to sp«ific aspects of 
the equation of exchange: that no time period can be conceived dur
ing which it would be valid, that an index of purchasing power ill 
~DIe because the artides am."mecI change constantly, and 
that tris a hybrid of turnover and physical quantity of goods.) Other 
c:Jwg.s pertain to~..direction of causation and t¥rJlOSWIate of 
uIeris jIariIJu. velocity is determined by the rate Of oommodity 
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turnover; increasing the quantity of money and credit augments 
the effort applied to production, he believes; The most serious r ;;oortcoming, however, seems to be F'JSher's relegation of certain 

'factors to secondary importance} 

Capital accumulation, density of Population, increasiDg material prosperity 
and industrialization through the further division of labor, technical and scien
tific progress, invention, Iarge-sc:aIe production ••• are virtually eJjminated by 
making them subordinate to the live allegedly "direct" c:auses.1 

These influences operated directly upon prices,(;uot by way of the 
equation; they may be apprehended only by study of particular 
pricesJ . 

Notwithstanding the traditional anti-quantity-theory alignment 
of German economics, it cannot be said tha(the opposition has been 
notable for vigor or clarity) The income theory, for example, pre
sents aChighly ambiguout' complexion) An historical account of 
monetary theory written by Mildschuli for the authoritative Hand
wlirleTbuch divides the analysis Vtto two major groups, quantity 
theories and income theories, thellatter holding that money adapts 
itself to need without functioning asan independent cause of price 
level changes.~ But Neisser and Hansen deny that there is any con
tradiction between the two.1 The solution is clearly that it depends 
upon whose income theory we are mncemed with. (Wieser's his
torical sections fiout all equations of excliange; his adherence to the 
passivity of velocity and bank credit mnfiicts with all quantity 
theories, except one which mrre1atesprices simply with stock of cur
rency Jltshould be noted that the supposed P.Rsi\1i.ty of velocity de
prives Wieser's income formula of most of its ~ Prices 
cannot be made the result of an equilibrium between money and 
natural inmme, if the .. circuit flow" of money through the hands of 
mnsumers is itself determined by the rate of mmmodity turnover. 
Since velocity does possess independent causality, and since varia
tions in the inmme balances do affect prices, it is nearer the truth 
that no~mmes but expenditures determine prices) as Hahn pro
tests.' 

I lIM., p. s6o. 
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, • r Schumpeter undoub~y succeeds in uniting the income and 
quantity theories) What value has the amalgamation? I have pre
viously expressed the conviction that Schumpeter "fal1a between the, 
two stools" of an all-inclusive transactions type of equation and a 
system of specia1ired equations. On the basis of the former, to say 
that income determines (coAunodity) prices means nothing, since 
incomes are alsb prices, and all prices appear simultaneously {rom 
solving the equation. ,This objection to the income theory has been 
voiced by many' writers.' On the basis of a system of specialized , 
equations, there is no more warrant for saying that oonsumers' in
comes determine the prices of consumers' goods than the same for 
produters. The Marshaman equilibrium theory of value, in contrast 
with the Austrian, makes cost as important as utility, so that there 
is no apology for viewing values in the productive sphere 81 derived 
from the consumptive. For purposes of most dynamic problems, 

~oreovet, the t'elatiw movement of price in these two spheres, not 
the absolute behavior of one in isolation, is the significant fact. 

Nevertheless, the inODlllti theory has served some good purposes. 
• As an -emanation from the subjective value theory it has offset a 

tendency to make the value cJeterminatioo of money an impersonal 
or "met;haniCal" matter, and to show the possibility of institutional 
obstacles in the process of paying and expending income and the 

- reality of psychologjcal elements. Still more positively it has given 
the impulse toward resolving "the" value of money into its more 
concrete and apprehensible phases. Aod it may be conceded that 
purchasing power over 00II5IlIDe1IS~ goods approaches an all-purpose 
index more closely than any other. ' - , 

(The approach to prices, both individually and in the aggregate, 
from the historical angle forms an indispensable complement to the 
aoalytica1 apparatus,) Spann', lucubrations 'upon the subject are 
fortunately not to be taken as lepll:s.:ntative. If under barter c0n

ditions part of the commodities rise in exchange value; "the very 
terIns imply a fall of the other half," as Mill said! The average of 
exchange Ja~ could not conceivably rise. Nor could the general , 
level of prices pclSSlDly advance, in a monetary eoooomy, by the out-

• 
I E.c- Fri<dricIo Bod;", W-,,/WiIii" GdlUt r' ... LicMe .. Well
~ met ed.. (Mgnich. 1919), P. :lSI; Osbr F,.Mnder, TIIetwie ., Y Ab.ii 1r IItIjt 
(YJeDDa. 1930), D, 39-40; Gt:adaDus,.,~ cit., p. 126; Na-r, -t. _.j pp. 12-f.J.. 

• J. s. lliII, PriadIIa " PIIIiIiuI ~, .... by 'Aobloy (1, ......... , _>, 
p.4.J90 
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weighing of diminishing "returns by hnpro'vement, since physical 
volume of pl'(lduction would be augmented. . 

At the present juncture little need be said of the banking school 
theorem: it is a dogmatic generalization from special cases, Jater to 
be anal;zed, in which causation proce~ds from the commodity to 
the pwnetary members. The disjuncfive view of prices, on the 
other hand, em on the side of too great timidity in generalization. 
In the construction of an equation of exchange, because the time 
of settling the price, the time of delivery of goods; and the time of 
payment seldom coincide, a fictitious period must be taken~ The 
. weighting of both the physical volume and price indices is arbitrary. 
:But all reasoning proceeds by abstraction, and it is necessary tb dis
cover. as well as may be. the movement of cone:eries of nrices. 



CHAPTER XI 

CONCLUSIONS REGARDING PRICE LEVEL DETERMINATION 

1im present chapter summarizes conclusions drawn from a study of 
German price level analysis, at certain points pressing the arguments 
farth(ll', and at others adumbrating later conclusions. Its organiza
tion proceeds bom general to specific questions: the equation of ex

.change, its theoretical eligibility,content and varieties; the char
acter of the cash balance equation; direction of causation within 
equations of exchange; and the a,~patibility of vario\lS velocity 
concepts. 

I. EQUATIONS OJ! Exc1IANGE: GENPAL CONSIDERATIONS 

A. The Adequacy qf Qwntilmi1Je Represenlatitm 

Opinion upon this issue ranges from those who regard the equa.
tion of e.xchange as a truism to those who, like Anderson in this 
country and Altmann, Eggenschwyler, Liefmann, and Spann in the 
German literature, believe the factors operative upon the value of 
money to be~ elusive or multifarious for quantitative expression:) 
This reflects a 6ssion upon value theory in general which goes beyond 
the horizon of this book into fundamental questions of methodology. 
So far as monetary theory is concerned, however, it may be suggested 
that the opposition between the neo-dassical analysis and the his
torical, institutional, or psychological approach would be diminished 
by the fo1Iowing: (1) recognition by aitics of the quantity theory of 
the various senses of value of money, and the limitation of equations 
of exchange to the purchasing power sense; (2) the substitution of 
special for genera1 indices of purchasing power in the quantity 
theory; <3) recognition on both sides of the occasiona1 difference be
tween quoted and realin'd prices. The equation of exchange neces
sarily pertains to the latter, but the former may be the "moving 

J.cause"; (4) realization that the equation, like. an generalizations, de-
• pends upon the use to which it is put. The effort to make monetary 

theory exact by giving it the c:baracter of a ICience of mensuration 
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is dangerous without taking account of historical and institutional 
peculiarities. This will prove to be especijl.lly necessary in the sub
sequent Parts dealing with inlIation and cycles. 

'. B, Tile Period and Field Inclutletl 

Because purchases and paymen~ faIl apart chronologically, the 
equation must include a period long enough to 'make uncompleted 
transactions a relatively small portion of the total; otherwise 
"money, work" and "money work to be done" do not balance. On 
the other hand, a very protracted period.may conceal under the 
averages used in the equation symbols such changes as should be 
made apparent .. Aside' from securing an accurate sample in con
'structing velocity and price indices, it is necessary to determine 
whether the proportion of total transactions which are effectuated by 
money remains constant. If the field to which the equation is ap
plied shrinks by a "fiight from the currency," such as we encoUnter 
later in the German case, prices rise from a concentration of mone
tary means upon fewer goods, though an index of physical production 
or volume of business does not have to be declining. 

C. Th6 Number of Equaeions 

If but one equation is to be constructed; a consumer income 
formula will probably serve more purposes than any other. But it is 
only in extreme inflation that differential price levels pale into rela
tive insign~cance in the general upward sweep. Ordinarily a con
sumers' equation takes on color only in Conjunction with another 
formula for producers' activity, and the farther each of these in tum 
is resolved into subordinate or specialized equations, the more defi
nite the meaning of the price indices. From this viewpoint there 
seems to be smaI1 warrant for a distinctive "income theory" of 
money. 

n. EQUATIONS O~ ExCHANGE: SPECIFIC MAGNITUDES 

A. Quaff/ily' of M OMY 

If the conclusions of Part I conceming the llature of money are 
valid, M and M' ought to be limited to physical exchange media 
which circulate as equivalent to the ideal unit of account. This cri~ 
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terion excludes un the one hand miscellaneous commodities, stocks, 
bonds, and bills of ex~ge, because their prices vary, and on the 
other, verbal promises and book credits, because they lack a quanti
tatively limited substratum. For.a different reason, bank reserves 
and treasury redemption funds are excluded; though they .circu
late" vicariously, they cannot themselves be regarded as circulating 
without double ooqnting. . • . 

Theoretical nicety and common sense oppose the absorption of 
total gold stock into quantity of money in the equation. The func
tional dependence of monetary gold upon pril:e\ still remains in Cas
sel's effective velocity of the total gold stock, by which he hopes to 
eliminate the difficulty.l Reasons were given for believing this de
pendence unimportant; Cassel's remedy is worse than the ailment. 
It wouldiorce us to think of watches and rings as lIOlDehow bearing 
on monetary velocity, and besides it would oomplicate the statistical 
procedure. Similarly with the functional dependence of hoards upon 
prices. Helfferich and Keynes would abstract idle deposits from 
money in the equation; but since hoards are nothing more than n
cessiveJy large balances, as Mises points out, the statistician cannot 
presume to judge the proper size of reserves for other persons. 

~ Vekcity 

The inoorporation of bank credit under velocity as a "cash eoono
mizing" device by Cassel, HeJfferich, and Wiebell does not enjoy 
the favor of such progressive writers as Hahn, Marschak, and Neis

,sec. Besides mispJacing the emphasis, the older practice allows 
statistically distinct variables to go to waste. Data upon volume of 
bank deposits and rate of clearing is merged together with the roD

ceptuaJJy distinct velocity of hand-to-hand money. Nowadays the 
separate ('3!1sa!ity of M and M' requires no argument, and the im
portance of differential rates between V and V', already intimated 
by Hahn, will be amply attested in the cyclical and inflation analysis. 

C. Trade 

Parallel to the resolution of WickseDian V into its OODlpoDeDt ele
ments, the hybrid quantity T &bouId.be separated into separate 
parts. Eggenschwyler, WaJre de Bordes, and Marget distinguish be
tween wlume of produ~ and rate of cO'mnodity turnover, and 

• a. pp. ~'44. aIJcIft.. 
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there seems to be DO iDsunnountable stjltistical obstacle to their 
separate determination. In fhe problem of industrial diiferentiation, 
duration of production, and .mooty, the'resolution of these ideas is 
indispensah.e. • 

WblI.tever the type of equation may be, whether an inclusive trans
actions formula, a CODsumers' inilome equation, or otherwise, the 
transfer of various sorts'of titles must be taken ~unt of within the 
"total money work." In the present Part the'5Ubject has merely 
been broacheli in connection with WIeSer's exclusfon of "cession pay
ments." Chapter XXI advances reasons for doubting the theorem 
supported by Cassel, Hawtrey, Machlup, and many others, that the 
stock exchange, for example, does not "abso~" credit. These trans
fers, in which volume and price are indistinguishable, may be intro
dured into the equation, following Professor Copeland's jlUggestion, 
by some such distin<:tive symbol as R in the right hand member" " 

• 

m. THE CAm BALANCE EQUATION 

A. Modell! SI4Iemer11 

• 

The foregoing oomments are equally applicable to period-of-time 
and point-of-time equations. The oomparative novelty of the latter 
approach in our own oountry may reoommend special treatment. 
YII'St, it is observed, the introduction of cash balances at this junc
ture calls attention to the fact,that, however intimate its association 
with quantity theory causation in the hands of the Cambridge 
eoonomists, it is nevertheless p. ire nothing more than a bare equa
tion, which such writers as Helfferich, quite opposed to the quantity 
theory, are also at liberty to employ. Whatever the direction of 
cause and effect, the following principles prevail. ' 

In the employment of cash balances, the theoretical fHms ~ 
""IS is the reoognition of the necessity of a real mlue t:OlcWus. The 
logical circle involved in the direct application of Austrian subjec
tive value theory to money units has already been dwelt upon at 
length." Alternatively the difficulty may be stated thus: dollar bal
ances in the aggregate simply ooincide with total monetary stock; if 
M and V are to eDst each in. its own right, the size of balances has to 
mean somethin,g separate from money content. • This has been recog-• 

I a. p. 145. obove. > 
• a. pp. ... 1~16I. 16.5. obove. 

. 
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nized by most of the dej majores of the English school: by Marshall, 
who employs fractions of real wealth or inanne, both typified by 
quarters of wheat; 1 by Pigou, who follows Marshall closely; I by 
Lehfeldt, whose phrase "resources in the form of money" avoids the 
direct calculation in money units;' and by Keynes, who speaks of 
"ronsumption units."· Very explicit emphasis upon the,.eol value 
calculation is found with the German protagonists of cash balance 
reasoning - with HelJIerich, Neisser, and Wicksell,' and also with 
the mathematical theorist Karl Schlesinger.- ·On the other hand, 
Hawtrey, who has done a great deal toward making the cash balance 
devise a useful instrument, especially in cycle analysis, rontinues to 
insist upon a direct money calculus! Cannan puts the demand for 
reserves into terms of pounds, and ronvicts himself of a annplete 
pditio by making the pound volume of "money to hold" depend 
upon price levels!. In America, Marget expresses his preference for 
a direct money utility approach,' and his special treatise upon 
velocity may be able to indicate how the petitio may yet be escaped. 
Greidanus' recent attempt to derive the price level from a capitali
zation of the money profits attributable to the facilitation of trade by 
money, however, bespeaks the djffinilty inherent in the situation." 
Thus far no answer has been given to B. M. Andenon', telling in
dictment of the Austrian theory for its circularity when applied 
directly to money units. 

B. The Delenninatiots gf Size gf Balanas 

Holtrop, who has uaced the histories of transactim and cash bal
ance equations, the "motion" and "nst" theories in his apt ter
minology, disrovers the serond theory as far back as Locke.1I But he 
does not relate the origin of the threefold utility calculus which is 

, AJmd ManbaII, 11.." CraliI, .... C-u (LaDdaia, 09>11, p. 4f. 
• A. C. Pigoa, ~ .. AHlie4 BaM"a (LmMIoa, '923), p. 176· 
• R. A. Lddddt, 11.., (I -no, 1926), p. 99. (ltaID miDe.) 
• J.M.. Xeyna, A TrtId .. 11~ 1leJ- (New York, 1q2J), PI'- 8.,.-. 
I Cf. pp. I6o, .51, 173, ahoft.. 
• T ..... ., GeU-.. L ... iladoofl (Mann, 1914), p. 91. 
• R. G. Bawmy, C_.., .... C..a, ..... cd. (LmMIoa, ... 11, p. 4'T, JJd cd. 

(1-, 1930), PI'- 39"" ..... 
• Edwia ea.-a, 11.." sth cd. (Loadoa, 1q26), PI'- 1>-'1S-
• A. w. ~"L«m Wabu_ the'CuI>-&laDce' ~ to the Problem 01 

the Value of JoIaaey, W J. P. B. 39. P. _ DOte. 

• TJUdaoGRidoaus, Tile V_", 1I..,(I-no, _). 
• M.. W. HoIbup, "n-;", of the Velocity 01 CimdaDaII 01 Il.-,. ia Eadia' 

'Ecmgmjc J.jtrgtmr," &.J ..... , PT .;& BiIIIIrI StritI, .... w, DO.. I, JL S09-
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current today. The individual is represented as weighing marginal 
satisfactions from a "unit of real. wealth or income" devoted to 
maintaining a cash balance, to consumption, and to investment, the 
alternative uses being regarded as opportunity costs of the money 
reserve. Through its adoptioii by Marshall, Pigou, Keynes, and 
Mises, this has become an accepted principle.1 In the main this 
seems to me a fruitful theoretical device, although it requires one 
very important amendment. 

The amendment consists simply in substituting for the traditional { 
calculus based upon a certain unit of "real wealth or income" a 
calculus based upon a certain "proportion of real value transac
tions." Fundamentally the innovation which I propose is necessi
tated by the fact that T is not a constant. It may surprise American 
readers accustomed to the Fisher type of equation to discover that 
the loose generalization according to which velocity (in the Fisher 
sense) varies inversely as the size of unspent margins holds true only 
if the ratio of total transactions to total resources remains constant. 
But this is required in the nature of the case, and is explicitly stated 
by Pigou in his essay upon "The Exchange Value of Legal-Tender 
Money." I Greater elasticity and greater realism may be achieved 
for the cash balance formula by the suggested change. The argu
ment may be summarized under the following propositions: (1) that 
a calculus in terms of units of real wealth does not necessarily give 
the same result as real income; (2) that neither real wealth nor in
come are directly germane to the balance calculus; (3) that the con
ventional statement does not provide a satisfactory solution of the 
problem of industrial differentiation and velocity; and (4) that it is, 
unless amended in the proposed fashion, incompatible with the 
Fisher transactions equation. 

(1) It is not altogether clear from the expositions of the Cam- , 
bridge writers whether the settieIlient of size of balances is thought 
to proceed in absolute or relative "units of wealth or income." No 
discrepancy between a wealth or income calculus would appear if it 
ran in absolute terms: the subjective significance of a quarter of wheat 
is the same whether it be regarded as part of one's wealth or part of 
one's income. But the common unit with these expositors is relaliflll, 
i. e. balances are supposed to be determined upon as a fraction of in-

1 ManbaU, .,. eiI., p. 45; Pigou, .,. riI., p. 180; Keynes, .,. riI., pp. 85-36; Mise&, 
p. 163. above. 

I Pigou, .,. riI., pp. 176-177. zoprintocl from Q. I. E., November, 1917. 
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rome or wealth, ordinarily denoted as i.1 Every change in produc
tive efficiency, however, alters the ratio of wealth and inrome, and 
• ronsequently calculations in wealth or inrome do not give consistent 
results after the change in economic efficiency." 

(2) Relatively this difficulty is ullimportant in view of the fact 
that neither wealth nor inrome determine, except in a minor way, 
how large the individual's reserve shall be. By the rontention of cash 
balance theorists themselves, the purposes for which anyone holds 
money are (I) to rover regularly recurring inequalities of inrome and 
outlay, which are greater (a) the more infrequent and (6) the lese 
roincident the payments; and (2) to provide a reserve against irregu
lar and unpredictable payments. Not wealth ("resources") nor in
rome, but IraflSlJdUms or paymerrls is what the cash balance provides 
for. Statistics gathered by FISher for students at Yale University do 
indeed show that "the amount of money kept on hand by the rich, 
though larger absolutely than that kept on hand by the poor, is 
smaller relatively to the expenditure."· On the other hand, it would 
not seem inlprobable that certain situations would reveal the wealth
ier roDSUmer, the wealthier firm, holding proportionally larger bal
ances, simply because tley can IDOre easily alford them. Stated 
accurately, the situation 'is this: the d6.sIiciI, of the denland for Ie

servesm the form of IDODey is a function in some rather ill-defined 
way of wealth or inrome, but the MIeruil, of the demand is a func
tion of payments. Balances vary ceIeris paribus with the magnitude 
to which they have to be applied, namely to b"an .. ~. 

Let it be said again, howeveJ, that the Cambridge analysis and 
that of the majority of the German writers cannot be impugned 10 

far as it insists upon a r«ll UfIII calculus. Combining this fact with 
the result of the preaoding paragraph, we may n:interpret the mone
taIy utility curve in the amventiooa1 threefold marginal equilib
rium. For each eronomic subject the ntility or demand achedule 
for balanas is a series of fractions of the real values which his money 
stock must turn over during the period in prospect. Following Mar
shall's symbolism we may allow a busbeI of wheat to stand for a cer
tain amount of real value. Suppose the transactions or payments in 
prospect during a given period aggregate JOO busbeJs of wheat. Our 

• F_ ida ' , d.. P. :191, aute I, a.I:Iowe.. 
• NaIaI by JUab v ........ k ioo IIio uIicIe _ ·V.... 'C ad J: ... 

dod," Atdio 68, lIP- 31.i-4>9-
• Irrioc F_. n. p ........ P_I/ II~ ... aL (New Y .... 192')' P. 381. 
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particula.l;, balance-holder then decides to hold the equivalent of 8 
bushels to 'cover inequalities of payments and to provide for oon
tiBgencies iEhis net income is, say, 20 busliels, the first amount being 
the result of his considering the alternatives of consumption and 
productive investment. Withf:.the sa_ ITaflSactions but with a real 
income of 30 bushels, he might hold 9 in the form of money, with 40 
bushels income, 10, etc. in the familiar negatively inclined demand 
function. But at the same time with his net income.ftud, the demand 
for real balances will vary directly (dtough not proportionally) 
with change$ in the total amount of real values to be transferred. 
Consequently in my representation of the balance calCl/lus, the !Ie
mand schedule does fIOt take on the configuration of a rectangular 
hyperbola as it does in Pigou's statement, as an example of the con
ventional procedure.1 This signifies at once: that absolute real bal
ances vary with total tIansactionsj and secondly, that the ratio of 
real balances to real tIansactions does not vary (incomes remaining 
the same) with variations in the latter. The first half of this state
ment reiterates the finding of Part I that the value of money is, even 
when tIaced back to its most ultimate origin in the balance calculus 
of the individual, essentially ,elatillll. TIle second part of the state
ment will be found extremely useful in ~ering the questions under 
(3) and (4) on p. 191, above, which pore considered later ,under the 
discussion of direction of causality and the consistency of cash bal-
ance and tIansactions formulae. ' 

One individual's demand, as just described, equates with a supply 
schedule of real balances in the form of money derived from the addi
tion of all other individual's demands. Because the influence of one 
person's demand upon this supply schedule is negligible, it assumes 
the configuration of a constant cost schedule. In equilibrium a set 
of such equations portIays the proportion of real tIansactions which 
all individuals elect to hold in balancesj and with the addition of a 
Keynes or Pigou equation of exchange (transactions being sub, 
stituted for income or resources) the actual money stock. is equated 
to real balances. The proceis by which equilibrium arrives has been 
described in an earlier chapter.- At a given level of prices, anyone 
who possesses more dollars than he desires to hold under the three
fold real value calculation will spend more rapidlYj the acceleration 
of velocity forces up prices until the stock of dollars bears the correct 

• Pigou,.,. riI., p. 177, at the top of the page. 
I a. pp. l08-n ... above. 
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proportion to "total money work to be done," i. e. to real value 
transfers. Even in cases where a rise of prices itseH causes people to 
reduce their balances, - circumstances to be treated in Parts m 
and IV, - the modllS operafldi of balance determination follows this 
pattern since the effect is summarized through a shifting of the bal
ance demand schedule to the left. 

C. Speciol Bala_ 

:Balances may be dassified upon two bases, aaording to the ec0-

nomic function of their possessors, or aaording to the economic 
functiOJi of the balances themselves. The former division appeared 
early with Adam Smith,l who divided the circulation and quantity 
of money between dealers and consumers. Not only are these two 
types of balances and the corresponding FlSherine velocities distinc
tive, but their separation is also 1ogic:a1ly requisite to equations em
ploying specialired producer and consumer price indices. Hawtrey 
and Keynes have done most to utilize the distinction in cyde analy
sis, and in German monetary theory we have noted the work of 
Englli.nder, Marschak, Neisser, and Schlesinger. 

The other line of division at the present writing seems to be "made 
in Germany." Cutting through balances in another direction, Nas
ser distinguishes between the portion of balances devoted to contin
gencies and that devoted to regu1ar inequalities of payments. For 
the second type of reserve, the opportunity oost of foregone interest 
does not operate as a determinant of size, inasmuch as an iron 
necessity is imposed upon the balance owner by whatever infre
quency and lack of coincidence of payments exists undeI' busn .... 
WlDres. Subjective moments, such as forecasts of the value of money 
in cycles and outright inflation, and the evaluation of interest in
come foregone, bear upon the size of the first ponion of balances 
only, the genuine contingency reStiVe. Parenthetic:a1ly; it may be 
obsened, the entrance of interest oost into this calOJlation appears 
to be more real if it is remembered that both espIicit and implicit in
terest are inmved. The business man may be little influenced in 
settling upon his going cash or danand-deposit margin by the in
terest rate on savings lIAXIOUIlts and bonds, but be certainly must 
consider the altematiw of putting the idle funds to work in bis 0WIl 

nndertaking. 
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IV. CAUSE AND EFFECT 

A. General ObsmJations 

Because the present study' is directed toward the literature of 
monetary theory and not immediately toward the facts, it avoids 
sweeping dicta upon the validity of the quantity theory. Parts m 
and IV offer some definite conclusions on particular phases of the 
problem. I do not conceal a predilection toward regarding quantity 
theory causation as more basic and more general than the opposite, 
but this conviction has no claim to significance. Within the sphere 
of deduction, however, certain observations are quite legitimate, 
some of a general nature, some specific. In general, the opposition 
between quantity theorists and their critics may be lessened by the 
following considerations. (1) Quantity and velocity of money and 
credit are sometimes a cause, sometimes an effect. The progress of 
prices during moderate inflation and the breaking of boom periods 
seem.to reveal the former, while hyper-inflation and the period of 
extreme cyclical depression and beginning recovery reveal the latter. 
(2) The monetary and real members of the equation often seem to 
interact upon one another so intimately that cause and effect are in
distinguishable. May this not be the case, as Mitchell intimates in 
his portrayal of cumulative actions, during most of the course of re
covery and recession outside the extremes just remarked upon? If 
so, I see no reason why one force could not for a time preponderate, 
giving way then to the other; PT, for example, could advance under 
a seasonal upswing, while MY, according to a conception which we 
shall encounter with'Machlup,' responding first as effect, becomes 
a cause of cyclical advance by its inelasticity against the seasonal 
downswing of PT. (3) Even where prices and trade assume chrono
logical priority, money volume and velocity supply their" essential 
condition";' for purposes of economic control, if the development 
may be partly managed through the "essential condition," it would 
be overly fastidious not to regard the condition pragmatically as a 
cause.' (4) Some critics of the quantity theory apparently take the 
peculiar position that money cannot be a true cause because it is a 
mere pa'/IIrJ in a game in which human decisions present the real 

, a. pp. 379-380. 39r, beIo", 
I Cf. D. H. Robertlon, 1I11f1<'j, rot ed. (New Yom, r922), P. Irs. 
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causes. This is quite explicit in Liefmann's writings,' and the his
torical, institutional, and psychological schools often give such an 
impression. Value is of course something felt and acted upon by 
human beings; but a large quantity of money may be just as truly a 
cause of its low value as a large crop the cause of a low value of pota.
toes. Per se money is no more an appendage to prices than the com
modities priced. 

B. TfU4 Functional DepetHknce of Quanlity of Money vi 
upon Prias 

Leaving the precarious field of generalization, we proceed to a 
brief analysis of certain reversals of quantity theory causation en
countered with the German monetary schools, dealing first with the 
genuine cases. 

(1) The division between money in circulation and money in bank 
reserves depends upon the price level. Under the caption of the "in
ternal drain," this phenomenon has been described by Hawtrey in 
its restrictive action upon bank credit expansion in boom peiiods.t 
One way of avoiding the difficulty arising from this fact for quantity 
theory causation is to state the theory directly in terms of bank de
posits, allowing the volume of hand-to-hand currency to appear as a 
mere satellite of credit without causal significance. In England and 
America, this device, recommended by Hawtrey and Robertson, and 
by Hahn and Mises,' would do little violence to the facts because of 
the quantitative preponderance of M' and V'; but for Continental 
conditions, the functional relation noted must remain as a decided 
cFI3lificauon upon the ceIeris paribus of the quantity theory. 

(2) CaSsel and Wu:kse1l call attention to the fact that the propor
tion of gold in money and in the arts is a function of the general price 
level. The diversion of gold into the arts is largely limited to the 
annual increment of supply, since jewelry and plate, once made, are 
seldom melted merely for their bullion content. Conversion of coin 
into industrial uses transpires more easily; but if demand for gold in 
the latter is fairly indastic, as T8USIIig believes,' the functional de
pendence of monetary metal upon prices is again not marked. 

(3) Various peculiarities of the conditions under which gold is sup
plied prevent any very noticeable tendenq> for the value of gold to 

I a.p.18o, ........ 
• a. JIP. >60, 165, ........ 

• HawtleT • .,. dl~ .ad cd., JIP. 11-21 " ,.... 
• a. pp. ~ above. 
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conform to variations in marginal cost. Since the adjusblient is 
made chiefly by costs to value, the dependence of quantity of mone
tary gold upon price levels through cost is negligible. 

Although the foregoing dependencies of quantity upbn prices are 
real, they do not count seriously against the quantity theory, par
ticularly if it is cast in terms of bank credit. Later ohapters point out 
important cases of reversed causation upon both M and V, if causa
tion is taken in the somewhat broad sense of "driving force," "incit-

, . ing factor" or "occasion," and not in the narrow technical sense of 
"necessary anteCedent." But we have encountered the argument in 
earlier portions of this Part that increased velocity in the turnover 
of goods "causes" an increase in velocity of money. In the sense of a 
necessary connection, which proponents of the idea have in mind, 
there is no such genuine reversal of causation, though there appears 
to be upon several definitions of velocity. 

C. A Spuritlus Case 0/ Reversed Causation 

Th~ case is a change in the number of hands through which a com
modity passes in the course of production before it reaches ,the ulti
mate consumer. To simplify the exposition we shall deal only with 
increases, allowing the word" differentiation" to signify additional 
turnovers of commodities against money either because of the sepa
ration of hitherto integrated processes or the multiplication of mid
dlemen. According to the Fisher equation, T is increased by dif
ferentiation, V in the person-turnover sense remains the same, and 
f falls in inverse proportion to T.1 Person turnover, defined as "the 
average number of flins which pass through one man's haIlda, 
divided, by the average amount held by him," • is a raflio of money 
spent to money held, it should be noted. If we enquire into the de
terminants of velocity in this sense,lVe find them cla ",,!6e-i as follows: 

(I) Habits of the individual. 
(a) As to thrift and hoarding. 
(6) As to book credit. 
(c) As to the use of checb. 

(2) Systems' of payment in the community. 
(a) As to frequency of receipts and disbursements. 

1 Approzimately, that Is; hhall not d...u upon lmaginab\ellOCOlldarynpen:uaoionL 
• Irving FiIher, rIM p"drJriItr p_ tJ/ II.." ,ad ed. (New Yorlc, 19")' pp. 

351-35.J· 

• 
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(b) As to regularity of receipts and disbursements. 
(c) As to correspondence between times and amounts of re

ceipts and disbursements. 
(3) General causes. 

(a) Density of population. 
(b) Rapidity of transportation.1 

Differentiation affects none of these determinants, and so person 
turnover velocity cannot change. The theory that velocity auto
matically and necessarily compensates for more turnovers is thor
oughly wrong, despite its enunciation in more or less categoric form 
by Schumpeter, Marschak, and others in the German literature,. 
and by Lounsbury recently in this country.' Separation of an in
clusive transactions equation of the variety FISher employs into 
specialized equations for producers and consumers cannot change the 
result, since velocity in separate economic spheres is shown to be 
unaffected by differentiation by the argument applied to velocity 
generically. 

Upon the basis of the conventional cash balance analysis, however, 
we seem to obtain a different result. To provide for, let us say, twice 
as many payments, the producers will need to hold nearly • twice as 
large balances. We assume that "when, ceteris ptJribtu, people de
cide to keep twice as much of their resources as before in the form 
of titles to legal tender, this _tIS that the velocity of circulation is 
halved."· Apparently, then, we have two factors making for a de
cline of prices,-an increase in transactions and adedine in velocity I 
This paradoDcal conclusion is prevented, however, in the accepted 
cash balance formula by the phrase ceteris Parilnu, which precludes 
any variation in T. But though the paradox is thus solved, we find 
no answer to the question as to what dou happen to balances and 
velocity when T dou change. • 

The amendment which I have offered to the cash balance formula 
solves the difficulty. People maintain balances, not in proportion to 
their wealth or resources primarily, but primarily to meet payments. 

I I6iL, It- 79-
, a. pp.. I~J37, 148-153, 182, above.. 
• IL H. Loon" Wi. wVdociJj Caaapu ODd Prices," Q. J. E. 46. p. 4IL 
• It _ be twice if _ aqIecttd the portioa 01. __ beId fAJII_~";" 

• Cf. Pipa, .,. tit .• P. '77. I have _ bill _tala! to "'" cue by -tau... 
"twice .. 1IIIICb" .... "half .. aada," aad "h:aIw:d" for "cIoabkd." 1'he.idea iI DOt 
tbadJy dedal. 
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When dilIerentiation sets additional exchanges into the' productive 
series, it does not affect the volume of real wealth (except· secon
darily); but it does increase the volume of real wealth to be exchanged.. 
Real balances are increased proportionally to real transactions. Ac
cording to my mode of statement, balances are settled upon, not as a 
proportion of wealth or "resources," but as a proportion of real traflS
aclions.t Differentiation gives no grounds for sqpposing this propor
lion altered, since payments continue at their former infrequency and 
lack of coincidence, and since contingencies are not (except slightly) 
affected. By restating the cash balance theory to make the unit of 
calculation a certain proportion of real transactions, we arrive at a 
result which coincides exactly with the answer on the basis of Fisher's 
velocity. Person turnover, the ratio of money spent to money held, 
is unaffected: cash balances, the ratio of real transactions to real 
value held, are similarly unaffected. Being stated in real terms, the 
latter has the advantage of showing clearly the independence of the 
velocity determinants from prices. Fisher maintains this indepen
dence also, though his definition of velocity in terms of money 
units Spent and held does not bespeak. his conviction with sufficient 
clari~ . 

The cash balance approach is thus shown to be only apparently in 
conflict with the Fisher velocity analysis. With Schumpeter's con
cept of "efficiency," the circuit velocity of money, it is otherwise. A 
real and irremediable conflict with both the other lines of analysis 
is presented. Differentiation necessarily produces a fall in circuit 
Velocity, which equals person turnover divided by the number of 
productive stages through which commodities pass, on the average, 
from beginning to end. Actually, however, the change pertains to 
the "money work to be done," - not to the instruments ~rforming 
the work, i. e. to money and to its velocity in a correct sense. Circuit 
Velocity is an impure concept in two respects: (I) it carries over into 
the index of rapidity of money circulation a variable which pertains 
only to the rapidity of circulation of goods; (2) as Keynes points out, 
and as I have previously insisted,' it merges into a nondescript aver
age the dilIerent velocities of money in the fields of production and 
consumption. I therefore propose its elimination from scientific 
discourse. 

I Cf. pp. 19"'193. above. 
I Cf. Po 137. above. 
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'V. TEE fwo APPB.OACHES TO ~ QuANTITY 1"IIEoltY 

When co~y apprehended. the transactions and. the cash bal
ance devices' are altogether compatible. The cash balance formula 
has the superiority of revealing the subjective basis of purchasing 
power. of removing velocity from the realm of pure number. and of 
bringing it into reIa&n with individual volition. Since it treats of 
value determination on this level. it is obliged to go behind the 
nominal money unit into real utility calculations in order to avoid 
circularity. The transaction equation. on the other hand, makes no 
pretense in this direction. and it is correspondingly relieved of the 
necessity of a discourse in real value. 

It has been said that "the unspent margin of course affects prices 
only by being spent." 1 This is nowise the case. Were no money 
spent, the price level would be zero; were no money ever retained in 
.reserves. the price level would be infinity. The actual position of the 
price level at some finite magnitude is as much explained by people's 
DOt spending as by their spending. It is. in other words. the ratio of 
spending to holding. and this is asserted by both transactions and 
balance. theories. 

I J.\v:¥.T. T....., ",l_ • .,; ... Il·n-Cc..:...m,. v ............. 19>6J. 
II- Is.. '" , 
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PRICE LEVELS. ANP FOREIGN 'ExCHANGE 
.' UNDER INFLATION 



CHAPTER XII 

TYPES OF THEORY AS TO PRICE LEVELS 
AND EXCHANGES 

THEoRETICAL discussions very often reveal in good Hegelian style a 
thesis, an antithesis, and a synthesis; and the v&st literature upon 
cause and effect under progressing inflation, in Germany as else
where, fits fairly well into the scheme. The inflation theory, that , 
causation runs from prices to the rate of exchange, meets with cate
goric denial on the part of the balance of payments theOry, which ~ 
would either treat the exchange as an independent'phenomenon or 
ascribe to the balance or rate of exchange causal effectiveness upon 
prices. The third school of opinion seeks to effectuate a compromise 
by admitting both lines of causation, or by tracing internal and ex- 3 

ternal depreciation alike to a common cause. These differences 
amongst the three major groups, as well as the subdivisions into 
. ~hich each falls, require a preliminary explanation before the de-
tailed analysis can begin. . 

The inflation theory takes on two types of formulation: purchas
ing power parity and ~change equilibrium. Under the former, 
causation is represented as passing in straightforward fashion from 
quantity and velocity of money to domestic price level and rate of 
exchange. This theory has two versions, absolute and comparative, 
and these will be examined in connection with Cassel. In either ver
sion it diverges from the other main type of inflation th~ry which 
Pigou christened "exchange equilibrium" in his article describing 
it.l Whereas purchasing power parity rests upon indices of general 
prices and allows only for causation from prices to rate, the exchange 
equilibrium doctrine rests upon &e prices of internationally traded 
goods only, and allows for causation in both directions. But the lat
ter can appropriately be classed as an inflation theory because, with
out denying that the adverse balance of payments may contribute 

1 A. C. Pigou, "The Foreign Ezc:hanges,u Q. J. E., November, 1922. reprinted in 
Es'IVfl ito IIpplit4 &_ia (London, 19'3), pp. 156-173. Several German writen 
(d. pp. '3'-'34, below) IIld J. M. Xeynes, II TNIJIiIo OIl M_ (N ... York, 1930), 
I, 73, peniat in c:alIing this purcllasiDapow .. parity despite the fact that the latter term 
univenally denotes the Cassel theory, IIld despite Piguu's_1ion. 
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toward the decline of exchange and toward the rise of domestic 
prices aside from monetary infiation, its adherents generally stress 
the monetarY factor as stronger in recent Continental experiences. 
In form. then, exchange equilibrium is bilateral, against the purc:has
ing parity theory, which by virtue of holding to an exclusively price
rite causal nexus is .mlateral! though the Pigou analysis generally 
does empluJ.size the same line of causation as Cassel's under inflation. 

To the balance of paymellts theory belong three species which I 
propose to call the "truistic," the "independent," and the "causal," 
for want of greater philological elegance. Proponents of the truistic 
version might, for all their pride in sailing under the oolors of the 
balance of payments theory, be just as legitimately c1assifiM with in
:fIation theorists, since they merely assert that the rate of exchange, 
like any price, is determined by supply and demand, i. e. by the bal
ance of payments. They affirm neither that causation passes from 
balance to prices nor oonversely; indeed. not even that the rate is 
quite independent of prices. Acoording to the implication or explicit 
statement of the seoond group, on the other baud, causation does not 
exist either way: the rate of exchange stands upon its own ground, 
and like the jony miller of Dee, owes nothing to prices nor is owed. 
The third balance of payments group, by far the most numerous, 
maintains that the balance determines the c:omplexinn of prices; but 
this group splits into three parties on the _, causation pllxeeds. 
Let us briefly examine these subdivisions of the causal balance of 
payments theory. • 

The first I call the "veritable" balance of payments theory be
cause it stands, more than any other variety, in logical anthithesis to 
the infiation theory. It is absorbed with the e1fects which capital 
movements and changes in the real terms of trade produce upon 
rates of exchange and upon domestic price levels. Acoording to this 
line of thought, the oorredness of which cannot be denied either 
under normal or dislocated standards, an increase in demand for • 
given a.rticIi of import shows itself first by • higher price in the de
manding oountry. Jmporters take advantage of this differential over 
the intemational price until, by the fall of the domestic price and 
by the rise of the international price and the rate of foreign exchange, 
the unusual margin is eliminated.. Where both exportiog and im-

1 This I .,,'I!)I iUdoptai fnDJ, W. AIIpII, 7'Aw r....." '" I .... • ,,'M"' Prica 
(C 4 . V; M_ I _ It, 1926). P. 57. ~ ay imp!icotjce IIae !bat 1lianIo'. 
tbeOI:y was """"'",ly Mr1aterp' 
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porting countries enjoy a gold standard, the adjustment is done 
mostly by the fll!! in the domestic price of the imported good, since 
the international price ordinarily depends on a broad market and will 
not rise much, and since, moreover, exchange rates can move only 
within narrow limits. As a by-product.of the equalization of domes
tic and international prices on the particular good involved, gold 
may flow from the importing country to the exporting, with the re
sult that the general price level of the fermer will decline somewhat, 
that of the latter rise by a small amount. Thus causation proceeds 
from an alteration in terms of trade to prices generally, and a similar 
case can be envisaged for a capital movement. If the importing 
country, the one which comes to demand a foreign commodity more 
heavily, happens to have a fiat paper standard, the adjustment is 

. still done more by the gradual fall in the domestic price of the par
ticular good and less by a rise in the international price; but, since 
the rate of exchange moves without the ordinary limits of the specie 
points, it may tum against the importing country considerably and 
so cushion the fall of the domestic price and retard the rise of the in
ternational quotation. Even looking aside from the sale of paper 
money abroad, we could discover the possibility of changes in gen
eral price levels in consequence of this situation. Were demand in 
several important lines of importation very greatly increased, i. e. 
if home products for export were sacrificed on much less favorable 
terms, the fJOlume of goods in general offered against money within 
the country would decrease and result in a general upward move
ment of prices. By appropriate variations, the same type of reason
ing applies to .capital movements. 

Continuing with the "causal" variety of balance theories, we. 
often find another variant, of quite a different order because it does 
not rely upon the sort of "mechanical" causation ordinaril, en
visaged in economics. This theory holds that depreciating exchange 
"causes" internal depreciation by way of occasioning, prompting, or 
even forcing th6 monetary authority to further inflation. There 
does not seem to be an appropriate catchword by which to designate 
this idea; but it must be kept quite distinct from the veritable bal
ance of paym'lnts construction. 

Finally, there appears during "hyper-inflation" another .phe
nomenon which can be described as "direct action." When the 
flight from a depreciating currency sets in, an early phase is the 
abandonment of the domestic pricing unit in favor of a stable, 
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usually a gold, standard. These prices are reinterpreted for the local 
users of paper by means of a "multiplier," i. e. the current exchange 
quotation. This phenomena has nothing to do with changes in the 
real terms of trade and their repercussions upon domestic prices, nor 
with a furthering of inJUttion by exchange depreciation. Hence one 
mUst again preserve the identity of the "direct action" theory 
against the two foregoing balance ideas. All three are alike, how
ever, in holding to some sort of causation from exchange to prices. 

This completes the synopsis Of infiation and balance of payments 
theories, and we proceed to the third main theory type, which at
tempts a synthesis of the two. One method of synthesis is the truly 
bilateral theory, which maintains not only that causation extends 
from prices to rate and oonversely, but also that the balance of pay
ments factors, including variations in reciprocal demand and capital 
movements, are as important moments in the problem as monetary 
inflation. Another synthesizing theory does not represent prices 
as governing the exchange rate, nor reciprocally the rate prices; 
rather both rest directly upon a oommon cause, and their war-time 
behavior may be attributed to waning oonfidence, speculation, or 
bUdgetary disequilibrium. 

The foregoing theories and their subdivisions must be regarded as 
ideal archetypes, not as actual instances, since the vast majority of 
writers reveal traces or admixtures of more than one line of argu
ment. By looking toward the primary emphasis in each individual'. 
doctrine, however, the scheme may be applied as a method of or
ga.niration. 



CHAPTER XIII 

THE INFLATION THEORY 

THE reoognized leader of the inflation school of theory not only in 
Germany but universally is Gustav Cassel. Although the main 
features of his doctrine are well known, a review of its development 
may not prove altogether gratuitous, since Cassel bas suffered from 
neglect of certain qualifications which he bimself made upon the 
rigorous and rather elementary first theorem by which alone he is 
sometimes known. While following through the evorution of the 
parity idea, we shall find it profitable to see just what weight he 
assigned to the alternative balance doctrine, and to note his views 
upon the peculiarities of the German inflation history. 

As promulgated originally, the Cassel thesis stated merely that 
the "equilibrium rate" represented the quotient of two oountries' 
general price levels, and these in turn depended upon the quantity of 
circulating medium.' Calculated equilibrium rates based upon gen
eral price indices for inlportant belligerent and neutral nations to 
1916 showed a very close oonformity to the actually reoorded move
ments of exchange. In Gmnany'$ ptnJJef" of Resistance, appearing the 
same year, Cassel strove to offset the popular tendency to ascribe 
the falling maxk quotations to speculation and an.unfavorable bal" 
ance of payments, and to establish the fact of inflation statistically. 
The insufliciency of the adverse balance explanation, he said, be
comes clearly evident when it is borne in mind that all other ooun
tries have suffered currency depreciation, though they oould not all 
have had unfavorable balances of payments." If domestic price 
levels have risen less rapidly than the swelling volume of notes, it is 
because of hoarding." In 1918 he gave to his theoretical equilibrium 
rate the nanle of "purchasing-power parity," t and acoounted for the 
persistence of Swedish exchange above this calculated parity by 
reference to the severe obstacles put upon her inlportation, remaxk-

I Gustav Cusd, "The Pn:sont Silllation of the Fcm:igD Fzch.ngos," Be. J_. 26, 
pp. 62-65, 319'"323. 

• r .... GMfIWIY's p_ of RuiMrou (New York, 1916), p. S4-
• r .... "The Dqueciation of Gold," Be. J_. 21, pp. 351""352. 
• r .... " AhDonDaI Deviatioaa ill In_tioDal Eu:baDges," Be. J_. 28, pp. 41J-

415· 
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ing that one-sided obstacles of this sort would generally prevent the 
rate from conforming with theoretical par. Almost simultaneously 
there appeared the Theorelische Sosialolumomie retaining the doc
trine without much change. In the body of the text, written before 
th~ War, it is unqualifiedly stated that "definitive changes in the 
nt~'of exchange can occur only if there has been a dislocation of the 
general price level of one country relatively to that of another." 1 

Purchasing-power parity represents the norm to which the actual 
rate must return after each deviation. If the balance of payments is 
unfavorable and foreign rates tum against a country, it will adjust 
t!te adverse balance by changing the time of payment - prolonging 
bills, discounting bills not yet due, and floating formal Ioans - and 
by increasing exports and diminishing imports.- An appendix added 
at the time of publication gives the relationship of the internal pur
chasing powers as simply the main determinant of exchange rates,' 
and adds the qualification concerning unequal obstacles to exports 
and imports. Treating especially the "Depreciation of the German 
Mark" • in December, 1919, when this exchange stood at only one
third of pUIchasing-power parity in terms of the Swedish krone, 
Cassel advances as reasons for the undervaluation three factors: the 
sale of mark notes at substantial concessions in regard to price, Ger
man limitations upon commodity exporting, and the magnitude of 
her exports of capital. 

This brings us to the close of the period of moderate inBation in 
Germany and to the onset of the avalanche. The CUIreDt situation 
marks a change in the parity doctrine, introduced in the course of 

. Cassel's memorandum to the Brussels Ymancial Conference of 1930.' 
Parity is not to be calculated directly as the quotient of price levels, 
but equals "the old rate multiplied by the quotient between the de
grees of in1Iation of both countries," • an innovation which Keynes 
elucidates as follows: 

• 
For example, iDstead iii raknlating diRdIy the CDR ol.1taDdard Jet ol.goo6a 

at bomeUld abroad respa::tiveiy, the",knlatioao are made that .. are JeqUimI to 
buy in the United States. standard set which $1 ......Jd haw bcJusbt ~ 1913. aDd. 
that £2-43 uenoquired tobuyinF.ngland what£l......JdhawbcJusbtm 191J.' 

I I.., r .... '·,eI.,8._clif=_; Jilted. (Jripri& 1918). p. .... 3- . (ltaIiCI miDe..) • 
• Ibi4., JIlL +U-4M- • WIlDt -tioaiDc odwn; d. ibM., p. s6L 
• &. J_. 29, JIlL _496· 
• I.., Tile WoriI.lI-,ProMe. U-,", f921), JIlL I,.. .... 
'/W.,p. 37. 
r J. II. ~ ... THtI .. lI-, 1Uf- (He. Yod, 1921), P. 99-
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All subsequent treatments embr.u:e this comparative version of the 
normal rate.1 In his next substantial volume, Money and Foreig1f 
Ezclrtmge after I9I4, Cassel remarks that though" there is no need 
whatever to presuppose that the parity rate of exchange corresponds 
to the quotient of absolute price levels," the United States T¥if£ 
ec.mmission's report of depreciated exchange shows that the twO' 
methods give negligibly divergent results.· In any event the c3lcu
lated normal rate "presents a solution of the exchange problem in 
only a first and quite rough approximation.'" This approximateness 
does not, as might be supposed, concede anything to the balance of 
payments theorem. Cassel chides Keynes for his adherence to th~ 
"old idea" of explaining the fall of exchange by reference to a sup.: 
posed excess of supply over demand, whereas Keynes himself admits 
that there is continuous equih"brium between sale and purchase.' 
The real SOUIce of trouble is the artificial creation of fresh purchasing 
power, which proceeds to raise prices and the foreign exchanges about 
proportionally, the increase in hand-to-hand currency being a eonse
queD:ce of the movement. "In this new form the Quantity Theory is 
nnassailable."· Attempts on the part of officialdom to discredit this 
explanation of the situation by exaggerating the infiuenee of hoard
ing and the use of mark currency in territory occupied by the Ger
man army ought to be·combatted. After the first few months of the 
War, hoarding became insignificant; and it can scarcely be supposed . 
that the money need of Germans in the occupying armies would be 
greater than if they had been at home. I Deviations of mark quota
tions below purchasing-power parity are to be laid to the combina
tion of four special circumstances: restrictions upon exports such as 

1 Piguu clistiDguishes the older and newer vemiODS .. the,.,.nu .. and th .... ,.,,,,_ 
,.". (Bma,. ill A HI. &.0",;" [Lcmdcm. 19231. pp. 1!ir16S); and thereby lump 
• distrasiDg compIiation . Aside from. the fact that "absolute" would have made • 
bett<r amtrast with "~tiw," 0D.e WOJlII ... bow two mutually ettlusive de6D.i
tio ... of parity caD. he "parts" of 1lIIY doctriD. .. Cassel does indeed peniat in using the 
lomwIa thr.t the rate 01 eachange is estlblished by the "relati ... purchasing po ..... 01 
the currencies of both countDes," "the ratio between theintema1 purthasingpowers" 
ad "the ratio 01 thevalueollllODey in Amd B." a •• respectively. Tloo w.,w. AI ..... 
"", Probu-. p. 36; AI _ .... F"';" &< ..... ,../kr 1914 (New Yorlt. 1923). p. 185; 
_ Tloo T-, tJ/ StJ<iGl .&0 • ...". 1St ed. (New Yorlt. 1924). P. 487. All 01 these-W 
he interpftted u the absolute ratio 01 priee I ..... hnt they...., DOt. But .. late u the 
F.,. ••• oIGI T...,iIo ill ~ (New York. 1925). p. 147. he ..... the phrase aiD. 
4Uect proportion to the gen .... 1evel 01 pric;es." which _ he the absolute 10IIII. 

• pp. 1(P-162. • 1In4.. P. 1390 • 
• Ibid .• p. 184; c:I. J:eyn ... AI...., 114-. pp. 9HS. 
• Ibid.. p. 29. • 1In4.. pp. 3&-4J. 
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absolute prohibition, licenses, export rationing, and duties, in the 
first place; secondly, the tendency of international valuations to in
clude the expected fall of currency at home; thirdly, at least as a 
short time infiuence, bear speculation; and finally and most signifi
cantly, the selling out of the country's balances and currency to ob
tain funds abroad, a practice induced by fear and by the necessity of 
reparation payments.' Exporting marks is a form of borrowing; and 
being done on ruinous terms because of the risk to the foreigner, it 
forces down the mark rate sharply.r Regarding the "llight of capi
tal" Cassel gave expression to a quite similar view two yeus later.' 
In a real sense, he explains, capital is exported only when a country 
has a net export balance of goods and takes payment in securities or 
other obligations, a condition quite opposite to Germany's following 
the War. So far as nominal investment goes, on the other hand, what 
actually happened was an approximately equal exchange of titles; 
Germans sold marks for foreign balances or real property held 
abroad. What this really amounts to is borrowing after other means 
have failed, and the process spells disaster to German exchange. 
Cassel remarks in this same treatise that an under-valuation abroad 
has the consequence, if long enough protracted, of "inducing con
tinued inflation within the country." • 

Since the various European stabilizations by DO means ended 
theoretical dismssion of the exchange mecba nism, particularly as it 
involved reparation transfers, Cassel has continued his elaboration 
of the parity doctrine.' His lecture under the Harris Foundation in 
Chicago was largely devoted to proving that international capital 
movements do not affect parity,' though that rate might be rather 
slightly moved by discovery of new resources or radical revolutions 
in production and transportation. 7 Distortion of actual rates from 
par comes as a consequence of continuing inflation or de1Iation, of 
hindrances to international trade, or of capital JDOYmJeDts; but 
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these distortions are "small and quite temporary." 1 In the recent, 
second edition of The Theory of Social Economy, Cassel points out 
explicitly that the new mode of calculating parity, "by multiplying 
the old purchasing-power parity by the ratio of ilie changes in the in
ternal purchasing power of the currencies,'" does not take account of 
possible alterations in interna.tional trade conditions developing in 
the interim. But such changes, including the transfer of capital if the 
rountries involved are "at all developed" eronomically,' are rela
tively minor; purchasing parity gives a "first rough calculation" for 
the neW equilibrium portion.' To insist, as some people have, that 
this equilibrium rate should be determined exclusively upon export 
and import prices is an error. Were all export prices in rountry B 
doubled, its exchange would not fall to half, "as a much smaller fan: . 
in the rate would bring out the latent export possibilities of a mass of 
other rommodities of rountry B, and would prevent a further fall in 
the exchange." 6 

Much of the adverse criticism directed against the theorem has 
berome obsolete through refinements introduced by Cassel in the 
srore of years since he wrote in the pre-war version of T Moretische 
Sozialiilumomie that the eqUilibrium rate can change" only if" there 
has been a dislocation of internal price levels through inflation. It is 
now ronceded that purchasing power parity only "roughly" ap
proximates the true norm if there have been changes in the sub
stantive terms of trade. By recasting the theory into its rompara.
tive version, by which one-sided obstacles existing in the base year 
are eliminated, Cassel overromes one important source of distortion; 
but even this, he recognizes, does not prevent distortion from this 
source una the base year.' In the quaqrenmum from 1928 to the 
appearance of the revised edition of Social Economy, Cassel also 
modified his statement that capital movements do not affect the 
equilibrium rate, to a limited validity, i. e. as between rountries 
which are "fully developed" economically. Furthermore rognizance 
was also taken of the non-mechanical factors in inflation: the tend
ency of traders to disrount future note issues and internal price ad
vances into the present rate of exchange, and also of the temporal 
primacy of exchange movements over domestic prices in certain 
instances. 

'11M., p. 17. 
• 11M., p. 676. 

• (Loadoa, 1930), p. 660-
• Ibid., P. 66,. 

• 11M., pp. 662-663- I Pointed out by Pi&ou in IgOO, En"". p. 156. 
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) With these emendations and' concessions, the difference between 
CasseIians and.balance theorists tends to be softened, the division 
persisting in divergent judgments as to the relative importance of 
monetary and other factors. But upon one very significant theoreti
QIl point Cassel remains adamantine: equilibrium resq upon general 
internal prices. ·This largely undoes whatever in1Iuence has been 
granted to changes in the substantive course of trade and to capital 
movements, since these factors make themselves felt by a divergence 
of import and export prices from purely domestic prices; and though 
they result in an altered general internal price index, that is a second
ary consequence, not directly determinative of the equihl>rium rate. 
¥ ,export prices are doubled, I Cassel thinks that, by assuming all 
other prices unchanged, the country's exchange rate will not fall to 
one-half because of the cushioning efi'ect of "latent export possibili
ties of a mass of olDer commodities." I But the argument is wholly 
sophistic. If the country's exchange does 1IOt immediately fall to one
half, it is because the "latent export possibilities" do 1IOt rise in price 
as exportation proceeds, notwithstanding' Cassel's assumption; and 
if the exchange rate does fall to half, it is because although the "mass 

, of other commodities" remain at their previous low level of price, 
. they are "!" "latent export posstl>ilities," contrary to his assump

tion. Both of 'Cassel's< assumptions could be lemporarily reaIiwf 
with the additional explanation that by accident the whole weight of 
ih1Iation fell on the old exports. New lines of exporting would begin 
to break the strange persistence of foreign buyers at doubled prices 
on the old set; this would spread the given inflation over more c0m

modities, and, as Cassel says, would prevent exchanges falling to 
half. Pari passu with the inevitable reduction in price upon the 
original exports, the new ones would disappear, for nothing has been 
said as to a change of tastes or technique. Eventually equilibrium 
would be reached solely with the old export8f exchange would 
fall by less than half, and the general price level would advance 
in exactly inverse proportion. But since DO basic alterations in 
the terms of trade have been introduced and since therefore a
port prices would move in a:ad: conf~ with the general 
price level, Cassel fails to show that general price levels govern 
equilil>rium. 

• ~byin ... tjm • ....,.tbe_~ .. _loclllllidorlJ>e""'" 
.~ fna ~ iaa tbe _of _.- (T.....", .......... P. 663). 

• l/M.. p. 66a. 
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Cassel's mode of arguing against the. baI&nt:e of payments tJ{eoo
increases the impression that his allowing for othe~ than monetary 
factors is a mere formality. One mig4t ~ him to emphasize the 
relative unimportance of the factors embodied in. the theory; ~ut ~
stead he att).cks its logic. All oountries, he says, c&imot have had un
favorable balances, and yet they all suffered currency depreciation 
in the War. But there is nothing in· this platitude to prevent a favor
able balance for the United States partly oompeJisating for Olp' own 
inflatioJ;l, nor the adverse German balance aggravating the fall of the 
mark already induj:ed by inflation there. 

Cassel's extraordinary position on the exportation of marks and 
the attending movement of capital raises some oomplicated iss~ 
Though related, the two phenomena are sufficiently distinct td .~ 
quire separate analysis. Fll'St it must be determined whether Cassel 
is right in a,coounting the sale of German cdrrency abroad as in
variably adverse to the foreign quotation. More oommonly it has 
been held, on the oontrary, that the willingness of foreign oountries to 
absorb paper money relieved by so much the pressure of German 
demand for foreign excbange bills and by so much buoyed up the 
mark excbange. This view is fundamentally oorrect; but, being' 
stated in these rigorously simplified terms, it does not oover ~. 
whole field: When marks can be used to make payment abroad, the 
amount involved appears on the credit side of,Germany's balance; 
and beside, their withdrawal from circulation tends somewhat' to 
lower prices, including those of exports. Hence there exists a double 
reason for an enhancement in the external value. If marks flow back 
to Germany, the reVl:rse oondition is engendered. But this does not 
signify that currency exportation invariably brings about a rise in 
marks, re-importation a fall, because the relnls sU; stamibus assumed 
by the opponents of Cassel's idea may be lacking. Indeed they are 
likely to be. The foreign purchaser observes a.1lood bf paper about 
him, a persisting inflationary policy in Germany; he discounts his 
forebodings into present terms and next time offers less. In other 
words, if the underlying psychology remained the same, vending 
marks would always improve the rate by relieving the exchange mar
ket of an equal offer of Berlin balances or an equal demand for New 
York balances; but the process itself may finally reduce the foreign
ers' schedule of demand for marks, or increase the sellers offer, and 
so tum exchange downward even as exportation proceeds. Stated 
absolutely, Cassel's proposition cannot be maintained; with this 
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additional explanation, it can probably be applied to the later stages 
of infIation.1 

Upon the subject of capital flows under inflation Cassel again dis
agrees diametrically with the oonsensus, and again, I think, err0-
neously. Taking as the aiterion of capital export a favorable trade 
balance with proceeds received in securities or other obligations, he 
oondudes that selling marks oonstitutes borrowing rather than a 
1Iight of capital outward, because marks are not "real" capital. But 
only so far as marks were sent out to rommand goods and services 
immediately, and only if this money be regarded as a promise to pay, 
can Cassel's interpretation be acoorded any meaning. So far as 
marks were sent out to oommand bills of nchange on foreign centers 
and are still regarded merely as promises, Cassel might well have 
made specific application of his statement, unwarranted as a gen
eralization, that mark sales involve an equal exchange of titles; 
and here he should have disoovered no movement of capital. But 
the nominalists' position - whidi Cassel elsewhere adopts - that 
fiduciary money is immediate purchasing power, seems a good deal 
more sensible than this attitude. So far as mark currency, regarded 
as money, went to purchase visible inIports and foreign services, the 
"1Iight from the mark" did not mean a "1Iight of capital" So far as 
it went into the building up of foreign balances, it was the surrender 
on the part of German nationals of cash for credit, a true capital ex-

• ~Grabam-"'_ ..... lIatim ... the_ ..... At6nthe.,.thot 
..m ..... "","DOt aafaftnhlo" to..m o. , ....... bat .... they "'" fa~ .. 
the paomd thotimportoiDtoGamoay"....,. be ..... JdatiftIy to -'" _ -W 
bethecaoeifDOaaJaof ClllJalC)'tooItplo<e." a.F.D.C""""m. ",,_,..P""'_ 
Pi • _ .. B~"'~ c..-y, ' __ 'IPJ (Princetm •• _). p . .a. Uur he 
lobs ... _table ........ tim thot". __ of....... , .... ___ 
apfm. .. ,Dy RqUired. by the (;ermans," aDd •• '"" ....... "'the_of Wiieaq ... 
baIIisIa foK:to. ... its , II" ftIae" (iW., p. 54). F~ he.,., it io"DOt the 
sale, _..,., bat the _" _ wbicIa....,... aDd _ "'" toady to.a wbicIa de
, .... the _ (ibiL. p. :18). As. _ of fact, the _ of • GRmUy'o _ ...... '7 
a!waysmaiataiaed its... I .. .ate..,tbe l,) rfLnr

.' IeftlIad ada __ beat 
Dpc-iNe,.lthoush ...... ewi.d' _adwne bayas'or __ ....,.-the 
__ amtimJoasly Me l. H theoe adwne __ • ......,. prudact of 
..m ~ _. the faD will pnIIIohIy "'-Jaac-..b to II" . Ie the __ 
libilityof -me the_alaD; i. Co the ___ iD the_of Gamoay. faDo 
--aytotheh:tp ~, ...... _ •• -. Whetba-theGRmUy'........ • I 
uqaiI , io bod, .... the ..... of _ .. w-, .... '-tim of the !?Ie," iD the 
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WaeaD.UjUiJ '" bod,.'-' foftip cImaDd f«.ad: -... -W 1impIy"-dlec..- ......... _to.pater ___ it-W __ iDddaaIt 
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port. Even GIllham, who agrees with Cassel in decrying the popular 
identification of the two sorts of "1Iight," does not hold that the 
practice of buying foreign exchange was not an outflow of capital, 
but only that it was insignificant.' Such evidence as lies readily at 
band without special enquiry does not ronfirm Graham's belief.1 
Eucken estimates the sale of American exchange alone during the 
brief period from January to June, J:920, at 700 million gold marks.' 
In January, 1922, Sir William Goode placed the total of Austrian i:aIl 
money in Switzerlimd at 18 million gold pounds; and de Bordes 
asserted that Austrian reserves of foreign exchange grew annually 
from 1919 to 1922 by "several hundred million gold aowns."· J. H. 
Rogers, without linking the capital ftight explicitly with currency 
sales, reproduces an estimate of French capital export during 1924 
and 1925 at 20 billion francs and 17 billion in the first seven months 
of 1926.6 A similar situation prevailed in Russia from 1921 to the 
stabilization during 1923.- It will probably never be known how 
great a proportion of the paper money marketed abroad by these 
inflating rountries went towaId the acquisition of foreign balances, 
even where the volume of the latter can be stated. But although 

. capital ftight does not necessarily involve note export, nor ronversely 
the latter the former, it is a possibility which most German rom
mentators rightly emphasize. Added to the already adverse element 
of a persistently unfavorable trade balance, the debit item of capital 
export through currency sales might exercise an altogether dispro
portionate effect to its magnitude, especially if it arises from a frantic 
scramble to put values outside the path of "hyper-inflation." 

Even more dogmatic than Cassel is Ludwig Mises, who never once 
departs from the strict unilateral theory that international money 
movements represent cause and not ronsequence of the balance of 
paymentli.' The fact that his description of the normal exchange 
rate runs almost exactly parallel to Pigou's cannot be other than ac-

• 0, .• iI.. pp. so-5' • 
• The .tatiatics of cb.. K '" which h. m .... (iIM.. pp. 51. 5'. Dote) pertaia '" _, 

boJuca in GameD bUlb .. other -' obIiptj .... of foreip.en IDd _0 ... do _ 
_ pIDlDe. 

I Walter Euc:k .... KrilUdJo B ........ ,.. _ .,."". ... c.ulrtJblftJ a .... 1923l. 
dLiii. 

• J ...... Walm de BcmIaI, T. A"""-C .... (LcmdOD. 1924). P. '9'. for both. 
• T. P_ tJf 1_j4lift iII P,..... *914"19'7 (New YOlk, 1929), pp. ........ 5. 
I S. S. Ita_,um"""" ~Cwrnt:7-B.......,. z9z~Z1P4 (Lcmdoa.19'S). 

p.86. 
, T ...... GcUa ..... UI8l.tl.....,. 1st 011. (KUDich, 1912). p. 164-
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cidentaL That rate, he says, is one which "makes it a matter of in
difference whether a person buys goods directly with a unit of money 
or whether he first buys a unit of foreign money and then makes his 
purchases with it." I Since Mises does not distinguish export and 
import prices from those purely domestic, and indeed as we shaI1 
see,· dogmatically insists that lire value of money is eYelywhere the 
same, it cannot be supposed that this mode of statement, employed 

• by Pigou expressly to admit the other line of ausation from specific 
prices to exchange rate and back to domestic price 1evel, signifies 
anytJpng of the sort with Mises. The balance of payments theory he 
rejects mmpletely because it overlooks the dependence of foreign 
trade upon prices. An offshoot of this school puts forward the prop-' 
osition that a (DunDy with unessential exports but dependent 1:1Pm 
foreigners for raw materials may esperience a rontinUOWl dedine in " 
its rate of exchange. In saying so it forgets that "the greater or' 
lesser importance to life or indispeasability of particular goods is 
already rompletely expiessed in the intensity of detnand and •• ". 
their prices.'" An unfawrable balance resting on anything other 
than the internal need for money relative to foreign countries cannot 
long persist. Neither a scarcity of c:mnmocfities nor unfawrable 
(Dnditions of production, neither spendation IlOr indebtedn ..... can 
long IU;mUIlt for a low excba~ rate. 

Regarding ~y the position of Germany, Mises views the 
export of mark ~cy as substituting for amnnodity exports and 
ronsequently helping to maintain her nchange quotlttions. He 
takes a position opposite to Cassel's again in laying amsidemb1e 
weight upon the flight of capital as a disastrous circnmstance, in
terpreting the "selling out" of Germany as a capital expwting pr0-
cedure.· Mises does DOt seem to amned: this pheoomeDoD with the 
reJamedepreriationsof the mark at home and abroad, and spraks as 
though an export bonus inwriably attends inflation. To the tend
ency of domestic prices first to lag behind and then to outstrip DOte 
issues, he does give attention. The former situation arises through 
augmented cash iC&1 YeS as a consequeDIZ of the individual's feeling 
of uncertainty in war time; i the latter, through a mlwrd demand 

I liiL. p. 234-
I Pp._s. ...... 
• Ladwic lIi!a. MDie rid c:tische SciI:e_ Stabffi - SL ' : • v ... 

m.. Put U CM-rida,1923h p. 23; d. r-. J1P. ~ 
• r-'p.'119-· r-. • ....,.sr.. ... ~~ CV"_ I9I9>. J1P. '_Z7. 
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for money attending the USe ofJoreign money and exchange bills, the 
reduction of German territory, and the poverty of the nation.1 
Finally Mises offers as the .cause of the "shortage of money" the 
fact that prices rise, not in conformity with actual but rather with 
expected note issues.·' .. • 

In general Mises is noteworthy only for his peculiarly doctrinaire 
disposition; but his version of the capital export is novel and illum
inating. ,His concerti, is not with a possible increase in Germany's 
lending position through a flight into foreign balances, with its tend
ency to depress exchange, but rather with the exodus of German 
'property and its result upon her economic productivity. The matter, 
~ two aspects, both of them deleterious. In the first place the ex
'pop: bonus caused German goods to be sold upon ruinous terms, and 
.4n this way a certain amount of capital, in the sense merely of weal~, 
"was "exported," or perhaps better, simply given away. Graham 
argues convincingly in this ronnection that discriminatory prices 

'Iagainst foreigners enforced by the central government were alto-
. 'gether reasonable inasmuch as a larger physical volume of exports at 

the low prices naturally prevailing would have produced a small vol
ume of foreign exchange.· Another aspect of the Schleuderexporl was. 
that necessary capital goods began to be removed from the country; 
Williams says that "entire factories were dismantled and.. the ma
chinery sold abroad beca1,lSe the factory could not be operated for' 
lack of raw material, whereas the machinery' brought attractive 
prices in marks."· Quite aside from capital export in the sense of 
lending abroad, this sort of "capital export," which does indeed tend 
by so much to improve the mark rate immediately, would in the 
end work against it by reducing the country's productive and export 
capacity. 

Almost as early as either Cassel or Mises, Karl Schlesinger and 
Alfred Lansburgh began tG champion the parity theory~ Schles-. 
inger's pamphlet I puts the theorem in ihe original or absolute form 
by which a COUDtry'S parity stands at the quotient of the foreign and 
domestic general price levels.' Unless borrowings from abroad are 

I S~*oblerrt, pp. 5'"13; written in 1 ... 11&1)' 1923. 

• lAc. ciI. 
• Gmham •• ,. ciI., p. 187. 
"J. H. WiIJiams, "German Fomg,. Tlado ... d theRopuatioll Paymonto," Q.I. B. 

36, p. 488. 
• 1M V".,..,.".",... 1M c;,/tlwrlu ... Jrn.p (Vieama, 1916) • 
• 16i~L ft. w6. 
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used to reduce the indebtedness of the bank of issue, an in1Iow of 
capital cannot affect the equilibrium rate; and by consequence, 
though such in1Iow may serve as a brake to the mark disagio, the 
lack of it cannot produce a disagio. Price advances during the first 
eighteen months of war and inflationary financing bave been some
wbat attenuated by four circumstances: incursions into commodity 
stocks, diversion of production from investment goods, capital im
port, and "forced saving." I 

Lansburgh, as a practical banker, devotes his attention chiefly to 
the technique of inflation, condemning the Reichsbank with utmost 
severity for denying the fact and for ascribing depreciation to the un
favorable balance of payments. The position of the exchange rate, 
he declares dogmatically, "is determined ezclusively by the monetary 
structure of particular countries." I In explanation of the 70 per 
cent gold agio prevailing in 1917 as against a tenfold expansion of 
central bank deposits, Lansburgh offers the following: hoarding of 
notes in hope of appreciation, the export of marks, the threatened 
oon1iscation of bank balances, which leads people to withdraw funds 
and hold cash hoards." The Reichsbank always maintains that 
hoarding and exporting marks forces it to further issues; but it 
should bave recognized that these practices only diminish the effect 
of inflation. 

Ludwig Pohle, formedy professor at Leipzig, presents the oourse 
of causation under inflation as proceeding in straightforward fashion 
from note issue through internal price levels to rate of exchaDge. In 
the seoond work to which we direct attention Pohle makes a concilia
tory IDOve toward balance of payments theor"Y, but the c:onceseion 
proves to be nugatory. 

The earlier work • begins with an argument against the second 
type of balance of payments theory. The prevalent view, BaYS 
Pohle, treats domestic and foreign depreciation of the mark as inde
pendent phenomena, the foriner as the oonsequence of a scarcity of 
goods, the latter as the iesuIt of an unfavorable balance of pay
ments.' Probably the foreign balance bas been adverse, although 
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Germany sold vast quantities of securities during the War years. Be 
that as it may, the suppression of all trade statistics makes it im
possible to prove the existence of an unfavorable balance. The scar
city of commodities might be a plausible reason for the moderate 
price advances at the beginning of the War; but despite such offset
ting factors as hoarding of notes, the decline of credit exchange, and 
the expansion of German territory, the subsequent rise of prices i,Il 
belligerent countries has paralleled the mounting volume of paper 
issues. Domestic depreciation is the primary phenomenon, the fall 
of foreign quotations on the mark the secondary.' 

A year later Pohle concedes that the German foreign balance has 
been decidedly unfavorable. This situation he explains on the fol-· 
lowing grounds: (I) "the chronic pressure which proceeds naturally 
from the existence of large quantities of German paper money 
abroad"; (2) payment of obligations incurred for imports obtained 
during the War, particularly from Sweden; (3) Waren hunger follow
ing the War blockade; (4) the smallness of credit extensions to Ger
many; (5) the practice of leaving on deposit abroad the proceeds of 
her exports.- Pohle seems disposed in this monograph to adopt a 
compromise view. Directly it is the balance of payments which sets 
the price of exchange bills, and the fall of the mark abroad may 
therefore assume a quite different character from the decline of the 
money unit at home. A lJettering in the military prospects of a 
warring nation may in itself lead to a general rise in the quotations 
upon its exchange. But he insists that any deviation of the rate 
of exchange from purchasing power parity must eventually dis
appear, and concludes "that in the long run the position of the 
exchange is regulated by the domestic value of the money in 
question, or ... that, beside the balance of payments theory, the 
inflation theory is also valid, that only together do they give the 
whole truth." • 

Pohle apparently cherishes the delusion that a compromise is 
effectuated by conceding the short run determination to the balance 
of payments, while maintaining national price levels as the control
ling factors finally. It need hardly be said that the parity school 
recognizes, as it naturally must, that the day-to-day balance of pay-

I Ibid., pp. 46-50-
I IdMJI, Geld ... :.,m,,,,,, VtJlulGfr"" ,,114 WIllrrIIn,mj_ (Leipzig, 1920), pp. 

29-35· 
• Ibid., p. 34. 
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ments controls quotations. A teal concession is made the foreign 
trade school only when other factors than. domestic purchasing 
powers are admitted as the ultimate determinants of the rate of 
exchange. 

With the single exception of Cassel, no otherwriter in Germany has 
carried on.so lively a campaign for the in1Iatioll theory as L. Albert 
Hahn, who enjoys, beside a wide audience with professional banking 
circles, an attentive hearing amongst academic eoonomists. Hahn 
argues that the payments theorem errs in two particulars.! In the 
first place, the term "balance of payments" is meaningless for coun
tries on dislocated standards; payments always balance, since gold 
flows are in the nature of the case precluded. Demand and supply 
for bills may change and the rate be affected, but that is not a case of 
disturbed equilibrium in total payments but only in particular items. 
In the seoond place, the theory neglects the influence of price levels 
upon the exchange rate. This influence the in1Iation theory of Ri
cardo erects into the sole determinant. 'Hen!again, since payments 
always balance, price levels do not affect the total but rather particu
lar items, as, for instance, the note export balance or the credit bal
ance." So corrected, the Ricardian theory is flawless so far as it goes; 
but it neglects altogether the demand for and supply of bills of ex
change nat arising from the balance of wade, such as speculative 
operations and capital transfers. 

A complete theory of the excbanges must analyze separately the 
demand and supply situation pertaining first to the balance of trade 
and seoondly to the other items in the balan~ of payments. As to the 
former, the maximum premium which exporters in an inflatiog c0un
try can demand for their foreign bills, and the maximum premium 
which imPQrters can afford to pay, is measured by the difference 
between th~ prices of their goods within the country and abroad. 
Now the rate of exchange will establish itself at a premium which is 
the average of an these price differences, since the "balance of ~" 
means that exports equal imports in value. AD goods more expenSIVe 
in the'llDUlltry than without, relatively to this rate of evhange, can
not be imported but may be exported. Since importation cau:es 
prices of imports to fall within the receiving country and exportatiOD 
causes export prices to rise, the prices of an annmodities tend to the 

• 
I ·1JaavIrhbo ....... ~ vaJata, GIIta ....... • .fre/iiII .... JIP. 596-6 .... 
I IIIiL, p. 6aa. 
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IewI set by the rate of exchange. This process may be represented 
thus (FonnuJa 1): 

The net died is to equalize prices within the country, but not to 
change the generallevel.1 If we enquire into the market situation for 
foreign biDs tIfdritle the trade balance. we find on each side a series of, 
bid and offer prices" aamding to the urgency of the seller.;' desire to~ 
sell and the buyers' desire to buy." 2 Whatever be the reasons for 
these bids and offers, the foreign rate will, as in the fonner situation. 
establjsh itself at the average premium bid and offered. Causation. 
roDS thus (Formula n): 

BaPt cf bick} 
. mod all........ --... Dlecf arJmage --... _cf pa,......ts 

arJmage 

Combining the two fo~&formu1as into a complete statement 
we find the following situatioIi: I 

Plicacf .j.ies} Ecftdde 
BaPt cf bick mod all... - DIe cf arJmage - Plica of mmmoc!itios 
far • "" ofpa,......ts 

As against the strictly inflation theory situation in Formula :r. the 
final solution allows for an ~ed of the rate of exchange on the gen
eral in1and price level. 

D the cL_Vic price &Yaage is, b enmp!e, 20% bigber than & foreigD. 
CDIUItry'S, still, if the fareip mte ........ fnm C>ther items in the haIaDce of pay-
_Is to staDd d 130% [cf par], the ........... price &Yaage woulcIlSIIIIIIIe per-
IIWIeDtIy & paN';" 30% above the fareip CDIUItry'S 1eveJ.' 

But sinc:e a passive balance of trade is imaginable ooly if' compen
sated for by some other item. it is always the consequence of a re1a
tively too favorable rate of exchange. not, as the balance of pay
ments theory would say, the cause of an unfavorable rate. 

Hahn's later paper' purports to take this doctrine as a basis, and 
to discover the causes of divagence between normal and actual rates 
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of exchange in the German experience. In reality, though Hahn still 
recognizes the existence of factors outsidl; of price levels, he comes 
virtually to purchasing power parity. Supposedly independent fac
tors are themselves controlled by the domestic value of money. Thul 
the fiight from the mark and the bearish speculation in 1922 are an 
expression of the abnormal creation of purchasing power.1 Hahn be
lieves that deviations of dynamic rates from the static rate may be 
explained in terms of a domestic capital movement toward or away 
from the exchange market; but since without further inJlation the 
prices of other things are affected inversely as the prices of foreign 
bills upon quantity theory reasoning, internal movements of pur
chasing power can affect neither the average price level nor the static 
rate of exchange." Whether an upward shift in the general domestic 
price level comes from inflation or from a bad harvest does not mat
ter. "Despite all apparent exceptions, if and how much the prices of 
foreign bills have risen is finally decided solely by the fact and extent 
of the lOOney increase at home.'" A statistical analysis of specific 
exchange fluctuations seems to Hahn to confirm the proposition. 

In his writings upon the purely domestic situation, Hahn never 
tires of reiterating the rOle played by umfokna, not as it pertains to 
gold redemption and acts directly, for he is a staunch nominalist, but 
as it pertains to estimates of the future course of prices and operates 
through present velocity. During the period throughout the War 
and inJlation to the murder of Rathenau early in 1922, when the con
fidence of German people in the mark sti11 persisted and savings de
posits increased. depreciation followed the course of new lOOney." 
The next year saw a depreciation to one-seventieth, as much as had 
been suffered in the preceding eight years of inJlation, a fact ascrib
able largely to greatly increased velocity of circulation. In the third 
period, from early 1923 until the stabiIization, confidence disap
peared completely and velocity reached its highest IeveI. Because 
the quasi-interest upon IInspent cash margins is greater than interest 
m:cived upon time deposits, the entrance of mistrust into the situa
tion causes an acce1eration of velocity with credit prior to the in
crease of velocity with money.J 

Hahn's misapprehension of the nature of the balance of payments 
prOOestines him from the outset to error upon the IIOIHIIOIIetary lac-

• 1biL, p. 7650 • 1biL, p. TTl. • 1biL, p. 76s. (ItIlD miae.) 
• I~ GeU _ ICna. B_ F. (TB,"-. 1929). dL ii. 
• I~ MZar F_ .. _ .. II. "' ... ·v_ ill die W ........... • b ... p. 

p. 3'16- a. p. 1611, L .. &booe. 
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tors in exchange depm:iation. Elementary as the fact is, it must be 
pointed out that the balance of payments bas pnrisely the same 
meaning under dislocated as under metallic standards, that ~ 
sale must be met by an equal value in payment, so that mntinuously, 
hom day to day, values or evidences of values sent out equal those 
received. Barring exceptions atraneous to the theory of exchange, 
such as defaults, the balance always obtains; and if, aaording to 
Hahn's belief, that fact dqnives the total balance of causal signifi
cance with paper standaIds, it must do SO in ~ case.. But the 
truistic character of the balance does not prevent changes in the 
underlying terms of trade from moving the equilibrium toW, as the 
argument in the introduction to this Part and again in aiticism of 
Casl;eI demonstrated A thoroughgoing research into a muntry's 
exchange situation must certainly, as Hahn maintains, enquire into 
particular items; but that isonIyto dismve£ howtheyaffecl the total. 

As a result of his purely sopl).istic objection to the balance theory, 
Hahn's endea~ to include non-monetary cwses of exchange move
ments mmes to naught The original ~t of the theory ex
plicitly allows for a portion of the supply and demand on the ex
change market mming from items not dqlendent directly upon price 
levels; indeed it sets fortb the possibility of a shift in the domestic 
price IewI in mnsequence of a movement in the static rate. But the 
1ater .ArcIriv article categorically affirms that the only determinant of 
that rate is relative internal price levels, the strictly unilateral posi
tion. In mmparison with this fatal inadequacy, other defects, such 
as making average instead of margioal bid and offer prices deter
minative of the rate, sink into relative insignificance. 

Hahn represeuts a strong tradition in aaounting for disaepancies 
between price IewI series and note issue series on the basis of re
tarded or acxelerated velocity; his efforts must have munted beavily 
toward securing to the quantity theory that almost universal aa:ept
ance which it enjoyed during the inflation. It seems entirely prob
able, moreover, that cmlit velocity should be more mobile than the 
rapidity of cash cin:ulation, just as be suggests. Adopting the same 
idea, Pigou attacks the anomalous pbenomenml of a "money short
age" devdoping precisely at the time wben inflation was most 
~L • 

The aplalllltjon proIJabIy is that it is .... to OIl down the "' ...... tjon of 
aae's ._us that.- beps iD "'hIM'" thaD the "' ...... tjon that.-bops iD 
-.:tual c:am:acy ...... pa)'lDOllls UId JeIail pwduoses. • •• Prias double UId 
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.. printing will cmIy sustain the rile that has already takm place, it will DOt caute 
a'Dew rise - there will be. a cuneacy sbortap.l .' • ' <, . 
Hahn is also responsible for a concept of hypothetical rna pm. of 
Velocity for currency and credit which resembles the concept of 1 
"ceiling" to monetazy turnover employed recently bY Graham.· In 
other respects Hahn's analysis of velocity proves Jess telJable.AJ.. 
though. as a matter of fact, the respoll!e of credit velocity ~Joss of 
confidence occurs before the response made by currency, it Cannot 
be because in ~ initial situation the quasi-interest on cash exceeded 
interest paid on savings, since competition brings them to the I&IDe 

margin. Rather it must be because of the less elastic demand curve 
for resources in the form of currency. Furthermore, though Hahn'. 
last two divisions in the history of German inflation conform with 
distinctive periods according to the latest researches, he erred.widely 
as to the "breaking point." Not 1922 but the'midst of 1919 marks 
the beginning ebb of German confidence and the upswing of mone
tary velocity.' 

One of the best studies of the German monetazy situation after 
the War which has yet appeared within the country is Walter 
Eucken's.· The author is an in1Iation theorist of 80DIeWhat Jess doo
trinaire disposition than either Cassel or Mises. In the monogJ"llpb 
under oonsidemtion be offers first a penetrating aiticism of the bal
ance of payments theory, a symnatic defense of the inflation 
theory, and lastly a 80DIeWhat amended and amplified version of the 
latter as his own positive theoretic:al contributimL· 

The balance theory takes as its point of cIeparttue the dedine of 
German ezports to the following PlUPOItions of the 1913 total: 1919. 
23 per cent; 1920, SO per cent; 1921, 36 per cent; 1922, 39 per cent. 
Factors ezplaining this chronically unfawrable balance are, it is said. 
the great demand for foreign lumrieI and nco • ties of life after the 
armistice, heavy interest payments outward, reparations, RItrictioas 
upon German productioo and discriminatory tariffs enforced by the 
Allies, the shrinkage of German interest Raipts, and the "1light of 
capital" 5 To make up the deficit in herpaY4k!Dts balance Germany 

I Es.,ir, p. 196.-' 
• B7Ie' __ .Jdi-, pp.. ICIf If. 
• a. r_ ..... , .,. tiL, p. IOJ. 
• KrifiIdor .... hr. _+We" c.MtrrM- U _ _ ). 
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. expo~ marks, a P~ ~tuated bI fhe'lrench E,.o~ngs-. 
poluill. V?thtlie eIIS\llJlg decline of, mark exchange the pnces of 
imports adVanCed, !lIla with them the' general dpmCSStic price level. 
When the necessity of turning oVer to the Ed.~te large quantities of 
exchange became immediate, the government was unable !lIly longer' 

o to balance its budget, !lIld so the ReichsbllDk was obliged to supply 
.,paper marls in return for national bonds. A schematic representa.
tion oi. f!1e balance

i 
of payments theory of the caUsal sequence is as 

followS; 
Passive boIance of payments 

l 
Outflow of paper IIIOl107 

l 
AdVlllCO in the price 01 foreign aclJange 

. ., ' 

Rile of cmnmodity plica iii Germany 
l l 

Deficit in the budget Heavy discounting of commen:ial paper 

l( 
lD1I&tion , 

This construction may now be appraised first as to its confonnity 
to the facts of the case and seobndlyas to theoretical verisimilitude. 
For 1922 the official estimate placed a value of 4 billion marks'upon 
exports and 6 billion marks upon imports, estimates being made in 
gold marks by tiOnverting paper marks to gold at the average rate of 
exchange on the dollar. The figures are unreliable because of the 
shift from dedarecil value in dollars to an official appraisal. Even so, 
the figures indicate' an unfavorable balance of wade considerably 
smaller than it is supposed to be. In addition to the visible imports, 
account must be taken of a billion marks paid in reparation during 
the year and sundry payments on private account. On the other side 
there are two tremendous items in the invisible exports account: the' 
sale of Germa.Q real estate and Securities, and services rendered for
eign travellers. The whole situation in 1922 is reflected in a practical 
cessation of export of marks, and an infiux oC foreign currency. 
Hence a more accurate statistical survey is disastrous to the balance 
of payments theory; the very year showing the strongest depiecia
tion of the mark I was characterized by an active balance. 

On its theoretical side the balance of payments theory suffers from 
two errors: the belief that the passive balance "has to be'met" by 

I Writtal in the middle of 19'3. belme the fiDaI debode.. 
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the export of mark currency, and the ascription of the unfavorable 
balance of payments to the passive W irtschaftsbilans. As to the for
mer, Bonn is wrong in balding that Germany's" inflexible economic 
structure" accounts for an unfavorable balance; Germany has no 
fixed need of 5 billion gold marks in raw materials and food stuffs, for 
the quantity of importation is governed by the commodity level, in
terest rates, and security prices. Only because of the prevailing' 
prices and exchange rates were foreign producers willing to sell her 
their goods and accept payment in paper marks. Had they been un
willing to do so, the passive balance would have been impossible. 
Causation proceeds from export of marks to unfavorable balance of 
trade. In so far as the passive balance of payments can be ascribed 
to the "spendthrift economy" prevailing in Germany, it must be 
recognized that both increased consumption and decreased produc
tion are caused by the internal depreciation of money, and not the 
converse. On the side of consumption, inflation provokes people to 
lay in excessive supplies of necessaries and thus discourages produc
tive investment. Efliciellcy diminishes also, from the impossibility 
of close calculation with a rapidly depreciating mark, from wastage 
of capital made possible by what are really negative interest rates, 
and from the demoraliu.tion of labor. But it cannot be said that the 
balanCe of payments nor the Wirtschaftsbilans gives the final causes 
of rising prices . 

.According to the analysis presented by classical economists, 
causation proceeds along the following lines: 

Ddicit in the budget 
CUI5<d by the bunImo 

of the ttoaty of peace \ (TOO »w ~t_ 

Io1Iatioa 

J. 
Rile in the prica '" mnpnoditMw 

J. 
FaD '" JDad; -'-II" 

Against this reasoning four major objections have been raised. but 
they can be shown to be invalid. 

In the first place, it is said, monetary depreciation causes the defi
cit in the budget, not conversely. The S/oIisdw Reiduaml always 
ascribes budgetary deficits to the decline of the mark, which in tum 
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rests upon a passive balance of payments. But during the period 
April, 1920, to June, .. 1921, the mark rontinued to be quoted at 
approximately sixty to the dollar, despite an increase in the non
interest-bearing debt from 98 to 190.6 billioJ?- marks. The budget 
failed to balance because of unemployment relief, cheap sale of the 
necessities of life, soldiers' relief, and advances to industries. Of 

'.course the infiation theory does not deny that the tremendous in
crease of note issue in the next period (a' 30 per cent increase by No-
vember, 1921) bad a reflex effect upon the budget. 

Against the belief of the infiation theory that a too low disrount 
rate causes artificial creation of purchasing power, the familiar bank
ing school argument is raised: so long as lending is based on paper 
arising from real production and not upon finance bills there is no 
danger of overexpansion. 4iEucken thinks the official reports of cur
rent acrounts by the Reichsbank during 1922-23 sufficient to refute 
such a rontention. In rebuttal the banking theorists say that a re
fusal of the banks to discount bills as they were naturally presented 
would have resulted in trade's creating its own money out of the bills 
themselves.1 But such bills, even today (1923), do not form an ap
preciable amount of the circulating medium, and only thost!. of the 
very best firms could ever function in this way. Besides, the quan
tity of these credit media is conditioned upon the amount of actual 
money through the necessity of redemption at maturity. 

Many writers seek to demonstrate that infiation does not cause the 
rise of prices, 'by emphasizing the lack of parallel between the two 
movements. During the earlier period, when the note issue curve 
outstrips the price curve, Eucken says, not only was the territory 
rovered by mark circulation greatly extended, but there flourished 
a lively business in exporting marks. Subsequently the situation 
was reversed; 1922 saw the cessation of mark exporting and the 
reentrance of this money into Germany as payment for her exports. 
Moreover rapidity of circulation was greatly increased by the pub
lic's desire to be rid of the depreciating notes. 

Balance of payments writers insist that exchange rates are not de
termined by price levels, but by demand and supply ronditions for 
bills. Supply and demand do indeed set tips price along with all 
others; nevertheless infiation affects the prices of foreign bills both 

I Such aD argument is indeed advaneed by' most writers with a penchant towud the 
old bankiog theory; an aample is Bertrand Nogara, 11 otImt 11....,." S,.... 
(London, 1927),.PP. n:r-n8. 
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directly and indirectly: by creating funds which are ul!ed to rom
mand exchange bills, and by raising the price level so that the incen
tive to importation increases. To acmdnt for the lack of coincidence 
of price level advances and the upward movements of the dollar, one 
should refer primarily to the high protective tariffs of the United 
States. "In essence the theory of purchasing power ·parity is 
right." , 

The following diagram shows how the various causes of the Ger
man inflation are actually connected acmrding to Eucken's analysis. 

During the post-war period the causal ~ on the left proved 
stronger and the rise of the foreigu exchanges preceded the rise of in
ternal prices. The n'" city of transferring some billion gold marb 
before May, IC)2I, as an immediate reparation payment under the 
London Protocol serves partly to explain this circumstance. About 
the beginning of IC)22 public confidence in the mart disappeared 
abroad. When people began to dispose of their holdings, importers 
from ~y remitted entirely in marks, with the consequence 
that demand for German exchange practically disappeared. The 
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exchanges ,in Germany immediately advanced, and this forced up 
first $ prices of foreign raw materials and then all inte~ prices. 
Although the reappearance of the old mark notes upon the open mar
ket was .Imfficient to ruin the ·mark exchange rate, it was not suffi
cient, eve,il" With what new marks could be printed, to carry through 
the tra4ing at the high price level attending the adverse. exchange 
quoations. Thus there appeared the "scarcltl' of money.t' Finally, 
IJIllr~ exchange was depressed by the cumulative nature of.the phe
'Domenon. The more the mark fell, the more anxious were German 
investors to seblre foreign bills of exchange; 

Eucken's general theoretical position is not nearly so uncompro
misingly that.of the inflation school as his unvpying opposition to 
the balance explanation would indicate. Not only does he admit a 
line of direct: infiuence extending from exchanges to 1>rices, to budg
etary deficits and hence to furtherinllation, but he even holds thiS to 
be sqotiger than the reversed sequence r.eq~ unde~ the straight
forward Mises theo?,.· But Eucken falls short of effeCtUating a syn
thesis between the opposing theories, if that be his real purpose, by 
failing to consider even once any change in the basic'ratio of inter
national demand and capital movements in their bearing upon 
equilibriu:dt. P.n the other hand, he presents a reilistic picture of the 
interaction of nianifold factors and gives due weight to such impon-
derables as speculation ang confidence. -

The eliecti.veness of his Criticism of the ,uncomproml,sirig balance 
of paymentS theory is badly damaged by two serious errors as to fact, 
excusable perhaps because of a lack of temporal perspective. Later 
,enquiries have shown that the year 1922 differed in no wise from the 
period preceding in shQ.wing 8.n unfavorable balance of trade with 
currency export,' and hence represented no anomaly to the balance 
of payments explanation as Eucken imagined. Furthermore, in 
arguing against Bonn's erroneous implication that imports depend 
upon "need" and showhtg that they are a function of price, Eucken 
pressed the purchasing parity thesis too far. Even during the period 
of temporary exchange stabilization from February to April, 1923, 
which he thought attended by a favorable rate for Germany, the im
port excess continued desJrile the persistence of a lower external 
tyalue upon its monetary unit than prevailed at home.- Evidently, as 
Angell concludes, the failure of the export bonus to tum the tide of . -

I Graham, 01. <iI., p. '40 .,. 
• Graham, 01. <iI., pp. 161-163· 
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the trade balance must be explained from" oonditions other than the 
direct mechanical effect of depreciation." I 

Fmally, Eucken does give a oonvincing answer to the balance 
theorists when they argue from the depreciation of the mark to 
budgetary deficits rather than oonversely. He instances the period 
of fifteen months from April, 1920, to June, 1921, during which the 
mark remained at a price of sixty to the dollar while the growing 
deficit caused a large increase in. the unfunded debt. This logic reo 
sembles the argument that the (supposedly) favorable foreign trade 
balance of 1922, when the mark depreciated rapidly, proves that an 
unfavorable balance cannot ever account for an adverse trend of 
exchange. During the year and more to which Eucken refers the 
budget failure cannot be laid to revenue deficits through deprecia
tion, but must be attributed to heavy drains on the exchequer.· 
Later, however, shrinkage of revenue through the vanishing of the 
mark's domestic value chie1ly accounts for fiscal embarrassments and 
further inlIation." Eucken admits this, but insists upon calling it a 
"re1lex effect," a term to which no one would object since it is not to 
be thought that the orig~ budgetary deficits arose from monetary 
causes. 

This oompletes a survey of the substantive development of the 
parity doctrine, but a brief reference to other adherents will show 
the magnitude of its fonowing and the diversity in mode·of state
ment. Fritz Machlup, the author of an exceIlent study on the gold
excbange standard, be1ieves that the balance of payments theory is a 
mere truism.. Even if the prices of exported and imported goods 
changed relatively to others, if only the average price level were un
affected, there oouJd be no alteration of the excbange rate. That 
exchange variations more often precede changes in prices than not is 
easily explained from the indusion of the probable future course of 

• J. W.ADgdJ,Tir Tli<tJrytfl- ,oIi-'Priu:r(CamIJrid&e,V'm*" ...... 1926), 
p.-• lIeside the _ wIYida EaQay __ for the atnmdiaaIy .. of pablic 
ezp<uditme, it RaJ' be _ that this period mjyycjdcw witJy the lint impoYlaut coal 
ddi.uios to the EDtmtE. a. Ju6as Bimcb, Die lMMdre W -..J'.", 0-. 1924). 
pp.lHI. 

• -diu& to the _ ~ _ yidd<d ia aoId -m. tota1 of 5,235-7 mil
Jicms ia '92>-1922, 3.J29.I ia .9 ..... 923. _ 1,496 •• ia the lint aiDe _tho of 1923-
'924- UuiudStalaSmote,C . ·.ofGo/d_sa-~,Fon:ipCarra!q - ........... -.tim ...... 9. ....... ~C~_F_(WubiDc-
-. '925), P. 393-
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prices in the calculations of exporters and importers. A OOUDtry can
not experience a oontinuous depreciation of exchange by reason of 
"inability to export" even if this is combined with an "inflexible 
demand for necessities." A heavy demand for these imports forces, 
up foreign rates; but the rising rates make certain other goods pro
duced within the OOUDtry cheaper for foreigners, so that the resulting 
export pays for the imported necessities. Machlup admits, however, 
that toIItinuous inflation may result in a persistently unfavorable 
balance, because the new inoome oontinuouslyadvances the prices of 
imports. 

With Rudolf Dalberg there can be seen the gradual metamorphosis. 
through which the lay opinion passed during the period of inflation.' 
In 1916 he gives as the "true cause of the discoUDt" upon the mark 
abroad the passiveness of the balance of trade. Three ~rs later' he 
says that in so far as the depreciation of the mark could not be ex
plained from a scarcity of goods, it is due to credit inflation. He sets. 
forth the purchasing power theory, but remarks that the formula is 
"unimportant in the explanation of the rate of exchange during the 
War." (1) It applies only to goods actually entering into export and 
import; (2) exchanges are artificially regulated; (3) capital move
ments are of great importance; (4) speculation plays an important 
r6le.1 A still later pUblication states the parity doctrine without 
qualification and mak~ no reference to the scarcity of goods.' An
other Casselian, Professor Hero Moeller of Erlangen, says that parity 
theory must be modified in view of costs of transportation, tariffs, 
interest loss during shipment, authoritarian interference in the free 
movement of goods, and the fact that some goods do not enter into 
foreign trade at all.' 

That it is logically possible to support the pUrchasing power 
proposition without subscribing to the quantity theory, as Georg 
KemEny believes,' may well be questioned. KemEny rejects the 
quantity theory because there exists no direct and mechanical oon
,nection between note issues and prices, and yet maintains that the 
relative price levels of two countries determine the rate of exchange. 

1 Rudolf Dalberg, 1M EOU", ...... ' du Goldu (Stuttgart, 1916), pp, 30, 54-
• l~ 1M Eft· ,,""" du Goldu, mel od. (Berlin, 1919), pp. I-? 
• lbi4., pp. 91"91. 
• l~ F_'uw...., ..... Wainoor ..... (Berlin, 19.0), pp. 56-57· 
• 1M lAIn _ Golde (Leipzig. 19'5). p. 195· 
• 1M".... w~ .. .... '"' U~ tier iNImlali .... ,.. w~ 

........,.. (EeooD, 1921). pp. 11911. 
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Whereas the tendency of prices to uniformity works itself out wit! 
open metallic: standards by l1li adjustment of price levels, with disIo 
cated exchanges it is secured by a compensatory movement of till 
foreign exChanges, But this tendency is hindered by rosts of trans. 
portation, tradition, IIIId political interference with the free move 
ment of goods. In such a blockaded country as GermllllY during till 
War, there appeared in consequence no very close conformity oj 
price level and evhllllge movements,1 But a temporary lack of ad, 
justment does not argue against the truth of the Ricardian law an, 
more than lack of conformity of prices with rosts of production dis
proves the law of costs," 

The popular pamphleteer, Richard Kerschagl, adopts the parity 
theory quite unaitically, but he admits that a passive balance oj 
payments may lead to the state's printing new notes to cover the 

. deficit.' Mention may also be made of Franz Haber as a followel 
of CasseL' 

Recent years have witnessed the rather struge phenomenon in 
Germany of a tendency to reinterpret piJrchasing-power parity 10 as 
to apply to the determination of equilibrium not the ,_al price 
Ieve1 after the Cassel pattern, but rather the prices of internationally 
~ goods, The retention of the purcbasing-power parity cap
tion does not prove to be quite nominal; it bespeaks, rather, an un
fortunate lack of comprehension that the Cassel and Pigou theo1eD111 

. differ categorically, This shortcoming appears to greater or IesIIer 
" degree with Neisser, Dobler, Koranyi, and MUlIer, 

The essence of purchasing-power parity, says Dr, Hans NeUser of 
the Kiel Institute, is that equilibrium exists "wben a certain quan
tity of national currency, translated through ~ rate of exchange, 

bu the 'of di ' 'thin the " t can Y same quantity Willi!.... ties as WI country, 
These words are almost exactly Pigou's, and the resemblance mends 
to the further idea that depreciation within the country can ateDd 
to the exchange directly, without inwlving a recalclJlatiln by bad
ers as to profitable exports and imports. Elaborating his central 
theomn, Neisser considers in turn the influence of non-esportable 
goods and obstacles to exchange; whether the price level or the ex-

• niL, pp. 90 If. 
• niL, P. >19-• rlaricIaGdMl __ C II '. J ftO __ >,pp.J9-27, 
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:hange is causal; and, finally, the influence of invisible items. Trans
lOrtation costs, tarifis, and peculiarities of certain 'commodities 
ID&king them not marketable abroad give rise to a group of purely 
iomestic goods. To take account of this fact, we must subtract from 
the total volume of national purchasing power that devoted to do
nestic commodities: the balance determines the prices of traded 
~ and the equilibrium rate.1 Causation Pr0cee9s from prices to 
rate with two real exceptions. F"lrSt, if a rise in foreign rates induces 
the speculative hoarding of another country's money, the latter's ex
iliange will be directly raised; and besides, through a reducti!>n of its 
~wn circulating medium, its price level will be reduced with an en
.uing improvement in its trade balance. Secondly, the total volume 
I)f the inflating country's money may be extended in effect if rising 
foreign rates lead to the employment of foreign bills as circulating 
media. But the supposed modification of the inflation theory, that 
advancing foreign exchanges prompt further. inflation, cannot be 
admitted as a "truly economic connection, inevitably inherent in 
market phenomena." t The final circumstance to be taken under the 
rubric of the theory is the movement of capital; but, outside transi
tional disturbances, such transfers do not affect the absolute heigpt 
of prices, and consequently not the equilibrium rate.' Against the 
balance of payments theory and its favorite example of a bad har
vest turning the exchanges upward, Neisser responds that the matter 
comes really to an increase in the relative volume of money. The., 
real cause of a possible unfavorable balance is the reduction of casIi!t" 
balances by the agricultural class, which forces an outflow of gold. 0' 

There.can be no question but that Neisser finds two real excep
tions to the parity line of causation, in the effects of the speculative 
hoarding of foreign money and its use in circulation; and he is right 
in his belief that note issue prompted by adverse rates does not con
stitute what ordinarily passes as economic effect and cause. Further
more, he res1izes the impropriety of general internal price indices as 
the basis of foreign rate equilibrium, and formally restricts the vol
ume of money operative upon it to funds used in buying and selling 
the goods of foreign trade. But, as with so many other parity writ
ers, this proves to be a merely natislical matter: the index is made 
more accurate, but no-emphasis is given the underlying reciprocal
demand or comparative-cost situation as causally effective upon 

• 16il., pp. lao-lat-
• IbM., PI'- 1a6-1a8. 
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equilibrium, and capital transfers are dismissed in a cavalier fashion 
as inoperative. 

A more sophisticated version than Neisser's appears in a doctoral 
dissertation by Fritz Dobler.1 Although he states the theorem of 
equilibrium on two adjacent pages in the Pigou and Casse1ian com
parative forms as if they were identical, Dobler insists that actual 
exchange mtes are set by the prices of articles entering into foreign 
commerce and relate only indirectly to other prices through the gen
eral fact of value interdependence.' Consequently the wholesale in
dices commonly employed give an "extmordinarily rough" measure 
of purchasing-power parity, since they include all commodities. But 
the mQvements of the general price level are so great as comp1ete1y 
to submerge displacements of real mtios of value. Dobler explains 
the lead taken by the foreign value of the mark in its downward 
career on the basis of purchasing-power concentmtion on the foreign 
exchange markets, a cirollflstance attributable to repamtions, specu
lation, and the purchase of foreign bills. to escape depreciation. 
When foreign mtes rose under pressure of this concentmted demand, 
imports advanced so much that the available money was actually in
sufficient to cany through contracts. After all, the basic trouble was 
inflation. "Had the quantity of money not increased, it would be 
imposSlllle for the enhanced mtes to persist.. 

Karl Koranyi's "modified purchasing-power parity theory" 4 runs 
in substantially the same channel as Hugo Miiller's Wecludkws1MUl 
IdIerprM.· Much in the vein of Hahn, these writers lay primary 
emphasis on the buyers' and sellers' psychology on the exchange mar
ket. If commodities are armnged in an army acrording to their ex
port or import price di1ferentials, equilibrium will be found as the 
mtio of price of the marginal pair.' As in Ha!m's case, these "the0-
ries" get little beyond the elementary idea that exchange is a price 
governed by supply and demand, and that bids and offers depend on 
the relation of prices at home and abroad. 

Before closing the chapter on the inflation theory we must retum 
for a moment to Neisser and his dilIermce with Bortkiewicz and 
Encken on vclocity changes during inflation. The diSCIssion began 
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with Bortkiewicz's paper before the Verem fUr Sosialpolitik,l attack
ing the conventional notion that prices rose faster in Germany than 
the multiplication of fiat money becauslt velocity increased. Bortkie
wicz did not deny that velocity could spontaneously increase by a 
conversion of unspent margins into hoards of goods; but this he held 
to be causally unintportant in the current situation. If velocity in
creased because consumers paid out their incomes immediately to 
escape depreciation, producers would have to retain the funds just 
so much longer unless the wage periods were shortened, for which 
there was no reason outside the inflation itseH. Consequently, he 
reasoned, mistrust advanced prices directly, a "shortage of money" 
followed, and to get around the difficulty, employers made the wage 
intervals shorter. Velocity increased, not as a cause of the dispropor
tionate rise of prices, but as a consequence." Some time later Eucken 
attempted to reconcile Bortkiewicz's argument with the commonly 
held Schwanepetertheorie,· according to which causation runs from 
velocity to prices. Velocity of circulation, said Eucken, can be in
creased only as a consequence of an advance in prices; but an inde
pendent price-raising force may arise from a general reduction of un
spent margins and a rise in the "effectiveness" of money.· Two years 
later, and again in 1931, Neisser came to the fore to condemn 
Eucken's captious distinction between wlocity and effectiveness. 
Bortkiewicz made no mistake in maintaining that velocity could 
only be increased through a conversion of cash into commodity 
hoards or by reducing the length of the income payment periods; i!f:. 
Germany during the period from 1913 through 1923 either of these 
could have occurred only as a consequence of infIation.1 But Bort
kiewicz missed a more intportant connection: through consumers' 
Ufiight into real values," entrepreneurs came into possession of int
mense quantities of paper money which they used to purchase for
eign goods or bills of exchange. This forced up foreign rates, moti
vated further inflation, and thus made the original advance of 
domestic prices permanent. 

1 Ludwig Bortkiewicz, "Die Unachen emer potenzierten WukuDg dOl vmnehrten 
Geldumlauf. auf das Preisuiveau" Vn,;" 170, pp. 256-274-

• ll>id., pp. 264-066. 
• So called after a game which resembles "drop-tile-handkerchief." 
• Walter Eucken," Die Ursachen derpotenzierten WirkUDgdes vermehrten GeldWll

Iaufs auf das Preisuiveau," J",b.!fIr N. (r S. I2S, pp. 289-309. 
• Haas Nei2ser. "DOl Kteislauf dOl Geld ..... W.U. Arc'" 33. p. 3go. Cf. r ...... 

..,. DO. tn-lI.!J. 
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In actual fact, the merit lies no more upon the one than upon the 

other side of this dispute. The rational conviction that property in 
monetary form will shortly evaporate augments velocity and forcet 
the price curve up faster than the note issue curve. On the other 
hand, price quotalUms may advance on their own impetus and com
pel people to trench upon money balancet to command the necetsi
ties of life; increased velocity sustains the quotations and transforms 
them into reolized prices. Prices and velocity react upon one another 
spirally. 



CHAPTER XIV 

BALANCE OF PAYMENTS THEORIES 
• , 

L fiUISTlC 1'BEORlES 

CERTAIN writers during the Wa.r and the subsequent monetary cp.aos 
seem to have believed a mere referel!.ce to the law of supply and de
mand sufficient to explain the decline of the ma.rk on world ma.rkets. 
Noteworthy examples of this shallow tbinking appea.r with Knapp's 
closest followers. Even in 1920 Kaulla could say only that thE! price 
of foreign exchange depends on the supply and demand for bills; and 
that these in tum rest on the balance of payments.1 This self-evi- , 
dent proposition is brought f!lrwa.rd by Dalberg • as giving the "true 
cause of the discount" on ma.rks, as against foreign distrust of Ger
many's future. According to Elster I the falling rate on the market is 
simply the consequence of a new demand and supply situation for 
bills. Germany's balance of payments has been unfavorable because 
of the discouragement to production following the inauguration of 
the government's W irlschaflspoliUk, the sale of German securities 
held abroad because of German taxation of ea.rnings at the source, 
and the fiight of Germany capital.· Elster does indeed take issue 
with the purcbasingilOwer parity explanation: but 'he merely insists',', 
that the infiuence of prices on exchanges runs through the follow- , 
ing sequence: "prices, trade and payment relations, demand and 
supply for means of payment, excl1ange rate.'" He fails to say upon 
what prices he bases the causal series, and why in view of such a 
theory he has any objection to the parity doctrine. If Elster leaves 
us with nothing but an empty formula.ry about supply and demand, 
the same is true of Bendixen, who denies any direct infiuence of 
prices upon the exchange, because the importer does not buy a bill 
and then look about to see what he can buy, but purchases it to pay 

• Rudolph XauIla, 1M Gnm41_ du GeIdwrl8 (Stuttprt, r9ao). pp. 8c"'93' 
I Rudolf DaIbers. 1M EtoIIM. I.'", du Gelda (Stuttprt, r9r6). pp. "4""40-
• Karl Elster. 1M.,."".". Ntllioo LtdI. -1'("""""";' Oena. r9"), 
, Ibid,. pp. g-r3. .-
I 1M SDDH du Gelda (Jena. r9Io). pp. 333"\134r "Zur Theone deo ParitILtaver

trqa," JIri,jfIr N./ir S. rr6. p. 4r8. 
"1M.,."".". V """"lDIiIiIJ ...... MaX ... ,. (Stuttprt, r9r9). p. 29. 
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a debt.' But Bendixen does not mean to preclude the infiuence of 
commodity prices. "The price relation of his own and the foreign 
country do not interest him in general, but only the prices of his 
particular goods." I This may legitimately be interpreted as an in
sistence that exchange rates depend upon the prices of traded goods, 
not upon the general price level. 

Like other self-evident propositions in economics, the truistic bal
ance of payments theory has been attacked merely because it is a 
truism. A great many writers refuse to accord the balance theory 
any significance whatsoever because, they say, if payments must 
necessarily balance there can be no meaning to a fall of exchange 
from an "unfavorable balance": an uncovered balance does not 
exist. Others have sought to give the balance real causal significance 
by distinguishing a daily and a yearly total, the former simply a mat
ter of logical necessity, the latter a case of real economic equilib
rium.' This distinction accomplishes nothing, since so long as the 
term is given the same denotation in both cases, the shorter or longer 
period makes no difference. Another practice makes the term apply 
to the totality of items outside the balance of trtuk, in which case it 
must of course come to equilibrium when and if the trade balance 
becomes neutral. Graham believes that the only meaning ascribable 
to "unfavorable balance" is that something analogous to a tem
porary loan is involuntarily extended to the purchasing country 
when the country suffering from inflation delivers goods during a 
period of very low quotations upon its exchange.' In similar vein 
Cassel discovers the only reasonable interpretation of unfavorable 
balance to be an undervaluation of a country's money abroad! 

All of this hair splitting misses the idea which most payments 
theorists have in mind when they refer to an unfavorable balance. 
When for any reason, be it inflation. increased den1and lor foreign 
products, a flight of capital, or bear speculation, the daily quotation 
of a country's exchange moves downward, that is in itself an unfavor-
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able balanc:e of payments. The total market situation toms against 
the munby in making her payments.1 Any tyro in the supply and 
demand reasooing apprehends that, eveo if the two sides of the mar
ket were amtinuously in equilibrium by virtue of the promptness of 
the traders' ~, it would be perfectly legitimate ~ ascribe the 
faR of the rate to an excess of supply over demand. Equilibrium 
obtains at the __ pric:e; the exam would have existed had pric:e 
JPDIained at its Dkl level.. Furtbenoore, a dedining rate is equally 
unfavorable whether the movement is toward a theoretical norm or 
away from it. In the Iatter case one might regard the sa.cri1ice of 
eveJything the munby delivers in foreign trade at increasingly dis
advantageous terms as a "temporary loan" if the undervaluation 
were later wnq:ensated by an equal overva.luation; but this is acci
dental and unlikely. In the first case, the loss must be penna.nent. 
The essenc:e of the matter lies in the descmding rate alone. 

The truistic theory thus stands upon solid ground. But as an ex
planation of what really happens it is an empty formula. 

n. TIlE BAIA1fCE 01' PADIElfl'S AS AlII I!iDEPElIDENr 

PilENOIlElfOlf 

Without maiDtaining that the rate of exchangP. determines the 
domestic pric:e Ievd, certain writers seek to explain the behavior of 
the rate 'II1iIIrorII rejereroa to the domestic puIChasing power of money. 
Beawse of the undmiab1e in1Iuenc:e of Knapp's doctrine upon the 
current of German thought a decade ago, we.begin with it, remarking 
in passjng that the original version set forth in the Stole TIwwy in 
I9DS remained quite unaltered by the eveots of the War, through all 
subsequent editions iDdllding the fourth and last in I923. 

On the SlIriac:e Knapp's doctrine seems to be little more than the 
truism of supply and demand masquerading under a very pretentious 
caption. 

Ia ardo:r ID Pe ID ta PSi J "'Ii'" view a aame whidl ~ ID tamiad 
ta IIIID 1Dtal of men:aatiJe ..... tions, we may .y that the iIlIenaIu.tuy s
cIIaDce betwUA _ CIIIIIIl:ries ill npIojnrd 1'.' ,.Ii • .,. This ...... jndjCl!b!s 

that we ... JdariDc ID the hiDe of a price b the ftluta ~ of """ CXiiiiih)' 
_ the IDtaltioJp'jtjrs &lid by the IIIDOds &lid feeIiDp _ whidl the "'Lmmt of 
price ill bued. AD this ill......... f in the 1*' •• ..;,;.: "The iDtavaIutuy 
ndnnp ill a p'DtopoIic phm WI'"' • ,. t 
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Knapp apparently took a childish delight in this sonorous phrase, 
which per se signifies only that the rate of exchange fluctuates with 
the supply and demand for bills of exchange arising from both com
mercial and speculative activity. 

Further study of Knapp indicates that behind this innocuous ex
terior there lies a virtual denial of any effect of price levels upon 
rates of exchange. The doctrine assumes the form of an argument 
that the market ratio between gold and silver bnl1ion is determined 
by the rate of exchange between gold-and-silver standard countries.' 
To demonstrate this he assumes two contrasting cases. In the first 
instance all countries are on a gold standard, so that silver has its 
price determined just as tin or lead. In the second instance all coun
tries are on gold, and one country alone has a silver standard, the use 
of silver in the arts being effectively forbidden. The price of silver in 
the gold countries depends on the rate of exchange in the silver coun
tri~, and mulatis mulatrdis for the price of silver. If now we tum to 
the real situation, we ~ a combination of the two hypothetical 
cases, but the second is the more realistic. Though there is more 
than one silver country, and though gold and silver are both actu
ally used in the arts; changes in the pri~ of the metals arising from 
the bnl1ion trade itself may be dismissed as insignificant when com
pared to changes arising from the general movements of commodities 
in international trade.' When in 18S0, following the California gold 
discoveries, the English pound declined relatively to the money of 
silver-standard countries, the quantity theory traces the movement 
to the fact that "English money ~asdisproportionately increased," 
says Xaapp. "But we do not admit this deduction from the mere 
quantity theory of money. There mun be some tleftnile /lade transac
tions which depress the.pound." • ; What really happened was that 
Englishmen, having acquired gold or bank deposits,looked about for 
profitable investments, and finding interest yieltJ.I loIIJ in England 
turned to the state securities of such a silver country as Germany. 
Thus the California gold production lowered gold exchanges because 
of c:ertain international transactions unfavorable to goJd.standard 
muntries, not becluse the commodity value of gold fell relatively to 
silver. Referring in another passage to a premium on gold within the 

I 1INL, pp. 235, 237, 240, 2.4.$, 252, 257, 268; uErtlut.aa:alaa JIll' Staat1ichen 1'heorie 
.... Gdda, " sea.. J Iri. 3G, p. I¥- . 
·_T~,P·'3S. 
• IW:> P. _ (lta/b miDc.> 
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latter, he says: "This valuta agio is a. phenomenon of international 
business and has nothing to do with tIie domestic agio appearing as a 
oonsequence of Gresham's, law." 1 Finally he declares that to trace 
the line of causation from the exchange ratio of the two precious 
metals as it is affected by "purely industrial reasons" to rates of 
foreign exchange between gold and silver countries is a "heresy 
which perhaps will be scarcely conceivable in future times." The 
arch-heretic, as Bonar observes, was of course Ricardo.' 

Even when the countries involved have the same metallic stand
ard, the quantity theory idea that the diminution of money in one 
country and its increase in anothet reestablishes parity is "vulgar 
ignorance." Suppose that political feeling causes one country to dis
pose of its holdings of another country's securities; then the b3.Iance 
of payments is pmnanenfly altered and "the counterbaIaDcing ex
port of home currency to the foreign currency would then become 
chronic." I There can be "no thought of automatic regulation '~ or' 
international gold and commodity flows; Conscious intervention by 
the central bank, involving, according to Knapp, heavy costs, can 
alone secure balance and stability. 

CEitics of Knapp's balance of payments theory point out that, 
though he nowhere sayS that domestic price levels have no influence 
on exchange rates, his ~nial that conditions governing the indus
trial production of gold and ,silver affect exchange rates is tanta
mount to precisely this.' It is quite impossible to apologize for 
Knapp's positioQ. either upoh the basis of any generalized theory of 
foreign exchange rateS br upon the bqis of pecullii.t circumstances 
to which he had reference. Concerning Nogaro's ~ explana" 
tion of the decline of silver exclul.nges afte,. 1873, Angell says: "The, 
objection .•• is that the net excess of pa~ents due from the silver
standard countries to the gold-standard countries was m all 1ike:
lihood not big enough except for brief periods,. to be a sufficient 
explanation in itself alone of the fall in the gold value of silver.' 
HeIfIerich also concludes his exhaustive criticisJu of Knapp's doctrine 
by empbasizing the monetary and industrial fIIoctors:. -quite aside • -"""1', -.. 

I lINL, p. 2270 . , 

• J. JIoDar, "ItDapp'. Theozy of Money,"i!t;. J_. 3'. pp. 39'"'47. • S""" T.....,. pp .• 57'""259· ' 
• Edwin Cannan, "State Theory of Mouey," BCtIII_ca 14, p. GIS; It. G. Bawtrey. 

"The State Theozy of Money." Be. J_. 35. p. SUo Melchior Palyi. "Dor Streit IUD 

die SIaItJich<> Theorie dOl Geld .. ," S, ... J /ri. 45. p. 6g,. ' 
• J. W. ADseIl. n. T.." 11/ 1 __ "; ... , Prias. p. 421. (ItsIic:a ~ 
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from the balance of indebtedness.1 A similar judgment based upon 
an examination of the same episode is expressed by Hawtrey; I while 
Taussig, guarding against the one-sided Knapp-Nogaro view, be.. 
Iieves that "room will remain for differences of opinion" as to how 
far the final outrome had been due to anyone of three forces: mer
chandising transactions, invisible items, and the price of silver in 
gold.' Rates of exchange must be related to the domestic price level 
of traded goods as it ~nds to changes in the volume of circulat
ingmedium. 

But it is still more significant that Knapp really admits by the 
postern gate the orthodox theoFY of automatic gold-fiow mechanism 
which he has formerly ejected. Reamng his California gold illustra
ti0!l, we see that the immediate cause of the fall of sterling against 
the German silver mark was the high mferul rate in Germany. 
Knapp seeks to pass over this point with great circumspection, say
ing that "perhaps the rate of interest in England is too low" for 
English investors, in an offhand way as though it were not essential 
to the argument.. But as Lotz and Palyi observe, this signifies a 
complete acceptance of the classical doctrine, save that equilibrium 
comes about quickly and directly through the security market lather 
than laboriously through the movement of commodities." 

Corisequently Knapp's thesis that ronscious intervention at a cost, 
not automatic regulation, maintains the parity of exchange falls to 
the ground. In all but extremely dislocated currencies - and with 
these he was not primarily roncemed - he might have spared him
self .. the vulgar error expressed in the cry • All our gold will be 
drained away.'''' In those circumstances which necessitate "no
dromic" regulation, the central bank, if its attempt to maintain 
stability is not hopeless from the outset, will not have to stand • ron
tinuous cost, as Knapp 80 often declares. Mises estimates the 
profit of the Austro-Hungarian bank during one year of lllca-ssful 
maintenance of the gold exchange standard (1901) at nearly 6 
mi11ion crowns,' a result to be expected from the very nature of 

1 Karl Hdlfaich, Mt111e7 (New York, 19%7), p: 4,J2 • 
• JL G. Hawtn,', C_OIIC7 _ CmliI, 3nI cd. (I.oadoa, _), P- _ 
• F. W. TlIIISic.l_iMGl Tr.e (New York, 19%7), P-l73-
• SI<IIc T..", P-...... (IlaIico miDe.) 
• W_Lota. "G. F. ~-Gddtllearie,~ Scla.JIri. 3">P-IJ4.J; ........ 

. PaJyi, - JIri. 3"> p- ssIL 
• Camraa, Pc.riM J.4, P. D4-
• Ladwig lIioaI,"The F ....... £uho .... PoIiq af the ~~ ......... 

B&. J..,. I9. pp. 20&-2:11. 
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stabilizing operations, which consist in buying foreign bills.low and 
selling high.1 

'Before resuming with the literature devoted to the German infla
tion period, we must pause a moment with Wieser, who like Knapp, 
probably because of advancing years, did not attempt any occasional 
writing upon the contemporary situation. Wieser does not belong 
especially to the group under consideration, but an issue of present 
significance is raised by a section of SociaJ Economics devoted to 
"Obstacles to the Equalization of Costs in World Economy.'" He 
argues that obstructions to tire migration of laborers, high costs of 
transportation for goods, and obstacles even to the movement of 
money capital, are so great that wages, interest, raw material costs, 
and commodity prices show only a weak tendency toward interna
tional equality. But, he concludes, the difference between foreign 
and domestic trade lies solely in the lIecessity of relatively larger 
price-differentials in the former to secure actual exchange.8 

To the degree to which Wieser's emphasis upon these obstacles is 
warrantable, so it may seem, ~ the same degree the influence of price 
levels upon rates of exchange disappea.rs. It may be for this reason 
that Mises, the ardent spokesman of the purchasing parity doctrine, 
undertook to answer Wieser in a section entitled "The Alleged Local 
Differences in the Objective Exchange Value of Money," • in which 
he sought to prove that "The exchange relation obtaining between 
goods and money is everywhere the same." 6 What appear to be 
differences in price for the same commodity, he says, are really dif
ferent prices for commodities which differ because of their place 
utility. Before the War the cost of living was commonly supposed to 
be higher in Austria than in GermanYi but a laborer who actually 
remained in Austria through preference for this milieu, from pa
triotism, or from habit and ignorance, should not have imagined 

• Xuapp'. most sycophantic foUower, Kurt SiDger. "'Produces his view without 
alteration. H there uts an unfavorable demand and fUPply condition for a country's 
aclumge, he .)'1, the country "ia impotent against a continuous deteriotation of that 
zelation. if it cloee not sua:oecl in floating a loan abroad and hence dlectusting not 
merely an equating but a reversing 01 the balance 01 payments situation. In this ftSpeCt 
a &eo .tandard is in no wise dilI ..... t from a specie standard" (Dol Gd4 all Zrid .... 
(J ..... '9201. p. 49)· 

• Friedrich Wiooer, S..w & ......... (New yorlt,,'927). pp. 44'-444. 
• lbill., p. 453. 
• Ludwig Miles, TIteoriIIIu G,14u U1I4 44r UfIII....,smiIIIl. lit eel. (MwW:h, '912), 

pp. '5'-'60. 
• lbill., pp. '$9"'60. 
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that the,value of mon~y was lower there than in Germany. "He 
must not forget that in every price he also pays the price of being 
able to satisfy his wants right in Austria." I 

Mises' argument rests upon a lamentable confusion of subjective 
and objective value, despite the explicitness of the section title; it 
illustrates once more the importance of monetary metaphysics. Let 
Us grant 'that, if the laborer voluntarily I continues to work in Aus
tria, the utilUy commanded by his wage, his psychic income, must at 
least be as great as it would be elsewhere. But even if rather arti-

. ficially the satisfactions of home ties and patriotism are attached to 
bread and beer consumed in Austria, it is only utility flows per unit of 
purchasing power which tend toward equality between countries. 
To the degree, however, that international immobility characterius 
labor, we should expect unequal tmmey wages between countries, and 
the same would be true of commodity prices. Mises fails signally to 
show that objective values are "everywhere the same." 

The contention is a work of supererogation if Mises believes it 
necessary. to the classical doctrine regarding the in1luence of prices 
upon exchange rates. If no clliIerentiation were' possible between 
purely domestic commodities and those actually or potentially figur
ing in international trade, he would be right. All the reasons ad
vanced for the failure of labor and capital to move with clliIerences 
in prices would thereby become prima fa&ie evidence against the 
causal How from prices to rates of f'J'Change. The Gordian knot is cut 
by separating goods into those purely domestic and those poten
tially or actually involved in international trade. The former betmy 
only a faint and roundabout tendency to fetch everywhere the same 
price; their in1luence upon the exchanges is correspondingly indirect 
and faltering. The latter class of goods tends everywhere to c0m

mand an international price; what deviations occur in individual 
national economies tend to effect a movement of the goods c0n

cerned, to alter the supply and demand for bills of exchange, to move 
the exchange rate, and finally to efface themselves." From the angle 
of general value theory, there arises a deeper and more ultimate 
problem as to the causal nexus between the various categories of 

• 11M.. P. 159-
• Of _DO oqaaIity of atiIiIJ' ......... be -..m if Ibe ....... ......mo ..... 

DatM beoth ...... habit 01' ip<nace! 
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domestic and international goods. But in the present context the 
relevant fact is that the persisting differences in domestic purchasing 
power which Wieser emphasizes do not justify the notion that ex
change rates are not determined by prices. 

Turning now to the speciallitemture of the War and post-Wlf 
years, we find another example of the second type of balance of pay,- ' 
ments theory in the Archiv article on uInfiation" by Professor Franz 
Eulenburg of the University of Leipzig.' The ;.uthor devQtes the . 
first portion of his study to explaining the outstripping'of note issues 
by the domestic price level. The phenomena, he believes, rests' 
primarily upon an increased uneed" for money. Although the wider 
sphere of circulation of the mark during the occupation of Belgium, 
etc., the supplanting of credit by cash media, and hoarding may 
fairly be accepted as contributory, it is difficult to see how Eulen· 
burg can also utilize the rise of prices itself to explain an increased 
U need" for money, when the rise is less than that of note issue 
figures.' Beside increased ~'need," the "indirectness" with which 
additional money permeates the price system is .also supposed to 
show how there bin be "no direct connection &ad no parallel be. 
tween the rise of the price level and the quantity of paper money.'· I 
Eulenburg considers also the depreciation of mark exchange, deny
ing that the domestic price situation bears upon it, and ascribing it 
to Germany's diminished productivity, the authoritarian restriction 
of her exports, the shrinkage in her interest receipts from abroad, 
and her increased demand for foreign products.' 

.'A more able exponent of the independence of exchsnges and price 
levels from one another is Professor Diehl. Movements in the exter
nal and internal values of a depreciated money are traceable to a 
common cause or set of causes, and hence one cannot be said to cauS;e 
the other. This idea is set forth first in his tract which appeared in 
1918.& Adopting Thornton's and Tooke's expIanationof the "high 
price of bullion" in the Bank Restriction period as a result of Eng
land's heavy foreign expenditures, the closing off of her sea trade, 
and the failure of several harvests, Diehl believes Germany a paraIlel 
case.· The primary disturbance is a passive trade balance which can-

I Fraa& Eulmberg, "lD1IatioD," A,em. 45, pp. 477-527. 
• ll>i4., pp. 490'"496. 
• lliid., p. SIC.. • ll>i4., pp. SIS-SIl/-
• I:ad Diehl, OW F,.,.,. dol Gt/homu .... ., VaIaIG ..aIIrentl dol Kri<,.,..."., 
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not be eqnaJired by an active balance of invisibles. German interest 
and dividend receipts have been cut off, her carrying trade baa 
ceased; and no market exists abroad for her securities. But the de
cline of mark exchange is at least in part attributable to waning con
fidence in Germany's political and economic future. Conversely, 
when in November and December, 1917, there were prospects of a 
peace with Ukraine, the mark rose in Zurich by 39 per cent and in 
Copenhagen by 57 per cent, while the dollar fell by one-third in 
marks. 

Contrary to the contention of Cassel and Lansburgh, price levels 
do not directly determine exchange rates. Such an hypothesis fails 
to account for the premium on German bills at the very outset of the 
War despite increases in note issue, or the 50 per cent discount on 
marks in Switrerland in October, 1917, when the Swiss and German 
price levels were approximately the same. Obviously intIation plays 
only a secondary part, and even then the German situation differs 
both quantitatively and qualitatively from a real PIJpiergeidwirl
scha/,.' Compare the quantity of paper notes of various sorts cur
rently circulating-approximately 17 billion marks-with the 45 
billion francs reached in the o.ssigntJI period in the relatively simple 
economy of revolutionary France. On the qualitative side, it is 
true, three-fourths of the ReicIu/uJssenscheine are not covered in gold, 
but the Dtzr1e/m/uJssenscheine are covered to 2J per cent, and the 
ReiclubtJ"lmotm to J5 per cent, a marked contrast with the o.ssigntJI 
situation. Neverthe1ess there prevails a popu1ar distrust of paper 
money; this accounts for a substantial part of the domestic depr&
ciation and for the fact that pricea rise more than proportionally to 
the volume of paper issues. ~ 

Diehl's diagnosis of the situation may.be summarized in these 
propositions: (I) the fall of the mark abroad and at home until the 
end of 1917 is primarily ascribable to the unfavorable balance of 
payments; (2) the increase of paper money is too moderate to u
count for either aspect iii depreciation, though intIation does operate 
directly, in a minor way, to depress the mark exchange and domestic 
puxchasing power; (J) both aspects of the dediningvalue of the mark 
are explicable to a considerable degree on the basis of lack of confi
dence, which to a metaIIist of Diehl's sort means confidence in ulti
mate redemption in gold. 

Looking back a decade later at this same period, Diehl can repeat 
IlbM.,dL Y. 
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in his magnum opus on economic theory the verdict of his early 
monograph.1 For the years between the end of the War and stabi
lization, the rales of unfavorable balanoe of payments and inflation 
are reversed so that the latter becomes the dominant factor, with 
adverse speculation in marks acoentuating the difficulty. But here, 
as before, domestic prioe levels do not bear directly upon mark ex
change: each aspect of the depreciation rests independently upon 
oommon causes." 

Some such view as Diehl's inheres in the brochure on Mark .Ex
change by Professor Beckerath of Bonn University, though its ap
pearanoe two years later probably accounts for a greater emphasis 
on inllation.1 Like Diehl, he treats exchange rates and domestic 
purchasing power as causally distinct j unlike Diehl, he traoes the 
decline of the mark in both instances to a negative "economic 
balanoe," the outstripping of production by oonsumption. This 
emanates on the one hand in an unfavorable balanoe of payments, 
and on the other in budgetary deficits for the government, or, in 
other words, exchange depreciation and inflation.' 

In explanation of the relatively low external value of the mark, 
Beckerath offers a number of factors quite oommonly found in other 
writers: the magnitude of mark note holdings abroad coupled with 
distrust of the future of the German state, the great increase in im
portation into Germany after the removal of the Allies' blockade, the 
import of luxuries through the "hole in the West" when the occupy
ing armies removed German tariff barriers, and finally the flight of 
capital. But when he says that the flight of capital may take on the 
form of /l%pDfling mark notes, securities, and oommodities, some
thing is sadly Bnliss. Perhaps he means to view exportation in the 
last forms as deleterious to mark exchange when the proceeds are 
allowed to remain abroad. • 

The official apology for inflation involved as a suppressed major 
premise that exchange rates are a thing divoroed from prices. Not 
until 1920 did the VerwaUungsbericllJ of the Reichsbank admit that 
inflation existed, and not until 1921, that inflation was the cause 
of high domestic prices.' In 1918 it ascribed the fall of mark valuta 

I TIretJrdisck NIlIi ... /i ...... i •• m 0 ..... 19'7). 366-383. 
• 11M •• pp. 383-4"5. 
• Herbert Beckerath.rN Jiarhalwlo Oena. 19.0). 
• 11M •• pp ..... 31 • 
• A1fftd Lansbwgh: "Die Politik der Rrirb_uk UDd die JleicbsschatzanweisuDg ... 
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to the necessity of larger imports, payments by Germany to ber 
allies, the fall of the Austrian crown, mistrust of the economic 
future of Germany, and speculation; and in 1919 there were added 
to the list the decline of German aedit abroad and the flight of her 
capital, the difficulty of meeting foreign obligations, and, most im
portant, the unfavorable trade and payment balances. As late as 
1922, the Vent>alhmgsberichl would concede only that the passive 
balance of payments acted as a force increasing the need for money. 

The idea of vaIuta independence is quite unacceptable. It in
volves the idea of a fixed volume of imports, independent of the 
prices they command and independent of what the purchasing coun
try can afford to pay for them. From this fallacy it branches off into 
the belief that just so much II4s to be borrowed from abroad to cover 
the deficit, or just so much paper currency II4s to be BOld, whereas 
both these balancing items, like the lIow of goods itself, are DOt abs0-
lute magnitudes but functionally dependent upon price.' Rapidly 
progressing inflation, in conjunction with all sorts of economic and 
political obstacles to the free movement of goods intematiooally and 
to the redistnoution of productive factAml within the country, may, 
greatly weaken the effectiveness of the price law; Hpoi ts may seem 
never to "catch up" with imports; the recipu)(ity between the two 
may be long held in abeyance. Even so, to say that the rate of ex
change is "independent" of prices involves byperbole. But recent 
statistical studies of the German balance of trade under aevere 
monetary depreciation show a surprisingly elastic RSpODSe to price 
differentials, aactly as the orthodox theory of adju.ctment requires.' 

m VEllIYABLE BAlANCE 01' PAYaEIUS THEoIuEs 

The theory which traces causation from balance of payments 
through rate of exchange to mmmodity prices ancloote issue re
ceives its most careful artiadation from JrL J. BonD. writing as 
technical adviser to the S~s~ in its bearings OIl 

stabj'lization in Man:b, 1922." While the theoretial anaIy5is is sub-
I a., the __ by _ N_. Dtr T_I • laGdMo U_ 
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ordinated to the practical problem of rehabilitating the mark, BOmi 
presents a classical example of the third type of balance of payments 
theory. His explanation concerns Germany's unfavorable balance, 
the failure of the automatic equilibrating process to function, and. 
the transmitting of depreciation abroad to the mark at home. 

The most important item of the German balance consists in the 
trade balance, and this is unfavorable. Although certain invisible 
exports, such as services rendered foreign travellers in Germany and 
the Allied commjssions and army of occupation, serve to mitigate 
the adverse balance of visibles, the seizure of German ships weighs 
heavily on the other side. The balance of capital transfers is also 
disastrously unfavorable. German property in enemy countries has 
been confiscated; foreign securities held in Germany have long since 
been commandeered by the government for foreign payments; what 
new foreign credits German exporters have receiv~d recently are left 
abroad and give rise to no demand for mark exchange. Furthermore, 
capital accumulations at home are transferred abroad, either to 
escape taxation, or, more significantly in 1922, to avoid domestic 
.depreciation. Even without reparation payments, the German bal
ance is unfavorable.1 

When domestic prices lag behind the fa.ll of the mark exchange, the 
conventional theory calls for a correction by an inCIease of German 
exports, but peculiar factors in the current situation prevent such a 
reaction. Exports and imports are both subjected to extensive gov
ernment control; Allied activities hinder the free movement of Ger
man trade; countries enjoying a high exchange rate in Germany are 
passing through a business depression which makes it difficult for 
them to purchase, even though prices are at low ebb." Serious ob
stacles to increasing exports arise from the fact that German produc
tion for abroad depends largely for its raw materia.ls on importation. 
Whenever foreign bills of exchange rise in value .. the difficulty of 
purchasing raw materials is increased in like proportion," I aggra
vated by the fact that a rise of foreign rates in Germany stimulates 
rather than dampens the demand for bills, since every one fears a 
still further advance. Exports can at best increase only after a time 
lag, and meanwhile the whole increase of demand for bills fa.lls upon 
a fixed stock. On the other hand, 

I 11Nl., pp. '$-3'" 
• 1bill., p. 3" 
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some of the imports ..... ted in Gemway .... &oodswbich have tAl !Ie imported 
repnIIess of a>ot. n, theldore, imports fall oft oerioasIy it will '-'me more 
dif6cuIt tAl feed the popalaticm IIIId the efIjcjrnry of Jabor will deer ee aexord
iDgIy. This in tam will affect the ~ trade adiaae!y IIIId thereby iDmsee 
the difficuJty of paying for our impxb.l 

Another set of cumulatively bearish infiuenc:es on the mark. exchange 
appears in the enhanced tendency of foreign owners of mark. cur
rency to dump their holdings on the market with ~ fall in the 
quotation, and the parallel ffight of German investment to foreign 
securities to guard against still further losses at home. All these fac.
tors in mnjunction lead one to serious doubts as to whether ezports 
can increase snfticiently to bring about an adjustment of exchanges 
and price levels.. 

Not the overissue of bank notes but interruption of eamomic c0m

munication is responsible for wbat has bappened. The failure of 
automatic adjustment leads Bonn to believe that the balance of pay
ments and exchanges govern the price level and the issue of notes, 
lather than the mnverse.. An advance in the foreign rates 

results i"' i1wdiately in an iDcnue of aD impxb. 'The _iemad of iDa of 
prices in Gemway is from the brcmdarios -...I the iDtaiar, the whole ..... 
IlOIlIic life of themantJy isaftectrd padnaDy, the eotiDMta for the goiawwuW 
badg.et '-'me warthIoso, • deficit is crated IIIId tAl make p>od the deficit mare 
paper -.-y is priDted.' 

A substantial number of writers who are disposed to lay the mark 
debacle at the door of inflation affectnate a !IOrt 01 synthesis with the 
balance of payments theory by taking oognizance 01 factors stJ ecf 
by Bonn: the unfawrable trade and capital movaneuts, the break
down of equilibrating foms, and the lead taken by fomgn exchange 
movements.. But they awid bis nnfortunate tendency toward OlD

sidering the balaoa: items as !IOIDething givm tlbsrllflld" an enol" 

which protmdes through the mntour 01 bis theon:ticaI tlIIIIStnICtioD 
in sevaaI pW:es.. 

One might SIIJlPOSe from Bonn's ref_ to imports of JllW ma
terialsand focvk'1!/fs as "absolutelyr.... ry," as havinc to be got 
"reganIless 01 GISt, " that Germany mnId .. tJ/l ea!fIls procwe them 
through the «:bannek 01 foreign trade by lIIIIIering ber n«:bange to 

J 11.. J . ..., -'11Ie FaD ia c;a- E ' S.· Q. J .. lL P, .. 1.16; St_Y._~ 
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fall sufficimtly and by exporting a large enough quantity of mark 
notes. But even if the amount of imports were an absolute quantum' 
independent of price, it is a oomplete fJOfJ-sequitur that a low enough 
rate of exchange on Germany will ineuilably make her exports of 
goods, services, marks, and securities pay for all classes of imports. 
Suppose the attitude of foreign purchasers toward the whole German 
situation were such that their demand elasticity in terms of their own 
money for mark exchange and for mark currency were less than uni
tary; then no amount of fall in the quotation would be sufficient to 
make the total mark offer equal the total dollar offer, and the only 
outlet would be a default upon the part of German debtors or bor~ 
rowing a sufficient number of dollars.1 

While this reasoning, applied to mark exchange and currency 
taken together indicates that the only escape is default or borrowing, 
it also shows these to be the only resort in the condition given if the 
export of currency does not make up the balance. On this score sev
eral German writers took care to caution the treasury officials and 
such theorists as Bonn • that the continuance of the unfavorable bal
ance on the basis of printing and selling paper money, instead of 
being something assured, depended wholly on the disposition of the 
foreign market to accept the notes, and upon the terms on which it 
would make its purchases' Of course the main reason why the sale 
of marks to the foreign market actually ceased, toward the end of 
1922, was the continuance of in1Iation, which Bonn will have only as 
a _eqrmsce of depreciation. Consequently even if the volume of 
imports were a magnitude fixed at a constant level by the countly's 
"needs," it would be imposSlole to reason altogether from exchanges 
to prices. 

Bonn's implication that "need" determines the extent of import
ing, so that it proceeds pretty much independently of the domestic 
price situation, has no verisimilitude in theory or fact. In the post
War years the persistently lower value of the mark abroad than at 
home called for a stimulation of exports and a diminution of imports. 
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In fact this is precisely what did occur, according to the-careful re
searches of Professor Graham covering especially the years 1920-

23.' Measured by weight, a more reliable index tha.n the available 
figures on value, "not a single class of exports shows any visible 
downward trend" ;.1 and the preponderating movement of imporu 
was downward. Even the subdivision of the latter which embraces 
"raw materials of industry not capable of being produced in Ger
many" failed to increase, although various indices show that, with 
the exception of 1923, general industrial production increased from 
the end of the War onward.' By virtue of cutting the domestic con
sumption of goods fabricated from imported raw materials, and by 
virtue of the low costs of manufacture, Graham finds,' Germany was 
able to increase her exports of such commodities. The special fact 
dwelt on by Bonn,' that Germany had to import much of the raw 
materials to be fabricated and exported, does not prove, any more 
tha.n a naive notion of "need" for foodstuffs independently of buy
ing power, that the movement of the trade balance went its way in
dependently of prices; for it is only through the differential between 
external and internal values of the mark that the "export bonus" 
developed and caused the upward trend of exports and the faIling off 
of imports. 

On the other hand, if Bonn's one-sided emphasis on the balance of 
payments as the cause of the mark's downward career both at home 
and in other countries must be abandoned, the facts to which be re
fers may be given their proper significance. Although;'" wend ex
ports and imports responded to the export bonus relation of prices 
and exchange, they failed to do so sufficiently, as the German trade 
balance in absolute magnitude remained passive throughout the 
War and post-War periods. Her demand for foreign products, 
while not an absolute magnitude, and not independent of the price 
structure within, was nevertheless sufficiently itJIeMe to aJlow the 
foreign exchangl!S to soar very high and to cause her to export mark 
currency, securities, and visibles at disastrously disadvantageous 
tenns." 

I H~~ do. viii. • 11M., P. 2>4-
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While HelfIerich does not present as complete a treatment of the 
inflation phenomena as does Bonn, his infiuence in propagating the 
balance of payments theory seems to have been greater, possibly be
cause of his position first as Secretary of the Treasury, and later as 
Home Secretary and representative of the Chancellor in the man
agement of the Reichsbank. Helfferich appears to be a bilateral 
theorist in his explanation of _mal exchanges; he condemns as one
sided the "old mercantile conception" which explains the world dis
tribution of precious metals on the basis of balance of payments, and 
calls for the admission of Hume's view also, that price levels react 
upon balances of trade.' But, he believes, "No similar reaction has 
so far taken place to the infinitely more serious disturbances in cir
culation which the War has brought about.'" The impairment of 
the belligerents' productive capacity, the boycott on their goods, the 
withdrawal of most-favored-nation privileges, and the burden of 
debts and reparations, all taken together permit of no natural eco
nomic reaction. 

According to the English classical economists, says Helfferich, the 
collapse of a certain nation's finances leads to an increasing note 
issue, a rise in the level of prices and wages, an unfavorable balance 
of payments, and a consequent rise of the rates of foreign exchange. 
In numerous historical cases the course of events has been just this, 
but neither of the two historical cases to which HelfIerich gave par
ticular attention reveals it. His earlier study of dislocated exchanges 
pertained to Russia, which had been under a regime of inconvertible 
paper notes from 1876 down to the year of HelfIerich's publication" 
An examination of the statistics of Russian wheat exportation from 
1876 to'1893 and the Berlin price of the rouble led him to conclude 
that the volume of export was almost independent of exchange move
ments and depended upon the results of the harvest. On the other 
hand, fluctuations of exchange were mainly determined by the 
quantity of export. 

During the War, "the first impetus to the enormous displacements 
in the sphere of monetary systems, of the circulation of currency, and 
of the purchasing power of money came from the side of commodi
ties.'" Unproductive consumption and the withdrawal of millions 

I J(.....". pp. 473""4111. • 16il.. p. 481 • 
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of unproductive workers accounted for rising prices and the falling 
exchange. Although the inconl!e1'libility of the notes may be ac
credited with some share in the depreciation, 

it is open to question whether, for the actual period of the War up to !\I!8, there 
was in reality in Germany any "inBation" in the _ of an _ cover of the 
monetary demand by the issue of DeW circulating media, esprd.Uy u the rile of 
tbe level of prices was at tbat tilDe I1II&!Ie! in Germany than it was in any of the 
other belfiserent or in ueutral countries.' . 

In the first place comes the increased need for money from German
occupied territory: Belgium, Poland, and parts of Russia. Despite 
the establishment of special banks of issue in these countries, the 
circulation of mark notes amounted to 6 billions in Belgium alone, 
for example, just after the armistice.' Neutral countries absorbed 
large issues, the army required substantial quantities of newly
issued notes, and the decline of credit transactions at home resulted 
in enlarged demands for cash. Helfferich does indeed seem to admit 
that the increase in note issue had a tendency to aggravate the up
ward trend of prices, but only in that putting the printing prese at 
the disposal of military authorities enabled them to fix the prices of 
war supplies on a .. cost plus II basis. 

Supedicial observation of events after the War might lead to the 
view that the decisive factor on prices and exchanges was the issue 
of paper currency. In reality, he believes, additional notes were 
issued only to relieve the shortage of money, which was developed 
by the race between prices and wages, a phenomeoon ascribable to 
the decline of workers' morale and their stronger strategic position, 
combined with necessity on the side of business enterprises for mal
. ing profit.- "At the same time, the fact that it was possible for paper 
money to be issued in unlimited quantities provided the nere my 
condition for unlimited increases in prices and wages." • ,The further 
depreciation went on, however, the more did the rates of "change 
come to dominate the domestic price Jevel. Helfferich advances as 
reasons for this view the twenty-three-foJd increase in note circula
tion in the twenty months following the a.a:eptanre of the London 
u1timatmn, attended by a rise of domestic prices by u6 times, of 
the prices of impmts by 353 times, and of the doDar rate by 346 
times; the duoooIogical pn:cedence of evbange rate flnch]ations; 

I 16M., po 59S. 
I 16M., pp. S97-S9IL 
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and the tenfold increase of notes from January to April IS, 1923, 
attended by falling rates of exchange and prices, etc.' In conclusion 
he expresses the conviction that the causes of the price and excbange 
upheaval lie chiefly on the monetary side, "not, however, in the 
quantitative variations in the circulation, which is so frequently ~ 
garded as the only conceivable cause of alterations in the exchange 
relations between money and goods,but in the rise of the rates of 
exchange." • . This does not deny that a monetary organization 
which had offered resistance to unlimited expansion would' have 
brought about reactions from the continuous advance of wages and 
prices; bu~ these reactions would however have precipitated an ec0-

nomic catastrophe, the breakdown of all production . 
• On the whole HeltIerich presents a fairly well considered argu

ment from the balance of payments angle. What must strike the 
reader's attention as singular, however, is his denial of the fact of 
inflation throughout the War. To argue that this is evidenced by a 
smaller price rise in Germany than in any of the belligerents or in 
neutral countries I is of course completely inconclusive, since prices 
in Germany rose to 217 in the period 1913-18. HeltIerich cannot at 
one and the same time argue that prices and foreign exchanges ad
vanced because of the "enormous unproductive consumption and 
the throttling of production," • and that sundry forces increased the 
need for money. To the degree that he succeeds in apologizing for 
the note increase of the Reichsbank, I he fails to account for the price 
.rise; and to the degree that he ascribes the price advance to a scar
city of commodities he must per se fail to justify any increase in the 
circulating medium.. Which failure is the more significant is indi
cated by reference to tables showing the expansion of the Reich
bank's note c:irculation and deposits from 1913 to 1924-

A ,approchenun, between balance of payments and inflation 
theorists may be indicated by HeltIerich's admiS!lion of the increase 
of note issue in the post-War years as a "lIecessary Condition" of the 
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whole process of mounting prices at home and depreciating ex
changes abroad. This sort of phraseology tends to prevent too much 
weight being laid upon the chronologica.Jly precedent event as neces
sarily lhe "cause" and to open the way for the admission of more 
:than one set of "causes" as operative in the situation. Robertson 
makes a similar suggestion, pertaining merely to the internal situa
tion in England, but generally applicable, when he says: "To some 
extent, therefore, additional loans, like Treasury notes, can better 
be described as having been an essential condition than as having 
been a cause of the raised price level." 1 

I 01. til., p. Jl6. 



CHAPTER XV 

SYNTHESIZING VIEWS OF CAUSATION UNDER INFLATION 

WlII'IElI.S describing the process of internal and external depreciation 
as a matter of complicated interaction have already bee~ encourl
tered in numbers. Many have selected, without much thoUght of 
system, isolated featurl$ of both the major types of explanati6u; but 
in no case has there resulted a real synthesis. This lIIj!.y be accom
plished in two ways: first by dispensing with infiation and real trade 
items altogether as genuine causes and relating the whole matter on 
both sides directly to the "non"mechanical" influence of conjidence; 
or in the second place by a strictly bilateral theory. Sometimes both 
modes are combined, 

Dr. Melchior Palyi, economist for the Dresdener Bank, has given 
clear articulation to the belief that the course of foreign exchanges· 
under the recent inflation experiences is pot explicable upon any 
purely mechanical basis: that confidence plays an important, if not 
decisive, rOle. The quantity theory explanation in terms of purchas
ing parity at the hands of Cassel betrays several serious errors. 
Hawtrey correctly maintains, for one thing, that not merely com
modities but services as well must be included in any concept of 
an equilibrium rate; 1 and Taussig rightly objects to the inclusion of 
purely domestic commodities.' The latter consideration stamps as 
pure dilettantism all calculations of exchange parity based on gen
eral price indices. It is not to be denied that there prevails" a tend
ency toward the deterDlination of exchange rates through price 
level differences"; and relative quanta of money are especially im
portant factors.' But as Malthus and Mill demonstrated, there are 
other forces not connected with price levels, arising from capital 
transfers, state interference, and H utlger_I, which affect the bal
ance of payments. When, therefore, Cassel restricts the validity of 
his theory to situations in which the rise or fall in prices has aft:ected 
all commodities in like degree, he "takes from the theory any prac
tical applicability.'" The painstaking researches of Subercaseaux 

• Melchior PoIyI, .. UqeIl!ote Fragen dor Geldtheorie" (Munich, IV25), p. 5 .... 
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and Nogaro on less recent disturbanceS of exchanges, and of WaIre de 
Bordes on tht< Austrian episode during and after the War, demon
strate that the effect of the rate of exchange upon price levels was 
more pronounced than the reverse causation. A theory proceeding 
upon such lines of causation represents a "basic correction of the 
quantity theory analysis rather than a 'slight' emendation."1 Even 
such quantity theorists as Fisher, Keynes, and Hahn have to con
cede that factors are involved in the determination of the price level 
which tfepend on psychological phenomena not covered by the equa
tion of exchange. Palyi reports as the conclusion of the Wahnmgsen
que~ instituted in 1924 by the Verein /fJ.r Stnialpolilik that changes 
in quantity and rapidity of circulation of money are insufficient, of 
themselves, to explain the consequencd of infiation upon the price 
structure and the exchanges. "One bas, on the other hand, to 
recognize the importance of oonfidence, that is, the prospects of the 
redemption of low-value moneys (practically .. in gold)."· He be
lieves "that such apparently 'ideological' causes can be of the very 
greatest importance." J Somewhat inconsistently with the fore
gving viewpoint, however. he said at the same meeting of the Verem 4 

that the difficulty which the infiation phenomena presented to the 
quantity theory would probably be overcome if one based the quan
tity theory, not upon the prueril quantity Of money, but rather upon 
"the quantity of money to be expected as probable within the eli&
cemible future." i 

Contrary to Palyi's opinion, adequate allowance for the psy
chological factors bearing upon price levels and exchanges under 
rapidly depreciating paper standards can be made without resort to 
a supposed appraisal of the prospects of gol4 r«lemplion. Until the 
end of 1918, when the mark had lost only about half of its value, re
demption chances may indeed have enteml into the calmlus of the 
domestic and foreign receivers of marks or mark daima, though most 
of the phenomena can be acoounted for fairly weB in quantitstive 
terms: volume of notes and deposits, rapidities of circ:uIation, and 
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quantities of exports and imports., By the time the note circulation 
of the Reicbsbank had ina-eased thirty times its extev,t in the open
ing months of the War and the mark was quoted at two cents (Sep
tember, 1920), the hopelessness of redemption in gold must )lave 
been apparent to everyone. Subsequent note issues in fantastic and 
mPJIningless trillions and even quintillions and the quotation of the 
mark in trillionth parts of a cent ~eprive the gold redemption theory 
of its last vestige of meaning. 

Primary·emphasis upon the psychological moments Can be found 
with several other writers. The well-known Austrian economist 
Philippovich says in the Cruntlriss 1 that popular appraisal of the 
future course of inflation figures equally with the balance of pay
ments in the constitution ilf exchange rates. Another Viennese, 

. Friedrich Gaertner, appeals to speculation to account for the pre
cedence of rising priceS over note issue, and lays at its door joint 
accountability for 8Ilternal depreciation, along with the panicky 
flight of capital and the denuding of the country of goods." The sen
sitiveness of dislocated exchanges in war to the news of military suc
cesses and reverses is shown by Ernst MaPi." Similarly Alexander 
Mahr voices the idea that under a badly depreciated fiat regime 
speculation dominates t,/le scene completely.' He objects to the 
parity theory because it does not allow for disturbances to par arising 
from capitalllows, and because it indudP1l purely domestic prices in 
its index. Professor Julius Wolf ot Berlin attributes the mark decline 
after the revolution to inflation and the unfavorable payments bal
ance; but during the War and the months of revolution he regards 
Slimmwngs- wntl Urteilmlornmle as paramount." Wolf euctly re
verses the commoner and more probable theory: quantitative forces 
of various sorts played a predominant part during the relatively 
moderate inflation until the dose of the War; only subsequently did 
psychological factors gain ascendancy. In a contemporary brochure, 
Professor Lota of Munich lays the trouble to the disappearing trust 
in ultimate redemption of the paper issues and p> the unfavorable 
balance of payments. Were it not for such obstacles as reparation 

• Eu&aa PbiIippovich, Grwdriu_,.lifiw-O'-",18th eo!. ('l'Ubinaea.1923). 
P·197· • • y_c.u. """ _(;elM", • III",. 2IId eo!. (M1IIIich, 1922). pp. 4'1. so. 68. · w.....,.,.., • .., ""001"".. RJld:ridJl1IM/ ~u.,.,..,. (Stuttprt, 1917), 
.... 31-39· , 

• MZur'lbooriecle< Wecbtrlku .... n WdI. ArcA. 211 ..... 123"'I59:c:f. P.14I. ~I~, 
• y""",,, _ II .......... ~ (Stuttprt, 1920). pp. 35'"38. 
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payments, the artificial restriction of export, and maximum price 
laws, the export bonus would be self corrective. Lotz imputes the 
scarcity of money during the winter of 1918-19 to the rise of prices, 
the loss of cash economizing methods, and the hoarding of notes.' 

Amongst the strictly bilateral theorists, as defined in the introduc
tion to this Part, is Professor Ernst Wagemann. As ~een internal 
prices and exchanges Wagemann believes sometimes one, sometimes 
the other may initiate change, according to particular circum
stances.' So far as the effect of exchange rates upon prices is con
cerned, alinost complete correlation is observed at present ('923) for 
imported goods because the selling countries require payment in 
their own standards. Export prices depend more loosely upon ex
change rates. They are based upon Competitive conditions in world 
markets, but a country with a rapidly falling exchange can underbid 
its rivals and force down world prices if its share in these markets ill 
substantial. Fmally, purely domestic commodities are connected 
with the rate rather remotely, and wages bear practically no relation 
to it. I As for the general domestic price leoel, the tendency is to move 
until "with a given exchange rate ... no more can be bought at 
home than abroad." 4 

The necessary counterpart to this proposition would seem to be 
that the rate oj e:uhange tends to adjust itself until "foJ; the value 
unit as much goods can be bought !it home as abroad."· But the re
action of prices on exchange operates within narrow limits because 
the~~~ofcommoditiesoothedomesticmarketsoo~ 
move at an or en~ only negligibly into ~tiooa1 trade. Fur
thermore peculiarities arising from psychological reactioos may 
thwart the equilibrating forces relied upon by parity theorists. 
Mounting rates on foreign countries 00 oot necemrily further ex
portation if they raise the rost of living and engender paralyzing 
wage disputes; and if still further exchange advances are in prospect, 
consumption and importation instead of being retarde4 may be 
stimulated.· 

Wagemann's brief treatment of in1Iation pheDOlJIen& puts its 
finger upon several sensitive spots in the parity argument, especiaDy 
one dwelt upon by Robertson and Graham. Any fixed charge upon 
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he payments balance, such as reparations upon the German, bears, 
[own upon the country's rate until and unless a cOrresponding elf
IOrt surplus develops - a fact reiterated by almost every theoreti
:al and popular writer. If, however, the fixed charge be stated in 
erms of a stabile currency while the paying country still suffers 
lIlder dislocated exchange, a second adverse moment appears. In 
Xlnnection with Bonn we have already noted the possibility that as 
eparations are paid, to employ Robertson's words, "the more the 
ate of exchange turns against Utopia (Germany), the larger the 
lumber of utopes that must be exported in order to obtain' the means 
,f discharging a given debt in dollars." 1 Tbis situation, portrayed 
,y Wagemann and Robertson while inllation was still under way in 
:Jermany, has recently been termed "self-infiammatory" by Gra
lam." Undoubtedly the phenomenon goes far toward explaining the 
:reater depreciation Qf the mark abroad than within Germany. 

Professor Liefmann complains that Cassel's proposition neglects 
the effect of capital transfers, artificial interference with foreign 
trade and the exchanges, and the infiuence of judgments as to the 
IIlilitary, political, and economic condition of the country. There 
is, therefore, no necessity that the rate of exchange should stand at 
the reciprocal of domestic price levels .expressed in index numbers, 
which are at best unreliable measures of domestic purchasing power,' 
Liefmann gives the causes of the low rate of German exchange in the 
following order: 

(.) The scarcity of raw materials in Germany. 
(2) The presence of a mn.jd ...... ble body of postponed obligations on Ger-

many held by foreigners. 
(3) Limitations on imports. 
(4) In1lation. 
(5) Impossibility of securing credit advances from abroad.· 
(6) Speculation. especially unfavorable to Germany because of: 

(a) Underestimates of Germany's economic and. financial resistance. 
(6) French and German propaganda in neutral countries. 
(0) Lack of confidence in Germany inspired by tbe additions to tbe 

number of her enemies 
(d) Macbinstions of tbe enemy in bais .. operations on tbe IIl&Ik. 

---
I D. H. RoberUon. JL....". nt ed. (New York. 1922), p. 146 • 
• F. D. Graham, &d/oIJ,.. Pricu. IIIIIl P,odflditm ito Hyt<Mflj/oJitM: ~Y. 

'_'923 (Princeton. '930). pp. '36-'44. Inordorto have this effect it is not neceosary 
that all German oaleo bequoted in terms of marks end allAmerican oaleo in dollars, so in 
Graham'. Case D. pp. '39""'42. but only that tbey be prepondorstely 10. 

I Robert Lidmann. IN c;./dNnrae"""" "" W .//krie,. """ liN Bmi/i,.,., u.r.r 
Pol, ... (Stuttgart, Ig,8). pp. '3-3" 
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(7) Payments demanded in advance by foreign exporten and made by 
Germany. 

(8) Dumping of German exchange in neutral markets by Austria .. a 
result of the latter's importations of luzuries. 

(9) Non-«OJlomic causes: the advene inIIuence of the political and mili· 
tary si~tion'OD the tenor of (oreign buyers of ~ exchange. 

All the adverse moments listed by Liefmann represent real factors 
of varying importance; but the mention of limitations on imPtWts 
may require some justification. There can be no doubt that, in a 
direct and mechanical way, if interference with foreign trade worked 
against the mark, it was not import but export prohibitions, as Cas
sel insists.! Conceivably, however, import rationing might have had 
secondary repercussions which very largely undid the initial im· 
provement it effectuated in mark exchange. The dependence of 
German exports upon her importation of raw materials has been em~ 
phasized as an unfavorable element in her exchange situation by 
Bonn 2 and by Williams; I and WaIre de Bordes has found the same 
to be true of Austria.· The strict parity theorist holds that, in con· 
sequence of the low mark rate and the export bonus, Germany would 
develop the sale of articles not involving foreign raw materials. The 
answer is not convincing. Germany's holdings of foreign securities 
had shrunk to negligible proportions by the time of Liefmann's writ
ing (1918). The shifting of labor and capital into such lines of pro
duction as employed relatively small proportions of raw materials 
would, indeed, have enabled Germany to sacrifice her productive 
services at sufficiently less favorable terms to induce the necessary 
export balance. But the process must have been slow at best, and 
meanwhile the quantity of importation effectively conditioned ex
ports. To a degree the difficulty was got around by the develop
ment of a system whereby foreign countries /em raw materials to 
German producers dwing the time of fabrication.' The practice was 
probably not sufficiently widespread, however, to deprive the Lief
mann argument of its force. 

Looking back at the monetary debacle of the previous year, Pr0-
fessor Hirsch of Berlin, a member then of the Reichs'lJ1irls&hafts-

I Casta" Ca!I&d, M..., .. PtJrrip Brei ... ,. II/'" 1914 (N- York, '923). p. ,65-
t 0. pp. 240-252, ahoYe. 
• J. H. WiIlioms, "G<ImoD F ....... Taade ODd the Repen';" Fa,...... ... W Q.J. e.. 

36. JIlL 4118 li. 
I J. ftII waW de BonIa, Tie A ..... c_ (1-'""'. '924). p. 1Sl
• y--"""Idr; d. WiIIiomo, Q. J. e...J6, JIlL 497""4911. 
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minislerium, discovers the following causes: .unfavorable trade and 
payments balanceS, the decline of the German economy, inflation,' 
the mistaken credit policy of the Reicbsbank, and the q,ight from the 
mark in the fonp. of purchasing foreign bills and foreign currency.1 
The author- believes the' last factor chiefly responsible for the events 
of 1923 .. Fdieign obligations and moneys were used not only as 
means of accumulation but even as·domestic exchange media. 

'professor Prion of Berlin also adheres to the bilateral theory. A 
noteworthy point in his analysis is the causation ascribed to prices 
in acting direcay upon the exchange rate, quite aside from control
ling the makeup and volume of commodity movements.' The idea is 
sufficiently striking to warrant reproducing a fuller statement by 
Pignu. 

It is sometimes asserted that the actual rate of exchange emmol be altered by 
direct process, but only through an expansion of imports and contraction of ez
ports. • .. It does not seem to me that this is DO' sary. Suppose that, owing 
to an expansion of paper money, the EngIisb price level ••. doubles. Then im
porte<s and ezporteJ:s will both know that, if American stuff is to ezcbange on 
the same lUI terms as before against EngIisb stuff . ' •• a dollar must buy twice 
as much .terIing as before. In these circum&tan<:es both <idea may be ready at 
once to accept these new terms without any mediating movement of trade.' 

I Juliua 'ut.cl.. Di4deulrcie WilllnmcJf,,,,' Gena, 1924), pp. '1-17. 
• Willi PrioD,lflj/IIIiInJ _ Gdd __ , (Berlin, 1919), p. 53 • 
• A. C. Pigou, &says ... Ap,INIl Banwmtiu (London, 1923), p. 170. (Italics his.) 



CHAPTER XVI 

CONCLUSIONS AS TO CAUSE AND EFFECT UNDER INFLATION 

I. THE ClLuACTEll 01' TlIE EQUILIBllIUII RATE OF 

ExCHANGE 

A. The Merits and Defects of lite Parity Doctrine m General 

THE absolute or positive form of this theory states that "the rate of 
exchange between two countries will be determined by the quotient 
between the price levels of the two countries," the formulation 
originally proposed by Cassel, and subscribed to by Mises, Dalberg. 
and Moeller.' Purchasing-power parity so calculated does not in all 
probability give the true equilibrium rate of foreign exchange. Since 
the absolute doctrine speaks only of the ahsoluk "general" purchas
ing power o£ the monetary unit within the country's borders, pur
chasing parity would be ~ from true equilibrium by (I) a dif
ference in the prices of exported and imported commodities, and 
the general price index; (2) a difiereoce in the prices of traded-in 
services, and traded-in rommodities, since Cassel includes only the 
latter; <.3) inequality in freight rates upon exports as against imports 
for either rountry; (4) difierences in sums expended upon freight &C

rording as a rountry exports chiefty services, or commodities; (5) un
equal tariff barriers. There might be added (6) any DOD-eamomic: 
factor restricting the free movement of goods between the two II&

tions if purchasing-power parity calculated upon the absolute basis 
be used as a """" for predicting the future rourse of exchange. If it is 
DOt SO employed, but is used merely to describe what would be a per
feet equilibrium at a given time were free play given to eoonomic 
motives, this qualification need not be added, since then the force 
mentioned merely causes tletJi4Iioru from equilibrium without affect-

10. ol5o T. E. GIqmy, F...". Ev"'", lief ... --,," ofWlM w.,3Id 
-,-(1-"-,1925), pp. 8.J-34. Sowu I em _ .... __ ill ~ 
~thedistiactioa _thepooitift_~_althe_ 
ID the aionmaan.-l writas, the "" t of the __ iI • Ii . uly dar to 
identify it .. b" • • ' « to the int lJ'pe., Other adbermtl tD pili I . I F au ..,.,. 
simply_the ... .,imthatprice __ the_alnol g ,ondu 
to &01 Ricardo'. priDciplen or to the &ole ,. doctriae." ill ..ell smaal &ami dIat it is 
impnFbIr to cIiocowu whicIa , _ they pIo<e _ it. 
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ing it. The same may be Said for the various psychological influences . 
. interfering with the automatic adjustment of the actual rate to a cal
culated par, and again for the usual gamut of obstacles to free COIi:J.
petition.1 

The comparative form of purchasing-power parity makes the 
equilibrium rate to be '~equal to the old rate multiplied by the quo
lien, of ,he deg,.ee of mflation." The five factors previously noted as 
qualifications will not, by their mere existence, be necessary qualifi
cations of the comparativc!'doctrine, if they enter into the determina
tion o{ the equilibrium rate of .eJl:change equally in the base period 
and in the period for which the comparative parity is calculated. On 
the other band, any cMnge in any of these factors will vitiate the cal- ¥ 
culated parity as a true equilibrium rate of exchange •. Consider first 
a change in the relation of the price index of in.terpationally traded-in. 
commodities to the general in.ternallevel of prices. Two important 
factors contribute toward Jllll.kin.g such a change probable: altera
tions in. what Professor Taussig aptly ca1ls the "substantive course of 
in.ternational trade" arising frOjn changed conditions 9f production.! 
or of reciprocal demand, and capitallnovements. SUice inflation is 
commonly the product of war, with its attendant revolutionizing of 
the character of commodities wanted from abroad, with its recasting 
of the,outlook for the productive in.vestment of capital, and with its 
large volume of purely political borrowin.g and lending, both of these 
factors bid fair to assume considerable importance. Cassel himself j 
admits the necessity of assumin.g the constancy of relation between 
prices within. each country, but believes that this is legitimate be
cause of the "quite paramount importance" of the changes in. the 
general price level.' Most of the dogmatic defenders of the parity 
doctrine pass over the possibility;of an alteration in. the basic terms 

I M ... tion of such quaIilicatioDa in gftlater or I ...... number is made by authom too 
numtlOWl to review. Attention may be called to A. C. Pigou's ~t&tem ... t of tho thin! 
Item in his &14'YI'" A"li«l Eamomiu (London. 1923). p. 167. and to Palyi (d. p • 
• 57. above); to W.KeiIhau. "The Valuation Theory of Exchange." &.1_. 3S.P. 22S. 
and toR. G. Bawtrey.Curr""'ll" CNlliI.3lded. (London. Ig30). p. 86. on th ........ d 
item. Various oth .... of these quaJifications &Ie to be found with Cassel (d. p. 107. 
above). Dalberg (d. p. '31. above). Kommy (d. p. '3'. above). Liefmann (d. p •• 61. 
above). Moeller (d. p. '31. above). and MUller (d. p. 1340 above). See also D. H. 
Roberboon. II...,. md ed. (New Yodt. Ig.g), pp. 78. 132-133. 164; Pigou, ",. oiL, pp. 
164-r68; Bawtrey.",. <iI •• pp. 68-71; J. M. Keynes. A T ....... lltItIIIIarj Ibf- (New 
Yort, 19'4), pp. \)8. I .... 106-108; A. W. Fluz, Tis P"';'" &daft,.. (London, 1924). 
pp. 70. 86. \)8. g.; Alfred ManhaIl. OJi<;iGl Pa,... (London. 19.6). p. 171; J. van WaIm 
de Boldes. Tis A"""-" C.- (London. 1924), pp. 16g-lgg. 

• II..., .. P".."..."..,. """ 1914 (New Yodt. 1923). p. l4I. 
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of trade from changed demand and supply conditions for traded-in 
commodities.' The consensus both in Germany and abroad, how
e'ter, lays considerable weight upon this factor, sometimes leading to 

J the rejection of the parity doctrine altogether.' In the second place, 
movements of capital may distort the comparative purchasing-power 
parity away from true equilibrium. Some eaution must be exercised 
in this connection. It is conceivable that a foreign loan might not 
ultimately affect the relation of the price index for trade-in commodi
ties to the general price level. Suppose that with the proceeds of the 
loan the borrowing country buys only consumable goods, and that 
by the time the loan has been fully transmitted or shortly thereafter 
these goosis have been completely consumed. Suppose further that 
the demand for these consumers' goods is a new and additional de
mand, over what has been demanded from abroad before the borrow
ing took place, so That the importation of the foodstufis does not 
release labor and capital from other lines of production. FmaJly let 
it be imagined that at the beginning of the loan transmission, labor 
and capital in the lending country, tum almost instantly to those 
exporting industries which fecjthe stimulus of demand from the bor
rower, and at the termination of the process that labor and capital 
return almost instantly to the old lines of production. Under such 
suppositions the total volume of goods will not be greater in the bor
rowing country than before, since the proceeds of the loan have been 
consumed; in the lending country goods are not 1ess plentiful than 
before the loan, since production goes on in the former channels and 
presumably at the old rate.' In such a case the fina\ situation would 

, E. II- _ (d. pp. 215-2'7, above), Euaaa (d. p. '29, above), Pohle (d. p. "9, 
above), ODd oeveral miDDr writa!L FJux,,,,. oiL, pp. ~,_ to dqneciate tile Iic-
nifiaoDCe of tile factor in qu__' . 

• Those wIlD comida: it • ......., ar koo ,"'rt.oIfnl tp4l~ are (.) aD (la..
Ujnflation" writ.em sb'e!&iog the UDfavoralJlaMa of the babae of tlade, i. e. eva)""" 
Dot. """.otic parity theorist; RIch Euglioh _ .. Ruba _, '-<iI., ~-t. 
<iI.,pp .• 06-'CI9,_Ha.uey, -t.oiL,pp. 76-'77,117. Thosewritao ..... ...,1od to .... 
.,., tile parity tbeory,laqdy b«aaK of ito...pet of tIIe.-- ill bui<: IDOIcboa
dizing -. ue,fareample: (.) mcb (la..-"baIoa<eof ..,..-ta"--. 
.. Boma (d. pp. 2411-25', above), __ t h (d. p. 247, above), aacI HdIJaicb 
(d. pp. '53""255, above); (.) F. W. T ...... "~ T_ ........ Dq>m:iataI 
Paper," Q.J.1l. 3', pp. 317-398; J. w. ADcdI. T" T-, t/ l .... oIi ... ' Prka (Cam-
bridge, M_c:h=dta, '926), p. '119; J. H. WiIIiIImI, "F ....... F ........ ~ .... 
tile CGcmoeof ID_ T-." ..f-" t/ IM..f.me....f~ 119. p. 202; --. 
"FCIftip Fu:In .. 1&" __ D<pm:iataI Paper," J_ . ..f .. B...., As6 • .... pp. 49J-
494-

• ThiII-W_ ... be_if, ........ ~,tIIe~ ·.,dof_bIt 
aoodL :- ~ . 
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show no jiliange of general price levels nor bf the relative positions of 
imported, exported, and purely domestic rommodities; purchasing
power parity would not have changed, nor would. the true equi
librium rate. 

The more likely consequence of an internationalloan,~n the other 
hand, is an ultimate or at,least long-persisting change in the quanti
ties of goods in both countries. Pare of the proceeds of the loan will ., 
usually go to increasing the productive efficiency of the receiving 
country; and to an equal degree the efficiency of the lender w:ifJ. not 
be as great as if the capital had been applied to home industries. 
This fact in itself stands against the argument of the inflation theory 

• tliat causation proceeds only from price levels to foreign trade 
movements, for here the direction of caUsation is p~y reversed. 
Furthermore, the additional capital, if we ass~ part of the loan to 
be used productively, need not, eXCept by accldeht, redound equally 
to the benefit of the receiving rountry's domestic and exporting in
dustries. That will suffice to alter the relative prices of the two 
groups of products and distort purehasi!;tg-power parity away from 
true equilibrium, since even in the ,hilparative form ,of .Cassel's ' 
parity the rate is calculated upon gen&al price indices.1 

Any other of the factors enumerated above, which by their mere ii; 
existence qualify the positive parity doctrine, will, by changing in 
importance between the base year and subsequent points of time, 
dislocate the romparative purchasing-power parity from true equi- ._ 
librium. Finally, even if none of the factors mentioned changed from \. 

1 The best description '\,f the process of traDSferriDg capital under dislocated ",,
changes is to be found in F. W. Tausoig's l~ Trade (New York. 1927). ch. 
uvi. Th. IeID&l'b in the foregoing _ph pertsin to the ..-elfect of capital 
traDSf .... IIld show how they may cause purchasing_ parity to deviate from OIIui
librium even af/4r th.IOIIl baa been fully traDSfemd. Ilot merely in 0l<Cbange bills. but 
in real goc>ds. If I a>nectly interpret Prof ...... Taussig's aualysis, it pertaiDs to the de. 
finitive clw>ges in the ... teof 0Khange IIld in the "substllltive a>wso of in_tional 
trad." duri.., the _sferof the reallOlll. (This follows from th.assumption thot there 
is a larger volume of imports into America lhIIl previousi)'. which. outside secondary 
elfects upon productive etliciOllCY in the two a>UIltri .. a>llcemed. would be true only 
during th.IOIIl _sfer. L .. the extraordinary movement of goods which <X>Ilstitute the 
reallOlll.) I haw.Jaid chief _phosis on the ultimate outa>me in the O<X>llomic stru", 
_ of the two a>untri ... since deviations of the 0l<Cbange mte from purchasing-po .... 
parity duriog evOll the ,..,/10111 tmnsfer might be passed 0_ by the parity theorist as 
being only U temporary deviations." But after all, Professor Taussig's demonstration of 
these deviatioos during capital mo_ts _ders purchasing-power parity usel ... as 
a _. since the -....;", alODce of IUch traDSfers during .... 1Ild inJIatioll scattely 
allows their being repnled as giving riss to merely .. ~ deviati_" from 
equilibrium. 
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their situa~on in the base year, purchasing-power parity would 'be a 
true equilibrium of international exchange only if it were BUch in the 
base year, an assumption which is certainly questionable.' 

Despite these material limitations upon purchasing-power parity, 
the doctrinc!lserves useful purposes. (I) It has called attention to the 
influence of inflation and the rise of internal prices upon the ex-' 
changes. Although its significance is limited to a description only 
of the moneJary factors at work, it has "played a great part in recent 
yearS as a corrective of the very prevalent tendency to attribute all 
movements of the foreign exchanges to disturbances in the balance 
of payments." I (2) Calculations of purchasing-power parity give a 
rough indication, at least, of where exchanges will stand at various 

. times, when it is clear that capital movements, changing demand, 
and psychological influences and complications in the way <If the in
ternational movement of goods are not signi6cant. 

B. TMB~~Pa~uT~ 

SinCe this theory stresses ~ veIY factors whi~ the parity theory 
passes over lightly under aIeris parilnu, we have already by impli
cation called attention to its merits, in treating the shortcomings of 
purchasing-power parity. On the other hand, the balance of pay
ments theoxy is not without its own peculiar defects. (1) That form 
of the theoxy which treats the foreign exchanges and price levels as 
independent phenomena - the second group to which we directed 
our attention-may safely be said to be in eqor. The influence of 
internal prices upon exchanges may be exaggerated, but it is real; 
the influence of exchanges upon prices is patently demonstrated by 
~ post-War period.' (2) That version <¥ the theory which states 
that exchanges "cause" the behavior of internal prices sometimes 
abuses the concept of causation. There are certain insflDCes in 
which a rise of prices follows 1UCUSarily and iMviIobl, from the phe
nomena of foreign trade and the position of the rate of eychange; to 

10.1· w.Aasdl."Mm .... ."n.-yudMmd • ."Politr- s..,.. _t~ 
-. n Q. J. E. 390 P. '73-

• Hawtzey, .,. <iL, p. 87. 
• E_1IIda tboutisuasAasdl. wbo ~ clary tIIOt ___ " .... " pricaud 

tIIOt prica "aa-" the I, ... to be.bot thque., pni ...... iDotad to mate bolla 
_ .. _IS to tIOIIIC _ bui&: diIImIIoacz .. bad ... ." cIiooquiIibImm rK Jo.ct 01.-
fidcace, woaId DOt apboJd the atnme Yiew that e ,. '" ad pdca are in 1«1' ' w' 
1IIn.u diecta are ia:ip:uc:al" U..."di"" pna., p.. ..,.a). 
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these cases we come presently. When, however, it is .argue4 that 
advances in the foreign rates cause a shortage of money, or financial 
embarrassment to certain oommercial classes, that these in tum 
"cause" inflation and a'rise of prices, it is evident ,that the word is 
~not employed in its ordinary meaning. However great ,the pressure 
may be upon the central bank, however much further Credit exq:n
sions and note issues may seem imperative, further inflation is an act 
of its own authority for which it is answerable. Advancing exchange 
rates are only the oceasion for inflation. (3) The balance of payments 
theory in any form begins with a truism: the supply of and demand 
for bills of exchange determines the rate of exchange. Relying upon 
the invulnerability of this proposition, representatives of this school 
too often lapse into a mere cataloguintt of forces increasing or dtl
creasing !!he supply of or demand fWt'bilIs~ ,,'C9mmonly little or no 
attention is acoorded the influence of iIl,teinal priahtructures; more 
commonly still the whole question as to any less superjicial equilib-, 
rium than the mere day-to-day market equation is neglected; nearly M 

always there is wholly lacking any attem{>t to describe the basic, 
equilibrium rate of exchange.' ~ ". ~. ' . . 

C. The Equilibrium Rate of Exchange under Inflation 

The .attempt of parity theorists to define a normal rate ot exchangq 
under inflation, as well as the suggestions by its critics as to other 
factors beside internal price levels bearing upon that rate, oombine 
to create the imp~on that a sufficiently exhaustive theory should 
describe the true equilibrium rate in such wise as to embmce all the 
factors involved and effectuate a synthesis between the apparently 
opposed lines of causation. I believe that it is possible to describe 
S1j~ an equilibrium rate in theoretical terms, although I am forced 
to doubt the usefulness qf the ooncept even under moderate degrees 
of inflation and aside from certain troublesome oomplications which 
arise in the German situation. 

Pigou explains very clearly how equilibrium in foreign trade pro
ceeds by degrees.~ (I) The superficial equilibrium is a day-to-day : .. 

, ThIs cha:qJe is levied against the payments theory by Hawtrey (0'. <iI., p. 67). I 
dilmver IlO writer in Germany amcmpt the balance of payments theorists who und .... 
taIr. .. a dtoeriptioll 01 the last two COllcepts under dislocated uchangeo .ve Karl 
HeUlerich, II."., (New York, 1927), pp. S4B-SS5. · &_. DI). ,6»--,6 •• 
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balancing of payments. So far as this equilibrium is concerned in 
and of Uself, we cannot say that causation runs from commodity 
prices to exchanges or vice versa: causation runs simply from supply 
and demand for bills of exchange to the Decessary e.9uilibrating rate" 
and that is the end of the matter.1 (2) The neil degree of equI
librium - a more basic and significant one - is the tendency ~:l 
one-sided movement in commodities and services to eliminate i • 
Such equilibrium attracts the most attention in theory and 1eads to 
the familiar conclusion that imports have to be paid for by exports in 
the long run. This principle really etiectuates a compromise of ~ 
opposing views of causation - and to this we return presently. But, 
as Pigou demonstrates, the equilibrium of values for internationally 
Qaded-in commodities and services does not mean that all forces 
operative on the ratio of in~tional excbange are at rest. ''Ultimate 
equilibrium would only be reached when (J) labor and capital bring 

.' the same returns tvUhifl one country, whether applied to purely 
domestic articles or to exports; and (4) when labor and capital bring 
the same returns in one country as in all others.. Only when all four 

.stages of equilibrium are fully worked out can one employ the term 
.. equilibrium -rate of excbange" sans phrase. 

In contrast with the third sort of equilibrium, which is seldom 
realized, and the fourth sort, which probably never is, the second is 
sufficiently important in and of itself to afford a practical concept 
of equilibrium, especially under inftation when the deeper 80rts are 
more than usually held ,in abeyance. The nature of this second con
cept is desaibed in Pigou's language, as follows: • 

• 
There is DO equilibrium if (apart Dom disaimiDatiDg _!pOly) it is im~ ... 

hie, by buying doIIIus with stmiDg ..... ~ bayiDg Ameriaa pdo with 
dollars, to obtaia ..... briDg into &lgland for sale theft 1lIIY siDgIe AIDeraa ""'" 
at a ..... stmiDg mot than that sood couJd be bought for iD EngIond: ..... there 
is DO equilibrium if, apart Dom discriminating "''''''I'OiY, it is JI'W'"bIe tooead 
any siDgIe EDgIish sood to America ..... make. by selling it tbeJe, a 1arFr-m.c 
profit than is obtainable by selling it iD &lgland Wben att-oi thae thiDp io 
P"""'hIr, theft io a disconI bet.un nrho"", _ ..... Jdatift price IeYe8, 
which _ abbon ..... 1riII eodea_ iItItiiOIIiiIIy to CIDIl'<Ct.I 

I Euzpt, I _ odd, fa< ad.auced ___ '" inftotim, .... doe _ '" • r; 
... '---pries dim:tIy. a. pp. 291_ ........ . 

t: E.ss.p. p- 161. Pi&ua 1IIaDS.",. '"disu" • tine 1N..,." -=It laaBa, CJI,. .. 
Jiwsme to die familiar r" "" 1 • of dg"'lpinc A '" . cI. djdgcattd h .. __ cIiIIIqanI_Iactor"_,,~,,,,_fa<jpftotim edjtH_ hio 
qaiI:e. ditfaatt i ' m- the 'D-C'1Ird "V .... ' .... ,. 
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ExchaJige equilibrium applies only to internationally traded goods 
and services. "It means only that nobody can gain by diverting a 
unit of any kind of l>roduct, that might have been sold in the English 
market, to the AqJ.erican market, or vice versa." 1 In other words, " 
the prices of internationally traded products and the rates of ex
cl\ange tend to conformity in such wise that no unusual gains accrue 
to exportation or importation. So stated, exchange equilibrium is a 
truism." It is, furthermore, a truism which applies only to goods and 
services, and not to capital transfers per Ie, except to those transfers 
of real capital goods which result from a discrepancy between ex
changes and prices of internationally traded-in oommodities. This 
phenomenon rarely occurs in its genuine form, i. e. where the trans
fer.of capit!ll from one country to anothe~oonsists at the very outset 
of a movelnent of actual capital goods." Generally capital moves 
first in the form of securities, bills of excb8.nge, or gold, which sub-:
sequently draw in goods, some of which are productive instruments. 
Exchange equilibrium tells us nothing as to why the more usual form 
of capital fund transferal occurs: it is not the result of a divergence of 
exchange rates and the prices of traded goods, but of political mo
tives, differences in interesl rates, differences between two countries 
in purely tlomeslic prices, such as wages and rents, which induce the 
estab1ishment of branch industries abroad, etc. 

With an accurate view before us as to what "exchange equi
librium" really is, we may proceed to appraise its significance as a 
norm for dislocated exchanges. First as to its merits. (I) It avoids 
most of the errors of purchasing-power parity. As a part of the situa
tion in which exchange equilibrium as defined by Pigou exists, there 
is a rate of exchange which at a given moment gives no special im
port or e:r:port "bonus," a rate which I sha\l for convenience call the 
"neutral" rate. It is this neutral rate, and not purchasing·power 
parity, which describes the second degree of equilibrium delineated 
above. In the first place, the neutral rate as of a given date is de
fined so as to allow for existing one-sided obstacles to trade-dif
ferential freight rates, tariff barriers, embargoes, etc. But further
more, it will be moved, as the true equilibrium rate must be and as 
even the comparative form of purchasing parity is not, by all ,lumges 
in these differentials. Since the neutral rate applies only to traded 

11M . ..,. 
, a. Tuuoig, l~ T, .. , p. 357; Keynes, ~. AI., pp. 1 __ 101. 

, On ... ch iDstanc:e .......... p!OVio1Isly cited. a. p. .17. abo".. 
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goods and services, it is moved, but not distorted from true equi
librium as the Casse1ian norm would be by changes in the relative 
position of export and import prices to the general domestic price in
dex. Fmally, it includes imported and exported services, the omis
sion of which renders purchasing parity an unreliable index. (2) The 
concept of exchange equilibrium, with the neutral rate as its corol
lary, gives the real meaning of such expressions as "an unduly low 
(or high) rate on the mark," or "greater (or less) depreciation of the 
mark abroad than at home." Reference to the exact wording of 
Pigou's statement will show that it describes the situation in which 
no export or import bonus would exist, where all forces involved 
directly in commodity and service intercourse are equilibrated. (3) 
Exchange equilibrium indicates the grounds for at least a partial 
compromise between parity and balance of paymentS theories. 
When exchanges and prices of traded commodities and services are 
out of alignment, equilibrium is restored (if ever) by mulual adjusl
mmt; it is not restored simply by a movement of prices to the pre
vailing rate of exchange, as a very dogmatic balance of payments 
theorist might hold,' nor simply by a moVeDlent of the rate of ex
change to prevailing prices, as the parity theorist maintains. Under 
inconvertible conditions more of the compensation has to be done 
by the rate of exchange than by prices, since for the influence of gold 
flows pllU the movement of commodities and services in the opposite 
direction there is substituted merely the compensatory action of 
commodity flows. 

The mutual dependence referred to here is '"" a case of "short
circuited" causation,' such as characterized the German inflation, 
_ of common dependence on a basic third factor, such as budgetary 
disequilibrium. 

1 n.e IXWJtrntjgn that the aatioaaJ prica of iDtanation.n,. baded-ia c rliNw 
........ to the _ lOt "" the world _ .... m " W '- paobcd 10 far _ to 
impIy_ao di,u_iII_J"lOIibk. 011 the CIIIItnJy, it iII ___ "'-"-
ariIy ___ disbubed eo djtj _ the prXa ill diIf_ COIIDm.. fM IimiIar p>Ods 
_ ... to: into intaDatiouaJ bade _ be oat of hal_with nrhonl" _ alto: 
aIIowinc fM b.....-__ """'" faaan" (Uaited sea... Soaate, c .. • 01 
Gold _ SihuIDqaily, r ....... Canmcy_~-.._,Suia19. YGI. .. 
e-.,-C--:r-F"'-a,WubiDctoD,l9>5.p.38). "l1io_ ..• __ 
aIoprXa 01 __ eatainc into for<ip bade _ .--riIy be'- the 
__ in aD badinc_ if ""this ill maut _ the ,.w--be the--. But 
it __ foDow ina this _ pri<a _ ' ill _ 01 JoaI""'- wiIIenry-
wbue _the ___ • t,"_,..thewrita. the" .. Ii· to the£acliol! 
__ PM id!'.J(..",p.6p. (Ito1ia_L) 

• a. pp. 291-293. ........ 
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The ~oximation of the rate of exchange to the ratio of pun:basing power 

in terms of foreign trIUIe products does not depend upon equilibrium being 
reached in the foreign excbanv- ma:rket. • •• The rate of exchange will itself 
have to change in order to regain equilibrium and the price level in one or both 
conntries must change with it.' . 

From the angle of balance of trade equilibrium, the second degree 
sPoken of, adjustment comes about both by a. movement of the neu
tral rate to prices and a movement of prices to the neutral rate; and 
hence neither parity nor balance of pa~ents theory is in itself 
sufficient.- (4) A further merit of this concept 'of equilibrium lies in 
the fact - already clearly implied - that it' responds as much to 
changes in international demand as to internal price levels. (5) Ex
change equilibrium, within the limitations already described, actU7 
ally achieves what the proponents of purchasing-power parity have 
aspired to: the formulation of a description of equilibrium which 
shall be as valid for gold as for dislocated standards. It supplants the 
wholly indefensible notion that mint par 'in the former case repre
sents eq~b~um,' a fallacy combatted for many years by the Ger-' 
man nommahsts. 

Unfortunately the merits of excbange equilibrium pertain to its 
conceptual excellence rather than to its pragmatic justification. In 
essence, it states that a difference in the purchasing power of money 
for traded goods and services between two countries will be eli,m. 
inated, partly through a rise in the domestic prices for these goods in 
the" cheap" country, partly through a rise in its exchange quotation 
al>road, and, for the "dear" country, the converse of both. This 
generalization has both the merits and limitations of a truism: it is 
theoretically valid, but it is not particularly useful. The animating 
force in discussions of the nature of the equilibrium rate of exchange 
has been the quest for a basis by which the fqture developments of 
actual rates might be predicted. For this purpose, exchange equi
librium in the Pigou sense has the merit of calling attention to tie 
many variables involved, b~ its very inclusiveness indicates the 
number of almost insuperable statistical difficulties in the problem. 

, &awtrey, 01. ,u., P. 72. 
I CI. ill aimiIar vein S. S. x._enenbaum, 1lJwiIBI C......, /MIl BIJIIkMc 191~ 

lfP/4 (LoDdon. '9'S), pp. 4~; J. M. Keynes, 01· <11., P. '05; D. H. Robertson, 
.,. <11.. pp. 7~; Joim VOD Sickle, ·"Th. Fallacy of a Copital Levy." J. P. B. 34-
pp. 1~191. 

I CI. Gustav CuooI, JLOfWJ /MIl PDHip &daIop II/Icr '914. pp. '1!0-,86; Hans 
Neiloor. DII r..........., dis Geldu a ..... ,g.8). p .• 06; Pigou, 01. <11.. p. 163. note •• 
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Suppose we begin upon the rigorously simplifying assumption that 
the domestic and international productivity of labor and capital and 
its distribution between industries remains constant, and that the 
quantity of money is not changing in either country. The available 
data toward computing the neutral exchange rate will be actual ex
change rates, figures or estimates of various exports and imports, and 
indices of prices of traded goods and services. I do not presume to be 
able to sketch the technique of procedure nor to exhaust the perti
nent variables; but it is apparent that two appallingly great coUec
tions of information would be required. In the first place, in order to 
know what rate would set exports and imports in equilibrium, it will 
be Decessary to discover changes in the volume of each commodity or 
service exported by each country when the price changes, and this 
requires information upon the elasticity of the demand and supply 
schedules of each good. But in the second place, since the list of 
traded commodities and services is itself a variable depending 
upon export and import prices, it would be necessary also to know 
the demand and supply renditions for all goods and services 
which stand in the position of potential substitutes or additions to 
the list.1 

Exchange equilibrium may be realiud, as Pigou explains, even if 
differences persist in the earnings of labor and capital between for
eign trade and purely domestic industries within a rountry and be
tween the same industry at home and abroad. Every change in these 
differentials, by the same token, will alter the position of the neutral 
exchange rate, whether the movement of labor and capital d0mesti
cally or internationally be toward or rounter to the realization of 
uniform returns. In other words, the definiteness of exchange equi
hDrium, got by making it a superficial sort of equilibrium, is pur
chased at the expense of having it altered by all changes toward or 
away from the more basic equilibria of factor earnings. 
·Dislocated exchanges are frequently the aamnpaniment of war; 

and war leads inevitably to pronowu:ed movements of labor and 
capital within the domestic system of production and to unusual 
types and magnitudes of capital movements between rountries. The 
mnception of the neutral rate is essentially "short run," e. g. it de
scribes the exchange rate relative to domestic price levels of traded 
goods which is appropriate during the transfer of capital between I 

I P .. ~_ Tamoic caJIo....-of this mot tile "JDI~" of tile I...., 
- (F. w. T ....... r_ olio." r_. p. 357). 
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countries, and thus it avoids the artificiality of so "long run JJ an idea 
of equilibrium that it could only be realized after the transfer bad 
been completed and thI! capital fully absorbed into domestic indus
try. But this greater realimt imposes upon the statistician who at
tempts to compute the neutral rate the additional task of discovering 
not only demand and supply intensities and elasticities for all com
modities involved, but also the effect upon them produced by capital 
transfers. If this seems to be an extravagant requirement upon his 
capacities, the prospect becomes all the more hopeless when the dis
location of exchange is attended by inllation, particularly when it 
progresses fitfully and unpredictably. It will be emphasized in the 
next section, moreover, that a great many of the underlying" real" 
changes - reciprocal demand variatioDS, capital movements, etc. -
are themselves functions of inflation. ' 

If the neutral rate of exchange is impossible of statistical deter
mination, it may be natural to fall back upon purchasing-power • 
parity as an imperfect, but none the less approzimate, representa
tion.' Such a course seems to me a counsel of desperation. It is. 
sometimes said that the calculated purchasing-power parities at 
least apprehend the numeIary influence upon exchanges, because it is 
based upon movements of general domestic price levels. In fact, 
however, the reasoning holds neither for mild nor extreme inflation. 
The former case, resembling that of exchanges under open metallic 
standards, may show movements of the genm-al price level which are 
produced by alterations in non-monetary factors, for changes in the 
balance of trade traceable to changes in real demand intensity affect 
the volume of goods upon domestic markets. The case of extreme 
inflation, much as the less dramatic increase of purchasing power in 
the boom period of cycles, usually involves so intimate an interaction 
between monetary and DOn-monetary factors that they become 
virtually indistinguishable in their composiut effect upon exchange. 
For example, was the cumulative downward pressure upon mark ex
change exercised by the nece5fity of meeting an absolute amount of 
reparatioDS in terms of gold when mark buyers were frightened away 
rather than attracted by its decline, a monetaryjOr non-monetary 
factor? The flight of capital depressed German exchange. Purchas
ing-power parity does not show its influence, and yet, outside the 

1 E.I.: FIuz, .,. ciI., p. 9; Keyn .. in his eu\ior JL-, R<J-. pp. 111-116; and 
othon, d. P. 266, Dote 2 abo"", In his A T....m. .. JL...., (New York, 1930), I, 336. 
K.,.. .. __ to Rject the cIoclrine completely. • 
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fear of expropriative taxation, the depreciation of the mark at home 
chiefly accounted for the phenomenon. 

Unless the differential effects of capital movements and changed 
intensities of demand upon export and import prices accidentally 
compensated each other so as to produce the same movement as 
that of th~ general price level, purchasing-power parity would give 
no index of equilibrium; !If the summary of opinion in the next sec:
tion on the German experience be granted any significance, it 'hows 
that, far from mutually compensating each. other, these factors 
worked in the same direction in this particular instance. The net 
effect of monetary iIiflation and the real balance of payments factors 
llpon the exchange rate depends upon the stage of inflation and the 
country in question. 

Comparisons of .8ctual exchange rates with computed purchasing
power-parities have been used as much against the theory as in sup-

, pOrt of it. On the other hand, the statistics necessary to a calculation 
of the Pigou type of neutral rate do not exist. If it is impossible to 
avoid the oonclusion that the equilibrium rate cannot be empirically 
derived, it should be no more startling or nihilistic than the same con
clusion for the true equilibrium price for a share of stock on Ex
change. In both cases there exist statistical summaries of important 
elements in the situation, but the weighting of the factolll is a matter 
of informed opinion. 

A. lis Chief Cluwaderistiu 

In the foregoing portion of the present chapter, the character of for
eign exchange rate ecwilibrium and its relation to prices has been 
described in general terms. We turn now to the particular circum
stances of Germany during and after the War, baving regard not 
only to the course of mark exchange ~ also to domestic monetary 
developments. 

I. Variatiotu;" V olllme qj Mtmey MUlltIIemol Prices. From the 
beginning of the War until the end of 1919, prices within Germany 
lagged behind the inaeases of total circulating media; from early in 
IC)20 until August. I92I, volume increased steadily, while prices, 
after an initial upward spurt, maintained a fairly even level; thence
forward, with the exception of several months toward the end of 
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1923, prices took a decided lead over .volume. The. S/aUsUsches 
Reichsamt price index (on a 1913 base) stood at 2.17 for~I918, at 8.03 
for December, 1919. at 14.3 for July, 1921, while the corresponding 
indices of circulation were 3.75,8.27, and 14.3. In the five months 
following July, 1921, prices rose 00,34.9 and ciIculationto 20·3. 
~uring ;1922, prices rose to I,475 anll circulation to 213.4; and there
after both increased enonnously until thfo,stabilization 'Of. Novem
berI'l923·' 

·During the War, the lag of prices was partly attributed by a good 
many writers, such as Eulenburg, Euck.en, Helfferich, ~d Pohle,t 
to the expanded circulation sphere for GeIman currenCy, though 
Cassel attempted to show that GeIman banks of issue in the occu
pied territories retafued the local money, so that the incr~d need 
for marks was at best small." Helfferich believed that "large sUms 
were locked up in anny pay offices," and EulenbJrg Caned 6t,1:ention 
to the reliance of the military organization generally upon caslfpay·~ 
ments.' A general tendency to hoard notes out of anxiety for ijle 
future, partic1arly amongst the peasants, was remarked up6n by 
Eucken, Mises, Lansburgh, Pohle, Prion, and Schumpeter.· L.ans
burgh and Pohle were seconded by Schumpeter in regarding the 
breakdown of credit arrangements in the domestic economy as an 
important reason why the country could absorb money with Ii less., 
than proportional effect upon prices. Naturally>. also, the export&-. 
tion of marks relieved the pressure upon their dOInestic value, as a 
number of the same writers maintain. Outside these reasons offered 
by GeIman theorists, attention should be called to the hoarding ex
planation with Graham, Katzenellenbaum, Keynes, and Walr6 de 
Bordes.· Broad classes of the population either believed in the even
tual recovery of the mark or cherished a delusion as to the value 
constancy of money. . 

With the weakening of this phenomenon\'early in 1920 when the 
Versailles Treaty went into effect, and the definite reversal a year 
and a half later as a. result of the Loildon Ultimatum, there appeared .+ 

, Bela von Jankovich, Brilrll(f ..... rr..o.v da C.1du (Vienna, 1926), pp. 16, 17, II, 

143; AngeU,l~ Prius, pp. 440-44'; Graham, 01· t'-, pp. 156-159. 
I Cf. pp. 245, 227, 254, 219, above. • 
• Cuael, M"'"1 oflor 1914, pp. _41 • 

• HeUf<rich, 01. ciI., p. 231; FnDz Eulenbwg, "InlI&tion," A ..... 45, pp._496-
I Cf. pp. 227, :116, 118, 219, 263, 134, above. 
I GraIumi, ~. ciI., p. 115; S. S. Katzene1l ... baum, ~. ciI., p. 26; Keynes, M.".,., 

1Uf-. p. 89; Wain! de Bordes, 01. ciI., p. 16 •• 
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a very widespread tendency to link the more rapid advance of prices 
than of circulation with accelerated velocity. Most of the quantity 
theorists, such as Eucken, Hahn, Mises, and WickseU,l viewed 
causation as passing from velocity to prices; and amongst writers 
outside Germany the same explanation was very widely accepted; t 
Walre de Bordes advanced the same theory for the precipitous de
cline 'of the Austrian krone. 

For the lag of prices behind volume of purchasing power far the 
five years between August, 1914, and the latter part of 1919, the 
situation seems to be adequately explained by the wartime extension 
of mark territory and the decline of velocity, both through the 
greater use of cash and through hoarding. The period intervening 
between the end of 1919 and the middle of 1921 presents complica
tions which will be treated later. But from the latter point forward 
to the stabilization, it does not appear to be possible to explain the 
outstripping of note issue by prices upon quantity theory lines of 
cauSjl,tion. We have already noted the objection raised by Bortkie
wicz and Neisser against the Sdrwon.epetertheorie that accelerated 
velocity figured rather as a consequence of in1Iation than as a cause.' 
The two modes of decreasing balances, they argued, are reducing the 
magnitude of reserves for contingencies and shortening the payment 

, periods" for the idle and working parts of unspent margins respec
tively. Neither of these reductions would have been called for had 
not prices been advancing already; and 110 the mainspring of the 
movement must have been note issue ar mistrust of the future. 
Under the combined influence of these quantitative and qualitative 
factors, prices advanced directly, people reduced their cash holdings, 
and entrepreneurs shortened the payment period to cope with the 
"shortage of money." This view of the matter is also, it seems to me, 
too dogmatic; but it suggests how the quantity theory line of causa-
tion must be emended: j, _ ' * 

Actually the relationship between velocity and prices was one of 
mutual interaction. Contrary to Bortkiewicz ~ Neisser's conten-
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tion,' the reduction of margins can proceed in its own right, occa
sioned, it is true, by increased note issue, but traceable to another 
set of decisions: those of private balance owners as against the de
cisions of the treasury or central bank. On the other hand nothing 
prevents price quotations from advancing directly from the public's 
anticipation of further note issue and further depreciation, so that 
the increase of velocity (and for that matter also the increase of 
volume) comes as a base thrust in afterwards to make possible 
realiutl prices at their contractual level. This feature of inflation has 
been dwelt upon by Graham in connection with events in Germany 
and by Rogers for France; 1 and Miss Dulles apparently regards 
velocity as both cause and effect in her study of the post-War history 
of the franc.' The pJlesence of causation from prices to velocity in 
reverse order to quantity theory expectation is certainly attested by 
chronological sequence and the contemporary shortage of money. At 
the same time, nothing prevents enhan~ velocity, once it is real-' 
ized, from giving added momentum to prices and so functioning as 
a contributory cause, indeed a very inlportant one. In this respect 
war-time inflation simply magnifies to grotesque proportions the 
mutual interplay of psychological and monetary elements observed 
in the upswing of business cycles. , 

2. The Shortage of Money. If the peculiarly ancfmalous fact of a 
Shortsge of money is to occur in the midst of inflation, one might 
naturally suppose that its earliest appearance could not antedate 
the juncture at which prices begin to mount more rapidly than cir
culating medium. But whereas the latter phenomenon, as we have 
observed, began in the fall of 1921, the Shortsge of money was com
plained of as early as the winter of 1918-19. One would not expect 
the explanations of money Shortsge formulated in a period during 
whiclrprices lagged behind note issue to assume the same character as 
those advanced in the later period marked by the reverse relationship. 

Writing in 1918, Schumpeter expressed the opinion that the com
plaints of a money Shortsge meant o&y an insufficiency in the pro
vision of small change; and in 1919 Dalberg attributed the price 
rise to credit expansion with the increase of notes as a lagging com
plement.1 Interpreting the Shortsge of money in these terms, it is 

• Gnham, ",. tJiI., p. 114; J. II. Ragen, Til< P,tJ<U4 of r .. j/4IiIm its PrGJIU, 191r 
19rf (New York, 1929), p. 348· 

• E. L. Dull .. , Til< P""". _, 191r1g28 (New York, 1929), pp. '9, 450. -
• Joseph Sc:humpeter, .. Das SoziaIprodulr.t und dio R.echoopfeanige," Are'" 44. 

p. 65'; Rudolf Dalborg, ON ~ du Gtldu, 2Ild od., (Bollin, 1919), pp. 5:0-61. 
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possible with Lotz to view the rise of prim! itself as the aplanation 
of the peculiar pheoomeooo.1 After the tum of the pric:e-quantity 
relationship in mid-IC}2I, the theories assumed a dilfereot clwacter. 
Thus in 1923 Mises held that prim! caused the shortage; but in place 
of relying upon the mntrast of money and aedit, be assigned the 
prire-raising ~e to tMdidpaie4 inaeases in circulating media and 
discovered the shortage in actually awilable media of all 10&1 
This view inhered also in Bortkiewicz's belief that prim! were simply 
marked up directly by men:haots who mistrusted the future, 10 that 
emtiog quantities of money and aedit did DOt OlVer the needs of 
tIade.· A Dew point of dqlarture appeared with the remgoitioo of 
the iollueoce nterJdjng from exchange rates to domestic prices. 
Aoalyziog the motempoIary mooetaIy situation in IC}23, Euck.eo 
said that the ftood of retumiog mark DOtes annihilated the clemaod 
for German exchange abroad, and caused foreign rates in Germany 
to advance sharply and prices to soar; the volume of DOtes was suffi
cient to Iaise the gmeral prire lew:l by way of a sympathetic mow
ment p8J'8Deling import prices, but insufficient to any on traDlt
actions throughout the mooby at the Dew leveL' Helfferich, who 
similarly ascribed the rise of wages and prias to the high rates on 
foreign excbangP., pointed to the fact that, whereas the total gold 
moe of the Rejchsbank's circulation amounted to 1/20 of its pre
War aggregate, it was scara:Iy to be suppo!Itd that b3mactioos had 
fallen to 1120 their foillkZ leveL The cause oi a shortage oi lIIIlIIey 
was apparent.' Ewn c. I, by what c:anoot be regarded as alt0-
gether orthodoll: purrbasing-power pujty reasooiog. pictumI the 
sib'atim as the resu1t of the absorption of IIIIJDey by the fon:igo ell:

c:haoge ID&J:kets, so that the I"D8ioder of the mooby was deondrd 
of c:ash." 

The shortage oi money after the middle oi IC}2I, when iotemaI 
prias began to as!SlJDMi a cbroooIogical pmlI'detve aDd aD ah!IoIute 
margin ova- total cimdatim, is DOt diffiOllt oi expIanatina. German 
and fon:igo •• Mlliiri'taton, efto those reguJady adhering to qu&D-
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tity theory causation, rather generally agreed that, in this particular 
phase of inflation, prices advanced either directly under the in
fluence of "mistrust," "speculation," .kanticipation," or other psy
chological factors, or in sympathy with rates of exchange and the 
prices of imported commodities. FUrther issue of notes and extello 
sions of bank loans, as well as the accelerated tempo of monetary 
circulation, foUO'Wet1. the lead taken· by prices. But since this hap
pened only with a temporal lag, the stock of money and credit at a 
given moment was inadequate for the money work to be done. 

For the complaint of a money shortage toward the end of the 
period when circulating medium as a whole outstripped internal 
price advances, the explanation takes on a wholly different character. 
There the shortage wa.s peculiarly one of hand-to-hand money, not 
of money in the generic sense, in all probability. It is not possible to 
assert this with complete assurance, as the ratio of expansion of com~ 
mercial bank deposits to money in circulation in Germany remained 
at an absolutely lower leveI during the inflation period prior to 1922 
than it had been before the War, and through the years 1916-18)t 
had even fallen year by year.' These facts would, however, be quite 
compatible with the shortage of money from its appearance some
time in 1918 to the end of 1919, if, as almost all German observers 
agreed, there was a pronounced increase in the proportion of total 
transactions which had to be carried through with actual currency. 
Schulnpeter's contemporary judgment of the character of the money 
shortage in the winter of 1918 thus appears to be justified. 

Between the time when the Treaty df Versailles became effective 
in January, 1920, and the beginning of the monetary debacle in 
May, 1921, with the London Ultimatum, the monetary shortage 
persisted, but under a constellation of factors unlike the preceding or 
succeeding periods. Before 1920 internal prlf:es lagged behind circu
lating medium; after July, 1921, the converse relation prevailed. 
During the entire period now being considered the curve of internal 
prices lay above that of circulating medium, both curves being 
drawn upon the basis of multiples of 1913 figures. The effect of the 
Versailles Treaty was immediately to double prices; from December, 
1919, to March, 1920, the index bounded upward from 8.03 to 17.1, 
I4lthough quantity of money increased only from 8.27 to 9.8. There
after to the middle of 1921 prices declined somewhat, whereas note 

I Graham, .,. riI., pp. ~ 
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c:in:uIation persistently ..tvanad, until both series coiDcided at 14-3 
at the end of the period.l 

One method of eqilaining the price dedine in (IODjunctioo with 
(IODtinued note issues is a retarding of velocity; and if ODe arrives at 
velocity as Graham does by dividing price inda by circulation indez, 
the eqilanation would appumtly have to be nbaustive.' There is, 
indeed, good reason to SI1JIPI&' that a reaction took pIac:e from the 
ubaoe pessimism 8AXUlllplUlying the Treaty mactment, and that 
velocity did dedine from Man:h, 1920. On the other haad, equi
librium and a shortage of money are incompatible, and ODe of the 
price-restraining foras might have been precisely the (IODvelSioa of 
too high quoted , , " _J.. high" )' __ C> ' .1._81. pnc:es mto WII~.7 rea .IKU pnces .... __ 
the DeW money issues. This view uaturaIIy implies that the quoted 
prias came to their high level originally by psychological rather 
than medl8nic:al channels; but this is not improbable in view of their 
sky-ndeting c:aJeer during the first quarter of 1920. 

In fine, the pheoommon progt :! as follows.. The initial variety 
of money shortage in the £ODD of a dearth of small change was 
gnduaIIy and automa.tic:alIy reIiewd towanI the end of the first 
period at the dose of 1919 by the rise of prias itsdf, \\1Im prias 
doubled at the outset of the sewod period in kss than thne months, 
a gmeql shortage devdoped, but reIued !IOIDeWbat in the ensuing 
fifteen DJODths under pi Ice of equilibrating foraL The shortage 
reappeaml with great s:.uity with the beginning of the third period 
and iDcnased until the stabHiratim, despite YioImt dlorts to RIieft 
it by aD sorts of "aoageocy issues." Undoubtedly these Jne8S!JRS 

resembLil further dosages of opium to "RIieft" lUI addict Nefti'
th J ss, from the JIVBIV"Il whm the sperial small change shortage 
was supplanted by a gmeql jl'Suffi.-iency of cimdating medium, the 
puadoDcal phervwnen. .. stood as trW-fa evidmce against the 
absolute aamacy of an eqaatioD of exdJangIe 011 the basis of quoted 
prias and against the dogmatic awJicatioa of quantity theory 
rang"'" in these 0:" ""t4alM'f'S 

3- V';=tjms" lite Fdrwl .. IfIIenMIl v..z- ".1* JI.1. 
FI'OIIl the outbreak of the Wu until MardI, 1916, the "'kula· .... 
esfemal value· of the mad runained aboge the intemal value; 

• Cf. r_' ...... JIlL 1~57' 
• 1W.., JIlL ft05=ao6. . • __ s..... s-a.. "'-'- r-- Ia ',' JIlL m-sn; r ___ , 

~~ ~. , . .,.. cil" ... J6L nae ca •• ,· -....e .. +j p. ___ ...... pm & 
_paIily,IIIIl..... ....... 7 ') _.._..l_. 
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tbereaft.eI' it sank below and persisted in this reIation to the end of 
inflation PradicaIly 110 attention has been gi_ the first period, 
but this is easily explicable from several angllS- The eU.emal agio 
persisted fO£ only a year and a baJf as against seven ymm fO£ the 
reverse relation; only 0IlCe, in Jnly, 1:91:5, did it amount to as much 
as 2918 cent, wbiIe geoaalIy it was much less; 110 particularly iJn:. 
portant amsequeoas atfended iL The pheoomeuon probably re
flected directly the German military 511" • S during the period, 
and reveals the pre;ena:e of psycboIogical factors even in the miIdel' 
phases of inflatioo..1 • 

The dedine of mark evhaDgP. and the pmrhasing power: of the 
mark abroad after the early months of 1:916 was 50 great and 50 am
tinuous as to arouse widespread. mmmenL A mmmon ezpIanaIion 
refened to a lad of foreign mnfid .... re in Germany's futnre. Even 
outside the professed "psychological" school, rertain parity theor
ists, including Cassel !.imseH, Elden, and Machlup,- ascribed the 
adwrse excbange-prire diJIm:ntial to distrust. It was also geoeraJly 
amc:edrd that German limitations on ezporting reacted seriously 
against her exchangr_ In fact, once the subject of obstades to ex
portation has been brmcbrd, and with it the failure of the one-Sded 
movement of goods to eliminate itsclf, there is 110 reason why all the 
factors making for lID unfavorable balanre of payments should not 
implicitly betome nplanations of the greater depreciation of the 
mark in foreign quarters than at home. For the benefit of those wbo 
mntinue to believe that an unfa1lOrable balanre of to"..," is 
gyaningJess b...,IIIse it is always in balance, let it be repeated that 
this objectioa. cm:doob the fact that the Imtu upon which goods, 
services, securities, gold, and pipet" mrrency are traded between two 
CIIIIIltries may be< 00Ie more and more adwrse to one CIIIIIltry. While 
the tenDs are UDdergoing this deterioration for one CIIIIIltry, it has an 
adwrse balanre of payments, 110 matter if a oouective process may 
eventually be started, and aside from the _ rily aJl)tiDUOIJS 

equation of all items on either hand in the aggregate.. These terms 
indade aport and import prices within the CIIIIIltries in1lOlved and 
the n.te of ,...change.. • 

Statictia for partiaIIar balanre of payments items were not pub-
• I Aa ............. baJoioltlle _L. ""'-paIiti<:oI __ fanip_ 
.... iI pa by EIoaa& -.... Du Gd4,.- .. IH,d .,. a-. 192s), 
11-" L T!oe IbIdy ilR -h C t olBaatao' • ... ID tile ... . 
c-;Joltlle~_jnftetjaeilltlle ______ fna I\II4ID_ 

• a. pp. .... ug, _ abaooe. 
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lished in Germany from 1913 to 1921; but what their general char
acter would have been is revealed by the contemporary judgment of 
economists and by the statistics published from 1921 onward. The 
many factors empbasired by the balance theorists at the time have 
already been reviewed; I and the analysis of statistical data available 
later bas been annpetently carried through in several special stud
ies. 2 Between August, 1914, and December 31, 1918, Germany's ad
verse trade balance bas been estimated at 11 million gold marks, and 
between 1919 and 1923 it is estimated to have amounted to an equal 
sum.' For this excess, Germany exported domestic and foreign securi
ties, gold, and mark c:wrency, and borrowed the bdance. From the 
beginning of the trade data in May, 1921, to the end of 1923, Gra-
ham finds that visible exports did actually show an upward, and 
visible imports a downward trend· in response to the "ezport 
bonus" relation between prices and exchange. But be refuses to ad
mit the excess of inlports (which persisted despite the tendency to
ward correction) to be a true cause, amongst others, of mark eJ:

change depreciation. The unfawrable balance indicated only that 
depreciation bad not gone far enough to establish equi\ibrimn.' In 
this ugument Graham forgets that the same reasoning may be ap
plied to anything which Germany exported and to her sale of mark 
currency, concemiing which he writes: "The significant thing for ex
change mtes is not the sale, lJIUI sale, but the IemrS lIpOD which the 
~ and buyer of a given money are ready to part with the cur
rencies they ItspeC lively pc < '" To mromand as great an escesa 
of imports as possible, Germany sacri1iced everything sa1eab1e at dis
astrousJy low values. This meIdy JeaSI!Ierts the gmeraIly cooc:zdtd 
principle that increased intensity of demand tums the exchanges and 
the balance of trade against the countIy demanding 

UncB the regime of the kidlsluJ",,,,iUIII Iii EM-- WId.A rujrJrbe.. 
WIilligrmgero, Germany encountered other factors unfaWI&ble to her 
excbange. That obstades to apoIting WOIl in this fasbjon bas been 
geueraIly contended; but Boon and Hefroann point out that 0b
stacles to -JNIrliar may also opemte advasdy to the rate if the 
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transfer of labor and capital into Jines of production for export less 
dependent upon foreign raw materials is slow or inadequate. 

The sale of marks abroad in large volume,' it has been argUed in an 
earlier chapter, relieved the pressure upon the foreign exchanges in. 
Germany; and if this mechanical effect were not ofiset bt an adverse 
psychological effect on the markets of the receiving countries, the 
process would buoy up the mark rate." But that this costless pur
chasing of imports entailed a later cost has not escaped most ob
servers. Eventually sums remaining abroad did further the under
valuation of the mark by an adverse effect on tke temper of the 
market, as Beckerath and Pohle observed." The mere presence of 
so much paper was a constant menace to attempts at stabilization.' 
When some of the notes actually dill return, the foreign demand for 
German exchange practica.\ly disappeared and the disparity between 
the external and internal values of the mark became more and more 
pronounced.' 

The inflation was attended also by a "1light of capital" and, in its 
final stages, by a "1light from the currency," both of which were 
often spoken of as a "flight from the mark." The phenomena were 
distinct, but both gave rise to new and insistent demand for foreign 
bills of exchange and helped to explain the mark's low extem81 value. 
In addition' to the chief form of capital 1light, which consisted in 
making cland~e deposits in neutral countries' banks and pur
chasing foreign exchange bills to hold, it also took the form of leaving 
the proceeds of export sales abroad.' The 1light from the currency 
assumed the form initially of reckoning in a relatively stabile foreign 
money; but as the inflation proceeded, it meant the displacement of 
the depreciated marks through the use of foreign currency and ex

. change bills as media of transfer and accumulation.' When this stage 

. • Cf. i6i4., ch. :I, and Moulton and McGuire, o~. ciI., Appendi:r B, for statistics. 
• Cf. p. 213, and p. tJ4, Dote I above. 
• Herbert Beckerath, Dio M .. TrtaItIIG 0..,., 1920), p. IIi Ludwig Pohle, Gelde.l

-t, yohtl4frop, """ W IlItnutprtf_ (Leipaig, 1920), P. 29· 
• Cf. Otto Beyn, "Vuserings Wibnmgsreform..,nchIlige," BaMareM '9, n"'l2-

13; Willi Prion, illj/Dliott """ c.~ (Bedin, 1919), pp. 6~7. 
I Cf. Bonn and Eudr. ... , pp. oso. .. 8, above. 
I Cf. Beckerath, o~. dI., pp. 14-18i Ricbard KaschagI, T/oeorM tIa Gdda """ tkr 

GeItlwirfs,IIa" 0 .... , 1923), pp. 24, 117, 119; Bonn and Pohle, pp. 249, "9, above. 
I Cf. Bauy Behnsal and Werner Gemmer, Dio Fol, ... _ M .. ...", .. ...., Jill" .... 

""" 4 .. ~ (Leipzig, 1901), p. 06; Ludwig Mises, T/oeorM tIa Geldu """ _ U .... 
""'f..wul, md ed. (MUDich, 1924), pp. 211-212; i4nt "Die geldtheontisch. Soite d .. 
Stabiliziaunssprobl .... " Y"';" 164, Pt. D, 5""13; Joseph Sch~, "Das SoziaI.. 
produkt .... d die RechenpfODJli&e," A'eM 440 p. 683, DOte. 
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was reached, it was only a matter of theoretical speculation as to how 
long it W!luld be until the mark was utterly worthless; but meanwhile 
the additioDal pressure on the exchanges widened the Valutosp _ 
_ ng. FiDally, with all writers mmes an emphasis upon the pressure 
of cash reparations as the dominating factor following the London 
tntimatum. 

The lag of prices behind exchanges and the lag of the mark's in
terDal behind its exterDal depreciation have been explained by writ
ers outside Germany in much the same terms. Taussig believed that 
the bounty on exports arose from the fact that the newly created 
purchasing power turned primarily toward the exchange market to 
mmmand foreign foodstuffs or to pay on reparation account, a 
bounty augmented by the purchase of bills to transfer funds out
ward for security.1 flux attributed the spread to the lethargy of 
mmmodity prices mmpared with the mobility of exchange rates, 
while Angell traced it to the mnDdence of the home muntry in its 
own future as against the scepticism of foreign financiers.' The 
ffight from the currency has been given general remgnition as a pa
tent factor in the final mllapse of mark exchange,' and the same is 
true of the capital exodus. We have already seen that Casse1 de
preciates the seriousness of this element on the ground that Germany 
muld not possibly have bad a favorable balance but that this would 
be an absolute requisite if real capital were to 1Iow outward. The 
only sense which he attaches to capital export for Germany was the 
selling out of its securities and currency for foreign stable values, 
and this amounted to little in the exbeme stages of inJIation.· Casse1 
seems to be overly meticulous in insisting upon the sense of real capi
tal export, inasmuch as the transfer of purchasing power is all that is 
usually implied in the jargon of internatioDal trade. ; In the seamd 
sense, the fact that capital export through selling German !lealrities 
and marks bad almost ceased in 1923 does DOt on that account wbolly 
deprive the matter of significance It spells the mmpIete playing out 
of one channel through which Germany muld export, the logical 
mndusion to the process of offering these particular items at lower 
and lower- values, so that the demand for foreign valuta DOW fell with 

• 0,. <iL, pp. 3119. 39'. 
• FIaz,.,. <iL, p. 9G AapD, .,. <iI., p. _ • 
• a.IIawtJey,.,. <iL, pp. 25'-251; ~.,. <iI., p. 51; N_.,· <iL, P.193; 

T...-ic..,. <iI.,P. 391;- Va5il:kle,J.P.E..u.P.'88. WllnidoBonlaaakatile 
---~ tile _ tr.e,.,. <iI~ pp. dq-i9S-

,. c..d, sr •• nia PI' 1'-, JIlL J9-66. 
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full weight upon the already shrunken commodity and service ex-
ports. It represented the flight of capital pushed. to a S~?da1 ex
treme. 

Other forms of capital eIIpOrt remained, however, through the de
vice of retaining the receipts from 'export sales in fpreign banks, 
dwelt upon by Walr6 de Bordes, Taussig, and Nogaro.1 Prob~bly 
the adverse movement was as much initiated from abroad as from 
the German side. AHred Marshall wrote in 1880 concerning a simi-
lar situation: • 

But the real cause [of the undervaluation of the rouble abroad] ••• is a 
general distrust of Russia's economic future, which makes rnvestors desire to 
withdraw their capital from RusSia; and at the same time that it makes the price 
of the rouble fall, and so long as they are withdrawing capital, the exchanges 
must necessarily be such as to give a general bounty on exportation from 
Russia." 

Closely allied to the capital fiight was the payment of reparations. 
The particular significance of this exodus of purchasing power was 
its "self-inflammatory" character, in Graham's felicitous phrase. 
Being stated in absolute amounts of a foreign currency, the magni
tude of reparation payments became larger in Ge.man money the 
greater the effort to pay them. It could work against itseIt indefi
nitely. Taken in conjunction with the fiight of capital and the fiight 
from the currency, it is adequate to explain the Valutaspannung 
existing from July, 1921, until the last months of 1923. 

4. The Behavior of the Total Gold Value of Ma,k Ci,culation. The 
joint product of a general domestic price level index multiplied by 
the outstanding mark circulation on the one hand and the purchas
ing power of the mark in some gold standard country on the other 
is the total gold value of mark circulation." Looking aside from 
short period variations, we find that this aggregate increased steadily 
from the beginning of the War until July, 1919, and that it decreased 
thereafter until stabi1ization. In somewhat greater detail its move
ments were these: an increase from 4.5 million dollars in June, 1918, 
to a maximum of 6.7 in June, 1919; a precipitous decline from that 

I Wa1r6 de Bonl .. , hI<. <iI.; Taussig, hI<. cU.; Nogaro, 01. <iI., p. 63. 
• Alfred ManhaIl, 1I111WJ, CNdi/, tJII4 C_", (London, '923), p. 3'7; idem, 

Official p~ (London, 1926), p. 174· 
• For pwpooes of this total, calculations of purchasing-po_ parity involve no BUch 

error u they do for the equilibrium ISte of ezchange, iDasmuch as goods and services 
not entering into folCip trade are legitimately incl\lded. 
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pomt to I., in ~ebnWy. a92o .. and a re~ery to 2.9 in July, 192(l 
thereafter, witb ~e inequaIities, a shrinkage to .101 in October 
1923, jUst before'stabilization.1 

A criti~ . S1lrVey of the metallist school of monetary theory iJ 
Part I left W: qJ1estion unanswered as to ~ truth of its contentiol 
that purchasing power under inconvertible conditions depends Upol 
the prospects of gold redemption. If the German inlIation be tskeI 
as anything approaching a fair test of this theorem, the answer mUll 
be a decisive n~tive. Gold reserves of the Rei~ remained al 
about 2.5 billion maID from July, 1915, to June, 1918, while tota 
gold value of Reichsbank issues increased from 879 to~,723 milliol 
doJbm;, or more than treble;'from June~1918, to June~ 1919, Reichs
bank gold lFSeJ'Ve5 fell to slightly over 1 billion maID, while total 
gold value of all maID in circulation rose by one-half; from June, 
1919, to Fe\lruary, 1920, gold reserves remained constant, while 
total gold value declined approximately 78 per cent; and finalI, 
from February, 1920, to February, 1923, gold reserves remaiDecl 
constant, wbile total gold value shrank by an additional 86 per cent} 
On a specimen date, January 31, 1923, the total paper circulation 

-aggregated 3 trillion marks, worth at the current nchange on dollan 
172 million gold maID, although the Reicbsbank's gold reserve 
amounted on that day to 954 million maIks.· 

The complete disparity of movements in the value of a paper 
mark and its aliquot part of gold reserves seems to demonstrate be
yond peradventure the fa1Iacy of the metallist gold redemption 
t1Jeory. In rebuttal the metallist might disown any attempt !O cor
relate the two magnitudes with much precision, emphasizing rat1Jer 
the fwDSpects of gold redemption. When all of the factors entering 
into this appraisal were 5IlDlIIl&rized, hoWever, it would be discoveIed 
that they constitute the substance of a "psychological" explanation 
of the course of mark purchasing power and that the reference to 
gold is a mere empty formula, empty because the ewJuatiog ec0-

nomic subjects bad long since completely diSllOCiated the III&Ik and 
Rrichsbank lesehts. It is difficult to comprehend by what process 

• Cf. r_hom, .,. <iL, P. 101. Cahom'. ~ iDdudoIIoJI DOte -. ..... 
the _ ... _ Ii- iD 1hDtaI Statts Smale, F.,..;p ean-y.la. ';,;,,;", 
JIP. 5.36-s38. iadade GIlly Rrichobenk ~ "'1 the _. " eI. tile - - ore 
quite oimiIar. 

• 1hDtaI seaa.. Smale, FOftip CanaM:y .w-npJim, JIP. s--S23. Slf>-s37· • I.e. <iL, _ r __ Ie. <iL 

• Gnmm,.,. <iL, P. 8S-
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these inaccessible reserves could ,haY~.t~~f1\e4 Ptelnselyelinto .. 
anything germ:p1e to the market-place. . .." .. ' 

On the other hand, the behivior of total gold VlI1ue'is equ'a.lly at 
variance with a quantity theory'explanation. Th«!' absurdly small 
amounts of this total dUling the greater part of 1922'anll" 1923 bore 
110 relation to the "money work to-"e done," as Helfierich has 
pointed out.' Ordinarily the proportion of transactions in a given 
economy falling within the trade symbol of an equation of exchange 
represents a suffi.ci~t1y close approxinlation to a constant to be 
neglected. In extreme inflation it is otherwise. T¥e Ibrinkage of T, 
through a flight from the currency into foreign molillYs and barter, I 

becomes itseIf'a prime reason fOT the advance of prices; the natiqnal 
currency is concentrated uIA>n a"smaller and smaller market; and ~e 
ceteris pariqus of the quantity theory becomes less and less permis
sible. To divide total gold value by circulation and arriving thus at 
velocity, to ignore "the other factors ••• as of minor sigmficance," I 
is simply to overlook the fact that the T of the equation supplies one 
of the chief variables in total gold value itself. There is nothing in 
the quantity theory to account for this behavior of T. since upon its 
line of &rgUDlent PT should equal a constant. We Seem to be de
pendent upon a non-mechanical explanation of purchUing pQ.12'er in 
advanced iDfiation. Gral1am himself betrays a decided inclination 
toward this corlclusion; but in discoursing on the subiect o~ velociJ;y, 
he occasionally &SSun1es a doctrinaire quantity theory viewpoint. 

B. Lines of Causation in lhe German Inflation 

The main division of opinion regarding inflation and dislocated 
exchanges lies between iDfiation and balance of payments theories. 
The former traces causation from quantity of money to domestic 
prices to rate of exchange; tluflatter, from real balance factors to 
rate of exchange, to certain domestic prices, and scimetimes further 
to quantity of money. What light does the German experience throw 
upon this opposition? A reassuring inlpression of theoretical in
cisiveness would be conveyed by a decision upon the one or other 
causal sequence; but, in justice to the complexity of the facts, the 
answer must be hedged with qualifrcations concerning varieties of 
the main theories and particular phases of iDfiation. 

• a. p. '540 above. 
I Gnham, .,. riI., P. 103. 
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Until the promulgation of the Versailles Treaty late in 1919, that 
variety of inflation theorY which has been terme4 the exchange 
equilibrium doctrine satisfactorily explains the German situation. 
Although the spokesmen of this theory conceive themselves &8 ad
herents of the general inflation theory, the formula is sufficiently 
catholic by reason of its bilateral character to include certain species 
of the balance of payments theory. Purchasing-power parity, on the 
other hand, is unilateral for both domestic prices and exchange rates. 
Either in its absolute or comparative version, it is unilateral for 
prices in that 'the international movements of goods and services 
merely adjust.themselves to a predetermined norm on the basis of 
cOmparative domestic price levels., Prices are not conceived &8 

t'hefuselves functions of the trade b~. By the same token it is 
unilateral for the exchange rate; market lIuctuations of exchange are 
explained on the basis of changing obstacles to equilibrium, but the 
variations are not conceived &8 possible emanations of a movement 
of equilibrium itself proceeding from a shift in the intensities of in
ternational demand for commodities or capital. The concept of ex
change equilibrium, &8 has been explained before, conceives of the 
neutral rate as. a function of domestic prices of traded goods, and 
these prices as. a function of the neutral rate. For this reason it 
effectuates a synthesis with the first variety of "causal" balance of 
paplents theory enumerated in Chapter xn, the "'Veritable" bal
ance theory, which empbasizes causation from reciprocal demand • 
and capital movements toward exchanges and prices. Needless to 
say it embraces the truistic balance theory also, that supply and de
mand govern market lIuctuations of the rate. The doctrines which it 
necessarily precludes are two: purchasing-power parity, 1lecaUBe it 
asserts a one-sided causation from prices to exchange, and the "in
dependent" balance of payments theory, becaUBe it denies any such 
causation. Concerning the mnaining varieties of balance theories 
we shall come to speak presently. 

During the period of relatively moderate price advances from the 
beginning of the War until 1920, the quantity theory and the theory 
of exchange equilibrium give a fairly adequate explanation of affairs. 
Domestic prices lagged behind note issues because of increased bal
ance holding; they were little affected from the foreign exchange 
adgle - the normal mndition for a fiat standard country. Ger
many's unfavorable trade balance in consequence of berDlDre inteme 
demand for foreign ~ties W&8 a factor toward increasing the I 
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volume of goods upon her maikets and lU,umng prices. So far as the 
unfavorable balance rested on exporting marks,'the tendency was 
in the same direction. That prices baa ,nevertheless risen eightfold 
proves the overwhelming importance in the domestic price situation 
of note issues. For the condition of mark exchange, however, it is 
necessary to take into account the factors omitted by purchasing
power parity. Only by reference to the various causes of Germany's 
unfavorable balance of payments can the excess depreciation of the 
mark abroad over its domestic decline be explained. But the ade
quacy of the exchange equilibrium theory may be overdrawn even in 
these years, for the non-methanical influence of mal'ket psychology 
registers itself clearly in sympathetic movements of exchange with 
military and political events. ' • ~ 

. Beginning with the calamitous depreciation both at home and 
abroad in early 1920 and more conspicuously with the repetition of 
disaster in mid-1921, the quantity theory and the exchange equi
librium explanation wane in significance. Peculiar non-mechanical 
factors usurp the leading rOles in both domestic and foreign spheres. 
Pigou's theory is after all simply Mill's theory of bilateral causation 
applied universally so as to include dislocated exch&,1igesj we ~oulcJ, 
not be surprised if the equilibratinj(forces which form its point of 
departure should be more and more attenuated in the chaos of hyper
inflation. In place of a mutual adjustment of exchange rate .,.nd 
prices, we find in Germany a tendency, remarked upon by many 
writers, for the foreign exchange quotations to dominate internal 
prices.1 Just how this happened is an interesting question to which 
not everyone gave the same answer. 

(I) The most indirect line of causation is that envisaged by Cas
sel, who said that the high prices paid for imported commodities 
drained money away from other markets, that this resulted in a 
shortage of money and pressure upon the Reichsbank for further in
flation.1 (2) In a somewhat more direct fashion, Van Sickle traced 
the movement from rising rates of exchange to a general apprehen
sion amongst the population and a d~ of balance holding. The 
subsequent rise of prices produced a deficit in the budget and further 
inflation.' (J) Many writers imputed. the inflatioll, particularly after 
the beginning of cash reparations in June, 1921, to budgetary short
ages but with a more direct relatio¥ to the exchange rates. The 

, Cf. Rosen. .,. ciI., pp. 140"1$0; Gnham, .,. fi!:, pp. 56, 147. 173. 
I Cf. Po "09, above. "';an Sickle, J. P. &. 340 p. 1940 
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necessity of making remittances at ruinously high rates of nchangl 
or purchasing foodstufl'.s for the impoverished population resulted iii 
uncovered expenditures and inflation.1 (4) HellIerich thought till 
higher prices of imported foodstufl'.s transmitted themselves to till 
general domestic price 1eveI through wage rates and inaeaaecl 
Reichsbank advances to employers.' (S) Bonn mentioned this lin~ 
of causation but seemed also to believe that the price advana 
spread by imitation since "the movement or increase of prices ia 
Germany is from the boundaries toward the interior.'" (6) AD 
absolute and direct c:onnection between e:rchangP.S and domestic 
prices obtained when the custom sprang up of quoting all prices ia 
gold, using a roefIicient determined by telegraphic reports of the es
changes as a means of interpreting gold prices in terms of paper 
marks.' 

:Balance of payments writers bave been prone to .cclaim such facti 
as these as evidencing the COllectnes& of their view against the inJIa.. 
tion theory. The enumeratioa of balance theories at the outset of 
this Part included under the third heading of "causal theories" 
three varieties: the "veritable" type already noted &I being absorbed 

.in a bilateral ezplanation, and two others, one of which refers to the 
rise of foreign e:rcbange as tIM! tIt:etJSitm for inflation. and another 
which caIls attention to (6) above, the direct quotation of prices in 
foreign money. Although the inclusion of the last two Iines of analy
sis under balance theories is warranted by the professioD of the 
writers themselves, it is now time to point out unmistakably that the 
causal connections relate 110 more to a balance of paymeuts ezpIaDa
tion than to the iaflation theory. None of the sis channels de!cribed 
in the fongoing pamgraph relate to the basic balance facton: re
ciprocal demand changes for goods, servias, and capital. or chanr 
in international cost dilIerentials. 

In mility the phenomenoa is mnch more IIIp«'1'ficiaL It does not 
deal with causation in the IISWIl rather mechanistic _of ewoomic 
and JDODetaJy theory, but in • purely p~ _; it deals 
furthamore with • tlireel relation betw_ late and prices not C0ll-

I. • 
. 1;, --10' -6 

1 a. Jla:ta.th, .a-. .... Eacba, .......... 2,." HI!,....... A_' rtf - -
Iwdgetar, ddia::D mil jp+tjm ill (j , .. _ fordI widI.. 1M """I evidea:e ..,. 
VIICUIIId: D'AbraIat ia .. p . h,46 

,...,.. to die ..,.. St '&4" eI Socidr' .. 
No, hr, 1926- a. due SaIiIty'. J __ 9D. .... I_ 

• Be" • h.. <iL, P. 6aL " • -..,. <iL, Po 47· 
• nue rt ... loom I ,aI "" AIIpIJ, • <iL, p. ..... ~ • <iL, 

.... """ <S3. __ • <iL,p. 1$0.-.1 WoW ....... <iL, .... "'~6L 
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templatedby either balance or inflation theories, since the former 
treats the effects produced on domestic prices via commodity move
ments (and gold Bows 1Illder open metallic standards), and since the 

,.latter treats effects on the mte of exchange via price level repercus
sions on commodity movements. In the extremity of German in
flation, causation came to be short-circuited directly from prices to 
rate and from rate to prices. The direct action. of prices upon ex
change has already been referred to in connection with Prion and 
Pigou: that "both sides may be ready at once to accept these new 
terms without any mediating movement of trade." 1 The direct ac
tion of rate of exchange has been illustmted in the six varieties of 
causation just spoken of. Together the two lines of jntemction estab- ' 
lish a vicious spiral which, in place of moving towortl equilibri'PO as 
the mechanical theories of inflation and dislocated excbange would 
require, moves mther away from it. 

This mutually intensifying interplay of forces is what most writers 
have in mind in advancing a "psychological" explanation of mone
tary pbenomena in extreme inflation. A few persons have sought to 

• minify the psychological moments by giving them the caption of 
"speculation" in the narrow sense of bull and bear opemtions by 
professionals on the exchange market; such an attitude is foun~ witll' 
Cannan in England and Dalberg and Mises in Germany.' When the 
term is extended to include the whole matter of anticipation by all 
users of the national currency and foreign exchange, speculation 
eventually becomes the prepondemting fact. In Professor Allyn 
Young's phmse, it supplies" the indispensable key to an understand
ing of the vagaries of behavior of the depreciated currencies of 
Europe." I Its prime importance in the last two years of inflation in 
Germany has been recognized by the synthesizing theorists treated 
in Chapter XV, by balance theorists such as Beckemth, Bonn, Ell
lenberg, and HelfIerich, and by parity theorists such as Eucken, 
Machlup, and Poble. Outside Germany the elliphasis uPon psy. 
chological determinants is equally marked.' 

I The wonIa .... Pigou'.; cf. p. 163, above. 
• Edwin ComIan, 11.-" 5th ~. (Lema, 1926); Rwlolf Da\bq, &alia""" ... 

pp. 91"91; MiaeI, cf. p. 116, above.' , . '. . . 
• A. A. Y_, "War Debts, EEtoI;DalIlUl Interua1," Foreip A§";", YO!. H, no. 3. 

P.403. .... ,1 
• a. AageIl, 0,. tiI., pp. 195. 43_' , ,,~f; DuJIp • .,. tiI.. pp. 39"40; Graham, 

.,.riI.,PP.33.4B. u8. '35; Xeilhau,&.J_~5.pp. 113""034; Nogaro • .,.riI.,pp. 81, 
139,143,1$3; W0b6de BorcI ... .,.tiI..p.l80lf.; W"dIiams,.J_.A .. B ...... 11."". 
p·m· • • 
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One advantage of a psychological theory or at least the modifica
tion of the exchange equilibrium theory for psychological elements is 
that connections may be admitted as rouses which would be pre
cluded in a purely mechanical theory. To say that exchange de
preciation roused further inflation runs counter to accepted notions 
of causation: "occasioned" would be preferable from a quantity 
theory viewpoint. But if the factor of anticipation gained the upper 
hand of bare physical quantities of money and goods, whatever 
operated in this nexus became a genuine cause. The same may be 
said of the direct quotation of domestic prices in foreign moneys. 
There is nothing in deductive reasoning toward economic equi
librium which indicates such a catina of causation. But the phe
nomenon of mass psychology known as the Bight from the currency 
reveals how the exchange rate very naturally became the cause of 
internal prices. 

A final rebuttal by adherents to a fairly strict inflation theory 
takes the form of ascribing both the adverse psychological and for
eign balance factors to the issues of paper money. It is aaid that the 
outstripping of actual note issue by the internal price level and the 
more rapid decline of the external than the internal value of the 
mark rested upon the qutlntily of money, not actual issues, it is true, 
but estimates of future quantities.1 This construction seems to me 
somewbat specious. It really quite abandons quantity of money as 
an objective magnitude and substitutes for it a purely subjective 
thing, an estimate, a surmise, a vague feeling which is nothing quan
titative. Furthermore, what was offered for sale, how much was 
bid for the necessities of life, did not rest upon an unimpassioned 
view of the future of note Mring Once confidence was undermined 
a KaujttNJ developed which drove both exchanges and prices up
ward encDessly. Graham has distinguished between exchange rate 
advances which are self-limiting and seIf-infl!lJllJlla tory. The former 
belong to ordinary commercial transactions; the latter to a Bight 
from the currency and to obligations owing in a fiIed amount of 
foreign money.' But there are internal price movements which are 
similarly seIf-infl!lJllJllatory. The only limit to the rise of prices and 
rates seems to be the mood of buyers of commodities or foreign ex
change, because soaring price quotations are ronverted into ,..,.Iired 

• J6oa, 2+.'; I ~pp.5-<3; Paqi,RqaNI, V ..... I,.., p. 311; JIobert. 
_ 11-. Dl ell. (N- yom, 19221 p. I .... 

• r ......... .,. dL, pp. 136-J46.. 
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transaction prices through further note issues, by as fatal a linking of 
cause and effect as would anywhere be encountered in mechanical 
equilibrium theory. If the Reichsbank temporarily did not satisfy 
the demand for more paper marks, they were simply printed by 
municipalities and even by private employers. In the final phases of 
inflation the concept of quaBtitative equilibria must be dropped in 
favor of the cumulative action of mass psychology. 



PART IV 

BUSINESS CYCLES 



CHAPTER xvn 

ORIGINS AND DMSIONS OF THE MONETARY EXPLANATION 

L INn.ODUcnON 

DUKING the oourse of 1924 it became apparent that the mark sta
biIization might be regarded as a fail auompli, and the attention of 
German monetary theorists turned away from the pyrotechnical 
career of prices and exchange under inflation toward the famjljar 
phenomenon of cyclical ebb and flow. Fortunately in the ensuing 
period many names associated with the excited pamphleteering of 
the War and post-War years have disappeared, and in their stead 
oomes a smaller number of writers, oompetent to take up the narra
tive of oonjunctural movements at the point to which it had been ad
vanced before the War by Wicksell, Schumpeter, and Mises. The 
calibre of the work done by these founders and their oontemporary 
followers is such that, from numbering scarcely more than the names 
just mentioned, the monetary explanation now oommands as sub
stantial a following .as the other schools. Furthermore, the inter
change of ideas between German and Anglo-Saxon eoonomists has 
beoome much more lively than before the War. On the one hand 
translations have been made of Fisher's work on the quantity theory, 
Hawtrey's opus on credit, Keynes' Trac' and Trealise, Mitchell's 
analysis of cycles, and Taussig's work upon international trade, and 
many others are widely read in the original; on the other hand, al
though translation has not progressed so far, certain publications in 
German have had an influence upon our own literature, ranging 
from Hardy to Keynes. Indeed, many striking developments, it Will 
appear in the following pages, carry forward ideas not altogether new 
upon the Continent. 

Whatever differences German monetary theorists display amongst 
themselves, they have in common two tenets: that business cycles 
oonsist in inequalities between savings and investments; and that 
this inequality is very largely produced by the behavior of the bank
ing system. This idea is derived from Wick.sell, and it is with him 
therefore that our study begins. But the initial chapter also includes 
Cassel, though many Germans will object that Spiethoff would be 
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the appropriate subject, along with Wicbell, in a treatment of ori· 
gins. So far as influence upon German thought is concerned, Spie
thoff has until quite recently at least eclipsed not only QasecI, but 
probably also WickselL No doubt also the monetal)' 1Iteoris~ are 
greatly influenced by Spiethoff's detailed portrayal of int.eiaction 
between the multiple factors which combine in cumulative .fashion 
during the course of industrial variations. But his theory cannot be 
viewed as an origin of the monetary Ihuriu. The contrast between 
natural and bank rates and t.etween savings and investment is ob
viously a monetary matter. Although Spiethoff admits credit as a 
cooperating element, his emphasis lies chie1Iy not with these re1a
tionships, but with absolute movements in investment, with techni
cal discoveries themselves, and with UDUti1ized labor and plant capa
city preceding a boom. I The reason for considering Cassel in his 
stead is that Cassel apparently regards his own theory as substan
tially Wicksell's, and many of the writers who follow accept this 
inteIpretation. • 

n. WICKSELL'S Docrm:NE cg mE "1'KAD..ING BAlOI: RATE" 

The cornerstone of Wtcksell's theory of price. dynamics is the fol
lowing proposition: 

If, other thiop ,...,.inine the same, the Ieadinc bUlb III the wwId __ to 
.. _ their rate III intaest, ray """ pen:eDt hdow its onIiaary JnoeI, ud bop it 
.. for ....... ,.,..., tIleD the pritalll aD .,."" .. Iitial ~rilleud rille ~ 
IIDy limit wbatner.' 

The ordinaiy or Mlwal rate of interest is one which would establish 
itself if lending and repayment were Inade ;" 1UlIw/J - a rate deter
mined by the supply and demand of real apital and equal to the 
yield of apital instruments after deducting the enbeprt'DCllr's -
mnneration for risk bearing. Or, alternatively, sinoe the quoted 
pioposition ho1ds good _'otis -'-tJis fM a bank rate above the 
nahl'a' rate, the latter may be envisaged as the proper rate in a 

• ArtIaar Spirthnft, " ....... " .... ., SIMr., 4Iia at.. .. ir a-. 192s), .... ~ . 

, "n.e J~ai tile hlieai "'-_""""" &oJ_.17, P. 21,. 11Iio .... 
faDard the a:atJal thearaa of _ artide ia 1897 -J:)er B ' je. all ,.hl« -11'._ -,·J .... jt; •. "S.6II, .... ~~ai~_~O_ 
dIgII). 
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given market situation to keep prices from varyihg.l When banks 
depress their discount rates below this level there ensues not only a 
diminutio~ of saving, which tends to force up the prices of con
summ' goods but also an jncrease in the.profit opportunities of 
entrePfen'eurs,',;hich enhances the pric:es.paid for land, labor, and 
raw materials. Both movements destroy the previous equilibrium 
of supplf and deqiand, and this can only be restored by the general 
price advance itseH.J . 

•. To what does the natural rate attach? What is meant specifically 
amongst the-various money-market rates by bank rate? Must 
natural and bank ra,te roincide absolutely, to prevent concerted 
price ,movements? Answering the first question, Wickse1l refuses to ,. 
follow a common pra.cticein maki,ng natural jnterest payments per
tain to "real" capital, because fixed capital instruments bear upon 
.the rate only indirectly by stimulating or retarding the demand for 
capital in moveable or free form; and even stores of consumptibles, 
raw materials and half-finished articles have only an indirect bear
ing. The reJ. object of payment is "decisions of savers not to con
sume a part of their incomes in the inlmediate future." I Bank rate, 
on the other hand, is attached to money; and it is a matter of indif
ference which money-market 1;I.te initiates the change so long as it 
comnlimicates itself to long term loans such as bonds or mortgages.· 
Finally, absolute equality of the natural and bank rates is not re
quired to prevent price movements from monetary origins. Some
times other causes dominate price movements and reduce a differ
ence between the rates to negligible influence.' Bank rate moves 
only by half-per cent intervals, the natural rate by infinitesimals, 
but this divergence also makes no substantial difference. Further
more, there would always be a greater or smaller risk premium in
corporated in bank rate, to be subtracted frod!. any apparent margin 
between the two rates.' .' 

Having in mind these explanations, we can apprehend how a too 
low bank ratt! may give rise to the phenomenon of boom times .. 
Imagine the initial <lOnsequences set forth in the first paragraph to 
have made their appearance. If the new and higher price level be ... , • • 

• Gtw ..... pp. 79"93. 
• GoIdat .... p. 97; V"'-'''' tIHr N""",,,"oltntDtrtio, vol. u, "Geld WId Kleclit" 

0 ..... Ig22). pp. '21""2'. • V.,,.,,,,,,..., u, 211/- (Italica WicbcIl· .. ) 
• Ibid., p. 223. 
• GtI4rifU, p. 8$. ' • ll>i4., pp. 97, III, 113 •. 
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regarded by entrepreneu$ as merely transitory, and the future prices 
of their finished products be expected to remr. to the old accus
tomed lev:et nothing more results than general biddiJlg up of wages, 
rents, etc., by one step. In this case. demand and supply of real 
capital are brought to equilibrium at once. But sooner or later future 
prices will be estimated On the basis of present prices, and this cir
cumstance induces a further bidding up of prices by enbepreneun. 
At length entrepreneurs c:mne w· expect their products to be in
definitely enhanced in price. 

To put it in ODe ........... : As !eng as the price.riae introduced in the maDDeI' 

described aboYe is regarded as temponzy, it is actually penaaDeDt; as ...... as it 
is amceived of as pemwIeIIt, it b OOIItin ....... ; and wbea 6DaIly it is CXID
sidered to be continuous, it mmes to be like an avalanebe' 

Such in bare outline is Wu:kse\l's theory of general price m0ve

ments. To apprehend its import, both in and of itself and fonhe 
subsequent course of business cycle analysis in Germany, we must 
seek fuller explanation at almost every stage. In the fitst place, dees 
Wicksell put forward the theOrem that the cycle is a purely DJOII&o 

tary phenomenon? Not if we are to accept his own interpretation, 
despite occasional implications of aiOO to the OOIltrary.t However 
intimately the developments from interest differentials re1ate to 
ronjunctural changes, be says, theie is no neres·ary amnectioD; in
deed the one really important and sufficient cause lies in the dispa
rate progress of population on the one hand, and of ieclmical and 
rommercial methods on the other. Even if banks eliminated general 
price advances and re<"p:siO"lS, there would remain wave-like alter
nations between periods of accelerated ron~ersion of free capital into 
new forms of fiIed capital and periods of stagnation! C -eneralIy 
speaking it is the failure of bankk to ronform to spontaue0u5 m0ve
ments of natmal rate, rather thlua spontaneous bank rate movt
ments, that today engenders cycles.' The vast majority of WICk
sell's followers have agreed with him in this respt'd, though a few 
npbold the opposite, more"llarroWly monetary, view. 

• Yri _ D, l'ftfaz, D; d. .... pp. n2-224; C-U,;.. pp.1I$ a:.; MIIiaaf 
mit elm Banke,",- .An:-.irir 41, p.. 752. '. 

• E.s- FriD &wdwdt ("_ ... $ 3 ••• ., .. _ ~~
theorie. n WeM. Ad. :d. pp. 111-<19). """ aft ... to __ all' f' - .... 
-m.c to be -.y are _..ta;. aaIity. 

• y r ... II., 241. 2op.. . 

• IW., P. '33-
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lJecause of the shaW distinctions recently drawn by Keynes b~, 
tween the operati911 of mailit interest rate as the capitalizalion fac
tor, as a 'COd of produc1i.on, and as the determinant of qulJ1ltit')! of. 
credit, and because further of Keynes' belie£,.that the first of these 
was a dlscovery of Wicksell's, it becom.es impbrtant to examine The 
evidence.1 Support for'Keynes' interpretation comes chiefly from a 
Passage inwhiclt Wicksell argues: ,,' , " r •. . .~ 

A reduction of the discount pn ~~~ bInsJrom ~%·to 3% (per 
,_> could . ~ • ra~ the cash price of the commodities purc:hased by 1% at 
most; ,but if the reduction persi,sts and effectwtteib a ~cline'graduallJl' in the 
mterest> on IDOrtgages and bonds from so/" to, 4 %,}or eBUlple, then contrac
tors, railway ~~, eIe. could offer-IIR.to~$% more for wages and raw.DIl!te-
t~' I. " .- • • 
· . . .. : (, '. ' 

,Supem£ially, at least, this Seems til appro~te ~eynes'~Iiotion of 
, .the direct efiel"/- 01 a 19W m&rket ~"t,e.upon capitallzed values; it may 

imply that the mere pro~ of imPlediately capitalizing prospective 
eammgll bas a stimulative effect qpon buSiness before transactions 
at;,e carried through at theSe higher pricel;" Detessitating a larger vol
umE! of credit. Some additional evidence in this direction appears 

• iJt " passage shortly before ,the one just quoted. Here the sequence 
~ :Qower mar.ket rate', decrease of Saving ~d increase of con-' 
sumers' goods prices, increased 'Profit chances for entrepreneurs,' 
bidding up Of prices on raw material, land.and labor) Nothing is 
said about a larger volume IJf ~ank lending. In another connection 
Wicksell says with respect to an artificially depressed bank rate: 
"WUh unchanged comtIWdity prices, entrepreneurs will in the first 
instance receive-an extra profit over 8J1.d above their ordinary eatre
preneurial profit or wage .t the expense 'If capitalists.'" Apparently 
an increase in the' volume of credit does not eater "in the first in-• stance"; and the extraordiMry profit ~ either as an appreciatioll 

,of assets, eamingll being capitalized at a lower rate, or from the 
. , lowering of the interest portion of costs of production. 

Whea Wicksell says that "a reductiono4lf the disc:ouqt on three 
· months bills from' 4 % to 3 % (Pllf' annum) could ... raise the cash 
price of the commo!lities purchased by't % at most ... ," he seems 
to depreciate the importance of interest changes in affecting price ' 

I J. M. Keyn .. , A r...".,. "" JI-, (New York, 1930), I, 1_191, 196-199. 
I V".I&.-,M, II, 213-
• lbitl., pp. 111""121. 

• GtIdsiM, p. 97. (Itslics mine.). 
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through cost, i. e. to represent the position of Keynes against Haw
trey, for example. But Wicksell runs counter to this position com
pletely in his doctrine that stores of finished and half-finished 
goods operate as a parachute in times of depression and a soun:e 
from which booms may be nourished.1 .H interest changes do not 
greatly affect costlt of production through circulating capital, how 
can it be said that "this produpng for inventory can be greatly 
facilitated if cheap enough credit is offered by the banks?" I 

The third aspect of bank rate, its control over the volume of 
credit, may appear to be completely neglected by Wicksell or to have 
been relegated to an inconspicuous rOle. This false impression comes 
from a mere terminological practice. As the anatysis of Wlcksell's 
versioD of the quantity dIeory reveaIed,' credit is DOt set down as a 
lJf'4tUily parallel to currency, as in the Y1Sher equation, but as a fac
tor increasing the effective fld«ily of currency. This usage may have 
misled Keynes. TIle ceutral theorem of both GelthifJI fIfHl GflIu- ~ 
J!reise and th~ Vorlestmgm is certaiuly that bank rate controls the 
¢ce level through the amount of available purc:hasiJJg pOwer, 
though this is expressed 4 as a conqol through velocity of cin:ulation. 

Consequently with reference specifically to cyclical phenomena, it 
would seem to be fair to assume that W1ckseII is thinking as much in 
<quantity-of-credit terms u in terms of the direct effect upon savings 
and investment through· the . mpitalization process. Furthermore, 
there is evidence that lie • admitted the cost aspect of interest. 
To some vitia the use of,all three concepts without -t yer1 sIwp. 
distinction will appear as a fumbling after ~ differences; to 
others tl1e ClDDcepts will ~·to be,distinctions without differeuces. 
A later chapter reviews .Rinion upon 'this issue.' . • 
. Upon another problem - whether credit iaflation results in an in
tnase of the social product - the presena! of pto contemporary 
-groups ,of opinion re1Iects 110 ambiguity in WJ,ClseII's pIODOI1IICIe
ments but rather tangential divagew:e from his moderate position. 
Bank eredit inflation mightmnceivably so add to the ~9fapital 
by expropriating persons with tiIed incomes, he says, as lIIOI1: than to 
compensate for the attendant falIiug off in voluntary saving; and SO . 

the rise of prices might come to a standstill provided banks did DOt 
again lower ¥~. Bu~ in the long rnA the ordinary conse-

• ktiL 
• As ill c;,.u,.;... pp. iii-si. 

•• Ym' _ 11, H6-n7 • 
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quence of a bank mte below the natural rate is a continued price rise, 
against which the tendency, dwelt upon by Mangoldt, for unspent 
margins to increase by a certain amount with a given decrease in the 
interest cost cannot t>revail, since it is not eumulative in its effect, 
'Whereas the entrepreneur's profit margin is.' . Wicksell holds neither 
that the productive'powers oJ credit are ~ great as completely to 
obviate a ris.! in prices, nor that tqenet result of forced saving is nu 
because, as fiayek belieyes, it. all goes to waste eventually, but t4att 
.. the rise of prices can. work against itself ItJ a_tain degree by in
creasing production," an effect of intrely 'l~ndary significance.'" ' 
This partly com~ting in~ in production proceeds'not alone 
fro~ forced saving on 'the part of dixed money-income groups, but 
also from additional labor evoked from the ranks of the previously 

, empldyed by the rise in wages, and from new laborers recruited fro~ 
the unemployed. But Cassel errs, he belieyes, in maintaining that 
agriculture is particularly the source of reserve labor, since this re
quires as an hypothesis that agricult11I8 dOes 'not 'shaie in th .. boom 
times." ~ '. . , -

Wicksell rejects bothtjle cOmmon eiplanation of aises in terms of 
red!Jlldant stocks of all kinds of goods, and-the tyPe which attributes 
the difficulty to inadequate consumer p~g power and'll. glut 
of consumers' gooUs. Lescure ,and Tug8ll-Baranowsky fail ,to show~ 
why the loss of demand to entrepreneurs iil this field·is not wholly 
compensated by the gain to p~uceni cI eapit8l instI1!ments.4- '-

, 'Wheth~ the idea of natural rate performs a uSeful function in'the 
a,naIysis of business cycles, that is the basic issue J'3ised by Wicksell's 
theOrY. I,f "natural." is,dispossessed of any referenC\l to barter' con
ditions, an aflirmative answer appears to be'justified from the purely 
ideOlogical. angle. .A monetary economy -reveals no interest rates 
outsidemol1ey-uw;.et rates; and,yet economic theory must recog~ 
JIize a Inore fuildaqlental phenomenonj' since it cannot aCcept the, 
'palpable 'Untruth that interest depends on the 'mere abundance or 
IlCaIcity of money. That f\llldamental phenomenon in a monetary 
econ~y is the rall' of interest giVen by money costs and money 

. prices when no windfall profits or losses attach to the utilization of 
producers' goods. Discussions of monetary distl1Ibances in the cycle 

I 1IIi4. p;. 22S. ~ 
• CI ... 'ho, .... ea-Js aatio .. Gkngomjri .. System, H S .... JIri. S2, p. 8cu. 
• sa... .1 ... S2, p. 807. 
• V..,."",,,,,, D, 2&9. . ' 
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and appropriate bank policy cannot avoid some ultimate reference 
to this equilibrium oondition, and the idea is freely used in the en
suing pages. To say that natural interest is an ideological tool does 

1 not seem to me to warrant Wagemann's characterizing the ooncept 
"las "sheer metaphysics," at least in the dyslogistic sense which he 

implies.l 

But it is another question as to whether, in default of any direct 
mode of observing the natural rate,' some more empiric index of 
equilibrium between the supply and detnand of capital will not have 
to be discovered. Keynes defines natural rate as that "at which sav
ings and the value of investment are exactly balanced"; but since 
these two magnitudes are in tum not statistically apprehensible, he 
offers, as an alternative definition, the rate which keeps price level 
of output oonstant.· This signalires the abandonment of natural 
rate itself as a criterion of bank rate. As Hardy points out,' Keynes' 
chapter entitled "Historical IDustrations,'" which should demon
strate the divergence of bank rate from natural interest to be the 
cause of price level variations, really proceeds in the opposite direc
tion, deducing what the variations of natural rate relatively to bank 
rate must Mile been in order that observed price changes be explained 
by the theory. Known variations of natural rate do not, and cannot 

• in the 'nature of the case, form a part of the dabt 
The eighth historical illustration sets forth a phenomenon which 

Keynes labels the "Gibso.t Paradox": that from 1791 to 1928 the 
price level measured by an adjusted Jevons-Sauerbect index mrre
lates directly with market rate of interest indicated by the yield of 
Consols, and not inversely as might seem to be required by the 
theory. Without referring to Wu:kseIl, Keynes considers the para
dox, clearly stated in GeIdziM #1Ul Gfilerp'eile thirty-three years 
earlier, and proceeds to solve the diffimlty precisely after Wu:bell'. 
model. Since bank operations are largely subject to routine, bank 
rate is advanced only tardily in response to the' mounting natural 
rate of a rising oonjuncture. The lag causes inflation and price ad
va.nces; after the crisis, a similar Jag of bank rate behind the d0wn
ward oonrse of natural rate causes de1Iation and falling prices. The 
theory of "tIaiIing bank rate" calls for a positive oorrelation of 

I EmK Wavnmm, Bu. .... ~ (New York, 1930), p. 19"
s TretIIiiM., ~ ISS, 196-108-
a C. o. Budy. "SaviDp, Ia .... Ii_'. am _ Cydoo," J. P. E. 390 .... _ --• T.-.., D, I4IHo8. 
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prices with interest differentials, not with the absolute height of 
bank rate.1 

From the purely ideological viewpoint mentioned earlier, the reso
lution of the Gibson paradox offered by Wicksell and Keynes can be 
approved. But what of the practical outcome? Simply as Hardy 
comments-, that "any possible sequence of events supports the 
theory.'" A positive correlation of prices and market rates proves 
that natural rate must be the higher; an inverse correlation, that it 
must be the lower. Consequently the theory can never be shown 
empirically to be wrong, for it is merely a recondite way of saying 
that prices are rising or falling. In Keynes' particular case the final 
outcome is even more vacuous; Introducing the Wicksellian doc
trine in Volume I in.the chapter on "The 'Modus Operandi' of Bank 
Rate,:' Keynes makes cyclical variations to turn upon the interest 
differential. But Volume II throws this explanation overboard, for 
it is said that since natural rate reveals only "long period movements 
over decades," the interest differential analysis pertains only to cor
responding periods, and not to cyclical variations.' 

The upshot of the matter may be briefiy restated. In a monetary • 
society the behavior of all pecuniary costs and values under given 
dynamic influences such as increasing accumulation or progressing 
efficiency in production depends upon the action - and this in ... 
cludes the inaction- of the monetary authority. Nothing is 
"natural" any 10nger.CU it is once apprehended, as contended in 
Part I of this book, that the purchasing power of money is purely 
relative, depending as much upon monetary policy as upon the con
ditions underlying physical production, the dry volumes of the 
nomina!jst-commodity-theory controversy will have served their 
cosmic purpose) Interest rates in a monetary economy do not escape 
this universal ambiguity of prices. Although reference to a rate un
affected by monetary changes has a certain utility in abstract proc
esses, the impossibility of statistical apprehension of this magnitude 
renders its significance practically nugatory in the realistic problem 
of cycles. It is clear that adherents to "natural interest" do not 
themselves avoid uneasiness over the transcendental character of 
the concept, for without exception they offer (as alternative indices 
of an equilibrium condition in the demand and supply for capital) 

I Wu:boIl, Geld .... , pp. 1OJ-1I3, and V..,....,,_ n, 231-236; Keynes, T.....w., 
n,Ig8-206. 

I J. P. E. 39, p. 391. • T-u., n, 2<>4-006. 
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Some definite behavior of commodity prices. With Wicksell and 
Keynes, constancy of prices indicates a coincidence of natural and 
bank rates; with Hayek and his school, that coincidence obtains only 
with a decline of prices reciprocally to the increase of pbysical out
put. In both cases natural rate per se is eventually abandoned. This 
puts the problem upon the footing wbich would have been appro
priate from the outset, namely upon the terrain of observable effects 
of alternative credit policies, upon actual prices relatively to actual 
costs and the attending behavior of entrepreneurs. 

, 
m CASSEL'S THEoRY: VAlUATIONS IN THE PKOWCTJOlf 

OF FIXED CAPITAL 

~ting the field of enquiry to the fairly unified period from 1870 
to 19I:J, CasseJ proceeds from the concrete to the abstract: beginning 
with the inlluence of cycles on production, or labor and durable in
struments; continuing with cycles in prices, income, and saving; 
describing the phenomena of capital markets; and concluding with a 
chapter on the determining factors in conjunctura1 variations. 

The general field of production consists of two parts, bed capital 
and consumption goods. If we test statistically the behavior of the 
wllllllli of bouse and railway construction and the production of pig
iron, we discover that booms are characterized by an increase in the 
production of bed capital, depressions by a slackening of that pro
duction.1 Agrirultural production shows no tendency to vary with 
trade movements but depends upon harvests. As for consumption 
goods, typified by coal produced in Germany or the ton-miles of 
non-capital freight on German railways, the tendency to vary with 
the cycle is sJigbt." 

Labor reflects these conditions, not only in the fairly dose correla
tion of total number of persons employed, but also in the much 
greater variability of employment in capital-producing industries.' 
Whence comes the stream of additional workers in Plosperity times? 
Evidently from agriculture, a.cc:ording to such evidence as can be 
gleaned from occupational censuses in Germany, England and else-
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where.1 This fact indicates that business cycles are by.products of 
transition from the self-sufficing agrirultural economy to a complex 
'System of specialization upon a national or international scale. 

During periods of trading booms there appears a greatly aug· 
mented demand for durable means of production, an ina-ease which 
induces both the manufacture of new fixed capital and the better 
utilization of the old. Figures showing railway trackage built an~ 
nually in the United States anq average mileage run annually by 
railway carS in Germany support these generalizations.· (!'he first set 
of data can be supplemented to show also that fixed.capital produc-
tion continues throughout the tlepression,1>reparing th~ w~y for the 
next upward trend. Another important 'phenomenon i9>that'a.ny in. 
aease or deaease in demand for consumers' goods, while affecting 
the demand for instruments of production'in that field, falls, With 
greatly intensified force upon basic producers' goods, as for examp'le~ 
the English shipyards.'- . 

Commodity price-series for the period under consideration ,reveal 
not only general advance and decline prior to and following the years 
of aisis, explicable upon the basis of bank discount policy, but also a 
tendency toward much greater iunplitude of variation for fixed eapi
tal materials (e. g., pig-iron) than for other goods.· The turning •• 
point in the former <:OIDes befote the aisis l?y a considerable period 
and gives a sure portent of ending prosperity. Wage rates and the 
total wage bill are highest in the "turning years," but no sure judg
ment can be pronounced upon the exact course of real wages." Cer
tain it is, however, that whereas entrepreneurs gain at the beginning 
of the advance, laborers obtain the advantage in the trade boom 
proper and in depression. Finally, capital formation (saving) r~ 
tive to the national incomes attains its maximum early in the re
vival, diminishes little, if at all, in the boom, but declines during the 

•• • =m. . 
"On the capital market the savings appear as supply, and, on the 

other hand, the real capital produced appears as demand for capital 
disposal.'" At the beginning of an upward movement in business, 
characterized by the discovery of new and very lucrative uses of 
capital, entrepreneurs' profits are large, saving in~ faster than 

I 1614., pp. 566-57"
I Ibid., pp. 596-597. 
• 1614., pp. 6dHilOo 
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the production of capital goods, interest falla, and the capitalized 
value of fixed instruments rises. The real boom, on the other band, 
shows a decline of profits and heDce of savings; but, since the produc:
tion of fixed capital goods cannot suddenly be terminated, a strin
gency develops on the capital maIket: interest rate. advance and 
capital goods fall in price. During the depression, interest reacbea a 
low level and capitalized values recover, althougb both tendencies 
are som~bat retarded by a decline in saving. It is in the later phase 
of depressioD, when capital is again accumulated more easily, but 
wben the production of capital goods baa not yet been begun, that 
the capital maIket is most favorable to enterprile. Comp1ementing 
and intensifying the course of interest rate. is another factor, the 
behavior of bank diIcoUDt. Banks commonly hesitate to mile their 
rates at the onset of revival, with the result that capital goods are 
capitalized at a too low rate, enbepreDetUlI in tbiI field estend their 
operations, and the community's purchasing power is diverted from 
consumption even more than would conespond to its inaeaaed sav
ings" These facts explain the recorded variations of interest in the 
same directiOD as that taken by an index of fixed capital esteosion, as 
for instance, pig-iron production. Throughout the cycle, atock and 
bond values refiect interest and earnings developments. Bond prices 
tend to vary inversely with interest, lagging IOIIIeWbat because the 
ExcbaDge baa always to consider a possible reversal of treDd.. Their 
mayjmum price occurs somewhere near the beginning of the upswing, 
from which, UDder \he growing scarcity of capital, they dedjDe until 
the aisis. But since stock prices depend DOt only upon interest but 
upon earnings, and since earnings continue high to the final onset ol 
boom, it is then that their prices reach a rna yjrnum. 1'hereafter they 
share the downward course of fixed-inrome I!eCUrities, although the 
latter crase to decline with the outbreak of crisis. The capital market 
stringency developing during the last stages ol boom is marted by • 
cessation of durable instrument production .heieni tbiI is pOl!iSible, 
aad wherever not, by great djf!jn~ty in procuring funds. House am
struction follows the former course, according to American statistics, 
whereas railway constauction, being a longer term undertaking, 
............ riIy baa to continue, despite a great exteDsioo in unfunded 
debt through inability to float bood issues.. 

What theoretical conclusions may be drawn from tbiI picture? 
The centaal phenomeooa is interest on capital. Potential nndertak-

• niL, P. 637. 
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ings requiring large amounts of fixed capital await the low interest 
rates of depression periods, but the "restorative effect upon enter
prise" disappears as the boom develops and higher ra~ break off 
the evolution. There is action and reaction: the boom pro.ceeds out 
of low rates and throttles itself by advancing them; the depression 
springs from high rates but reduces them and so terminates itself.' 
Undoubtedly these inftuences would. eventually level off upward and 
downward movements if the whole process were not from time to 
time renewed by technical progress and the exploitation of new 
muntries. Business cycles thus appear to be the natural attendant 
of progress; as SJIch their existence does not depend upon a capitalis
tic order, for ~ a socialist state might divert production too much 
into the channel of fixed capital equipmenL' Ymally as to crises: a 
dilettante conception, propagated especially in America, represents 
them as the mnsequence of the inadequacy of mnsumers' income to 
purchase industrial output in a given income period. Naturally in 
time of depression, when the supply of money decreases through re
payment of obligations to banks, and the demand for money .in
creases through a boarding propensity, prices must fall. This does 
not bespeak a deep-seated flaw in our economicorganizatioli whereby 
purchasing power nece$S8rlly lags behind production, but only a 
failure on the part of banks to create sufficient purchasing power to 
maintain the price level. This difficulty is purely monetary.' . On the 
other hand, if crises cannot be ascribed to overproduction of mn
sumers' goods, they cannot arise from overproduction of fixed capital 
by which those goods are produced. Our previous analysis suffi
ciently indicates that the trouble lies in stringency upon the capital 
market: an overestimate of the supply of savings to take over the 
real capital produced." 

Before proceeding to the central idea of Cassel's work, we may 
take notice of objections raised against particular features. The 
first is Cassel's belief that even during depressions fixed ca"pital 
equipment increases. Wicksell mrrectly ebjects that the statistics 
presented reveal only an absolute growth in plant." The really sig
nificant fact for a savings-investment theory is the movement of in
vestment relalille to population or saving; it would be strange to 
discover that, in this sense, fixed capital equipment expands in bad 

I 1ti4., pp. 640-641. 
I lbi4., pp. 44'>"+15. 
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times. Another aiticism is directed toward Cassel's notion that the 
industrial reserve army is recruited almost entirely from agriculture. 
and that. with the progressiw urbanization of population. cyclical 
ups and downs will be greatly restricted in amplitude. Cassel ~ 
the contention upon the fact that agricultural output "shows DO 

direct coooectioo with trade cycles." Robertson. on the other hand, 
bas come to the conclusion that agricultural fluctuations esercile 
"decisive influence" on the time and magnitude of industrial varia
tioos.1 In Pigou's opinion. the elimination of agricultural cycles 
would reduce the intensity of business cycles by about a quarter of 
their present amplitude." The important r61e played by agricultural 
ma\adjllstmeuts in the present depression is exhaustively described 
by 0hIin in the League of Nations study; " and the _t work of 
Tnoosbenko • indicates that variations in harvests have been one of 
the most important facts initiating cycles in America. 

Treating the relationship between bank rate and capital marUt. in 
the first edition of TIte T'-'Y t1/ SIJdDl ~. Cas!eI wrote: 

If the Dote of iIl_ is kept too low ... the nwtrt, the mjstake will make 
ibeIf felt iIlliDes of prod" .... mqairiDc ....... bod apiIaI, ..... tbenfore ia • 
R1ative iDaase ill the IX' b , •• of C2pitaI.. But .. ~ iller ill the 
pmcInrtion of c:apiIal of this DId ... pdnoJly autaiI the ....... -w.. f«. 
it5iWilitUl:ive .. of c:apiIal ar make .... 8IW'" I. of it Ie. I DIiw. 
"Ibis -'d ill ......... an "" l'jKZO load to a faD ill the Dote of iutaeat. But • 
the Dote is aJrady too low. the eBecl of the .npwnled pmdnrtim of capital is 
that the C!!DCIitimo of the rapitaI.maDet me paduaJly IIoanPt iato ...... ,. 
willa the ammt low Dote of in_ · 
This bald statement is tantamount to a dedaratioa that the inlemlt 
rate is a purely monetary matter and could be put down to IIllJ de
sired leva merely by inflation and forad saving, as Amoma and 
Diehl have objected.' Despite these c:riticisms, Cassel has aDowed 
the statement to stand in Silbsequent editioos.' If ODe Weft to ~ 

1 D. H.1labubuM, ..... Polie7 _,. Prit;o l.-I (I ...... ,pi), P. J4. 
• A. C. Pipa, 1 ' i WeI n i ". (I ...... 1927). pp. Ji6-.p. ~ • c-. _ p_., "" ,,_ & . A,. '., Saim aI '-01 x.aa. 

hhlic..O<:- D. E . .... y_ 'lIP. D. A. D' 06ci0I No.: A. :12. IlIP D. A. 
(~ 5:. , I, .... -. M I I, -:). pp. 76-77. 1J4, ..,. 
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rept it at its face value, one would Dec [ my amclude that no 
matter to what degree new capital extensions were entered into, a 
shortage of "capital disposal" rould never appear, and ronsequently 
Cassel's idea of capital shortage as the cause of crises would rollapse. 
Rather than accept this result and believe with Macblup 1 that he 

, really pushes the "creative power" .of credit to such an absurd 
length, one may prefer to regard the passage as an aberration. 

Coming to Cassel's central theme that disproportionality1letween 
'supply and demand upon the capital market explains the rourse of 
cycles, one enrounters a dilemma. Is the failure of the production of 
capital goods to equate with savings because of anti~"brium 
movements of the interest rate, i. e. absolute JIIOvements in tIfIIl ra~ 
or is it because of discrepancies between fl6Jural and hank ra~? 
One might suppose that Cassel defends the latter or.Wlt:ksellian 

position when he says that cyclical variations would gradually run 
down, were it not for technical progress, population growth, and the 
opening up of new rountries.' But three circumstances preclude this 
interpretation: (I) CasseI formally opposes the ronception of a real 
os natural rate as distinct from actual money-market rates; (2) he 
introduces the .. too low" bank rate merely as "another factor," not 
as the factor, as WJ.CkseIl would have done, and Iabels the discussion 
of technical improvements "Further Explanation cifTra.de cycles";. 
(3) the interest differential theory Ilf'(Fsmrily implies that with 
reference to the natural rate of interest at the end of the prosperity 
phase, there are too many capital goods .. CllflJparistm fDil/J am
_6' gtHHls. But Cassel specifically denies that the production of 
amsumption goods has any "marked dependence" upon the cyde.' 
Such empiric evidence as he does adduce with regard to ronsumption 
goods is to be criticized adversely less upon its statistical adequacy • 
than upon the theoretical use made of it. As Zimmermann points 
out,' Cassel rondudes merely that ronsumers' goods show relatively 

I FDa v'chh .... ~ I~"'" 1C.,.,.,u.;w., (V_ 11U1). 
p. ifil-

I r-,. 2IId eeL, II, 644-645. • 
I 1bi4., lIP- 625, 642. With.."....... to .... is boD1: _ -_ low'? 
• niL,p. 551. 
I Geoq: HaIm, Gnu ZiDoprobkm am Gold- anc\ Jtapitalmarkt, .. JIri.fi/rB.", S. 

liS. p.19- B<oide tbia aitidsm, Balm ...... to imply the....., modo bole, ineanndJ ... 
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less important variations than do producers' goods. A theory which 
rests upon the divergence of natural and bank rates should regard 
this relatively smaller variation, not as evidence of slight connection 
with cycles, but as parlJ11lOlml with variations in fixed capital pro
duction in causing a disparale development in the two fields. But 
CasseI says quite unqualifiedly that "the alternation between 
periods of boom and slump is fundamentally a variation in the pro
duction Gf fixed capital, but has no direct connection with the rest of 
production." 1 

If the disproportionaIity in the den1and and supply of capital can· 
not be put in terms of natural _sw bank rate, of savings fJt:1'SW in· 
1(estment, of capital goods production fJt:1'SW consumer!I' goods pr0-

duction, i e. in all cases in relalilltl terms, we seem to be thrown back 
upon absolv.te variations in lite interest rate. Since a trade cycle 
represents an economic disturbance, and since on this hypothesis 
absolute moVeD1ents of interest cause the cyclical variation, only 
MJli,..equilibri_ changes of interest anne into consideration. What 
causes such changes? CasseI seeD1S to respond that cycle anaIyIiJ 
may begin conveniently at the end of depression with an interest rate 
which is "too low" by virtue of the previous period of liquidation 
and reduced production of capital goods.' But, as Wagen1&Dn and 
LOwe have protested,' the depression itself is represented as resulting 
from the preceding period of prosperity, which in turn "owed its 
existence to the low rate of interest during the previous dep1 i11l. " 
We seem to be driven to Stucken's conclusion that Cassel "does DOt 
at all explain the existence of conjunctural variations, but contents 
himself with working out their ideal type.'" Amonn wonders why 
CasseI did not utilize in the kemeI of his theory the animating factor 
of periodically renewing entrepreneurial activity - Cassel does men
tion it - to avoid a perpdfMIMJ mobile.' Posibly be would respond 
that, even aide from such waves of enterprise, buin ..... cycles could 
arise from itruwrea eslimoles of the volume of savings; he does iDdeed 
say that cycles would perist under socialim for this very reason. 
If this pIoct9i of eliVlination actually ferrets out what Cassel c0n

siders to be the main factor, his theory resembles Wu:beII'. quite 
remotely. 

J T~, II, S52. • DM., p. 6J9. 
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IV. CLAsSIFICATION OJ" MONETAlI.Y CYCLE THEolllES 

With as infinitely complex a phenomenon as conjunctural varia.;. 
tions, numerous issues might be taken as bases for separating writers 
into distinctive groups. Theoretical opinion, even within the mone
tary wing, divides upon such questions as whether stocks tend to 
increase in booms or slumps, whether real wages advanre in the up.. 
swing or downswing, whether idle plant capacity and a reserve of 
labor is necessary to explain the beginning of revival, whether booms 
are shut off by bank reserve limitations or by .. real" factors, etc. 
Nevertheless other questions, perhaps no more weighty than these, . 
relate more intimately to the character of the monetary approach. 
For example, .it is a matter of paramount importance whether mone
tary theories eri\i]sage the credit factor not merely as a necessary 
condition but as lhe sufficient condition for clical oscillations' in 
other wor ,weer, rom e angle of the money an credit sys
°tem, cycles are exogenous or endogenous in origin) But this issue 
does not recommend itself as a basis because the resulting division 
would be altogether lopsided~ With the exception of Mises and pos
siblyof Machlup, all writers suppose that cycles are initiated by the 
inaelUm of banks, by their failure to raise the rediscount rate when 
natural rate advances under the influence of technical improvement. 
The overwhelming majority of monetary theories are not "pure"; 
they do not dispense with the exogenous factor of technological 
progress as a prime mover. 

(Another line of demarcation might be drawn between those who 
find the real evil of the .. trailing bank rate" in its artificially lower
ing capital costs or raising capitalized values, and those who empha
size the excessive wlu,," of bank credit) In this case the division 
would not be so one-sided, for the latter viewpoint is not only ex
plicitly adopted by Eucken and Stucken but inheres in the stress laid 
by Schumpeter and Hahn upon the existence and quantity of new 
purchasing power, rather than upon its cost. Bat just as in the case 
of Wicksell himself,· many writers do not distinguish between the two 
aspects of the matter sharply enough to warrant their inclusion in 
the one or other group. 

But a clear theoretical fission, one fraught with weighty practical 
implications, arises over the question whether bank credit expansion 
is or is not prod1l&"H. Every writer comes sooner or later to a fairly 
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definite position upon this issue. Furthermore, the affirmative 
answer is usually oonjoined with one particular oonception of natural 
rate and with one type of monetary policy; the negative with the 
oontrasting rate ooncept, the oontrasting policy. Schumpeter and 
Hahn are oonvinced of the generally beneficent effect of judicious in
jections of new bank credit; if oonstancy in the oommodity price 
Ievel leads to a ooincidence of natural and bank rates, it leads also 
to stagnation. In common with Robertson, they would look upon 

. recurring periods of temporary inflation as the most expeditious way 
of bringing technical advance to eoonomic fruition. :fo eliminate 
• cyclical ebbs and Hows by a sufficiently drastic credit policy would 
throttle the dynamic process of evolution under capitalism. 

The other and numerically stronger school of monetary theorists 
regards credit extension with degrees of mistrust varying from 
Hayek's certain oonvicfion that the result must in all events be a net 
economic loss, to Haberler's tempered scepticism of the outcome. 
Most frequently this attitude is supported by the idea that. only 
w~ oommodity prices decline oonformably to ClOSt reduction can' 
Datural and bank rates ooincide, althougla «re again there 0cca

sionally appears the ooDception of equilibrium with oonstaDt prices. 
Theorists of this persuasion ordinarily demand that bank policy be 
directe4i toward the oomp1ete exclusion of oonjunctura1 variation, be 
it by a rigorous matioD of the quantity of credit, or by a poqcy of 
price l'tabilizatiOD. . 

Subsequent chapters PICXeed upon the basis of this dicbotomy be-
, tween optimists and pessimists. ti"here will appear a genera1 affinity 

on the one hand between the saDguine attitude toward credit exten
sion, the ooncept of eqUilibrium with amstant £OIIIIIIOditt. prices, 
&ad hostility toward the "oonjuncturelesa eoooomy"; upon the 
other, between the sceptical attitude toward incrased beak Jending. 
the theory that only Rodady declinq prias aec:we a balance of 
saving and in. 4"_t imder technical progreas, and the ooavictioII 
that cydes should be eliminated) 

• 



CHAPTER xvm 

THE SCHUMPETER-HAHN TYPE OF CYcLE tHEoRY 

L &CKplIl'ETn'S ExPLANATION: WAVES OF ENTERPluSE 

AND CuDrr CREATION 

hmouGB: Schumpeter does not agree with Hawtrey that the cycle 
is a "purely monetary phenomenon," 1 he oonsiders the oooperation • 
~f banks to be an indispensable oondition,1 ana indeed assigns to the 
credit system so integral a rale that Keynes finds himself "in strong 
5YlDPathy" with this sort of explanation." Contrasting bi& theory on 
the one /land, with the reasoned history of MitChell, and on the other 
With thePigou type w¥ch admits a plurality of specific causes, 
Sch~ter seeks for a unique cause of those regular eoonomic 
waves which we distinguish from seasonal, "long wave~' ,aild qend 
movements. tthat cause-lies in the more or less periodic appearance ~ 
of indus~ innovators who introdu~ new modes of production.) 

·In the static ellOnomic system any external disturbance, such as a 
;var or bad harvest, is gradually absorbed by ~e infinitesimal adjust
meqts of the equilibrating process; production goes on year after 
year in the same way, each bit of supply being paralleled somewhere· 
in the system by a oorresponding demand, the volume of money 
being perfectly adjus~ to the circulation of goods. All funds are 
predestined in their use from traditional practice, and oonsequently 
there is no money market but only a sort of central cleering place.· 
Since, on the one side, individual differences in appraisal of the future 
preventoany tertain oonclusion as to whether present or future would 
be the object of disoount, anti, on the other side, since the universal 
operation of plant at the best-possible factor oombination prevents 
there being any gain in transferring resources through fluid purchas
ing power, interest does not eXist.' 

I Joeeph Schumpetor. rlt<orio "' ~ ... lWtotcAItuo,. md ed. (MlIDich, 
1926). p. 34-. Dote; -. "Kleditkontzolle," .b_ 54. pp. 317""3.8 • 

• Ardoio 54.Ioc. dI.; -. "The E>:pIaD&tioD of the Basin ... Cycle," Butoorrti", ". 
P.3~. ~ 

• J. M.l:eyn .. A r ..... .. 11..., (New Yom, 1930). II. 96. lOG. 
t &Ne.""" pp. 108, 201. ' 
• Ibid.. pp. 17-...... ~87. S07. 
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Eve.Jl ht the equilibrium emnomy there exists a stock of technical 
knowledge in advance of practical utilization. Suppose now the tnu 
entrepreneur, as distinguished from the mere manager (tkr Wil1 
schlechtweg), appears. He introduces· new goods, new qualities, 
new productive methods; he opens up new markets, discoven 
new sources of raw material and intermediate goods; he carrie! 
out innaratioDS in business and financial methods, creates or des
troys monopolies.1 The drama of emnomic development begins: 
capital, interest, and profits enter the. stage. Were the supply 01 
funds merely that of static equilibrium, it would be limited to fUDd.l 
set free by the withdrawal of manager-capitaIists from production, 
or by their decision to limit more narrowly consumption oroutput.1 

But in a deVeloping emnomy, the command over productive re
sources eD1aD&tes chiefly from banks. The supply of created credit, 
upon the one hand, is limited by drains 1Ipon bank reserves and by 
the losses of unsuccessful entrepreneurs; upon the other hand, there 
stands a practically unlimited demand for credit from the innovaton 
and their imitators. Interest rests at the level set by the marginal 
employment of funds; and profits absorl1 the ncess upon intra
marginal employments as a payment to entrepreneurs for the addi
tional product imputable to their contribution.' 

Once capitaIistic evolution is under way, large streams of purchas
ing power in addition to the credit created by banks 1Iow into the 
money or capital market: the reinvestment of entrepreneurs' profits 
and the gains of their followers, capital h"berated by the retirement 
of entrepreneurs or their heirs from business, savings of persons who 
are DOW induced to abstain because interest exists, and temporarily 
idle capital, e. g. working capital momentarily not in use. Interest 
completely dominates the scene; the yields of durable income bearers 
such as land or perpetual monopoly come to be regarded as interest, 
although in reality they are not. By the same token even the quasi
rents of particular capital goods come to be capitaJjmi To view 
actual incomes svb tJSpIa interest has DO harmful effect with the 
former class of goods; but temporary yields have the fatal propeo_' 
sty of disappearing suddenly, and to capitalize these earnings in
vites disaster.' 

I ~ .. pp.ICJD-IOI;& d "O'21,pp.291-295-
• Raw_"r- 21.P. sao. • 
• Enfaici ... " pp. 211-:126. 
• F. "c, Zx.JlP.JGO'"3U'i R"""ei"tI "pp.31D-312 .. 
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tSuch is the complexion of the capital incomes; they ~ tIJe ear
marks of a society such as modem capitalism where innovation pre
vails to greater or lesser measure over adaptation and adjustment.' 
The "more and less" giveS the, phenomenon of business cycles. 
Spiethoff's analysis of these movements can be subscribed to in most 
respects: that the whole conjuncture and not the crisis is the basic 
fact; that business cycles are the {prm of development whicQ. capital
ism assumes; that cyclical movements made their debut in England 
about x821; that an index of iron consumption gives the most signifi
cant indication of the course'of cycles; that the causal process begins 
with income-yielding commodities; that the upswing begins with in
creased capital investment. All this may be accepted as description, 
but it fails to reveal why industrial and commercial change is not 
evenly distributed in time.. There is but one answer, that .. as soon 
as any step in a new direction has been successfully made, it at once 
and thereby becomes easy to follow . . . the first success draws other 
people in its wake, and finally crowds of them, which is. what the 
boom consists in.l Three othE;r factors strengthen this tendency, 
without being independent causes: (x) the imitators come, not in 
place of the entrepreneurs, but beside them, and compete with them; 
(2) this releases a secondary wave, a spread of the rise of prices to all 
lines of production, setting into motion speculation, itself a factor in 
prosperity; (3) errors of judgment occur." The effect C!f bank credit 
expansion, aeated ad hoc to finance these combined demands, is an 
advance in prices of labor and natural resoUrces, "until enough means 
of prodfICWm bafJe been, by the rise of prices, wrung from those firms 
which had been in the habit of buying them, to satisfy the additional 
demand of the newcomers at the new prices." • 

The length of the upswing depends upon the production period 
for new products. At the end of this time of gestation, prices begin 
to decline undex the combined influence of larger volume of product 
and the liquidation of loans by ,enttepreneurs when their goods come 
to the marketable stage. At the very time when entrepreneurial 
profits are subjected to the depressing effect of price declines, they 
are whittled away below by ~ rise of costs.· These are the inevi
table outcomes of changes wrought by the crowd of innovators, and 

1 .Eetnoomi<G 21. pp. '9~98. 
• EMoidltmr. pp. 336-339. 
• ~ ", pp. 30M~ (Italics Schumpetor's.) 
• EolwicIr,."" pp. 34.)""3t7. 
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the dQWJlSWing is equally inevitable. In comparison, other feature! 
which signalize the crisis, such as misdirected production and pessi. 
mistic mass psychology, playa secondary rale. (Elimination of profit 
is not the only circumstance preventing the appearance of new entre
preneurs seeking credit for productive ventures, for the completE 
recasting of emnomic data during the period of prosperity intro
duces such universal tmarl4if1ly concerning prices, costs, clientele, 
appropriate methods of produ~on, and the character of competi· 
tion that enterprise must cease . ., Besides, the central banIr. usuall, 
institutes definitely restrictive measures. 

Depressions are rightly interpreted as 

periods in which thI:Ie is realized an adaptation to the lituatioa aated by the 
..-ling period of upswing, an adaptation which, becauIe of the magnitude, 
1I1IDIher, aDd abrup_ of the inDavatioas, Iacb that pd",'- aDd inaJD. 
spia __ with which smaJl reahoorptioas ••• caD be aa:ompIisbecI." 

Fmns which fail are more likely than not the very ones possMsing 
the courage and zeal of true enuepteneurship. Not the old estab
lished producer but the innovator it is who encounters the greatest 
resistances: difficulty in securing capital, technological problema, 
comp1icatioos concerning plant location, the right complement of 
labor /LDd type of business organization, and finally the crucial ques
tion of disposing of product. But from the social angle, the depres
sion fuIfiDs what the upswing promised: an increase of product and a 
reduction of real costs per unit of output. It redounds chiefly to the 
benefit of persons with fixed money incomes, the pensioner, the 
rettti6, the state emp1oyee, the landlord; but even labor does not 
lose what it gained in prosperity: the purrhasing power of the wage 
unit rises and the total wage bill declines less than its former ad
vance." 

To say that Schnmpeter attempts to explain business cycles upon 
the basis of waves of economic innovators is to do him less than jus
tice. As the title of his work indicates, he'does not amfront the 
phenomenon as something M ,meris, an isolated and special depart
ment apart from the principles describing the ordinary tenor of in
dustrial and commercial life, but as 6mJ, the pIOCall of production 
under a devdoping capitalistic society. He returns to the wbole!!ome 

• nM.,pp.34~;""·DieW""'" C c .... WiJIo<hoft+' ,-~Yh 
pp..-

• .A.rdIiII 30. P. 2Q. 

• p.n; , , '" pp. J61--:J62.. 
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attitude of Adam Smith that political eoonomy describes the.opera
tion of forees operating not only toward, but away from, the station
ary state. The Theory of Economic Devdopmene represents a signal 
attempt to narrow the gap between abstract theory and the mere 
description of eoonomic institutions. Even if cogent reasons may be 
adduced for believing that both interest and profit would, contrary 
to Schumpeter's belief, exist in a condition of perfect economic equi
librium, their magnitudes in a rapidly progressing economy depend 
largely upon anti-equilibrium fOlees. And even if business cycles are 
regarded as something less incl6.sive than eoonomic activity itself in 
a dynamic society, neither monetary nor mon-monetary theories can 
easily dispense with Schumpeter's entrepreneur.l 

The least satisfactory aspects of the theory appear in SchUm,. 
peter's treatment of limits to expanding bank credit. Objecting to • 
Spiethofi's dictum that there exists an "insurmountable limit" to 
pur4lasing-power creation in e:risting stocks of goods, he says that 
"the possible volume of newly-to-be-created purchasing power is . 
supported and limited by fuliUre goods." I To this Diehl replies that 
banks cannot lend capital which is yet to come into being, but can 
only transfer title to existing stocks; I but Schumpeter has antici
pated such an objection, explaining that though the initial increase 
of bank credit works only upon the distribution of present stocks bX 
means of the rise of costs to older entrepreneurs, there results an in
creased How of goods, and this is the future capital against which the 
early loans were made.' At this stage an altogether natural criticism • 
would be Neisser's: that actually the volume of credit creation tends 
always toward a maximum allowed by the existing cash basis, and 
that to say that the volume of future goods sets the limit is to con
fuse fact with desirable credit policy." What Neisser evidently over
looks, however, is Schumpeter's explicit contention that fact and 

I Though they may wish to avoid the aura of virtue and beneficmce which Schum
peter attach .. to the _lain of industry ... Th .... is a c:rasa dfect in this hymn to the 
ctreprmeur as the Energetic Hero, who through his idealism brings about economic 
p"'greu, while all other economic lubjecta are consigned to the blockhead and obliging 
_ of hedODista, who lilst 0_ the En_tic Man from pure indolmce, and th ... 
adapt themaelvea to him with resignation, becauae they are prevented by the energetic 
group from continuing with their traditioaal hum-drum." - Kurt Zimmermann, DM 
Krimt".w.. ;" "' __ ftIlIioM/i....."",.,drer& TIN<wN (Halberstadt, 1926), p. 50. 

I E ... d""'" p. 165, note. (Italics hiL) 
I Karl Diehl, T~ NaHo.oal6""",,,," crena, 19'7), m, 583""586. 
• E~, pp. 155-156 and If. 
• Hans Na.., DIr T .... dJrwrl .. G.14u crena, 19.8), pp. 144-'46-
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desirable policy do ooincide, that even in default of legal limitations, 
commercial banks restrict loans enough to prevent anything but a 
temporary price rise. This is supposed to follow from lose of 
reserves with in1lationary expansion, and from the necessity im
posed upon the bank of footing customer bankruptcy with its own 
reserves or with other persons' savings obtained by further note 
issue.1 

H losses can be covered by further note issue, there is no second 
limit to credit expansion beside reserves. So far as COllClerDS the lat
ter, loss of reserves affords no automatic check whatsoever if the 
boom is international in SCllpe; and even if it is limited to the national 
economy, what guarantee can Schumpeter find.that the lose of re
serves acts quickly enough to prevent in1lation? His own misgiving 
as to the possibility of in1lation in America in 1925 from redundant 
gold stocks 2 does not square with this position; and elsewhere he has 
maintained that international in1lation, conjunctural profits, and 
further borrowing present a pl"OClliss which" will repeat itself"; "the 
price level will rise, without assignable limit." I Despite such COD

cessions, Schumpeter has in a recent symposium upon credit prob
lems • reiterated the stand taken in his systematic work. 

Although the self-liquidatiog character of credit in1lation may be 
rejected as an excrescence, Schumpeter's contention that the Imgt" 
of cycles depends upon the period of gestation for the products of 

, economic innovatom is another way of saying that fundamentally 
"bnsiness cycles consisI in waves of capital investment. The two ideas 

stand or fall together. To treat the problem fully would be to c0n-

struct a theory of cyclical variation. Neverthel ...... viewing the 
whole problem brie1ly sub aspice duration may be profitable, particu
larly as Schumpeter's position is warmly supported by Keynes. 
According to the latter, the primary phase of a credit cycle, intro
duced by some such ciraunstance as a new technical discovery and 
characteri.zed by an increase in fixed capital investment, is sua:eeded 
by a secondary phase, the expansiOlJ of .... orking capital and an in
creased 1Iow of omstlDlers' goods to the market.. But the attendant 
docline in prices ushers in the dowmra.rd phase "not much more than 

I E ...... ~. pp.. 162-16J.. 
, An:.6i. 54. pp. 299-311 • 

• J ..... So I", • oto<, UDu 5 . Ipmdoh mod die R.........., ..... ~ Ardiio ..... lIP-
71"1--712 • 

• Die ~Wirt6dJtJjl (lripric, f9Z7) ... 96-
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one production period after the secondary phase of the boom .•• 
has properly set in." 1 

Hawtrey attacks the Schumpeter-Keynes hypothesis as to the 
length of booms upon three grolmds: that it supposes an isolated 
impulse toward increased investment to initiate each cycle, whereas 
a technical improvement of a given sort actually persists through 
several cycles; that stocks of fini~hed and half-finished goods
working and liC}.uid ca'pital !:n Keynes' terminology -largely neu
tralize inequalities in the rate of production of \X>nsumers' goods; and 
finally that producers' commitments, not the productive period, de
termine the interval necessary for an increased flow of output to re
act adversely upoQ itself through falling prices.' Against the first 
criticism Schumpeter might hold with good reason that the impulse 
to investment from "new combinations" does not have to be "iso
lated" in the sense of being unique for each cycle. The economic 
advantages of steam transportation could give rise to a railway 
boom; and a subsequent collapse;no matter how severe, would not 
prevent the same advantages from engenderiug another period of rail 
expansion once the debris of depression had been cleared away. 
Merely that the same impulse recurs at the outset of several cycles 
does not divorce duration of boom from production period in each 
cycle. 

One of the main reasons why Hawtrey maintains the "purely 
monetary" origin of conjunctures, against the theory prevalent in 
Germany and England that credit variations assume significance not 
absolutely but in relation to real'investment, is his belief in a com
pensatory action exercised by stocks of liquid capital. If the price 
rise of consumers' goods attending a deflection of income into fixed 
or working capital were blanketed down by drawing upon stores of 
finished and half-finished goods, a number of productive' periods 
might be passed over before a relative shortage of consumers' goods 
in general put a check upon further investment. Or if stocks could 
readily be absorbed and maintained in storage, the redundancy of 
_lain consumers' goods at an advanced stage of boom might be con
cealed and the debacle postponed. In either event the limit to rising 
activity would appear considerably later than "one production 
period after the secondary phase of the boom." Keynes has, how
ever, presented quite compelling reasons for denying a balancing &c. 

, TretJIi.s" I, 304-
• R. G. &awtrey, T.,ttl tJj C,.;oI BGUiJr, (London, 193')' pp. J87-391. 
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tion: the slump of production in depressions, and the weight of such 
carrying costs as deterioration, warehouse, insurance, and interest 
and risk charges.1 

But Hawtrey's case against Keynes, and equally against Schum
peter, involves further an attempt to redefine" production period" 
in Ii way which would make it too brief to be plausibly connected 
with the duration of booms. The production of every good goes for
ward simultaneously in a number of separate processes, Hawtrey 
argues. Since there are stocks at each stage, the interval required to 
bring additional consumers' goods to market equals only the "longest 
separate process" and not the entire series." Now this is certainly 
erroneous. A stock. of twenty-three per cent at a given stage, such as 
Hawtrey assumes, does not care for a variation of consumer dentand 
by that amount until the output of this stage bas been worked 
through all succeeding skJges. Simultaneity of production does indeed 
reduce the length of the interval below the sum of the separate proc:
esses; but it would never be as sma\l as the "longest separate proc
ess" unless that were the last but one in the series. But if stocks do 
not accumulate in any significant magnitude, as Keynes maintains, 
the supposed simultaneity vanishes anyway. 

Yma\ly Hawtrey proposes the state of producers' commitments as 
the re.I factor defining the interval "between a change in demand 
and its effect upon output." Conformably to the Scbumpeter
Keynes thesis it would seem necessary to speak in tenns of changed 
$Upply rather than demand, since it is the wave of new output which 
causes the downward turn in prices and rate of production. With 
this emendation, commitments may be accepted as a real factor in 
prolonging the boom past the production period. Cancellation of 
cnntracts by mutual agreement and the impunity with which agree-

'.ments are broken in time of general embarrassment have to be set 
against this fact, however, and the net effect might not be particu-
larly impressive. ' 

It is not to be cnnciuded froin the Baws in Hawtrey's criticism that 
important forces do not intervene to prevent a cnincidence of pr0-
duction period and boom. For one thing, the monetary factor may, 
through various channels, cut short or prolong the prosperity phase. 

1 T"';', IIy Il3-147. 
. • CnlnU B...a.c, pp. _ J94-399. Hawbey quite jaotJy obj_ 10 ~ _ 
cribiD&' to 10m tile idea that at the md of dqowc:aWca --=- Ale .,. # at to . 'a' 
pulb I •• ~ ",..""..,. MM., P. 3!J6. 
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A sudden alarm over gold withdrawals may prompt credit restrictiol! 
and force liquidation before the new production has run its course; or 
excess reserves may enable the carrying of stocks for a time upon 
credit, staving off the price collapse. The persistence of an. abnot
mally low bank rate and in1lation may tum resources into investmen~ 
and away !\rom consumers' goods fast enough to offset a deflating 
effect from the first harvest of output. Keynes himself calls at~n
tion to the possibility that the development of bear sentiment shoul" 
increase the requirements of the Financial Circulation so as to choke 
off the flow of industrial credits and impose a limit upon expansion of 
investment, a contingency not necessarily contemporary with the 
end of the production period.' Indeed, this is merely to recognize the 
operation of the .. real" factor of mass psychology as something dis
tinct in the cycle from the technique of production. Finally, the 
boom uiight be terminated by a decline in buying pOwer on the part 
of agriculture" transpiring, as Robertson has shown, as the conser 
quence either of high agricultural prices encountering elastic demand 
for the produce, or of very low prices encounu;ring inelastic flemand.1 

Amongst these modifying factors, Schumpeter calls especial atten
tion to those of .. anticipation" - the psychological cause - and to 
interference by the central bank." Ut is apparent therefore that out
standing protagonists of the production-period concept of the boom 
admit other elements operative upon duration. On the other hand, 
few students of the problem deny the intimacy between business 
cycles and variations in fixed anll working capital; and this carries 
with it the idea of some degree of correlation between time periods 
in the two phenomena, whatever index "of cyclical variation be 
employed~ 

In ascribing crises primarily to the deflating effect of the harvest 
of new consumers' goods, but avoiding the idea of over-investment; 
Schumpeter may seem to some persons to take a more defensible 
position than Keynes and Robertson and the 'majority of German 
writers, all of whom adopt both ideas. It may be well to anticipate 
a possible objection to the juxtaposition of the two concepts, even 
though this does not characterize Schumpeter's theory. The objec
tion follows these lines: if crises are caused by a superabundance of 

, . 
I T....uiu,., 3<>3""304; for a _tment of credit aboorption upon th ... tocIt ac:haDge, 

d. Chapter XXI, pp. 381 If., beIo". ' ,'. 
• D. II. llobertoon, B......, Po,", ..." lie Priu Lad (London, 19.6), p. ... 
• &wiclI_, pp. 34f'"348. 
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(;()fIsut/Ws' goods how can crises also be attributed to over-invest
ment, which can only mean a superabundance of producMs' goodll 
relatively to consumers' goods? The answer is that it is really pro
ducers' and not consumers' goods which are in excess. If production 
has not been misdirected in the sense of turning out one sort of con
sumers' good in too great quantities relatively to other consumers' 
goods, output cannot be excessive since society can use any amount 
of consumable products. Despite this, any output, however accu
rately divided amongst various lines of consumer demand, can be 
made to appear excessive by a process of deflation. Unless vigorous 
action is taken by the central bank to compensate the process, prices 
will decline automatically, as Schumpeter has shown, under the com
bined infiuence of the increased volume of finished products, reduc
tion of employment, entrepreneurs' paying off of obligations, and 
positive contraction by member banks. In the ordinary business 
man's terminology, there is a 1I"i_so/. glut, i. e. consumers' goods 
will be marketable only below cost. A policy of what Hawtrey ca11s 
"reflation," put into effect immediately when the crisis appears, 
would go far toward preventing the downward spiral} But even if 
the policy is comp\etely successful and no stocks (save in conspicuous 
cases of misdirected production) have to be liquidated below cost, 
the mere cessation of forced saving now makes existing plants in
appropriate to prevailing interest rates. Being oriented upon the 
basis of lower rates, their technical CODlpOIlition is such as to involve 
too heavy a proportion of capital to 1abor. The ones which have 
pushed the substitution of capital for labor farthest will suffer most. 
The difficulty may be alleviated temporarily by more cheap credit, 
but the finaI debacle will only be the more severe. Sooner or later 
comes the crisis, c:haracterized ;" all eDmIs by "over-investment" in 
the sense just indicated, and also by an appearaDce of an over-supply 
of c:oosnmers' goods ill lite parliculaT -', which is so common as to 
be regarded as "natural," of de1lation. Nothing, therefore, standlI in 
the way of a union of Schumpeter's theorem regarding crises with the 
over-investment explanation." 
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II. ,1LuI:N's, 1'm:O:R.Y .OF PRODUCTIVE. CREDrr 

The enthusiastic popular reception ~rded Hahn has already 
been the occasion for comment; but The Economic Theory of Bank 
Credit in particular enjoys such wide recognition that academic econ
omists, somewhat grudgingly,' have had to take cognizance of its 
claims. Indeed, as Haberler remarkS, there has grown up of la~e a 
sort of separate Hahn literature; sCarcely a work can be published in 
the field of money and credit without a fairly exhaustive critique of 
his doctrines." ' 

The necessary foundation for a 'theory of business cycles, says 
Hahn, is a correct apprehension of the nature and functions of credit 
in the economic process. In Germany the conventional view nowa
days represents credit as a store of permanent or temporary savings 
deposited with the banks by the public.' Classical economists made 
no mistake in tracing down every credit to abstinence, at a time when 
the volume of currency was definitely llmited. Today the quantity 
theory does indeed take account of elastic bank credit, but the tradi
tion is still preserved that (:l'edit originates in saving. Not primary 
but created deposits are the basic phenomenon. No longer are banks 
merely offices for borrowing and lending money, but dealers in 
"credit" in the literal sense' of "confidence";' and interest, from 
being at one time a payment for saving, has become a price paid for 
confidence. C • 

In the sphere of goods this change signifies that "capital formation 
is not the consequence of saving but of the e:cknsion of credit." & This 
follows from the logical primacy of demand. over actual production, 
a primacy conceale<l by the temporal precedence of the latter before 
the former. The real prerequisite for the appearance of a capital 
good is effective entrepreneurial demand, which credit extension 
brings into being.' It is not asserted that lending itself actually pro
duces goods, but that it induces an increase in production through a 

1 E, g. Friedrich A. Hayek, GeldJheorie "nd K ... jtmldurlheorie (Viem>a, 1929), p. s..
o ct. Gottfried Haber1er'. review, Arelli. 56, p. 803. Hahn himself gives three or 

four pages of refenmces upon bin doctrin .. in the third edition of bin opus (TUbingen, 
1930), pp. mY-xvi. 

, L. Albert Hahn, V.llnwUdlJjlUdul Theorie flu BIJIIkkTlJdil.r, rat ed. (TUbingen, 
1920), p. 6; 2nd ed. (TUbingen, 1924), p. 6. Until the concluding section, page refer
en.,.. pertain to these two editions, which are identiaJ. 

• 11M., p. 5" 
• 11M., p. 120. (Italics author's.) , lbitl., P. I2r. 
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change in distribution. How this transpires will appear from conse
quences attending a bank rate lower than the expected yield of capi. 
tal goods, arising either from an absolute reduction of the fOnnel 
while the latter remains constant, or from a rise of the latter witb 
bank rates unchanged.' 

Lower interest charges reduce costs to all entrepreneurs Operatin8 
upon credit, not merely those to the producers of durable goods." AI. 
a result all production expands, competition for labor and raw ma
terial grows more intense, and there appears at first that strictly in
verse correlatinn of prices and disoount rates described by the quan
tity theory. But in the modem industrial system, the introduction 
of Iabor-saving technique set over against a virtually constant vol· 
ume of capital bas resulted in an underlying tendency for interest to 
rise and wages to fall.' The marginal" laborer bas passed over into 
the extra-marginal "not-laborer," choosing to subsist entirely upon 
his rertlu. Consequently an expansion of credit operates, on the one 
hand, through rising wages to draw into active employment many 
members of this reserve army, including women and children, and 
thus to induce a fuller utilization of eDsting plant capacity; and on 
the other, through rising prices, to transfer income from the fiIed 
salary and renIW group to entrepreneurs. The stream of goods is 
both broadened and lengthened: mored everything is produced and 
more capitalistic, more roundabout methods are employed. Not 
saving but altered distribution produces these tesu1ts - distnDutioa 
changed "interpersonally" by the forced rise of wages and fall of in
terest, and "intertemporally," by the forced deflection of goods out 
of present OOIlSUJIlption. "Credit produces goods out of nothing, in 
that, without it, they would DOt have been produced." • 

A by-product of this expansioo of productioll may be • a rise of 
prices for ooosnmers' relatively to producers' goods. But the expau
sian could persist as long as DeW credit drew additional labor poweI' 
into production.. Uperience shows, howewei, that ordinarily before 
this point is reached the rising ooojuncture is brom off by a univer
sal glut. How can this be aa:ounted for? Simply by the fact that in 
the period of high earnings the laborer, having a fairly fiIed standard .. 
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of living, saves instead of .spending his income; "circulating de
posits metamorphose into savings accounts"; and the disappearance 
of this demand precipitates a fall in prices, production, and employ
ment.' But a way lies open to the state to prevent this termination 
of the boom either by continued interest reductions through the cen
tral bank, enabling the producer to hold his finished products; or by 
removing the interest burden entirely through the purchase and 
storage of the goods on government account.' " ... theoretically, at 
any rate, the; assumption of the possibility of a 'perpetual boom' 
does not belong to the reaIm of Utopia."· Whether or not to pur
chase greater and greater production by expropriating the salaried 
and rentier classes is a question belonging not to economics but to 
politics. 

The course of Hahn's original argument, cn1minating in a sup-
· posed dethronement of frugality and an apotheosis of credit crea
tion, has evoked emphatic denial at every stage. Aside from the 
id~ntiJication of capital and money markets and a tendency, decried 
by Hayek,' to recognize no more ultimate determinant of interest 
than bank liquidity, Hahn proves to be particularly vulnerable in 

· arguing that capital originates in fundamentally different ways in iI. 
· 'cash economy and in a cashless economy. As Neisser, Mannstaedt, 

ud HaberIer observe, the difference between the two systems is 
pprely a matter of payment technique: bank deposits function just 
as money does, and ~th cases interest is paid for.the surrender of 
purcbasing power, not, as Hahn would have it, for the cession of 
money in the earlier and for "confidence" in the modem system.' 
To go below the merely superficial phenomena of credit and cash a
change media, we must agree with Lampe that it is quite as possible 
for coinage in a cash economy to make purchasing power available 
without saving as for credit creation to accomplish the same end in a 
bank deposit regime." By consequence, if capital comes into being in 
another way in the latter than in the former, it will have to be on 
other grounds than merely the creation of new purchasing power. 

That the existing volume of bank deposits originates preponder. 
ate1y from loans is of course a far cry from the proposition that capi-

I IC~ • ".R • rc~ PMh. p. I¥", • .lU'_. p. 151. 
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tal formation proceeds from credit creation and not from saving. It 
is not surprising, therefore, to find that Hahn tries to support the 
latter notion by some other argument than this flimsy oonfusioD. 
Demand, he says, precedes production. But the really surprising 
thing is that this homely truth, equally valid for cash and credit 
economies, should somehow demonstrate that capital formation does 
not nowadays proceed from saving. Probably, as Lampe suggests, 
Hahn has unwittingly fallen victim to an ambiguity in his term 
.. demand." If demand be interpreted as applying to the products of 
a capital instrument, it is of course apparent that the instrummt 
would not be produced unless such a demand were ezP«Jed. On the 
other hand, without demand in another sense, that is, acItMJlly 1J8IJil
tJble purchasing power in the form of a bank deposit, the entrepreneur 
muld not undertake production at all. But Hahn, who says his 
proposition pertains to the first sort of demand, actually applies it 
also to the seoond, i. e. he assnmes that whenever a bank extends 
credit to a customer, a _e market must exist for the capital good 
and its products. Of course, even if every bank loan did result in 
eoonomicaIly useful capital-good formation, it would not be true that 
.. no capital good can be produced without credit creation," as Hahn 
states literally,' unless, furthermore, "" DeW capital were produced 
on the basis of bank Ioans of aa:umuIated savings. It is not IIece&

sary to argue against this absurd proposition inasmuch as Hahn him
self blows bot and mId within the oontines of a single paragraph. 
Admitting that ament production piOceeds out of "a certain stock 
of goods produced in the past capable of covering the need for nour
ishment, clothing, and shelter," he oondudes, "If IJtis t:erlaitt sl«;1 iI 
1'-', then the founding of new enterprises is independmt of the 
supply of capital!"· Indeed, far from supporting the ~Iier dictum 
that capital formation is solely the product of credit creation, Hahn'. 
desaiption of the period of rising oonjuncture indicates at the utmost 
that new credit iioa_ the quantity of capital, and even then be 
CYlIIC"Pdes that this does "'" invariably transpire. And 10 the thesis of 
a totaIIy new origin of capital is abandoned by the author himself. 

The theory of business cycles, based upon the IIIOle IIIOdnt claim 
of a productive effect of expanding bank credit, has been most ad-

• VA .. '-fIIidJeT--.,p. "1. -m-I ........ -.,·,.;pabe ........ 
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versely criticized at three points: the course of wages relative to 
prices during the upswing. the cause of crises. and the final outcome 
of the whole evolution. Hahn. it will be remembered, relies upon 
mounting wage rates to activate the industrial reserve army during 
boom times. To object. as Haberler does. that this contradicts his 
admission that consumption goods are enhanced in price does not 
dispose of the matter,l because Hahn argues that through the com" 
petitive tendency of prices toward cost. consumption costs are in
deed raised by the increase of nominal wages. but this is partly offset 
by the low interest charges which generated the upward movement." 
On purely a priori grounds one might agree with Lampe that forced 
saving inlposed merely upon the small class of non-laboring and non~ 
entrepreneurial renners would scarcely support an increase of real 
income for the whole wage earning population! Or again. simply 
deductively. one may object that Hahn has given to laborers the 
conjunctura1 gains which were supposed to be in the hands of entre
preneurs. supplying the motivating factor in the whole upward 
movement. But the most effective answer would be Burchardt's 
appeal to the fact that real wages lag.' if economists could be more 
certain that the statistical evidence is clearly in this direction. If 
Hahn had not relied upon a strictly rationalistic calculus to account 
for the existence of the reserve army in the first place. - that tech
nical progress so raises interest rates as to induce the renner to prefer 
idleness. - and had instead attributed ordinary unemployment to 
economic friction and inertia. he might more easily have accounted 
for increased employment and output attending falling real wages 
in the period of recovery. But unless real wages actually decline. the 
amount of forced saving would not be such as to lend much color to 
Hahn's expectation of a substantial increase in capital. 

Furthermore. if forced saving supplies the driving power to a 
period of industrial expansion. why should not the voluntary savings 
of laborers. which Hahn supposes on the increase in' the late stages of 
boom times. support the expansion indefinitely? It is enigmatic why 
he should believe that banks allow savings deposits to pile up with
out investing them. when the universal characteristic of the system 

1 A.rc"" 56. p. 8'7. 
• V.'_clla/llicM T ....... p. '37. · S,.,,, ...... p. ,61. 
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acoording to his acoount is extending more credit than it receives.! 
This version of the over-investment theory, it will be observed, rests 
not upon the fading out of forced saving, but upon the (altogether 
improbable) growth of hoards. 

No single feature of the entire structure bas occasioned a more 
general outcry than Hahn's suggestion that proper authoritarian 
measures at the time of impending crisis migbt support a "perpetual 
higb conjuncture." It scarcely requires an academic economist • to 
point out that either continued injections of credit at progressively 
lower interest charges or the purchase and storage of unmarketable 
products by the state would signify a nationalizing of industry, and 
that even such drastic measures would only intensify the final de
bacle, the more the longer they persisted.- Far from leading to a pro
gressive diversion of resources into capital form, as Lampe SUggests,4 

such policies mean outrigbt and violent in1Iation, and the disappear
ance of all accumulation. 

Fmally the question presents itself whether, aside from such at
tempts to protract the boom indefinitely, arti1icial credit creation 
attending the ordinary cycle leaves society at the end better pro
vided with usable capital. The answer naturally varies from the 
enthusiastic affirmative of Hahn's own followers to the categoric 
denials of the VleDJIa schooL Midway lie the appraisals of the ma
jority of special Hahn aitics whom we have just mentioned. While 
maintaining that credit extension per " means only capital displace
ment, Diehl concedes that it may lead to an increase of capital for
mation, depending upon the success of the ventures it fosters.. 
Lampe, as we have seen, piOposes the same test. Considerably more 
sceptical is Haberler,' for whom the II spark of truth" in the doctrine 
of the productive effect of "inflationary" credit is first, that it pre
vents declining prices in a progressive society, and secondly, that it 
overcomes the frictional resistance of an indolent entrepreneurial 
community. But the new undertakings called into being by in1Iation 
would not persist longer, with the return of interest to its natural 
level, than the life of their med capital equipment. Mannstaedt 
pmdudes that in a free nchange economy where banks nercise COD

troI only through prices, any policy may be thwarted by a tendency 

I An objecticm Ie-riod by Banhaadt, It¥. at., ..... by BaiJaIa', Aldlio $6, po 818. 
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for the public to react upon these prices negatively; in other words, 
though banks may give an initial impulse toward the liberation of 
productive factors through credit creation, ultimate success de
pends on the public's voluntary continuance of the additional sav
ing.l This is practically what Lampe and Diehl have· said: the 
answer depends on whether the ventures based upon forced saving 
succeed. It is certainly not a foregone conclusion, as Hahn assumes, 
that even while the artificial depression of interest persists, the neW 
produce will cover interest and depreciation costs, nor prll Ianw that 
this will be the case if the cessation of the forcing is, accompanied by 
a sag in the magnitude of saved income. 

Since the appearance of the firs~ and second editions of the 
Volkswirtschafllichf Theori6, Hahn ha"s abated his radicalism at cer
tain points and at others altered the supporting argumeut. Most 
noteworthy is the disappearance of the idea of maintaining a "per. 
petual boom." Although proposals to overcome glutted markets by 
state assumption of interest cllanges or by infiation were repeated as 
late as 1926,1 their omission in Hahn's widely read contribution to 
the H andwlirla-buch on "Kredit" I is a matter of general comment. 
In the third and completely revised edition of his magnum opus,' 
~ retains nearly all of the catchwords around which the under
lying theory was originally developed. But there are some very 
significant departures. Although we still read that "every increase 
,of credit increases goods through a cllange in their distribution," we 
discov~ also that even aside from such debacles as the German in
flation, the stimulating effect of credit sometimes proves to be quite 
short-lived.' (Credit expansion now becomes an "essential condi
tion" for the development of cycles, not the unique cause.' But 
most notably, the explanation of crises from laborers' savings, or 
rather hoards, disappears completely. There is some evidence that 
the reason is an uncertainty on Hahn's part as to whether real wages 
advance as much above the standard of living as he had imagined in 
boom times.' Be that as it may, crises occur simply because a time 

I KriMe"" Beik"" pp. 31)-31 • 
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must '"necessarily" come when the stimulus of CODjUnctUral gains 
to entrepreDeUrs has exhausted itself,1 Although he continually lays 
great stress upon II intertemporal and interpersonal changes in dis
tribution" wrought by artificially low bank rates, Hahn does not 
recognize that this distortion of productive factors into the capital 
category can itself account for a breakdown. In this he resembles . 
Schumpeter, and it may be ventured that the failure to perceive the 
dangers of over-investment accounts for the sanguine attitude of 
both writers toward the outCODle of credit inflation, 

A section on Hahn should not cIose without reference, at least, to 
his study of German bank series over the period Igoo-13," Here 
Hahn writes as a practical banker, and the analysis has been widely 
recommendoed. From the angle of the history of German theory, 
bowever, the early and more radical writings of Hahn are more 
significant, presenting a bold thesis I which gives rise to an equally 
bold antithesis on the part of the VleDIl& group. 



CHAPTER XIX 

. THE MISES-HAYEK ANALYSIS OF CYCLES 

THE classical expositiQns of the two main types of cycle theory pro.. 
ceeding upon the monetary basis are of course Schumpeter's 
TIteorU del' wirtschaftlichen Entwicklung and Mises' TIteorU des 
Geldes find del' Umlaufsmittel, both of which appeared first by an odd 
coincidence in 1912. To discover what results from pushing some of 
Schumpeter's ideas to their "logical" -. or perhaps better, illogical 
- conclusion, it was necessary to tuin to Hahn: For the full de
gelopment of Mises' theory it is necessary to study the wori of 
Hayek. 

L MISES' INDIVIDuALlSnc PHILOSOPHY OJ' CllEDIT 

When the first edition of Mises' book on money and banking ap
peared, it concluded with an adoption of Wicksell's description of 
the conjunctural effects arising from the bank-rate natural-rate 
differential, adding however that "we are cqncemed here with a'" 
cause of crises which operates alongside others. Indeed, we ought to 
regard it as probable that in the scheme of things prevalent today in 
economic life and polity, the primary impulse to a boom does not 
come from the action of credit banks." 1 More conservative banks, 
prompted by consideration of their own interests in the long run, 
would dominate the tenor of the banking system su1liciently to pre
vent over-extension of credit unless there were Pressll(e from out
side. But in the second edition twelve years later, the foregoing 
limiting remarks are omitted.' With the pUblication "M his special 
monograph on cycles in 1928,' Mises romes definitely to the position 
that aside from economic disturbances caused by WaI, natural 
events, and adaptation to new economic data such as new wants and -
technique, the ebb and flow of business activity turns upon the de
velopment of credit~ It is the artificial depression of their rates on 

I Ludwig Mises. Tiurif tIu Gddu tm4"., V...lorI/mtiJkl, 1St ed. (MUDich. 1910), 
p.4J40 

• lbi4., 2IUI ed. (MUDich, 1924>. pp. 374"375· 
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! the part of banks which initiates ronjunctura1 movements. But why 
"do banks lalmch futo inflation when they know from experience its 
disastrous ronsequences? Because at the time of the founding of 
European banks of issue the notion prevailed that an important goal 
of Wit1scMftspolilik is the reduction of interest charges, and that 
banks are suitable instruments for this purpose through making 
c:mIi.t more abundant. Even then, since the expansion of banks dia
posed to "wildcat" operations would be checlid by adverse clearing 
balances in favor of ronservative institutions, there would be no dan
ger were it not that the state comes to the rescue of the prodigal 
members of the system by such devices as suspending the Bank Act. 
This it does in response to popular sentiment for cheap money. The 
final cause of aises is ideological: since the state always yields to this 
pressure, the whole banking rommunity relies upon outside relief in 
extremity and proceeds to drive a lucrative bugn ...... on low di.tcount 
rates. . 

The relation between the value of capital goods iff tJal,gr/J and their 
expected product is the natural rate of interest. J H banks begin lend
ing at a lower figure the prK:es of rommodities will advance faster 
than rosts, chiefiy through the lag of wages, and enbepreneuJ'll real
ize a differential gain. These persons, being generally richer than 
the 01leS apropriated,. will add 8D111eWbat to the total volume of 
voluntary saving. No doubt the effect is not mechanical and varies 
with different societies. with different inrome stratifications, etc.; 
but one may ronservatiwly guess the reduction in the natural rate 
from this cause to be "seldom very appreciable." S On the other 
hand, with every position of the natural rate there is an appropriate 
degree of indirectness in production: the productivity of capital 
suffices to supportJahorers for just a certain degree of roundabout
ness in pnv1urtjon. The too low rate of bank discount artificially 
prolongs the productive period, initially mises the prices of pro
ducers' goods more than CXIDSUIIIelS' goods, and finally, wbeo a short
age of COIl5IlIIleIS' goods deYdops before the newly initiated and more 
capjtaljstjc pm • ; can be completed, mises the prK:es of the means 
of snbsistence acutely. The latter tmdency is accentuated by the . 

• r ........... ell., p. 347. ___ that the BarWnI __ • A, B, ad C 
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reduction in voluntary saving, which arises as a4 oIIset ,on the part 
of the victims of forced saving, 

The time comes when banks, having persistently raised their rates 
but always with a certain lag after the natural rate, .now advance 
them sharply to exclude a portion of the borrowers and to compen
sate for the high rates which must be paid on primary deposits, 
'When the bank rate thus approaches the natural rate,and credit is 
besides rationed out, the crisis comes. Even if there were no reserve 
requirements, the process of infla.tion would eventually be termi
nated by a flight into real values, foreign moneys, precious metals, 
and barter. By continuously pumping bank money into circula.tion 
banks may postpone the evil day, but the crash comes all the more 
violently when it does occur.' And sOordiniuiIy the banks anticipate 
the ultimate deba.cle and put a stop to the infiatioll out of considera
tion for reserve requirements and foreign exchange quotations.-

After the crisis the price level declines under the,infiuence of a,bank 
rate higher than the J1.&tural rate, but the liquidation of stoeld,pro
gresses with such violence that the former rate finally falls below the 
latter without producing any effect toward recovery. Eventually the 
process of recovering confidence and continuous accumulation brings 
the two rates into equilibrium and the way lies open to a repetition 
of the whole cycle. The final situation is as befre with the exception 
of the misapplied.Plpital, which remains permanently unprofitable. 

Instead of fatalistically accepting business cycles as an inevitable 
characteristic of capitalism, the economist does .well to point out the 
desirability of avoiding all inflation ana forced saving. If, on the one 
hand, artificial stimulus to trade would disappear, on the other a 
slower but more continuous and economical rate.,of progress would 
result. But this policy does not inIply an attempt to. stabmze the 
value-of money, for purchasing power cannot 'be'lm~ured objec
tively. Price indices do not distinguish between change'S in the inner ..". 
and outer exchange values of money; they rest upon the assumption 
of an eternal man with crystallized wants; their ,weighting, type of 
average, and inclusiveness depend upon personal judgment; the 

. process is arbitrary, the results artificial.· What is really the prime 
requisite is to' eschew all attempts to lower interest by artificial de
vices, to bring about prosperity through bank credit. Inflatio~ , 

I lbi4., pp. 372-375; K~It>I;m" pp. 5<>-53 •• 
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thrives todjly un4,er such deceptive catchwords as "international 
cooperation of banks" and "bank control of money markets." To 
tbwart this tendency it is nec;essary eitber to reintroduce the ftud 
uncovered note and deposit contingent of the Peel Act or to eliminate 
all state intervention in banking and restore the principle of free 
bankin 1 g. 

Aside from the common run of objections to the interest differen
tial tbeory of cycles, Mises' position has aroused adverse comment 
even from members of the monetary group because it lays the whole 
responSibility upon the activity of banks. The Wicksellian tradition, 
that the iflllditm of banks, in failing to advance their rates, causes a 
distortion when technical progress raises the natural rate, COIJI1I!ands 
greater respect witb such persons as Hayek, Strigl, and Machlup.· 
Hayek has also deplored Mises' emphasis upon general price level 
movements, pointing out that important economic variations of a 
cyclical character can be traced to an increase in the volume of 
money and credit, even if, as in the half-dozen yeai'll before 1929 in 
the United States, no pronounced drift in the general level of prices 
can be discerned.' . 

Nor have most writei'll accepted the dogmatically'individualistic 
policy toward ban1dng for which Mises is so widely known. Neisser 
has shown that the ar,gument advanced in favor of the free banking 
principle rests upon a false analogy, that bank notes do not have the 
same homing power as ~ts, and that the adverse clearing bal
ance, which Mises thinks will bold the less careful banks in check. 
may be met for dangerously extended periods by inter-bank borrolt'
ing. Furthermore, whatever stability is imposed upon the banking 
system by the conservative banks redounds equally to the advan
tage of the otber banks.' Mises' alternative proposal, to recon
stitute the Peel Act in its strict form, has been ca1ledby Stucken 
"a stabilizatiob of peIpetual ~' • 'This issue may best 
be considered in Cl'nnectiou witb Hayekj 'Mises' most distinguished 
follower. ~ l 
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n. HAYElt'S,DOCTllINE OJ! NEllTKAL Mom 
The most systematic elaboration of the monetary explanation of 

cycles in Germany and the most instructive fonnuIatioA of the scepti
cal position regarding the outcome of bank credit creation is the 
work of Friedrich A, Hayek, director of the Austrian InslituJ Jill" 
Ktmjunkt.urjOf'lchung, at present professor at the London School of 
Economics. _Beginning with the groundwork laid in an article upon 
"Inter:temporal Equilibr;ium,"l Hayek has devoted several·critical 
articles to the theories of Foster and Catchings and Keynes,' has 
presented an exhaustive defense of the specifically monetary ap
proach in his monograph on" Monetary Theory and Cycle Theory,''' 
and has added refinements and restatementsjn his addressell before 
the London School and the German Verein.' 

Non-monetary explanations, says Hayek. fall into three types: one 
~ upon the intensified reaction of changes in demand for con
sumers' goodS upon producers' goods; one stressing maladjustments 
between saVing!; a,p.d investment; and one emphasizing the psyc» 
logical factors." Against the fiIst it may be urged that it rests upon 
the assumpb'on that "no force intervenes to check the continued in
crease of production till it reflects itself in declining orders and falling 
pric::es."· But this is tantamount to saying (hat producers have to 
depend only upon such reactions as occur_when the goods actually 
come upon the market, and then only upon the e1IC:ct of the total 
supply against the total demand. 'In reality, however, entrepreneurs 
control the volume of their output not upon estimates of totals, but 
upon the per unit cost and per unit price. Barring monetary inter
ruption, they will count upon known or estimated functional re1a
tions between each of these and volume produc:id; and indeed it is 
this very calculus which works toward equilibriqa under an in
dividualistic scheme. Once a cycle is under way, the "greater range of 

, Hayek, "D .. in~raJe GJachgewic:htssystom unci die lIewquDgm des ·GeId-.· .. W.u. A .... • 8. pp. 33-76-
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I 1-. c;.~ """ KOIIjtao»", ... io (V-. 19'9). 
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variation of prodlKelS' over consumers' goods production assumes 
, importance; but the tbeory does not reveal why there should be am

lifJUOUS variation merely from this circumstance. I The second 80rt of 
explanation comes ultimately to an erroneous estimate on the part of 
capital good producers as to the volume of saving being done cur
rently. It repeats the mistake made by the first line of analysis: not 
total savings and tota1 investment but the interest rate is what the 
entrepreneur must know; and if that rate is not interfered with it 
will adequately reveal supply and demand for capital and indicate 
the correct extent of new investment.' Lastly, the psychological 
tbeory does not demonstrate, even in the hands of Pigou, whyent{e
preneurs wrongly estimate changes in economic facta nor why these 
errors tend to accumulate despite the operation of those equilibrat
ing forces postulated in economic reasoning. 

H,the outcome is conceded in a system of natural economy that 
interest keeps the production of capital instruments within the 
bounds of accumulation, then it must be conceded that dispropor
tionality can develop "only througb the independenQe of the supply 
of loan funds from saving, which in turn rests on the variability of 
the quantity of money.'" The entranQe of money ~ which in COD

trast to all other goods is incapable of satisfying wants, removes the 
rigoroUs interdependence and dosed character of the economic sys
tem and makes possible moveDtenta excluded in' the equilibrium 
process. But it is little wonder that themonetary theory of buNn ... 
cycles has been accorded such scant recognition, foe it has rather 
generally attended only to the pbenomenon of general priQe 1evel 
changes. But "the" value of Dioney is 80 attenuated a concept that 
it proves to be nearly superfluous; the really important matter is 
rdaliee prices and. incomes: hoW they are effected by monetary 
policy, bow they gift rise to cyclical variations.· 1"be theory repre
sented here twils upon the distortion of bank disconnt from the 
natural interest rate and fonows upon the analysis of Thornton, Ri
cardo, Sidgwick, Giffen, N"acholson, Marsball, and Miles. To appre
ciate the unique cbar.Icter of Hayek's version one must begin with 
the concept of "intertemporal equilibrium." 
• AssmlV" first the case of a single commodity subject to fairly pre
dictable seasonal variation in priQe. It appean that "a very definite 

• lhM., pp. 'N5- • llIi4., pp. Jf>-1III. 
.1INl.,p. ..... 
• IW., pp. 51-'14; Prica _ P, • -w., pp. 6. 7, 05, 27; y ..... J7Jr i, oS1-2~ 

• 
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gradation in these prices is just as necessary Ii. prereqUiSite fol" the 
possibility of an equaf>le repetition of theeoonomic processoperat
ing at the present as are the contemporaneously prevailing prices." I 
If SQme authority imposed a uniform price upon a,seasonal com
modity, as for example eggs, there would result an overvaluation at 
the time when production is easy anq, an imdervaluation when pro
duction is difficult. During the former period producers would apply 
too much of their resources to the satisfaction of current demand and 
too little toward provision of future supply in view of the prices 
which consumers stand ready to pay for eggs 'when they are respeo
,tively abundant and scarce. The jnevitable result would be an in
sufficiency of supply at the 'authoritarian price during the sea;Kln of 
scarcity, and the dearth would not even be corrected by a tarily ad-
'vancing of the official price.' ' 

(But the conclusion that the free movement of price is necessary to 
accomplish inte~poral equilibrium for one such particular good 

_ as eggs is also unavoidable for the price level generally:) If it be ad
mitted that the price of eggs must m,ove freely as between the sea
sons to conform to the underlying conditions of production and in 
order to secure the maximum yield from given resources, correlative 
changes of the general price level must be accepted as equally neces
sary. Still proceeding upon the assumption that eggs are the only 
commodity varying seasonally. suppose that the general price level 
is sl:f,bilized. On the one hand, since this would mean a somewhat 
lowei' price for eggs 1:Iwl otherwise at 'the season of scarcity, pro
ducers would arrange- for a somewhat $IDaller output at that ,timt; 
and consumers would demand a somewhat larger amount than if the, 
price of eggs had been allowed to express the natural scarcity freely, ' 
Obviously this price is lower than one required to equate the supply 
and demand of eggs, t.nd it has transpired as a rodsequence 9f prl\:e 
level fixing.- , • 

Now change the assumption from the case of predictable seasonal 
fluctuations in production to It predictable trend, but limit the 
change as before to one commodity. Suppose that a drainage proj
ect to last over a long term of years is announced and put into e1Ipct; 
Entrepreneurs of agricultural products would expect the prices of 

• 
l w.lI .......... s, p. 44J. 
"11M .• p. so. , 
I The iIluatmticm departs slighll¥ from that of Hayek, iI>i4., pp. 51-5., but npmo 

dUCOl ita _tiala. I believe. 
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their commodities to decline secularly; they would respond by a 
suitable increase in the rate of exploitation of existing land so as to 
realize at all times an equal expenditure of factors per unit of output. 
Such an arrangement would be necessary to maximiu yield from 
existing and newly appearing resources over the entire period of im
provement. Were the prices pi their products stabilized, however, 
farmers would not hasten present exploitation to allow for the new 
supply; when the new supply actually appeared it would result in an 
excess over demand, or else equilibrium would come only by an ad
vance in prices of other products reciprocally to the decline pi real 
costs for agricultural products. 

If thisexperieDte repeaUd itseU frequently, and if a further penistence 01 the 
factors lowering costs is e:.pected, the entrepreneur wiD Deed in his own in_ 
to inaease his current output through more intensive apJoitstioD 01 the 1Oil; 
bot as long as, relying upon his jastWed ezpectatioa 01 a CDIIStaDt price, be 
spreads pmduction equally over time, it wiD give him Joooes.' • 

What has been demonstrated for o~ particular good or group such 
as agricultural products holds also for any other good or numbers of 
goods throughout the economic structure. (Wherever there emu a 
reasonable expectation of falling costs, an artifi.cial stabilizing or 
raising of price causes lin arlijiciol distortion of resources III futwe FII
tluditm) In sbatp opposition to prevailing opinion, Hayek holds 
that the fundamental reason why money upsets economic equilib
rium is not its lock of stabile value, but the very stability of value 
approximated by open metallic standards (or still worse, the tend
ency toward rising prices resulting from credit exp8n simJ). Inter
temporal equilibrium can only be got if each, and hence every, price 
freely expresses the tendency of real costs to fall with advancing 
technique, i e. if the quantity of money is not inaeased to "c0m

pensate" for the increased volume of production, but is instead kept 
CODStant.· . ~ -,' 

Business cycles are caused by the existence of a market rate of in
terest below the natural rate, a general distortion of resources toward 

.,future production from that which is economically permitted. This 
is a monetary theory in that it takeS monetary changes as the line 
pilnu _ of cycles, and since, furthermore, II if monetary changes 
are "nee ammml, then all deviations from the static procelll con-

I 1W, P. 54- TIle _ sbouJd be -..I ~ .... Iota' nfaaKr. 
• 1W, pp. ss. 59'6L 
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ditioned by them must be represented as their consequences." 1 It 
differs from many other monetary explanations of an exogenous 
variety, employing an erroneous bank policy as the deus ~ machina, 
by its holding that the mere passivity of the money and credit mech" 
anism in the face of a rising natural rate causes the initial dislocation. 
Even a full-weight metallic currency ~uld give rise to cyclical dis
turba,nces since the tendency of prices to tall conformably to costs of 
production, under which condition alone. the natural rate may be 
realized, ~. revented by the inevitable increase in mining the stand
ard metal. ut under present conditions the most important cause 
appears· that very elasticity of credit which is universally de
manded as a cure for conjunctural instability) Fmally the explana
tion offered here does nol. have to pqstulate the existence of unused 
resources such as idle pI,ant cap~dty or an industrial reserve ~y of 
labor.' • • 

Imagine that beoause of new inventions or .discoveries or the ap- \\\ 
pearance of entrepreneurs ~king to put through new economic .-.
combinations, the profitableness of capitalistic production is in
creased. Even if they do not lower their rates, banks will be able to 
lend more; and any bank. adopting a more conservative policy than 
others will get so much cash from the clearing process that it is prac
tically constrained to turn its non-ea.rning assets to account. Fur
thermore, the internal draining away of reserVes lags, because the 
first effect of expansion is an advance in prices of producers' goods 
where payments are large and not effectuated by cash.. Since the 
characteristic feature·of "elastic" bank credit is the extension of 
loans to producers and since Iiorrowing has been induced by a rela~ 
tively low interest rate, both "the proximity of funds 'and the direc
tion of their most profitable application combine to raise the prices 
of intermediate capital goods.' These enhanced prices serve to set 
free a certain amount of original means of production - land and 
labor - from less roundabout processes and to insure their employ
ment in the newly injected and additional stages. For a time con
sumption can proceed without reduction since the goc;Kls already in 
process are of a highly specific type and cannot be transferred.' Fi
nally, however, when these goods are "worked out," there comes a 
gap in the dow of consumers' goods, for the new dow from the neVI-

I Pri<u """ p~. pp. 14. ..a- • Well. A,,,IJ. .8, pp. 58, 59. 
• K-.; ... ..,.,,"' ... pp. 102-106- • Pri<u """ PrDdMdiM, pp. 31, 85. 
• KtMj."..,..,., N, pp. 95-J01. • Pri<u """ P,odtIdiDrt, pp. 76-17· 
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and longer processes has not yet reached the market. Had actual 
saving in plac:e of inlIation been responsible for the changed struc
ture of production, there would have been a reserve of oonsumen' 
goods accumulated to bridge this gap. & it is, society has tempor· 
arily to put up with shorteRed oonsumption.1 But BOCiety will not 
indefinitely tolerate the forc;ipg of its upenditure into productive 
channels in greater measure than it desires. It will respond by 
changing the proportion of current upenditure in favor of am
sumption and the prire! of these goods will rise relatively even to 
the advancing prire! of producers' goods if the banb do not more 
than offset the tendency by oontinuing extensions of credit. & 
soon, however, as the pace of inlIation has to be !IOIIIcwhat abated 
by reason of reserve limitations, the greater deuaand for c:onsumer&' 

goods makes itself felt in the more rapid advance of the prices for 
these products'! 

This means a reversal of the process during the boom. The profit 
margin between oonsumers' goods and the producers' goods ~ 
diately preceding them increases, and the spread between more re
mote stages decreases. Non-specific producers' goods are transferred 
to stages closer to the oonsumer; the n\lJllber of productive stages 
shrinks; and specific goods, by reason of the withdrawal of their oom
plemeiJ.t of DOn-speOfic oommodities or services, will decline in price. 
Since the producers' goods nearest the amSlIlner are apt to be the 
most highly speria1i7l'd, they will be the most adversely affected. 
But the transition to shorter processes takes time; production has 
virtually been stopped in the more roundabout methods, and it will 
absorb the available productive factors in the new method only 
gradually as the products progress toward the oonsumel'. Further
more, industrial adaptation enoounters another obstacle in an un
certainty on the part of entrepreneurs as to just what degree of in
direction or capital investment is ju.dj6ed in the new c:in:umstanceL' 

What DOW is the net eoonomic balance after this alternation of 
oYer-#Zfensiou of plant and retJaction? 

TIle situatica 1IUII!d be similar to that of a people of all iIoIated iaIaDd, if. 
aft..- haviDg putiaI!y CXIII!Itruded all ............ macbjnr with wbidI to pouwide 
,thom with aD -=-ities, they foaDd out that they bad erho""'" aD their Ift'
iDp aDd afti!ahle free capital belGIe the __ ebjnrmald tlIDI out ib pn>duct. 
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They would ha.ve DO choice but to abandon temporarily the work on the DeW 

proc:ess and to devote all their labor to producing their daily food without any' 
capital1 . 

In other words, there can be no doubt that forced saving inevitably 
extends the body of capital goods; but just as surely it means that 
this ~ulation is economically misapplied.1 The flow of products 
to the matket from the new indirect processes can persist only so 
long as the market rate of interest remains as much below the natu
ral rate as it did when these new processes were begun, since the new 
degree of indirection depends directly upon this differential. As soon 
as the banks cease to maintain the same proportionall~ of pro
ducers' over consumers' purchasing power, the differential begins tc? 

• disappear. When this occurs the demand for capital must exceed the 
supply, since the new capital instruments continue to demand capital 
as before for rep1a.cement and operating capital purposes, but their 
yield and therefore the amount of saving possible from it must de
dine with the decline of their prices relatively to consumers' goods 
and the less direct instruments of production. Such a shortage of 
capital may just as well spell disaster for some of the old established 
lines of production as fortile newer, since they are all at an equal dis
advantage because of the advance of the natural rate of interest. 
And so a thoroughgoing recasting of the whole productive apparatus 
must ensue, entailing an economic loss corresponding to or even ex
ceeding the forced saving.' 

The only way to "mobilize" all available resources is to refrain 
from artificial stimulants and allow the slow processes of automatic 
adaptation to take their course.c 

What happens, for example, when, without any increast of the 
quantity of money or credit, consumers begin to save a larger por
tion of their income? The change may be represented schematically, 
showing the price structure before and after the new savings rate 
appears.' 

It is assumed that no additionalla.nd or labor are involved in the 
second case over the first, the only difference being the greater time 
during which production proceeds. Total demand for consumers' 
goods changes from $40 to $30, for producers' goods from $So to $gQ. 
The change means an alteration in the ratio of demand for con~ 

1 lbitI., p. 114-
• Ibid., pp. 1»-IJ6. 
• Ibid., pp ...... 4'1; FIp. • IUd J. 
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sumers' goods to demand for producers' goods from J:2 to J :3. This 
requires a lengthening of the productive process, i. e. an increase in 
the number of stages, in the ratio of 2 :3. If $90 is put at the disposal 
of entrepreneurs of producers' goods in the second situation, exactly 
the saved money is invested; but any addition to this sum by way of 
bank loans to entrepreneurs will artificially extend production past 
the required 2:3 increase of investment. 

A detailed inspection of the process, letting fall the foregoing as
sumption of an equal reduction in the prices of producers' goods at 
each stage, will sbow that the price mechanism actually makes the 
requisite adjustment to increased savings. When CODSUJneIS reduce 

ORIGINAL MEANS OF PRODUCTION 

i "- ! 1 8 

5 
.e I 

24 I ~ :. 

I 32 I 
CONSUMERS' 40 GOODS I 

CASEZ 

the portion of their income spent, producers' goods nearest the con
SUJner will feel the depressing effect of the lowered price of their 
produCl more than the elevating effect of the increased expenditure 
upon capital goods in general I This decline in price will cause a 
shifting of funds backward toward the more remote stages of pr0-
duction. There comes a point where the backward sbifting of pro
ductive expenditure accumulates sufficiently to offset the depressing 
dlect upon the price of the products of this stage effected by the 
declining prices of consumers' goods. From this stage backward to 
the most remote stage, the products advance in price under two in-

J 1111mces, the general increase in demand for producers' goods and 
the backward transferal of demand; and the effect is cumulative, 
since at any stage an mbanced price for the product means a stimu
lation to that partimIar stage. The final effect. through the rise of 

J Pria!s.-. p~ __ 
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prices in the most remote stage and a fall in that nearest the con
sumer, is on the one hand an addition of one or more productive 
stages back of what was formerly the ultimate one, and at the same 
time a general reduction all along the line of price margins, corre
sponding to the fall of interest and the increased saving. There has 
been a transfer of non-specific producers' goods backward to ac
complish the profit equalization for all stages and a general increase 
of return to this type of producers' goods, an augmented real income 
because of the eularged capital equipment. Specific producers' 

• 
ORIGINAL MEANS OF PRODUCTION. 
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CASE II: 

goods nearest the consumer will decline in value relatively, and also 
in amounts produced if they are reproducible commodities.' Goods 
of more ultimate character will be produced more abundantly at rela
tively bigher prices.1 

Such a period of readjustment ensuing upon an increase in the 
rate of saving necessarily involves frictional losses, particularly to 
owners of consumers' goods and of specific producers' goods in the 
later stages of production, and unusual gains to otheillit might even 
be thought of as a sort of conjunctural movement~ Ut dilIers from 
the ordinary business cycle in that the boom does not lead by a sort 
of internal necessity to depression~ n, on the other hand, economic 
progress came by the other channel- through technological im-

I Bi4., pp. "-73' 
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provement and an inaeased demand for capital- no BUch quasi
oonjectural movement would be engendered, "since it is impossibll 
to understand why entrepreneurs should calculate upon receiving iI 
the future larger aedits thaD are now required but at an unchange< 
rate of interest." 1 Consequently only such variations in the natura 
rate as emanate from alterations in the rate of savings can indua 
quasi-mnjunctural changes. As we have seen, even these fail tI: 
provoke genuine business cycles but only transitional adjustments 

If the supply of IIIOlIey is kept amstaDt, this efI'ect of every eDeDsioD of pro 
duction will be -n kno .... tb produQ!lS and they will therefore emly cboooe IUd 
employments for the investment of DeW _vinp as remain pmfitable eYeD • 

prices are eqM""Ud to fail But these employments are the 0DIy ....... througl 
which the social advantages of _Ying can be realized without 1oM.' 

It is now easy to draw the practical mnclusion that if money is tI:i 
be neutral, if prices are to decline in accord with the secular fall oj 
real msts of production, its effective volume must be mnstant. An)! 
departure from this policy necrmily distorts the prices of pro
ducers' and ooDSUmers' goods from their equilibrium relationship lUI 

dictated by the natural rate of interest, and so introduces cyclical 
lluctuation.' It remains, therefore, only to define a mnstant effec
tive volume acauately, and to enquire whether a neutral money ill 
socia1Iy desirable. 

Wha:t ought to be kept oonstant is the proportion between the 
total1low of goods and that part which is affected by money, or the 
"coefficient of money transactions.,. To illustrate: increasing or 
decreasing the volume of money and aedit pa.ra1Ie1 with an increaIe 
or decrease ill the sphere of the mooetary economy would merely 
keep purchasing power oonstant wbeu the underlying c:ooditions of 
technology and accumulation require DO change in prices, absolutely 
or reIatively. Similar mmpensatory changes should acwmpany any 
changes in the degree of integration in industry whiell eliminate or 
introduce mooetary transactions. The same is true of variations in 
velocity of circulation. ID any of these cases to bold the absolute 
wlume of money or aedit amstant. wbeu the "clemand" for money 

• IIJiL, p. .n. 
s B • ·C,32., P. Iso. 
• Ba,a: ___ admit the ...-lity_ ...... Iaiuiac the fqIIiIibriaIII rdaIiaa 

_with iD1Iotioa if __ iDjectaiiatoc:iJaolatm ... boda podac:dfE ..... __ 
RUiiptiwesides.,aseacdytoaacd.ib.... ..,'" mraiithetllDC8Ia;bat .. ... 
• policy _ .. uti • .., -' my _ ill copitaI .... ". t ..... ..,.,prt.., 
.. _my ..... _ •• (F "ep,p.'68.) 
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bas increased, would only increase the real value of money stocks and 
result in hoarding, or what Robertson calls "abortive saving." 1 

Is a.neutral monetary system, so described, the proper goal of cen
tral banking poliCY? Hayek's atti~de seems to have undergone 
some chaIige upo9 the question. Earlier writings express the opinion 
that "progress is inseparably linked with those very disturbances 
which today it is desired to eliminate; and therefore the removal of 
these upheavals would not be possible without retarding progress." , 
Consequently banks can only be counselled to moderation, to a 
timely restriction of boom tendencies. But. while the London lec
tures conclude with a similar admonition to banks, the underlying 
reason is different. Instead o~ adhering to his early position, which 
he must have take!! over from Schumpeter, that cycles are the in
struments of material progress, he declares flatly that "an increase of 
production and trade forms DO justification for an expansion of 
credit"; the only reasoD for the tempered advice to banks is that the 
natural or equilibrium rate cannot be ascertained, and even if it 
.could, banks do DOt completely dominate the growth of credit in 
boom times, and cannot therefore be held to a strict accounting.' 
Hayek has therefore emended his answer from "No" to "Yes; but a 
really neutral credit system lies outside the possibilities of present
day control." 

Prefatory to the criticism of Hayek's analysis of the cycle itself, a 
moment's attention should be accorded to his general attitude to
ward the specifically monetary approach. At a later juncture it will 
be argued that the criterion of single difference does not prove the 
purely monetary origin of the whole disturbance.' But what of his 
contention that monetary theories have been the object of merited 
scepticism because they have dealt exclusively with general priCe 
levels? ;In a literal sense no such theory ever existed, If all moDey 
expressions of value moved in absolute accord, no distortion of in
comes or production could exist. Monetary theories have always 
dealt with specific and imequal price changes: the lag of the price 
of labor, the fixity of the "price" of debts, etc. The elaboration 
of Wicksell's position represents therefore not a categorically new 
attack but at most a novel emphasis upon one price, - the interest 

1 Pricu .... P.t1tltuWm. pp. 101-107. 

I w.u. .f.ci. oS. p. 65;,01. also. KOtOjlllMJwllNtJrW. p. no. 
I 'Pricu .... P~ pp. 107-109. 

• Cf. pp. 391"308. below. 
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rate, - with the possible addition of greater stress upon unequal 
commodity price advances. 

From a doctrinal angle Hayek's entire work pivots on one distino-
.ltive thesis, that a constant effective volume of money is the unique 

prerequisite of "intertemporal equih"brium." This idea carries with 
it two corollaries: that if the effective volume of money is held con
stant, added savings, whether from increased frugality or productive 
efficiency, automatically go into actual investment of an ecooomi
cally conect nature; but that if the effective volulDe of money is 
increased, although savings still go completely into actual invest
ment, ultimately all of the saving forced by the process of inflation is 
economically wasted, with the likelihoOd of additional loss of a part 
of voluntary accumulation. It fonows that effective constancy in the 
quantity of money is the only and sufficient criterion of central bank 
policy. Despite the forcefulness of Hayek's case and despite certain 
undeniable contn"butions to the analysis of cycles, none of these ideas 
-from basic principle to the resultiog policy-seems to IDe correct. 

The notion of intertemporal equilibrium, quite aside from the 
unusually felicitous caption, offers an indispensable tool in the de
ductive apparatus with which business cycles can be attacked 
~te as far back as WlCksell, it is true, the idea was clearly expt md 

that the rate of interest means nothing in the total system of equih"b
rium apart from its context of present and future prices. Hayek 
has given new impetus to this line of thought by the very dogmatism 
of his solution. 

Nevertheless, against the fundameutal thesis that a constant eIJeo
tive volume of money alone secures intertempora1 equih"brium three 
major objections must be raised. In the first place a constant dl'ec
tive volume of money, as he defines it, would not produce a decline 
of commodity prices in actual accord with real costs. Secondly, a 
decline of commodity prices in actual accord with real CDBts is not the 

y condition satisfying "perfect competition"; nor does Hayek 
correctly describe the mechanism of price reIctiona to added savings, 
even upon the aSS'nnptions of perfect tumpetition and fixed dl'ective 
quantity of money. Thirdly, equilibrium does not depend BOIdy or 
even mainly upon the sort of perfectly tumpetitive process under 
discussion. Parenthetically let it be remarked in advauce that all of 
these arguments are witllout prejudice to the po1icy of stabilizing the 

I prices of factors of production, the "labor" staiJdard. 
(.) Hayek's definition of "coustant effective vo1ume of money" 
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embraces all such increases in quantity as are required to compen
sate for decreased velocity, for a lessening of the degree of industrial 
integration, or for extension of the sphere of monetary economy. It 
does"Ilot, however, extend to the addition of a "stage" of production 
in the,sense employed by Hayek to represent more indirect or capi
talistic methods. Indeed, it is precisely this constancy with respect 
to the last variable, which secures, according to his representation, 
the transfer of savings to correct amount of investment. Whether 
this is true and what sense may be attached to the "additional 
stage," asilie from lessened integration, will be considered presently. 
But if the quantity of money is not increased to cover the additional 
turnovjlr of an added stage, ilie prices of products must necessarily 
fall for two reasons, the increased volume of consiunets' goods "on 
account of the utilization of the more roundabout methods," and the 
decreased total money value on account of the withdrawal of pay-: 
ment media to care for the added turnover of producers' goods! If 
"real" be taken to mean the value of consumers' goods expressed in 
producers' goods directly, only the first reason represents a decline of 
.. real" costs; the fall in the ratio of value of consumers' goods per 
unit to producers' goods per unit expresses the decline of the interest 
rate in -consequence of the decreased time-preference responsible for 
the new increment to savings. Therefore whatever further decline 
transpires in a monetary economy in consequence of a dellation of 
consumers' goods prices to cover the turnover of an additional 
"stage" in production, exceeds by so much the fall of "real" costs. 
By so much also does the "constant efiecti"" volume of money" de
part from Hayek's own ideal of "neutral money." 

(lIa) Even if aus difficulty be overlooked, a secular decline of 
commodity prices attending increased accumulation or increasea 

. efficiency cannot be proven the requisite to rational behavior on the 
part of entrepreneurs. Let us consider the argument as developed ill 
the WeltuMlschaftlit;/tu Arcmv article, first because Hayek ordi-

• narily refers to it as the flltimate proof of his main theoretical prin
ciple, and secondly because it merely contrasts fa1lillg with stabilized 
prices and so does not involve the complication of paragraph (1) on 
the degree of fall. Beginning with the case of a single article subject 
to pronounced and known seasonal variation of costs, he proceeds to 
a number of important articles and the general price level under 
seasonal variation, then to a sma1l group of commodities with a 
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predictable secular fan of costs, and finally to a large Dumber df im· 
portant commodities under the 'same circumstances. In the lasl 
analysis, Hayek's "proof" comes to a supposed analogy of the 
second with the first case, and of the fourth with the third . 

..-t In the first and third cases, involving known seasonal and seculal 
~ ~ declines in cost for a few goods, the assumption is warranted thai 
~ '"I . :"t ~solute price declines are necessary to secure equalization of return 
~ \Jon invested capital between various points of time. If only. feu 
~' goods are relatively cheaper, the general level of COIl8lllDerll' good! 
. cannot change appreciably,' and 90 the price decline of the few good! 

has to be absolute. From this basis, the logic of which cannot be 
impugned, Hayek proceeds, in the second and fourth cases involving 
a general che8pening of an products in real terms, to speak in terms 
of absolute price changes, merely assuming that relative changetl 
could not maintain equilibrium. 

What Hayek apparently misses is that IS", announced and penist
ing policy with regard to the price level of consumers' goods would, 
upon the assumptions he makes, be appropriately discounted into 
the present and give no grounds for a distortion of resources. Hayek 
himself admits in one passage that if the producer repeatedly went 
through the experience of losses oa:asioned by stabilizing the price 
leveliB the teeth of falling costs, he would "need in his own interest 
to increase his current output through more intensive exploitation of 
the soil" at the outset.· In other words, anticipating the glut in the 
future, he will immediately increase current production enough to 
secure equal returns on investment at an points of time. If the a
tent of the improvement is known in advance, if price level policy is 
known and consistent, if there is DO resistance of prices becaUlle of 
amtrac:ts and tradition, - Hayek apparently ,,""mes as much, -
it would make DO di1ference to • rational rommllnity of entre
preneurs whether prices rose, feD, or remained mostant. Upon the 
same assumptions, rdtslifJe and DOt absolute price changeo are the 
important thing, a fact which Hayek Mnself often reiterates in 
criticizing the older JDODetary theories of cycles. This signalires the 
collapse of the case for a "mostant effective volume of mDDf!Iy," 90 

far as it turns upon Hayek's hypothetical situations involving c:aJ.. 
OJIations of future prices. 

I 
• Uub the IIIOIIdaIy OIIIhority, _ we ami ICaI<idy --. docida to ddlatc 

pri<Is~for_fl"" Ui-' 
• a. p. 342,"'" 
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(9J) But Hayek develops, in the schematic representation pf the 
process by which savings become investment." another type of argu
ment to support the ideal of "constant effective volume." Appar
ently here the case turns not upon entrepreneurs' cal<:Uiations of 
future prioes, but upon the modus opf3andi of·" real" capital exten
sion compared with the requisite readjustments in total money de
voted to production and ronsumption. The argument ma.y be para
phrased as follows. If, because of a stronger disposition or ability ,ttl 
save, the demand for ronsumers' goods relatively to producers' 
goods changes from 1::1 to I: 3, the rorrect extension of stages in pro
duction will be in the ratio of 2:3. But this rorrect extension takes 
place OfIly if the total money expenditures upon produ<;ers' goods in
crease by the same absolute amount as total money eXpenditures on 
ronsumers' goods decrease, i. e. if the "total effective volume of 
money" is ronstant. Any increase by way of loans to producers 
would put the entrepreneurs of producers' goods in possession of 
more purchasing power than savings warrant; the number of stages 
is extended over the allowable 2:3 increase, and this artificial extllQ
sian must rollapse when inflation ceases. 

The argument with the accompanying arithmetical illustration is t...- .. ·f • .;.. 

a veritable mare's-nest. We Confront a dilemma. at the very outset: .... ¥".·w , 
what do magnitudes of the rectangles stant for? By Hayek's own 
interpretation they are money values and not physical magnitudes, 
because the increase of Case IT over Case I does fI{I' involve an in-
crease of land and labor application. This requires that we imagine 
cases like ageing wine, where, if the money value increases, it is 
solely because of more "waiting." Value added by manufacture or 
the physical increase of growing crops would be eHrnjnated. But the 
aging wine interpretation cannot be maintained because the only 
value increment it does involve - that of interest - is not once 
mentioned in the exposition. What Hayek pretty ciea.rly has in mind 
-indeed he bjmself once makes the romparison'-is the "syn-
chronized production" idea of J. B. Cark, in which the total of capi-
tal involved appears as a cross-section of products in all stages of 
fabrimtion on their way to the ronsumer. Such a view fNUSsarily in-
volves a physical increase of intermediate products when production 
is more capitalistic, and probably involves additions of land and 
labor, if the analysis is not restricted solely to instanoes of natural 
fructification. While Hayek may legitimately let the numbers iff the 

I a. p. .MS. above. 
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rectangles and their size refer to money value, the additional num
bers of rectangles must mean more goods. This interpretation helps 
to make -Hayek's argument intelligible. It is still necessary, how
ever, either to restrict the wbole case to working capital, to the How 
of goods in process, or to invent a way, not divulged by the autbor, 
of spreading fixed capital over turnover, by some depreciation fac
tor, for example. 

Making these preparatory adjuStments, let us see if Hayek's con
clusion follows. In the first place, if the proportion of ~""mf, de

~ "I mand for producers' against consumers' goods changes from 1::1 to 
¥',/' I :3, the amount of capital, even restricting it to operating capital, is 

not altered in the proportion of 2: 3 because this entirely neglects 
existing stocks of goods in process. Consequently"o conclusion can 
be drawn as to the relative increase of money-work-to-be-done in-

~ volved by an increment of savings. In the second place, a given in
crement of capital has nothing to do with the number of independent 
productive stages through which the intermediate products pass. 
Here Hayek leaps adroitly from the Oarkian idea of a "stage" to 
the quite unrelated matter of degree of integration, confusing the 
cross-section view with the ftow of goods against money. 1 C0nse
quently, even with a :1:3 increase there would not necessarily, indeed 
quite'improbably, be a corresponding increase of goods turnover and 

, on money work. A third, and to my mind the most disastrous, ob
jection is that the proportion of "effective volume of money" (MY) 
in the producers' eoonomy to that of th;e consumers' economy has 
nothing to do with the proportion of surrent demand for producers' 
and consumers' goods. Hayek would" actually ask us to believe that 
the ratio of saving to consumption of &fII'J'etlI income coincides with 
the mtio of MY (or PI') in the two fields during a given period. 
Even if the disparateness of the two concepts is removed by making 
the former mtio pertain to total savings and consumption between 
the two dates which limit the period for the equations of ncbange in 

{

the two spheres, Hayek's assumption quite neglects those dealings in 
.J . IiIles on, the side of prodw:ers' goods, theentUe Financial CiraJIation 

in Keynes' sense.' YmalIy, aside from this, no certain condlllions 
J.. can be drawn as to the absolute amount of money which a given in-

1 BaJd< _ JaIioe tile ahooInt.e ~ '" .- two Fb m mo, b lie AI
.. " ays that " ....... oar au. 1Ii-" eddjtjc-al capital ..... - edrtitjcweI .... ' 
N...erthda. his __ --me -=-DIy IIImI em .. tdod) Ihis poetnht.e a. 
PricG tal p, i 6rs. P. 46. aDd l!,aw,MIi,. 32, P. LU-

I J. J;L ~ A T,.... .. IL~ (N- York, '930>, r,_ 
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crement of savings will withdraw from the consumption sphere be
cause there is no necessary coincidence of velocities of money in the . 
two fields of productive and consumptive expenditure. 

In addition to .all these difficulties, Hayek has forsaken, in this 
second mode of demonstrating the necessity of a constant effective 
volume of money, that very instrument which in the ~arlier proof 
he supposes to guide production correctly, namely cost of production 
per unit. Nowhere in the analysis do mistaken estimates of the in
crease of savings or of productive efficiency enter. Knowing these 
increases and the price level policy of the credit authority, the entre
preneur has everything at his disposal which Hayek would seem 
bound to require for correct investment. Yet the second type of 
argument requires that the entrepreneur should have the disposition 
and ability to carry throu~h an intricate cals:ulation on the basis of 
the equation of exchange. (.Even upon the over-simplified scheme of, 
Prices aftll ProducWm, the entrepreneur would need to compute the 
deflation of prices of productive factors attending the additional 
turnover in the sphere of intermediate products, and calculate be
sides the still greater fall in the prices of consumers' goods' from the 
joint action of this deflation and the greater volume of current pro
duction.CAdd to these the other variables inhering in the situation 
explained in the preceding paragraph, and the hard-pressed entre
preneur, unless he combined the mathematical wizardry of Einstein 
with a capacity in economic theory equal to Hayek's, would end 
up in Bedlam) 

(3) It is not difficult to believe that, in strict accord with the ~ 
Ia classi "f ,- " ...... postu tes of . cal value theory, the quantity of money is a mat- 1----

.ter of complete indifference in a world of perfect foreknowledge of ../ 
economic events, of perfect competition and rationality, of infinite 
divisibility of factors and complete absence of contractual and tra-
ditional prices. In such a world a "collstant effective'V()lume of 
money" or any other consistent monetary policy would a.lj.ow savings 
to be transformed automatically into investment and permit the 
right degree of capital extension to be secured under technological 
progress. But this world is not real. As the economic mechanism 
actually does operate, frictions, lags, and mass psychology tell the 
tale for monetary policy. It has generally been observed that such 
c:ost items as contractual wages, interest, and rent lag behind com; 
modity price movements. If improvement in technique is taken as 
a datum, stabilizing commodity prices will require an upward re-

• 
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vision of contracts if all of the gain sball not be gi~en the entre-

Ereneur. Hayek has performed a real service by insisting, against 
J the very common assumption,' that even stabilized purchasing 

er over omnnodities _y give windfall profit. But the very 
IJSSflmptionof technological advance under a decline of prices parallel 
to real costs could be challenged. It has been generally observed 
that periods of persistently falling prices engender pessimian and 
hesitancy on the piut of enterprisers. In this case savings come 
slowly into investment, and even then at modest yields. The pJ'OCeSll 
of applying new technique lags. Hence there arises the demand 
that the central monetary authority sball avoid deflation at all costs, 
and perhaps even administer a anall amount of inflation through a 
"gently rising" price level, to avoid stagnation. , 

The net result is tlu}t there is nothing .. automatic" about any 
price level. Hayek's definition of "constant effective volume" of 
money includes enough elasticity to protect prices from meaning! .... 
upward and downward movements arising from contracting or ex
panding the sphere of money economy, from decreased or increased 
magnitudes of the unspent margin, from lessened or extended inte
gration. It prevents the contagion of foreign inflation from infecting 
the domestic economy. But of course a,., intelligent banking policy 
would..JD8intain a "constant effective volume" against these van
ables£.Beyond this point the question still remain!l as to whether the 
more probable impasse is :Keynes' banana plantation suffering stag
nation for want of a little inflationary stimulus, or Hayek'il j~ 
naut machine called into being by forced saving and DOW «Fite use
less because of the disappearance of the interest differential:) Hayek 
does well to direct attention to the dangers attending forced saving,' 
but he does not pr_ it IIrl rily more di.sast.rous in its lin.al effect 
thaD its absence might be. Thel!Olution will va:ry from time to time 
and trom country to oouiltry. It will Dot be di500ftJed through 
reasoning as to perfect competition. y 

• .& c.. A. C Pipa.l=+drial ".drri· ... U .......... 1927), pp. 9I'""9.J. 
• ID bill Iatat _ 8&,* fonasIs II1<II. __ f« _.. ,. 

al ioa:DJg iDdwotJi*:;"_ poll the paint __ pIad wiD be __ ..... ocaJe al 
pdu_f«famftiDalmo. a.MIapitab .. ' -.HW." ... ,..,.36,JIIL ..... ... 
- • Amoapt the.,...... aiIX:oI ",*..-BaJOk'o..t Il00 ... far __ iI 
SaIla", ~ f« ito est '4' C _, ,.. (&. J_. 42, JIlL ~5). Be 
-ginn - ~ pi<tma the_al_ -YiDc- ,...tiatDc by , I 
'_Il00'- taban.-doaaI (JW.,JllL4?->IL) Of ___ ---
theapitalal..- tbcy _ '-_. ' hd,--tbcy _ itil tbcyclid, 
-.zil ....... , . 5 ,oed " 



CHAPTER XX 

OTHER EXl'ONENTS OF CREDIT THEORiEs' , 

ALmOUGH Mises and Hayek are unrivalled in the vigor of their at
tack upon the productiveness of credit expansion, they are only the 
vanguard of theorists ranged against the Schumpeter-Hahn position. 
These writers betray such wide individual differences that it i~ difIi.
cult to order them into any more significant grouping than that 
based upon their commQn scepticism of credit creation. Neve~ 
.l~, an approximate cJ.assification may distinguish three types of 
opinion: that most closely allied to Mises and Hayek, that which de- . 
parts from them in advocating commodity price s~bilization, ana. 
that which is peculiar in rejecting the Wicksellian doctrine of the 
"trailing bank rate." 1 

L Tm:OlUEs RELATED TO THE MISES-HAYEf PosmoN 

It is not surprising that, in addition to Macblup, three other mem
bers of the present group are to be found at Vienna. Dr. Reisch, 
former president of the Austrian National Bank, not only espoused 
tile tesl: of conformity with natural rate for bank rate policy, 
but also actively seconded the protests of more theoretical writers 
against the "infiationism" of Hahn and Schumpeter.1 (Those who 
defend forced saving forget that it may be used, as revealed by 
the growth of installment selling in America, to finance consump
tion. So far as it goes into production, it results in superfluous 
and irrational processes which cannot be completed when infiation 
ends) Just as in any other sort of infiation, the guidance of interest 
is destroyed; the loss is much greater than any imaginable gain 
through forcing abstinence.' 

I The oymme!Iy of this II<heme ia departed from by postponiDg to the _ chap_ 
tho _'" of Macblup, whollec:ycle anaIyaia 10110 ... Hayek closely, but whollepzeoa:upa
lion with IUbjectsaomewhatasidelrom the main theme """",m .. <laoepuateCllJllidel.. 
.Iion. 

• Riclwd Reioch, .. Du J:lOditprobiem ill der Vo1Dwirtschaft," ZoiJtclri/i /fir W; 
N.a-u".",.... 3, pp. 1-". 

I IINl., pp. 1 .. 1$_ 
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[J: This position is also taken by Dr. Richard Strigl, professor at the 
University of Vienna, who believes that credit creation results only 
in "spurious capital." 1 '.Even if bank rate reduction brings into 
utilization previously idle plant capacity, this effect can only be 
tempo~. When laborers drawing income from this 90urce come to 
spend their ~ges, factors of production are necessarily diverted into 
mnsumers' goods, and the operation of the excess plant is again ren
dered unprofitable. t Strigl would therefore directly oppose those 
writers who have discovered in idle plant capacity one of the main 
supports to industrial upswings. 

Another peculiarity lies in his unique emphasis upon the operation 
of interest as a mst and capitalization factor and his depreciation of 
its operation through fIOlume of bank credit. (Price level advances, be 
says, are supposed to result in forced saving through a "oompromis
ing" of certain inoomes) But for every decrease there is a parallel 
increase to someone else. Against the reduced income of creditors 
stands the gain to debtors; against the smaller real wage of the gCTV
ernment employee is to be set the reduced tall: burden; against the 
depreciation of any factor lagging in the price rise, the windfall to 
its users. What Strigl seems to imply is that the artificial transfer 
of real income does not secure its being saved or invested. I 

An artificially low interest rate has the power of deftecting factors 
away from the production of mnsumers' goods into processes which 
are either more indirect than allowed by the equilibrium rate or lea 
effective in a physical-technical sense. It affects working capital in 
mncems newly established by making the ittwesl &on less, and the 
fiud capital already invested by old firms, by cau 9ng an apprecia
tion in the fI4lue of these assets. The oombined effect of these two 
aspects of low interest is to throttle the productiml of mnsumers" 
goods; here lies the essence of forced saving." 

While strigl's mntention regarding idle plant capacity merits later 
amsideration, his peculiar interpretation of forced saving may be dis
posed of immediately. To mntend that capitalization operates ;n. 
to the actual transaction of Im9ness with a greater volume of credit. 
as Keynes appear.; to do, is quite another matter from tracing £orad 
saving to that source. The uniqueness of capitalization lies in its 

I JtM:hud StricI. -Die Pmdnhine _fa' .. ,...". __ L .. oIIitU .. ",. ..... m .. :' 
v ..... 'n. ii, .&,......30 . 

• I6iL, lIP- 20$-206. 
• I6iL, lIP- .g6-0:97· I6iL, lIP- '\13""'950 
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buoyant psychological effect, in the' prospects which a low rate gives 
to the production of producers' goods. Forced saving on the other 
band rests upon meclumical effects, and is made by Keynes quite 
correctly to attend Income In1Iation,l the monetary or quantity-of
aedit phase of interest. Putting the matter in terms of relative com
modity prices after Strigl's system is only the obverse side'of the dis
course in terms of income. The relative rise of the price of producers' 
goods signifies a transfer of resources to that field DIlly because of 
the "compromising" of certain important groups of consumer in
come. Were its incomes perfectly mobile, the consuming public 
would come into as great an increase of purchasing power as the 
entrepreneurial community, and the effective demand for con sum
abIes would prevent any "throttling" of production there. Forced 
saving requires both the upper millstone of mobile commodity prices 
and the nether millstone of relatively :fixed incomes. Strigl is at
tempting to dispense with the latter. 

The translation of the V1eDna philosophy into precise objective 
criteria for monetary policy has been assayed by Dr. Gottfried Ba
berler. Although he does not assign to the monetary factor exclusive 
causality, he adopts virtually the same explanation of cycles as 
Hayek.1 So far as aedit bears on the situation, Haberler has con
sistently held that after the forcing process during booms, people re
turn to "their habitual proportion of saving and spending," and 
that this spells the ruin of newly instituted roundabout processes. 
Furthermore, in agreement with Mises and Hayek, he expects natu
m! and bank rates to coincide only when commodity prices under 
technical progress are allowed to decline reciprocally to the increased 
volume of production. Haherler's Memorandum 10 lhe Gold Delega
lion of 1M Le(lgue of N aUons I puts this idea into terms of practicable 
indices. 

Under the commodity standard, the pria:s of consumers' goods 
would be held constant, technical progress expressing itself by a rise 
in rates of money income; under the labor slantlard, money income 
would be held at a level, technical advance appearing through the fall 
of commodity prices. These rival policies have to be tested:first from 

I J. M. Keynes, A r,.,.,.,. .. JL...., (New York, 1930), I, '99· 
I Gottfried Baberler, "Money and the Busin... Cycle," Bam. F~ 

LIdwor: GoI4 """ JL ~ S1abiI;"";"" (Cbicago, 193')' pp. 43""74-
• Published IS .. Die ItaulbaIt d .. Geld .. and die StabilisioruDs dOl W"utscbaft," 

S .... J /ri. 55, pp. 993-1...". 
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the angle of ethics and conllicting social interests, and secondly from 
the pragmatic angle of securing a rna Dmwn flow of production.' 

Conformably to the usage established by Hayek and Neiseer, two· 
kinds of progress must be distinguished: the extensive sort in which 
improvements go to support a larger population on the old level of in
comes, and the intensive variety, which raises the incomes of the 
existing population. Actually economic progress involves both. So 
far as extensive expansion takes place, the appropriate monetary 
policy is dear: credit should be increased proportionally to the in
crease of product, and in this fashion both commodity and labor 
standards are realized.' . 

The question of justice between social classes arises in connectinn 
with inlensifJtl progress, where the two standards necessarily diverge, 
and where any attempt to carry water on both shoulders by stabiIiz.. 
ing some index without' social significance, such as the prices of 
everything purchased and sold, is completely stultifying. In favor 
of the labor standard it is urged that the debtor can pay the same 

.. nominal debt even though cominodity prices are falling, because m. 
. nominal income bas remained undiminished Humanitarian interest 
demands that the pensioner, the ~entUr, and other recipients of fixed 
money income receive some of the benefits of progress, and this the 
labor standard brings to pass by an automatic dedine of prices with
out any troublesome upward revision of contracts. F'maIly the claim 
of the creditor to share in social betterment rests upon the fact that 
his saving made it possible. On the other hand. one can maintain 
that the commodity standard gives less social friction because Ja,. 
borers take greater delight in rising wages and fixed prices than in 
being able to buy more and more with the same nominaI income. 
Some theorists who believe that higher rates of interest teDd to ac
company technical progress look upon this increase of income as 
sufficent participation in the gains on the part of creditorS, without 
remurse to a labor standard. Others defend the cxmlloodity standard 
because it a'VOids the throttling of enterprise which attends falling 
prices in the minds of the economically active debtor daM. It is said 
in conclusion that creditors and debtors both expect a stabile price I 

level. that this !Il!S!nuption goes into the determination of interest 
rates, and that their calculations should not be be!ied.' 

H the intricate "'DS and anu of the ethical a.rgument indicate the 

I I6iL, pp. ___ -
·/W..pp.l~ 
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impossibility of any decision on such a basis, this result need not be 
particularly disooncerting, because the niceties of the matter are 
overshadowed by the great evil of unemployment, and because lend
ing and borrowing in large measure proceeds between members of 
the economically dominant class.· Hence the incomparably more 
vital problem is non-ethical: to disoover a really neutral money 
which will eliminate all periodic disturbances having their origin in 
monetary policy and avoid all prostitution of the interest rate. 

lfllerlsive progress assumes two modes. Improvements may be in
troduced without increasing the indirectness of production in the 
sense of additional "stages" and additional turnovers of goods 

. against money. If prices d~ under this condition, there should 
be no cause for crises. The burden of debts does not increase, be
cause, though they remain nominally fixed, so do incomes. Between 
this relative deflation and the absolute sort, in which the volume of 
money contracts even though trade remains the same, there exists a 
significant difference: the former su~ects the debtor merely to I. 
mlm assans in that he does not sba.re in the increased flow of prod
ucts, but the latter imposes upon him dam"um _gettS, i. e. a posi
tive loss of property, and this precipitates a series of bankruptcies. 
Under relative deflation the fall of prices is "not unexpected, but 
brought about by improvements consciously carried through, and 
therefore calculated in, and harmless." I CMaintaining commodity 
prices would add to the appropriate economic stimulus of lower costs 
the purely artificial stimulus of ba.nk rate reduction. Inflationary 
credit does serve to break down frictional resistances such as the in· 
dolence of entrepreneurs and the recalcitrancy of labor when wages. 
fail to increase periodically) "Nevertheless," says Haberler, "I still 
incline . • . to lay more weight upon the inflationary dangers of such 
a schematic stabilization of commodity prices than upon the in
creased social resistances [which it avoids].'" 

If intensive progress assumes the form of lengthening the indirect
ness of production with an attending insertion of turnovers against 

1 16i4., pp. "006-1007. 
• t 'bM., pp. Ion-lOll . 

• Gottfried Baberler. "Die ltndittheorie dOl' Cambridger SchuIe," An_ 60, 
p. .S9; d. also his review of Balm. A .... s6. p. 8.a. 

'Se'" J/ri. SS. p. 101+ But Haberler'. critic:iamof Robertson'. "PoIicyd" Deg
IocIa the latta'. DDt lIIU'08l_ticm that incnuod "heat psymonb for imD would 
incnue the productive eftort --'ed by inm ptodu ...... so that an imD output of 1 ... 
doea ... withdlaw!acton from "hOlt. a. B......., P.u., _,. PriDe Lcool QAMon, 
'906). p. ... and Ar .... 62. pp. 155-059· • • 
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money for each new step, less of the total monetary circulation is left 
for remuneratiog factors, and so money wages decline absolutely. 
This condition cannot be tolerated, especially as it signifies at the 
same time a rise in the proportion of social income going to I'enlier,. 
To correct this undesirable tendency Haberler would again apply the 
labor standard, which in this case calls for an incl'eose in credit suffi
cient to maintain constant money incomes.! 

Although an index of income for productive factors is not really 
attainable, a sufficiently close approximation can be got from c0m

modity prices. Non-labor incomes cannot be statistically appre
hended. Furthermore, wages indices in their present form pertain 
only to unskilled labor; they fail to exclude the effect of trade union 
restriction of output, or the effect upon wages of changes in intensity 
of foreign demand for the country's exports. For these reasons a 
commodity index must be employecL Monetary influences upon the 
price level and extensive progress do not cause a commodity index to 
depart from the labor standard. In case of intensive progress, any 
divergence may be preventeJ, as Hawtrey suggests,' simply by 
omitting those commodities known to be undergoing marked tech
nical improvement. Cost-of-living commodity indices are not suit
able for purposes of the labor standard inasmuch as they depend too 
much upon which social dass is selected for the budget and what the 
the index maker decides upon as suitable items. Furthermore, abort 
period changes in direction and quality of consumption subtract 
from the significance of a cost-of-living index; it is insu1Iiciently sen
sitive to price lluctuations generally; and its application is restricted 

• to a particular country. A wholesale commodity price index, on the 
other hand, based upon Hawtrey's procedure, obviates these di1Ii
culties and gives a practical aiterion for stabilizing incomes of pr0-
ductive factors.' • 

Comparable to the foregoing writers in their pessimistic prognosis 
of bank credit "p'lDsioI1 is Hans Neisser. The trend of his convic
tions appears in a chapter in The EzchtmgHllllw t1j J[ tmey treating 
~ "inwstmmt credits."· "Pure" investment credits go into p1ant 
when ecooomic factors are fully employed; "lIIIppIementary" in- , 

• Sc.J.. JIri. 55. JIP •• ."....ms-
• It. G. Hawbey, "Moaq _1DoIe. Numbas, N JqJriDtod _1IIe J--' ","" 

1lI7I'l sr-.rsI ~ ia T. A" "' c-.J B--, 0_ 193.J}, pp. JOJ-lS'; , 
cf. apociaIIy pp.~ .. 
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restment credits go into the utilization of idle labor and plant capa
:ity. What is the probability in each case that the new bank credit 
rill lead to an increase in social product sufficient to prevent a gen
:ra1 advance of prices? 

Take first an extreme case: entrepreneurs share equally in the new 
.nvestment credits, there are no technical improvements, no new 
;avings, no unemployed factors. These assumptions preclude any 
.essening of the proportion of resources devoted to consumers' goods 
md any addition to productive apparatus; prices rise parallel to 
~olume of credit. Robertson'bas sought to qualify this conclusion 
Oecause of "induced la.cking," the rebuilding of unspent margins de
~reciated by the.iilflation.1 But he forgets that both consumers' and 
~roducers' operating funds are automatically' increased with the 
Imgmented money incomes, and that only pure contingent reserves 
have to be replenished through saving." Not only is it true that real 
reserves form a relatively small portion of unspent margins, but also 
that producers feel the same necessity as consumers to increase their 
money holdings, and so there is no reason for a distortion of purchas
ing power away from consumers' goods. A small modification lies in 
reserve reductions by those entrepreneurs who can relie upon quick 
loans from the banks, now that credit is "easier." 

Introducing a rentW class into the assumptions does indeed admit 
forced saving and some increase of capital equipment. Credit trans
ferred to entrepreneurs would on the one hand certainly exceed the 
increase of social capital, because rentWs would reduce the absolute 
amount of their voluntary savings and also their cash reserves, thus 
partly offsetting the la.cking imposed upon other persons. But there, 
would be some increase of social capital above what it would have 
been with purely voluntary saving, because in the first place some 
rentWs probably were not in the habit of saving anything, and 
secondly because even those who reduce the absolute amount of vol
untary saving do not reduce it as much as the quantity taken from 
them by the forcing process, as Pigou bas proven upon the basis of 
the marginal utility analysis.-

Alternatively we may abstract from induced lacking and forced 
saving by rentWs, and postulate that technical improvements of 
such sort exist as to lead entrepreneurs to invest all the new credit in 

1 l/M., p. 127; d. BanJmoc Polk" p. 49. 
• For Neiaoer'. twofold division oIl11lSpODt 1IIIU'giDs, d. pp. 170-171, above. 
• T_ • ...", p. 129; A. C. Pigou, 1114wfri41 FIudNtJIimu (London, 1907), p. 133. 
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fixed capital equipment. Prices for producers' goods will rise and 
divert factors into this channel until the rise of demand for con
sumers' goods eDlanating from the wage increases puts an end to the 
process, at which time the technical improvement will have been 
fully exploited.' 

FmalIy, we may take Schumpeter's case of bank loans to a 8D1alI 
number of especially gifted entrepreneurs. Social productivity will 
rise; but the,same result, though at a slower rate, would have been 
attained through competitive elimination of less capable entre
preneurs, had there been no new credit.' 

In these cases does there exist any guarantee that the increase of 
production will be enough to prevent prices from rising? It is, in the 
first place, by no means certain that the addition would even equal 
the absolute amount of newly aeated purchasing power, since in
terest and amortization have first to be met by the sale of products, 
and that is by no means assured,' But as Robertson bas shown, 
money bas an effect upon prices equal to its absolute magnitude 
raised mathematically to some higher power by its velocity.' Ouly 
in the quite inJprobable event that the new product amounted to 
this augmented sum would price inflation be avoided. 

SuppIementary credit, employed to nti1ize idle capital and labor, 
bas a greater chance of avoiding inllationary effects because the en
tire amount goes into the stream of amsumable product; but the 
funds still possess an augmented effectiveness through velocity.' 
Under supplementary credit belongs also the use of funds to bid up 
nominal wages. The effectiveness of this Plocess upon productioo 
depends upon the laborers' not realizing the purely nominal char
acter of the rise in wages, and also upon their not electing Ieisure 
rather than more hours of work. 

On the whole Neisser's oondusions are moderate and plausible, 
but his aiticism of Robertson seems to rest upon a misapprehension. 
Far from presenting "induced lading" as a prooess by which the 
eDsting proportion of capital goods and consumers' goods is modi
fied in favor of the former, Robertson takes it as a case of "abortive 
lacking" or "hoarding," "an increase in the real value of the pub
Jic's money stocks.'" Ouly by further loaDs to prodw:rrs can the 
banking system offsd this effect and transform the unutilized pur-

I DiL, pp.. 129'"'"'131- t IIIitl.. p.. 133-
• IbM.., pp. '31-'3$- • JH./tiac PMU7> pp. 51"5'); 68-7e. 
• 1II&,p. '37· • B...., PMk7. pp..5. 53-
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chasing power to actually "applied lacking." 1 This disposes of 
Neisser's objection even if Robertson imagined that only consumers 
are.subject to induced lacking, though there is no evidence that he 
did so. But it may be, as Neisser suggests, that Robertson over
estimated the magnitude of induced lacking through a failure to 
rea1ize that the portion of unspent margins required for working 
capital automatically increases with money receipts.-

Keynes also objects to induced lacking,' though in doing so he dis
owns a fatherhood ascribed to him by Robertson,' and comes under 
suspicion of moral delinquency. B tmi sail qui mol y pense. At any 
rate Keynes objects that the amount of saving (or better hoarding) 
resulting from induced lacking is very small. Whereas automatic 
lacking,' he says, arises in case of Commodity In1Iation with "reduc
tion in the purchasing power of current money incomes," induced 
lacking attaches only to. Income In1Iation. In this Keynes is cer
tainly right. If the laborer's reserve is depreciated, so are the dollars 
of his income; and there would be no reason for expecting him to 
return to his old reserve in absolute terms of real value when that 
would mean now a higher fraction of his real and money income. 
Only in case Income In1Iation reimbursed him for the Commodity 
In1Iation would he undertake to restore the old reserve in ab
solute terms. But to the degree to which the lag of incomes dis
appears, automatic lacking does also. It is furthermore true that 
whereas automatic lacking places the' proceeds of forced saving 
directly in the hands of the investing class, induced lacking repre
sents only a possibility of doing so, by virtue of the fact that building 
up of laborers' margins allows the banking system to ca.ny through, 
with given legal bank-reserve prescriptions, more Commodity In,. 
f1ation, and thus to cause more automatic lacking.' But Robertson 

• Ho .. _t tIUs credit creation will have to be under various bypotheses fonns the 
IUbject of the Awmdiz ... chap. v, ibiL, pp. 6c>-7o-

. • Robertson does stale that IOCdpts incnue as fast as ezpenditwa, but be does not 
apply tIUs fact to inducec\ 1ackiDg. lbi4., p. 73. 

• Tr«llin, I, 299"'"300. 
• B .... ;., PtJ&y, pp. 49-50, note. 
• K.eynes actually _ya "imposed 1ackiDg," but this is aD error, as his own earlier 

usage of the word shows. a. TRGIi.re, I, 17S. Robertson contrasts "induced IJ with 
"-." \acting, caIIiDg thecombiDation 01 both together"imposed 1ac:kiDg." Cf. 
B..m, Pol;", pp. ~49· 

• Keyn .. mak .. an argum ... t somewhat simi\ar to this, but his ascribiDg awi1able 
............ induCIO \acting only .... hat tIUs ....,)ts from gmuine saYing" is not UJICieo. 
aluldable, IinCIO the very notion of inducec\ 1ackiDg is IOftign ... "gmuine saYing." q. 
T-ut,r,3_ 
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himself appears not to lay great stress on the importance of induced 
lacking. In all events Keynes and Neisser correctly give the chief 
emphasis to the lag of money earnings. 

In addition to Neisser, Haberler, Strigl, and Reisch, the present 
group of writers includes also Professor Budge of the University of 
Frankfurt, who comes to the conclusion that the explanation of 
cycles must be based upon monetary phenomena.1 The cause of the 
tum from g<l9d to bad times must be incorrect pricing; and for the 
whole econoJuc order to be permeated with error, the fault must lie 
with a factor of production. Experience shows that neither wagee 
nor rent are subject to persistent one-sided distortion, because they 
are competitively determined. But lending is subject to the m0nopo

listic dictates of the central. bank; within the limits imposed by gold 
redemption, this authority may give the banking community the 
opportunity to increase its profits by a lowering of interest chargee.' 

Low bank rate artificially lengthens the productive period, the 
vertical application of capital, past the point indicated by aisting 
demand for and supply of labor. A relative overproduction of pro
ducers' goods ensues, drawing upon the \abor reserve of agriculture • 
and upon the unexploited time of women, children, household per
sonnel, and the lower orders of state employees. From the increase of 
bank ~t the enSiling price advance occasions an outflow of gold, 
on the one hand, and necessitates \arger bollowings by ent:repreneuD 
on the other. Banks respond only tardily in raising their discount 
rates to the "economically justified interest rate," and meaowhile 
the dislocation of expenditure toward capital goods continues. For a 
time prices of intermediate goods rise faster than finished products; 
but eventually a relative reduction in the real wage fund (the hori
zontal application of capital), set against growing population, en
genders a downward movement on the markets for intermediate 
products.' Restriction of \abor time in producers' goods industries 
follows and the glut is at hand. In the money markets the shrinkage 
of the subsistence fund and of entrepreneurial profits produces a 
shortage of Huid funds, a shaJp advance in discount charges, and a 
mIIapse upon the bourse; and finally, as the joint result of redllced 
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bank lending and private repayment of debts, commodity price 
levels fall. It is the more or less· arbitrary power of ceritral banks 
oveu interest rates on short term loans which breaks through the 
principle of competitive adjustment and induces conjunctural 
variations.1 

n. TEEolUES FAVOIUNG COMMODITY l'luCE STABILIZATION 
... 

In view of the zeal with which Mises, Hayek, and others in their 
following have IniUntained the proposition that only with secularly 
declining commodity prices under technical progress can the coinci
dence of bank and natural rates be obtained, it is singular that there 

. exists in Germany no outstanding spokesman of the idea held by 
Wicksell that etm;tant prices secure equilibrium. Even with Ropke 
and Lampe, who are taken in the present section as illustrative of 
the WickseJlian position, the doctrine supplies a merely incidental 
feature of their work. 

Ropke's successive publications parallel in a striking fashion the 
change in German literature upon business cycles from its earlier 
descriptive and eclectic character to its recent emphasis upon savings 
and investment, particularly as these are affected by bank credit. 
His original work, The Business Cycle" has been received as a classi
cal exposition of the former or ~piethoff type of analysis. Causes of 
conjunctural disturbance appear under two main heads, objective 
and psychological,' the former set comprising "extra-economic" 
factors, both natural and social, and the "economic" factor of in

:equality in saving and investment. Under the psychological cause 
belong such phenomena as stock exchange booms. Natural causes 
embrace harvest variation, etc. j and the "social extra-economic" 
components are wars, foreign economic developments, changes in 
bank discount policy, filOpulation growth, and technological progress. 

Later treatments, however, dwell chiefl.y upon credit policy and 
the rate of capital formation. In "Kredit und Konjunktur," C 

Ropke does indeed interpret monetary explanations as referring finly 
to general price movements, and upon this basis objects in a much
quoted passage, that "even if one were to clap down upon the capi-

• Ibid., p. "4-
I W'Uhe1m ROpke, DiI x ... j....."" U ..... 19")' 
• Ibid., th. Iv. 
• J",6.jtk N. 6' S. 126, PP· • .g-08s· 
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ta1istic eoonomic process the cheese-bell of a stabile price level, the 
other factors making for cyclical movements would not be ex
cluded." 1 Ropke assumes constancy of prices to be evidence that 
money is not altering the interest rate from its natural level. But a 
bank rate below natural opens up a veritable Pandora's box of ills. In 
the first place, the motive to save is lessened and the demand for 
consumers' goods stimulated; the very cheapening of carrying costs 
prompts speculators to carry commodity stocks rather than market 
them in an orderly fashion; and besides, the capitalized value of 
fixed instruments mounts along with an increased use of productive 
processes of longer duration.' Ultimately the banking system will 
not be able to avoid higher interest charges, not only because there 
has been no marked increase in saving during the boom, but also be
cause the inflation has depreciated the purchasing power of interest 
income. To postpone the crisis serves onlY"to make the inevitable 
collapse more severe. Banks must be forced by central authority to 
take timely measures in the upswing against excessive expansion, 
but not so severely as to jeopardize "the organic growth of credit 
into the volume of goods.'" Rather more origina1 and vigorous ia 
Rope's Theory Df Capilal FlIfflUJIitm.' Every increase in capital 
formation which outstrips the tempo of economic development 
c:auses an upheaval; the analysis of such changes bids fair eventually 
"to resolve the riddle of cyclical fiuctuations.'" lIn a monetary 
economy capital additions originate either with or'ainary private 
savings, with reinvestments by entrepreneurs, with government 
commitments, or with forced savings) Currently the notion seems 
to be favored that the second and fourth of these sources may be 
counted upon to make industry independent of the capricious virtue 
of private saving. The danger of self-financing, however, lies in en
trepreneurs' allowing pride in their ventures to override common 
sc!nse; the margina1 productivity of reinvested earnings may easily 
be pushed below the market rate, with corresponding socia1 Joss.' 
As for forced savings, they represent at best "a temporary expedient 
of the most suspicious sort, linked with grave socia1 and economic 
drawbacks.'" Pigou demonstrates satiafactorily from a purely de
ductive angle that the quantity of saving forced out by rising prices 
more than compensates for the reduction in voluntary accumulation; 

·1 .... p.>82. 
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but this does not mean that the resulting capital may not be alto
gether misapplied.' When it comes to the matter of capital forma
tion through taxation, people commonly forget that this trenches to 
a greater extent upon private savings than upon private consump
tion. Furthermore it lies within the power of the state to ignore in
terest costs, the one indispensable index wbich we possess as to the 
permissible degree for burdening the present in favor of the future.' 

Adolf Lampe, Privatdozent at Munich, devotes.bis attention 
chietly to the phenomenon of saving and its connection with busi
ness cycles. He insists upon the paramount significance of the 
monetary setting, and, like other writers under review in the present 
chapter, differs categorically from the Schumpeter wing in bis con
viction that a period of credit inflation concludes with no net in
crease in social income. In general bis argument seems tofavor price 
stabilization. Unfortunately Lampe suffers from an expository style 
ranging from opaque to translucent. It never becomes sufficiently 
transparent to reveal whether the savings factor is 1M cause or only 
one amidst a plurality, and, if the latter, whether variations in ac
cumulation or in quantity of credit creation play the more important 
r6le. 

According to bis treatise on saving and investment,' economic dis
turbances from changes in the rate of saving inhere in the very na
ture of monetary economy. Ideally, every increment to population 
should be accompanied by a simultaneous increase of producers' 
goods capable of an output appropriate to the wants of the new 
consumers. But a society based upon specialized production and 
monetary exchange will, if we neglect speculation for the time being, 
provide only enough producers' and consumers' goods to care for ex
isting population. Whatever addition to capital may arise through 
increased social production and saving I!ofter the new laborers have 
begun to operate, comes /Do laIe. Stated otherwise, the price mecha-

I lbi4., pp. '$'".6 . 
• lbi4., pp ••• -... Anothe< theory .hich lays cyclical variation at the door of the 

_viDg p_ ~ ill HoDs MarzeI!'I_ograph Dos K.IiI<Jl~;' LidA 
~ .. KrriI/-f •• W"PI- _Gdda (Jeoa,'927). But MarzeI! is distinctive in bold
ing that the dilIiculty is too much _viDg in Floral, or oltma&tively, too little purcha&. 
ing-power ill the bands of _som..... Although h. nowhere mentions Foster IUId 
Catchingo, he give • Wtual reprodurtion of their idea that crises foUo •• obort-cir
culling of huyins power, 110 that COIlSUlllOnl' inallll" no Jonsu IIIIlIice to clear the 
-meL 

• AdoIlLampe,Z.., r ..... _ S".,, _ _ • KretliIdilI/_ Geoa, '926). 
pp.6.-65. 
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nism makes no advance capital provision for additions to population; 
consequently the ideal technical proportion between ezisting plant 
and labor has to be departed from, first when the additional dose of 
labor is absorbed, and again after this recasting of capital, when the 
new savings begin to flow upon the market. A second obstacle to 
correct adjustment comes from the incapacity of the price mecha
nism to call forth in advance precisely those types of plant which shall 
satisfy specific demands once the additional population begins to 
earn and save. "The contentinn that on principle the effect of saving 
is annihilated by frictions attending it is as much justified as the 
opposite pronouncement that saving and economic expansion run 
parallel." 1 

It would be wrong to attribute these difficulties to free competition 
and to inlagine that authoritarian regulation could obviate then1. 
Even if a central authority could predict population growth, frk:
tionalloss would attend the recasting of productive apparatus when, 
in the period antecedent to the increment to population, factors of 
production were turned into providing larger plant capacity. In 
addition the sociaIist authority would need to know the channels of 
demand on the part of the new laborers, their rate of saving, and the 
repercussions of their savings and consumption upon those of the 
existing population.' 

What is the appropriate action for the monetary authority in a 
competitive regime in view of the dislocations which attach to in
creases in social accumulation? Depa.Ring from his usual implica
tion that commodity price stabilization affords the criterion,' 
Lampe seems to make the behavior of stocks of reserve goodI the 
crucial matter. Credit inflation results in a relative overproduction 
of capital instruments and an undersupplyof consumers' goodI "in 
the broad sense of the term, a decimating of the stocks of enterprizes, 
a lessening of the reserve or equilibrating fund in the economic 
order.'" The Iin1its of legitimate Cftdit extension are given, there
fore, in the normal IeveI of this fund. At a given moment Cftdit eI
tension must be governed by three considerations: the absolute 
magnitude of reserve stocks, "the rate at which withdrawal follows 
input into social product," and "the economic poSllibiLity of quiddy , 
restoring tu social product whatever is withdrawn or its equivalent. '. 

I IbM.., P. TI; d. 0100 pp. 1iJ-{is. 
• IbM.., pp. 68, 76. 110. 

• IbM.., pp. US-12I9· 

• IbM.., pp. 7&110. 
'lbi4.,p. 124-
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In a mncluding section 1.a.mpe inquires into factors which miti
gate the severity of disruptions caused by increased saving. (1) 
The central bank may be able to form a judgment as to the capital 
necessary to caIry through new investments until the ventures are 
articulated into the productive process, and upon this basis regulate 
the available present supply of loan funds. (2) Business enterprizers 
do not mmmonly count upon the indefinite persistence of low in
terest rates produced by a wave of abstinence. They enter into only 
the relatively most promising projects which will not be jeopardir.ed 
by the subsequent rise of interest when population increases. (3) In
creased saving does not invariably produce a larger population. To 
the degree that population growth lags behind accumulation, real 
incomes advance and the initial fall of interest may be made per
manent by a sustained rate of saving. (4) The losses arising from a 
reduction in saving may be partly avoided by an in1l.ux of foreign 
capital and by the selective effect of a capital shortage upon the 
grades of entrepreneurial ability. (5) The existence of stockS of 
goods serves as a buffer against sharp rises in commodity prices 
when saving diverts effort into captial goods. (6) Increasing the 
volume of aedit to stabilize purchasing power eases the transition 
to more capitalistic production. 1 

The ranks of the commodity price stabilizers include also Edmund 
Herzfelder. In his recently published work on credit management,· 
he evolves a "dyuamic price law" as the basis of the theoryof manip
ulated standards. H historical observations can supply the function 
by which the "efficiency of money" increases and the function of the 
")1eed for money," it is possible, he believes, to calculate a "produc
tion-potential" showing precisely how much money will be needed 
to maintain constant prices.' Herzfelder's assumption of "money 
need" as a datum and his adherence to the old banking school phi
losophy of credit C houses strangely with the idea of controlled 
credit. The book is apparently too fantastic to evoke criticism 
from economists who could master its complicated algebraic 
notations. 

• niL, lIP- 161-176- • Jr,., .. 01 .u. (BediD, 1\130). 

• n&, lIP- a6. ~ 9S. 99. t6s· • 16;4.. p. 300 
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m. THEoRIES ()PPOSED TO THE "1'LuLING BANK 

RATE" DOCTIUNl!: 

The existence of theories not based upon Wicksell's doctrine 01 
interest differentials has significance in the present oonnectio[ 
merely as the exception proving the rule. Neither in the case 01 
Stucken nor Eucken is there offered a satisfactory defense of tlW 
exceptional attitude • 

.J Professor Eucken voices the opinion 1 that historical evidena 
shows conclusively that abnormaIly low interest rates can persist fOI 
years without inducing reoovery. Statistics likewise fail to reveal tht 
existence of either accumulated stocks of oommodities or unel[' 
ploited saVings in monetary form as possible resources for increasecl 
eoonomic activity. Current savings offer DO solution, since th~ 
greater portion of the annual increment - King's calculation for tht 
United States puts the fraction at two-thirds-proceeds from entre
preneurial profits, which are unusually low before the onset of reo 
vival.' What actually acoounts for the upward tum • is the increasecl 
velocity and quantity of bank deposits, the ensuing rise of oommod· 
ity prices, and the forced reduction of oonsumption by the fixed· 
salary and renlier groups. Against this thesis it has been protested 
that since banks provide only short term credit, they oould not sup
port a real investment boom.' But the practice of banks in lending 
to investors on oollateral and the practice of corporations in bonow
ing from oommercial banks for capital purposes pending the llotation 
of security issues oombine to deprive this objection of its force. The 
monetary explanation has been held to be invalidated by boom 
periods attended by falling or constant CIOIIIDIOdity prices, such &I 

England experienced after 1882 and America after 1925. Both 
cases were in fact marked by an increase in the volume of trade 
which arose from favorable harvests and the progttliOl of rationaliza
tion, and which exceeded the quantity of newly created credit. But 
forced saving necessarily resulted from the aeation of purcbaang 
power in that oonmvvlity prices dedjned les& than they would have 
in its absence.' 

I Walt<r Eudm, "Itmdit aad ItaDjauktur," v ....... 175. PI'-:rlI7'3<JS. 
·11M..pp.~ • 
• EIKkm'. ... -. w. .. tile gil: .. , w..., of ftIodtr II .. fortIa ;. 

KriIiot:k _ ... _ .. _ "....v ... Gdtl,,- 0-. 1\12», PI'- p, 5l-
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SimiIarly in depressions, the monetary factor must be relied upon 
ultimately to aCcount for the most striking phenomena. The incep
tion of depression, characterized by high interest rates and a scarcity 
of capital, can be explained neither by an exhausting of stocks nor by 
a reduction of current savings, since the entrepreneurs, who reap a 
rich harvest of conjuncturaJ gains, count more heavily in the balance 
than the receivers of fixed income, who presumably reduce their 
voluntary saving. The real limitation is imposed by bank reserves. 
The faIl of interest rates in advanced stages of depression has nothing 
to do with volume of saving but proceeds from risk. The industriaI 
borrower prefers to liquidate his obligations with the bank rather 
than continue utilizing the funds; and the bank prefers to restrict it$ 
loans rather than attempt to cover the risk on an equal volume by a 
risk premium. This explains the anomaly of faIling rates attending a 
diminution of loans.' 

With Eucken is to be linked Professor Rudolf Stucken. of the Uni
versity of Eriangen. The resemblance rests not only upon Stuc:ken's 
rejection of the WickseIIian "trailing bank rate" doctrine • but upon 
his emphasis upon the factor of velocity of circulation, I Although 
Stucken has been especially noticed for his coqeiation of rising and 
faIling velocities with booms and depressiop.s, this particular factor 
forms only a part of an analysis which partakes more of the nature Qf 
comprehensive description of numerous copjunctural phemomena 
than distinctive theory.' • . 

The writers examined in this chapter represent a variety of 
opinion. In general they are more closely allied to Spieth off , Mises, 
and Hayek than to Schumpeterand Hahn. Beside the issues involved 
in this contrast, they raise two questions.pf basic import to the doc
trine of "trailing bank rate." Does bank rate operate in cyclical 
movements chiefly asacost, or as the capitalization factor, or as the 
determiner of quantity of credit? If it is the last, does bank rate con
stitute the exclusive regulator of credit, or are there not other deter
miners of equal importance? Opinion upon these problems will be 
reviewed later. 

The contention of Ropke and Lampe that variations in the rate of 
saving are themselves capable of engendering cycles does not have 

I lbi4., pp. 3 ..... 305. 
t "Wtiteno deutsc:he KonjuntturJilenltur," Z,.,lI.jik d., ... SIGoIr. 87, p. 557. 
• I .... rr.-;. tlu K~scIIuHmku.., ... 0_, 1926). pp. 47-48. 
• Dr. Stuc:k ... ·.latat woIk, Die K ... jMM/tIr ... ioo W;"',,,,,,,,1ebn 0 ...... 1!JJ2). WI-

fortunatel¥ ........ into lIl7lw>do too late to be reviewed in this chapter. 
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much force. Additions made annually to the social fund of capital, 
as Professor Knight I explains, represent a small fraction of the total. 
The case is not unlike that of a highly durable commodity such as 
gold j even fairly 1arge variations in the rate of accumulation, as an 
annual increment, oould produce relatively insignificant changes in 
total supply of capital and rates of interest. 

Putting the matter in terms of mistaken estimoles of saving does 
not change the answer. In a society where saving and the oonstruc
tion of capital goods fall into the hands of entirely separate per!OIIlI, 

it is argued, there is little wonder that additions to demand for these 
goods should not be paralleled by additions to supply. Admittedly 
all production goes forward on the basis of estimate, and these esti
mates may err. But to what does the estimate in this case pertainr 
If to rate of sawng, then upon the argument of the preceding para
graph, there should be little cause for wrong judgments. Even if 
"rate of saving" include forced saving the argument still holds. 
Natural rate of interest varies but little on acrount of the annual 
capital increment, and the annual capital increment in tum can be 
affected by forced saving only within limits. Bank rate varies con
siderably, partly no doUbt from changes in the current flow of vol
untary money savings, ·but chiefly from grounds of bank policy. 
When that policy is inflationary it would be an inversiou to envisage 
the relatively too low ~te as the result of forced saving. Conse
quently even a broad ;nterpretation of saving does not support the 
view that cycles rest upon mistaken estimates of the volume of sap.. 

iIIg. The errors of judgment so far as they are not merely general 
waves of optimism and pessimism, and 80 far as they do not pertain 
simply to specific lines of production - both facts of prime im
portance - are the product of the diverging rates of Mterest. '" rise 
of natural rate depends upon advancing demand, for esample, from 
technological m..p10i'eJiidltj a Jagging bank rate, upon bank policy 

J
or mere routine. This divergence produces errors which may aug
IIIeIlt or cause a period of unnatural prosperityj the converse diver
gence, recession and depl ion Saving itself is not a prime mover. 

I F. H. IaiPt. -PI L Y ...... .r.-Theoq: A C- ill Paiat," J. P. B. .. 
pp."",,-,d-2JG. 



CHAPTER XXI 

QUALITY OF CREDIT AND THE BUSINESS CYCLE 

AsIDE from problems relative to the quantitative variations of pur
chasing power, current theoretical enquiry in Germany has revealed 
important controversial issues pertaining to the quality of credit. 
Does bank lending for security speculation constitute a peculiar 
hazlmi in the prosperity phase of cycles? Can banks maintain liquid
it yin assets by lending only for working aapital purposes? Can the 

: national economic structure be peculiarly jeopardized by a boom 
financed from abroad? The present chapter reviews the opinion 
being currently expressed upon these questions. 

I. STOCX EXCHANGE CuDIT, INDUSTRIAL C1lEDIT, AND 

BANK LIQUIDITY 

These subjects are the center of attentioll in the suggestive work 
on BlWsenk,edit, lndustriek,edit, und Kapitalbildung 1 by Dr. Fritz 
Macblup, Viennese business man and follower of Hayek. Since the 
stock ex~ge does not absorb capital literlfiI.,Y in the sense of capi
tal goods, Macblup proposes to enquire what becomes of the capital '. 
disposition in the form of savings, replacement funds, and new bank 
credit, which flow into that market. Suppose these funds come into 
the bands of a speculator purchasing new securities: what is their 
destination? The entrepreneur who sold shares may employ the 
funds (1) to refund another obligation, (2) to hold for later use, (3) 
to purchase an already produced capital good, or (4) to extend plant. 
If the speculator purchases old securities, the seller may use the pro
ceeds (5) to retire another obligation, (6) to lend out, (7) to purchase 
productive goods, (8) to produce instruments, or (9) to consume. In 
cases (1) and (5) (the repayment of a loan), in (2) and (6) (the exten
sion of credit) and in (J) and (7) (the taking-over of already pro
duced real capital), capital disposition is unabsorbed or "unbound" 
for its ultimate receiver; in cases (4) and (8), the capital disposition is 
. bound by real capital formation; and in case (9) it goes into con-

I Vienna, 1931• 
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sumption. In no case is there any utlprodtM;1i1Je binding or absorp
tion of capitaJ.1 

The answer is affected neither by appreciation nor by Iosees upon 
share values. In the former case the surplus goes into the hands oj 
the seller as free or unbound capital disposition; if be expends 
the funds consumptively capital is dissipated, but no more 10 than 
if the appreciation of anything outside the stock market bad been 
squandered." 

Losses may arise from six sets of circumstances. If they occur be
cause of damage or destruction of the real capital of the business, the 
dec1ining stock quotation simply registers a real social loss. La., oj 
profitability in one undertaking, on the other hand, signifies no social 
loss but rather a gain accn\ing from progressive firms displacing OUt
moded units. If the lower value rests upon a running down of the 
capital equipment, it measures a real sbcialloss. ,. rise in the capi
talization rate forces down sbare prices; proceeding from decreased 
saving this is socially an evil, proceeding from technical plogres&, an 
advantage. Wrong investment represents a fifth cause of Iosees; but 
wbether the bourse itself can be held responsible to a measure forms 
one of the initially proposed questions later to be answered. Fmally, 
security values may be carried down in a backwash from artificially 
higb 1eveIs. In general this does not mean a social loss but ooIy a 
distortion of propelty and income between individuals; indeed there 
is possible a social gain by forced saving upon those who cover 10sses 
througb restricting consumption. All of these cases save the fifth, 
upon which judgment is reserved, show no 10sses specifiCllnyattrib
utable to the stock excbange itself, but only to natural economic 
processes." 

But the preceding argument neglects what might transpire be
tween the inJlow and 0ut1I0w of funds on 'change. It has cmnmonly 
been supposed, regarding the matter solely from the angle of tG~ 
-", that the stock exchange withdraws money and credit from in
dustry, commerce, and agriculture. The author, however, seemingly 
at variance with the quantity theory, denies that rising prices on the 
bourse mean falling prices elsewhere even with a fiIed w1ume of 
credit, and maintains that shares, being valued as c;Iaims upon capi
tal goods, will not rise in price unless the latter are rising also. The 
apparent anomaly is resolved by the fact that tnnsactioos on the 

1l1M.,pp.~ 

• l1M., pp. 5""'· 
• IW., pp. JJ-37. 
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floor are settled preponderately by clearing Ipld ,only negligibly by 
cash or credit.' " 

But the same argument cannot be applied to W ~~eral specula~ 
ing public not participating in the stock. clearing arr~gement. Al
though purchase and sale of securities exe1l1plifies Wieser's" cession 
payments" such as taxes,loans, and ~ts, which only transfer pur
chasing power and do not directly affect the price level at all, the 
indefinite protraction of cessions in a bull market may actually tie 
up funds to the degree that the public is involved.' What causes con
tinuous bull speculation on the part of the public? Increased saving 
• could scarcely be the explanation, for speculators would discount the 
increase into the present to the extent that growth is predictable; 
and the anticipatory rise in share prices wotJ.d provoke sufficient new 
security issues to absorb the augmented savings at an equilibrium 
price. A sudden e,dvance in"saving could not induce a bull move
ment since no one would inlagine a sudden change to be progressive. 
Thus we are driven back. to inlIationary bank credit. Speculators, 
unable to anticipate the extent of such an inflow of funds upon the 
security market, hesitate to underwrite new issues; and this decline 
in demand for fluid funds, set over against continuously increasing 
bank credit,leaves a certain amount of purchasing power unproduc.
tively "bound" in savings accounts. In brief, an absorption of funds 
by the bourse would require (1) that not all security transfer is ac
complished through the clearing device; (2) that credit is being in-I 
f1ated, i. e. extended at a rate of interest lower than the natural rate; 
(3) that new security issues are not forthcoming to withdraw the 
new credit into productive e1I1ployment. But it,will readily be seen 
that the third of these coDditions is rather seldom reaHted.1 

Now consider the second question, as to whether the stock. ex
change by an absorption of credit can misdirect-production. Because 
this issue binges upon the general problem of bank credit and the 
direction of production, we confront iInn).ediateIy the necessity of 
defining a "legitimate" extension of credit. Monetary literature 
abounds in criteria: maintaiDiDg a constant price leveI, anticipating 
actual savings, restricting loans to first-class commercial paper,lend
ing only for operating capital requirements, and so forth. The third 
and fourth of these really signify the same test, which we propose to 
enmiDe quite narrowly later. Suffice it for t)1e present to say that 

111M., pp. 73"4 • Ibid., pp. 114-:94-
• Ibid., pp. 49""S1, 9r1OQ. • 
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if only the short term market is supplied with additional funds, there 
will be an overftow into the long term market under the competitive 
tendency toward equalizing returns, and the result will be the same 
as if lending bad been done in the first place without restrictions o~ 
use.1 Anticipating saving gives a defensible rule for lending if the 
savings actually materialize; but the theory of forced saving bat 
failed to show why increased lending must certainly add finally tc 
the rate of accumulation, and banking policy can ill afford to pro
ceed upon the mere chance that this mig," result. On the other hand, 
Hayek has adduced adequate reasons for believing that even the 
forcing which attends a price stabilization policy eventually collapse! 
and precipitates crises, and the debacle is only the more complete 
with booming commodity prices. Banks cannot indefinitely portrad 
in1Iation. Cessation of the process signifies the playing out of forl:e(l 
saving and a retum to the old rate of ac!unulation with an attendins 
shortage of operating and replacement funds to cover production ai 
the existing level." To maintain equilibrium, bank rate and natural 
rate must ooincide; prices must decline in oonformity to any lowerinS 
of real costs; the only permissible extension of credit ain1s at offset
ting hoarding, decreased integration, and saving, where its increase 
is actually predictable.' . 

What does the theory of business cycles developed here signify &I 

to the misdirection of production supposed to attend stock eschange 
jibsorption of credit? Remember in the first place that the conclu
sions of the first part were that a binding of funds occurs only with 
mjlatiotuwy credit; and secondly, that the binding ensues upon in
flationary extensions not merely to the bourse but anywhere, ina&
mud! as commercial Ioans find their way nltimately to the bourse. 
We must conclude that to the slight degree towhid! it absorbs credit, 
the stock exchange merely offsets pernicious overextensions to pro
ducers. "H the bourse has the capacity to abeorb in1Iationary credit 
actually and finally, it would be an extraordinary bles6ing to indus
trial production through being spared the wrong investments to 
whid! the easing of credit leads." • 

Let us pause a _t to oonsider the wll1lOOl1ly accepted rule 
that commercial banks lend only for operating purJIOII5. These 
loans are regarded as more liquid than investments in fixed capital 
equipment and therefore peculiarly suitable for utilizing funds 

J Dil., pp.. 1'21-14 • 111M., pp.. lo.J-ILf, ):2:1-124-

• IW., .... 120-"2, ..... '29- • IbM.., P. JOCL 
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payable on demand. But this idea oonfuses the viewpoints of private 
business and society. No doubt from the angle of a particular bank. 
the short term opemting loan is more liquid; and from the angle of a 
particular manufacturer, investment in inventory is also. From the 
eoonomic angle, however, turnover for a particular firm has nothing 
to do with the real circulation period for capital, because the latter 
includes the whole span from the inception of the process to its cul
mination with the oonsumer.' If an industry is to be kept upon a 
going basis, current reinvestment must oover not only replacement 
of machines but repIacement of goods in process. A loan upon the 
latter has to be repaid out of profits, as does any loan for production; 
to repay it out of sums received through marketing the finished 
product would necessitate a reduction in the amount of plant em-./ 
ployed." Carl Menger is one of the few to have reoognized that to 
possess "capital" for a perid'd shorter than the productive period is 
not to possess capital at all.' 

Conversely, to add to the capital avaiIable for operating expenses 
means nothing from an eoonomic angle unless the whole process of 
production from its inception is similarly extended by entering into 
more capitalistic, more roundabout methods. On the one hand, the 
nature of tich productive technique will demand. in more or less pro
portional re1ation an increase in plant to acoompany any increment 
of working capital; and on the other, supply will certainly be forth
ooming, since any addition to avaiIable operating funds liberates 
some credit for long term investment.' A drift of purchasing power 
into the fixed capital field beoomes all the more probable in that 
there, in oontrast with working capital, "enhanced prices of the 
means of production play a smaller r61e than the lessening of 
interest." I 

The relevancy of these considerations to the present problem is /' 
apparent. If banks "utilize" temporary savings, which appear ~ ." 
nowadays chiefly in the form of idle balances in seasonally s1ack in
dustries, they provoke by so much • an extension of plant elsewhere. 
When a tightness develops subsequently through the withdrawal of 
balances by the seasonal industries, the banking system has to in-

• Ibi4., pp. 130-135. • Ibid., pp. 138-141. 
• Ibid., pp. 15),-160. ' Ibid., pp. 138-141, 184-186. 
• Ibid., pp. 184-186. 
• Machlup oppormtly _ to the _t that SOOSOD&l f1uctuatioDs in working 

capitailloeda for OlIO induslly is Ilot olbet by invene SOOSOD&l variatioJll dsewh ..... 
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crease its aedit extension to tide over the critical period. This ca: 
only mean a penruutmI addition to the volume of outstanding loam 
however, since the Ioans which found their way into fixed capiu 
have not been and cannot be liquidated. Another lIt&SODal abull 
dance of funds will mark a repetition of the same erroneous" uItiIiza 
tion" of idle balances, followed by another increment of intIation. 

J 
The foregoing theory forms a mmplement to the monetary ell 

planation of cycles by revealing how seasonal inflation, jolkntMlg th 
actual increase of fixed capital, makes it UDJI"" ry to suppose tha 
business booms operate from the very beginIIing with an expansioJ 
of bank aedit. Furthermore, it 9p1ains how the racbeting action 0 

this type of inflatiou allows for a persistent upswing upon reJativelJ 
modest increases of aedit, periodically repeated. I Fmally it ~ 
the responsibility for misdirected production squarely upon inflatiOJ 
and not upon the stock exchange, whiCh bas been shown to have I 
SIlutary effect to the degree that it induces an absorption of exceSv4 
aedits. 

We may now proceed with the questions as to whether the ItocI 
excbange causes inflation and whether it mises the oost of aedit tc 
industry. Whatever the ideological, psycbological, or teIeoIogica 
mnnection between speclilative demand and inflation, it may 1M 
said categorically that the former does not .. cause" the latter; bank! 
can decide to meet speadative demand or not, and this is decisive} 
The semnd question might also be disposed of IIImmariIy by a refer· 
ence to the mndusions just reached The security market muId en
hance the mst of aedit to industry only where aedit is really ab
sorbed, i e. in the unlikely case of a Jag of security issues behind 
inflationary bank loans. 

CIIut it is DO ry to anticipate the rejoinder that even if the stodr; 
.J ~ absorbs no credit it may yet raise intenst mst to pro

cJua,s J Take first the effect of increased &eo , •• ii, values ploawlinl!l 
from the willingness of the bull speadatol" to pay higher Jates 011 

bank loans than he rec::eives in real dividends' Wbm call-money ad
'V3DCeS, the rates 011 direct O ..... k.cia! loans (e. g. aroeptaDce rates) 
rise in sympathy. This gMs the hoarse the IIIUCIHIecried appear
ance of raising industrial intenst aJSts. In reality what bas trans-

I niL. pp. 1_76- • niL. pp. 1"/6-178- • niL. pp. ~9J. 
• M .......... • •• I .,ic. of. faDuw .... paiaIs_ way -. .... 1.-be 

_of~....aJy_ • ""iL 
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,ired is'merely a relative rise in short term rates and a corresponding 
all in effective long term rates, The high stock quotations mean 
hat new security issues can be floated at lower real rates; indeed 
his is precisely the way in which the bull movement redounds to the 
)enefit of industry. 'Fmns which have already completed the mar
~eting of their securities complain of the high costs of working capi-
1I1; but if their lines of production are really sound, nothing prevents 
heir covering working capital needs by marketing new secuxities at 
:he advantageous prices now prevailing, in place of persisting with 
:he expensive short term financing of what are really permanent uses 
)f capital.1 ' 

But if the initial disequilibrium of rates proceeds from credit in
i1ation, the outcome is different. Interest rates in the short term 
lIlarkets supported by bank credit will be low relatively to effective 
!ecurity yields. In the case ,ust mentioned, the flow of funds into 
!ecurity purchase took place despite the lower rate because of the bull 
!eDtiment. In the present case, funds move into long term applica
tion because the rate is higher than in the short term market. :But in 
place of stopping when equilibrium is reached, short term rates may 
actually advance over the real returns on securities, inasmuch as in
flationary credit has a way • of becoming logged in savings accoJUlts. 
"This last possibility of a rise in the cost of bank credit must there
fore be explained as the consequence of - too cheap bank credit 1 " I 

In other words, the scarcity of funds upon the money markets has. 
been indirectly caused, not specifically by loans for security specula
tion, but by the general fact of inflation. ~ 

Machlup's virtual denial of capital absorption upon the stock ex
change reflects an opinion expressed as early as 1902 by Adolph 
Weber, seconded by Johann Plenge in 1913, and more recently by 
Albert Hahn and Hans Neisser.' But it is chiefly through the works 
of Gustav Cassel' that the idea has been transferred to America and 

I lbitl., pp. 188-206. • Machlup does not apIain why. Cf. ibid •• p. 208. 
I Loc. <ii, 
i Adolpb Weber.1k~ .. 114 SIe/ouIalioMb ....... 1St ed. (Munich. 1902). 

p. 173; JoIwm PIenge, V ... tUr DlslottJpoUIiJI .... s.""ltajl fIHr d<tI GoId_kI 
(Berlin. 1913). p. 175; Albert Balm. Gold _ K,etlil. N .... FDI, •• pp. 184-190; Han& 
Neiaser. Der r .... clruJm du Go/dea (Jena. 1928). pp. 71-74-

I r-..;. ... SD.iGIOu-;.. md German ed. (1901). p. 187; elaborated in articles 
in the F,lJIJItf_ ZeiItm,. May M. 1927; in SilllWlu.-lta ~I.,d, Quar
ltrIy Report. April and Octobel. 1929; before the Committee on Banking and CurrenCY. 
Hou .. of Rep ...... lativ ... 70th Congress. first session. H.ll. 11806; and in the F."."... 
June, 1930. 
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England, where it has been championed most notably by Reed and 
Rogers, but also by Hawtrey, Hoover, and Eiteman.J In Germany 
the opposition numbers amongst its ranks Balogh, Beckerath, Palyi, 
Reisch, Richter, and Wagemann.1 In our own country the party 
opposed to CasseI is represented by Anderson, Hardy, Williams, and 
others.' 

Despite its superficial plausibility, the Cassel-Mac:blup case hal 
not yet been statistically verified, and there exists a strong II priori 
presumption against its correctness. To clear the ground for what 
seem to be reasonably debated issues, let us consider first several 
respects in which it is certain that stock speculation does not absorb 
credit, indicating also the relevancy of these arguments to the ulti
mate issue. 

FJrst, it is to be admitted that if we look to the fIltimaIe destina
tion of funds, the mere appreciation or depreciation of securities, 
the Hotation of new issues, or the seIling-off of holdings by specu
lators, do not signify a binding of capital. Sale is always accom
panied by purchase; what one party surrenders or Ioses the other 
gains; funds are transferred, but they are available still for whatever 
pmpose the recipient desires. Applied to brokers' Ioans, the same 
view of ultimate destination gives like results. This magnitude in
c:re8ses when brokers' clients demand more funds than they deposit, 
i. e. when speculators withdraw profits or purchase _ aecurity 
issues on margin, or when securities pass into weaker hands.' In 

• H. L Reed, ,,.,oJ &.... PoIUy, '9U-'9JD (N- York, 1930), cIa.;"""; 1. B • 
.Rogas, Slid S,...I"" .. _ ,. JI""'7 JI."., (Columbia, IIiIooari, 19'7); JL G. 
Bawtrey, Tk All tf c-aJ B...., a--. 193')' p. 73; C. B.Ifoo9u, U Brokaw' 
Loaasaad _ Doposits," J.P. E. 37,pp. 7'3--7'7; W.1. Ei-. UE !M""'ino aI 
Brok .... Loaas," A-. & ..... n, pp. 66-17 . 

• 'Thomas BaJash, uUtmte Tnllatim,~ Sd.& Jilt. 53. pp. gs.-6r6; --. "Ab
aorptim aI Credit by Stoct E .... age," A-. & ......... 6~; HcrIoort Bectaadl, 
x.,w' _ _ Cd' ", <1-. '9.6); IiIeIdaior PaJyi, "z.m.r..1I11d Zohl_ 
biIau iD cIea Va<iDigtm S_" JI.,-" wiNdttlft 5. 45. p. '687; IIicbud 
ll<ioch, utlba- das W .... omd die W"~ .... sa.--1Ut:dite," Bt1U-A'-.s, 
pp. 15rIM; --. uRlidwirlromp .... Bao r' .. tim auf cIea ~" 
ZeiIsdIriJI jw 8 •• "-, . I, JIlt. 205-221; Mew, 140.. Lediqwubkm ill dew 
VoIbwittschaft,w ... J, pp. ~z; IfaDs RicIIta'-AIt·' dlG',"Some 11w:Gaetical 
Aspects ol Stock Marta: Sperehtim," J. P. L 39, pp. 229""2.J8; EmIt Wag '. 
Bc __ " ...".. (New York, 1930). pp.. 1"11-'113-

• B. 1(. AMrnm "Brokaw' t- .... - CmIit," c:-.~ hi,.. 
_ vm, DO. 4; d."';" _ .... _'; c. O.HanIy, Cna PMeiatf,. ,,.,-~ 
~ (Washiactoa. _). dL rii; 1. B. w;u;.,., "TIre II.-ary _ aI 
1. 1(. ~. Q. J. E. 45. pp. 547-s87. 

• Eit (..4-. Be. .... ;p. pp. 76-77) draII aaIy witI& witbdrawoI aI poa6m, < 
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these events the volume of broker borrowing increases, but there is 
nothing on the surface to indicate absorption: funds withdrawn by 
the trader, whether profit or principal, are available for whatever 
disposition he desires, and credit advanced to purchasers of new 
issues goes to the corporation or its underwriter and is similarly dis
posable. But all of this proves too much: the multiplicity of cases of 
this sort constructed by Machlup and Eiteman results in a Pyrrhic 
victory. For whatever can be said of the ultimate destination of funds 
upon the stock exchange could with equal justice be said of funds 
upon commodity markets. Money spent upon anything goes "ulti
mately" to someone for his own free disposal. But 

It would Dever enter the heads of economists to assert that the tum-ovet; of 
goods does Dot tie up mODey simply because each buyer is COnfroDted with a 
",lIer who passes OD the funds realized, ultimately back to the!lOlm:e of their 
origin (let us say, a central bank).' 

In the second place, so far as transactions on the door of exchange 
are concerned, the efficacy of the Stock Clearing arrangement and the 
almost unlimited effective velocity of brokers' accounts pra,:tically 
eliminate any demand for additional bank credit jrtim this source, 
just as Machlup, Cassel, and Keynes contend. Even Hardy, who 
belongs with the opposition upon grounds yet to be examined, con
cedes the case here; I and the conclusion is amply confirmed by 
statistical studies of the absolute magnitude of brokers' balances in 
New York, as well as by comparisons of the volume of bank credit in 
New York banks against those of member banks outside.· But it 
would certainly be a complete non sequitur to deduce from the high 
degree of cash economy in the exchange itself a like perfection else
where in the sphere of what Keynes calls the "Financial Circula
tion." 

The IJ priori case which may be developed in support of credit ab
sorption through speculative security trading rests in the first place 
upon the mechanism of payments. Pecunia non fadl salt1lm; and to 
jump directly to the "ultimate" destination of funds is to ignore the 
real problem. Throughout its course from the private investor or 
speculator to the industrial user, money involved in the Financial 

adds to the fiI1It two occasions aamed above the withdrawal of foreign funds, aD addi
tion which is not required if "speculators" is taken in an inclusive sc:nse. 

J 

, Richter-AlbCbaefter, J. P. B. 37, p. OJI. (Italics mine.) 
I C,.iI PoIieiu, pp. 164-167. 
I Cf.llogen,.,. Al.; Hoover, J. P. B.37;PP. 569'-573. 
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Circulation drops a little by the wayside here and there in neCessary 
working balances, and arrives at its industrial employment with di
minished magnitude. Outside the stock exchange itself with its 
clearing system, transactions involving securities would appear to 
"absorb'" money in the same sense as commodity transactions, 
namely in carrying through the "money work," in working accounts, 
in unspent margins. Whether speculation takes the form of larger 
volume of shares traded or of the same shares traded at higher 
prices, or the usual combination of both, is immaterial. Every ill
vestor knows that there are inevitably periods when his bank or 
brokerage account shows ronsiderable sums awaiting his decision &8 

to just what and when to buy. An inactive market means few of. 
these occasions, for securities are held in the same hands for longer 
periods without a break; active speculation proliferates these inter
ruptions and increases - if not propOi 60nally, at Ieast absolutely -
the size of average cash balances. Local brokerage houses can DO 

more expect to carry through a larger volume of business with the 
same credit balances than can the local grocer. Funds tied up in the 
1Ioat to and from outlying points and exchange cities, and between 
exchange cities, must swell. On their way from underwriter to re
ceiving rorporation, from ultimate subscriber to underwriter, new 
funds go through several stages. The probability of absorption from 
this angle, as yet unverified empirically, I supports the position taken 
by Anderson, Palyi, Reisch, Richter, and Williams, that a genuine 
parallel exists between commodity and security markets, in that 
both require more money to carry through more trading. 

The serond cause of absorption is touched upon by Machlup in 
his reference to the hesitant security buyer.· Balogh also rests his 
case on the fact that "many sellers will decide to W!e the proceeds of 
their sales to build up cash reserves or to leave them with their banks 
for later use in reentering the stodt market,". Whatever absorption : , 

I w_ (",.eiI~p.II2)d<8iDdea1_'.chartoloowiDg.IlrikiDc_·· 
condatiaD ~ IIOaIrity prica ____ """'_, OD tbe co ji.,. . _ fmm ISen to 1913- i 

• u.cblnp ..... _hio.,...udaUalohhoorptjoafor ........ ddarthof_, ...... uisiDgfmm_----",011 tbeputof __ .. to' 
futrueck.~ Spemh,-fiDd.L 

' ... iD~ = 'moffuadowitboatoatlct 
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develops from this actioni it should be DO~, pertains in the"first 
pIa.ce to unspent margins resulting, not-'&& in the former argument 
from the'inevitable frictions in monetary transactions, bqt from in.,. 
tentional hoarding; and in the second place, it pertains oQly to the 
latter phases of a boom when a strong bear sentiment appehs. Both 
these peculiarities are stressed by Keynes, who is responsible for the 
fullest statement of the phenomenon, -although he rejects the mech. 
anism.af·payments argument by extending to "Business--deposits 

. B-' in its entirety the extraordinarily bigh velocity characterizing 
oDly the portion involved on the floor of exchange itself. According 
'to Keynes' account, a bull market may proceed "without much 
effect on the supply for other purposes" as long as the movem~nt 
rests upon a favorable consensus amongst speculators, i. e. as 1011g 
as the rise of security prices is not great enough to induce with· 
drawals from the market and the building up of Savings·deposits. 
But as a growing bear sentiment develops, as, in the opinion of more 
and more people, the price advance has gone too far, an increasing 
volume of funds is withdrawn and put into Savings.deposits. The 
increase in Savings.deposits, wbich along with Business·deposits B 
constitutes the Financial Circulation, necessarily withdraws credit 
from the Industrial Circulation, unless the banking system creates 
enough additional money to offset the hoarding. Indicative of the 
bear activity on this head is the mounting volume of brokers' 
loans.1 

Keynes' argument becomes more conclusive if the matter of ab. 
sorption is explicitly t put in terms of tying.up batik reserves. Reed 
quite correctly adopts the reserve approach, but by overlooking 
Keynes' bear faction he comes to a diametrically opposite conclu. 
sion.' Since it is through the necessity of maintaining customary or 
legal reserves against" Savings.deposits" that banks have less lend· 
ing capacity for industrial purposes, an accurate measure of absorp. 
tion under American conditions could only be got by taking aecount 
of the divergent reserve requirements fO,r time and demand deposits, 
for bear withdrawals might be put into either category and a pre. 
ponderance of either would make a considerable difference in results. 
With this refinement, "SiLvings.deposits" indicates satisfaotorily the 

1 TNGlin, I, lSI. 
• With K:eyu. .. bimadf this test is dearly ... umed, but implicitly cmI)'. T,,.,.,., r, 

167; D, 11}6. 
• /1..,01 zu.- Po"", zgal-Z9JD, pp. 156--161. 
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extent of paralyzed purchasing power.l C. O. Hardy combine! 
Keynes' contribution with the accuracy of the Reed approad 
through reserves. In the latter stages of a boom, says Hardy, ther« 
is a bod" of persons "who consider it better business to sacrifia 
current income for the sake of a more advantageous purchase at a 
later time." t If these persons do not themselves utilize the with· 
drawn funds either directly in industry or indirectly through loans, 
"part of the bank reserves will be tied up in support of these invest· 
ment [I. e. Savings-] deposits, and the supply of bank credit for Othel 
pU1JlOSe5 will be correspondingly curtailed." I This is the crull: of tm 
matter, and it may be profitably employed as a test for other alleged 
causes of credit absorption. Brokers' loans do not themselves neces
sarily mean tied-up reserves, though there e:a:ists a presumption in 
that direction. The passage of securities into "weaker hands" doelI 
not inevitably imply a hoarding tendency on the part of sellers, 
though the likelihood for just that result is great. In any event, the 
conscious retention of funds in idleness, whether described accurately 
in terms of neutralized bank reserves, or more loosely under the 
aspect of brokers' loans or the appearance of weaker hands, consti
tutes a demonstrable ground for credit absorption. 

To view with equanimity the absorption of credit into security 
speCulation for the reason given by Macblup that it reduces the 
spread of infiation to industry, is wholly indefensible. If the £acton 
augmenting purchasing power tie-up operated early enough, the 
basis for the stock market boom in windfall industrial profits would 
be withdrawn, the boom would not occur. ~ actually happens is 
that the withdrawal serves as a check at precisely the wrong time, 
after the artificially induced industrial boom has passed its zenith 
and approached a limit. Security speculation requires additional 
credit in the mechanism of transfer, the first factor analyzed above, 
as the volume of trading increases. But trading reaches its greatest. 
extent when the division of opinion is most marked, i. e. toward the 
end of the boom when prospects are most uncertain. AbsorPtion ~ 
Savings..deposits oa:urs at the same time, as bear sentiment wues . .' 
Keynes e2p1ains how in these c:ircnmstances the central bank en.> 
counters a dilmuna If it e:a:pands credit to olIset absorption in ~ 
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Financial Circulation and to prevent actual deflation in the Indus
trial Circulation, the bull :p1&1"ket continues; but if it merely ceases to 
increase loans, the momentum of the bull market will result in a 
shortage of funds for industry, followed by a collapse of security 
prices. The solution offered is to lend freely for both speculative and 
industrial purposes, but at a rate of interest sufliciently high to re
strain the bull sentiment.1 

Reed therefore misses a potential source of serious disturbance 
when he 5aYS of the Wall Street situation before the debacte: 

Threatened loss of credit rontrol was the rea\ source of apprehension, and 
specuJative use of credit bad to be checked, not because such credit was made 
unavailable for other uses, but because speculative demands threatened an 
expansion of credit in genetal. The right culprit was indicted but on precisely 
the wrong rounts.' 

Admittedly, how.ever, the basic trouble is inflation: even the with
drawal of credit follows only as one of its by-products. Or alter
natively the danger may be envisaged - persons of opposite con
victions Upon the absorption question such as Machlup and Reisch, 
Hawtrey and Keynes here agree - as the tendency of security 
flotations to outstrip savings.' 

Even if the stock. exchange were quite incapable of depriving in
dustry of credit it would be an error for the monetary authority to 
ignore changes in its complexion. Hawtrey argues quite correctly 
that speculative gains and losses partake of the nature of ganlbling 
turns, and that aside from the real industrial conditions reflected in 
their course they have no net social significance. But is there war
rant for slSpposing further that inflation is "Ill once recorded in the 
commodity markets," so that the central bank need take acoount 
only of the latter?' Stock and bond quotations have always ap
peared as more sensitive barometers than commodity prices. Fur
thermore, as Machlup maintains, they are peculiarly useful when 
"prosperity" is international in scope and gold movements give no 
cue of overexpansion; or when, as in the 1921-29 experience, peculiar 
ciIcumstances combine to prevent commodity prices from giving 
portent of economic unsoundness. 

I To"";", I, '$4-255. 
• P«krGJ JW.w P.u." '92'-'930, p. 176. 
• Cf. nspectively BlirmtMedil, p •• 08; z .. ,,,,.,, /{/t NtJIiotaGIIJ,,-" 3, pp. 14-16; 

C_GJ B ..... .." p. 83; T....,;", I, '57 • 
• C_GJ BaMfIIf, hie. <iI. (Italics miDe.) 
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Machlup's opposition to discriminatory measures directed towarc 
speculative credit reflects a growing sentiment. Funds put upon till 
direct commercial loan market ease rates generally and liberate pur· 
chasing power for whatever purpose the holder desires. "Bank de
posits know no father," it is said; no matter what the initial DCWSilni 

for the loan, the banker does not dispose over its subsequent history. 
Given a predilection on the part of the public for speculation, dis
crimination by central banks against member banks which have lent 
heavily upon collateral would merely force the process under cover. 
Perhaps these measures have a dampening effect psychologically; a 
direct or mechanical effect there is none. No better example coukl 
be afforded than by the phenomenal increase of "Loans to Broken 
on Account of Others" during the 1928-29 boom.' Corporate bal· 
ances, no matter what their origin, came into active use on the 
Street. 

Upon the second qualitative problem (whether commercial loans 
&Ie really liquid) Machlup's negative answer appears to be unwar· 
rantably categoric, but more acceptable than the banker's rule of 
thumb. The question has several facets and must be approached 
from the angle, first, strictly of liquidity, under which the banking 
system and the individual bank demand separate consideration, 
taking cognizance of minimum and maximum credit requirements; 
and secondly, from the angle of implications which liquidity has 
upon quantity of credit. 

A fundamental fact sometimes overlooked by the practical banker 
is that every firm requires a certam minimum of working capital in 
order either to operate at all or to operate without such waste upon 
unutiliud plant capacity that costs exceed value of output. Ad
vances upon this minimum are generally as illiquid as Dxed capital 
loans. To the degree that working capital in the bankrupt line or: 
production can be technically utiliud in others, the commercial Joan. 
poss"sses liquidity superior to the fixed capital loan. No doubt the, 
prospects are better if a firm or a few firms are involved and not a:, 
wbole industry; but in all events the liquidity of working capitall\ 
arising from alternative applications can easily be exaggerated. Re-i 
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garding minimum requirements, the position taken by Macblup and 
still more recently by Hardy 1 is fully justified: commercial loans 
cannot be liquidated out of turnover, and in case of bankruptcy 
working capital items have a narrowly limited marketability. 

But consider working capital needs abOfie the minimum for profit
able operation, restricting the matter at first to a relatively small 
number of firms, though they may be assumed to be scattered 
through all industries. Many firms eVen in no better than "normal" 
times enjoy producers' surpluses in the Marshallian sense; for these 
firms it would be quite possible for the banking system or a particu-

• )ar bank to force repayment upon commercial loans and some reduc
tion of working capital without bringing the operating ratio beneath 
a "profitability" margin. Consequently. certain commercial 'loans 
even upon what Moulton called "permanent" working capital in 
his pioneer attempt to deny the traditional liquidity,' are in fact 
perfectly liquid. Furthermore, certain whole industries, and by the 
same token the firms within them, experience temporaJy lncreases in 
demand such as seasonal requirements or fads, so that working capi
tal· has.to be extended past its normal level. Here again there is 
justification for the bankers' rule: the goods come upon the market 
and thll loan is liquidated without embarrassment to the entre
preneur. 

Suppose that in place of a few industries we include in the analysis 
industry as a whole. The former distinction between minimum, 
normal, and abnormally large working capital now pertains to gm
eral movements, over the whole field, i. e. to seasonal and cyclical 
variations in volume of trade. So far as concerns seastmal increases 
in working capital, the banking system must provide the necessary 
elastic increases in credit, since prices are not adjusted downward in 
so short a· period, and since the "money-work" assumes thereby a 
larger magnitude. F"ust-class commercial paper with a period ap
proximately equal to the turnover period for the goods seems ad
mirably adapted to this purpose; its liquidity from a social angle 
cannot be impugned, though Macblup quite overlooks this fact in his 
anxiety over inadequate post-seasonal contraction, to which we tum 
presently. 

But from the angle of a cyclical movement in all industry, the mat-

1 CrodiI PoIkiu, pp. 3&1-333. 
• B. G. MoulIAlD, UCommen:ial JIaDkiDg ODd Capital Fonaatioa," I. P. B. 06, pp. 

713-7'3· 
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ter assumes quite a different aspect, and here the service of Moulton, 
Machlup, and Hardy is most notable. A general upward movement 
in production puts all firms into possession of producers' surpluses. 
They all appear to require permanently more working capital and 
they all appear to the banker as good risks. Commercial paper b&
comes covertly on the part of the borrower or by tacit understanding 
with the lender a subterfuge for plant extension, or when not, it 
merely supplies the necessary working capital to complement plant 
extensions largely the result of forced saving. When the crash comes, 
liquidity of the ordinary commercial loan is practically as low as the 
loan for fixed capital purposes. Indeed, if the crisis is not interna
tional in scope, the marketability of securities abroad may give a 
shade of preference to the latter. At the very time when bank· 
liquidity is most prized, the bankers' routine adherence to com-
mercial paper proves to have been least e.fIicacious. , 

In summary, commercial1oans are liquid from a truly economic 
angle when they provide working capital in excess of normal for a 
seasonal increase of output in industry generally, or when in a par
ticuloT industry or firm either experiences a temporary abnormal 
demand or enjoys a profit margin large enough to permit reduced 
operation even from normal, or, final)y, ~ses easily marketable 
working capital goods in case of a shut-dowu. Liquidity of the com
mercial banking system in time of general crisis is largely a chimera, 
whatever the type of its assets. If anything, collatera11oans prove 
more liquid than commercial on the basis, mentioned by Keynes, 
that stocks and bonds are more apt to be taken over by non-banking 
resources, i. e. out of Savings-deposits.1 

A second basis of apology for the banking tradition in favor of 
commercial1oans departs from the inclusive viewpoint of all banks 
together, of the wbole economic structure, and regards the matter 
from the angle of one bank, i. e. the "shiftability" of assets. Here 
it might be argued that even if working capital does not prove ec0-

nomically liquid, "first-class commercial paper" has a peodiar merit 
as against securities. That merit lies in the banking tradition itseH. 
Just as gold in international transactions serves as a convenient, if 
quite irrational. fetish or symbol, 80 in inter-banking lending within 
a country commercial paper takes on a certain utility simply because 
it is held in highest esteem It becomes the ~-upon basis of ad
vances of one bank to another, and in ahsen .... of this particular 

I r ........ 3411. 
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basis, another, perhaps equally arbitrary, would have to be invented . 
to provide the game with an objective rule. 

The question of liquidity cannot be completely divorced from 
quantity of credit, however. In this respect arguments po and con. 
the commercial loan appear to be about equally divided. Neisser 
calls attention to the fact that limiting individual and central banks. 
to this type of paper provides a certain check to in1iation over re
quirements for legal money reserves.1 But against this stands a very 
real danger. The practical banker favors commercial loans for pre
cisely the wrong reason when it comes to the quantitative aspect: 
merely because this asset is particularly acceptable to bis fellows. 
merely because it is "shiftable," he concludes that any amount of it 
is safe. The intricate problem of true economic liquidity touched 
upon in earlier paragraphs does not enter into his calculus. He fails. 
sometimes to realize that the liquidity of his portfolio depends, not 
upon the dales stamped upon the bills he discounts, but upon the 
borrower's earning capacity in case the loan is not allowed to be re
newed. Reliance upon the traditional basis of lending may thus. 
prove an ostrich-like procedure. Machlup argues that the banking 
system, feeling that loans on short term to tide over a seasonal peak. 
in working capital needs are entirely legitimate, inevitably finds it
seH with idle funds during the off-season period when the loans are
repaid, and that this gives rise to inflationary lending, i. e. loans to 
which there is currently no corresponding flow of goods. If banks. 
expanded and contracted credit parallel to the seasonal increase and 
decrease of some fairly reliable index of the volume of production, 
commercial loans would be as liquid as they were elastic. To the de
gree, however, that the net amount of seasonally idle deposits is 
"utilized," it must be utilized in non-seasonal applications; and this. 
means, as Machlup demonstrates, that it goes partly into additional 
plant and partly into the necessary additional operating capital, 
neither of which is liquid. The result is simply capital extension. 
through forced saving. 

II. FOIlEIGN CKEDIT 

The vulnerability of the German economic structure to foreign. 
developments because of extensive short term advances from abroad 
has called forth in Carl Rosch's K,editinjlatUm find WirtschaftskN-

'lmT ..... ~.pp.151-15·· 
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sen 1 an attempt to orient the theory of conjuncture toward this 
particular fact. The course of Rosch's argument, which assumes a 
purely II priori form, is obscured by the intricacy of the interactioDi 
dwelt upon. Like the majority of writers whom we have encoun· 
tered in this Part, he seems to conceive of cycles as generated by 
technical improvement and population growth impinging upon • 
monetary system peculiarly subject to inflation. But to his peculiar 
mode of tbinking, the influx of foreign funds is as inflationary as 
excessive domestic credit.' The ballmark of crises is overcapita1iza.. 
tion proceeding not from mistaken entrepreneurial estimates of capi
tal requirements, but rather from banks and abroad,' concealing for 
a time the limits imposed by available labor and raw materials and 
by real saving. Were Rosch's ideas satisfactorily articulated, it 
might appear from his involved reasoning concerning "relative and 
absolute degrees of saving" and "relative and absolute saving activ
ity" why he concludes that savings must fall off in the period of high 
conjuncture.- Strangely enough one nowhere discovers upon what 
basis _cafrilalisalion is to be measured. Sometimes there seems to 
exist some inflexible proportion of real capital to labor and land, a 
proportion whid! cannot be exceeded without disaster; • IIOIIIetimes 
that there may be too many capital instruments relatively to the 
flow ,of real savings;' sometimes that industry cannot any longer 
float securities and must tum too much to the short term market; , 
and finally that there may be a relative shortage of working capital!· 

In representing the inflow of foreign capital as per Ie inflationary 
Rosch takes up an ex:b~ theoretical position lying behind the de
mand which Schacht made upon the Reichsbank, that every inerease 
of foreign loans be offset by a corresponding reduction of its port
folio. The opposite extreme is presented in ROpke's address before 
the business cycle session of the Verein!iiI Sosialpolilik." Since loans 
from abroad automatically provoke commodity imports into Ger
many in like measure, ROpke argues, any inflation from this angle is 
n ........... rilytemporary ... Unlike the forced saving induced by genuine 
credit inflation. DO reduction of consumption is thrust upon the 
country and there is DO reason to ex:pect a reaction in which pro-

, J_ 1921· • 1ti4., pp. sa, '67· 
• 1ti4., po '47. • 1ti4., pp. 'SJ-Isa " ,.,... 
• II¥., pp. .26-1:..,. • nM~ pp. sa. .... 
• II¥., pp. ...... 6, '3J. • IbM., pp. .s6-214-
• WiIhdm ltl!pke, M A'"'." w,edite """ ItGajaktar." V ..... '730 i, "3-247. 
• II¥., pp. 2'~ 
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ducers' goods are found to be overextended relatively to consumers' 
goods. Unlike the result of inflation, again, there is no necessity of 
more and more credit expansion merely to support the e:riseing vol
ume of productive apparatus. Riipke admits that foreign capital 
may intensify crises,' but limits the case to the withdrawal of short 
term credits, and concludes that the German economic system can in 
general absorb any sum of foreign credit without damage.· 

No doubt much of the popular opposition to foreign capital rests 
ultimately upon mere chauvinism or fallacious thinking. Riipke 
is certainly right in rejecting the notion that funds derived from 
abroad tend to go into consumptive use more than those available to 
borrowers upon the domestic markets, and furthermore that there is 
something inherently sinister in a "boom resting on borrowing," 
since industry normally derives its capital in this way even within 
the country. Nevertheless his reliance upon a flow of imports I to 
neutralize the effect of additional funds from abroad would be belied 
in case the lending country were experiencing an approximately 
equal rise of prices. As Macblup has emphasized, the capital move
ment in this case transfers inflationary credit to the borrowing coun
try.' The effect may easily be to remove central bank control from 
the money markets, and to justify Schacht's dictum that "there are 
two Reichsbanks in Germany; the one we represent, and the one 
which which consists of foreign credits.'" Neisser believes that in 
the latter half of 1926 German banks largely dispensed with a redis
counting at the Reichsbank because they commanded so large a 
volume of exchange bills proceeding from foreign borrowing.' 
Keynes has shown with great clarity how the central bank of a gold
standard country confronts a dilemma: raising bank rate to penalize 
domestic expansion has the consequence of drawing in gold from 
abroad, and so putting the banks in command of more reserves.' To 
counteract the spread of foreign inflation into the domestic economy, 
the central bank might increase its own holdings of bills or golcl or 
liquid balances abroad; • or failing to stem the tide in this way, it 

.. 1hitL1 Pp. 140""141. t 1bi4., p. no. 
• 11M., pp. 223""238. • Bi'~, p. 72. 
• Quoted from 1M ~ (Bodin, 1929), p. 203 by Hardy, Crr4iI PoIida, 

p. t22, note.. 
• Baas Neisser, Ie Die alte and die neue Reichslwnk." in S'"'.,~ ., 
~ V~ md od. (Bodin, 1929), Do 31S. 

t r......,ch.II. 
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might depart a little from the ordinary gold standard by widening 
the gap between'its buying and selling rates for gold.' 

Even if foreign credits do not spring from in1Iation, the prolonged 
reduction of lending, or the sudden cessation of long term advances, 
in case the gap cannot be bridged over by drawing on short term 
balances, may intensify or even precipitate crises.· Taussig, Wil
liams, and Graham have described such effects in the cases of the 
Franco-Prussian indemnity, of Argentina, and of the United States, 
and Ohlin has dwelt upon tbe disturbances in capital movements as 
aggravating the depression beginning in 1929." Because tbe basic 
constructional industries come to be organized on tbe basis of con
stant plant e:dension, the definitive stoppage of credit from abroad 
produces not merely a want of working capital, but through the 
cancellation of orders for plant, a standstill in producers' good in
dustries. On the other hand, a sufficiently gradual falling off in loans 
from abroad would allow for readjustment without serious revulsion. 
The truth thus appears to lie between tbe extremes indicated by 
Rosch and ROpke. 



CHAPTER xxn ~ 

OUTCOME OF THE CREDIT THEORIES OF CYCLES . 

I. ON THE SPECIFICALLY MONETARY ExPLANATION 

A. The Discuvery by German Theorists of Credit Crealionas a 
Factor in Price Formation 

WHATEVER opinion may be held regarding the verisimilitude of 
monetary explanations, it would be generally conceded that quan
titative changes in the volume of bank lending play an important 
rale in the drama of conjunctural variation. But until very recently, 
German literature has displayed a scepticism toward this factor 
which astonishes the Anglo-Saxon reader and vexes the more pro-
gressive German a.na.lyst. . . 

On the one hand, the characteristic anti-monetary alignment has .../ \ 
been caused simply by a failure to apprehend that banks create 
credit. As Stucken says, ". . . only now, more than sixty years after 
the first appearance of Juglar's book, does the recognition of credit
creation by the credit banks begin to be a commonplace in Germany, 
thanks to the labors of Schumpeter and Hahn, amongst others." 1 

Hayek and Neisser particula.rly resent the fact that Germany so long 
ignored the theory of deposit creation with which English and 
American students were quite conversant.· Hahn, whose intransi
geance has accomplished more toward securing an appreciation of 
the activity of commercial banks than the earlier, more academic, 
and more careful statements of Wicksell, Mises, and Schumpeter, 
points out the persistence in the widely accepted systematic trea.
tises on banking by SchuIze-Ga.evemitz, Somary, and AdoH Weber 
of the view that banks lend only the funds deposited with them by 
customers.' 

• RudoH Stuck ... , TIreorie dor KtmjuMltmC"""""'N,'" cr ...... (926). p. 2 ... 
I Friedrich Hayek. Go/dllreorie _ K ... ju~ (Vienna. (929), p. 83; Hans 

N ....... Dor T .... cllnrl da Go/du cr ..... (928). p. 52. 
I Albert Hahn, Y olklwirlscloaflliclro TIreorie da BanI<lrI-tdill, 2nd ed. (TflbingeD, 

(924). p. 25, Dote; ,lid eel. (TIlbiDgeD, 1930), pp. &-g. Weber is coDceded to be oa:a
aiouaUy DIG'" Iibaal. ApiDIt Hahn, it is held by Gottfried Baberler (U Albert Halma 
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In the second place, German theory until relatively recently has I, .!been under the influence of the Tooke-Fullarton doctrine,1 and has 
not been able to exorcise the hoary wraith that even when banks call 
purchasing power into being they do so only in response to the 
"needs of trade," so that credit never becomes an active element in 
determining prices of the course of business developments. This 
idea is a heritage from the outright banking theory of Wieser and 
Gruntzel,' and its war-time recrudescence with the proponents of 
"classical money" such as Bendixen, Elster, Dalberg, and Singer, 
and also from the confused utterances of Philippovich, Eulenberg, 
and Knapp." Even today the idea of the passiveness of banks is not 
without new converts.' 

O'he notion of the automatic self-extinction of commercia1loans, 
\\\ and the concept of bank deposits as emanating from saving exclu

sively, both tend to be merged in the belief of certain economists.Jlnd 
in the universal conviction of practical bankers, as e:lpressed by 
Adolf Johr of the Swiss Credit Institution, that "banks are pre
eminently reservoirs of newly saved capitals. With them chie1ly 
theY extend credit. (Consequently the volume of credits extended by 

~ them is not the cause, but the result, not the inciting factor, but an 
attendant phenomenon, of business cycleli'· Just wby this attitude 
preserves its vitality in the teeth of clear theoretical demonstration 
to the contrary is no more mysterious than the perennial burgeoning 
of economic fallacy in general; but Hayek has called attention to two 
contributing circumstances.' Because the individual banker cannot 
lend much more than the funds he receives from outside, he reasons 
from the part to the whole and draws the same conclusion for the 
banking system. There is, furthermore, a peculiarity in the tech-

'1 nique of German banking which creates the same illusion, a di5-
r tinctive feature adduced by Johr in support of the view e:lpressed 

'Volbwirtlc:lWtli Tbeorio c\os JIaDllmIib,'" A, ... s6. p. 809) that tile cmlit 
cnatiaa faDctioD • .....,.n,. __ ill Germoay. Bat _ writa at. time 
wbm the tide hu abady tamed, wbaaa Baha'. _ penioto, ...-bot 
an:baicaIIy it • true, from biI_ editioa,. cIocade eutia'. 
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! above. The common relation between bank and commercial client 
is the Ktmklkortent,' which includes both the customer's ,deposits 
and his borrowing, the ordinary practice being to allow interest at 
I per cent or Ii per cent below bank rate on credit balances and 
to charge interest at I per cent above bank rate on debit balances. 
Since by this arrangement the customer, because of the difference 
in credit and debit rates, does not borrow in advance and have for 
a time at least unutilized funds, Jobr· concludes that the amount of 
"fictive deposits" must be very small, and hence that in European. 
practice a bank loan does not involve "any increase in monetary 
assets from the angle of society." ~ Hayek believes this sort of 

, reasoning to be fairly common. Merely because the deposit does 
not exist for some time prior to its disbursement, but on the con
trary is created as disbursed, it does not seem to be created at all, 
but rather continuously used, i. e. the bank appears to be simply a 
middleman. 

Whether the neglect of credit creation is ascribable to a certain ~ 
backwardness on the part of German students of banking or whether 
it may be apologized for upon special grounds, there can be no 
doubt that the German approach to the problem of business cycles 
has sufiered from the unjustified exclusion of monetary elements. 
Lengthy expositions upon the process of credit expansion. in the 
works of most writers reviewed here, while they may appear unduly 
elementary to the English or American reader, have at long last 
brought about the recognition of new purchasing power as an active 
factor and potentially a source of economic disturbance. 

B. The Hayek-Budge Criterion of Causation 

Despite its real contribution in this direction, certain representa
tives of the German monetary school maintain that credit variations 
constitute not merely an important factor in cyclical upheavals,. but 
the one necessary and sufficient condition - a conclusion which the 
present complexion of cycle analysis scarcely warrants. .This belief • 
proceeds not from neglect of other significant phenomena, the in-. 
fluence of Spietholl being sufficient to insure the inclusion of a broad 

• ct. P. Banett Whale, Jt>ittI SItd B..um, ... c;...., (London, 1930), pp. 37'-38. 
The K""' .... .. '" raembl .. the EDsJiah "c:unaat aa:ount," CD:ept that the former i,o 
commOD!y distinct from the checkiq aa:ount. 

• V ...... 175, p. 311. 
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range of elements, but rather from a logical maneuver which makes 
the whole gamut of imaginable causes to proceed from the DIOne
tary. The process, probably implicit with many others, is formu
lated with greatest clarity by Hayek and Budge. According to the 
former, because DIOney itself does not satisfy wants, it is peculiarly 
capable of interrupting the oontinuou8 equilibrium which proceeds 
from laws operative upon real want satisfaction and the real proo
esses of production. Budge expresses the same idea in slightly dif
ferent terms. Lenses arise from inoonect pricing; but amongst the 

./various productive factors none is subject to a persistent one-sided 
. distortion of price except capital, and there the arbitrary dictates of 

the banking system provide a cause of universal error through a too 
high or too low interest rate) Both writers adopt the logical instru

J'ment of single dijference: return to a barter system and business 
cycles disappear. 

This criterion is not applicable to most eronomic problema. Value 
theory refuses to oondude that labor alone is productive because the 
removal of this factor would cause production to cease. An earlier 
chapter in the present enquiry rejected the device in connection with 
the "social value" of money. To attn'bute to money the excess 
product of a monetary over a barter economy would c:onfiict with the 
rational imputation of most of this excess to currently applied real 
factors. What seems to be required, not only in these cases but in the 
analysis of oonjunctura1 variations, is the IogicaJ instrument of am
t:OmiIafJI fIIJriaIiorI. In most quarters this is received as a somewhat 
worn truism, but it may allowably be repeated in the present ron
text. Whatever rontributes to the amplitude of buRn .... cycles is a 
cause in its own right. 

J 
Upon this criterion there are other important causes of cycles be- • 

side the monetary factor. .In the first rank will have. to be placed , 
vvariations in agricultural output;;tlle waYe:like errors of optirnicm 
and pessimism, and4edmical innovations. The elaboration of the 
effects of changing demand and modes of production is Schumpeter's 
intellectuallollr de 1M", and its propagation in the German litera
ture constitutes one of its chief claims to distinctiveness The recent 
study by the Eamomic and Financial Section of the League of Na
tions establishes beyond doubt the rontemporary importance of 

I "new eronomic combinations": the altered direction of demand from 
J raw materials toward highly fabricated goods, the piOgr .... of ra

tionalization. the introduction of marked eronomies in wbolesaling 
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against retail trade, the increase in agricultural productivity.l Be
side the monetary, agricultural, psychological, and technological 
factors should be ranked the loose articulation of the competitive 
system and the purely technical difficulties in adapting output to de,
mand. The fact that there is everywhere so much slackness in the 
system allows entrepreneurial error to proceed far and to engender 
further misdirection of activity. Robertson calls attention to the 
fact. that a 10 per cent increase of demand for the joint output of 
50 firms may lead each one to expand output by 5 per cent, thinking 
itself especially apt to obtain the additional market.s The mutually _ 
aggravating character of contributing elements is a theme which 
needs only to be mentioned in view of Mitchell's unrivalled treat
ment. Aside from such reactions as easily lead 011 into the psycho
logical channel, certain technical facts amplify the severity of indWl
trial fluctuations. Reference may again be made to Robertson's../' 
description of the awkwardness attending the large, expensive, and 
durable instruments of modem industry.' Because of the indivisi
bility of factors, a 50 per cent increase in output may necessitate a 
100 per cent increase in plant; when it is once constructed, every
thing points to overproduction. The condition of decreasing costs, 
resting also on indivisibility, may lead entrepreneurs producing at a 
loss to increase output to reduce per unit costs, when the opposite is 
required for equilibrium upon the market. Furthermore, in the case 
of blast furnaces, coal mines, etc., the cost of shutting down the plant ./ 
may long postpone the requisite reduction in output. It has also 
been shown how an industry normally demanding 10 per cent of its 
plant value as replacement will, in consequence of a 10 per cent in
crease of demand for its own products, in all probability expand 
_ plant by 10 per cent. But for the constructional industry this signi
fies a 100 per cent increase in demand, to be followed at the recession 

. period by an absolute disappearance of demand. All such facts com
bine to make the cycle to a high degree "6elf-inflamrnatory" once the 
movement in either direction is under way. Without any pretence at 
exhaustiveness, an enumeration of causes should include also the
factor of influx and withdrawal of funds from abroad. 
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The admission of this multiplicity of factors may evoke the pro
test that some are merely underlying conditions, not active causes. 
There is justice in such an objection. The notion that business cycles 
are "self-generative" cannot prevail against the common criticism 
that it does not explain why these disturbances do not in the course 
of time "run down." But on the other hand the cumulative and 
mutually intensifying action of plural causes does reduce the 

" "start" of a cycle - who can say where this comes? - to a mere in
cident, and focUses the diagnosis upon the actual progress of events . 

./hl the second place,6he adoption of concomitant variation may seem 
to imply the relegation of causation to the museum of inteUectual 

, curiosities;) Such is not the conviction of the present writer. Causa-
J tion is qo doubt a metaphysical surd about which the economist may 

well be cautious. But statistical establishment of correlation and 
theoretical' explanation differ as do fata1istic determinism and free 
will; a world which requires action for survival also requires some 
sort of rough-and-ready distinction between cause and effect. The 
distinction between tctive causes and underlying conditions is 
similarly indispensable. For the present complnion of cyclical 
analysis, however, this represents a goal rather thaJi an attainmeut, 
and this is the warrant for admitting into the category of causes all 
facton contnouting to the amplitude of variation. 

Save for a very small minority, Mises in Germany, Hawtrey in 
j England, FISher and Hansen in the United States, cycle analysts 

whose orientation is primarily monetary would be quite content to 
admit money as a "passive" element in the sense that it does not act 

J altme as lite initiating cause. That low interest rates in and of them
selves tannot transform depression into revival, a fact frequently 
adverted to by writers hostile to the monetary explanation, such as 
Diehl, Spiethoff, and Wagemann,l would be readily conftded. But 
once a rising conjuncture has been set in motion by any one "ac-

J tive" factor or a constellation of ciJ'(:lImstanres, it is difficult to 
imagine how the movement could proceed far without the coOper&
tion of the banking system. Wru:e that coOperation has begun, and 
price advances, anticipatory buying, plant extension, &Ugntented 
payrolls, further aedit extension to producers, increasing security 
prices, rising wages, and all the multiple interacting elements come 

• Xad Didd, "1)ba-c.-s,.taa der tbeonetiocheD Sorioli!!rnnomio, H Well. b'A 
d. p .• 83; Arthur SpiethoII, "KriIao, H H ... ., ~~ 4lb .......... Y1 U_ 1925). 
p. 7'; EmIt W ........... Be " ~ (N- Yodo, '9JO). JIll. '!IrI95-
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into a maze of interplay, it is pedantic to insist that money is not a 
cause of " prosperity.> The distinction between an "essential con</ 
'clition;' and a "moving cause" comes to be more and more difficult 
to maintain as prosperity develops into boom and boom into crisis. 

A review of business cycle analysis at its contemporary stage seeQlS 
td ,.arrant the generalization that money does not opera,te to induce 
industrial variations except in conjunction with good and bad har
vestS, technological improvements of all kinds, waves of optimism 
and pessimism, and the like; but that, once an upward inovement 
has been initiated, the monetary factor assumes a,tale at least.aS im~ 
portant as any other separable factor. Furthermore, if "monetarj'; 
theory" is not taken in the very narrow sense which. two hostile 
critics, LOwe and his disciple Burchardt, have insisted upon,l.that 
all non-monetary factors depend upon general price movements, but 
rather in the more liberal sense that bank credit supplie~ the ,'most 
important single variable in cyclical movements, the following purely 
abstract considerations may have weight. In contrast to land and 
labor, capital in the sense of loan funds or fluid purchasing power 
represents an aggregate of almost perfectly fungible or homogeneous 
units. This makes it highly probable that any disturbance affecting 
either the interest rate or the purchasing power of money in one seg
ment of economic life should communicate itself to other segments. 

Cf"lgIIratively, money is a good "conductor" from the very fact of its" 
generalized purchasing power) Whether it is impinged upon from 
outside by alterations in productivity or whether the impulSe comes . 
from within through variations in credit policy, changes in discount 
rate and purchasing power make themselves felt universally. In the 
second place, whether or not money itself "initiates" the ebb and 
flow movements, whether or not money is "active" in the course of 

.. events, it might be argued that a monetary theory of business cycles 
is justified on the pragmatic basis of control. Medical science adopts 
this practice in the germ theory of certain diseases, without minify
ing the low organic resistance which is necessary in most cases to 
allow the micro-organism to develop. Whether monetary control 
can offset in large measure the disturbances emanating from various 
real factors is a problem upon which the present critical review' of 
theories does not venture. ' 

I Adolf Lllwe, "Uber dOD EiDJI;'" monetlrer Fakto_ auf de. KoojUDkturayldua," 
V",. 173, p. 366; Frila BUJCharcIt, "Entwic:khmgsgacbichte do. monetlllOll X ..... 
juDkturtheori .... W,U. Arei. 2a, pp. 74-144. ' • 
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n. CoNCLUSIONS nOK REcENT GEIlKAN DISCUSSIONS 

A. The R4le of Economic Progress its Cycles 

Nearly four decades have elapsed since Wicksell took the definite 
position that oonjunctural movements cannot be explained without 
reference to the "real" phenomenon of eoonomic progress. It may 
be set down as a positive oontribution of the German monetary 
theorists in the ensuing years to have elaborated this theme and to 
have brought it into its necessary oonnection with the modem mech
anism of hank credit. The oontemporary Cambridge school owns its 
obligation to the work of Schumpeter, Cassel, Mises, Hayek., and 
others who have oontributed to this literature; I it has left its Un
pres! upon the work of American writers." So far, perhaps, this 
school has been too much preoccupied with working out the logical 
apparatus involved in the natural-hank-rate oontrast; it has still 
much unexplored territory in the matter of qualitative differences in 
various credit markets and the behavior of credit in what Wage
mann terms "free" and "tied" oommoditymarkets." But it has, on 
the one hand, lent to the monetary explanation a realistic cast and 
has, on the other, articulated numerous "real" variables with in
flation and deflation without falling into a purely edectic and de
scriptive character. 

B. The RDle of [1Ivestmml tJtUl Sa1MJgs 

The inherent instability of credit furnishes the Archimedean point 
for both Schumpeter and Mises types of cycle analysis; indeed, this 
is merely to reaffirm that they both offer monetary explanations. 
But Schumpeter and Hahn, possibly because of their optimism re
garding the outcome of forced saving, do not envisage the crisis as 
essentially a matter of too great plant extension. PreciseIy this mal
adjustment, baweva, supplies the oornerstone not only of the COD

geries of theories in the Mises tradition, but also to some of the most 
inp>sing works outside Germany. Keynes makes disturbances in i 

1 J.)(.It_A r"";'.JI-,CN_York,19JO),1, "97. JIoba-,~, 
Policy, pp. " __ ' 

• c. o. Hanly, CI'IIIiI P __ ., U. P..,.J ~ ~ (W~ 1\132) •. ,..... , 

• & .... ~ pp.. 19J-194.. 
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:fiXed and working capital his central theorem; 1 Robertson believes 
the universal feature of cycles to be "disproportionate movements in 
the output of consumable goods and instruments," occasionally at
tended by excessive investment in stocks of goods; , and throughout 
the course of the League study of the current depression, Ohlin 
assigns paramount importance to the investment cycle.' 

Despite a virtual consensus amongst monetary writers in favor of 
the overinvestment explanation, Cassel has categorically rejected it J 
on the grounds that it falls into the error of all "general glut" 
theories, and that, on the contrary, society can no more have a super: 
f1uity of producers' than of consumers' goods.' Furthermore, the 
fact that some persons have attributed crises to OM"salJing and some 
to undersalJing may seem to indicate serious confusion in the entire 
mode of approach. These objections are demonstrably false, but 
some prefatory distinctions and concessions are required. 

One variety of overinvestment theory, that devcloped by Rodber
tus, Marx, Sismondi, Bouniatian, Hobson, and apparently also by 
Foster and Catchings, attn"butes the breakdown to an inevitable in
sufficiency of consumer income to purchase output when savings in
aease. This variety may be designated the distributional theory of .. 
oversaving or overinvestment, in contrast with the teclmical variety 
presently to be examjned. Except in a very special sense which makes 
it virtually coincident with the technical explanation, the distribu
tional theorem cannot be supported. In its cruder form the theorem 
merely states that the majority of consumers have unsatisfied wants 
but narrowly limited incomes, whereas the few have income but no 
unsatisfied wants. Reinvested profits proliferate capital goods, but 
there is no parallel inaease in consumer buying power to absorb the 
product. This unsophisticated argument is disposed of by the reflec
tion that actual investment, which does constitute wants on the part 
of profit receivers, necessarily involves, to the same degree, the dis
bursement of funds to laborers and owners of resources. More 
subtly, however, it is said that side-tracking income into saving im
mediately lessens by so much the consumer command over commodi
ties, a command which is regained only gradually as outlays by pro
ducers are made during the productive period, so that incomes(ag 

1 rr","" vol. I, ch. xviii, " ItJUira. 
• B .... iIIc PoIKy, ella. vi, vii. 
• C..-., pp. lIS, 29$. 
• GaIaV Cuod, n. Tilury of s..w~ md od. (LoDcIon'''.I32), n. fioI&-6s>. 
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behind output. If this argument signifies an impasse resulting from 
actual mfJeSlmml, it is simply self-contradictory, in that increased 
equipment can only be got by outlays to the buying public. Any lag 
is eliminated by the direct passage of savings into investment and 
thence into incomes. If, however, the argument would represent a 
possible hitch between saving and investment, it discovers a genuine 
source of disequilibrium, such as Keynes dwella upon in the banana 
saga. But the difficulty pertains to the period afl6 crises, as Keynes 
insists, conlmenting upon the Foster and Catchings "dilemma of 
thrift"; it cannot be advanced as an explanation of crises.1 

Distn'bution of income in connection with existing capital invest
ment plays a rOle in precipitating crises in two senses; but in the 
first, the fault does not lie primarily with distribution, and in the 
second, the distributional error becomes identical with lulmical 
overcapitalization, In the period preceding the crisis of 1929, it 
seems evident now that industry was directed too much toward ob
jects of mass production, that with the contemporary distribution of 
income, middle and lower class buying power eventually proved too 
small to absorb output. But unless it is held that purchasiog power 

1 should be so distn'buted that, no matter what entrepreneurs decide 
to produce, their course will be correct, the error lies with mUapply
mg capital. (J'he difficulty is not a superabundance of capital in gen
eral but its particu1.ar use in view of income strati1icatiorj) Testing 
investment relative to income from a second angle reveals a real con
dition of general overinvestment. Credit inflation forcibly distorts 
income from its wonted channels and bids fair to bring about a re
vulsion. If it may be assumed that forced saving redounds chiefly to 
the benefit: of the well-to-do, overcapitalization can be represented 
as the consequenoe of inequality. O'he maldistrl'bution of income is 
not the underlying inequality, however, but inaeaml inequalit" 
With this interpretation, distrI'butional overcapitalization comes to 
coincide with the tecbnical variety. 

What does the latter concept signify, and how can it meet the test 
of Say's law? Aamding to that proposition, it might be thought, 10 

long as savings are put into various lines of production propor-
• 
1 TmIIiu, I, 179-

• 'Ibis is ~ ..... (lilia's ........ of the ......... of ~ cIio&ribadGo 
_ CJda (do c-.. p. 7')' JIoIJau. .,.., MTbae is a limit to wbida ~ 
_ CIIIl ~ to ~ for ___ uto thdr .Oi~. .""" the 
..... iI,'. bPoatpatwitboatmcl' g iu&.c.ompkte~oftbe:DMJDC.o;, 
tuy.,...... """ _ of the oociaI otracbIJen (II-, P-7, JIP. _,. : 
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tionate1y to ultimate consumer demand, there could be no "over
investment," "overcapitalization," nor "oversaving." Certainly in~ 
a generic sense society can no more have an excess of capital than of 
labor or natural resources. But the notion of overcapitalization with 
such persons as Spiethoff, Mises, Hayek, Keynes, and Robertson, 
does not run in absolute terms; it signifies always that for some re&

son - error of judgment or forced I!&ving - the technique of pro
duction has come to be too capitalistic relative to the current flow of 
savings and the interest rate. And this not merely fOl'lsome ind1is
tries but conceivably for all, so that overcapitalization is general. 
When employed with labor, capital must assume a specialized form, 

. and this technical form will be unique with each combining propor
tion of capital and labor. The complement of machinery with which 
the laborer is endowed under a low rate of interest cannot be alchemi
cally transmuted to the proper instruments when interest rises rela
tively to wages. Although the difficulty quite conspicuously inheres 
in'the particular application of capital and not its general redun
dancy, the phrase "overcapitalization" calls attention to a peculiar 
difficulty not apparent from the term "misdirected production," 
which carries with it an implied reference to the relativ$l outputs of 
different consumers' goods. The current idle supply of tractors and 
the substitution of horses is dictated not by the circumstance of a 
glut upon agricultural markets, but by the fact that costs per unit of 
output are reduced by this change, regardless of the price of wheat. 
Adequate capital is not forthcoming for agriculture, and the over
capitalization or overinvestment consists in the losses upon the trac
tors, the too capitalistic instruments. 

Clarity upon this subject is imperilled by terminological compli
cations.' The same difficulty may be called alternatively oversawng 
and tmdersawng, and almost with equal justice. When specific in
struments per laborer are taken as the point of reference, and the 
interest rate is supposed to have advanced from the level which gave 
rise to them, the present supply of capital appears to be too small; 
there is "undersaving." But when the present supply of capital is' 
taken as the point of reference, the savings embodied in specific in
struments per laborer appear too great; there is "oversaving." I To 
avoid misunderstanding, the most recent practice reserves the word . 
"saving" for the act of abstinence and "investment" for the act of 
putting purchasing power into concrete form. It might be added 

I Thia ImbiguIty is e.plained ill • similar fashion by OhliD, W.II. A"i. 36, pp. 2-3. 
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that to avoid the appearance of a moral judgment upon what society 
ought to save, the maladjustment may be designated "overinvest
ment" or "overcapitalization" in preference to "undersaving." 

An overcapitalized plant is one in which interest costs per unit of 
output are so high as to raise total costs per unit of output above 
price set by competition. Upon the basis of this criterion it is ob
vious that all plants cannot at once be overcapitalized, since c0m

petitive price covers outlay to marginal producer.' In this sense gen
eral overcapitalization is impossible; but this merely reasserts that 
industry as a whole cannot have too much capital. Opponenu. of 
the overcapitalization theorem see only this aspect. But IIOmeC1f 
many plants in all lines of production may show losses from a too 
heavy capital charge. Production may be divided in altogether ap
propriate proportions as between ultimate consumers' goods and yet 
each consumers' good be produced at loss to a substantial portion of 
suppliers. The diffiadty lies not in what is produced but "- it is 
produced. Were an capital perfectly liquid and unspeciali Rd, om
capitalization could not arise. Even with imperfect liquidity, if 
debts could be devalued, entrepreneurs could shift the lose of too
capitalistically organired plants to the owners and operate hence
forth profitably." lacking these modes of escape, entrepreneurs
in an industries - who have carried the substitution of capital for 
labor farthest under the in1luence of the previous low interest rates, 
will be obliged to face losses. 

Amongst plants with equally high capital cost relatively to labor 
..I cost. those having the longest construction period if they are in 

process of building, and those having the longest depreciation period 
if they are in operation, will be most adversely afiected by a rise in 
interest. Ability to meet an increase in interest cost upon current 
borrowings by reducing valuation of assets entails the reduction of 
ontstanding securities carrying fixed charges. Supedicial1y the mat
ter takes on a purely financial cbar.u:ter, turning upon the interreIa
tioo of various secmities in the c.urporation'. financial structure, 

• t1DIaathereoa:unasmr:raJ LA ....... ofpric.ea;batthis •• pi "" ""P'nNr 
ia idea U- doe rion el foIad .mac. _ prolUly ill """ IP'IIidabIo ..,. ......-
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upon the temper of security owners, the adroitness of managers, and 
the credit standing and connections of the firm. Underlying these 
immediate determinants, however, is the ;more truly "economic'" 
factor of capital fungibility. Plants with longest construction or de
preciation periods entail greatest fixity of investment and give least 
promise of "getting the capital out"; consequently they require the 

, maximum reduction in valuation. , 
Another sense of "overinvestment" distinct from the foregoing is 

. ' tlie piling up of redundant stocks of goods at various points in the 
, prQrlUctive process. Opinion amongst monetary theorists as to the 

significance of this factor in the cycle is not unanjmous. Hawtrey, it 
has already been observed, takes the extreme position that stocks act 
,as a COUtIwbalammg factor to movements in bank rate and are 
hence the farthest thing possible from a cause of crises or depres
sions.1 Keynes' chief concern is with theoretical and factual evidence 
that Liquid Capital does not amount to enough at the end of depres
sioJl to support revival. But in the early stages of slump when these' 
stores attain their maximum, the factors accounting for the paucity 
of goods in storage at the inception of boom now operate with sud
den violence to dissipate accumulations and so to aggravate the 
slump.1 This attitude does not preclude the emphasis put by Mises 
and RiSpke upon accumulations before the downward turn as a factor 
operative in conjunction with ex\:ess plant capacity in precipitating 
the crisis. Wagemann says, "A surfeit of goods in storage is a symp
tom whicl1 warns us of the approacl1 of a crisis." a His" Barometer 
of Storage Movements" reveals that inflow exceeds outflow 4 from 
a point midway in the upswing to sometime after maximum activity 
as registered by employment. Since an increase of stocks might re-' 
suIt either from speculative hoarding or from an effort of entre
preneurs to maintain production in the teeth of weakening markets,· 
it is not surprising to find the volume of goods in storage relalively 
large (at least) both immediately before and immediately after the 
crisis. The League's study of ehe current depression reveals this 

J R. G. Hawttey, C_...." mol Creda, 3n1 eel. (LondoD, '930), pp. "4-26. 
I TtMftH, vol. D, ch. :u:iL 
• Bco-" RhyIjoo, p. n .. He is, of coune, DOt to be counted. moDebuy theorist. 
• lbitl., p. 152. 
• A point made by 1. R. Bellerby in T". COfIk.1 of C,eda, p. 75, zderrecI to by 

Ro~, B_", P.liey, p. 83, DOt.. RobertaoD is peculiaz in refusing to take the 
aboolute magnitude of atocks as sigoifiamt, but onJy in compa:rison to the supply of 
Short 1M:kins. Cf. pp •• '<>-4'\ below. , 
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condition to have prevailed before and after the crisis of 1929.1 With 

j I the exception of Hawtrey, the opinion that excessive .tocks inten
sify and perhaps help to precipitate crises seems to find general favor. 

Assuming that excessive stocks are actually a phenomena of crises, 
the theoretical question stilI remains as to whether this may legiti
mately be called overinvestment in the sense previously defined. It 
might be argued with seeming force that so long as stocks are divided 
proportionately to consumer demand for ultimate product they can
not be redundant. Misdirected production there might be in the 
sense of too much of this good in storage relatively to that; but since 
human wants are indefinitely extensible, society can consume any 
amount of goods out of stores just as much as out of current produc
tion; loss upon either stores or production indicates merely an error 
in forecasting the channel of consumer demand. This argument ap
pears all the more oonvincing if it is believed that the banking sys
tem may, by avoiding defultion when the excess stocks come upon 
the market, prevent their liquidation at loss. 

To meet this argument squarely seems to me of utmost impor
tance, since otherwise overinvestment theories collapse from the 
apparent contradiction alluded to in connection with Schumpeter. 
How can crises be attributed at the same time to an excess of in
vestment and an excess of consumers' goods? A more satisfactory 
answer can now be given by utilizing the precise definition of over
investment just developed. 

The solution lies in the distinction between Liquid Capital and 
Working Capital, between excessive and appropiute stocks at vari
ous stages in production, including the last. Suppose with Keynes, 
Schumpeter, and other writers who discover a rough oorrespondence 
between length of upward oonjuncture and productive period, that 
a new wave of am.."mable goods comes to marketable form, the 
oonsequence of augmented plant capacity. If the banking system re
fuses to allow more defultion than is justified by an imaginable de-' 
dine of natural or equilibrium interest,· Working Capital ripening 
into ClODSllTllen' goods may be disposed of without losses. In this 
connection a footnote in the Tr&Jlise (IfJ M tmey deserves to be raised 
to prominence. Commenting upon Johannseu'. doctrine of "Impaii 

I c-...JlP.39.52.S3.s6.71.JllldJIP.I34,IJ8. Co '·.,lIDCbdid-. ..... et .... , 
ma- lIlIICb afw the criIiL 
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Savings," 1 Keynes observes that any failure of entrepreneurs to 
Jnafket their output profitably, provided wrong proportions of con
sumers' goods have not been produced, does not rest upon a satura
tion of the capital market but upon" a temporary but recurrent fail
ure of the banking system to pass on the full amount of the savings 
to entrepreneurs," and that Johannsen "overlooks the fact that a 
fall in the [natural] rate of interest would be the cure for the malady 
if it were what he diagnoses it to be." 2 In other words, overinvest· 
ment cannot consist in capital embodied in stocks of goods unless 
they are too large to be held at an interest cost set by the CU"ent natural 
rate. Or alternatively, according to Say's law, if the banking system 
does not sidetrack purchasing power into hoards by a deflation 
greater than the.inlaginable fall in natural interest cost, consumer 
demand suffices for the increased output of new investment at prices 
covering cost. Indeed, if it were not for excessive stocks and de
fiation, crises engendered by the fading away of forced saving would 
be marked by an absolute fall in prices for producers' goods and an 
absolute rise for consumers' goods. The essential reason for collapse 
would then be losses upon plant which was appropriately constructed 
for a lower market rate of interest, but which is now" too capitalis
tic" when market (i. e. bank) rates rise to meet the inlaginably de. 
clining natural rate. Writers like Mises and Budge I who speak of a 
shortage of consumers' goods do so with complete justice, since the 
decline of saving puts a premium on consumable output and gives 
rise to the technical variety of overinvestment. 

But it does not put a sullicient premium upon consumable produce 
to take care of any amount of goods held in storage. In addition to 
losses upon plant, entrepreneurs will have to face losses upon /IZUS

rive stocks, i. e. upon Liquid Capital.' The excessiveness consists in 
the fact that their magnitude, appropriate to lower market rates of 
interest, now appears to their owners to be too great when these rates 
advance toward natural rate. The line of demarcation between 
Working and Liquid Capital, i. e. between requisite and excessive 
stocks of goods in the circulating capital category, depends upon the 
same factor which distinguishes appropriate and too great fixed 

• A doctrine 01 the Footer and Catchings variety, rep ....... ted in German literature 
by MIU'IOIl; if. p. 369, DOle 2, above. 

S TrctJliu, D, 100, DOte. 

• Cf·PP·336,366,abov~ 
• Whether this facto1' is ;..~ in crises CODStitutes a separate problem, a1ready 

touched upon; d. pp. 407-40II, above. . 
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capital per laborer: the rate of interest. Given a certain amount of 
liquid capital on hand, an advance in interest to its true equilib
rium level confronts the owner with three ways of accepting losses. 
Either he may continue to hold the old stocks even though the high 
interest chuge makes them cost more than what they afford to the 
entrepreneur in the way of convenience against predictable or unpre
dictable inequalities in productionj or he may let them run off along 
with full current output, and so depress price below the 1evelset by 
current demand for consumers' goods relatively to investment; or he 
may reduce output while marketing the excessive inventory, taking 
the loss on idle plant capacity. The trouble is not that society 
possesses too many consumers' goods in a generic sense, an obvious 

j imposSlDility, but that it possesses too many consumers' goods in a 
pa,.ticula,. eapiIaJ form. enough the cessation of forced saving calls 
for more consumers' goods relatively to producers' goods in current 
production, it does not call for more than can be maIketed at costa 
defined by the equilibrium rate of interest) Were 811ch transmuta
tions posSlDle, the entrepreneur, beside "melting down" his fixed 
capital equipment so as to spread it more thinly over available labor, 
would also be pleased to convert excessive stocks into the new and 
more modest capital instruments. Since this cannot be done, he 
must accept losses not only upon overinvestment in plant but also in 

j stocks. The overinvestment theory does not in reality !IJI>POSI' an 
excess of both producers' and consumers' goods at time of aisisj the 
apparent excess of the latter is actually an excess of the former;6nd 
that not because society may have too much capital, but because it 
may have it in an inappropriate form;> 

The distinction between crises engendered by overinvestment in 
plant and those engendered by a conspicuous excess of working capi
tal has prompted certain writers to draw a lIIlJlPOIIedly paraDel dis
tinction between shortages of long term and short term capitaL 
Robertson, for example, would differentiate between crises arising 
from shortages of "Long lacking" and "Short lacking." Both the 
definition of lacking as the "activity of providing Captlal"· and 
the discussion of the two types of cycles represent SlJW", for short . 
and long term as two quite separ.Wle phenomena. But from a social . 
angle it is evident that this means little or oothing. Individuals may 
be classified according as they save permanently to build up a for- • 
tune upon the income on which they or their heirs may live, or as . 

I~p-,.p. ..... 
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they save temporarily to provide a principle for use in sickness, un
employment, or old age. To the degree to which individuals on the 
average overestimate their requirements for these purposes, a resid
uum of unconsumed accumulation results. From a social angle this 
residual quantity is just as permanent as the other type of capital. 
What meaning, then, could be attached to Short Lacking in connec
tion with business cycles? H voluntary saving is implied, we must 
suppose (r) that it is economically advisable in the particular circum
stances to increase working, but not fixed, capital; (2) that individ
uals or corporations actually operate plant beyond least cost ratio by 
adding merely to working capital because they knfJ'W that the favor
able circumstances are temporary; (3) that for the sake of temporary 
but large gains these agents are willing to increase their rate of ab
stinence tempOf'arily on the condition that later they may retum to 
the old rate of consumption by liquidating a part of working capital. 
Granting for the sake of argument the existence of "Appropriate 
Fluctuations in Output," what is the likelihood that the second and 
third requirements will ever be fulfilled? But if Short Lacking im
plies forced saving, what meaning can be given to the adjective 
"Short "? Does the banking system, if it is conscious of the process 
at all, benevolently intend to reimburse the victims of forced saving 
by a future compensatory deflation? 

The distinction between shortages of Long and Short Lacking ~ 
. simply confuses the source of capital with quite separate matters. J 

One is the employment of the funds. Inconsistently with his descrip
tion of Lacking as the activity of saving, Robertson himself defines 
the two varieties as being, respectively, "directed toward providing 
society with the use ..• of fixed and durable instruments of produc
tion," and that dirCcted toward" enabling society to carry on pro
duction." 1 This merely restates the accepted distinction between 
fixed and working capital, but these categories have nothing to do 
witll. saving permanently or for short term. German writers have 
fortunately avoided this confusion, save perhaps those writers,· 
who attribute crises to a shortage specifically in the "subsistence 
fund." But this phraseology need not pertain to kinds of saving but 
only to a relative shortage of consumers' as against producers' goods. 
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Beside the conventional distinction in theory between fixed and 
working capital another reinterpretation of Long and Short 141c1ring 
might be the ordinary commercial contrast between long term and 
short term loans. This pertains neither to the activity of saving nor 
the purpose to which funds are.applied, but to the legal period of the 
contract. Upon this interpretation it is difficult to imagine a short
age of Short Lacking, since funds lent for long term can always be 

J used in temporary employments. But a shortage of long term funds 
may exist. Not only may this be a source of continued economic 
uncertainty, as the history of Germany since the War attests, but it 
may render a borrowing country singularly vulnerable to conjunc
tura! variations in the lending country. 

The conclusions from this protracted treatment of overinvestment 
or capital shortage from the purely deductive side may be restated. 
The phenomenon is not only theoretically imaginable but, in the 

J estimation of the body of current writers, real and important. Over
investment may take on the form either of plant which is inappr0-
priate to higher interest rates or stores of liquid capital which are 
excessive upon the same criterion. The distinction rests upon the 
uses of capital, not upon its sources, though the period for which 
loans are advanced also assumes significance for cyclical variations in 
parQcuIar ca.sI!s. 

C. Tire Desirabilily qf Reducmg Cyclical Y III'ialUmI 
III II Mmi"",,,, 

The close correlation of industrial ebb and flow with cycles of in
vestment, and the intimate asoociation of the latter with economic . 
progress, raise the fundamental question whether ... usin .... cycles -
can be eliminated or even if they can be whether that would be , , 
desirable. Non-monetary theorists are generally inclined to a 
somewhat fatalist.ic view of the matter: socialists IUch as Lederer . 
and Tugan-Baronowski believe periodic upheavals to be rooted in 
capitalistic inequalia,-; Dietzel and Sombart believe that natural . 
phenomena are the underlying cause; Lampe, MarzeIl, and Schmiu, 
that the very process of a.c:cumuIation precipitates aises; and the· 
eIectic theorists, IUch as Cassel, Mitchell, and Wagemann, that _
the cycle is seH-propagating. Monetary theorists, on the other, 
hand, are inclined to take a more optimistic view, believing that by . 
appropriate manipuIatioos central banb are able either to remove -
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:the most important cause of (Onjunctural movements or eVen 
:very largely to offset the (Ombined effect of monetary and real 
I ' 
Ica.Uses. 
, Amongst those who maintain the possibility of a substantial lie
gree of (Ontrol through the credit mechanism, not ~eryone agrees 
that a vigorous policy of e(l)nomic stabilization ,should be prose
cuted. The notable ch8Jllpions of cycles are Robertson and Schum
peter. Although Robertson explains at length how boom periods 
easily, indeed almost inevitably, run off into "Inappropriate Fluc-" 
tuations," he adduces cixcumstances giving rise to "Appropriate, I 
Fluctuations" and concludes that" the remedy ... might be worse, 
than the disease," Variations in demand for labor on the part of 
an intelligent representative citizen would be somewhat smaller 
than variations on the part of the individual entrepreneur, and 
much smaller than variations called for in the laborer's own in
terest; nevertheless, "if all business men always made, and acted 
upon, true judgments about their own self-interest," fairly rhythmic 
industrial fluctuations would not disappear.1 that this conclusion 
does not follow appears clearly from the fact that Robertson no
where appraises the 1Iel effect of a (Omplete cycle, but instead con
tents himself with demonstrating the salutary effect merely of an. 
upswing partly financed by forced saving, so that Keynes may pro
test against his (Omplete neglect of the .. great loss of wealth during 
a Deflation." I Schumpeter's case, on the contrary, cannot be dis
missed as a _ sequitur, for he explicitly argues that the depression 
"fulfills what the upswing promised"; I it restores equilibrium and 
realizes the reduction in unit costs of production which the innova
tions of the prosperity phase have brought to pass. Depreciating 
the extent of unemployment in the "normal" depressions of the pre
War period, he argues that total real income would actually be en
hanced in depression were iI no' for the closing down of plants 
through uncertainty, the difficulty of transferring resources from 

, obsolescent lines of production, etc., so that the real gains of depres
sion are postponed and concealed in the next period of prosperity.' 
To many students of the problem the fulfillment will not seem as 
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palatable as it is to Schumpeter: the restoration of equiljbrium will 
appear less conspicuous a feature of depressions than the cumulative 

, downward spiral, dwelt upon by Hawtrey and Keynes, of sagging 
prices, unemployment, further deflation, restriction of production, 
liquidation of stocks, etc., with the additional possibility, suggested 
by Oblin, that the exaggerated pessimism of depression may mis
direct' production, quite as well as the roseate psychology of boom 
times.1 To refer to the selective efiect upon entrepreneura as an 
apology for depression is similar to championing war as a .. refresh
ing bath of steel." 2 Quite aside from doubts as to the outcome of 
cycles from the angle of social dividend, the human suffering pro
duced by the convulsive periods of contraction suffices to decide the 
case. In reality the apologetic attitude would oonstitute the most 
severe indictment imaginable against the system of oompetitive 
enterprise. 

It may be set down as a third conclusion from the review of recent 
German study that a virtual ooncensus prevails against the apolo
getic attitude.' With Budge, Reisch, and StrigI the adverse judg
ment is indeed only implicit, but with Haberler, Hayek, Lampe, 
Mises, Neisser, and ROpke a stabile evolution in prices is ~t1y 
demanded, Subsequent sections treating the productivity of aedit 
expansion and the desirable monetary standard do not reopen this 
question. 

m UNSETTLED IssuEs 

That business cycles are an unsolved problem is as unprofitable an 
utterance as the truth that medical knowledge has not yet mastemJ 
the problem of disease Certain features of the c:mnp1es phe
nomenon are known, others remain mysteries. The precise oourae of 
real wages, the behavior of stores of oommodities, the part played by 
monopoly and by fixed and free markets, the relation of segments of 
the capital market. the degree to which bank rate influences short 
term rates generally. the extent of aedit absorption in secnrity 
speculation. the difference between cyclical and structural change - . 

these are important unknowns. Many of them are beiog vigor-

I WelL Ad. 36. p. .. 
ti Wagcmana, III. e;". p.. 231 • . _CD '""""" lOCh a Widusiuu m-the cIcIiIIrn- or the y ...... ,. s..iM
~ at Zurich in 19>9. Rudolf -. uN_ ............. ~jaDktwIitaatIIr." 
ZJd.'IiT~ _ S-. 86, PI'-~ 
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ously atta.rJte<'l iiI the various institutes and centers for cycle research 
in ~y /mil Austria which have sprung up under the impetus 
given by the Harvard University Committee of Eoonomic Research 
and the LOndon and Cambridge Eoonomic Service. Publications by 
fhese agencies 1 will certainly soften the contemporary contrast be
tween such highly abstract theorists as Hayek and such purely statis
tica.I analysts as Wagemann. Amongst the problems soluble o8J.y by 
a COhjunction of abstract and empiric study are three especially 
significant to the monetary approach: the channels through which 
bank rate operates, the "productivity" of bank credit, and central 
bank policy regarding price levels. 

A. Tlwee AsP~~ oj 1M Bank Rate / 

• Prior to the publication of Keynes' monumental work it may 
fairly be said that the literature on business cycles did not sharply 
distinguish the operation of interest as a cost of production from its 
rale in capitalization, nor that in turn from its bearing upon volume 
of credit. Certain writers were well aware of three aspects of the 
matter, admitting them on equal footing or stressing one above 
others; the vast majority, however, gave exclusive attention to 
quantity of credit, ignoring or depreciating the cost and capitaliza
tion viewpoints. In no single case was much significance attached to 
the question, however important interest variations or interest dif
ferentials were thought to be per SI. 

Wicksell's statement of capitalization at so early a juncture in the 
history of bank rate theory arrests the attention, but there is no 
clear evidence that he assigned it a precedence either causa.lly or 
temporally over cost and quantity of credit." In his description of 
the emergence of interest in a dynamic society, Schumpeter makes 
the point that all incomes from non-human factors of production 
come to be regarded by a natural fiction as interest incomes, but that 
capitalization, when applied to merely transitory revenues, is in-

I The lktIlcllU IJ111i1u1/fil K""j_1f1rIw/IWsc/w,,,, at Berlin publishes the V;.,.,u. 
jolw,1Ie/I • ., KIJIIjM1f1rIw/ .... c_,. with occasional supplemODIs, 8l1d the w .. iaobo
ric,.. Ftom the F,tMJif- GueIIscMfl/fIr K""jrMkIwf""""""', appears a series of 
V flr6.ffftlllic....,... at imguIar intervals in monograph form. (The Xiel aeminII in 
Wellwirflc/lajl a4 S_lt</W contributes to the periodical literature, especially to the 
WellwirflclllJfllidu A,c".) Th.a.-.;eArcIIU IJ111i1u1/fIr K"";~ ... scM,pub
liab .. a series of apecial studies 8l1d the 11 _6oricflle. 

• Cf. pp. 30J-3G4. above. 
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herently dangerous.1 But he does not introduce this col18ideration 
directly into the analysis of cycles.· Mention is made of low interest 
costs as inducing speculative holding of stocks of goods; but chiefly 
the upswing is initiated by forced saving imposed by the impact of a 
new volume of credit upon commodity prices. Hahn similarly n0-

tices the reduction in costs of production from low discount rates, 
but lire Schumpeter he bases the cycle upon quantity of credit and 
its unequal incidence.' In Cassel's analysis, high-capitalized values 
upon purable instruments are an underlying cause of investment 
booms, though volume of purcl1asing power seems to figure as a 
necessary complement.' Strigl and Ropke assign to cost and capi
talization positions coordinate with quantity.4 In England, Hawtrey 
presents the classical case for interest as a cost, not to producers in a 
narrow sense nor to speculators, but to "dealers." ~ 

On the other hand a larger number of monetary ellplanations rest 
directly upon quantitative moments: volume and velocity of money 
and credit. Interest-di1Jerential or simply bank rate figures, in most 
of these cases, as the ultinlate basis of quantitative variations; but it 
operates fIOl dueclly upon prices, but I1icariously through quantity. 
Mises, Hayek, and their follower!! represent this approach, and it is 
probably the ordinary view amongst monetary theorists in England 
and·. America.' The quantitative viewpoint includes also several 
writers, of whom Eucken and Stucken are the German representa
tives, who reject the correlation of quantity and cost Of credit.' 

Is the question of the relative importance and sequence of the 
three phenomena connected with bank rate merely a hen-and~gg 
riddle, or are the effects disparate, the points of incidence distin
guishable? Let us weigh the affirmative answer given by Keynes, 
with whom the analysis is most complete. 

If "quantity" of money and credit botaken in its narrow sense, 
. capitalized values may of course move disproportionately through 
the increase or decrease of monetary velocity. Many writers beside 
Keynes - Hawtrey and Robertson in England, and Eucken, Nei&
Ber, and Stucken in Germany - have dwelt upon the reduction of 
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unspent margins in the upswing and upon hoarding in depression. 
The factor may well be given paramount significance with quantity, 
especially as it affords a definite mode, by no means the only one, of 
linking monetary elements with the "real" factor of waves of opti, 
mism and pessimism. Furthermore, to the degree to which credit at
tains an especially high velocity upon the stock exchanges, one im-
· portant set of capitalized values may advance with a relatively small 
· increase in total volume of credit. ~ 

But Keynes would apparently press the matter farther. In,direct, 
opposition to the ordinary conviction, he argues that even aside 
from the "monetary" factor, the prices of consumers' and producers' 
goods advance and decline together. A proposition so diametrically 
opposed to what seems to be required on an equation of exchange 
basis would seem to require extensive elaboration. Instead we have 
to be content with the exiguous statements made in connection with 
an allegorical likening of profits to the "widow's cruse" and of losses 
to a Danaid jar, the latter case being slightly amplified in the" bi
nana plantation" illustration. The widow's cruse aspect of profits is 
supposed to lie in the fact that no matter how much profits are spe)lt 
consumptively, "the effect is to inaease the profit on the sale of 
liquid consumption goods by an amount exactly equal to the amoun~ 
of profits which have been thus expended." 1. But as RQbertson pro, 
tests, this means simply that profits are transferred from one entre, 
preneur to another; • indeed Keynes himself, despite the use of the 
word "increase," proceeds immediately to say that "the.increment 
of wealth belonging to entrepreneurs remains the same 'as before." 
And.in the banana saga, where, if ever, we should expect 'a demon
stration of a parallel decline in the prices of consumers' and pro, 
ducers' goods, quantity and velocity of money remaining the sam.e. 

· he contents himself finally ~th the proposition that the losseS upon 
current production cannot be escaped by reducing wages.' . 

The implication, however, of the latter illustration may be that. 
because the total money requirements in the production of "auDas 
are not decreased, carrying through the transfer of securities from 
losing entrepreneurs to saving public requires arithmetically a com
pensatory decline in security prices. No one would deny that, with 

· a fixed effective volume of money (My), an increase in T is com-

1 TNtJlise, I, 139. (Italics X.,.,es' ,) 
• D. H. Robemon, "Mr. Xeynes' 111001)' of Money," Eo. J_ . .p, pp. 4OIhfog. 
• T"";'" I, 1~178. . 
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patible only with a fall in P. But are we required, in order to apply 
this to the period of declining security values in the business cycle, 
not only to abstract from the actual shrinkage in both money and 
velocity, but also to suppose that prices fall from 1111 expansion in the 
volume of transactions? Or in a boom period are we to imagine that 
money and velocity remain constant, and that security prices rise 
through a shrinkage in the quantity bought and sold? 

Such aDI interpretation is probably foreign to Keynes' mesning; 
but it results from an effort to discover how both sets of prices, those 
of producers' and consumers' goods alike, could progress and decline 
together without the cooperation of the monetary factor. Aside 
from some such bizarre hypothesis, it is difficult to apprehend how 
capitaJized values upon fixed capital goods or securities could persist 
at a high level without a parallel increase in the effective volume of 
money to carry through trading at these prices, or conversely with 
low prices, "profits" and "losses" in Keynes' sense to the contrary 
notwithstanding. 

But there is an important way in which the capitalization proceSl 
may take on a significance independent of quantity of money (in 
addition to the inclusion of velocity in the former, its exclusion in the 
latter). Rising prices for producers' goods during the prosperity 
phl¥e may be envisaged as "drawing out" more credit from the 
banking system or inducing a higher velocity, as against the increase 
in quantity or velocity of money "driving" prices upward. Here the 
contrast turns rather upon causation than upon divergent magni
tudes. That the lead may be taken causally by prices established 
more or less independently of money and credit, and that the latter 
then merely conform so as to satisfy an equation of exchange, ap
peared with dramatic force in the complaint of a shortage of money 
during the German inflation.' Cyclical variations in prices probably 
reveal the same characteristic. Even upon the basis of a ~ 
explanation in which capitalization tate appears simply as deter
mined by bank rate, a significant distinction may thus be drawn be-; 
tween the quoting of prices at a higher level and the carrying-through' 
of transactiollS at the higher level with more money. And if the em-, 
phasis is laid upon optimism and pessimism as something independ-! 
ent of what transpires in the sphere of money, the course of capital-; 
ized values, though necessarily paralleled by quantitative variations 
in credit, proceeds upon impulses which are unique. 

1 a. pp. '79""282, abon.. 
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Consider next capitalization in comparison with cost of credit. 
Low interest costs cannot stimulate production as a whole, Keynes 
argues, "inasmuch as the aggregate incomes of consumers, which are 
simply the aggregate costs of production under another name, avail
able to purchase output, are also reduced to exactly the same ex
tent." 1 The consequence of easier credit is merely a change--over 
from lines of production where interest is an unimportant cost to 
those in which it figures heavily. A general increase in production of 
capital goods transpires, not from a fall in costs of production, but 
from a rise in their demand prices. 

To argue in this wise is certainly to propound a riddle. Although 
it is admitted that producers change over to lines involving a rela
tively heavy proportion of costs as interest, and this change is repre
sented as a consequence of the low interest rate, it is denied that the 
production of capital goods increases. Inasmuch, however, as the 
market rate of interest is the factor which divides production into the 
present and future employment categories, an increase in producers' 
goods is inevitable upon any assumption as to monetary policy
whether aggregate consumer incomes rise, fall, or remain constant. 
Even in the latter cases, demand prices for producers' goods would 
necessarily give a tempomry differential advantage to production in 
this field, for whatever the general drift of prices, the lIIIlue of pro
ducers' goods for the time being must rise relatively to the value of 
consumers' goods to express the reduced mte of time-preference or 
capitalization." No doubt the stimulus to production of capital 
goods would be stronger if the banking system carried ,through a 
mild amount of commodity price inflation by lending to producers. 
But price differentials, not the absolute heights of prices, allocate 
resources to competing lines of production. 

Expunging the erroneous connection which Keynes makes be
tween the increase of demand prices for producers' goods relatively 
to consumers' goods and the absolute aggregate of consumer income 
in money, his argument as to the lesser significance of cost and de
mand may be given a certain meaning. Suppose that 10 per cent of 
the cost of production of a certain good is interest: then reproduction 
costs or price would be lowered by one-tenth of one per cent by a 
fall of interest from 3 per cent to 2 per cent, whereas capita1ized 

I r,eoIiH, I, 211. 

• Equally valid for voluntary oaYiDg, forced aaYiDg through inftation, or compulsozy 
_YiDg through 8OvemmOll" and corpozations. 
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value advances by 50 per cent, whatever their ab90lute height in 
dollars may be. This phenomenon warrants greater emphasis upon 
demand than costs from the short-run angle,l if by "COS"" is_' 
/he cosl of producmg producers' goods. But if cost is extended to in
clude all the cases where interest does figure as a cost, i. e. not only 
producing but utilizing the capital good once it is produced, the con
trast disappears, since the higher capita1ization merely SI1D1S up the 
series of expected future installments of interest" savings," i. e. the 
continuing reduction in outlay from the low rate. In other words, the 
only reason why the interest rate appears as the capita1ization factor 
upon investment goods is that interest is the opportunity cost of in
vestment. Reduced interest cost and increased capita1ization then 
contrast only as current \ow interest cost and present expectation of 
continued \ow cost. 

It may be worth while to emphasize this contrast merely to be 
certain of including the psychological factor of anticipation under 
the workings of bank rate. But there are other and more important 
reasons. Capitalization and cost may be the concave and convn: 
sides of the same shield for fixed capital goods, but DOt for working 
capital items, to which capitalization is inapplicable by reason of 
their transitory character. The problem then comes into an empiric 
character: whether interest variations have more prooounced reper
cussions in the field of fixed or of working capital investment. Haw
trey presents the credit cycle largely in terms of working capital; 
Keynes believes the upswing to be commonly ushered in by a growth 
of fixed investment, followed by a working capital boom; Robertson, 
that there may be various combinations of the two, or the latter in 
isolation. At present the issue is fairly joined, but DOt sett1ed. 

A second real contrast might weD be made by admitting into 
capitalization other factors than low bank rate. Keynes is, of course, . 
quite aware that capitalized values may rise either from a lowering 
of the rate applied or a rise in the series of yields discounted.l 0cca
sionally, by sbcssing the latter, he leaves room for something really 

I u- the _ .. daaoad limit sma by .... pit.ljzatjoe ad the ...... limit. sma by COlt of _, ~1<'Ii"" the pria: of capital.- .-Jd ckpaId cbidIy _ the, 
atut which r<pn 1Iu<t ... taka ......... Upm this .... _ ..... ·.objec:tioa to c:opi-
bljzatjoe .... abort IUD ........ """""" _ jaotifiod Cd. Be. J_ . .p. p. 403). Ja tbe· 
kJacnmthe_ad ...... _mincjdr Ih.e_ , t __ bmity_ 
""'-in._t ad ....... c:IIoa&a in the _ .. iD_ do _ da:t tbe 
kJac ..... --" prices .... ......--- ad , ........ . 

• T_ ... 1540 .80, -. 
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independent of low credit costs.1 But 8.s frequenfly the matter"tums 
solely upon bank rate as the capitalization factor; indeed, this seems 
to be Ike distinctive contribution of Wicksell which the Treatise pro
poses to elaborate.' Real separateness of cOst and capitalization, 
aside from the point mentioned in the preceding paragraph, cannot 
rest upon an identification of interest cost with capitalization rate on 
the one hand, and of future yields generically with future yields as 
the product of bank rate. This objection seem& to be what Robert
son has in mind when he objects to Keynes' regarding" the effect of 
interest changes on the price of machines as arithmetical and me
chanical." I CapitaIization is simple arithmeti~ but the magnitude 
involved upon the yield side, which is the more important .variable 
in the ordinary business man's calculation, is not mechanically given. 
First, the yields are those e'&pected, and expectation is a subjective 
'Phenomenon. Secondly, future yields may be more intimately re
lated to other factors than the behavior of the bank rate. Finally,. 
and this trenches upon the next topic, expected yields may show a 
closer correlation with quantity and velocity of ~t than with the 
interest differential. ..; 

The third comparison amongst the several facets of interest rate 
concerns the relation between bank rate and quantity of money, i, c:. 
between cost of credit and its volume. It is precisely here that a 
sharp fission appears between Keynes and other writers. The ordi
nary viewpoint in Germany has been to regard capitalizatioxl, cost, 
and quantities as natural qlrrelatell. simply as different modc;s of ap
prehending the same thing. If anything, the emphasis has fallen 
upon quantity, with the interest differential in the position of the 
chief or exclusive regulator thereof. Eucken and Stucken even refuse 
to go back of quantity. Against all such interpretations Keynes 
declares: 

It is not useful to say that a cbaDge in bank·rate chaDges price levels bet:aru" 
it is associated with chaDges in the quantity of bank.money - especially if this 
.tatement CIrries any suggestion that the price levels will cbaDge more or less in 
the lame proportion as the cbaDge in the quantity of bank money.' • •• It is, 
rather, the other way 1OUIId. A cbaDge in the quantity alfects the price level in 
the lint instance, beta".." other things being equal, this means a bank rate 
whic:b will cbaDge the market rate of interest relatively to the DlturaI rate." 

1 ltnl., I, 194; II. 16a. 
• Be. J_. 41, p. 4"40 (Italial mine.) 
• T..u., I, .'7. (Italialiteyna'.) 

• Ibid .• t, 191, 198-199. 203. 208.. 

I l6i4..1, 119. 
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In these statements evidently two theses are involved: (I) that it is 
the interest differential and not quantity of credit which couses varia
tions in price levels; (2) that variations in quantity of credit do not 
produce proporlionaJe .variations in price levels. It is clear from 
Keynes' mode of statement that the fonner is the Inore important; 
hut it is not clear whether he apprehends the distinctness of the two. 
Arguments bearing on the one or the other are mixed together indis
criminately in the "following points" adduced to support the am
biguous thesis. Furthertnore, all arguments to prove a lack of paral
lel between" quantity" as Keynes understands it and "price levels " 
in his analysis may readily be granted by tbe old-fashioned quantity 
theorist without his being obliged to accept the new-fangled trailing 
bank rate doctrine. 

Instead of proceeding seriatim with the "points" as they stand, 
let us attempt a rearrangement under logical headings. Point 11' 
proves to be merely a reassertion of the statement cxmceming causa
tion and no proof. Of the remaining five, points tl and e pertain solely 
to proportionality, and points 4, c, and! are a mixture. Under tl it is 
said that a rise in bank rate associated with brisk trade may prompt 
the reduction of balances and so bring a more than proportionate rise 
of prices to quantity of credit. To this the old-fashioned quantity 
theorist responds that by quantity he means "effective quantity," 
i e. V as well as M. Point e ca11s attention to the fact that a given 
change in bank rate may affect the Fmancial and Industrial C"UCU
lations either in the same or in opposite directions. An earlier 
chapter 1 in the present book agrees with Keynes as to the practical 
importance of this pbenomenon and the impasse with which it may 
confront the central banker. Furthermore, there can be no doubt 
that Keynes has advanced monetary science by furthering the sepa
ration of "the" quantity of money into "cxmceptiOllll hitherto held 
as one," and that he "thus paves the way for a detailed scrutiny of 
every unitary cxma:ption," in Sir Josiah Stamp's phrase! In the 
case under consideration that is exact1y what is called for. But that 
does not make the price level of securities in cxm1parison to prices in 
the iieId of production tlisproporlioJuUe to the relative effective v0l
umes of credit in Financial and Industrial Ciradatioos. Indeffl it is 
relative quantities which Keynes himseH deals with in discussing the 
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.. two opinions" on a booming market; 1 and even in the present con
nection the same bank rate is shown to 'have unlike effects on prices 
in the two spheres. The argument confirms rather than refutes the 
quantitative approach. 

The three Il'majning points involve price variations presumably 
neither proportional to nor caused by changes in volume of credit. 
The first of these, a, adverts to the SII!&iler quantity of bank money 
required to finance a profit inflation than an e3.mmgs inflation, 4. e. a 
rise in the nominal level of money rents, wages, and other cost ele
ments; it indicates also the possibility of a reaction in commodity 
prices in case earnings increase without further bank credit expan
sion. Here again price indices in the two spheres would seem to move 
proportionately to quantity, if that magnitude is resolved into two 
divisions paralleling the specific price levels measured. Regarding 
causation nothing is said, but the implication of the phrase "quan
tity of money adequate to support a rise of prices" is probably that the 
force driving prices upward has been the higher capitalization of 
future incomes provoked by lower bank rate. To the degree to which 
this occurs, causation runs from right to left in the Fisher type of 
equation. But the quantity theorist might take considerable satis
faction in Keynes' reference to a reaction of prices when credit proves 
to be "inadequate," cherishing the arriere-pensee that the "reac
tion" would occur so early as to be practically synchronous with the 
"action" started by capitalization. Substantially the same criti
cisms may be applied to the argument under c, that a divergence of 
bank and natural rates induced by saving "requires" a smaller 
change in the quantity of money than an equal divergence through a 
rise of natural rate. The only addition would be to inquire whether, 
aside from quantity in the broad sense of MV, prices might advance 
in the latter circumstance and decline in the former merely out of 
Profits and LosseS; but it scarcely seems requisite to enter again into 
these Ell'usinian concepts. The last point, f, may be translated to 
this effect: during the progress of an investment boom, advancing 
bank rate toward natural rate may promote a capital inflow of such 
magnitude as more than to offset the unfavorable commodity bal
ance involved in the process of extensive construction. The conse
quence is then an injlqw of gold at • time when a consideration 
merely of the production of capital goods would lead to the opposite 

I o. p. 385, above. 
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expectation. 'Howevet noteworthY' ~s phenomenon, - it can 
scarcely be tllought ot as patadoxical, - Keynes offera nothing con

. trary to the most' brthodox quantitative explanation: the interest 
differential may afford;a deductive explanation of why gold imports 
make their appearana:' at this juncture, but if they are simply 
"fodder for the rise of price at home," they would seem to be the 
proximate cause of that advance. 

Outside its re~g the'importance of capitalization, the fore
going argument accomplishes nothing toward exalting bank and 
natural interest rates over money and its velocity as determinants of 
price levels. But elsewhere Keynes himself supplies a piece of evi
dence which to most readera will appear devastating to his thesis. 
That fact is the" unsatisfied fringe of borrowera" which makes it im
possible to assume that "Ii given level of bank rate, taken in con
junction with all relevant factors, must be uniquely correlated, if it is 
10 be ejfeclifN!, with a given quantity of bank money." I The second 
volume presents an excellent description of the "fringe" and the 
necessity it imposes upon the banking system of rationing out credit, 
but nowhere is the earlier promise fulfilled that the general theory of 
bank rate may be easily adapted to include these circumstances.t We 
should therefore be obliged to accept the truth of the itaJicired 
phra$e, that if any discrepancy appears in the inverse variation of 
quantity and cost of credit, it is quantity which controls prices. 

In retrospect it is patent that capitalization, cost, and quantity 
are distinct matters, not only in logic, but in magnitude and effect. 
But it is almost equally certain that the distinctions are largely old
wine in new bottles: they give new captions to old and as yet un
settled issues. Whether capitalization or quantity pla)'ll a more 
important raIe in conjunctural variations depends upon the old 
question as to whether banks merely respond to price adV8llClell or 
precipitate them by inflation, and this in turn reopens the whole issue . 
of psychological and other" real " factors against monetary elements. , 
Whether capitalization or cost is paramount depends again upon this 
same issue; and so far as market interest rates are admitted as bear- . 
ing on the probIem. depends upon the relative importance of cycles I 

in fixed investment against those in working capital Whether credit ' 
cost or credit vnlume dominates price movements is a question which 
is probably answered fairly generally in favnr of the latter. But the . 

• TrNliul, ..... 16. (ItaIi<s 1IIiDe,.) 
• l1M., I, 213; II, ~. 
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solution will be different 41. various.natio~ie&i~mies. Some of 
which rely rather heavily on ra,tionitlg,'Qther~ oniJ1e oopersonal rule 
of price;-some of which possess str&ngly centta.Jized. banking systems' 
imposing their decisions upon .. industr,y t¥~~ the instrument of 
bank rate, others which do nOL" '. , 

, 
~ ~ . .. 

B. The" PrDtltucti~"'of Bank Credil 

Theoretical opinion in Ge~ and English literature a\ikevaries 
from blackest foreboding to roseate optimism regarding the process 
of bank credit expansion. To put the problem upon a discussable ' 
footing, inflation may be defined for the ~esent purpDse as any 
monetary policy which produces a positive margin between com
modity prices and costs of production, whether the difierential rests 
upon a rise of the former with the latter constant or lagging, or from 
constant commodity prices with wage and other costs per unit of out
put declining. Let us consider the matter first solely from the angle 
gf volume of output, without reference to effect upon social welfare 
through changed distribution. Upon this basis the case in favor of 
credit inflation rests upon its supposed tendencies, (I) to increase thll 
current supply of productive services, (2) to bring about a better or 
greater utilization of available goods. This division has only a prag
matic justification. It is possible to reduce aU current fiows to capi
tal values and conversely, and to identify supply and demand; but it 
is desirable to· separate an increase in capital resulting from ab
stinence (under I) from that proceeding from appreciation (under 
2); and in cyclical analysis, at least, it seems better to regard profit 
as a rent (under 2) than as a cost (under I). 

How does an inflationary increase of purchasing power affect the 
volume of current saving? Contemporary writers have fairly gen
erally 1 abandoned such euphemisms as "anticipating saving," and 
have recognized that the contribution of banks to capital accumula
tion rests upon expropriation. To the degzee to which inflation 
passes from commodity prices to cost items, the forcing ceases; and 
to the degree to which voluntary accumulation reacts negatively, 
forced saving ceases to augment the total. That expropriation neces
sarily attends inflation for the bond holder. anmfttant, pensioner. 

I But one may still read that ~ J.thoUgh the equipment may be eventually paid for 
out of eavinp, the savings may occur Biz moa.ths or a year or more after the eqWplllfllt 
.... CODItruc!ed" (5. H. 51khter, Modmo BcIm .... 'SIJCi<l1 [New Yolk, 19311. p.69s). . . 
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and other fixed income receivers goes without saying. Whether it 
strikes upon the broa4 class of laborers without contracts or with 
very short term agreements, and how important the sum extracted 
from them may be, are matters of speculation. Cassel does not be
lieve it possible to determine the answer from available data; but 110 

conservative an investigator as Wagemann believes that wage rates 
lag in the upswing, though "no entirely satisfactory statistical proof 
of this can be offered." 1 More commonly, writers simply assume a 
reduction of real wages in the early stages of expansion.' 

The next question turns on the response of voluntary savings. At 
one extreme stands the (perhaps unguarded) statement of Cassel 
that infiation will eventually bring the natural rate down to the level 
of bank rate; • at the other, Hayek's thesis that JinalIy people return 
to their old rate of accumulation, '110 that the market rates of interest 
rise to the unchanged level of natural rate. Both conclusions are too 
categoric. The former contention involves the absurdity of making 
capital as abundant as one chooses by the simple expedient of print
ing fiat money. The second involves a '"'" .equilfw: no doubt the 
ordinary citizen may in the course of time scale down his savings to 
their old proportion of 'total income, but to conclude from the per
sistence of the former time-preference schedules that the tlmounl of 
savings remains the same is to neglect the possibility of augmented 
income out of which saving is done. Some writers have referred to 
the dissipation of the proceeds of forced saving through extrava
gance on the part of windfall profit receivers; • there would seem to 
be great difficulty in trying to discover what this might amount to. 
On the other hand, it is amceded, even by the opponents of credit 
productivity, that 110 far as the persons ~ropriated are concerned, 
infiation is a "means by which a bigger aggregate of ftoating capital 
is made available.'" The individual's comparlllOn of utilities at the 
margin prevents all of the decrease in his income from falling upon 
one line of expenditure, investment included. Furthermore, many 
renlWs and laborers would not save anything except through the 
forcing process. Fma11y, to the degree to which such persons try to 
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escape depreciation upon ~eir holdings of money and claims m 
monetary terms by a flight into "real vaiul;II,"dhere may be some 
(,reference for capital over consumers' goods. (;orporations and gov
~mments also force saving by their practices respectively of reinvest
ing earnings and extending public works through taxation. But 
there is no reason for connecting either with bank credit expansion. 
For corporations it is rather the attempt to provide for depressions 
which accounts for the obse~ed tendency of dividends to rise less 
than earnings. Maintaining dividends during recessions militates 
Ilgainst an aggregate increase of capital when the course of the entire 
cycle is considered. 

Amongst other factors of production beside saving, land is subject 
to the condition of fixed supply, and the entrepreneurial function 
does not lend itself with theoretical elegance to the calculus of quan
titative increments. But most optimists regarding credit inflation 
('lace a great deal of reliance upon its efficacy in drawiog into active 
use the "industrial reserve army" of labor.l Keynes believes it ap
('ropnate to call such a forced redistribution of income as increases 
working capital through extending employment a substitution of 
productive for unproducti~ consumption." Inasmuch as, before the 
redistribution had transpired, purchasing power would have fallen 
upon certain productive agents in the form of quasi-rents without 
evoking an increase in their output, the "substitution" actually 
means more as against less consumption. The gain to society is un
deniable, especially when it is remembered that labor constitutes a 
fixed overhead charge. Countervailing considerations, however, are 
these. It would be wrong to set down as a clear credit to bank ex
pansion the absorption of idle labor if the unemployment may itself 
be ascribed to a crisis based upon a preceding period of inflation. 
Alterna.tively, unemployment ascribable to normal frictional1osses 
inhering in the competitive process could only be e1imina.ted by in
ftation a.t the cost of a subsequent lapse toward this normal unem
ployment quota. In the second place, to the degree to which forced 
saving goes merely to raising the rate of money wages and not the 
number of persons employed and hours of labor supplied, it is dissi
pated again in "unproductive consumption." Sooner or later infla
tion comes into a stage where no more productive effort is elicited 
frqm the laboring members of the community. 

I E. B .• CuseI ... d Hahn. pp. 308. 3.8. abo ... ; and ..... Budge, N ...... , &ltd W"u:It-
IOU. pp. 366. 364. 305. abo.... • r,.,.,.,.. n. 124-126. 
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So far the entrepreneur has been treated merely as a neutral agent 
through which the· enhanced savings of society have been trans
mitted to increases in fixed and working capital. But a main thesis 
of the school favoring the administration of doses of inflation to the 
economic organism is that the quantity or quality of entrepreneurial 
service is forwarded by the process. Even those who are dubious as 
.1:0 the net outcome incline toward conceding benefits from the ani
mating effect of easy credit upon ~terprise. The case upon this 
head probably should be conceded, though it would be easy to err 
by a sort of double counting, and that in two respects. So far as 
windfall profits are supposed to be transferred by their recipients 
into investment, we cannot suppose also that the entrepreneurial 
group is persuaded to keener effort by a larger flow of CII1IlumpUon. 
The motivation must come through subtler forms of psychic income, 
such as mere joy in possession, love of power, and "happy exercise" 
on the part of the captains of industry. Secondly, no reliance can be 
placed upon a selective process amongst different grades of entre
preneurial ability, for the effect of easy money is the opposite. It is 
deBation and slump which does the weeding out, or else the &Iow
moving "natural" forces of competition under relative stability, as 
Keynes concedes.' Boom times mean keen competition on the part 
of entrepreneurs for the factors of production, but it is a gentlemanly 
sport with weapons supplied by the quarry, not a war for survival. 

Intimately associated with increased entrepreneurial activity, 
which is more easily conceived as increased efficiency in utilizing fac,
tors than as a larger supply of entrepreneurship, is the effect of up
swings in industrial activity upon plant utilization. It may be laid 
down as a general principle that the optimum condition of produc
tive activity requires all industries to be operating at the least cost 
combination of factors. A boom which carries the application of 
variable factors past this point in certain lines may appear advan
tageous to the particular industry, but it entails either an under
utilization of plant elsewhere or a too low general valuation upon the 
variab~ relatively to the fixed factor. Whether "fuller plant utiJi2a.. 
tion" is desirable depends upon whether it is accompanied by a de
cline or a rise in the weighted average of costs for industry in gen
eral, figures being conected for price level variation. There may be 
force in Strigl's oontention that in1Iationary credit, by raisiog the 
value of fixed capital and cheapening labor, purchases fuller utiliza-

IT .......... 
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tion at the cost of an inevitable' revulsion ~ter when inAation "plays 
out" and factor prices come to their correct relative levels.1 On the 
other hand, the ,II artificial "stimulus might'rlimove undue depres
sion psychology and bring' about market values upon the factors 
more nearly corresponding to ultimate "real" determinants: the 
effort demand of consumers for goods, the supply Slchedules of labor, 
waiting, and risk-bearing, in conjunction with available naturalre- • 
sources and capital goods. Here 'the appreciation of fixed capital in,
struments is not merely a matter of an inflationary price rise; ,in 
Hahn's striking phrase, credit "produces goods out of nothing:" A' 
further powerful argument for gradual inflation might be adduced 
from the tendency of competition toward undue plant extension. 
Dr. Chamberlin of Harvard University has also explained how com
petition prevailing upon the supply side where "products" are dif
ferentiated results in an equilibrium with excess capacity.· In these 
cases it would not seem inlpossible to imagine that a "forced levy" 
upon the public through inflation and a cheapening of cost factor, 
should reduce per unit costs of production by more than the subsidy. 

The conservative school adduces cogent reasons, on the other. 
hand, for believing that the very process of aftempting to bring labor 
and plant into a higher operating rate by credit injections entails 
losses sufficient to outweigh the gains. One powerful line of argument 
rests upon the enhanced eliect of money upon prices through veloc~ , . 
ity. Even with working capital advances, as Neisser points out,· it 
is conceivable that the period of circulation for money should be 
shorter than that of the goods it was called into being to finance, and 
Robertson believes that this will characteristically be' the case.· 
Fixed capital, still more notably, as Hayek points out, does not yield 
a flow of product until the end of construction, and even then the 
output within a given period bears a small ratio to original invest
ment. Most students of the problem conclude from these circum
stances that a rise of prices disproportionate to the credit crested is 
inevitable.' Once prices begin to rise, this very fact tends to accel
erate monetary velocity. Both producers and consumers reduce un-

I Cf.P.3S8,abo~ 
I E. H. CblmberliD, T"" T....,,, M .... ,.,isJk C ... ~ (Cambridge, Massach .... 

oetta, 1933), pp. 1",-109, 171-17" ' 
• Cf. p. 364. above. 
• B ...... ' Polity, pp. 57'-59, 7'. • 
I BOlide the COIIlImIative German ochool and the EngJjah writers referred ~here, 

Slichter (.,. riI~ p. 696) reach .. tbia conclullioD. ' 
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spent margins to escape depreciation and to purchase securities and 
oommodities speculatively for a rise. This phase of enhanced veloc
ity has been expounded by Euck.en and Stuck.en, and by Hawtrey 
and Robertson.' Robertson also adverts to the probability that ,en
tiers, who suffer most by a depreciation of the purchasing-power 
unit, are the very ones who hold large margins and may therefore 
be counted upon most to retaliate by dishoarding. Against this 
there stands, it is true, "automatic lacking," the restoration of 1Je-. 
preciated balances purposively by their possessors to provide the old 
magnitude of contingency reserve. A previous examination of this 
subject concluded, however, that the offset to increased velocity is 
negligible, inasmuch as the phenomenon appears only when com
modity in1Iation passes over to incomes.' Ymally, as Keynes argues, 
when advancing bank rate attends in1Iation, the cost of holding cash 
and credit margins rises, and so velocity receives a further impetus.· 

Disproportionate increase in the price level does not of course 
prove credit injections to be futile. Under favorable conditions, it 
may be imagined that the quality of entrepreneurial direction real
ized, the amount of labor and saving evoked, and the plant capacity 
drawn into use should combine to bring production from the level of 
stagnation or depression into accord with long run determinants of 
productivity: the available natural resources and capital goods set 

• against "normal" or underlying schedules for the supply of human 
services. Natural or equilibrium interest would then deAine to bank 
rate and Cassel's prognosis be fulfilled But this happy outcome ro
quires an overbalancing of the undesiQble by-products of in1Iation: 
losses in lines of production where demand declines under the redia
tnoution of income, dissipation of forced saving through consump
tion by excess profit receivers, business inefliciency through the ease 
of money-making, nepotism and corporate abuses, but most of all 
misdirected production through the general upsettiog of price and 
cost calculations. The combined effect of these may be to offset the 
stimulus afforded by in1Iation; bank tate must be raised to natural 
tate, and overcapita.liz.ation and misdirection of production for c0n

sumers prevail. The outcome cannot be predicted on II fwiDri or em
piric calculations, even if statistics of prices and production were 
extended to many fields today unexplored. In certain cases bank 

I Cf. pp. 37~73. abo..e; Cnk/IJ B....." P. 111; B...., PoIfe7, pp. 7MS-
• Cf. pp. 3/i4-366, above. 
• T...w., n, .j6. 
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credit expansion may prove "productive," in others destructive; 
but' even the process of experimentation is always clouded by uncer
tainty as to whether credit reall}' turned the scales, or whether an
other factor was not responsible. The only offset to this gloomy 
ignoramus is the fact that the intuition or judgment of informed ob
servers often anticipates by long periods the outrome of scientific 
analysis. .. 

c. The Standard of Prices 

A third problem of stellar importance ronfronting monetary 
theory is the determination of a defensible price level policy for cen
tral banks. Any definite answer to this question involves, beside the 
issue ronceming "productivity," ronfiicting opinions as to the ethics 
of various price policies and their practicability. Without prejudice 
to the view that certain eycies of prices would occur despite the 
efforts toward monetary stabilization, we may enquire as to what 
should be the goal within the range where bank rate, open market 
transactions, and credit rationing are effective. The three possibili
ties are stabilization of wage rates, stabilization of rommodity 
prices, and the "gently rising" price level. 

Consider the three standards as to social justice between employer 
and employee,· creditor and debtor. If eronomic productivity in
creases through improved technique, the labor standard means ron
stant wages in money terms and rising wages in real terms through a 
decline of rommodity prices. Assuming that enterprise is not damp
ened by the secular fall of prices, the laborer it is who gains by the 
impact of improvements, the entrepreneur participating only as a 
ronsumer. Debtors repay more in rommodities but the same in 
terms of earning effort, the creditor ronversely receiving the same 
amount in effort but more in real goods. Those who sympathize with 
the laboring and rentier interests and believe also that progress romes 
from accumulation more than from enterprise 1 favor this policy. So 
far as the employer-employee relationship is involved, however, the 
same effect is achieved by rommodity price stabilization with an 
advance of wages in money terms exactly reciprocal to the fall in real 
or effort rosts per unit of output. But the other relationship is 
affected differently: creditors do not share in progress through in
creased real purchMing power. Although a rising interest rate may 

• Cf. Haberl .. , pp. 359. 36., abo ... 
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mnceivably partly mmpensate them, this is a paltry offset to thei 
relalively less favorable position, as Hawtrey observes.1 Fina1I) 
under the "gently rising" price level, the ret/tier group suffers ani 
the entrepreneurial community benefits from the lighter burden (I 
debts. Whether or not the laborer is similarly adversely alIecte, 
depends upon the mpidity or degree of credit injection. Hahn 
Schumpeter, and Robertson evidently think of a lag of real wages a 
an integral part of the process, excusing the expropriation on th, 
ground that it is not unethical if ultimately the laborer mnsumel 
more absolutely, even if he rontinues to undergo a certain amount 01 
forced saving. KeynelS, whose "tabular standard" • does not signif) 
the MarshaJljan idea for debt adjustment but an even rise of mm· 
modity prices, evidently mnceivelS of nominal wagelS as advancinS 
faster than prices, so that the stimulus to enterprise would proceed 
solely from the ease of repaying debts. For this forced abstinence on 
the part of savers, annuitants, etc. he apologizes in this wise, that 
"so long as wealth and its fruits are not mnsumed by the nominal 
owner, but are aa:umulated, the evils of an unjust distn'bution may 
not be so great as they appear." I 

Each school also believelS that its own particular standard helps to 
eliminate emnomic friction. In favor of the labor standard Haberler 
argiles that. it would obviate the upward revision of obligations 
which would be necessary on the basis of other policies to secure for 
the creditor class some of the gains of progress. The most mmmon 
mntention mncerning frictional resistance favors the mmmodity 
standard: that laborers do not respond to the stimulus of reduced 
msts of living, that rising money wagelS and amstant mmmodity 
prices diminish the likelihood of strikes; and KeynelS brings forward 
the same mntention in support of his "tabular standard."· 

Upon the not unrealistic assumption that wagelS and other mat 
items move more slowly than mmmodity prices, the earnings stand
ard givelS the least promise of mnjunctum1 gains to entrepreneurs. 
since here the inertia of mntractual incomes is on the side of the 
laborer. If mmmodity prices are held approximately stabile, on the 
other hand. wage ratelS have mntinually to be revised upward to pre
vent windfaDs to employers; and under the '~gently rising" price, 
level policy, there is added to this the gain to enterprise from "Joo&.' 
ening the grip of the dead hand" of debt. 1'hoee who mistrust the, 

• rruliM, II, 39.J. 
• ItiL, p. 39.J. 
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~utoome upon eoonomic productivity of any artificial stimulation 
would JaIlge the standards in the order named, while the writers 
who glorify "Enterprise" as against mere thrift and the "auto
ID&tic" workings of free oompetition would reverse the order of 
desirableness. 

F'mal judgment must rest upon an appraisal. of inoommensurate 
~pects of monetary policies, the ethical inIpUcations, the relative 
frictions, and the effects upon productivity. So far as ooncerns ab
Stract justice, there is much to reoommend Haberler's. oonclusion 
that, since the claims of creditors and debtors are fairly evenly 
matched, and since, moreover, both groups belong to the upper half' 
of inoome receivers, the chief question is the effect upon labo~. 
The major oonsideration under this head is not wage rates, but vol
ume of employment, and this is primarily a matter of eoonomicfric
lion. The same may be said of the question of the credit stimulus to 
enterprise: its efficacy, either positive or negative, rests upon fric-. 
lions, utilizing some of them, breaking down others. Simply because 
the whole matter may be reduced to these tenns, it is impossible to 
deal with questions of monetary standards in a setting of equilibrium 
prices and full utilization of factors. It was emphasized in oonnec
tion with Hayek that any price level policy 8JlI!ounced and adhered 
to strictly would be oonsonant with equilibrium; since it would be. 
perfectly disoounted inte the present in a freely IlOmjletitive a.nd. 
rationalistic society. In a society where many monopolies and quasi
monopolies exist, where oompetition is loosely articulated, and 
where human beings err in information and judgment, it would- be. . 
unreasonable to expect a definition of monetary policy which pro
duces equilibrium. The likelihood of injustices and misdirected pro~ 
duction from any pronounced lag of oosts behind prices during m
ftation and deftation appears clearly enough from deductive analysis 
and the evidence of eoonomic history. For the rest the monetary 
authority must rely upon trial and error. 
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FOREWORD 
~ 

T HIS study is the fourth of a series being published under 
the auspices of the International Finance Section ot the 
Department of Economics a~d Social Institutions in Prince-

. ton University. The Section was established as Jlmemorial to the 
late James Theodore Walker, Princeton 1927, out of funds largel, 
provided by members of Mr. Walker's family. The function of this 
Section is research, advanced teaching, and public service in the 
field of international finance .. 

The distinguishing feature of the Philippine gold-exchange 
standard is that it is designed to function automatically without 
management or control by a central bank of issue. Moreover, while 
some countries have used redemption in gold exchange as a con
venient supplement to redemption in gold coin or bullion; in the 
case of the Philippines the only mandatory form of redemption is 
in drafts, and in operation the Philippine currency system through
out most of its history has closely approximated a ptt~e gold
exchange standard. To the student of money the experience of the 
Philippines with this distinctive type of gold-exchange standard, 
which has extended. over some thirty years, is illuminating. The 
study should also be of interest to those of the official and business 
world whf! have connections with the Philippine Islands. 

E. W. KEMMERER 



PREFACE 

T HE ESTABLISHMENT· of the gold-exchange standard 
in the Philippines and its operation until 1913 has been 
full, described by Professor E. W. Kemmerer, under whose 

advice the currency system was inaugurated, in Modern Currency 
Reforms. The purpose of the following study is'to trace the devel
opments in Philippine mo.netary experience since that time. Conse
quently, only a short chapter has been devoted to the description of 
the establishment of the gold-exchange standard in 1903. This 
chapter is little more than a summary of Professor Kemmerer's 
account, and I wish to acknowledge my great indebtedness to him 
for such a free use of his material. 

One of the most interesting phases of Philippine monetary expe
rience during the past t'wo decades has been the unanticipated pref
erence of the people for paper money, and the gradual evolution of 
the silver certificates provided for in the original currency legisla
tion into currency notes issued largely against bank deposits in the 
United States. The currency law has not been properly amended to 
take cognizance of this change in fundamental conditions, and as 
a result there is at present an unnecessary duplication of currency 
reserves. Another result is that the de facto operation ot the cur
rency system is somewhat at variance with the procedure contem
plated de jure. In the follo'wing study remedies for these defects 
have been suggested. .. 

Perhaps the chief lesson to be drawn from Philippine monetary 
experience is the necessity for the strict observance of the principle~ 
upon which the gold-exchange standard is based. The breakdown of 
the gold-exchange standard mechanism from 1919 to 1922 was 
largely the result of the perversion of the currency reserves from 
their proper function through an attempt to use them as a source 
of funds for the economi. development of the Islands. It is true 
that the post-war crisis would in any event have imposed a severe 
strain on the Philippine currency syste'l1l., but this could have been' 
successfully withstood had the basic principlel"of the currency law 
been observed. This conclusion is supported by tfte convincing dem
onstration of strength given by the Philippine gold-exchange stand-
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ard during the first three years of the current economic depression. 
The Philippine peso was maintained at a parity with the theoretical 
gold peso without difficulty until the United States abandoned the 
gold standard. Since that fime, the peso has been maintained at a 
parity with the dollar. If the United States had not abandoned the 
'gold standard; however, the Philippine gold-exchange standard 
would undoubtedly have continued to function .automatically in 
s1tch a way as ta maintain the parity of the currency with gold. 

Delay in the publication of the official reports on which this 
study is largely based has prevented me from carrying tJ~e detailed 
analysis of the operation of the Philippine currency system past 
I932 • However, the significant relationships between the future of 
the Philippine currency system and both the monetary policies of 
the United States and the present Philippine Independence Act 
have been briefly discussed. 

In the preparation of this study Professor Kemmerer's large col
lection of unpublished documents and material relating to the later 
phases of Philippine monetary experience has been of invaluable 
assistance. In addition, the officials of the Bureau of Insular Affairs 
of the United States War Department courteously allowed me to 
have access to many of the unpublished official docunients on Phil
ippine currency and finance. Without the documentary material of 
Professor Kemmerer and of the Bureau of Insular Affairs an 
adequate understanding of Philippine monetary experience would 
have been impossible. The fact that most of these documents are 
confidential has prevented specific citations in many cases. 

The manuscript has been read at some stage in its preparation 
oy Professors F. D.Graham, E. W. Kemmerer, I. G. Smith, and 
S. E. Howard, all of Princeton University, and by Professor F. W. 
Fetter of Haverford College. While I have profited greatly by their 
advice and criticisms, they are not necessarily ctnnmitted to any of 
the opinions expressed in these pages . .It would be ungrateful to 
fail to acknowledge my great indebtedness to Professor Graham 
for his cheerful willingnesf to discuss at length with me the numer
ous problems encountered. Miss Mabel S. Lewis, research assistant 
in the International Finance Section at Princeton University, pre
parf:d the charts and index, and rendered valuable assistance in 
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editing the manuscript for publication. I regret that space does not 
permit detailed acknowledgement of the courtesies I ha.ve received 
from many others. 

G.F.L. 
PRINCETON, N.]: 

September 12, 1934. 
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CHAPTER I 

THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE GOLD-EX,CHANGE 
STANDARD IN THE PHILIPPINES 

W HEN Manila was occupied by the American forces in 
the summer of 1898, the currency of the Philippine 
Islands consisted of an unknown quantity of Mexican, 

Alfonsino, and Spanish pesos, a miscellaneous assortment of silver 
and copper fractional coins, and asset currency bank notes issued 
by the Spanish-Filipino Bank of Manila. Although the Alfonsinos 
and the Spanish-Filipino coins contained respectively 7.9 and 11.2 

per cent less pure silver to the peso than the Mexican pesos, all of 
these coins normally circulated at par with one another and at a 
gold value expressed through exchange rates on gold standard 
countries.1 During the five years prior to the American occupation 
the gold value of these different kinds of money ruled well above 
the bullion value of the Mexican peso, the coin with the greatest 
bullion content. The explanation of this situation was that the 
Philippines were not upon a silver standard but upon a fiduciary 
coin standard. There was no free coinage, and the Spanish Gov
ernment strove to prevent the importation of money, particularly 
Mexican pesos. By restricting the supply of money the circulating 
media were maintained at a value in the Philippines well above the 
bullion value of the coins in outside markets. 

CONDITIONS NECESSITATING MONETARY REFORM 

IN THE PHILIPPINES 

Shortly after the beginning of the American occupation, the 
Philippines passed from a fiduciary coin standard to a silver 
standard with the Mexican peso as the unit of value. This resulted 
from a permission to import Mexican pesos granted by the Amer
ican Government to the local banks on condition that they guarantee 
to maintain the currency on a basis of not less than two pesos to 
the dollar. Although the banks later failed in this obligation, there 

1 This chapter is largely a summary of "The Philippine Currency Reform," 
Kemmerer, Modern Currency Reforms, Part III. All figures in this chapter, 
unless otherwise indicated, have been derived from this source. 
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was, irom the latter part of 1898 until January 14, 19°4, with the 
exception of a short period, a free movement of Mexican pesos 
into and out of the Islands. However, throughout the ti,rst three 
years of the American oCGupation, an unusually stable silver market 
enabled the Military Government to maintain the local currency 
on the two to' one ratio, and to use both local and United States 
currency in its fiscal operations on this .basis.2 A rapid rise in the 
price of silver in the latter part of 1900 was followed by a swift 
decline which lasted for nearly three years. As a result of the 
unsteady sil"er market the Government was forced to give up its 
efforts to maintain the currency on a two to one basis. During this 
time the Government, business, and people of the Islands suffered 
considerable jnconvenience from the wide variations in the value 
of silver. The Government alone was estimated to have lost nearly 
a million dollars from January 1 to October 25 of 1902, due to 
the depreciation of the local currency.8 A monetary reform was 
clearly requisite. 

THE FUNDAMENTAL LAWS OF THE PHILIPPINE 

CURRENCY REFORM 

The reform of the Philippine currency was carried out in 
accordance with a plan formulated by the Philippine Commission 
in 1901. Mr. Charles A. Conant, who was sent to the Philippines 
to study the currency problem, approved the plan of the Com
mission and worked out many of the details embodied in the Act 
of Congress which put the plan into force.& This Act, known as 
the Philippine Coinage Act, was passed by the United States House 
and Senate in the latter part of February 1903 and was signed by 
the President on March 2 of that year. 

The chief provisions of the Philippine Coinage Act were as 
follows :1 

I The United States currency returned to the Treasury very rapidly after 
its disbursement, as the bulk of the business of the Philippines continued to be 
carried on in local currency. 

8 Kemmerer, "Two Years of Gold Exchange Standard in the Philippines," 
Journal of the American Asiatic Association, November 1905, p. 302 . 

• Kenunerer, "The Establishment of the Gold Exchange Standard in the 
Philippines," Qua,.te,.ly J 01WflCl1 of Economics, Vol. XIX, p. 585. 

I Kemmerer, Modern Cu,.,.ency Reforms, pp. 314-15. For full text of the law, 
see 32 U.S. Statutes, pp. 952-5. 



ESTABUSHMENT 3 

" ( I) The establishment of a gold standard with a theoreticaJ gold 
peso (like the theoretical gold yen of Japan), consisting of 12.9 

grains of gold .900 fine, as the unit of value. This unit was equivalent 
to exactly one-tenth of a five dollar gold piece or to fi~ty cents United 
States currency. 

"(2) The coinage of a silver peso containing 416 grains of silver 
.900 fine,. and of subsidiary coins of proportionate weights and the 
same fineness, the peso to represent the above-mentioned gold unit 
of value .... 

"(3) The issuance of silver certificates, similar to'the gold and 
silver certificates of the United States, against whic~ silver pesos 
of an equal value were to be held in reserve. Certificates were to be 
in denominations of :P2, 'PS, and 'PIO. 

"(4) The establishment of a gold reserve for the maintenance of 
the parity of the coins with gold and for the provision of funds for 
the initial purchases of silver required for the coinage. To this end 
the Act authorized the issuance by the Philippine Government of 
temporary certificates of indebtedness to the amount of $10,000,000, 
paying four per cent interest, redeemable in gold coin of the United 
States at the end of one year. 

"(5) The making of gold coins of the United States and new 
Philippine silver pesos unlimited legal tender for future obligations, 
'unless otherwise specifically provided by contract.'. . ." 

The Philippine Coinage Act also authorized the Philippine 
Government to adopt what measures it might deem proper to 
maintain the parity of the silver peso with the theoretical gold 
peso, providing that none of these measures were inconsistent with 
the preceding provisions of the Act, 

In accordance with this authorization the Philippine Commis
sion passed the Philippine Gold Standard Act on October 10, 1903.· 
Its principal provisions may be summarized as follows: 

( I) A separate trust fund, to be known as the Gold Standard 
Fund, was to be set up in the Insular Treasury. This fund was to 
be composed of the proceeds of the certificates of indebtedness 
authorized by the Philippine Coinage Act, all seignlorage profits 
realized in the coinage of new currency, all profits from the sale 
of exchange by the Government for the maintenance of the parity 
of the silver peso with the theoretical gold peso, and "all other 

• See Official Gazette of lhe Philippine Islands, Vol. I, pp. 797-9, for the full text 
of the law, Act. No. 938. . • 
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receipts in the Insular Treasury inuring to the Insular Government 
in the exercise of its functions of furnishing a convenient cur
rency for the Islands." Tne Gold Standard Fund was to be used 
exclusively for maintaining the parity of the silver peso with the 
theoretical gold peso, and for incidental currency expenses such 
as the purchase of bullion, coinage, issuance of silver certificates, 
maintenance of the parity of subsidiary coins with the peso, etc. 
Amounts could also be withdrawn from the Gold Standard Fund 
to pay the principal and. interest of the certificates of indebtedness 
referred to ~bove. It was further provided that part of the Fund 
should be held in the Insula.r Treasury in Manila and part in the 
United States. . 

(2) For the purpose of maintaining the parity of the Philippine 
silver peso with tne theoretical gold peso, and of keeping the 
currency equal in volume to the demands of trade, the Insular 
Treasurer was directed "to exchange on demand at the Insular 
Treasury in Manila for Philippine currency offered in sums of 
not less than ten thousand pesos, or United States currency offered 
in sums of not less than five thousand dollars, drafts on the gold
standard fund deposited in the United States or elsewhere to the 
credit of the Insular Treasury, charging for the same a premium 
of three-quarters of one per cent for demand drafts and of one and 
one-eighth per cent for telegraphic transfers .... " The Insular 
Treasurer was further directed to authorize the depositaries of 
the funds of the Philippine Government in the United States to 
sell drafts at the same rates and of not less than ten thousand 
pesos on the Gold Standard Fund in Manila. It was provided that 
the premium charged for these drafts might be temporarily in
creased or decreased by order of the Secretary of Finance if con
ditions should in his judgment warrant such action at any time. 

(3) In addition to redemption in drafts, which was mandatory, 
two incidental means of redemption were authorized which were 
to be used only with the approval of the Secretary of Finance 
and Justice: (a) the exchange at par of United States Treasury 
notes, national bank notes, United States notes, and United States 
gold and silver certificates for Philippine currency, and vice versa; 
(b) the exchange of United States gold coin or gold bars for 
Philippine currency in amounts of not less than ten thousand 
pesos, charging in such transactions a premium sufficient to cover 
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the expense of shipping gold coin from New York to Manila, the 
amount of the premium being determined by the Secretary of 
Finance and Justice. 

(4) It was provided that all money paid into the Insular 
Treasury for redemption under either of the two above methods, 
or for the purchase of exchange on the United States, should be 
withdrawn from circulation immediately and not paid out except 
in response to similar counter demands, or to purchase bullion for 
an increase in coinage. In the latter case, however, the new coins 
obtained were to become part of the Gold Standard Fund. 

(5) To maintain the parity of the subsidiary coins -with the 
peso, the Insular Treasurer and die several provincial treasurers 
were directed to exchange on demand silver pesos for subsidiary 
and minor coins and vice versa. 

(6) The printing and issuance of the silver certificates' author
ized by the Philippine Coinage Act were provided for in detail. 
These certificates were to be issued only against silver pesos, and 
the pesos paid in for certificates were to constitute a separate trust 
fund which was to be used solely to redeem the certificates in silver 
pesos on demand. 

(7) To facilitate the efficient discharge of the functions of the 
Insular Government in regard to the currency and the maintenance 
of parity there was created in the Bureau of the Insular Treasury 
a Division of Currency presided over by an official designated as 
the Chief of the Division of Currency. This official had im
portant duties and supervisory powers over the administration of 
the currency and the maintenance of parity.s 

THE PURPOSE OF THE GOLD-EXCHANGE STANDARD 

The object of the Philippine Coinage Act and the Philippine 
Gold Standard Act was to establish in the Philippines a form of 
the gold standard which would function automatically without 
the necessity of circulating gold coin or mainta~ning a reserve of 

'In 1918 the term "Treasury certificates" was substituted for "silver cer
tificates." 

8 Dr. Kemmerer acted as expert adviser to the Philippine Government in the 
work of currency reform from August I, 1903. until the Gold Standard Act was 
passed in the following October. Upon the passage of the Gold Standard Act. 
Dr. Kemmerer was appointed Chief of the Division of Currency and held this 
office until the establishment of the gold-exchange standard was completed in 
February 1906. 
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gold coin or bars in the !slands.1t ",as generally believed that 
it would be unwise if not impossible to maintain gold coin in 
circulation in the Philippines. As is usually the case in oriental 
countries, gold had a way of disappearing into hoards or jewelry. 
Over ten million dollars in gold coin had been sent to the Philippines 
by the United States Army prior to September 15.1901, and had 
there been disbursed. However, by 1903 almost all of it had 
disappeared from circulation, having been melted down for orna
ments, hoarded, or shipped to neighboring oriental countries for 
similar purposes. Partly because of this tendency for gold to 
disappear from circulation, and partly for reasons of economy, a 
gold-exchange standard rather than the use of gold coin or bullion 
was decided upon. The currency system established by the legisla
tion of 1903 represents the gold-exchange standard in its purest 
form, that is, the maintenance of the standard monetary unit of 
value at a parity with a fixed amount of gold solely by means 
of redemption in drafts at rates corresponding to the gold points. 
While two optional means of redemption were provided for by 
law, they have been of little impor~ance in the maintenance of 
parity. The first, the optional provision for the redemption of silver 
pesos in gold coin or gold bars, has never been utilized; the second, 
the provision for the redemption of Philippine currency in United 
States paper currency, owed its existence to the large amounts of 
the latter in circulation in the Islands because of the absence of any 
Philippine notes of large denominations and because many army 
contracts were payable in United States currency. Hence, in opera
tion, the currency system of the Islands has really been a pure gold
exchange standard.8 

THE FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES UNDERLYING THE 

GOLD-EXCHANGE STANDARD 

The gold-exchange standard is based upon the theory that the 
"onl1 important .demand for gold, which it i!; necessary for a 
gove~nment to supply, in the redemption of its money, in order to 

8 India may be cited <IS an example of a country on a qualified gold-exchange 
standard, redemption being sometimes in gold and sometimes in gold exchange 
at varying rates not fixed by statute. In India the gold-exchange standard grew 
up more or less fortuitously and therefore lacks the simplicity and clarity of 
principle and procedure of the Philippine gold-exchange standard which was 
carefully planned. 
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maintain the parity, is that .of providing a medium for the settle
ment of its foreign trade balances-a demand to which so called 
'token money' or money not possessing its full value in bullion, 
cannot be applied ... "/0 and that a draft upon a gold standard 
country is as valuable as gold coin or gold bars to meet this 
demand. Let us assume the Philippines on a gold standard, with the 
theoretical gold peso provided in ,the law actually coined and in 
circulation. Further, let us suppose that the balance of payments 
is strongly against the Islands, or that the currency of the Islands 
is relatively redundant.ll Exchange rates would then move against 
the Philippines until the gold export point was reached, and suf
ficient gold was withdrawn from circulation and exported to gold 
standard countries to restore equilibrium. Conversely, if the bal
ance of payments were strongly in favor of the Islands, or if in 
relation to the demands of trade money were relatively scarce, 
exchange rates would move in favor of the Islands until the gold 
import point was reached and gold was imported, coined, and placed 
in circulation in sufficient quantities to restore the equilibrium be
tween the price levels of the philippines and other gold standard 
countries. Thus, when countries are on a gold standard, gold 
flows serve to adjust the currency supply to the currency demand, 
reducing the circulation in times of relative redundancy and in
creasing it in times of relative scarcity in such a manner as to keep 
the currency at parity with gold. 

Under the gold-exchange standard, as it was established in the 
Philippines by the legislation of 1903, these adjustments were 
expected to' be as effective and as automatic as in the foregoing 
case in which we assumed the Islands to be on a gold coin standard. 
This was to be accomplished by the purchase and sale of exchange 
at rates representirig the "gold points" of the theoretical gold peso 
with which the silver peso was to be kept at a parity. Thus if we 
assume that the balance of payments is heavily ag!linst the Islands, 

10 Kemmerer, "Two Years of Gold Exchange Standard in the Philippmes," 
/0_1 of lhe American Asiatic Association, November 1905, p. 302. .' 

11 Of course debits must equal credits in the balance of payments. The aiithor 
will follow the, common usage of the expression "a balance of payments against 
the country" to mean such a condition in the balance of payments that a gold 
outflow is necessary to restore equilibrium, and conversely, the expression "a 
favorable balance of payments" to mean that an inflow of gold is needed to restore 
equilibrium. 
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or that money is relatively redundant, exchange rates in Manila on 
New York would move to a premium of three-fourths of one per 
cent for demand drafts and one and one-eighth per cent for tele
graphic transfers, rates which represent the. gold export point of 
the peso. No gold, however, would actually be exported. Instead, the 
Government would sell the would-be exporter of gold a draft on 
that part of the Gold Standard Fund kept in New York, charging 
him therefor a premium equivalent to the expense he would actually 
incur if he shipped an equal amount of gold from Manila to New 
York. The pesos paid in by the would-be gold exporter for a right 
to an amount of gold already laid down in New York, including 
the premium charged, would then be withdrawn from circulation 
and accrue to that part of the Gold Standard Fund held in the 
Treasury in Manila. The circulation would be contracted in this 
manner until the needed adjustments were made and equilibrium 
restored. Conversely, if we assume that the balance of payments 
is heavily in favor of the Islands, or that money is relatively scarce 
there, exchange rates in New York on Manila would move to a 
premium of three-fourths of one per cent for telegraphic transfers 
and three-eighths of one per cent for demand drafts/2 rates which 
represent the currency shipping point between New York and 
Manila. However, instead of its being necessary for anyone to 
settle balances by exporting currency to the Islands, the authorized 
agents of the Philippine Government in New York would offer a 
would-be currency exporter a draft on that part of the Gold 
Standard Fund kept in Manila,. charging therefor a premium 
equivalent to the expense of shipping an equal amount of currency 
to the Islands. The Gold Standard Fund in New York would be 
increased by the dollars paid in for the draft, including the premium. 
The draft would later be cashed in Manila in pesos withdrawn from 

11 On November 2, 1904. it was found necessary to reduce the rates for drafts 
sold in New York on the Gold Standard Fund in Manila From one and one-eighth 

- per cent to three-fourths of one per cent for telegraphic transfers and from 
three-fourths of one per cent to three-eighths of one per cent for demand drafts. 
This action was necessitated by the fact that at the first mentioned rates balances 
due the Philippines from the United States could be settled more cheaply by 
exporting United States paper currency to the Islands than by buying drafts 
in New York on the Gold Standard Fund in Manila. For this reason it is more 
accurate to use the phrase "currency shipping point" rather than "gold import 
point." See Kemmerer, Modem Currency Reforms, pp. 3Ig, 321, and 356. 
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that part of the Gold Standard Fund held in the Insular Treasury. 
Thus additional currency would enter into circulation until the 
relative scarcity was relieved, the foreign balances due the Islands 
settled, and price equilibrium restored. 

It is important to note that these adjustments are just as auto
matic under the gold-exchange standard as under the gold coin 
or bullion standard. The Government of the Philippine Islands has 
no more to do with commercial exchange transactions within the 
gold points than has the government of a country on the gold coin 
standard.'· In the case of the former the currency is made automat
ically redeemable in drafts when the gold export point is touched, in 
the case of the latter there is free convertibility of the currency with 
gold. Redemption in drafts provides for the stability, elasticity 
and security of the currency as effectively as rederp.ption in gold, 
and is in addition more economical. The Philippine Government 
has been able to dispense with a costly store of gold coin or bullion. 
Moreover, it has been able to earn interest on that part of the Gold 
Standard Fund held in New York, and has also gained substantial 
profits from the premium charged on the drafts sold. Thus the 
Philippine currency system is not only sound in theory but also 
simple and economical to operate. Moreover, redemption in drafts 
requires little more "management" or financial acumen than re
demption in gold. All that is_necessary in either case is that com
paratively simple laws be followed by officials with an intelligent 
grasp of monetary principles. Notwithstanding the obyious merits 
of the currency system devised by the Government, its introduction 
was attended by serious difficulties. 

THE INTRODUCTION OF THE NEW CURRENCY 

The new Philippine coins were introduced in July 1903 but it 
was found to be almost impossible to maintain them in circulation. 
The new coins, although they had a bullion value slightly less than 
that of the Mexican peso, were worth more in exchange for gold. 
Nevertheless, most of the merchants accepted the new pesos as 
merely equivalent to the old, while some even preferred the Mexican 
peso on the basis of which prices had been adjusted for years. 
Hence the old money, which was the less valuable currency in terms 

11 Kemmerer, "Two Years of Gold Exchange Standard in the Philippines," 
101Wflal of the A merit;Olf Asiotic Associotitm, November 1905. p. 302. 
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of gold, had a purchasing power in the Islands as great as that of 
• the new. Since the value at which the new coins were received in 

exchange for goods in the Islands was less than their value when 
converted into gold, th~y rapidly disappeared from circulation. 
The people who received the new currency rapidly exchanged it at 
a premium for the old at the banks and the shops of money changers. 
The banks, in turn, used the new currency to purchase drafts on the 
Gold Standard Fund when exchange rates were unfavorable to the 
Islands, and with the foreign balances thus secured purchased 
Mexican pesos for importation into the Islands when exchange 
rates were favorable. In this manner a vicious circle was estab
lished in which the new currency was returned to the Gold Standard 
Fund in Manila almost immediately after it was paid out. 

After several ineffective expedients the Philippine Government 
was finally able to get control of the situation by means of two 
forceful and carefully planned laws. The first law prohibited, under 
heavy penalties, the importation into the Islands of any currency 
not on a gold basis, and the second provided for the heavy taxation 
of the use of local currency. The "Local Currency Taxation Act," 
which was passed on January 28, 1904, was to go into effect par
tially in October of the same year, and fully only at the end of 
the year. Meanwhile ample provision was made for the redemption 
of all forms of the local-currency in new currency at rates that were 
to become increasingly less favorable in the future. 

These measures were attended by such complete success that 
by April I, 1905, the old currency had practically been eliminated 
from circulation, and the Islands were firmly established upon the 
gold-exchange standard. Although the transition was effected in 
the comparatively short time of a year and a half, thet:e was little 
derangement of business, and there does not seem to have been 
any material alteration in prices. 

DANGER TO THE NEW CURRENCY FROM THE RISE IN 

THE PRICE OF SILVER 

The new currency system had hardly begun to function satis
factorily when new difficulties arose as a result of the extremely 
rapid rise in the price of silver which began in April 1905 and 
which continued until the latter part of 1906. The bullion. par 
of the new Philippine pesos and subsidiary coins was reached 
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whenever the price of British standard silver was 29Md. per 
ounce, although shipment was not likely to be profitable unless the. 
price of forward silver (sixty days) reached 30M to 30~d. 
Throughout the greater part of 1906, however, the price of silver 
in London ruled well above these figures: Thus on May 23, 19Q6, 
the price was quoted at 31%d., or 7.3 per cent above the bullion 
par of the Philippine peso, on September 24 at 31 ~d., or 8.S 
per cent above bullion par, on October 27 at 32 9/16d., or 11.3 
per cent above bullion par, and on November 17 at 33~d., or 
13.2 per cent above bullion par. The situation was further compli
cated by the possibility of exporting Philippine pesos to Hongkong 
for use there as "chopped dollars" even when the bullion value 
of the peso was only slightly greater than its money value. 

The profits realizable upon the exportation of Philippine pesos 
were so large that substantial quantities were smuggled out of 
the Islands in spite of the earnest attempts of the Government to 
enforce the rigorous laws prohibiting the exportation of the new 
silver coins or the bullion obtained by melting them." 1;'0 meet 
this situation the Philippine Government resorted to a more ex
tensive use of United States currency, and obtained authority from 
Congress to substitute United States gold coin for silver in the 
reserve for silver certificates, providing that not more than sixty 
per cent of· this reserve be held in gold coin.lG These measures, 
however, offered only a partial solution of the problem. Monetary 
stability was in constant danger so long as the currency was worth 
more as bullion, if it could be smuggled out of the Philippines, than 
it was as money when in circulation in the'Islands. Consequently, 
recoinage of this money into coins with a smaller fine silver content 
was considered essential. 

THE RECOINAGE 

The United States Congress granted the Philippine Government 

16 The exportation of coin was prohibited by Act No. 14II of the Philippine 
Commission. See Rept. Phil. Com., 1906, Part III, p. 356. 

16 ibid., pp. U-12. This authority was conferred by an Act of Congress passed 
on June 23, 1906. For text of law see 34 U.S. Statutes, pp. 453-4 Although 
intended as a temporary expedient to enable the Philippine Government to increase 
the circulation of pesos without the necessity of purchasing silver bullion at 
high prices, this measure was destined to be of permanent and far-reaching 
importance in the currency history of the Islands. 
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permission to recoin in an Act passed on June 23, 1906.18 The 
details of the recoinage were left entirely to the discretion of the 
Philippine Government except that it was .stipulated in the law 
that the silver coins should not have a fineness lower than .700. 
After careful study of the problem, the Philippine Government 
reduced the gross weight of the peso from 416 grains to twenty 
grams (308.64 grains), and the fineness from .900 to .800, thereby 
reducing the fine silver content of the peso by thirty-four per cent. 
The subsidiary coins were made exac~ly proportionate in weight 
to the peso, but their fineness was reduced from .900 to .750. The 
new pesos were not in danger of the melting pot until the price 
of silver reached approximately 44%d. per ounce, and the sub
sidiary coins were safe until it reached 47Yzd. There was addi
tional protection to the new coinage (officially referred to as 
"Coinage of the Second Issue"), in the fact that before silver 
reached such prices the bullion par of the Indian rupee and the 
Japanese silver coins would be passed. 

The coins of the first issue were rapidly withdrawn from cir
culation and replaced by coins of the second issue. The total amount 
of the silver coinage of the first i~sue was :11 

Pesos P'26,994,635.oo 
50 centavos 
20 centavos 
10 centavos 

Total 

3,055,221.00 
1,595,744.40 
1,133,681.40 

On December 15, 1906, the first shipment of coins of the first 
issue for recoinage was made, the coins being sent to the United 
States mint at San Francisco. By June 30, 1908,24 million pesos, 
or approximately seventy-three per cent, had been sent in for re
coinage/8 and by June 30, 1912, 30 million pesos, or ninety-one 
per cent, had been shipped to the United States mint.19 Since 1912 
coins of the first issue have come into the Insular Treasury in small 
amounts each year and have been withdrawn from circulation. It 

18 See 34 U.S. Statutes, pp. 453-4-
11 Ann. Rept. T,.eas. Phil. Is .• 1912, p. 34. 
18 ibid., 1908, p. 37. 
19 ibid .. 1912, p. 34. 
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is believed, however, that a substantial part of the balance outstand
ing was smuggled out of the Islands when the price of silver was 
high.2O 

The coinage of the second issue was introduced into circulation 
with comparatively little difficulty. Although at first there was a 
slight tendency in the interior to discriminate against the new 
coins because of the reduction in their size, this was soon overcome 
by the vigorous educational campaign of the Government and 
banks, aided by the fact that the new coins were readily interchanged 
with silver certificates and nickel and copper coins with which 
the people were familiar. 

The introduction of the new coins was also facilitated by a 
new system of inter-island exchange instituted at this time. This 
system consisted of the sale at low rates of demand drafts and 
telegraphic transfers on the Insular Treasury and the various 
provincial treasuries. In addition to being of great benefit to 
individuals the new transfer system facilitated the adjustment of 
the currency supply to local needs. 

Another important incident of the recoinage was the large 
seigniorage profit which accrued to the Government. The new peso 
contained only about sixty-six per cent of the pure silver content 
of the old, and the new subsidiary coins only about sixty-two per 
cent. As a result the Government realized a net profit on the 
recoinage estimated at P'I4,84I,OOO. 

20 ibid., 1915. p. 42-



CHAPTER II 

THE GOLD STANDARD FUND FROM 1906 TO 1918 

U NDER the provisions of Section I of the Philippine Gold 
Standard Act the entire profit on the recoinage inured to 
the Gol~ Standard Fund, a fund which, as we have seen, 

was to be kept separate from all other funds in the Insular Treas
ury, to be used only for maintaining the parity of the silver peso 
with the theoretical gold peso, and for certain expenses incidental 
to the coinage and issue of currency.! At the 'end of the fiscal year 
1906 the Gold Standard Fund amounted to tt's,669,ooo or nine
teen per cent of the circulation of the Islands.2 By September I, 
1907, the last million dollars of the certificates of indebtedness 
issued to provide funds for the establishment of the gold-exchange 
standard had been retired out of profits accruing to the Gold 
Standard Fund.8 Nevertheless, the net profits of the Gold Standard 
Fund were so great that by June 30, 1908, the fund amounted to 
tt'I6,102,OOO or forty per cent 'of the monetary circulation on 
that date.~ On June 30, 1911, the net balance of the Gold Standard 
Fund was :P'20,620,OOO, or forty-three per cent of the monetary 
circulation. G 

THE SIZE OF THE GOLD STANDARD FUND 

A Gold Standard Fund of forty-three per cent was substantially 
more than was needed to maintain parity and adjust the supply 
of currency to the demands of trade. Moreover, this Fund was 
constantly increasing in size from the premiums on the drafts sold, 
and from interest on deposits.8 A Gold Standard Fund of such 
size was excessive, even granting that extreme variations in the 
currency needs of the Islands sometimes occurred. For example, 

1 supra, pp. 3-4-
I Rept. Phil. Com., 1906, pp. 167 and 171. 
a Ann. Rept. Treas. Phil. Is., 1908, p. 16. 
~ ibid., pp. 29 and 40. 
B ibid., 1912, pp. 29 and 37. 
8 The income to the Gold Standard Fund from these two sources was 

P624,912.82 in 1909, '722,289.62 in 1910, and '916,771.99 in 19II. See Rept. Phil. 
Com., 1910, pp. 156-7, and 19II, p. 146. 
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in 1903 there was a net commercial exportation from the Islands 
of nearly IS million local pesos out of a total circulation which 
did not exceed 50 million pesos, due largely to the failure of the 
Philippine rice crop. f Such a drain would obviously impose a 
heavy demand upon the Gold Standard Fund in New York. An 
example of the heavy demands sometimes imposed upon the Gold 
Standard Fund in the reverse direction is th~ increase in the cur
rency circulation of the Islands from 41.5 million pesos to 48.7 
million pesos in the fiscal year 1910, largely the result of the 
increased trade with the United States due to favors conceded the 
Philippines in the Payne-Aldrich tariff of 1909.8 Such demands, 
however, were not only rare but were also the type of emergency 
which it was proper to meet by apgmenting the Gold Standard 
Fund through the sale of temporary certificates of indebtedness! 
The sale of temporary certificates would have provided for an 
almost immediate increase of the Gold ~tandard Fund balance 
in New York, and for an increase in the Manila balance of the 
Fund within a few weeks through the importation of United 
States gold coin against which silver certificates could have been 
issued until the gold portion of the Silver Certificate Reserve 
reached sixty per cent.10 

Since unusually severe drains can be met by the sale. of tern,. 
porary certificates of indebtedness it would seem uneconomical 
to maintain a Gold Standard Fund in excess of the amount re
quired to serve efficiently as a reservoir or regulator fund in ad
justing the supply of currency to the demands of trade, as for 
example in seasonal fluctuations and variations in business activity 
over a period of years. Into this fund Philippine currency must 
flow in times of monetary redundancy and out of it currency must 
be paid in times of relative monetary scarcity, if the price level of 
the Islands is to be kept in equilibrium with that of other countries, 
and if parity is to be maintained with gold. Therefore, the size 
of the Gold Standard Fund should very largely be determined by 
the probable variations in the currency needs of the Philippines 

Y Kemmerer. Modern Cu"eIJcy Reforms, p. 367. 
• ibid., pp. 367-8. 
8 The Philippine Government was granted authority by Congress to issue 

10 million dollars of these certificates. cf. supra, p. 3. 
10 c£. supra, p. II. . 
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plus an ample margin of safety over and abo~e estimated fluctua
tions.ll A Gold Standard Fund ~ufficient in size to perform effec
tively the function of a regulator fund wil(i!lcidentaUy be adequate 
in the related function' of maintaining the 'parity of the currency 
with gold.lI This is particularly true in view of the power to issue 
certificates of indebtedness up to ten million dollars in emergencies. 

It was the opinion of Dr. Kemmerer in 1916 that a Gold Standard' 
Fund of twenty-five to thirty per cent of the total circulation.of the 
Philippines would be adequate to perform the ftinction of regulator 
fund and ultimate currency reserve .9f the country.18 However, 
although he admitted that a Gold S~andard Fund of forty-three per 
cent in 1913 was.obviously more than wasneeded,hebelievedthata 
smaller reserve would be wise only on condition that the Philippine 
Government discontinued seyeral unsound practices whiCh had 
originated from an attempt to make use of the excessive balances 
of the Fund for other than currency purposes. 

THE DEPOSIT OF PART OF THE 'GOLD STANDARD FUND, 

IN 'LOCAL BANKS • 

The first attempt to use a part of the Gold Standard Fund for 
other than strictly currency purposes was the deposit of a portion 
of the Fund in Manila banks. This was an administrative departure 
from the fundamental principles of the gold-exchange standard as , 
it was established in the Philippines, and was made under what must 
have been an exceptionally strained interpretation of Section 7 

11 As il1ust~ative of this proposition, Dr. Kemmerer says: "If, for example, 
the currency needs of the Islands during the most active period. of a prosperous 
year 'Here estimated to be P55,ooo,ooo, and, tor a time of extreme depression, say 
P45,ooo,ooo, the reserve fund would need to be such that approximately $5,000,000 
could be paid out in New York in case of emergency to enable the retirement 
of PIO,ooo,ooo in the Philippines; and, on the other hand, there would need to be 
available PIO,ooo,ooo in the Philippines to meet the demands for an expanding 
circulation at the time of most active business. Of course the Fund should be 
large enough to allow a generous margin of safety oler and above all needs 
that seem reasonably probable .•.• " Modern CUfTtncy Reforms, pp. 374-5. 

This would seem to indicate the desirability of a reserve equivalent to approx
imately twice the probable fluctuation in currency needs plus a margin of safety. 
The possibility of issuing Treasury certificates against United States gold coin, 
however, might make it feasible to keep the larger portion of the Fund in New 
York and a somewhat smaller total Fund than would otherwise be necessary. 
ibid., p. 381. 

11 ibid., p. 379. 
18 idem. 
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of Act No. 938"~ The first departure was made in January I9Q8, 
when P'8oo,ooo wereaep!>sited with the Hongkong and Shanghai 
Banking Corporation. This was followed by other deposits made 
in the same bank, in Jlie ,9tartered Bank of India, Australia, and 
China, and in the Bank of the Philippine Islands,1" until on June 
30,1910,1"1,702,000 of the Manila balance of the Gold Standard 

. Fund of 1"4,134,000 were represented by fixed interest bearing 
deposits in local banks.·e 

That these deposits contravened the basic principle of the gold
exchange standard as it was established in the Philippines is 
obvious, since that part of 'the Gold Standard Fund deposited in 
local banks was a detriment rather than an assistance to the Fund in 
the perJormance of its principal f~ction of automatically adjusting 
the supply of money to the currency needs of the Islands. For 
example, let it be assumed that tHe currency of the Islands is 
redundant and that exchange on the United States has gone up 
until it is advantageous for imPorters to make use of drafts on the 
Gold Standard Fund to remit to New York. If the Government 
then deposits in local banks the money paid in for drafts the mon
etary supply remains unchanged and the redundancy is unrelieved, 
the purchasers of the drafts having withdrawn the cash therefor 
from local banks and the Government having deposited an equiv
alent amount of cash to its credit in the same banks. Indeec;l, to 
the extent that the money used to purchase drafts was withdrawn 
from active circulation instead of banks, the situation would be 
worse since the cash deposited by the Government could be used 
as reserves for further loan and deposit expansion"~ Conversely, 
if the money of the Islands is so scarce than the currency import 
point1S is reached, and if the drafts sold in New York on the Gold 
Standard Fund in Manila are cashed by the Government by checks 
on its deposits in local banks, the effect will not be at all the same . 

.. Section 7 of this Act specifically instructed the Insular Treasurer "to with
draw from circulation" Philippine currency received in .payment of drafts sold 
in Manila on that part of the Gold Standard Fund held in the United States 
until paid out in cashing drafts sold in the United States on the Gold Standard 
Fund in Manila. cf. SU/WII, pp. 4-5-

.8 R~lt. GtnInfIlW G~al Phil. Is., 1920. p. 78. 
•• A ...... Relt. T,.eas. Phil. Is., 1910, pp. 5 and 25-
If Kemmerer, Modena C",.,.eru:y Refonns, pp. 375-7. 
18 cf. SV/WII, P. 8, note 12. 
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as if the drafts had been cashed in pesos withdrawn from the 
Treasury vaults. That is, the amount of money in circulation will 
remain unchanged, and if, as is quite likely, the deposits are trans
ferred to accounts more active than those of the Government, the 
Manila banks might find it necessary to increase their cash reserve 
and the net result might be a contraction of the currency in circu
lation at the very time that expansion was needed 19 Thus in both 
cases the deposit of part of the Gold Standard Fund in local banks 
would substitute mere transfers on the books of such banks for 
the expansion or contraction of the currency contemplated in the 
law, with the result of delaying or even militating against the 
adjustments needed to bring about equilibrium. 

A further objection to the deposit of part of the Gold Standard 
Fund in Manila banks is the undoubted danger of depositing the 
ultimate monetary reserve of a country in the very banks which 
would depend upon that reserve in times of stress. Although 
opponents of the quantity theory of money might tend to minimize 
the evils of such deposits from the point of view of the quantitative 
effect upon the circulation,zo there can be little doubt as to their 

18 Kemmerer, Modem Currency Reforms, p. 376. 
20 For example, Bertrand Nogaro, La Monnaie, p. 58, makes the following 

statements in regard to the closely analogous practice of making investments 
from the Gold Standard Fund: " ••• M. Kemmerer (Modem Currency Reforms, 
p. 373) proteste contre cette disposition contraire au principe de la contraction 
automatique: it n'en convient pas moins d'observer que cette derogation au 
principe n'a nullement empeche la parite de se maintenir; et cette observation 
n'est pas de nature a nous surprendre, puisque Ie maintien de la pariti resNlte, 
sons plus, du fait que les gold points de sorlie eI d' entree sont assures par Ie 
jonctionnement regulier du bureau de change. Les variations du stock monetaire 
ne pourraient deregler Ie mecanisme de la stabilisation que si e1les etaient assez 
importantes pour causer des perturbations economiques telles que la balance 
des comptes en soit tout a. fait desequilibree et que I'impossibilite de maintenir 
Ia conversion, au taux fixe, de Ia monnaie nationale en monnaie etrangere entraine 
Ia disparition des gold points." 

In this connection it is interesting to note that the depres:iation of the peso from 
the middle of 1919 to the latter part of 1922 was largely the result of the inflation 
caused by transferring most of the New York balance of the currency reserve 
to the Islands where it was pumped into circulation through loans made by the 
Philippine National Bank. (d. infra, Chap. VIL) The calamitous "perturbations 
economiques" resulting from the deposit of currency reserves in the Philippine 
National Bank would indicate the wisdom of the absolute prohibition of making 
such deposits in local banks. If it is attempted to permit them only in limited 
amounts, either the interest accruing to the Government will be negligible and 
the advantage to the country in loans small, or the deposits will be so large as 
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undesirability from the standpoint of the security of the monetary 
system. It may be readily conceded that it would be quite possible 
to deposit the entire Gold Standard Fund in a central bank, and 
that such a bank could lIlaintain the currency on a fixed ratio with 
gold through purchase and sale of exchange without necessarily 
expanding and contracting the circulation, of which its bank notes 
would form an important constituent, by the full amount of money 
received or paid out in the purchase and sale of drafts. Such a 
bank would not only be the logical depository of the ultimate mon
etary reserve of the country, but would also be in a position to 
supplement its exchange operations by rediscount and open-market 
transactions in adjusting the supply of credit and currency to the 
needs of trade. A gold-exchange .standard of this type, however, 
presupposes a well developed banking system, a central bank 
of issue managed with no small degree of vision and com
petence, and at least the probability that the central bank will 
not be subject to political exploitation. Moreover, a gold-exchange 
standard thus managed would be far from automatic in operation. 
It was precisely because it was deemed preferable to have a currency 
system which would adjust itself-automatically and with a min
imum of management to variations in the demands of trade that the 
Philippine Gold Standard Act contemplated the paying out into 
circulation or the withdrawal therefrom of the full equivalent of 
the Gold Standard Fund drafts sold in New York and Manila.21 

There can be no doubt that deposits from the Gold Standard 
Fund in ordinary commercial banks violated both the intent of the 
Gold Standard Act and the principles upon which it was based. 
Fortunately, before these deposits became of sufficient amount to 

to constitute a real threat to stability. Needless to say, the political pressure 
would almost inevitably be in the latter direction. 

11 Doubtless a gold-exchange standard competently managed by a central 
bank would provide greater flexibility and a nicer adjustment of currency and 
credit to seasonal fluctuations. But aside from the fact that the gold-exchange 
standard was established in the Philippines before the recent vogue of central 
banks, it is extremely dubious that such a bank would have been feasible then or 
would be advisable now in view of the lamentable experiences of the Government 
with the Philippine National Bank. (cf. infra, Chap. VII.) Under certain conditions 
it may be preferable to sacrifice a high degree of flexibility in order to have a 
currency system which is eminently safe and automatic in operation. It might 
be possible, of course, to have a central bank which did not control either the 
currency reserves or the gold-exchange standard mechanism. 
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interfere seriously with the working of the gold-exchange stand
ard they began to be withdrawn, and by the end of March 1912 

they were discontinued altogether.22 This, however, was not due 
to a conviction of error on the part of the officials of the Insular 
Government, but rather to a change in the law which made it pos
sible to make investments from the Gold Standard Fund, a pro
cedure which was more profitable and which was regarded as more 
advantageous to the economic devdopment of the Islands than 
deposits in local banks.28 

THE INVESTMENT OF PART OF THE GOLD STANDARD FUND 

The policy of loaning and investing part of the Gold Standard 
Fund was initiated by Act No. 2067 which was passed by the 
Philippine Commission on July 24, 19II.2~ This law authorized 
the Insular Treasurer, with the approval of the Governor General, 
to' invest part of the interest and premium accretions to the Gold 
Standard Fund in: (a) loans to provinces inhabited by Moros and 
non-Christian tribes; (b) securities legally acceptable for the 
investment Qf Postal Savings funds; (c) bonds issued for the 
purpose of constructing sugar centrals in the provinces in which 
the Commission had exclusive jurisdiction. These investments, 
however, were limited to an amount which stood in the same pro
portional relationship to the total Fund as the population in the 
Moro and non-Christian provinces to the total population of the , 
Islands. 

A much more decided step was taken in the direction of investing 
part of the Gold Standard Fund a few months later in Act No. 
2083 which was passed on December 8, 1911.2& This Act fixed the 

12 Rept. Governor General Phil. Is., 1920, p. 78. 
18 idem. In regard to the deposits in local banks the Report of the Governor 

General here states that: "These deposits are specified in the accounts submitted 
by the insular treasurer to the insular auditor and the secretary of war, but it 
seems that their importance has escaped notice, since .nothing in the records 
indicates any objection to this transaction." 

u Official G08ettt, Vol. IX, p. 1316. 
26 ibid., pp. 2177-8. Act No. 2083 is largely the embodiment of the recommenda

tions contained in the message of the Governor General to the Philippine Legi~
lature on October 16, 19II. Rept. Govel'tlor General Phil. Is., 1920, p. 78. In his 
history of the Philippine Islands, W. Cameron Forbes, who was Governor General 
at this time, states that: "It was suggested from Washington that, rather than 
leave the whole of this sum of money in the banks in the United States drawing 
a low rate of interest, a portion of it could be safely brought to the Islands 
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Gold Standard Fund "at a sum equal to thirty-five per centum of 
the money of the Government of. the Philippine Islands in circu
lation and available for that purpose, exclusive of the silver cer
tificates in circulation protected by a gold reserve. . . ."28 It was 
then provided that any excess over the thirty-five per cent limit, 
existing at the time and that might accrue in the future, should be 
transferred to general-funds of the Treasury.27 Pursuant to these 
provisions ¥'3,397,ooo were transferred to the general funds by 
the end of the fiscal year 1912, and substantial amounts in the 
succeeding years until a total of ¥'10,738,ooo was reached at the 
close of 1917.28 The fixation of a thirty-five per cent Gold Standard 
Fund and the transfer of the above surplus a1p.ounts to the general 
fund are hardly subject to criticism. A regulator fund of this 
size should have been ample, and there is no valid reason why 
amounts in excess thereof should not be applied to other uses. The 
provisions of Act No. 2083 concerning the investment of part of 
the Gold Standard Fund, however, are not so free from objection. 

These provisions authorized the Insular Treasurer, with the 
prior approval of the Governor General, to invest not to exceed 
fifty per cent of the GoH Standard Fund as fixed in the law in: 
" ... loans for periods not exceeding ten years to provinces avd 
municipalities to aid in the construction of public works, particularly 
those of a revenue producing character, at three per centum interest 
per annum: Provided, however, That one-half of such fifty per centum 
may also, with the prior approval of the Governor-General, be invested 
temporarily by the Insular Treasurer in loans on approved security to 
the Manila Railroad Company to complete sections of railroad .... "28 

and utilized in loans to provinces and municipalities for income-bearing pur
poses ... ." The Philippine Islands, Vol. I, P.276. There follows a brief summary 
of Act No. 2083 which is stat~ to have been passed on the recommendation of 
the Governor General. 

28 It was thought unnecessary to maintain a gold reserve against silver 
certificates issued against the deposit of United States gold coin, a procedure 
authorized by the Act of Congress of June 23. 1906. d. supra, p. II. -

&1 It was provided that any of the proceeds of certificates of indebtedness in the 
Gold Standard Fund should remain a constituent thereof and should not be 
transferred to the general funds of the Treasury. This was to comply with the 
Philippine Coinage Act of Congress (March 2, 1903) which limited the use of 
the proceeds of certificates of indebtedness to the maintenance of parity and 
expenses connected with coinage. d. Kemmerer, Modern Currency Reforms, p. 
369, note 2. 

28 See Table I, p. 23. 
28 The law here enumerates specific sections of railroad. Act No. 2088, passed 
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Pursuant to these provisions 12.1 per cent of the Gold Standard 
Fund was invested by June 30, 1912, and 45.7 per cent by Decem
ber 31, 1914.80 Since the fifty per cent investment limit had prac
tically been reached, and inasmuch as it was believed that addi
tional loans could safely be made from the Gold Standard Fund 
to the material furtherance of the economic development of the 
Islands, the GoverIlor General recommended that the investment 
limit be increased to eighty per cent.81 

December 21, I9II, amended Act No. 2083 by not stating the sections of railroad 
for which loans could be made, thus giving the Governor General and Insular 
Treasurer greater freedom of action. See Official GtJJIette, Vol. X. pp. 4S-6. Oa 
February 28, 1914, Act No. 2083 was again amended by Act No. 2344 which 
provided that in addition to the investments already authorized loans could 
also be made to municipalities and provinces to aid them to pay their part of 
the expenses of the cadastral survey. See Official GtJJIette, Vol. XII, pp. 664-S. 

80 Table I. 
11 On January 26, I9IS, the Manila Times stated that Governor General Har

rison had withdrawn his appeal to the United States for a loan of ten million 
dollars, and instead had introduced into the Connnission a bill providing for 
the investment of the entire Gold Standard Fund. On the following day, January 
27, there appeared in the Times an editorial which stated that although the 
purposes of the investments were laudable, the effect upon the currency system 
might be deplorable, particularly in view of the depreciation taking place in the 
currencies of many countries as the result of the War. The editorial pointed out 
that the whole question of currency is highly technical, and advised great caution 
in making such a pronounced departure from the currency law which had been 
working satisfactorily for years. On January 28, the Times published a state
ment given out by Governor General Harrison who declared that the invest
ment of only eighty per cent of the Gold Standard Fund was contemplated, 
twenty per cent being left in cash for the exchange operations which were of 
such importance in the maintenance of parity. This statement read in part as 
follows: "The proposed modifications have the approval of the War department, 
of Mr. Conant, who is considered the father of our monetary system, and of the 
local authorities. In installing the present currency system it was considered 
advisable at the outset to set up safeguards which would inspire absolute confi
dence and would remove any doubt as to the stability of the new system. Now 
that the system has been fully tested and found satisfactory the time has arrived 
when it is unnecessary to retain our reserves entirely in liquid form, and the 
proposed changes providing for the utilization of these reserves in a practicable 
manner is in line with the most modem banking practice. The Fund is to be 
retained intact, but instead of being held almost entirely in cash will be held 
partly in the form of investments and the balance in cash sufficient for all practical 
purposes." If Governor General Harrison was correctly quoted, either his idea of 
the most modem banking practice is woefully perverted, or else modem banking 
practice is sadly deficient •. Such notions as Governor General Harrison was 
alleged to have expressed were typical of the misunderstanding of the proper 
functions of the Gold Standard Fund which seems to have been prevalent in 
official circles, and in general among the public. Thus, in an editorial of January 



TABLE I 

CONDITION OF THB GOLD STANDARD FUND FROM 1912 TO 1918 

TOTAL MONBY OF THB 

CASH AND ACCOUNTS SURPLUS GOVBRNMBNT IN CIRCU-
TOTAL LOANS AND LATION (INCLUDING RECEIVABLB LBSS PAID TO 
FUND" INVBSTMBNTS 

ACCOUNTS PAYABLBb RBVBNUB TRBASURY CBRTlFICATBS 
FUNDS ISSUBD AOAINST 

DATB GOLD) 

PBR PER RATIO 

CENT CBNT OF CASH 

PESOS PESOS OF PBSOS OF PESOS AND 
PESOS ACCT', TOTAL TOTAL 

FUND FUND REC.TO 
CIRC'N 

June 30. 1912. .......................... 18 ,'l71 ,940.77 2 ,'l13 ,700.00 1'l. I 16,058 ,'l4°·77 87·9 3,397 ,O'l7· 65 46,607,978.85 34-5 
June 30, 1913 .......................... 18,369,357. 'l'l 5,714,2.79. 00 31.1 1'l,6SS ,078.'l2 68,9 889,538.°4 46,600,868.92. 27·'l 
Dec. 31, 1913 .......................... 18,402. ,47'l· 75 7,646 ,876 .00 41.6 10,755'0596.75 58,4 570 ,154.36 45,32.1,017. 17 'l3·7 
Dec. 31 , 1914 .......................... 18,456 ,189.45 8,443,°4°. 00 45·7 1°,°13,149.45 54·3 861,238.39 ' 47,17o,'l45 ·93 2.1.2 
Dec. 31 , 1915 .......................... 18,5190489. 12 9,942 ,148.00 53·7 8,577 ,341. 12 46 .3 851 ,189.39 45,980,771.76 18,7 
Dec. 31 , 1916 .......................... 13,391,'l38.O2 10,607 ,934. 00 79·2. 'l ,783,3°4.02. 'l0.8 2,7°3,63°.96 61,2.17,861. 54 4·5 
Dec. 31 , 1917 .......................... 13,473,820.82. 10,741 ,480 .00 79·7 2,732. ,340. 82 20·3 1,465,527·3'l 9'l,442,956. 07 3.0 
Aug. 15, 1918 .......................... 14,496 ,789.46 10,466 ,15°.00 72.·2 4,°3°,639.46 'l7· 8 None "II 5,838,566 .45 J.5 

Source of data: Annual R.ports of fhl <J'reasu,." o/Ihe Philippine Islands. 
"35 per cent of the money of the Government in circulation or available therefor exclusive of Treasury certificates issued against gold. 
bAccounts receivable less accounts payable amounted to 1"2.84,°77.59 on June 30, 1912, 1"3°8,932'45 on June 30, 1913, 1"311,948.209 

on December 31, 1913, 1"362,2057.13 on December 31, 1914, 1"358,161.08 on December 31, 1915. 1"430,109'45 on December 31. 
1916,1"2,357,341.74 on December 31,1917, and 1"991,2.38.56 on August 15,1918. 

"Estimated. ' 
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In accordance with this recommendation Act No. 2465 was 
passed on February 5, 1915, authorizing the investment of not to 
exceed eighty per cent of the Gold Standard Fund in :82 

( I) Loans to municipalities and pwvinces of the same kind 
and for the same purposes as provided in the previous laws. These 
loans were not to exceed ten years and were to bear interest at 
three per cent. 

(2) Investments allowed by law for the funds of Postal Savings 
Banks. 

(3) The construction of Insular public buildings or other 
realizable public works and improvements. These loans were not 
to exceed P'2,OOO,OOO and were to be repaid in ten equal instalments 
with interest at the rate of three per cent. . 

(4) Bonds of corporations organized to construct and operate 
sugar centrals, or to manufacture coconut oil or hemp products. 
The loans for this purpose were not to exceed P'3,ooo,ooo and 
were to bear interest at the rate of at least five per cent 

(5) Loans for the establishment and operation of agricultural 
colonies. These loans were not to exceed P'ISO,OOO in amount nor 
ten years in duration, and were to bear interest at the rate of four 
per cent. 

( 6) Loans to corporations and associations building or improv
ing irrigation systems. Interest on these loans was to be four per 
cent andlhey were not to run for more than fifteen years. 

(7) Loans on approved security to the Manila Railroad Com
pany to complete certain sections of line. These loans were not to 
exceed P'4,627,ooo and were to be repaid in not more than thirty 
months. Interest was to be at the rate of five per cent. 

(8) A credit of P'2,SOO,OOO to the Manila Railroad Company. 
This was to bear interest at five per cent and must be repaid within 
thirty months. 

It is evident that with the possible exception of the investments 
provided for in (2), (7), and (8) the loans" authorized by the 
law were long-time and non-liquid. 

In spite of the large amount which became available for invest-

30, the Manila Times expressed itself as entirely satisfied with the explanations 
of the Governor General and stated that its previous "financial objections" were 
retracted. 

aa Official GlJ8ettt, Vol. XIII, pp. 561-2. 
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ment under the provisions of Act No. 2465 only 53.7 per cent of the 
Gold Standard Fund was invested at the end of 1915.88 This con
dition was explained by the Secretary of Finance as follows :u 

"If the full amount [of the Fund] were invested as authorized, over 
¥'14,Boo,ooo of the fund would be thus utilized and approximately 
'P'3,7°O,ooo held in cash. This latter amount, under careful administra
tion, would be sufficient to carry on the ordinary exchange operations 
which are a factor of importance in the m,aintenance of the parity of 
the currency with gold, but would not be sufficient to maintain con
fidence in our currency system or to meet emergencies or abnormal 
conditions should they arise. With this in mind, and notwithstanding 
the legislation above referred to, it has been decided to postpone 
indefinitely some of the contemplated investments and to abandon 
others entirely . . . and it has been definitely decided to limit invest
ments to the extent of sixty-five per cent of th~fund, retaining the 
remaining thirty-five per cent in cash." 

The Secretary of Finance was undoubtedly right in resisting 
the investment of the Gold Standard Fund up to the legal limit of 
eighty per cent. Unfortunately, even this restraint on the perversion 
of the original law was not continued long, for on December 31, 
1916,79.2 per cent of the Fund was invested, and on December 31, 
1917,79.7 per cent.u A decline to 72.2 per centhad taken place by 
August 15, 1918, when the Gold Standard Fund was superseded 
by the Currency Reserve Fund. 

The investment of nearly eighty per cent of the ultimate mon
etary reserve of the Islands in non-liquid capital loans was clearly 
most unwise. Inasmuch as the chief function of the Gold Standard 
Fund is the maintenance of the parity of the silver peso with the 
theoretical gol4 peso, and since this function is performed by 
adjusting the supply of currency to the needs of trade, the Fund 
should be maintained in as liquid condition as possible, that is, 
in the form of cash in Manila and of deposits in N ew York against 
which demand drafts and telegraphic transfers can be drawn. The 
Philippines, under the form of gold-exchange standard there 
established, need a monetary reserve almost exclusively as a regu-

•• See Table I. 
86 Rept. Phil. Com., 1915, p. 191. 
I' See Table I. 
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lator fund.88 In such a fund a remote secondary reserve composed 
of highly unmarketable investments. is both functionless and 
illogical,87 The logical procedure would have been to transfer the 
invested part of the Gold Standard Fund in fact as well as in 
name to the general fund of the Treasury. Had this been done, 
however, the inadequacy of the fund provided for in Act No. 2465 
would have become glaringly apparent. Thus, disregarding the 
invested part of the Fund, which was functionless as a monetary 
reserve, this law really provided for a cash reserve of only seven 
per cent (twenty per cent of thirty-five per cent) of the money of 

88 There seems to have been very widespread ignorance of this fact, even among 
the government officials in charge of the currency reserves. For example, in his 
annual report for 1913 (p.21) the Philippine Treasurer states that: "In other 
words, for every peso in circulation or available therefor, there has been set aside 
the sum of 17Vz cents United States currency to make up the difference between 
the fluctuating intrinsic value of the Philippine silver peso and the unit of value, 
or gold peso, worth 50 cents United States currency." 

Concerning this somewhat naive conception of the Gold Standard Fund, 
Dr. Kemmerer has remarked as follows: ". . • Contrary to popular belief, the 
size of the reserve fund needed in a country like the Philippines has very little 
to do with the difference between the bullion value and the money value of the 
current coins. It is not a question of confidence in the money, but one of adjusting 
the supply of money to trade demands so as to keep the country's currency and 
its price level in equilibrium with those of other countries. A circulation of 
P50,ooo,ooo, each peso carrying· as much as ninety-eight per cent of its money 
value in the value of its silver content, would require a large reserve if the 
country were one in which there is a wide range in the currency needs either 
from season to season or from prosperity to depression; while a paper currency 
(of which the constituent material had no value whatever) issued by a strong 
government like that of the Philippines could get along with a small reserve, 
provided the range in the currency needs were a narrow one." Modern Currency 
Reforms, p. 375. 

The popular misconception may have arisen from the fact that under the 
original law the entire seigniorage profit from the coinage of pesos accrued 
to the Gold Standard Fund. Ignoring the coinage charge, the Fund would then 
be approximately equivalent in amount to the difference between the bullion 
value of the coins and their gold value. This equivalence would obviously no 
longer exist after a substantial shift in the price of silver, and was not at all 
likely to occur after the Gold Standard Fund was fixed at thirty-five per cent 
since a seigniorage profit in excess of thirty-five per cent would accrue to the 
general funds of the Treasury. In this case the Fund would be less than the 
difference between the bullion value and gold value of the coins by the amount 
of the transfer to the general funds. 

87 ibid.,· pp. 378-9. 
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the Philippine Government in circulation or available therefor, 
exclusive of Treasury certificates issued against gold!8 A cash 
reserve of this amount was dangerously small since it was barely 
sufficient to care for normal monthly fluctuations in the monetary 
circulation, leaving a negligible .margin of safety for a sudden 
demand of substantial size.se Moreover, the weakening of the 
Gold Standard Fund in this manner, which was unwise at any time, 
was particularly imprudent at a time when the World War made 
it almost a certainty that normal economic conditions would not 
long prevail. In 1916 and 1917, due chiefly to the War, the foreign 
trade of the Islands increased with remarkable rapidity and with 
it the volume of money in circulation.40 At the same time the cash 
part of the Gold Standard Fund was reduced to almost absurdly 
inadequate proportions.41 

CONDITIONS COUNTERBALANCING THE INADEQUACY 

OF THE GOLD STANDAlID FUND 

The investment of eighty per cent of the Gold Standard Fund, 
thereby rendering it inadequate as a regulator fund, obviously 
subjected the currency system of the Philippines to grave risks. 
On the one hand, an inadequate cash balance in Manila meant 
possible delay and uncertainty in expanding the circulation in 
accordance with rapidly increasing trade. On the other hand, an 
inadequate cash balance in New York was a constant threat to the 

18 On December 31.1916. cash and accounts receivable amounted to 20.8 percent 
of the Gold Standard Fund. and on December 31. 1917. to 20.3 per cent of the 
Fund. These amounts were equivalent to respectively 7.3 per cent and 7.1 per cent 
of the money of the Government in circulation or available therefor. exclusive 
of Treasury certificates issued against gold, and to 4-5 per cent and 3.0 per cent 
of ·the money of the Government actually in circulation. See Table I. 

8e On MarclI 31. 1915. the total circulation was P54,685.864 and on November 
31 of the same year P50,316.954. a net change of P4.368,9Io. Ann. Rept. Treas. 
Phil. Is., 1915. P.46. At the end of 1915. 46.3 per cent of the Gold Standard Fund 
was in cash (including a srnaII amount of accounts receivable. d. Table I). If. 
however. the cash part of the reserve had been reduced to twenty per cent as was 
pennitted by law. it would have amounted to only P3,703,8g8, an amount sub
stantially less than the decline in circulation from March to November, and 
very little in excess of the largest monthly variation whiclI was a net decline 
of P2,656,378 from June 30 to July 31. Ann. Rep,. Treas. Phil. Is., IDe. cii., supra. 
Reference to Chart VI of Appendix A will show that monthly fluctuations of 
over two million pesos are of common occurrence • 

.., See Appendix A, Table XI and Chart VI. 
a See Table I. 
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maintenance of the parity of the peso with the dollar!2 Fortunately 
these dangers were minimized by two counterbalancing conditions. 
The first of these was the fact that the Treasurer of the United 
States was constantly augmenting the working balance of the Gold 
Standard Fund in N ew York by depositing therein dollars against 
equivalent amounts of pesos at par which were disbursed in the 
Islands to meet the expenditures there of the United States Gov
ernment. The bulk of these transfers were made to meet expendi
tures on account of the military and naval establishments main
tained in the Philippines, and for this reason will be referred to 
hereafter as "army and navy transfers." The second counter
balancing condition was that after 1914 a large part of the Silver 
Certificate Reserve was maintained in the form of bank deposits 
in the United States!8 This enabled the circulation to be very 
quickly increased by depositing cash in the United States and 
issuing silver certificates against such deposits in the Islands, no 
delay for coinage being necessitated. It meant also that there 
was a large cash deposit in the United States which could be used 
to assist the inadequate Gold Standard Fund in case of need. Thus 
the army and navy transfers and the gold balance of the Silver 
Certificate Reserve together compensated for the deficiencies of 
the Gold Standard Fund, i.e., they provided a margin of safety 
and a reservoir fmid. 

OBJECTIONS TO MAKING ARMY AND NAVY TRANSFERS 

THROUGH THE GOLD STANDARD FUND 

Inasmuch as the army and navy transfers provided a means 
always ready at hand to convert pesos in Manila to dollars in the 
United States, they were a very effective expedient in making the 
small cash balance of the Gold Standard Fund do a large amount 
of redemption. These transfers, however, were by no means a 

f,2 It is true that an unanticipated drain might be met bv the sale of temporary 
certificates of indebtedness. This expedient, however, involving expense and 
some uncertainty and delay, should be a last resort to be used only in seriolls 
emergencies. It would be both unwise and illogical to keep such a small cash 
reserve that there would be imminent danger of being forced to resort to the 
sale of certificates in case the drain upon the reserve was more than trifling. In 
any case, it would be advisable to have a sufficient amount of cash to meet the 
demand for drafts for a long enough time to negotiate the sale of certificates 
under favorable terms. 

.. d. infra, Chap. m. 
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satis{actory substitute for an adequate Gold Standard Fund since 
they were open to two serious objections; namely, they were uncer

. tain as to continuance; and they conflicted with the proper adjust
ment of the supply of currency to the needs of trade. 

The first objection is manifest. Obviously the continuance of a 
steady flow of army and navy transfers depended both upon the 
continued occupation of the Philippines by the United States, and 
the maintenance there of a military and naval establishment suf,. 
ficientIy large to necessitate such transfers in substantial amounts. 
There has been an active movement for: Philippine independence 
dating from the time of the American occupation, and with this 
movement an important section of public opinion in. the United 
States has always been sympathetic."" Consequently, a sudden 
withdrawal of the United States from the Islands has never been 
an impossibility. In view of this fact, and since the withdrawal 
of the United States would have meant not only an abrupt cessation 
of army and navy transfers, but also would have resulted in 
considerable disturbance to Philippine business, it would seem very 
unwise to have placed relians:e on these transfers rather than on 
an adequate cash balance in the Gold Standard Fund.'" In regard 
to this matter, Dr. Kemmerer ha~ justly remarked : .. 8 

44 Forbes, The Philippine Islands, Vol. II, Chap. xxv. Since 19o5 the p1atforms 
of the Democratic Party of the United States have advocated either immediate 
Philippine independence or independence with a minimum of delay. 

,..6 The McDuffie-Tydings bill (Public-No. 127-Jj3d Congress) was signed 
by the President of the United States on March 24. 1934. and accepted by the 
Philippine Legislature on May I. This act provides that upon the fulfilment of 
certain conditions the Philippines are to be given complete independence after a 
transition period of ten years. See infra, p. 2<\0, note 22. During this transition 
period there are to be important modifications of the free trade privileges with the 
United States now enjoyed by the Philippines, and when complete independence 
is granted Ph\lippine products are to be subjected to the same duties as those of 
other foreign countries. There seems to be some apprehension that these pro
visions will cause a severe depression in Philippine trade, and perhaps a con
siderable withdrawal of capital from the Islands. Should this prove to be the 
case a serious drain on the Gold Standard Fund might result. In view of the 
fact that a very large Gold Standard Fund is now being maintained, the pos
sibility of a depreciated peso resulting from the withdrawal of the United Stat,<s 
is remote. However, this possibility is an ever cogent argument against reducing 
the size of the currency reserve to an amount which does not allow a very large 
margin of safety. This is particularly true in view of the fact that it might be 
found difficult to find a market for the temporary certificates of indebtedness if 
they were no longer backed by the moral guarantee of the United States. 

"'Modem ClWf'eftcy Refo",", PP,.381-a 
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"Moreover, if the United States is ever to withdraw permanently 
from the Philippines, it should leave the Islands a fully developed and 
automatically working currency system, and not one whose props will 
be knocked from under it by the very act of withdrawing from the 
Islands:' 

In addition to the risk of a permanent withdrawal there was the 
more likely danger that military exigencies might at any' moment 
cause the remov.al of most of the army and navy usually stationed 
in the Islands, thereby greatly reducing the amount of funds needed 
to be transferred to Manila." 

Aside from these facts, there was also the objection that these 
transfers, when made through the Gold Standard Fund, caused 
maladjustments in the volume of circulating media. While these 
transfers augmented the balance of the Gold Standard Fund in the 
United States, at the same time they resulted in increasing the 
circulation of "the Islands by an equivalent amount. The yearly 
totals of the army and naVy transfers from 1912 to 1921 were as 
follows ;~8 

ARMY AND NAVY TRANSF~RS, 1912 TO 1921 

YEAR DOLLARS 

1912 11,000,000 

1913 8,600,000 

1914 8,000,000 

1915 11,500,000 

1916 8,000,000 

1917 17,500,000 

1918 23,000,000 

1919 5,000,000 

1920 14,000,000 

1921 9,750 ,000 

During the ten-year period from 1912 to 19~1, inclusive, these 
army and navy transfers averaged a little less than one million 
dollars per month. Comparison with the total circulation of these 

47 For example, in 1919, army and navy transfers amounted to only 5 million 
" dollars as against 23 million dollars for the preceding year. Ann. Rept. Treas. 
Phil. Is., 1919, p. 24. 

48 Taken from the Ann. Repts. Treas. Phil. Is. The amount of army and navy 
transfers are stated in the section of the report concerning the Gold Standard 
Fund. 
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years will show that transfers in such amounts were sufficiently 
large to have a material effect upon the volume of currency in 
circulation.48 Moreover, these large sums of money were pumped 
into circulation according to the necessity for expenditures in the 
Philippines by the United States Government and in disregard of' 
the currency needs of the Islands. If business were sufficiently on 
the upswing, the money paid out from the Manila balance of the 
Gold Standard Fund would remain in circulation and there would 
be no maladjustment. If, however, the supply of currency were 
already ample for the needs of trade at an equilibrium of price 
levels, or tended to be redundant, the money paid out in army and 
navy disbursements would flow into the banks which would remit 
it to other countries. This, of course, would be accomplished by 
purchasing through the Treasury drafts on the Gold Standard 
Fund in New York, unless the balance of payments was tempo
rarily so much in favor of the Islands that the commercial rates 
of exchange were lower than Government rates. That the latter 
condition did not often apply is evident from the fact that sub
stantial amounts of Governmeqt exchange were sold on New York 
nearly every year, while sales of Government drafts on Manila 
were not only very rare, but were usually made without charging a 
premium when they did occur. 50 

Such a condition as this would hardly prevail so regularly unless 
there were large invisible items operating to keep the balance of 
payments heavily against the Islands, or unless there were forces 
tending to keep the currency so redundant that exchange rates 
were frequently, or even normally, at the currency-export point. 
The invisible balance of trade was probably against the Philip
pines but it was hardly sufficiently unfavorable to offset the large 
favorable commodity balance of trade which existed in many 

48 See Appendix A, Table XI, for the total circulation during the years under 
consideration. 

10 See the comment of Dr. Kemmerer in the Second Annual Report of the 
Chief of the Division of Currency, p. II, and Kemmerer, Modem Currency 
Reforms, pp. 368-g. From 1904 to 1918 drafts on the Gold Standard Fund in New 
York to the amount of $107.269.536 were sold to banking institutions and 
commercial firms and individuals in Manila. During the same period only 
$468,000 of drafts on the Gold Standard Fund in Manila were sold at a premium 
to banks and commercial firms and individuals in New York. Ann. Rept. Treas. 
Phil. [s., 1918, pp. 24-5. 
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years.&l Copsequently, it seems more than likely that the substan
tial amounts of money pumped'into circulation by the army and 
navy transfers were the chief cause of the large sales of Gov
ernment drafts in Manila on New York. After a careful study of 
the Philippine currency system in 1917, Dr. Kemmerer made the 

n On April IS, 1925, Edwin B. George, the Assistant Trade Commissioner 
in charge at Manila, wrote to the Bureau of Commerce at Washington as 
follows: . 

"It must of course be taken into consideration that the invisible trade between 
the United States and the Philippines is almost altogether in favor of the former. 
Interest on Philippine Government bonds amounts to approximately six million 
pesos a year and to these public transfers must be added interest and dividend 
payments from such private American Investments as the Manila Electric Com
pany, the Philippine Telephone and Telegraph Company, Manila Railroad bonds, 
Metropolitan Water District, etc. Payments to the United States on account of 
insurance and shipping also make up quite respectable aggregates. Invisible 
exchanges of this character no doubt tend to compensate for the Philippine 
Island's [sic] favorable balance of physical trade, but they are by no means 
sufficient to strike a balance." 

At the close of 1925, the year in which Mr. George made this statement, the 
bonded indebtedness of the Insular Government, which is almost entirely held 
in the United States, was 146.1 million pesos. Ann. Rept. Treas. Phil. Is., 1925, 
p. 63. The bonded indebtedness of the Insu!ar Government was only 14 million 
pesos in 1904, 19 million in 1905, 21 million from 1906 to 1909. 24 million from 
1910 to 1915, and 32 million pesos from 1916 to 1918. ibid., 1924, p. 55. Conse-· 
quently, so far as public debt is concerned, the statement of Mr. George to the 
effect that invisible debits were not sufficient to offset the favorable commodity 
balance of trade in 1925 could be made with even greater certainty in regard 
to years in the period from 1904 to 1918 in which there was a substantially 
favorable physical balance of trade. 

It is extremely difficult to get statistics in regard to the amount of foreign 
investment in the Philippines at this time. Inasmuch as the trade and commerce 
of the Islands is carried on chiefly by foreigners, presumably the investment of 
foreign capital was large. Moreover, many of the public utilities and railroads 
of the Islands have been promoted and constructed by American firms. Forbes, 
The Philippine Islands, Vol. II, pp. 181-3. Secretary of War Weeks, in a state
ment before the House Committee on Insular Affairs, in 1924, estimated the 
American investments in the Islands, exclusive of public debt, at 41 million 
dollars. See 68th Congress, 1st Session, Hearings on H. J. Res. 131, H.R. 3924, 
H. J. Res. 127, and H.R. 2817, p. 65. For a later estimate see infra, p. 225, note II. 

It is true that such investments would give rise to heavy invisible debits in the 
balance of payments. However, during the greater part of the period from 1904 
to 1918, the inflow of capital may have been large enough to approximate yearly 
interest and dividend payments. At any rate, it is hardly reasonable to believe 
that adverse invisible items in the balance of payments would offset a favorable 
commodity balance of trade of ISo million pesos for the years 1904-1918 inclusive, 
and at the same time cause the purchase of 215 million pesos of drafts on the 
Gold Standard Fund in New York. See Appendix B, Table XII. 
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following observations in regard to the effect of these transfers :52 
" . •. As a matter of fact these army transfers have been so frequent 

and so substantial that exchange rates tend to be practically always 
at the currency-export point in Manila. The government finds itself 
continually selling drafts on the gold-standard fund in New York 
and continually profiting by exchange premiums. Practically no drafts, 
on the other hand, are ever commercially sold by the Philippine gov
ernment depositories in New York on the gold-standard fund in the 
Philippines. For every year of the period 1904 to 1916 inclusive large 
sums of drafts were sold at a premium in Manila on the gold-standard 
fund in New York .... Exchange rates during these thirteen years 
ruled almost continually at or near the currency-shipping point. . . . 

"Importers in the Philippines have been continually penalized by 
high exchange rates while exporters have been benefited. 

"Obviously the policy ;of army and navy transfers has prevented, 
the Philippine gold-exchange standard from functioning in such a. way 
as to contract the circulation in times of redundancy. It will continue 
to work in this way as long as the amounts of these transfers are 
large in proportion to the fotal amount of money in circulation in the 
Philippines. . . ." 

It was suggested by Dr. Kemmerer'S that army and navy trans
fers might be made without causing these ill effects if the United 
States Government should purchase drafts on Manila banks instead 
of transferring its disbursements through the Gold Standard 
Fund.a. 

12 Kemmerer, Memorandum Concerning Certain Proposals for Currency Legis
lation in the Philippine Islands, pp. 15-16. This Memorandum was submitted to -
the Speaker of the Philippine House oi Representatives on January II, 1918. 
Hereafter it wi\l be referred to as the Memorandum of 1918. 6. ibid., pp. 49-50 • 

.. Assume that the currency of the Islands is relatively redundant, that the 
price level tends to be too high, and that as a result the balance of trade moves 
against the Philippines and exchange rises to the currency-export point. If at 
this point army and navy transfers cause more money to be pumped into cir
culation, the adjustments necessary to restore equilibrium and bring exchange 
back to par wi\l be delayed. On the other hand, if these transfers are made 
through banking channels, there witl not be any increase in circulation, and 
the necessary corrective action will take place much more quickly. 

It is quite true that it might have been more expensive for the United States 
Government to have made its transfers by the purchase of drafts from banks, 
but moderate premiums on such drafts would not have been too great a price 
to pay for a normally functioning currency system. As the currency-import 
point is a premium of only three-quarters of one per cent on the peso, it would 
have been difficult for Manila banks to have taken undue advantage of the 
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If the Philippine Government had been aware of the ill effects 
on the currency system of transferring army and navy disburse
ments through the Gold Standard Fund, and accordingly had 
decided to insist on their transfer through banking channels, the 
inadequacy of the Gold Standard Fund would have had as its only 
compensating factor the cash balance of the Silver Certificate 
Reserve in the United States. The assumption of the functions of 
the Gold Standa,rd Fund by the Silver Certificate Reserve, however, 
was undesirable as a permanent policy without a complete reor
ganization of the currency law, since it involved such important 
changes in principle that the original law became illogical and 
practically unworkable. This will become apparent after a con
sideration of the dominant part in the currency system unexpectedly 
assumed by the silver certificates and the gradual evolution of the 
Silver4Certificate Reserve from an exclusively coin reserve held in 
the Islands to a reserve composed chiefly of deposits in United 
States banks. 

United States Government. Moreover, after 1916 the Philippine National Bank 
which was controlled by the Insular Government would have been an additional 
protection against excessive charges. 



CHAPTER III 

THE SILVER CERTIFICATE AND THE SILVER 
CERTIFICATE RESERVE FROM 1903 TO 1918 

FOR many years prior to the American occupation of the 
Philippines the currency of the Islands had consisted almost 
solely of coins, the only paper money in circulation being a 

limited amount of notes issued by the Spanish-Filipino Bank of 
Manila. 1 The preference of the people for silver pesos seemed so 
firmly established that it was generally assumed tbat paper money 
would never be an important constituent of the circulating media. 
Nevertheless, in view of the greater convenience of certificates it 
was considered desirable to provide for their issue and to encollrage 
their use.! Accordingly, in Section 8 of the Philippine Coinage 
Act of March 2, 1903, Congress provided that:& 

". . • the treasurer of the Philippine Islands is hereby authorizeC:t, in 
his discretion, to receive deposits of the standard silver coins' of one 
peso authorized by this Act to be coined, at the treasury of the govern
ment of said islands or any of its branches, in sums of not less than 
twenty pesos, and to issue silver certificates therefor in denominatious 
of not less than tw04 pesos nor more than ten6 pesos, and coin so . 
deposited shall be retained in the treasury and held for the payment of 
such certificates on demand, and used for no other purpose. Such 
certificates shall be receivable for customs, taxes, and for all public 
dues in the Philippine Islands, and when so received may be reissued, 
and when held by ~ny banking association in said islands may be 
counted as a part of its lawful reserve." 

By this law Congress gave the Philippines a purely "coin certifi
cate" form of paper money which was strikingly similar to United 
States gold and silver certificates.8 Inasmuch as the Philippine 

1 Kemmerer, Modent Currency RefontU, pp. 249-50. 
I Kemmerer, Memorandu", of 1918, p. 9. 
• 32 U.S. Statutes, P. 954-
• By Sec. 1622 of Act No. zn6, approved May 6, 1918, the lowest denomination 

of certificates was made one peso. 
I In Sec. 10 of an Act of Congress approved February 6, 19D5 (33 U.S. Statutes, 

p. 697), "five hundred" was substituted for the word "ten" as the maximum 
denomination of silver certificates. 

ecf. Kemmerer, Memor/Jftdu", of 1918, pp. 9-10. 
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silver c~rtificates were given every privilege except that of legal 
tender, there was no obstacle to their widespread use except a 
continuance of the preference of the people for coin. Quite unex
p~ctedly and in a remarkably short time the silver certificates 

, became the most important component of the circulating media of 
the Islands.' 

INCREASE IN THE USE OF SILVER CERTIFICATES 

The extent of the use of silver'certificates is shown in Table II. 
Surprisingly enough, at the end of the fiscal year 1903 (June 30, 

.. TABLE II 
SILVER CERTIFICATES IN CIRCULATION IN THE PHILIPPINE ISLANDS 1904-1918" 

• PER 

TOTAL SILVER CENT OF 

YEAIl CIIlCULA- CERTIFI- TOTAL -TIOR' CATES CIRCULA-

TION . 
1904 9,057,127 6,000,000 66.2 
1905 28,160,667 10>450 ,000 37. 1 
1906 3°,03°>4II 14>410 ,000 48.0 
1907 42 ,814.315 21,540 ,708 5°·3 
f908 4°.337,982 18,883,697 46 .8 
1909 41 ,528 ,608 22,797 >454 54,9 
1910 48 ,754,697 26,5°2 ,591 54·4 
19II 48 ,155 ,587 27.339,910 56 .8 
1912 52 ,055 ,893 28,826.331 55·4 
1913 50 ,697,253 27,428 ,714 54. 1 
1914 52 ,575,I18 3°,025,914 57. 1 
1915 51 ,284,907 29,286,856 57. 1 
1916 67,°59,189 41,775,333 62·3 
1917 102,580 ,314 69 ,5II ,699 67. 8 
1918 131 ,151,883 95 ,I12 ,523 72·S 

Sources of data: 1904 to 1912 from the Reports of tbe Pbilippine Commission: 
1912-1918 from the .dnnufl/ &ports of tbe <J"reflsurer of tbe,Pbi/ippine IS/finds. 

"Data for the years 1904 to 1912 inclusive are for June 30, and for the subsequent 
years for December 31. 

, On page 17 of his M emorandu," of 1918, Dr. Kemmerer states the following: 
"As previously noted, at the time of the passage of the organic Philippine 

currency laws in 1903 it was the common belief that the strong prejudice of 
the Filipino people for metalic [sic] money would prevent any widespread circu
lation of silver certificates except among the more prosperous classes especially 
in the larger cities. That common belief, however, soon proved to be fallacious. 
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1904), there were six million pesos of the new certificates in cir
culation and only a little over half that number of the new coins. 
This would indicate that there was a definite need for paper money 
in the Islands, and that the certificates were highly acceptable 
from the start! It must be remembered, of course, that the new 
coins had to displace pesos already in circulation, while the cer-' 
tificates faced competition from only two million pesos of notes 
of the Spanish-Filipino Bank and from United States paper 
money which was not acceptabJe in the provinces.· Silver certifi
cates constituted 66.2 per cent of the total circulation of the new 
money on June 30, 1904, but as more of the new coins passed 
into circulation this percentage dropped to 37.1 bI June 30, 1905. 
From that date until the end of 19,18, there was a steady increase 
in the use of certificates with only a few recessions, silver certifi
cates constituting 72.5 per cent of the total circulation on December. 
31,1918. 

CHANGES IN THE CONSTITUTION OF THE 

SILVER CERTIFICATE RESERVE 

When the increase in the use of silver certificates had resulted 
in their becoming quantitatively the most important element of 
the currency system, many people began to doubt the advisabiUf;y 
of maintaining.a Silver Certificate Reserve of coined silver pesos 
to the full amount of the certificates in circulation. Had silver 
certificates amounted to only a small fraction of the total circula
tion, a hundred per cent reserve of silver pesos would not have 
been a very great expense. To maintain a reserve composed of 
coined pesos for two-thirds of the monetary circulation,however, 
was decidedly expensive, particularly in view of the fact that the 
law also required the maintenance of an additional reserve to. 
guarantee the parity of the silver peso with the theoretical gold 
peso. Legally the silver certificates were mere warehouse receipts 
for the less convenient silver coins deposited in the Treasury. 
Consequently, it was quite logical that the certificates be counted 

The new silver certificates quickly became popular with practically all classes, 
among the people of the country and of the small towns as well as among those 
of the city. and among the poor as well as among the well-to-do •.•• " 

a Rept. Phil. Com., 1904. Part 3. P.364-
-idem. 
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in determining the size of the Gold Standard Fund; they were 
receivable for the purchase of drafts on the New York balance of 
the Gold Standard Fund, while the coin which they represented 
was of practically no use in the maintenance of the parity of the 
peso with gold. Clearly, the maintenance of an ample Gold Standard 

• Fund for the silver certificates was essential, but if for the hundred 
per cent silver peso reserve also maintained against them there 
could be substituted investments or interest bearing bank deposits, 
the expense of such large reserves might be materially reduced. 
This was regarded as eminently desirable by many officials of 
the Insular Government and the War Department who believed 
that a hundred.per cent coin reserve was decidedly too great a 
luxury for a country so badly in need of capital as the Philippines.10 

Therefore, influential advocates of this change in the constitution 
of the Silver Certificate Reserve were never wanting. The entering 
wedge for such a change was the authorization for the partial 
substitution in the Reserve of gold coin of the United States for 
silver pesos. How this came about as the result of the rise in the 
price of silver in 1905-1906 has already been described.11 

In accordance with the request of the Philippine Commission, 
Congress amended Section 8 of the Philippine Coinage Act of 
March 2, 1903, by adding thereto the following:lI 

"PrO'Vided, That the treasurer of the Philippine Islands, with the 
approval of the governor-general, may substitute for any part of such 
silver pesos hereafter deposited, gold coin of the United States legally 
equivalent in value, and redeem the certificates hereafter issued in 
either silver pesos or such gold coin of equivalent value at the option 
of the Treasurer; PrO'Vided further, That the amount of gold coin 
held in such reserve shall not at any time exceed sixty per centum of 
the total amount of certificates outstanding." 

The Philippine Commission had also requested that Congress add 
the further proviso that "the gold coin so held in reserve may be 
deposited by the treasurer of the Philippine Islands in authorized 
depositories of the funds of the treasurer of the Philippine Islands 
in the United States on such security as may be approved by the 

10 Kemmerer. Memorandum of 1918, pp. I7-IS. 
11 d. supra. pp. IO-II. 

11 Act of June 23.1906 (34 U.S. Statutes, p. 453). 
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Secretary of War."l1 The reasons advanced by the Commission 
for this request were: first, that it was expensive to coin silver 
pesos and provide storage faciIitiesU for them; second, that it 
would make the currency muCh more elastic to issue certificates 
directly against deposits of gold in the United States since the delay 
necessitated by coinage would be eliminated; and third, that if 
a large part of the certificate reserve were deposited in the United 
States, a substantial income from interest might be earned.15 
Congress, however, did not see fit to grant this further request of 
the Commission. 

Here the matter rested for some years, but the refusal of 
Congress to act by no means meant that the recommendation of 
the Commission was forgotten. On December Ii, 1911, Governor 
General Forbes cabled' • to Washington saying that the rapid 
increase taking place in the circulation threatened a shortage of 
coin, and that inasmuch as the price of silver then prevailing made 
the purchase of bullion inadvisable, it was proposed to release the 
pesos from the Silver Certificate Reserve and replace them by gold 
coin as was permitted by the Act of Congress of June 13, 1906. 
In the same· cable Governor General Forbes suggested that Con
gress authorize the United States Treasury to act as a depository 
for the Insular Treasury in order to avoid the necessity of shipping 
a large amount of gold coin to the Islands, which would have had to 
be done unless the existing law were amended. While the Secretary 
of War did not approve of holding part of the Silver Certificate 
Reserve in the United States Treasury, on January 16, 1912, he 
wrote to the Committee on Insular Affairs recommending that 
authority be granted permitting two-thirds of the Silver Certificate 
Reserve, with the approval of the Governor General, to be invested 
in whole or in part in securities acceptable as collateral for deposits 
of United States Postal Savings Funds, Philippine Government 
securities, and securities whose interest was guaranteed by the 
Insular Government; or to be deposited in such banks in the United 

11 ReP'. Phil. Com., 1905, Part 4. p. 19. 
U The facilities of the Treasury for the storage of silver had been exhausted, 

and the Insular Treasurer had asked for an appropriation of $75,000 to constmct 
additional vaults. ibid., p. 11. Vaults were later constmcted OD the fortified island 
of Corregidor. 

11 ibid., pp. 11-19-
18 Memorandum OD the Silver Certificate Reserve in the official records. 
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~States or the Philippine Islands17 as might be designated by the 
. Secretary of War. 18 Neither the proposals of the Governor General 

nor the recommendations of the Secretary of War received the 
consideration of Congress.18 

In spite of the indifference of Congress, however, efforts to alter 
the constitution of the Silver Certificate Reserve did not cease. In 
1912, the Chief of the Bureau of Insular Affairs made the following 
statement in his. annual report to the Secretary of War :20 

"Experience has now demonstrated the advantage of two modifi
cations of the certificate-reserve requirement: First, the great con
"'eni~nce and added safety of keeping part of this reserve in the United 
States rather than in the Philippine Islands; second, the Philippine 
government should be permitted to profit by the safe and conservative 
use of a part of this reserve. It is believed that the government should 
be authorized to invest sixty per cent of such reserve in safe securities 
or to deposit on proper security this amount at interest in banks in 
the United States or the Philippine Islands. 
. "A bill which would make effective this recommendation was intro

duced in the Senate at the last session (S. 4756), and the early con
sideration of this bill is recommended." 

This recommendation again appeared in the annual report of the 
Chief of the Bureau of Insular Affairs in 1913.21 On August 5, 
1914, shortly after the beginning of the War, the Governor Gen
eral of the Philippines cabled Washington that the financial posi
tion of the Islands would be strengthened if arrangements could 
be made to forward one million dollars in gold coin to be held in 
the Silver Certificate Reserve.22 This made it desirable to have a 
prompt solution of the question as to whether part of the Reserve 

17 The objections to the deposit of the Gold Standard Fund in Manila banks 
would also apply to depositing a part of the Silver Certificate Reserve in such 
banks •. (d . .supra, pp. 17-190) The silver certificates counted as part of the 
lawful reserves of Philippine banks, while these very banks would also hold 
the reserve against the certificates. Moreover, there would be an inflationary 
tendency in that the certificate and the coin which it represented would both be 
in circulation at the same time. The fact that the deposits in Manila banks 
were to be secured would in no way alter these objections. 

18 Memorandum in the official records cil . .supra. 
19 idem. 
20 Ann. Rept. Chief of the Bureau of Insula,. Affairs, 1912, pp. 6-7. This state

ment is contained under the heading, "Pending and Needed Legislation." 
11 ibid., 1913. pp. 5-6. 
21 Memorandum in the official records, cit . .supra. 
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might not be held in the United States. Evidently action fro~' 
Congress was despaired of, for instead of seeking the immediate -
amendment of the law, an interpretation of its provisions was 
secured which made permissible the desired course of action. The 
Bureau of Insular Affairs sought the opinion of the Judge Advo
cate General of the United States who held that a depository of 
Philippine funds in the United States might be regarded as a 
branch of the Treasury of the Philippine Islands within the mean
ing of existing legislation, and tliat a portion of the Certificate 
Reserve might be deposited therein in an appropriate account 
entitled "Treasurer of the Philippine Islands, Certificate, Ret 
serve.m8 The fact that there were no provisions of law establishing 
definite branches of the Treasury of the Philippine Islands made 
the reasoning underlying this decision less sophistical than it 
seemed at first glance. Concerning the tacit assumption of the 
identity of gold or silver coin and bank deposits, however, the same 
cannot be said. Nevertheless, this decision made possible the change 
in the constitution of the Silver Certificate Reserve which the 
Philippine Commission had suggested nearly ten years before. 

So far as can be ascertained from the annual reports of the 
Insular Treasurer, the decision of the Judge Advocate General was 
not acted upon until the middle of the year 1916, up to which time 
the entire issue of silver certificates was supported by silver pesos 
in the vaults of the Treasury.24 At the close of.,-1916, the balance 
of P'42,750,000 in the Silver Certificate Reserve consisted of 
18,250,000 silver pesos held in the Treasury and $12,250,000 in 
authorized depositories in the United States.2

& At the end of 1917, 

28 idem. Sec. 8 of the Philippine Coinage Act stated that the Treasurer of the 
Philippine Islands was authorized to issue certificates against deposits of coin 
in "the treasury of the government of said islands or any of its branches." 
d. supra, p. 35. For excerpt of decision of Judge Advocate General, see Appen
dixC. 

uAnn. Rept. Treas. Phil. Is., 1917. p. 10. The option of issuing silver certifi
cates against deposits of gold coin seems to have been used but rarely. This 
was undoubtedly because it was more expensive to maintain a reserve in gold 
coin of the United States than in silver pesos; i.e .• the silver bullion in two pesos 
was usually of much less value than the gold in the legal equivalent of one 
United States dollar. Hence it would be uneconomical to use gold coin except in 
cases of emergency such as a sudden need to expand the circulation, or the 
very high price of silver. d. Ann. Rept. Chief of the Bureall of Insular Affairs, 
1912, p. 6. 

2& The $12,250,000 deposit in the United States drew interest at the rate of 
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. hqwever, the Certificate Reserve balance of P'7o,137,1 50 consisted 
of only 13,337,150 silver pesos in the vaults of the Treasury and 
of $28,400,000 deposited in banks in the United States.26 On the 
former date approximately fifty-seven per cent of the Reserve was 
in the form of bank deposits, and on the latter nearly eighty-one 
per cent. The maintenance of eighty-one per cent of the Silver 
Certificate Reserve in the form of bank deposits in the United 
States was a violation of the Philippine Coinage Act even as 
interpreted by the Judge Advocate General, since this law provided 
foat not inore than sixty per cent of the Reserve might be held 
in "gold coin."21 

THE CHANGE IN THE FUNDAMENTAL CHARACTER OF 

THE SILVER CERTIFICATES 

As previously stated,28 the silver certificates authorized by Con
gress in the Philippine Coinage Act were coin certificates strictly 
analogous to the silver certificates of the United States. Obviously 
the partial substitution of gold coin for silver pesos in the Silver 
Certificate Reserve di4 not alter fundamentally the essentially 
"coin certificate" character of Philippine paper money; the con
tract on the certificates was merely altered to indicate that they 
were redeemable on demand in either silver pesos or gold coin of 
the United States.2D On the other hand, the decision of the Judge 
Advocate General, cited above, completely changed the nature of 
these certificates; they ceased to be coin certificates and became 
currency notes!O The decision of the Judge Advocate General 
would have had no effect on the character of the certificates had it 
been interpreted to mean that deposits of earmarked gold coin 
might be made in United States banks designated as branches of 
the Philippine' Treasury; it was the substitution of general bank 
deposits for coin which caused the change. Tpese bank deposits, 

two and one-half per cent per annum. This interest accrued to the Gold Standard 
Fund. AIIII. Rept. Treas. Phil. Is., 1916, p. II. . 

26 $21,650,000 of the amount deposited in the United States drew interest at 
two and one-half per cent, and the rest at three per cent. 

21 supra, p. 38. 
28 supra, p. 35. 
2D Kemmerer, Model'll C",.,.ency RefoNIIS, pp. 357-8. 
80 Kemmerer, Memorand"m of I9IB, pp. 30-4-
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no matter how well secured, were only debts of the depository 
banks to the Philippine Government, and were not identical to 
coined legal tender in the vaults of the Treasury. It is true that 
the deposits were payable in some form of legal tender money of 
the United States, and that this legal tender was on a gold basis, 
but this does not alter the fact that there was no longer a hundred 
per cent coin reserve behind the certificates. Deposits from the 
Silver Certificate Reserve were made chiefly in national banks in 
reserve cities or central reserve cities.81 In such cases they had 
behind them respectively ten per cent or thirteen per cent'reserves 
in the Federal Reserve Bank which, in turn, was required by law 
to ;eep a reserve against such deposits of only thirty-five per cent, 
none of which necessarily had to be gold coin or gold certificates. 
Assuming that the Federal Reserve Bank kept its reserve in gold 
coin, Philippine silver certificates issued against deposits in a 
New York national bank would have had be~ind them a gold reserve 
of only 4.55 per cent.82 Actually, of course, it was sometimes less, 
since all of the deposits were not in central reserve cities, and since 
Federal Reserve Banks are not required to keep their reserves 
exclusively in the form of gold coin or gold certificates. 

When a hundred per cent coin reserve was maintained behind the 
silver certificates, the holder of certificates had to rely only on the 
good faith of the Insular Government to be able to get the equivalent 
in coin on demand. After the deposit of part of the reserve in the 
United States, however, the holder of certificates had to rely on: 
first, the fides of the Philippine Government; second, that of the 
United States Government in keeping its legal tender at par with 
the gold dollar; and third, the solvency and good faith of the 
depository banks. So long as the silver certificates w~re coin cer
tificates they were a very safe form of paper money. Currency 
notes issued chiefly against secured deposits in member banks of 
the Federal Reserve System were less safe and also much less 
expensive. It may well have been advisable to sacrifice the security 
of coin certificates for the economy of currency notes, particularly 
in view of the undoubted safety of the deposits which made up the 
major part of the Silver Certificate Reserve. Nevertheless, since 
the law clearly provided for coin certificates, and since the reserve 

81 Ann. Rept. Treas. Phil. Is .• 1917. p. II. 
82 cf. Kemmerer •. Memorandum of 1918, p. 33. 
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against which they were issued belonged to the holders of the 
certificates and not to the Government, it would seem wiser to' 
have made the transition to currency notes through regular legis
lativechannels rather than by a strained interpretation of the law. 
If, for any reason, a substantial part of the deposits had been 
lost, the officials charged with the administration of the currency 
laws of the Islands would have been in a truly unenviable position, 
and the hplders of the certificates would have had just cause for 
complain~. 

THE RELATION OF THE SILVER CERTIFICATE RESERVE 

TO THE GOLD STANDARD FUND 

A further reason for making the transition to currency notes 
by a formal amendment of the Philippine Coinage Act was that 
this change made it advisable to alter the currency laws of the 
Islands in other respects. Under the original currency law the sole 
function of the Silver Certificate Reserve was to allow the people 
to have coin or paper money, as they preferred, and to maintain 
the silver certificates at par with the silver peso. The maintenance of 
the parity of the silver peso with the theoretical gold peso, on the 
other hand, and the regulation of the supply of currency in circula
tion were the functions of the Gold Standard Fund exclusively. 
However, when the major part of the Silver Certificate Reserve 
became deposits in United States banks, held in exactly the same 
manner as the balance of the Gold Standard Fund maintained in 
that country, the Silver Certificate Reserve began to be used in such 
a way that it assumed in part the functions of the Gold Standard 
Fund. Namely, instead of being used merely as a reserve for the 
maintenance of the parity of the silver certificates with the coined 
silver pesos which they represented, the Silver Certificate Reserve 
began to be used as a regulator fund for maintaining the parity 
of the silver certificates with the theoretical gold peso. Thus, silver 
certificates were issued directly against deposits in banks in the 
United States and were redeemed in drafts drawn on these deposits. 
Nominally, of course, silver certificates may have been issued to 
cash drafts sold in the United States on the Gold Standard Fund 
in Manila, but as soon as the certificates were issued the deposits in 
the United States with which the draft had been purchased, less 
the premium, would be transferred from the Gold Standard Fund 
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to the Silver Certificate Reserve"· Conversely, when silver cer
tificates were used in Manila to purchase a draft on the Gold 
Standard Fund in New York, the certificates paid in were retired, 
and the bank deposits in the United States against which the 
certificates had been issued, plus the premium, would be transferred 
from the Silver Certificate Reserve to the Gold Standard Fund. 
The deposits thus transferred would then be used to cash the draft 
in New York. The Silver Certificate Reserve, therefo(e, became 
a regulator fund composed of bank deposits in the United States 
and silver certificates in Manila. Moreover, since nea~y eighty 
per cent of the Gold Standard Fund was being maintained in the 
form of non-liquid investments, it became essential to rely on.the 
Silver Certificate Reserve ,to compensate for the dangerously in
adequate cash balance of the Gold Standard Fund.a• 

Needless to say, it was absurd to have the law provide for a 
Gold Standard Fund incapable of serving as a regulator fund, 
as was the case when the original law was amended by Act No. 
2465,.5 thereby necessitating the foisting of this vitally important 
function on the Silver Certificate Reserve. The Silver Certificate 
Reserve, of course, would have been useless in this new role if the 
law had not been so loosely interpreted that it was possible to sub
stitute deposits in banks in the United States for the gold or silver 
coin held in the Treasury in the Philippine Islands which the law 
really authorized. Moreover, as might be expected, the contra
dictions between the original law and the later amendments and 
interpretations were soon followed by utter confusion in the minds 
of the officials as to the proper functions of the Gold Standard 
Fund and Silver Certificate Reserve,·6 and by the belief that the 

.. It is likely that army and navy transfers were made without even this nominal 
use of the Gold Standard Fund since the Insular Treasurer did not include these 
transfers in his statement of Gold Standard Fund drafts sold in New York 
on Manila. Consequently, these transfers must have been effected by the direct 
issue of silver certificates in the Philippines against deposits in banks in the 
United States to the credit of the Silver Certificate Reserve. cf, infra, pp. 221-3. 

I. cf. Table I, p. 23. 
81 The Act of 1915 providing for the investment of eighty per cent of the Gold 

Standard Fund. cf, supra, p. 24-
se In his annual report for 1916, the Treasurer of the Philippine Islands stated 

(pp. 13-14) : 
"In addition to the gold standard parity obligation regulated through the 

medium of the Gold Standard Fund as above stated, there was on deposit in banks 
in New York on December 31, 1916, to the credit of the certificate reserve fund, 
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currency reserves were excessive.87 This confusion in thought and 
practice was' undesirable in that it prevented a proper understand
ing of the currency system both by responsible officials and the 
public at large. In addition there was the danger that the pressure 
to earn income from deposits of the Silver Certificate Reserve in 
United States banks would result in a failure to maintain an amount 
of silver coin in the Reserve sufficiently large to guarantee the 
immediate .conversion of a substantial portion of the certificates 
into silver pesos.88 This was a more important consideration at 
this time 'than it would have been a few years later because the 
Philippine people had not yet indicated that in a crisis they would 
seek redemption of silver certificates not in silver coin but in 
drafts. They had had experience with the widespread use of paper 
money for only a little over a decade, and were as yet untried by 
fire. Moreover, the rapid replacement of the silver pesos of the 
Silver Certificate Reserve by bank deposits was being effected at 
a time when the maintenance of an adequate reserve of coined 
pesos in the Gold Standard Fund was discouraged by the possibility 
of investing eighty per cent of the thirty-five per cent Fund required 
by law. Thus, if through mistrust of the Government, or for any 
other reason, the people should have demanded that the greater 
part of the certificates be converted into coin, it would have been 
necessary to use the bank deposit part of the Silver Certificate 
Reserve for the purchase and coinage of silver bullion; and if, at 
the same ~ime, the Gold Standard Fund had been invested to the 

the sum of P24.5OO,000. This amount was held in reserve in United States cur
rency for the sole purpose of supporting on a gold basis Philippine silver certifi
cates in circulation in a like amount." 

87 The extent to which the currency reserves were believed to be excessive is 
indicated by the recommendation of the Chief of the Bureau of Insular Affairs that 
seventy-five per cent of the Silver Certificate Reserve be invested. This recom
mendation was made at a time when fifty per cent of the Gold Standard Fund 
could be invested. See Ann. Rept. Chief of the Bureau ollnsular Affairs, 1913, 
PP.5-6• 

88 Sec. 8 of the Philippine Coinage Act provided that at least forty per cent of 
the Silver Certificate Reserve should be held in the form of silver pesos. supra, 
p. 38. Nevertheless, at the close of 1917, the coin portion of the Reserve 
amounted to only nineteen per cent. This was due in part to the sale of IS million 
silver pesos from the Certificate Reserve' in 1916, and in part to the great 
increase in the circulation, which was made feasible by the issue of certificates 
against deposits made in United States banks. Ann. Rept. Treas. Phil. Is., 1917, 
pp. 9-10. Rept. Governor General Phil. Is., 1916, p. 18. 
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full legal limit, the Islands would have been left with a circulation 
composed almost exclusively of coins against which a cash Gold 
Standard Fund of only seven per cent (twenty per cent of thirty
five per cent) was maintained. 0 f course, such a complete reversion 
from paper money to coins was an eventuality which was ex
trediely unlikely to occur. The assumption of this eventuality, how
ever, throws into relief the weakness of the currency laws as they 
were interpreted by the officials charged with their administration. 
Scientifically framed laws would not have resulted in such a dan
gerously small ultimate monetary reserve under an assumption, 
of full compliance with their provisions in a logically possible con
tingency. 

The change.in the fundamental nature of the silver certificates, 
the obvious inadequacy of the Gold Standard Fund, and the 
partial assumption of the functions of this Fund by the Silver 
Certificate Reserve, clearly necessitated important alterations in 
the currency laws of the Islands. Such a revision would have been 
advisable as early as 1914, when it was legally permissible to invest 
fifty per cent of the Gold Standard Fund, and when the pressure 
to alter the constitution of the Silver Certificate Reserve resulted 
in the decision of the Judge Advocate General which made that 
change possible. At the close of 1916, when nearly eighty per cent 
of the Gold Standard Fund was invested, and over fifty per cent of 
the Silver Certificate Reserve was held in the form of bank deposits 
in the United States, it became almost imperative to amend the 
currency laws in a manner which took cognizance of these changed 
conditions. Nevertheless, revision of these laws was delayed until 
1918. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE CURRENCY LEGISLATION OF 1918 AND 
THE QUESTION OF ~COINAGE 

T HE thoroughgoing revision. of the Philippine currency 
laws in 1918 was chiefly the result of developments at
tendant on the rise in the price of silver which began in 

1916 and continued until the early part of 1920, and on the rapid 
increase in the monetary circulation of the Islands which was 
taking place at the same time.1 

SALE OF SILVER PESOS BY THE PHILIPPINE GOVERNMENT 

In 1916, tempted by the high price of silver, the Insular Gov
ernment sold 15 million silver pesos of the coin part of the Silver 
Certificate Reserve, half of which amount was purchased by the 
Government of British India, and the balance by the International 
Banking Corporation! This necessitated the deposit of $7,500,000 

1 Rept. Governor General Phil. Is., 1917, p. 103. • 
I ibid., 1916, p. 18. Ann. Rept. Treas. Phil. Is., 1916, pp. 16-17. 
The Manila Times of May 12, 1916, stated that Insular 1reasurer Manning 

was in China investigating the possibility of selling 20 million silver pesos held 
in the Silver Certificate Reserve. The Times then stated that the recent advances 
in the price of silver had convinced Insular authorities that it was foolish to keep 
"dead" in the vaults in Corregidor such a large sum of money which might 
be deposited and earn interest, and that the sale of this coin was safe in view 
of the increasing preference of the people for notes rather than coin. 

On June 3, 1916, the Manila Times contained a long article on the sale of 
7.5 million pesos to India. The Times stated that the bullion in these pesos had 
originally cost the government 60 centavos per peso, and that they had been 
sold for approximately 77 1-5 centavos per peso. This article contained excerpts 
from a memorandum said to have been prepared by the Treasurer, Mr. Man
ning, for the Secretary of Finance and Justice. One of these quotations read in 
part -as follows: 

" ••• Silver lying idle in the Government vaults is obviously not a profitable 
investment, and if the provisions of the Act of Congress of June 23, 1906, had 
been in effect in 1902 and 1903, the Philippine Government would not have been 
compelled to purchase what has been since proved to be an excess amount thereof. 
Our note circulation of approximately P34,OOO,ooo would not as at present be 
secured by an equal amount of silver pesos but would have behind it approx
imately $10,000,000 in gold and PI4,ooo,ooo in silver. This gold, or at least the 
major portion thereof, would naturally, and could with perfect safety, have been 
deposited at interest with selected depositaries in the United States; whereas 
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in United States banks to the credit of the Silv~r Certificate 
Reserve to replace the silver pesos sold. The currency law, however, 
excluded silver certificates issued against "gold" in the computation 
of the parity liability of the Gold Standard Fund. Consequently, 
although the coins were sold for only $5,790,606, the transaction 
netted the Insular Government a substantial profit because of the 
decline of $2,625,000 (dollar equivalent of thirty-five per cent of 
it'15,ooo,ooo) in the parity"obligation of the Gold Standard Fund. 
This transaction may be summarized as follows:8 

Proceeds from sale of ~15,000,000 $5,790,606 
Decline in parity obligation of the Gold Standard Fund 2,625,000 

Less deposits in United States banks to replace 
it'15,000,000 in Silver Certificate Reserve 

'Net profit on the transaction 

$8,41 5,606 

$7,500,000 

$915,606 

As a result of this profit, and the increase in interest from deposits 
in United States banks, both of which accrued to the Gold Standard 
Fund, tlaere were transferred from that Fund to the general funds 
of the Treasury it'2,704,000 in 1916 and P'1,466,ooo in 1917 as 
against it'85 1,000 in 1915.6 

The sale of such a large amount of silver pesos from the coin 
part of the Silver Certificate Reserve at a time when a rapid incre"~e 
was taking place in the monetary circulation soon involved the 
Insular Government in difficulties. The year 1916 was marked by 
materially improved. economic conditions in the Islands, B and as 

the silver amounting to '34,000,000 which now constitutes the reserve fund 
must be held idle in the vaults of the Government." 

On February 4. 1917. the Manila Times stated that a bill was pending before 
the Insular Legislature which would make it possible to sell the entire amount 
of silver coins in the Certificate Reserve, and would result in the practical elimina
tion of the Gold Standard Fund. This bill. which was Act No. 2776 in its final 
form, contained provisions allowing the Insular Government to substitute deposits 
in United States banks for the full amount of the coin in the currency reserves. 
and authorized the Government to sell "Government silver when the public welfare 
so requires." cf. infra, p. 56. 

a Rept. Auditor Phil. [s., 1916, p. 147. and Ann. Rept. Treas. Phil. [s., 1916, 
pp.I6-17. 

• cf. Table I. p. 23. 
B Rept. Governor General Phil. [s., 1916. pp. 18-19; 1917. p. 103. 
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a result of the greatly increased activity in business and the 
world-wide rise of prices in terms of gold, the total circulation 
expanded from 51 million pesos on December 31, 1915, to 67 
million pesos on December 31, 1916.8 To take care of this increase 
in the circulation the Government either had to purchase silver 
bullion and coin pesos, or issue silver certificates against deposits 
in United States banks. The latter expedient not only involved 
less delay, but was considerably less expensive, especially in view 
of the fact that the price of silver continued to advance steadily 
throughout the greater part of 1916.7 Consequently, an increase in 
silver certificates outstanding accounted for 12.5 million pesos of 
the increase of 16 million pesos in total circulation from December 
31, 1915, to December 31, 1916.8 As a result of thus issuing silver 
certificates against bank deposits, and of the sale of a substantial 
part of the coin portion of the Certificate Reserve, bank deposits 
constituted fifty-seven per cent8 'Of the total Certificate Reserve 
on December 31, 1916, which meant that the currency could not be 
expanded much further by this eXpedient without an express viola
tion of the provision of the law to the effect that not more than 
sixty per cent of the Reserve should be held in "gold coin." Due 
to a continued increase in business activity, however, and a further 
advance in price level in gold standard countries, the total circula
tion was augmented by 35.5 million pesos from December 3 I, 1916, 
to December 31, 1917.10 At the same time, the price of silver con
ti~ued to soar which would have made the coinage of pesos very 
expensive.ll Therefore it is not surprising that certificates accounted 
for 27.7 million pesos of the increase in circulation, and coin for 
only 3.5 million pesos, the balance of the increase being in the form 
of bank notes.12 As a result, on December 31, 1917, deposits in 
United States banks constituted eighty-one per cent of the Silver 
Certificate Reserve, or twenty-one per 'cent more than the amount 
of "gold coin" legally permissible. For this reason, in the latter 

8 d. Appendix A, Table XI. 
7 d. Table III, p. 60. 
8 d. Appendix A, Table XI. 
8 d. supra, pp. 41-2. 

10 d. Appendix A, Table XI. 
11 d. Table III, p. 60. 
12 d. Appendix A, Table XI. 
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part of 1917 it became imperative to seek an immediate amendment 
of the law.18 

DANGER TO THE CURRENCY FROM THE HIGH PRICE 

OF SILVER IN 1917 

The policy of increasing the monetary circulation chiefly by the 
issue of silver certificates resulted in a marked relative decline in 
the coin part of the currency. In spite of the fact that the coins in 
circulation increased from 17 million pesos on December 31, 1915, 
to 19 miIIion and 23 miIIion pesos on the corresponding date in 
1916 and 1917, the ratio of coins to total-circulation declined from 
32.6 per cent in 1915 to twenty-nine per cent in 1916 and 22.3 
per cent in 1917.u In May of 1917 the price of silver, which had 
receded during the first part of the year, began an extremely rapid 
advance. In the month of September, the price of fine bar silver 
averaged 1.077 per ounce in New York, which was 10.8 per cent 
above the bullion par of the peso, and four per cent above the buliion 
par of the subsidiary coins.15 With the price of silver at such a level 
it would have been quite profitable to export coin, and as a result 
there seems to have been considerable hoarding in anticipation of 
such expor~ation.18 This, coming at a time when there already 

11 Rept. Governor- Genet'al Phil. Is., 1917, pp. 103-4-
14 d. Appendix A, Table XI. 
11 See Table III, p. 60. The bullion par of the peso is reached when the price 

of fine silver is $0.972 per ounce, and that of the 50, 20, and 10 centavo pieces wlren 
the price is $1.037 per ounce. The fine silver content of the peso is 246.9120 grains 
(.5144 oz.) and that of the half-peso II5.7400 grains (.24II oz.). The twenty 
centavo and ten centavo coins are of the same fineness and of proportionate 
weight to the half-peso. "Currency Systems of the Orient," United States Depar-t
ment of Commer-ce, Tr-ade Infor-mation Bulletin No. 504, p.22. 

18 The following statement was made in the Ann. Rept. Tr-eas. Phil. Is., 1917; 
P.46: 

"The Insular Treasurer, in cooperation with the banks, kept the issuance of 
silver pesos down to a minimum, it being apparent to the Treasury Bureau that 
the silver pesos as fast as they were issued from, the Treasury, disappeared from 
circulation. They were either being hoarded for secret exporting, or for savings. 
All precautions were taken by the Insular Constabulary and Customs to detect 
any exportation to other countries. This condition prevailed until in August 
and September, and owing to the then high price of the silver-peso which rose 
to twenty-two centavos per peso premium, the conditions became such as to almost 
produce a panic; as soon as silver coins were placed upon the market, they 
disappeared from circulation and went into the hands of people who expected 
to either hoard or try to export them to some foreign market. The stringency 
became so great that it was necessary for the Philippine National Bank to issue 
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existed a scarcity of coin,t' particularly of the smaller denomina
tions, resulted in conditions which f07; a few. days approached 
panic.18 On September 18, the Manila Times stated that paper 
currency was being quoted at a discount of from five to ten per cent 
among the smaller Chinese retail merchants, and that many shops 
were refusing sales unless the customer had the exact change. On 
the following day, the same paper -announced that several large 
Chinese and Filipino houses had gone into the business of pur
chasing coin at a premium, and that change was being peddled by 
Chinese at a premium of ten per cent. In the provinces cash business 
was reported to be almost at a standstill. The shortage of small 
change seems to have been very bad in Manila where the local 
street car company was forced to give many of its patrons free 
rides because of its inability to provide change and where people 
without the exact change were unable to send telegrams. The Times, 

50-centavo and I-peso notes and place" them in circulation, and with drastic 
measures taken against persons who attempted the illegal exportation of silver 
coins, this condition was relieved. • • ." 

17 The situation was explained by the Secretary of Finance, as follows (Re'pt. 
Governor General Phil. Is_, 1917, pp. 103-4) : 

"Consequent to the expansion of the circulation there was a great demand for 
subsidiary coins. The treasury was unable to obtain from the United States mint 
in San Francisco the adequate amount of fractional coins to supply" the necessities 
of trade. The situation became very embarrassing, especially in the city of Manila 
and the neighboring Provinces, where by the middle of September they got to 
discounting the silver certificates at ten per cent with the object of obtaining 
fractional currency •••• " 

As a result of this experience, a mint was established in the Islands in order 
to make the Insular Government independent of the United States mints. Rept. 
Governor General PhiZ- Is., 1918, p. IZ4-

18 The following statement was made in the Manila Times of September 18, 
1917: 

"Constantly increasing Philippine business with which the circulation of the 
Islands has been unable to keep pace, coupled with the steadily rising price of 
silver, have brought about for a period of months continuous embarassment [sic] 
among merchants who rely upon smaller coins. This embarassment [sic] within 
the past few days has reached the status of a panic and tltis morning it was next 
to impossible to obtain from either the banks or merchants, a supply of change." 
In an editorial of its issue of September 19, the Times stated that a grave feeling of 
resentment in regard to the coin crisis was arising among the people. The 
conclusion of the editorial was as follows: 

"We must have small change and to this popular cry, there can be no answer 
save providing it_ It matters not to us whether it be copper, silver, iron, nickel 
or paper. The important thing is to provide small currency to continue life in 
its normal channels, to keep ,business alive and to prevent riotous discontent 
among the masses." 
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in fact, asserted that the real Clifficulty was not a scarcity of pesos, 
but a serious shortage of the sma'lIer coins. In its issue of Sep
tember 19, the same paper_bore in huge letters the headline, SHIN
PLASTER MONEY TO BE ISSUED HERE, and stated that 
relief was expected within a week through the issue of paper 
currency by the Philippine National Bank in denominations ranging 
from a peseta to one peso. The Times also announced that the Gov
ernment intended to prosecute anyone who refused to accept silver 
certificates at par. By September 21, the situation was greatly 
relieved by releases of coin from the Treasury vaults, while attempts 
to sell coin at a premium were effectively discouraged by threats 
of prosecution!8 Moreover, the Philippine National Bank issued 
PI,500,ooo of one peso notes, P'I,OOO,OOO of fifty centavo notes, 
PIOO,OOO of twenty centavo notes, and an equal amount of ten 
centavo notes.1O The one peso notes were evidently well received, 
for the bank doubled its circulation thereof by December 31,1919.21 
On the same date, however, there were· only about PUo,ooo of 
the P'I,200,OOO fractional "shinplasters" in circulation.2

! Never
theless, there were occasional complaints about the scarcity of small 
coins throughout the next two years,22 although there was no repe-

18ltfanila Times, September 21, 1917. Philippines Free Press, September 22, 

1917.11. I. 
On August 31, the total amount of subsidiary and minor coinage in circulation 

was P8.912,232-75. By September 30, however, this had been increased to 
1'9.340.638.21, and by December 31, to PIO,504.103.07. Ann. Rept. TreDS. Phil. Is., 
1917, p. 51. 

10 ibid., p. so. 
nd. Table IV, p.63. 
12 A"". ReP'. TreDS. Phil. Is., 1919, p. 43. 
22 The Ma"jfa Times of January 26, 1918, stated that the Manila street car 

company had been forced to issue paper centavos because of the insufficiency of 
centavo coins. See also the Manila Times of September 23. 1919-

A1thougb the ratio of subsidiary and minor coins to the total circulation had 
been increased from 9.8 per cent in September to 10.6 per cent in October of 
1917, it had fallen to 9.8 per cent by December 31, 1918, 9.0 per cent on the 
same date in 1919. and reached a low of 8.5 per cent on May 31, 1920. See AIIIl. 
Rept. Treas. Phil. Is., 1917. p. 51; 1918. p. 40; 1919, p. 44; and 1921. p. 41. After 
1920 there was a relative increase in the amount of small coin in circulation 
because the rapid deflation which occurred was effected by paying in Treasury 
certificates for the purchase of drafts on the New York halance of the Currency 
Reserve Fund. Coins were not paid in for drafts because they were more difficUlt 
and expensive to collect than certificates. Moreover, as indicated above, there 
seems to have been a scarcity of small coin in the Islands during the expansion 
of currency from 1917 to 1920. Hence even after deflation had taken place there 
was no redundancy of coin of small denODlinations. 
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tition of the panic conditions which occurred in the latter part of 
September of 1917. 

The difficulties which had been experienced with the hoarding 
of silver coin made it seem advisable to provide for recoinage 
without delay, should the price of silver again advance well beyond 
the bullion par of the peso. The same experience, moreover, had 
made evident the advantages of replacing silver' pesos by Treasury 
certificates of one peso denomination. In addition to the desirability 
of amending the existing currency laws in these respects, the fact 
that the gold part of the Silver Certificate Reserve exceeded by 
twenty-one per cent th~ amount authorized by law to be so held 
necessitated either a change of the law in this respect, or the pur
chase of silver bullion at high prices for coinage into silver pesos. M 

Furthermore, during the tremendous increase in the monetary 
circulation in 1916 and 1917, the hopeless inadequacy of the Gold 
Standard Fund had become glaringly apparent.25 In the original 
law the Gold Standard Fund had been established as a regulator 
fund which was to contain not only a balance in the United States 
for the redemption of pesos in gold exchange, but also a reserve of 
silver coin in Manila to ensure the quick expansion of the currency 
in times of relative monetary scarcity. The absurdly small silver 
peso balance of the Gold Standard Fund would have been exhausted 
in a month by the rapid increases in circulation that were taking 
place if the people had been unwilling to accept silver certificates 
and had demanded coin. Had it not been possible to expand the 
circulation at once by the issue of silver certificates against deposits 
in banks in the United States to the credit of the Silver Certificate 
Reserve, an extremely severe currency shortage would have 
resulted before silver bullion could have been purchased and coined 
into pesos. Nothing could have demonstrated more clearly the use
lessness of the Gold Standard Fund as a regulator fund after nearly 
eighty per cent of it' had become invested, nor the extent to which 
the Silver Certificate Reserve had assumed the iunctions which the 
Gold Standard Fund was no longer able to perform. As a result of 
these conditions, a thorough revision of the currency laws was 
wellnigh forced upon the Insular Government in the latter part 
of 1917. 

H d. su/Wa, pp. 41-2-
&1 Rept. GovenJOr General Phil. Is., 1917. pp. 103-4-
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This revision was accomplished in Act No. 2776'6 which passed 
both houses of the Philippine Legislature and was signed by the 
Governor General in March 1918. This law was then approved 
by President Wilson on May 6, 1918, and was put into effect by 
a proclamation of the Governor General on August 16, 1918.21 

The chief provisions of this law were as follows: 

(I) In Section 1610 the designation of the Philippine notes was 
changed from "silver certificates" to the more appropriate 
"Treasury certificates." 

(2) The issuance of Treasury certificates was provided for in 
Section 1622 as follows: 

"The Treasurer of the Philippine Islands is hereby authorized, 
in his discretion, to receive at the Insular Treasury or at any of 
its branches, deposits of the silver pesos authorized herein in 
sums of not less than twenty pesos, or gold coin of the United 
States, and to issue treasury certificates therefor in denominations 
of not less than one peso nor more than five hundred pesos, the 
coins so deposited to become part of the currency reserve fund 
hereinafter established and to be subject to the provisions per-
taining thereto. . 

"Treasury certificates shall be receivable for customs, taxes, 
and for all public dues in the Philippine Islands, and when so 
received may be reissued, and when held by any banking asso
ciation in said Islands may be counted as part of its lawful 
reserve. "28 

28 The full text of Act No. 2776 may be found in the Official Gasette of the 
Philippint Islands, Vol. XVI, pp. 877-81. 

27 ibid., p. 1509. Sec. 10 of the Jones Act, which was passed by Congress on 
August 29, 1916, provided that Philippine legislation which amended any currency 
law must be approved by the President of the United States before it could go 
into effect. 

28 It should be noted that the Treasury certificates were not legal tender. 
Sec. 1613 of Act No. 2776 provided that silver pesos and gold coin of the United 
States should be legal tender in the Islands for all debts, public and private; that 
the subsidiary silver coins should be legal tender up to twenty pesos, and that 
nickel and copper coins should be legal tender in amounts less than two pesos. 
This remedied a peculiar situation which had existed since the passing of the 
Philippine Gold Standard Act which denied the legal tender quality to all money 
except the silver peso and gold coins of the United States, thus making it im
possible to settle completely with legal tender money debts of an amount requiring 
the use of minor coins. d. Kemmerer, Modem Currency Reforms, pp. 315-16. 
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The provisions dealing with the preparation and custody of 
the Treasury certificates were practically identical with those 
for the silver certificates in the original law, Act No. 938.29 

(3) The section of the law dealing with the maintenance of parity 
was copied almost verbatim from Section 7 of Act No. 938,.0 
except that the words "currency reserve fund" were substi
tuted for "gold standard fund"; namely, an identical gold
exchange standard mechanism was contemplated. 

(4) The Gold Standard Fund and the Silver Certificate Reserve 
were combined into a single Currency Reserve Fund which 
assumed the functions of the reserves it superseded. Section 
1624. which provided for the establishment of the Currency 
Reserve Fund, reads as follows: 

" ... For the maintenance of the parity of the Philippine silver 
peso with the gold peso and for the exchange of Treasury cer
tificates authorized by article six there is constituted in the 
Insular Treasury a continuing and reimbursable special fund to 
be denominated the currency reserve fund, which shall be main
tained from the following sources .... 81 

"With the approval of the Secretary of Finance, the Treasurer 
of the Philippine Islands may substitute for any part ofthe money 
paid into the currency reserve fund, gold coin of the United 
States equal in value, and the said Secretary of Finance is. 
under the approval of the Governor-General, empowered to sell 
Government silver when the public welfare so requires. 

"The currency reserve fund shall be held in the Treasury at 
Manila or may in part, at the discretion of the Governor-General 
and upon the reconunendation of the Secretary of Finance, on 
terms accepted by the former, be kept on deposit with branches 
of the Philippine Treasury in the United States; and the Gov
ernor-General is hereby authorized, upon recommendation of 
the Secretary of Finance. to designate such depositaries of the 
Philippine Government in the United States among the federal 
reserve banks as he may deem advisable tr. be branches of the 
Philippine Treasury: Pruvided, however, That not more than 
twenty-five per cent of the currency reserve fund shall be de-

19 cf. Official Gazette, Vol. I, pp. 798-9. 
10 ibid., pp. 797·8. 
81 Here follows a list of sources which were the same as in the previous law, 

except that the Currency Reserve Fund included the reserves against certificates 
which had formerly been maintained separately in the Silver Certificate Reserve. 
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posited with any single branch depositary in the Unit~d States, 
except branches of the Philippine National Bank in the United 
States. 

"The currency reserve fund shall not at any time be less in 
amount than the nominal value of the Treasury certificates in 
circulation or available for circulation, plus fifteen per cent of 
the money of the Government of the Philippine Islands in cir
culation and available for circulation, exclusive of the silver 
certificates in circulation protecte~ by a gold reserve, and if at 
any time, and for whatever reason, it shall fall below the limit 
herein fixed, the amount necessary to bring it up to the required 
minimum shall be considered automatically appropriated out of 
any funds in the Insular Treasury not otherwise appropriated, 
and shall be transferred by the Insular Treasurer to the currency 
reserve fund, under rules and regulations issued by the Secre
tary of Finance. and approved by the Governor-General: Pro
'Vided, That amounts temporarily invested in silver bullion or 
advanced for the purchase of same for coinage into Philippine 
currency, may lawfully be counted as part of said fund: And 
provided, further, That in case a transfer of general funds to 
the currency reserve fund is inadvisable, the Governor-General, 
with the consent of the presiding officers of both Houses of _ the 
Legislature, may order temporary certificates of indebtedness 
issued within the conditions of section six of the Act of Congress 
of March second, nineteen hundred and three, entitled 'An Act 
to establish a standard of value and to provide for a coinage 
system in the Philippine Islands,' and the proceeds of such 
certificates of indebtedness shall beco~ part of the currency 
reserve fund and shall be used exclusively for the purposes of 
said fund. 

"Upon recommendation of the Secretary of Finance, approved 
by the Governor-General, any surplus in the fund mentioned 
over and above the minimum established in the last preceding 
paragraph may be used for the purchase of provincial or mu
nicipal bonds or be transferred, entirely or in part, to the general 
funds in the Treasury of the Philippine Islands." 

Sections 1625 and 1626 provided that the Currency Reserve 
Fund could be used for: (a) the payment of the principal and 
interest of the certificates of indebtedness at any-time out
standing; (b) the redemption of Treasury certificates on 
demand in either gold or silver coin at the option of the Insular 
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Treasurer; (c) the payment of any expenses attendant on 
the operation of the currency system. 

(5) The weight and fineness of Philippine coins were defined as 
they had been in the recoinage of 1906-1909.82 In Section 
1612 it was provided, however, that in case the public good 
required it, the Governor General was authorized, with the 
consent of the presiding officers of both Houses of the Legis
lature, to order that the silver peso be reduced from twenty 
grams of silver .800 fine to fifteen grams of silver of the same 
fineness; that the half peso and twenty centavo piece retain 
their fineness of .750, but be reduced from ten grams and 
four grams of silver to respectively seven and one-half grams 
and three grams; and that the ten centavo piece no longer 
contain two grams of silver, but be coined of an alloy of 
copper and nickel. There were also changes in the minor coins. 

THE QUESTION OF RECOINAGE 

Although recoinage was thus provided for in Act No. 2776, 
this same law contained provisions which made it possible to avoid 
such a step by a resort to other expedients. These provisions 
were: (a) the authorization of the issue of Treasury certificates 
of one peso denomination; (b) the authority to substitute United 
States gold coin for any part of the money paid into the Currency 
Reserve Fund, and to keep as much as was desired of that Fund 
in the form of deposits in United States banks; (c) the making 
of the Treasury certificates redeemable in either silver pesos or 
United States gold coin at the option of the Insular Treasurer. 
Under these provisions, providing that the public willingly accepted 
peso certificates in lieu of coin, it was possible to dispense almost 
entirely with the further issue of silver pesos, and even to withdraw 
from circulation some of those already outstanding. Assuming that 
many of the ,remaining coined pesos were wiOely scattered in cir-

82 On June 23, 1906, Congress authorized the Philippine Government to 
change the weight and fineness of its coinage, providing that the fineness of 
the coins was not reduced below .700. In accordance with this authority, on 
December 6, 1906, the Philippine Commission passed Act No. 1564 fixing a new 
weight and fineness of the coins and providing for the recoinage. Repf. Phil. Com •• 
1907, Part III, p. 68; cf. supra, pp. Il-12. The weight and fineness provided for 
at this time have never been changed. 
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cu1ation, it would then have become difficult to collect enough of 
these coins for exportation in anything but negligible quantities. 
Moreover, a very stringent law against the exportation of Insular 
coin, or bullion obtained therefrom, had been in force since 1905." 
By the vigorous enforcement of this law, and the use of the ex:
pedients mentioned, it was possible that recoinage might be avoided 
even though a sustained advance in the price of silver carried the 
bullion value of the coins well above their gold parity. 

THE PRICE OF SILVER FROM 1917 TO 1921 

After silver had declined from the high average of $1.077 for 
the month of September 1917,S. it remained well below the bullion 
par of both the peSO and the subsidiary coins until April in the 
following year. In that month the average price of fine silver in 
New York was $0.984, which was only slightly more than the 
bullion par of the peso, $0.972, and still substantially less than the 
bullion par of the subsidiary coins which was $1.037. The price 
of silver then advanced to a little over a dollar per ounce and 
ruled at this level for the remainder of 1918 and the first part of 
1919. In May of the latter year the advance was more marked, 
the price of silver averaging $1.08, which was 11.1 per cent over 
the bullion par of the peso and 4.2 per cent over the bullion par of 
the subsidiary coins (half peso, twenty centavo and ten centavo 
coins). Chart I on page 61 indicates the extent to which the bullion 
value of the peso exceeded its exchange value from April 1918 to 
May 1920. Throughout this two-year period the price of silver was 
well above the bullion par of both the peso and the subsidiary coins, 
averaging 37.8 per cent more than the bullion par of the former 
and 29. I per cent more than the bullion par of the latter for the 
month of January 1920. A decline then set in which carried the 
price of silver below the bullion par of both the peso and subsidiary 
coins in June of the same year. However, as a result of thedepre
dation in the exchange value of the peso, the gold-exchange 
standard mechanism having broken ~own at this time and the 
dollar having been at a premium of approximately three and one-

II Act No. 14II of November 17, 1905. Official Gazette, Vol. III, Po 659. d.supra, 
p. II • 

.. d. Table III, p. 60. 



TABLE III 

AVERAGE BULMON VALUE AND EXCHANGE VALUE or THE PESO 1916-1920 (BY MONTHS) 

NEW 

YORK: 

YEAR PRICE BULLION DOLLAR 

AND or nNE VALUE VALUE 

MONTH BAil or THE OF THE 

SILVER PESO PESO 

PER 

OUNCE 

1916 
Jan. '°.58225 ~.29951 '°'49383 
Feb. .58245 .29961 . 49383 
Mar. . 59389 ·3OSSo .49383 
Apr. .65895 .33896 . 49383 
May .75827 .39005 ............ 
June .66500 .34208 .49383 
July .64480 .33169 ·495°5 
Aug. .67751 . 34851 ·495°5 
Sept. .69945 .35980 ·495°5 
Oct. .69180 .35586 ·495°5 
Nov. .73010 • 37556 ·495°5 
Dec. • 77365 ·39797 .49628 
Average .67151 .34542 .49461 

1917 
Jan. .77125 .39673 .49628 
Feb. .79102 ·4°690 . 49628 
Mar. ·75393 . 38782 .49628 
Apr. .75365 .38768 .49628 
May .76231 .39213 .49628 
June .78980 .4°627 .49628 
July .82175 .42271 .49628 
Aug. .87852 .45191 .49628 
Sept. 1.07708 ·5H"5 . 49628 
Oct. .89894 .46241 .49628 
Nov. .88255 • 45398 .49628 
Dec. .8991S . 46252 .49628 
Average .84000 .43210 .49628 

1918 
Jan. .93927 .48316 .49628 
Feb. .89514 .46°46 .49628 
Mar. .92728 .47699 .49628 
Apr. .98394 .5°614 .49628 
May 1.00003 .51442 ·49751 
June 1.00010 .51445 .49751 
July 1.00000 .51440 .49751 
Aug. 1.00692 .51796 .49751 
Sept. 1.01492 .52207 .49751 
Oct. 1.01 500 .52212 .49751 
Nov. 1.01 500 .52212 ·49751 
Dec. 1.01 587 .52256 .49751 
Average .98446 .5°641 .49710 

NEW 

YORK: 

YEAR PRICE 

AND C?F nNE 
MONTH BAR 

SILVER 

PEIl 

OUNCE 

1919 
Jan. '1.01558 
Feb • 1.01 500 
Mar • 1.01495 
Apr • 1.01500 
May 1.08020 
June I. II 402 
July 1.°7332 
Aug • 1. 12386 
Sept. 1.15636 
Oct. 1. 20692 
Nov . 1.3°446 
Dec . 1.33072 
Average 1. 12087 

1920 
Jan. 1.33899 
Feb . 1.32665 
Mar • 1. 27287 
Apr. 1.2°576 
May 1.°3495 
June .92789 
July .92935 
Aug. .96948 
Sept . .94510 

"Oct. .84187 
Nov . .78490 
Dec . .65503 
Average 1.0194° 

. 

BULLION 

VALUE 

or THE 

PESO 

---
~0·52241 

.52212 

.52209 

.52212 

.55565 
·573°5 
.55212 
. 578II 
.59483 
.62084 
.67101 
.68452 
.57658 

.68878 

.68243 

.65476 

.62024 

.53238 

.47731 

.47806 

.4987° 

.48616 

.43306 
·4°375 
.33695 
.52438 

DOLLAIl 

VALUE 

or THE 

PESO 

'°.49751 

.49751 

.4962 8 

.49261 

.4878 o 
44 
44 

2 

.485 

.485 

.4796 

.4784 7 
7 .4784 

·49° 20 
.4807 7 
.48751 

.485 

.49261 
·490 
.485 
.485 
·47393 
.46729 
.46729 
.46512 

.46083 

.46083 

.44843 
·47357 

Sources of data: -The prices of silver are those given in the Annual &porll of 
Ib, Director of tb, MinI, 

"The exchange rates were computed from the quotations on pp. SO-I of Vol. III 
Excbang, RAt,s of tb, World by Emil Diesen. The above quotations represent the 
dollar value of the peso. (Par equals '0.50') 

The Philippine peso contains .5144 oz. of pure silver (246.91'2 grains). 
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CHART I 

AVERAGE BULLION VALUE AND EXCHANGE VALUE OP THE PESO 1916-1920 

(BY MONTHS) 

Cents per Peso 

---Exchange Value 
-Bullion Value 

61 

70r-----~------_r------~------~----_4 

60r-----~-------+------~----·f-+_-' 

30~-~--~-------+------~------+_----_; 

J~~-T~ __ ~[~--~~~J~~J 
1916 1917 1918 1919 1920 

half per cenf during the latter part of 1920, the bullion value of 
the peso remained greater than its exchange value until October 
of 1920. Since silver continued to fall in price much more rapidly 
than the peso fell relative to the dollar, this condition did not long 
prevail. The peso reached its maximum depreciation relative to the 
dollar in March of 192I when dollar exchange was at an average 
premium of 13.75 per cent.85 For the same month the price of 
silver averaged $0.567."6 at Which price the bullion value of the 
peso was only 66.3 per cent of its exchange value. 

II Stali.rtical Bul. Phil. Is., 1923, p. 129. The lowest point reached was a premium 
of sixteen per cent on the dollar in the early part of March 1921. Rept. Governor 
Getteral Phil. Is., 1921, p. no. At this rate the peso was worth 4J cents, while 
the bullion value of the peso, calculated on the basis of the average price of 
silver for the month of March, was 29.185 cents. 

Ie Annual Report of the Director of the Mint. 1921, p. 136. 
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EFFECTS OF THE HIGH PRICE OF SILVER ON 

THE CURRENCY SYSTEM 

Though the bullion value of the peso wai very much greater 
than its exchange value from April 1918 to October 1920, there 
does not seem to have .been much exportation of coin, although 
substantial amounts were probably hoarded either with the hope 
that they might be smuggled out of the Islands, or because of the 
precarious position of the peso after the middle part of 1919.81 
It'must be remembered that there was only a limited amount of 
silver pesos in circulation at the time. In 1917, the Insular Treas
urer had commented on the decline in the use of silver pesos as 
follows ;88 

"The preceding table shows the preference given by the people to 
paper currency over coin. While the use of paper has been steadily 
increasing, the amount of silver pesos in use has remained almost 
stationary. Practically the whole of the increase in circulation has' 
been in the form of paper. This indicates that there is no demand for 
silver pesos for actual employment in the circulation. 

"In view of the foregoing, it is believed that the present policy 
followed by the Bureau in meeting the additional demands for cur
rency with the issue of certificates should be continued. Such policy 
appears to be supported by the Philippine Legislature by passing an 
Act at its last session authorizing the issue of certificates of one 

. peso denomination. The adoption of this policy, besides furnishing the 
community the most convenient medium of exchange, will put our 
currency out of danger of being subject to speCUlation in case of rise 
of silver price." 

This was the policy followed in the succeeding years. Under the 
authority conveyed by Act No. 2776 one peso Treasury certificates 
were issued in substantial amounts, while the Philippine National 
Bank issued a large number of one peso bank notes. At the same 
time, the amount of silver pesos outstanding decreased both abso
lutely and relatively. The extent of these develdpments is indicated 
in Table IV. The decline in the'use of silver pesos indicate~ above 
has continued since 1921. This decline, however, has been much 
greater relatively than absolutely. Thus on December 31, 1928, the 

81 Reference is frequently made to the fact that the hoarding of money is common 
in the Islands. d. Rept. Governor General Phil. Is., 1919. p. 18; 1920. p. 7. 

88 Ann. ReP'. Treas. Phil. Is., 1917. p. 52. 



YEAR 

1917 
1918 

1919 
192.0 
192.1 

COINS 

AMOUNT 
IN 

TABLE IV 

PHILIPPINE CURRENCY OF ONE PESO DENOMINATION IN CIRCULATION 1917-192.1 

(ON DECEMBER 31 OF EACH YEAR) 

PHILIPPINE NATIONAL 
TREASURY CERTInCATES BANK NOTES 

PER CENT AMOUNT PER CENT AMOUNT PER CENT 
OF TOTAL IN OF TOTAL IN OF TOTAL 

PESOS CIRCULATION PESOS CIRCULATION PESOS CIRCULATION 

13,62.7,154 13·3 none 0.0 1,500 ,000 1.4 

13,084,475 9·9 none 0.0 1,2.46 ,577 1.0 

II ,134,439 7. 6 731 ,000 o·S 3,738,393 2.·5 
10,I44,Il3 8.1 1,463,755 1.2. 3·,274,645 2..6 

8,701 ,942 8·4 1,101,2.55 1.1 1,089,992. 1.0 

Source of data: Annual &ports oj tbe 'l"reasurer oj tbe Pbilippine Islantls. 

TOTAL CURRENCt OF ONE 
PESO DENOMIN"TION 

PER CENT 
AMOUNT OF TOTAL 

IN CIRCULA-
PBSOS TION 

IS ,12.7 ,154 14·7 
14,331 ,052. 10·9 
15,603,832. 10.6 

14 ,88z ,513 11·9 
10,893,189 10.5' 
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silver pesos in circulation amounted to PU,3 IS,goS, which was only 
4.9 per cent of the total circulation on that date. The increase in 
the ratio of one-peso denomination currency to total circulation in 
1920 was undoubtedly due to the fact that during the heavy defla
tion taking place in that year it was chiefly notes of larger denom
inations that were paid in for the purchase of drafts. The same 
cause explains the fact that silver pesos constituted a slightly 
greater percentage of the total circulation in 1920 and 1921 than 
in 1919, although there was a steady absolute decline in the 
amount outstanding. 

In view of the probability that a substantial part of the limited 
number of silver pesos in circulation during these years from 1917 

to 1921 were in hoards or scattered widely throughout the 
Islands, and that effective police and customs work made the ex
portation of coin difficult, it seems unlikely that any such attempts 
on a large scale took place.Bs There is very little comment on the 
matter in the local press of the period, and no mention of diffi
culties on this score in the official reports.40 Moreover, there seems 
to have been no- repetition of the difficulties experienced in 1917 

in regard to the subsidiary coins, either from exportation or hoard
ing. Had silver pesos constituted nearly a third of the total circu
lation, as they did from 1906 to 1913,41 the Insular Government 

ae d. Rept. GO'Uernor General Phil. Is., 1917, p. 104-
d In a perusal of the Manila Times for the years under discussion, the author 

noticed only three references to actual instances of the exportation of coin. The 
first was in the Manila Times of October 9, 1917, in which mention was made of 
the fact that a prominent Chinese merchant had been accused of smuggling 
P30,000 of coin from the Islands. The Times remarked that customs officials and 
police had been active in the prevention of the export of silver. The second 
reference was in the Manila Times of January 14, 1918, in which it was stated 
that two- cases concerning the attempted export of coins were in court. The 
defendants, who were Chinese, had attempted to export 4.335 Spanish pesetas 
and 4.003 Mexican pesos, and $955 in United States gold coin. In the Manila 
Times of March 27. 1920, it was stated that the coU{ts had sustained customs 
officials in ordering the confiscation of nearly '40,000 of silver coin which certain 
Chinese merchants had attempted to smuggle out by concealing the cOin in 
one hundred fifty cases of soap. It is, of course, impossible to know how much 
coin dribbled out concealed in the baggage and on the persons of travellers. Had 
the amounts been large, however, undoubtedly there would have· been more 
comment thereon in the press and official reports. d. Rept. GO'IJemor Gmeral Phil. 
Is., 1919, p. 108. 

61 d. A"n. Rept. Treas. Phil. Is., 1918, p. 40. From 1906 to 1913 silver pesos 
averaged 30.5 per cent of the total circulation, and subsidiary and minor coins 
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might have encountered serious difficulties. As it was, the ready 
acceptance by the people of Treasury certificates and bank notes in 
lieu of hard money seems to have made possible a comparatively 
simple solution of the problems attendant on the extremely high 
price of silver which prevailed from 1917 to 1920. Thus, the chief 
result of the high price of silver which prevailed during these 
years was to strengthen the already pronounced tendency to shift 
from coins to paper currency. A second result was the added 
inducement and economy of maintaining the bulk of the Currency 
Reserve Fund in the form of deposits in United States banks. In 
this way the purchase and coinage of bullion at high prices was 
avoided. Since there seemed to be no serious difficulty from the 
exportation of coin already in circulation, and since it was not 
necessary to coin more pesos either for circulation, or to hold in the 
Currency Reserve Fund, there was no need to resort to the 
recoinage authorized in Act No. 2776. 

The trend toward the almost universal use of paper currency 
in lieu of coined silver pesos was undoubtedly desirable from the 
long run point of view. The silver peso was intended to be merely 
a token coin, and the original gold-exchange standard had been 
established to keep this token coin at parity with a fixed amount of 
gold. Thus the Philippine people were to be able to use the silver coin 
to which they were accustomed, and yet the unsettling effects of 
fluctuations in the price of silver relative to gold were to be avoided. 
Under such a system, however, monetary stability is threatened 
whenever a rise in the price of silver carries the bullion value of the 
silver token coins above their money value in terms of gold. To 
minimize this danger the silver content of the silver coins should 
be fixed as far below their money value as is consistent with 
acceptability to the people, proper wearing qualities, and lack of 
inducement to counterfeiting. When the Philippine silver peso had 
its bullion content reduced in 1906 it was thought that an ample 
margin of safety had been established, particularly since the Indian 
rupee and the Japanese silver coins had a much greater bullion 

14-4 per cent, making the coin part of the circulation 44-9 per cent. From 1913 
to 1921 coins averaged only 24 per cent of the total circulation. d. Appendix. A, 
Table XI. Had the preference for coin been as strong in the later period as in 
the earlier, there would have been nearly 6S million pesos of coin in circulation 
in 1919. On December 31, 1919, however, there were only a little over 24 million 
pesos of coin in circulation. 
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value relative to their money value. However, the tremendous rise 
in the price of silver which took place during and just after the 
World War carried the silver bullion value of both the rupee and 
Japanese coins well above their money value in terms of gold, and 
consequently this anticipated bulwark to the peso failed to materi
alize. The fact that the Philippine Government was able to avoid a 
costly recoinage indicates that the gold-exchange standard is more 
satisfactory when the bulk of the circulating medium is paper 
money rather than token coins with a substantial silver content. 
The widespread use of paper money minimizes the silver-gold 
dualism resulting from a gold-exchange standard with a circula
tion composed predominantly of silver coins. This dualism, more
over, could have been reduced still further if occasion had been 
taken in 1918 to replace the nominal coin certificates by Treasury 
notes redeemable solely in gold exchange. 



CHAPTER V 

THE CURRENCY RESERVE FUND 1918-1922 

I N THE preceding chapter the provisions of Act No. 2776 
establishing the Currency Reserve Fund were quoted in full, 

o and mention was made of the fact that this Fund was to 
assume the functions of both the Silver Certificate Reserve and the 
Gold Standard Fund, which it superseded. In other words, it was 
to provide for the maintenance of the parity of the currency with 
gold through acting as a regUlator fund, which had been the func
tion of the Gold Standard Fund, and was also to serve as a redemp
tion fund for the Treasury certificates, thereby maintaining them at 
par with the silver peso and allowing the people to secure coin or 
notes as they preferred, which had been the function of the Silver 
Certificate Reserve. Moreover, we have seen that although under 
the original laws the two reserves have been so held as to be ade
quate and suitable for the performance of their specific and peculiar 
functions, subsequent amendments providing for the investment 
of eighty per cent of the Gold Standard Fund had made that Fund 
almost functionless, while the interpretation of the law so as to 
allow the maintenance of the bulk of the Silver Certificate Reserve 
in the form of deposits in United States banks had resulted in 
this Reserve assuming the functions assigned by law to the Gold 
Standard Fund. Consequently, in combining the two reserves, 
Act No. 2776 did little more than recognize de jure the de facto 
situation. This was undoubtedly desirable in itself. As has been 
pointed out, to have the actual procedure so at variance with that 
contemplated by the currency laws was illogical, confusing, and 
placed undue reliance on administrative discretion. In this respect 
the currency legislation of 1918 was manifestly an improvement 
on the laws in effect immediately prior to its enactment. As to 
whether the single Currency Reserve Fund was preferable to the 
Gold Standard Fund and Silver Certificate Reserve as estab
lished in the original law there is considerable difference of opinion. 
The sole argument against the combination of the Gold Standard 
Fund and the Silver Certificate Reserve was the conviction that 
each reserve had a separate function to perform and therefore 
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should be differently constituted. This conviction rested upon the 
assumption, firstly, that the silver certificates were coin certificates 
issued solely against coined silver pesos~ Secondly, it rested upon 
the assumption that a widespread demand for the conversion of 
the certificates would take the form of a demand for silver pesos 
and not gold exchange. The first assumption, as has been stated, 
was no longer true, while the second was open to doubt due to the 
widespread acceptance of paper money by the people. For these 
reasons the combination of the two reserves would seem to have 
been sound. 

RATIONALE OF COMBINING THE GOLD STANDARD FUND 

AND THE SILVER CERTIFICATE RESERVE 

SO long as the amount of certificates in circulation was small, 
and there was still some doubt as to the manner in which they 
would be received by the people, it was advisable to have a reserve 
providing for the immediate conversion of nearly the entire amount 
into the silver coins with which the people had been familiar for 
generations. We have seen, however, that the certificates were.far 
more popular than had been anticipated. 1 From 1913 to 1917, the 
five-year period preceding the currency legislation of 1918, the 
certificates averaged 62.2 per cent of the total circulation, coins 27.9 
per cent, and bank notes 9.9 per cent/' With the use of silver 
certificates thus firmly entrenched, it seemed extremely unlikely 
that the people should suddenly revert to an almost exclusive use of 
coins. Moreover, the fact that over sixty-two per cent of the cir
culating media was composed of certificates meant that a drain upon 
the Gold Standard Fund would take place through paying in 
chiefly certificates for the purchase of drafts; conversely, since 
certificates were so much preferred to coin, expansion in the circu
lation would take place by cashing drafts drawn on the Gold Stand
ard Fund in Manila in this form of money, the amount of coin 
in circulation remaining nearly constant. It ms only very rarely 
that there were requests to redeem silver certificates in coin.' 

1 supra, pp. 36-7. 
2 Appendix A, Table XI. 
I A memorandum concerning the Silver Certificate Reserve, in the official 

records, states that it was early discovered that the relation between the coined 
silver peso and the silver certificate, in the mind of the public, was much the same 
as between the silver dotlar and the silver certificate in the United States; no one 
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Since this was the case, a hundred per cent reserve of coined silver 
pesos behind the certificates would be' functionless except insofar 
as it represented a fund of value equivalent to the bullion value of 
the coins which guaranteed to the holders of certificates that they 
would receive at least the bullion value of a peso for each peso of 
certificates. So long as the gold-exchange standard mechanism 
functioned properly, however, it would be pointless to redeem the 
certificates in token' coins rather than in gold exchange. Granting 
the proper working of the gold-exchange standard, and no re
versal in the preference of the people for paper currency, the 
only contingency which would result in a wholesale attempt to 
redeem certificates in silver pesos would be such an advance in the 
price of silver that the bullion value of the silver peso would be 
carried above its gold exchange value. Such a possibility, however, 
was a strong argument against the retention of the silver redemp
tion feature, and in favor of replacing the silver certificates by a 
form of paper money redeemable solely in gold exchange. To sum 

preferred the cumbersome silver pesos in the Islands any more than silver 
dollars are preferred in the United States, while both coin and certificates de
pended for their value on the provisions which were made by the Government 
to redeem them on demand in gold. The Silver Certificate Reserve, therefore, 
states the memorandum, ceased to perform any function in maintaining con
fidence in the Philippine circulating notes; no one wa~ interested in having the 
parity of the notes with the coined peso maintained, the interest being that both 
the note and the peso should be exchangeable on demand with United States 
currency, 

This view was also expressed by' Major General McIntyre, former chief of 
the Bureau of Insular Affairs, in an interview granted to the author. General 
McIntyre pointed out that in the difficulties attendant on the depreciated peso 
from 1919 to 1921, redemption of the Treasury certificates was sought in drafts 
and not in silver pesos. Moreover, although the Philippine National Bank was 
known to be in a very unsound condition, there was no rush to have its notes 
redeemed in silver coin. It was, nevertheless, necessary for a time for the Gov
ernment to receive the bank notes in its sale of drafts in order to prevent other 
hanks from presenting them in large amounts to the issuing bank for redemption. 
d. infra, pp. 163-4- This, however, supports the contention that notes could 
be kept at par with silver coin by the redemption of both on demand in gold 
exchange, and indicates that a wholesale demand for the redemption of notes 
in silver coin was unlikely to occur. It should be pointed out, perhaps, that 
Treasury certificates could be used in bank reserves; and that it was immaterial 
to the other Manila banks whether the notes of the national bank were redeemed 
in coin or certificates, since either could be used to purchase drafts from the Gov
ernment. The confidence of the people at large in the notes seems to have remained 
unshaken. The same was true of the Treasury certificates, even though it was 
known that most of the reserves.behind them had been dissipated in some way. 
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up, redemption in gold exchange would keep both the paper money 
and the silver peso at a parity with the theoretical gold peso and 
hence at a parity with each other without the intervention of a large 
reserve of coined silver pesos. 

In view of these facts, it does not seem illogical to have contem
plated replacing to a large extent the coin part of the Certificate 
Reserve by deposits in United States banks held in the same man
ner as the balance of the Gold Standard Fund maintained in that 
country. Such deposits would mean that the certificates were backed 
by assets to their full value, and these assets could be made imme
diately available for the redemption of the certificates by the sale 
of drafts, which experience had shown was the form of redemption 
desired. Granting this, it seemed superfluous to maintain in the 
Gold Standard Fund a further reserve against the certificates, the 
Silver Certificate Reserve being in such a condition as to serve 
equally well as a regulator fund and as a guarantee for the redemp
tion of the paper currency. Thus a substantial saving might be 
effected by avoiding a duplication of reserves, and a considerable 
income would be derived from interest on deposits in the United 
States, whereas a reserve composed of coin was unproductive of 
revenue. Since the certificates comprised over sixty per cent of the 
total circulation, the interest which must be foregone if the reserve 
was maintained in coin was a consideration of importance! It is 
true that a slightly greater income could have been realized if the 
certificates had been replaced by currency notes issued against 
Government securities.a Had this been done, however, it would 
have been necessary to have a further reserve of from twenty-five 
to thirty-five per cent to serve as a regulator fund, presumably in 
the Gold Standard Fund. To maintain the reserve chiefly in the 

<I In 1918 interest on currency reserve deposits in the United States amounted 
to P2,045,000, and in 1919 to P2,376,000. Ann. Rept. T,.eas. Phil. ]s., 1918, pp. 
21-2, and 1919, p. 26. 

I In 1917 and 1918 the Insular Government was paid tw~and one-half and three 
per cent for balances of the currency reserves maintained in United States banks. 
Ann. Rept. T,.eas. Phil. Is., 1917, p. 10; 1918, p. 10. These deposits were secured 
by high-grade bonds approved by the Bureau of Insular Affairs. Had the reserves 
been Government securities, the interest would probably have amounted to three 
or four per cent. However, this would have necessitated the purchase and sale 
of securities as the amount of certificates outstanding fluctuated, and would 
have entailed the risk of loss in such transactions from forced buying and selling 
regardless of market conditions. 
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form of secured bank deposits abroad meant an avoidance of dupli
cation of reserves, and of the necessity of purchasing and selling 
securities as the amount of certificates outstanding increased or 
diminished. 

Once it was decided to maintain the Silver Certificate Reserve 
in such a form that it was adapted to serve as a regulator fund, 
the Gold Standard Fund became functionless except insofar as it 
concerned the coins in circulation, which in 1917 comprised a little 
over a fifth of the currency. These coins were receivable for the 
purchase of drafts, and hence had to be included in estimating the 
gold parity liability of the currency reserves. If, however, the parity 
liability of the coins was simply added to that of the certificates, 
only one currency reserve fund would be necessary, and the admin
istrative duplication of maintaining a large regulator fund for the 
certificates and a small one for the coins would be avoided. Accord
ingly, Act No. 2776 combined the Gold Standard Fund and the 
Silver Certificate Reserve into a single Currency Reserve Fund 
which was to be not less in amount than the total of Treasury 
certificates in circulation or available therefor, plus fifteen per cent 
of the .coin and Treasury certificates in circulation or available 
therefor, exclusive of those Treasury certificates protected by a gold 
reserve! In the opinion of the author, the provisions of Act No. 

8 In other words, when certificates were issued againstsilver pesos an additional 
reserve of fifteen per cent was required. This was undoubtedly in recognition of 
the fact that the certificates could be turned in again for coin which could then 
be used to purchase gold exchange. Had the certificates been issued entirely 
against gold coins or bank deposits, which were regarded as the equivalent, 
the Currency Reserve Fund would have amounted to one hundred per cent of 
the Treasury certificates plus fifteen per cent of the coin in circulation or 
available therefor. It should be noted that fifteen per cent was the legal minimum, 
and that it was possible to build up a larger reserve, if the Government so desired, 
by allowing the income accruing to the Currency Reserve Fund to remain a 
part thereof, instead of investing the surplus over the legal minimum in municipal 
or provincial loans, or transferring it outright to the general funds of the 
Treasury, which transfers or investments could be made only on the recommen, 
dation of the Secretary of Finance and the approval of the Governor General. 
supra, p. 57. In this respect Act No. 2776 was an improvement on Act No. 2083 
which provided that any surplus over thirty-five per cent should be transferred to 
the general Junds. supra, pp. 20-1. Act No. 2776 also required a larger minimum 
cash reserve than Act No. 2465 which required a minimum of only seven per 
cent (twenty per cent of thirty-five per cent), and made the balance of the 
reserve available for investments. d. supra, p. 24. At the time the Gold 
Standard Fund was merged into the Currency Reserve Fund it contained PIO,466,-
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2776 establishing the Currency Reserve Fund were workable and, 
to a great degree, empirically sound. Nevertheless, there were some 
respects, particularly from a scientific point of view, in which these 
provisions were defective. 

DEFECTS OF ACT NO. 2776 

The first respect in which Act No. 2776 was defective was that 
it continued the fiction that the Treasury certificates were coin 
certificates, whereas in fact they were a hybrid form of paper 
money, being coin certificates to the extent that they were issued 
against gold or silver coin, and currency notes to the extent that 
they were issued against deposits in United States banks. Either 
the law should have required that these deposits be gold or silver 
coin in the Treasury vaults, or earmarked gold in banks, or it should 
have made plain the true nature of the paper money by changing 
the name thereof from "Treasury certificates" to "Treasury notes" 
or some other designation which would not imply that the notes 
were purely coin certificates. There was nothing fundamentally 
wrong in having a note issued partly against coin and partly against 
secured bank deposits; the mistake was the tacit assumption that 
it was possible to hold part of the reserve against the notes in the 
form of bank deposits and still have a coin certificate merely because 
the reserve amounted to one hundred per cent. The change of name 
from "silver certificates" to "Treasury certifi,cates" was an inade
quate compromise rather than a real solution. 

Moreover, the confusion as to the real nature of the certificates 
resulted in the further defects of unnecessarily large reserves and an 

ISO of loans and investments authorized by Act No. 2465. See Table I, p. 23. 
These loans and investments were transferred to the Currency Reserve Fund, 
but no further investments were made. Instead, the provincial, municipal, and 
central government loans were gradually retired, while during the fiscal year 
1919, P7,127,ooo in loans to the Manila Railroad Company were transferred to 
the general funds of the Treasury. A"". Rept. Treas. Phil. Is., 1919, pp. 24-6. 
That the loans and investments authorized by Act Na. 2465 were functionless 
as part of the currency reserves is indicated by the fact that the very year this 
large transfer was made it was necessary to issue $10,000,000 of certificates of 
indebtedness in order to build up the New York balance of the Currency Reserve 
Fund. Due to the transfer of the loans to the Manila Railroad Company to the 
general funds, and the gradual retirement of other loans, there were Oldy 
PI.842.II4 of investments left in the Currency Reserve Fund by December 31. 
1920. ibid., 1920. p. 23. By the end of 1921 loans and investments had been 
eliminated entirely from the Currency Reserve Fund. ibid., 1921, p. 25. 
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unscientific method of calculating reserves. The substitution of bank 
deposits in the United States for the silver coin reserve formerly 
maintained against the certificates involved more than a change 
of name for the paper currency. This substitution meant that the 
certificate reserve was now designed to serve as a regulator fund, 
and this in turn meant a decided change in the amount of reserves 
which it was necessary to maintain. A one hundred per cent reserve 
in coin or bullion against coin certificates is implied by definition. 
A one hundred per cent regulator fund, however, is certainly 
excessive. Hence, it did not follow that after the silver token coins 
once held against the certificates had been replaced by bank deposits 
a one hundred per cent reserve was still necessary in order to 
secure an ample guarantee of monetary stability. -The explanation 
of the retention of the one hundred per cent requirement was 
apparently a continuance of the belief that the Treasury certificates 
were still coin certificates which could be regarded as issued against 
gold coin because they were in fact issued against deposits in banks 
in the United States. From this point of view a one hundred 
per cent reserve waS necessary, thQugh from the standpoint of an 
adequate regulator fund the reserves required by Act No. 2776 were 
undoubtedly excessive. 

That this was recognized to some extent by.the authors of Act 
No. 2776 is evidenced by the fact that this law required a reserve 
of only fifteen per cent to be held against coin in circulation or 
available therefor, whereas in the previous law a reserve of thirty
five per cent had been established. This method of calculating the 
Currency Reserve Fund, however, was far from scientific. The 
function of the Currency Reserve Fund was to serve as a regulator 
fund for the entire monetary circulation, both coin and certificates. 
Consequently, the size of the fund should have varied directly 
with the increases and decreases in total circulation rather than 
a particular constituent of the circulation. Under Act No. 2776 
it was attempted to offset the requirement of an excessive regu
lator fund for the certificates by requiring a very small regulator 
fund for the coins. This meant that the size of the Currency Re
serve Fund varied almost entirely in accordance with the amount of 
Treasury certificates in circulation rather than in accordance with 
the total circulation. This may be illustrated as follows: Assume 
that the Dl:onetary circulation in 1918 consisted of 100 million 
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pesos of Treasury certificates issued against bank deposits, and 
25 million pesos of coin.' Under Act No. 2776 a Currency Reserve 
Fund of 103.75 million pesos would have been required (one hun
dred per cent of 100 million pesos plus fifteen per cent of 25 million 
pesos). Under these conditions the Currency Reserve Fund would 
have amounted to eighty-three per cent of the total circulation. 
Now assume that there was a revival of the earlier preference of 
the people for coin, and that as a result in a few years the monetary 
circulation consisted of only 25 million pesos of Treasury certifi
cates issued against bank deposits, and 100 million pesos of coin. 
Under these changed conditions a Currency Reserve Fund of 
only 40 million pesos would have been required (one hundred per 
cent of 25 million pesos plus fifteen per cent of 100 million pesos). 
Though the total monetary circulation would have remained the 
same, the Currency Reserve Fund would have shrunk to only 
thirty-two per cent of the total circulation. Indeed, making the 
extreme assumption that the monetary circulation consisted ex
clusively of coin, a Currency Reserve Fund of only fifteen per cent 
would have been required, which obviously would have been in
adequate as a regtilator fund. lI

. It was true, of course, that this 
contingency, though a logical possibility, was extremely unlikely 
to occur, and that short of a startling reversal in monetary habits, 
a Currency Reserve Fund which was more than ample as a regulator 
fund was assured. The fact remains, however, that the method of 
calculating the reserves was fundamentally unsound, and that, 
paradoxically enough, while Act No. 2776 provided excessive 
reserves so long as Treasury certificates constituted the bulk of 
currency in circulation, under different conditions it would have 
provided for inadequate reserves. Consequently, in spite of the 
large margin of safety which resulted when Act No. 2776 went 
into effect, as a scientific piece of monetary legislation it left much 
to be desired. In the opinion of the author.it would have been 

'This corresponded closely to the relative amount of coin and Treasury 
certificates in circulation during 1918 and 1919. See Appendix A, Table XI. 

I This contingency could have been guarded against by requiring that the Cur
rency Reserve Fund be equivalent to one hundred per cent of the Treasury 
certificates in circulation plus thirty-five per cent of the coin in circulation or 
available therefor. Had this been done, however, there would have been a 
useless addition to reserves that were already excessive and would continue to 
be excessive so long as Treasury certificates constituted the bulk of the circulation. 
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preferable, under the circumstances existing at that time, to have 
abandoned the coin certificate fiction in favor of currency notes 
redeemable solely in gold exchange, and against which a reserve of 
much less than one hundred per cent was maintained.· This would 
have made feasible a more skilfully framed currency law, and 
would have reduced the temptation to covert raids offered by ex
cessive currency reserves. 

CONDITION OF THE CURRENCY RESERVE FUND 

FROM 1918 TO 1921 
The high reserve requirements of Act No. 2776, coupled with 

the rapid increase in monetary circulation which was taking place 
at the time the law went into effect, soon resulted in the accumula
tion of a very large Currency Reserve Fund.10 On December 31, 
1918, the cash balance of the Currency Reserve Fund was 101 
million pesos, of which 92 million pesos (46 million dollars) were 
deposited in banks in the United States.ll These deposits amounted 
to seventy per cent of the total monetary circulation on the same 
date, which was obviously enough to meet any conceivable drain 
on the Currency Reserve Fund, and to provide correctives for any 
exchange or monetary disequilibrium. Nevertheless, in April of 
1919, it was necessary to issue 10 million dollars of certificates of 
indebtedness in order to get cash in the United States against which 
exchange could be sold.1Z The drafts sold on the balance of the 
Currency Reserve Fund in New York amounted to approximately 
12 million dollars in 1919. Therefore, that it should have been 
necessary to sell certificates of indebtedness when there was a gold 
balance in the United States of 46 million dollars at the beginning 
of the fiscal year, and 45 million dollars at the end, was most 
anomalous. Of the 46 million dollars carried as a dollar balance on 
December 31, 1918, 39 million dollars, or 84.3 per cent, were 
supposed to be on deposit with the New York branch of the 
Philippine National Bank.18 Similarly, at the end of the fiscal year 
1919, there was supposed to be a balance of 45 million dollars in 
the United States, 38 million dollars, or 83.5 per cent, of which 

• cf. the plan suggested, pp. 243-5, infra. 
10 See Table V, p. 76. 
11 See Table VI, p. 77. 
11 An", Rept. TrelU. Phil. Is., 1919. p. 23. 
18 Table VI. 
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TABLE V 

CURRENCY RESERVE FUND 1918-1922 
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"Column C is not equivalent to the total of A and B because miscellaneous debit and credit items are omitted. In 1918 these were 
inconsequential, but in the other years, with the exception of 1922, they inc:luded 2"20,000,000 of certificates of indebtedness which 
were liabilities of the fund. For analysis of the cash balances see Table VI. 

b Sixty per cent of the net amount of Treasury certificates in circulation plus !'20,000,000 of certificates of indebtedness. 
• Sixty per cent of the net amount of Treasury certificates in circulation. 
Source of data: Annual &ports oj tb, <J"reasurer of tbe Pbilippine Islands. 
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were carried as deposited with the New York branch of the Philip
pine National Bank. At the end of the fiscal year 1920, although 
there were still 38 million dollars carried as deposited with the 
New York branch of the Philippine National Bank, there was an 
overdraft of $851,000 on the other depositaries, and during 1920, 
the Government had raised the premium on drafts to as much as 
ten and eleven per cent in an attempt to restrict the sale thereof 
because of its inability to provide funds against which drafts could 
be sold.16 

The explanation of this situation is that the large deposit from 
the Currency Reserve Fund shown as carried with the New York 
branch of the Philippine National Bank was non-existent. This 
deposit had first accumulated in other banks in the United States 
in the course of the rapid increase in the issue of Treasury certifi
cates in 1917 and 1918. Subsequently it had been transferred to the 
New York branch of the Philippine National Bank and disbursed 
in transactions which will be described in detaillater.15 It suffices 
here to say that practically the entire amount of the N ew York 
balance of the Currency Reserve Fund was disbursed in the various 
transactions of the Philippine National Bank at a time when it 
was rapidly increasing its note issue, loans, and deposits, this same 
balance having first accumulated as a result of the issue of Treasury 
certificates. The result was a currency and credit inflation for which 
it was extremely difficult to provide correctives since the contraction 
which was necessary in such a contingency, and which should have 
been accomplished through the sale of drafts on the Currency 
Reserve Fund, was prevented by the fact that the New York balance 
of the Fund had been dissipated in the very process of inflation. 

The breakdown of the currency system which resulted can hardly 
be attributed to any inherent defect in the constitution of the Cur
rency Reserve Fund. It is true that it was of questionable wisdom 
to make an exception of the Philippine National Bank in that pro
vision of Act No. 2776 which stated that not more than twenty-five 
per cent of the Currency Reserve Fund should be deposited in any 
one banking institution.18 Nevertheless, if the law had been com
plied with, that is, if the New York balance of the Currency Reserve 

U idem, Rept. Govemcw General Phil. Is., 1920, pp. 69-70. 
ur See infra, Chap. vn. 
18 supra, pp. 56-7. 
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Fund had been used only for the encashment of drafts, and the 
money received. in payment of these drafts had been retired, as 
was contemplated in the gold-exchange standard mechanism, the 
currency reserves would have been more than adequate. On the 
basis of the balances of the Currency Reserve Fund shown on the 
books of the Insular Treasurer as carried on deposit in New York, 
there was a reserve sufficient to have contracted the circulation 
exclusive of bank notes, which were not a liability of the Currency 
Reserve Fund, seventy-three per cent on December 31, 1919, and 
eighty-one per cent on the corresponding date in 1920.11 So far as 
the maintenance of the parity of the peso with gold was concerned, 
this was a much greater margin of . security than would have 
obtained had there been a hundred per cent silver coin reserve back 
of the Treasury certificates and a Gold Standard Fund of twenty
five or thirty per cent of the coin in circulation or available therefor. 
The greater margin of security under the Currency Reserve Fund, 
however, was to some extent offset by the fact that the very size of 
the dollar balances increased the temptation to gain possession of 
them for uses other than contemplated by law, and the fact that it 
would have been more difficult to acquire illegally and dissipate 
a reserve composed chiefly of coined pesos. Nevertheless, aside 
from egregious blundering or brazen defiance of the law, currency 
stability was amply guaranteed by Act No. 2776, and there is 
reason to believe that the Currency Reserve Fund would have been 
fully able to meet even the shock of the world-wide deflation crisis 
of 1920 if, as will be shown later, the bulk of the Fund had not been 
frozen in the Philippine National Bank with an utter disregard of 
both caution and the obvious intent of the currency law. 

THE CURRENCY RESERVE FUND UNDER ACT NO. 2939 

Owing to the dissipation of a large part of the Currency Reserve 
Fund through the operations of the Philippine National Bank, and 
the sale of 32 million dol\lars of exchange on New York during the 
fiscal year,'8 there was, on December 31,1920, a deficit of $851,000 

11 Computed from the data contained in Appendix A, Table XI; and Table VI. 
The New York balance of the Currency Reserve Fund was respectively sixty
two per cent and .fifty-nine per cent of the total circulation inclusive of bank 
notes on the above dates. 

18 AIIII. Rept. T,.,as. Phil. Is., 1920, p. 21. 
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in the New York:.balance of the Fund.1S Although there was a 
paper balance of 84 million pesos in the Fund on this date, 75 million 
pesos of this amount represented a deposit with the Philippine 
National Bank payable in New York which was not available for 
reserve purposes since it had already been disbursed by that 
institution, and since it could not be restored without a liquidation 
of assets, many of doubtful value, which would involve a consid
erable lapse of. time.20 In this highly unsatisfactory situation Act 

. No. 2939 was passed and was made effective by proclamation of 
the Governor General on February 3, 1921.21 This law amended 
Section 1624 of Act No. 2776, which had originally established the 
Currency Reserve Fund, in the following important respects :22 

"The currency reserve fund shall not at any time be less in amount 
than sixty per cent of the nominal value of the Treasury certificates 
in circulation up to a total circulation of one hundred twenty million 
pesos, and one hundred :per cent of such circulation in excess of one 
hundred twenty million pesos, increased by the proceeds of such certifi
cates of indebtedness as' may be sold as hereinafter provided, and 
if at any time, and for whatever reason, it shall fall below the limit 
herein fixed, the amount necessary to bring it up to the required 
minimum shall be considered automatically appropriated out of any 
funds in the Insular Treasury or thereafter paid in not appropriated 
to met the payment of the interest, sinking fund and principal of the 
public debt; and amounts thus automatically appropriated shall be 
transferred forthwith by the Insular Treasurer to the currency re
serve fund .... 

"Any surplus in the currency reserve fund above the minimum 
established, including all investments of the same, is hereby transferred 
to the general fund in the Treasury, and any surplus hereafter accu-

19 Ann. Rept. Treas. Phil. Is., 1920, p. II. 

20 Tables V and VI. d. infra, pp. lIS-17. In a memorandum on the Philip
pine Currency System in the official records, it is stated that although the 
Currency Reserve Fund showed a paper balance of P84.4OO,ooo on December 31, 
1920, '83,000.000 were involved in the Philippine National Bank and unavailable 
for reserve purposes. Since only P7S.40!MI6 werereprdented as deposited with 
the Philippine National Bank in New York on that date, some P7,Soo,ooo of 
the P29.500.000 "held in the Philippine Islands" must have also been on deposit 
with the Bank, and similarly unavailable. This is substantiated by the fact 
that there were in round numbers only '23.500.000 of cash in the Treasury at 
this time. Ann. Rept. Treas. Phil. Is., 1920, pp. 8-n. d. also Rept. Governo,. 
General Phil. Is., 1921, pp. 37-8. 

21 Rept. Governo,. General Phil. Is., 1921. p. 118. 
22 For full text of this'law, see Official Gazette, Vol. XIX, pp, 601-2. 
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mulated in excess of twenty-five per cent of the minimum establishe4 
may be transferred to the general fund entirely or in part, upon recom
mendation of the Secretary of Finance approved by the Governor
General." 

Since there were only some 65 million pesos of Treasury certificates 
in circulation in the first part of 1921," and since a rapid deflation 
was taking place at this time, it was practically certain that the 
provision requiring a hundred per cent reserve for Treasury 
certificates in excess of 120 million pesos would not soon become 
operative. Consequently, Act No. 2939 established a Currency 
Reserve Fund which was to be sixty per cent of the Treasury cer
tificates in circulation at its initiation and thereafter was to be 
increased to seventy-five per cent by the accrual of profits from the 
operation of the currency system. The minimum thus established 
was approximately one-half of that contemplated by Act No. 2776 
which required a minimum reserve of one hundred per cent of the 
Treasury certificates in circulation or available for circulation, plus 
fifteen per cent of the coin in circulation or available therefor. 

Accordingly, 43 million pesos were transferred from the Cur
rency Reserve Fund to the general funds of the Treasury. This. 
amount was made up of the following items :2& 

Investments: 
Provincial and municipal loans ............ t" 
Central Government loan ................ . 
City of Manila bonds •................... 

Accrued interest ......................... . 
Cash due from the General Fund oq deposit with 

the Philippine National Bank, Manila, and part 
of gold deposit with the Philippine National 

1,399,314.00 

410,000.00 

5,500,000.00 

2,563.59 

Bank payable in New York City in United 
States currency ............. -. . . . . . . . . • . 35,763,728.13 

Total. ....................... t" 43,075,605.72 

This transfer represented non-liquid assets which were of no value 
in the maintenance of the parity of the currency with gold, and in 
this respect the reduction of the Currency Reserve Fund meant 
little beyond a le~al recognition of the uselessness of carrying such 

.. AM. Rept. Treas. Phil. [s., 1921, p. 41. 
J4 ibid., p. 22. 
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assets as a part of the Fund. In order to maintain the Currency 
Reserve Fund at sixty per cent of the Treasury certificates in cir
culation, however, it was necessary to transfer 8 million pesos from 
the general funds from May to November of 1921, reducing the 
net transfer of assets from the Currency Reserve Fund to the 
general funds to 35 million pesos.25 On December 31, 1921, there 
was a cash balance in the Currency Reserve Fund of 46 million 
pesos.26 Of this amount 10 million dollars represented a part of the 
frozen deposit in the Philippine National Bank payable in United 
States currency in New York.2T As there was no prospect of the 
repayment pf this deposit for some time to come, the carrying 
of this deposit as part of the assets of the Currency Reserve Fund 
was obviously only an expedient to make the book balance of the 
Fund meet the legal requirement for a minimum reserve equal to 
sixty per cent of the Treasury certificates in circulation. There was 
actually available a Currency Reserve Fund of only 25 million 
pesos, of which 14 million pesos were in the form of currency in 
the Treasury vaults in Manila and II million pesos ($5,462,000), 
a deposit with the Chase National Bank of New York City. Ex
cluding the amount deposited with the Philippine National Bank, 
the Currency Reserve Fund was equivalent to 24.6 per cent of 
the total circulation and 41.5 per cent of the circulation exclusive 
of bank notes. The small dollar balance of $5,462,000 was undoubt
edly inadequate, and would have been quickly exhausted had the 
Government not suspended the sale of exchange for the latter 
part of the fiscal year.28 This suspension continued throughout the 
greater part of 1922, only $28g,000 of drafts on New York having 
been sold to banks or commercial firms by the end of the fiscal 
year 1922.29 On December 31, 1922, the cash balance of the Cur
rency Reserve Fund amounted to 23 million pesos, of which 

25 Ann.- Rept. Trtas. Phil. ]s., 1921, p. 23. 
26 See Table V. 
2T See Table VI. 
2BRept. Governor General Phil. ]s., 1922, p. III. During the first part of the 

year the Government attempted to discourage the purchase of drafts by keeping 
its rates slightly above the market rates. The authority to suspend the sale of 
exchange was given in Act No. 2939. Official GaBette, Vol. XIX, p. 601. 

29 Ann. Rept. Treas. Phil. ]s., 1922, p. 29. Rept. Governor General Phil. ]s., 
1922, p. III. The total sales of drafts on New York amounted to $4,699,741.93 
for the fiscal year. 
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only 3.5 million pesos ($1,752,000) were on deposit in New York. 
Due to the fact that 10 million dollars of certificates of indebted
ness were retired during the year, the Currency Reserve Fund was 
only half as large on December 31, 1922, as on the corresponding 
date in 1921, although the circulation had decreased only 6 million 
pesos during the same period!· At the close of the fiscal year 1922, 
the Currency Reserve Fund amounted to twenty-four per cent of 
the total circulation, and 41.6 per cent of the circulation exclusive 
of bank notes. 

In a memorandum on the Philippine currency system in the 
official records, there occurs a statement to the effect that although 
Act No. 2939 on its face materially reduced the Currency Reserve 
Fund, in reality it provided for building up from nothing a fund 
fixed at what was believed to be an adequate limit for a reserve 
composed exclusively of cash in the form of silver pesos and United 
States currenCy. From this point of view the Currency Reserve 
Fund provisions of Act No. 2939 are explicable; as a permanent 
policy these provisions were illogical and thoroughly unsatisfac
tory. It may be conceded that under normal conditions a reserve 
equivalent to sixty per cent of the Treasury certificates in circula
tion, and maintained exclusively in the form of cash in the Treasury 
vaults at Manila and bank deposits in New York, would be suf
ficient to serve as a regulator fund, with a considerable margin 
of safety. Nevertheless, it was fundamentally unsound to make 
the existence of such a reserve depend exclusively on the amount 
of Treasury certificates outstanding. As was stated in the pre
ceding criticism of Act No. 2776, the size of the Currency Reserve 
Fund should vary with the load it must bear, increasing and de
creasing with the total circulation of the money of the Government. 
Under the provisions of Act No. 2939 there would be a malad
justment between the size of the Currency Reserve Fund and the 
load it carried whenever there was an increase in the amount of 
coins in circulation which was not accompanied by a proportionate 
increase in the amount of Treasury certificates outstanding. For 
example, assume that there were 20 million pesos of coin in circula
tion and 40 million pesos of Treasury certificat~s, against which 
was maintained a reserve of 24 million pesos. Suppose that now, 

a. A ..... ReP'. Treas. Phil. Is., 1922, pp. 26, 49. 
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for some reason, the people should become suspicious of paper 
money, and that this should go to the extent of forcing the Govern
ment to replace 20 million pesos of the certificates in circulation by 
coin. The result would be a total circulation of 60 million pesos, of 
which 40 million pesos were coin and 20 million pesos Treasury 
certificates, against which a reserve of only 12 million pesos would 
be held. In the first case there would be a regulator fund equivalent 
to forty per cent of the total circulation of 60 million pesos, and 
in the second a fund equivalent to only twenty per cent of a total 
circulation of exactly the same amount. If aU of the certificates 
were retired, the law would not require any reserve to be maintained 
and the Islands would be on a silver standard. That this con
tingency was unlikely does not invalidate the contention that the 
law was based upon an unsound principle. 

Another respect in which Act No. 2939 is open to criticism is 
that it continued the undesirable practice of providing for a form 
of paper currency which was ostensibly a coin certificate but in 
reality a Treasury note. We have seen that under Act No. 2776 
the Treasury certificates could be regarded as coin certificates only 
by accepting as valid the legal fiction that deposits in United States 
banks were identical with an equivalent amount of coin physically 
segregated in the vaults of the Treasury. Under Act No. 2939 
apparently the still more startling assumption was made that the 
Treasury certificates were coin certificates even though the Gov
ernment appropriated to its general funds forty per cent of the 
reserve deposited against their issue. The Treasury certificates had 
been accepted by the people as a convenient substitute for coined 
money, and on the clear understanding that they were to be cer
tificates of deposit. Undoubtedly they were still regarded by many 
as this form of paper money since the law made no change in the 
name "Treasury certificates," and since the law still provided 
that the Treasury certificates were to be issued against deposits of 
silver pesos or gold coin of the United· Stares. Here the resem
blance to coin certificates ceased; the changes in the constitution 
and amount of the reserve automatically reduced the Treasury 
certificates to the status of currency notes.81 As in the case of 

81 There seems to have been very little recognition of the fact that there had 
been a fundamental change in the nature of the Treasury certificates on the part 
of either the public or Insular officials, even when forty per cent of the reserve 
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Act No. 2776, Ad No. 2939 provided a form of paper money which 
was ostensibly a coin certificate and in reality a "greenback." This 
was too important a change to have been made by indirection 
through the alteration of the constitution and amount of the re
serves held against the certificates rather than by formally retiring 
the certificates and replacing them by currency notes. Moreover, 
though Act No. 2939 effected a desirable reduction in the excessive 
reserve requirements of Act No. 2776, it provided for a method 
of fixing the size of the Currency Reserve Fund which was even 
more unsound than in the case of Act No. 2776. Thus Act No. 2939 
was far from satisfactory as a permanent currency law even though 
it would have resulted in a sufficiently large regulator fund so long 
as the Treasury certificates occupied a position of dominant im
portance in the currency system. 

behind the certificates was appropriated to the general funds of the Government. 
Some members of the commercial community of. Manila, however, were alive 
to the significance of the change. For example, H. B. Pond, of the Pacific Com
mercial Company, made the following statement in the Manila Times .of July 
14, Ig2I: 

"Back of these treasury certificates was, peso for peso, either silver coins or 
gold deposits in banks in the United States. That reserve fund, so maintained, 
was a trust fund held by the Government for you and for me and for every other 
holder of treasury certificates, which were taken by us, not the promise of the 
Government to pay, but because we know that back of them were the actual 
silver and gold deposits. The Government, without notice and without the consent 
of the holders of the treasury certificates, just helped itself to forty per cent of 
the trust fund under its control. For such an act in business the Government 
brings a criminal action, as may be noted from cases now pending in the Courts 
where assets pledged as security for loans were taken without liquidating the 
loans." 



CHAPTER VI 

THE PHILIPPINE NATIONAL BANK 

I N THE preceding chapter mention was made of the fact that 
from 1918 until 1920 the greater part of the Currency Reserve 
Fund was deposited "in the Philippine- National Bank.1 More

over, the Philippine National Bank at this time had a large issue 
of bank notes outstanding, and the volume of its loans and dis
counts made it by far the most important credit institution in the 
Islands.2 In other words, after 1918 the exchange and currency 
stability of the Islands was to a very large extent dependent upon 
the sound management of the Philippine National Bank, and it is 
impossible to understand the monetary difficulties which took place 
from 1919 to 1922 without a careful analysis of the part played 
therein by the Bank. 

REASONS FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE 

PHILIPPINE NATIONAL BANK 

The Philippine National Bank was established to remedy serious 
deficiencies in the banking system of the Islands. Before the Philip
pine National Bank was put into operation, the banking field was 
under the domination of branches of large English-Oriental insti
tutions-the Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation and 
the Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China.8 The Inter
national Banking Corporation, an American institution, also 
had a branch in Manila, and did a considerable business. The only 

1 Approximately seventy per cent of the Currency Reserve Fund was deposited 
with the Philippine National Bank in New York from 1918 to 1920. See Tables 
V and VI. 

I The notes of the Philippine National Bank constituted approximately ten 
per cent of the total monetary circulation on December 31, 1919, twenty per cent 
on the same date in 1920, and thirty-two per cent on the same date in 1921. 
An",. Repts. Tl"tas. Phil. Is., 1919, p. 43; 1920, p. 40; 1921, p. 42. The total 
resources of the Philippine National Bank were fifty-eight per cent of the total 
resources of all banks and trust companies in the Philippines on December 31, 
1917, and sixty-two per cent on the same date in 1918. Rept. GOfltmOl" General 
Phil. Is., 1918, p. 7; Ann. Rept. Treas. Phil. Is., 1920, p. 44. 

• Willis, H. Parker, "The Philippine National Bank," Journal of Political 
Economy, May 1917. p. 410. 
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important bank controlled by local interests was the Bank of the 
Philippine Islands which also possessed the privilege of note issue! 
The branches of the foreign banking institutions employed only a 
very limited amount of their capital in the development of the 
natural resources of the Philippines, but chose to confine them
selves chiefly to financing the export and import trade through 
exchange transactions; a policy which was also followed by the 
branch of the International Banking Corporation.5 This thrust 
a large part of the burden .of the economic development of the 
Islands upon the Bank of the Philippine Islands, and as its capital 
was small, it was unable to meet many legitimate demands for 
credit. Moreover, the close cooperation of the foreign banks per
mitted a rigid control of interest and exchange rates which resulted 
in making the cost of banking services. very high for the com
munity.8 

As a result of the inadequate banking facilities, there were 
many local money-lenders granting loans at usurious rates, and 
the mortgage business flourished. Mortgages on the best city real 
estate often bore interest at the rate of ten per cent, and rates of 
twelve and fi fteen per cent on less desirable property were common.' 
Farm loans at two per cent a month-were frequent. 8 In ord~r to 
relieve this situation the Government followed a policy of making 
loans for agricultural purposes from the pubiic funds, chiefly in 
support of the sugar industry.8 This was usually accomplished by 
depositing funds in the local banks, particularly the Bank of the 

4 idem. 
I ibid., pp. 410-11. 
'idem. 
'idem. 
8 The high rates of interest current in the Islands may be inferred from the 

usury law passed in February of 1916. This law fixed a maximum rate of six 
per cent on bank loans and credits, twelve per cent on mortgages, eighteen per 
cent on building and loan association loans, and fourteen per cent on all other 
loans except those made by pawn brokers. Manila Times, February 27, 1916. 

An editorial in the Philipf>ines Free Press of May 6, 1916 (p. 14), commenting 
on the newly created Philippine National Bank, read in part as follows: 

"That policy, we trust, in its broad lines, will aim to make the bank what 
it first was designed to be-a farmers' bank. • .• Possibly nowhere in the world 
is there a country more dependent upon the soil, and yet possibly nowhere in the 
world is there a civilized country where there is less provision for extending aid 
to the farmer. Rural credits are practically unknown except at the hands of 
the usurer who extorts his twenty and thirty and even fifty and sixty per cent." 

• Willis, op. cit., p. 412. 
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Philippine Islands, on condition that these deposits be invested in 
agricultural' loans.1o In addition, the Government established an 
Agricultural Bank with a capital of one million pesos, which also 
'had the use of funds deposited by the Insular Treasurer. These 
expedients, however, by no means entirely compensated for the 
inadequacy of banking facilities, and it was felt that a more com
prehensive scheme for the relief of the agricultural credit situation 
should be undertaken. 

THE PHILIPPINE NATIONAL BANK ACT 

In 1915 it was decided that the best means of relief would be 
the establishment of a strong banking institution under Govern
ment contro1.11 Accordingly, a biIl providing for the creation of 
such an institution was introduced into the Legislature in the 
latter part of 1915, and was enacted in final form on February 4, 
1916.11 This law, Act No. 2612/8 provided for the establishment 
of a bank, to be known as the Philippine National Bank, which 
was to have a capital of 20 million pesos. Ii The law further provided 
that the Government should subscribe to 10.1 miIIion pesos of the 
capital stock of the new bank, part of which subscription was to 
be made by transferring the assets of the Agricultural Bank to the 
new institution, and the remainder of which was to be paid in 
cash in a series of installments.16 The balance of the stock was to 
be offered to the public, but the shares in the hands of the public 
wen: never to exceed those held by the Insular Government. The 
law provided that the Bank should be managed by seven directors, 
of whom one was to be president and one vice-president. The first 
directors were appointed by the Governor General, and subse
quently directors were to be chosen by the Insular Government 
through its control of a majority of the stock. 

10 Manila Times, June 25, 1914-
11 Willis, op. cit., p. 415. 
11 idem. 
18 For full text see Official Gasette, Vol. XIV, pp. 1097-1102. 
uidem. 
11 The first cash payment was to be I million pesos, and this together with the 

net assets of the Agricultural Bank was to give the Bank an initial capital of 
some 3 million pesos. Subsequent payments were to be made by the Insular 
Government in July 1916, and January 1917, and thereafter in annual install
ments. Willis, op. cit., pp. 415-16. 
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The Bank itself was given very broad powers. In order that it 
might be of great assistance to agriculture, it was authorized to 
loan an amount not to exceed one-half of its capital and surplus 
on long-time mortgage securities.18 Furthermore, the Bank was 
authorized to hypothecate the mortgages thus received and sell 
bonds against them, using the proceeds acquired in this manner for 
new advances on mortgage security. The Bank was also empowered 
to do a varied commercial banking business. Thus Section I I of the 
law provided that:17 

"Said National Bank is hereby authorized to loan not to exceed 
thirty per cent of its capital and surplus and the full amount of cir
culating notes provided for in section eighteen hereof on promissory 
notes, drafts, and bills of exchange issued or drawn for agricultural, 
industrial or commercial purposes, or the proceeds of which have been 
used or are to be used for such purposes. Notes, drafts, and bills 
of exchange admitted to discount under the terms of this section, must 
have a maturity at the time of discount of not more than one hundred 
and twenty days. Said National Bank may also discount acceptances 
which are made upon the importation and exportation of goods, which 
said acceptances have a maturity at the time of discount of not more 
than one hundred and twenty days. . • ." 

The Bank was given the privilege of issuing notes by Section 
18 of the law which read in part as follows:18 

. 

"Said National Bank is hereby authorized to issue its notes, which 
said notes shall be known as circulating notes. Said notes shall never 
be issued in any amount exceeding seventy-five per cent of the securities 
held by said National Bank, under above section eleven.1o ••• The said 
securities described in section eleven and the proceeds thereof shall 
be held inviolable for the payment and redemption of said circulating 
notes. Said circulating notes shall be engraved and shall be payable on 
demand to the bearer in lawful money of the Philippine Islands. 
There shall at all times be held by said bank a sum not less than thirty
three and one-third per cent of the total amount of said circulating 

18 These were to be first mortgages, and were not to exceed sixty per cent 
of the value of the land, buildings, and equipment used in the production of staple 
crops. 

11 Official Gazette, Vol. XIV, pp. Iog8-g. 
18 ibid., p. noo. 
n Here followed a proviso to the effect that the note issue should not exceed 

twenty per cent of the paid in capital and surplus the first year, and that this 
limit might be increased ten per cent each succeeding year until it attained a 
permanent maximum of sixty per cent. 
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notes outstanding in lawful money of the Philippine Islands. Said 
sum shall be· available only for the purpose of redeeming the circu
lating notes herein provided for. Said circulating notes shall be exempt 
from any and all taxes .... " 

The law further provided that in addition to the notes authorized 
by these provisions, the Bank could issue notes against gold coin 
of the United States to the full value thereof. The notes of the 
Bank were to be redeemable in lawful money of the Philippine 
Islands, and were to be receivable in payment of all government 
taxes and dues. 

In addition to the privilege of note issue, and the authority to 
make the types of loans mentioned above, the Bank was allowed 
to make crop loans, accept paper, establish branches, and "generally 
undertake every banking function."20 A particularly important 
prerogative of the Bank was its designation as the depository of the 
funds of the Insular Government, provinces, municipalities, and 
Postal Savings Bank. The law made it obligatory for these gov
ernmental units to make their deposits with the Philippine National 
Bank, but added a proviso to the effect that if in the judgment of 
the Governor General it was to the public interest to make deposits 
in other banks, he might authorize this to be done under such 
conditions as he deemed proper. The law also required provincial 
and municipal treasurers to serve as agents of the Bank without 
extra compensation. Thus, to sum up, it can be said that Act No. 
2612, the Philippine National Bank Act, not only created a bank 
with very broad powers, but also by providing for the ownership 
of a majority of the capital stock by the Government, and by 
making the Bank the official government depository, it created a 
governmental rather than a private institution. It should be pointed 
out, however, that the Philippine National Bank was in no sense 
a "Bankers' Bank." It was, rather, a commercial bank controlled 
by the Government. 

REVISION OF THE PHILIPPINE NATIONAL BANK ACT 

Aside from the reserves required for the circulating notes, Act 
No. 2612 was defective in its reserve requirements. Moreover, 
there were many deficiencies in the wording of the provisions in 

ao Willis, op. cit., p. 416. 
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regard to banking operations as such.21 Act No. 2747,22 which went 
into effect on February 20, 1918, was an attempt to correct these 
defects. In addition to the many changes in phrasing, this law 
authorized the Philippine National Bank to make loans to provincial 
and municipal governments, and removed the restriction limiting 
the discount of short-time paper to thirty per cent of the paid-in 
capital and surplus of the Bank. A change of greater importance 
was the raising of the limitation on the issue of notes from sixty 
per cent of the paid-in capital and surplus to the full amount of 
"the paid-up capital stock and surplus of said bank plus the amount 
of gold coin of the United States held in the Bank's own vaults or 
to its order in the Treasury of the Philippine Islands or of the 
United States or in solvent National Banks of the United States 
or in any Federal Reserve Bank."2& 

For notes other than those issued against gold coin or bank 
deposits in the United States, the law required the maintenance of 
a cash reserve of thirty-three and one-third per cent, plus the 
commercial paper discounted by the Bank, which was to be held 
inviolable for the redemption and payment of the circulating 
notes.26 The cash part of the note reserve was to be held in either 
the Bank or the Insular Treasury, and was to consist of lawful 
money of the Philippine Islands or of the United States. A 
reserve, similarly constituted, of thirty-five per cent for demand 
deposits,25 and of ten per cent for time deposits, was also required. 
The law provided, however, that deposits of the Philippine Na
tional Bank with national banks or Federal Reserve Banks of 
the United States could be counted in the reserve against deposits 
to an extent determined from· titne to time by the Secretary of 
Finance, with the approval of the Governor General. Aside from 

21 Willis, op. cit., p. 416. 
22 For full text see Official Gasette, Vol. XVI, pp. 453-8. 
2& Sec. 15 of Act No. 2747, 
26 The National Bank Act was again amended by Act No. 2938, approved 

January 30, 1921. See Official Gasette, Vol. XIX, pp. 573-9. In this law the 
reserve against notes was reduced to twenty-five per cent, and it was further 
provided that the reserve requirements might be temporarily suspended with the 
consent of the Secretary of Finance. This law was passed at a time when the 
reserves of the Bank were practically exhausted. 

25 Changed to twenty per cent by Act No. 2938. 
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the changes discussed, there were no other alterations of funda
mental importance, although there were !J1a~y changes ill phrasing. 

RAPID GROWTH OF THE PHILIPPINE NATIONAL BANK 

The Philippine National Bank was opened for business on 
July 24, 1916, with Dr. H. Parker Willis as president.28 The 
growth of the Bank was extremely rapid, as is shown by its total 
resources on the following dates :27 

May 23, 1916 po 11,800,000 
July 15, 1916 29,300,000 
Dec. 31, 1916 50,700,000 
June 30, 19I7 98,035,000 
Dec. 31, 1917 138,276,000 
June 30, 1918 210,924,000 
Dec. 31, 1918 248,798,000 

On December 31,1916, the Bank had a paid-in capital of 4 million 
pesos, deposits of 42 million pesos, and loans and discounts of 
13 million pesos.28 Six months later, on June 30, 1917, the paid-in 
capital of the Bank had increased to 7 million pesos, its deposits 
to 79 million pesos, and its loans and discounts to 33 million pesos.28 

On February 5, 1917, the Philippine National Bank established a 
branch in New York City to facilitate the financing and promotion 
of foreign trade.s° It had also been intended that the Philippine 
National Bank should strengthen its position and increase its 
possibilities of service by becoming a member of the Federal Re
serve System of the United States.81 However, it was impossible 
for the Bank to become a full member of the Reserve System, as 
the Philippine Islands were considered as a foreign country, and 
consequently the only connection which the Bank was able to 
establish was its designation by the Federal Reserve Board as a 
foreign correspondent or agent under Section. 14 of the Federal 
Reserve Act. 

28 Willis, op. cit., p. 422. 
27 Rept. Govemor Gtmffal Phil. Is., 1918, p. 'I. 
28 Willis, op. cit., pp. 422-3. 
28 Statement of condition of the Philippine National Bank as of June 30, 191'1. 
80 Willis, op. cit., p. 425. 
81 ide .... 
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BENEFICIAL RESULTS ACCOMPLISHED BY THE 

PHILIPPINE NATIONAL BANK 

The rapid growth of the Philippine National Bank was not 
unattended by obstacles. In addition to the task of gaining the 
confidence of the people, the Bank had to meet the strong com
petition of the other Manila banks which had a firmly knit working 
agreement for the control of rates of interest and premiums on 
foreign exchange.8a As has been stated, the Insular Government 
was obligated by law to redeem its currency on demand in exchange 
on New York at the rate of a premium of three-fourths of one 
per cent for demand drafts and one and one-eighth per cent for 
telegraphic transfers"· These rates were intended to represent the 
gold points of the theoretical gold peso. However, instead of 
becoming a maximum, these rates had tended to be regarded by 
Philippine banks as minimum rates to be charged for exchange 
on the United States, and rates often ranged above the amounts 
charged by the Government for drafts.84 It was, of course, pos
sible for the public to purchase drafts from the Government at the 
official rates, provided that drafts were desired in amounts as 
large as $5,000. Nevertheless, in view of the fact that most of the 
purchasers had to depend upon the local banks for banking services, 
and as the purchase of drafts from the Government required cash, 
it is not difficult to understand that in the absence of keen compe
tition the banks were able to maintain rates somewhat in advance 
of those charged by the Government in the operation of the gold
exchange standard"& The maintenance of high rates of exchange 
was undoubtedly very largely due to a lack of competition among 
the various banks, as otherwise the rates would have been driven 
down to at least the rates charged by the Government. 

With the establishment of the Philippine National Bank the 
question naturally arose as to what was to be the relationship of 
the new institution to the "Bankers' Conference" which previously 

.1 ibid., p. 426. 
18 su/Wa, p. 4-
14 d. Diesen, Exchange Rates of the World, Vol. III, p. so. 
1& From 1904 to J9I9 the Insular Government sold to banking institutions, in 

round numbers, 100 million dollars of exchange on New York, and to commercial 
firms and individuals only 16 million dollars. Ann. Rept. Treas. Phil. Is., 1919, 

P·21· 
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had in a large measure restricted competition.88 It was finally 
decided that the Philippine National Bank should be asked to be
come a member of the conference and to abide by its regulations. 
This the National Bank refused to do, although several attempts 
were made to force its compliance by a vigorous competition in 
exchange rates.8T This was unavailing, but the result was a desirable 
reduction in the premium on dollar exchange; which during 1917 
and 1918 prevailed at three-quarters of one per cent and one-half 
of one per cent in contrast to one and one-quarter per cent. which 
had been common previously.88 The Philippine National Bank was 
also able to effect some reduction in discount rates.88 In addition, 
the Bank rendered great service in nullifying tlre evils resulting 
from the British "Black-List."40 It can hardly be doubted that the 
tremendous increase in the trade of the Philippines in response to 
demands made by the War was greatly facilitated by the activities 
of the Philippine National Bank. 

POSITION OF THE PHILIPPINE NATIONAL BANK 

AT THE CLOSE OF 1918 

By the end of 1918 the Philippine National Bank had become the 
keystone of the Philippine currency and banking system. On Decem
ber 31, 1918, the total resources of the Bank were iJ'248,798,OOO, 
a sum equivalent to sixty-two per cent of the resources of 
all banking institutions in the Philippines.41 On the same date the 
books of the Insular Treasurer show.ed 39 million dollars from the 
Currency Reserve Fund on deposit with the Philippine National 
Bank, New York City, which was 76.7 pet: cent of the cash balance 
of the Fund.'2 In Manila the Insular Government had 65 million 

88 Willis. op. cit., pp. 426-7. 
87 idem. 
88 Diesen. loco cit. 
88 Willis. op. cit., pp. 427-8. 
'0 Prior to the establishment of the Philippine N~tional Bank it had been 

possible for the British Government to secure a drastic application of the war
time "Black-List" through English control of the dominant banking interests 
of the Islands. In an interview with the author Dr. Willis stated that a con
tinuation of the ruthless application of the "Black-List" would have been par
ticularly disastrous in the Philippines because of the large numbers of Germans 
and Swiss there engaged in business of all kinds. 

n The total resources of all Philippine banking institutions were P399.808.000 
on December 31. 1918. Ann. Rept. T,.eas. Phil. Is., 1918. p. 42. 

'2 See Table VI. p. 77. 
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pesos of its general funds on deposit with the Philippine National 
Bank and only 17 million pesos in the vaults of the Treasury, of 
which 9 million pesos belonged to the Currency Reserve Fund.fa 
In other words, the Philippine Government had entrusted to the 
Philippine National Bank the bulk of its cash and currency re
serves, and in addition the Batik had assumed a dominant position 
in the granting of commercial and agricultural credits. If the 
Bank were soundly managed and kept in a liquid condition there 
would be no danger. If, however, the Batik became unable to repay 
on demand the greater part of the Government deposits in Manila, 
and deposits from the Currency Reserve Fund in New York, the 
Insular Government would be faced with the danger of temporary 
insolvency and a collapse of the currency system for which it stood 
responsible. In its desire to aid the Philippine National Batik the 
Insular Government had gone far in the reliance which it placed on 
that institution. As subsequent events were soon to prove, this 
confidence was sadly abused . 

•• Report of the Auditor of the Phil. Is., 1918, pp. 96-7, and Ann. Rept. Treas. 
Phil. Is., 1918, p. 10. 



CHAPTER VII 

OPERATIONS OF THE PHILIPPINE NATIONAL BANK IN 
CONNECTION WITH THE CURRENCY RESERVES 

T HE outstanding cause of the currency and exchange diffi
culties.experienced by the Philippines from 1919 to 1922 

was the series of events which followed upon the deposit 
of a part of the Gold Standard Fund and of the Silver Certificate 
Reserve, and later almost the entire amount of the Currency Re
serve Fund, with the N ew York branch of the Philippine National 
Bank. Approxi.mately 41 million dollars of deposits from the 
currency reserves, which it was assumed were held under collateral 
by various banks in the United States to the order of the Treasurer 
of the Philippine Islands, were diverted from these depositories 
and placed to the credit of the Philippine National Bank on open 
account. These deposits were then disbursed by that Bank in its 
operations in such a manner that the currency reserves themselves 
were used to contribute to the currency and credit inflation taking 
place at the time in the Philippines. As a result of these trans
actions, the major part of the large currency reserves maintained 
on deposit in the United States were transformed into loans and 
investments in the Philippine Islands, which were, of course, use
less for the maintenance of the parity of the peso. In order to 
explain the rather tortuous means by which the Philippine National 
Bank acquired control of these deposits, and the subsequent break
down of the gold-exchange standard mechanism, it is necessary to 
survey the provisions of law concerning deposits from the Gold 
Standard Fund and Silver Certificate Reserve, and from the Cur
rency Reserve Fund which later superseded the~. 

LEGALITY OF MAKING DEPOSITS FROM THE CURRENCY RESERVES 

WITH THE PHILIPPINE NATIONAL BANK 

As has been stated, the Philippine Gold Standard Act provided 
that the Gold Standard Fund should be held in the vaults of the 
Insular Treasury and in depositories of the funds of the Govern-
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ment of the Philippine Islands in the United States.1 Depositoti~s 
of the Philippine Government ·were provided for as follows in 
Section 656 of the Administrative Code:2 

"The Governor-General may appoint any bank or banking institution 
in the Philippine Islands, and the Secretary of War any similar insti
tution in the United States, as a depositary of ,the Government of the 
Philippine Islands, after such institution has filed sufficient evidence 
of its sound financial condition and has deposited, as security, either 
in the Insular Treasury or in the Bureau of Insular Affairs, at Wash
ington, bonds of the United States or of the Government of the Phil
ippine Islands or other bonds or securities satisfactory to and approved 
by the officer making the appointment and in such amount as shall 
be required by him." 

By this provision, deposits from the Gold Standard Fund could 
be made only in such United States banks as were designated 
depositories of the Insular Government by the Secretary of War. 
Such depositories, however, could not be used for deposits from 
the Silver Certificate Reserve unless they had been designated 
branches of the Philippine Treasury in the United States. B Branches 
of the Philippine Treasury in the United States were provided for 
in Act No. 2603, enacted on February 4, 1916, which read in part 
as follows :' 

"Thc:l Governor-General may in his discretion designate such 
depositories of the Philippine Government in the United States as he 
may deem advisable to be branches of the Philippine Treasury." 

Therefore, no bank in the United States could act as a depository 
of the Silver Certificate Reserve until it had first been named a 
depository of the Philippine Government by the Secretary of War, 
and subsequently designated a branch of the Philippine Treasury 
by the Governor Genera!.6 Moreover, after 1913, in accordance 

1 d. Sec. 1 of Act No. 938, Official Gazette, Vol. I, pp. 797-8 and supra, 
PP·3-4-

J Administrative Code of 1916, pp. 214-5- Sec. 625 of the Administrative Code 
of 1917 is identical with Sec. 656 of the Administrative Code of 1916 quoted above. 

• d. su/Wa, p. 35. 
'Official Gazette, Vol. XIV, p. 440. 
I See Appendix C for opinion of the Judge Advocate General in regard 

to depositing a part of the Silver Certificate Reserve in United States banks. No 
such deposits were made until the middle of 1916, at which time Act No. 2603 was 
in effect. 
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with Section IS of the Federal Reserve Act, only banks which 
were members of the Federal Reserve System could be designated 
as depositories of funds of the Insular Government. 

The foregoing laws governing depositories and branches of the 
Insular Treasury were in force when the Philippine National Bank 
Act was enacted on February 4, 1916.8 Section 19 of this act read 
as follows: 

"The Philippine National Bank is hereby authorized to receive 
deposits of funds of the Insular Government, the provinces, municipal
ities, Postal Savings Bank, associations, corporations, and private 
persons, and it is hereby made obligatory for the aforesaid Insular, 
provincial, and municipal governments to make their deposits in the 
National Bank. The interest paid by said Bank on deposits so made 
shall not exceed four per centum per annum: Provided, however, 
That whenever in the judgment of the Governor-General it is in the 
public interest to make deposits from public funds in other banks he 
is hereby authorized to cause the same to be done under such terms and 
conditions as he may deem proper." 

This section, however, could not logically be construed as applying 
to the deposit of currency reserves. The currency laws required that 
Philippine currency received in the sale of drafts on the Gold 
Standard Fund in New York be withdrawn from circulation until 
it was paid out in counter-demands by the sale of drafts on the 
Manila balance of the Fund.' Obviously, currency deposited with 
the Philippine National Bank in Manila could not be considered to 
be withdrawn from circulation and held as a part of the Gold 
Standard Fund in the Insular Treasury. Similarly, the currency 
laws provided that the silver pesos received in exchange for silver 
certificates should be deposited in the reserve vault of the Treasury 
and held for the payment of certificates on demand, constituting a 
trust fund to be used for no other purpose.s Therefore, if Sec-

8 Act No. 2612. This section became Sec. 16 of Act. No. 2747 which amended 
Act No. 2612. The only significant change was that the later law provided that 
deposits of government funds in banks other than the Philippine National Bank 
might be authorized by the Secretary of Finance instead of by the Governor 
General. 

'cf. Official Gasette, Vol. I, pp. 797-8. The provisions referred to are in Sec. 7 
of Act No. 938. See also Sec. 1779 of the Administrative Code of 1916, and Sec. 
1621 of the Administrative Code of 1917. 

8 Sec. 8 of the Philippine Coinage Act (supra, p. 35). cf. Sec. 10 of Act No. 
938, Sec. 1780 of the Administrative Code of 1916, and Sec. 1622 of the Admin-
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tion 19 of the National Bank Act had been construed as applying 
to the currency reserves it would have conflicted with the currency 
laws and the fundamental principles upon which they were based. 

It has been contended, however, that even though Section 19 of 
the Philippine National Bank Act did not authorize deposits from 
the currency reserves to be made in the Philippine National Bank, 
Section 33 of that act did authorize such deposits to be made in the 
New Yark branch of the Bank. Section 33 read in part as follows :9 

"The said National Bank, by this Act created, may establish not to 
exceed two branches or agencies in the United States of America, at 
such points as may be determined upon by the Board of Directors of 
the said National Bank. It shall be the function of each of the said 
agencies--

"(a) To receive, transmit and disburse any funds of the Philippine 
Government payable in the United States. 

"(b) To receive, transmit and disburse any funds of the United 
States Government which may be placed on deposit with, or entrusted 
to it .... 

"(d) To engage in business to the extent permitted by law of the 
United States with the Federal Reserve Bank of the district in which 
said branches or agencies may be located, and if and when permitted 
by law of the United States, to conduct a deposit and discount business 
with the said Federal Reserve Bank to the extent that conditions may 
require, under the instructions of the Board of I>irectors of the said 
National Bank." 

Nevertheless, it is by no means certain that these provisions 
definitely authorized the New York branch of the Philippine 
National Bank to serve as a depository and branch of the Philippine 
Treasury in the United States for the purpose of carrying deposits 
from the currency reserves. I f it is assumed that these provisions 
conveyed such an authorization, it must also be assumed that the 
National Bank Act amended by implication Section 656 of the 
Administrative Code providing that depositories of the Philippine 
Government in the United States should be designated by the 

istrative Code of 1917. At the time the Philippine National Bank Act was passed, 
the Philippine Legislature was without the power to amend any Act of Congress, 
and could not therefore legislate concerning the Silver Certificate Reserve in a 
manner which would conflict with Sec. 8 of the Philippine Coinage Act. 

• No essential changes were made in this section when Act No. 261:2 was 
amended by Act No. :2747. For Act No. :261:2 see Official Gasette. Vol. XIV, pp. 
1097-110:2. For Act No. :2747 see ibid., Vol. XVI, pp. 453-8. 
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Secretary of War, and that the deposits received should be held 
on collateral approved by that official. Moreover, if it is assumed 
that such an amendment was intended, the anomaly results that 
Section 33 of the Philippine National Bank Act conflicted with 
Section 15 of the Federal Reserve Act which required depositories 
of the funds of the Philippine Government in the United States to 
be members of the Federal Reserve System (a status to which 
the New York branch could not lay claim, although the law plainly 
indicated an expectation that it would be able to do so), and with 
the New York banking law which prevented branches of foreign 
banks from carrying deposits.10 Thus the legality of making de
posits from the currency reserves w~th the New York branch of 
the Bank was at best nebulous. 

It would seem that the currency reserves were of a size and im
portance to have warranted more specific provisions as to their 
disposition had there been any intent to govern their deposit by 
the provisions of the Philippine National Bank Act. However, 
even though their interpretation of the law may have been incor
rect, the officials of the Philippine National Bank and of the 
Insular Government ,appear to have acted under the. assumption 
that the Philippine N ational Ban~ Act definitely authorized the 
Bank to acquire control of currency reserves deposited in the United 
States. Moreover, the fact that the Bank subsequently transferred 
these reserves to the Islands suggests that the officials of the Bank 
may have even assumed that the deposits of currency reserves 
with the Bank in Manila had been authorized by the Philippine 
National Bank Act. The officials of the Bureau of Insular Affairs, 
on the other hand, appear to have been unaware that the Philippine 
Treasurer had lost control of the currency reserves, and that the 
Bank was handling these reserves in a manner that conflicted with 
the currency laws and Section 656 of the Administrative Code. 
This seeming conflict of laws was given great emphasis by Mr. 
Coates in his special report on the operations of the Philippine 
National Bank in connection with the currency reserves.11 However, 

10 See Sees, 140 and 144-7 of Article III of the Banking Law of New York. 
Baldwin, W. E., New York Banking Law (annotated to 1925), pp. II7-25. 

11 In the summer of 1919, Mr. Francis Coates, Jr., who was at that time Clear
ing House Examiner for Cleveland, Ohio, was appointed by the Secretary of 
War to make an examination of the Philippine National Bank. Mr. Coates sub-
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the opinion of a former Chief of the Bureau of Insular Affairs, 
expressed in an interview with the author, is that the Philippine 
National Bank Act could not possibly have been held to amend the 
currency laws, and that the apparent conflict of laws resulting from 
this errroneous assumption was simply seized upon later as an 
excuse for the mishandling of the currency reserves. 

Nevertheless, regardless of whether or not it was legal to do so, 
in 1916 a part of the currency reserves deposited in the United 
States was transferred to the credit of the Philippine National 
Bank as "agent of the Treasurer of the Philippine Islands." A 
similar procedure was followed even after the New York branch 
of the Bank had been opened in 1917. As was stated above, the 
New York branch of the Philippine National Bank could not 
actually carry deposits of currency reserves because this would 
have conflicted with the banking law of the State of New York 
and with Section 15 of the Federal Reserve Act. This legal barrier 
to the use of the New York branch of the Bank as a depository for 
currency reserves was evaded by the expedient of only ostensibly 
making "deposits" of currency reserves therein, whereas, in reality, 
all that was done was to transfer to the credit of the Philippine 
National Bank currency reserves which were actually on deposit 
in other banks in the United States.12 This is a point of extreme 

mitted his Repo,., of an Examination of ,he Philippine National Bank, as of at 
Close of Business November- ]0, I9I9 to Governor General Harrison on April II, 
1920. On March 3, 1921, Mr. Coates submitted a supplemental report entitled 
Repor-t '0 the Honor-able, The See,.eta,., of Wa,.-United States of Amer-ica, 
Washington, D.C. Covering an Investigation of the Optr'ations in the Gold 
StaMa,.d Fund and the Cer-tificate Reseroe Fund of the T,.easUr'e,. of 'he Philip
pin, IslaMs in Connection with the Ope,.a'ions of the Philippine National Bank of 
,h, Philippine Islands. The references to the "Coates Report" in this chapter are 
to the supplemental report on the operations of the Bank in connection with the 
currency reserves. 

12 The following extract from a letter of Mr. Robinson, the manager of the 
New York branch of the Philippine National Bank, dated April 2, 1919, is cited 
by Mr. Coates in his special report on the Bank and the Currency Reserves: 

"If the Government of the Philippine Islands had, say $1,000,000 on deposit in 
Chase, it ordered this transferred to account of the Philippine National Bank. 
This meant that the actual funds remained in the custody of the Chase since this 
agency had no deposit business or facilities of its own. Accordingly, the Agency 
entered on its books a credit to the Manila Office of $1,000,000, and a debit to 
the Chase of the same amount. This meant that the item due to Manila included 
the balances which had been transferred to this agency from Government 
Account. The Manila Office at the same time credited the Government with the 
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importance since, as will be shown in detail later, it was through the 
manner in 'which such transfers were effected that most of the 
currency reserve deposits passed out of the control of the Insular 
Treasurer and became subject to the order of the Philippine Na
tional Bank. If the New York branch of the Philippine National 
Bank had merely acted as agent of the Insular Treasurer in placing 
currency reserve deposits in various banks in the United States, 
and if the rese.rves nominally deposited with the branch could have 
been disbursed solely by drafts of the Insular Treasurer in opera
tions connected with the currency system, no harm would have 
resulted.18 Unfortunately, these deposits were handled in such a 
way as to become subject to the order of the Manila office of the 
Bank which proceeded to transfer them to the Philippines through 
exchange operations, and to disburse them there in loans and in
vestments. It is possible, though highly dubious, that the Philippine 
National Bank Act could be held to have justified this ostensible 
use of the New York branch of the Philippine National Bank as a 
depository for currency reserves. There can be little doubt, however, 
that the Manila office of the Bank flagrantly violated the currency 
laws in investing in the Philippines currency reserves supposedly 
on deposit in the United States. 

The Philippine National Bank, by means of the devious proce
dure described above, had acquired control of a substantial part of 
the Gold Standard Fund and Silver Certificate Reserve when, on 
August 15, 1918, Act No. 2776 combined these two reserves into 
the single Currency Reserve Fund.a However, even though this 
law effected many important changes in the currency system, it 
did not change fundamentally the provisions governing the deposit 
of currency reserves. Thus Section 1624 of Act No. 2776 provided 
that: 

"The currency reserve fund shall be held in the Treasury at Manila 
or may in part, at the discretion of the Governor-General and upon . 
amount which it had transferred to the Philippine National Bank. From this 
you will see that the moneys never were deposited in the Agency, but were made 
subject to the check of the Agency through the method I have described." 

18 Such an arrangement, of course, would have benefited the Philippine Na
tional Bank very little, the extent of the gain being limited to the difference 
between what it had to pay the Insular Government for deposits and what it was 
paid in interest by the depository banks acting as its agents. 

U d. supra. pp. 55.8. 
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the recommendation of the Secretary of Finance, on terms accepted 
by the former, be kept on deposit with branches of the Philippine 
Treasury in the United States; and the Governor-General is hereby 
authorized, upon recommendation of the Secretary of Finance, to 
designate such depositaries of the Philippine Government in the United 
States among the Federal Reserve banks as he may deem advisable 
to be branches of the Philippine Treasury: Provided, however, That 
not more than twenty-five per cent of the currency reserve fund shall 
be deposited with any single branch depositary in the United States, 
except branches of the Philippine National Bank in the United· 
States." 

The foregoing proviso can hardly be considered a direct authori
zation to make deposits from. the Currency Reserve Fund in the 
New York branch of the Philippine National Bank. On the other 
hand, this proviso does indicate that the authors of Act No. 2776 
assumed without question that branches of the Philippine Na
tional Bank in the United States could legally be used as depositories 
of the Currency Reserve Fund, and, broadly interpreted, it might 
even be held to have authorized by implication the use of the New 
York branch of the Bank for this purpose. But even though it be 
conceded that it was the intent of the authors of Act No. 2776 that 
deposits from the currency reserves should be made in the New 
York branch of the Bank, this branch could not actually carry such 
deposits because, as we have seen, this would ·have conflicted with 
the New York banking law and with Section 15 of the Federal 
Reserve Act. In this respect the situation was just the same as under 
the laws which Act No. 2776 amended. As might be expected, the 
result was merely the continued use of the expedient of only osten
sibly depositing currency reserves with the New York branch of 
the Bank. In other words, currency reserves continued to be "de
posited" with the New York branch of the Bank by transferring 
to the credit of the Philippine National Bank reserves actually 
on deposit in other banks in the United States. The legality of this 
procedure was as questionable under Act No. 2776 as under the 
currency laws which preceded it. Moreover, as is evident from the 
excerpt quoted above, Act No. 2776 definitely required the Manila 
balance of the Currency Reserve Fund to be deposited in the Insular 
Treasury. Therefore, this law could not possibly have, been inter
preted as authorizing the deposit of currency reserves in the Philip
pine National Bank in Manila, or as authorizing the Manila office 
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of the Bank to'invest in the Philippines currency reserves sup
posedly on deposit in the United States. 

In summary, both under Act No. 2776 and the currency laws 
which were amended thereby, it was probably illegal to transfer 
to the credit of the Philippine National Bank currency reserves 
on deposit in the United States. Moreover, it was clearly illegal to 
deposit currency reserves with the Philippine National Bank in 
Manila, or for. the Bank to invest in the Philippines currency re
serves deposited to its credit in New York. Only the courts, of 
course, could pronounce with finaiity as to whether the currency 
laws were violated in letter as well as in principle. However, if 
the provisions governing the deposit of currency reserves are 
interpreted in accordance with the fundamental principles of the 
currency laws, the foregoing conclusions seem warranted. 

ACQUISITION OF THE CONTROL OF CURRENCY RESERVES 

BY THE PHILIPPINE NATIONAL BANK 

In their zeal to assist the Bank the officials of the Insular Gov
ernment probably gave scant consideration to either the tenuous 
legality or evident dangers of depositing currency reserves to the 
credit of that institution.16 The first of these deposits was made on 
June 21, 1916, about a month before the Bank had been fonnally 
opened for business.18 Since the New York branch of the Bank 
had not then been established, this deposit of 2 million dollars was 
placed with the Irving National Bank of New York as agent of 
the Philippine National Bank. The policies to be followed in regard 
to the use of such deposits were outlined by the President of 
the Philippine National Bank in a letter to the board of directors. 

16 d. the following statement of the Secretary of Finance (Rept. Governor 
General Phil. 1s., 1920, p. So) : 
. "... The officers of the bank worked incessantly to extend immediately the 
benefits which were expected of the institution, and the officers of the government 
spared no efforts in contributing to the success of the bank by giving it all kinds 
of facilities, even at the sacrifice of certain interests ot the government itself. 

"It was at this time that the currency reserve fund was thought of, the invest
ment of which, under the laws then in force, was made by the insular treasurer 
with the approval of the Governor-General. •.• Then no thought was given to 
the danger of the reserve funds, deposited in an agency of the Philippine Na
tional Bank in New York, being brought to the Philippines in the course of 
exchange transactions." 

18 idem. It is stated in the Coates Report that this deposit was a loan for 
which the Bank put up collateral with the Insular Treasurer. 
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This letter, which was written on July 26, 1916; read in part as 
follows:17 

"The consideration of the reserve question is closely allied with that 
of the bank's policy with respect to the treatment of those of its gov
ernment deposits which are vested with those qualities of trusteeship I 
have mentioned. In this class should be placed all deposits belonging 
to such funds as the Certificate Reserve Fund, the Gold Sta,ndard 
Fund and the like. Such deposits should be considered as subject to 
very special treatment. Inasmuch as the Government exacts a rate of 
interest upon them, it evidently e~ects the bank to earn interest upon 
them, since otherwise they would be a drain upon its reserves. Most 
of these deposits should in the future, as they have in the past, be 
kept employed in the U.S. In the past they have been deposited with 
strong commercial institutions which have loaned them or invested 
them in high grade commercial securities. A part of them are now, 
however, with the Correspondent of the Philippine National Bank 
in New York and the responsibility for their use rests with you. This 
sum of money must be wisely and conservatively invested in such a 
way as to bring in the interest required by the Government, and if 
possible, a small margin in favor of the bank .... To a certain extent 
this balance in the U.S. will, of course, supply a basis for the foreign 
exchange operations of the Philippine National Bank, but the bulk 
of the money should be invested in such forms of security as U.S. 
Government bonds, bonds of other Governments,' including that of the 
Philippine Islands, the highest class of reliable railway notes or similar 
securities, and to a certain extent in 'gilt-edged' commercial paper. The 
object should be to provide not only safety, but absolute availability in 
case of necessity .... Under no consideration should these funds be 
allowed to become unavailable or be placed in a position of doubt, or 
even possible danger, so far as banking foresight can guard against 
these contingencies." 

While this letter shows a most commendable spirit of caution 
and conservatism, parts of it suggest an intent to handle deposits 
from the currency reserves in such a way as to conflict with the 
currency laws. For example, the letter states that "Most18 of these 
deposits should in the future, as they have in the past, be kept 
employed in the U.S." It would, of course, have been a violation 
of the Gold Standard Act to have kept any deposits from the Gold 

17 Quoted from the Coates Report. 
18 The italics are the author's. 
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Standard Fund in the Philippine National Bank in Manila, as such 
deposits would not have been money withdrawn from circulation 
as was required by law for the Manila balance of the Gold Standard 
Fund. Similarly, deposits from the Silver Certificate Reserve in 
the Philippine National Bank in Manila could hardly be considered 
coin in the Insular Treasury or its branches held for the redemp
tion of the certificates and for no other use. The letter also states 
that deposits f~om the currency reserves held in N ew York would 
to a certain extent "supply a basis for the foreign exchange opera
tions of the Philippine National Bank." If this was intended to 
mean that the Bank was to sell drafts on the currency reserves 
deposited with it by the Insular Government at the rates provided 
for by law, and pay to the Insular Treasurer the pesos received for 
these drafts, the law would not have been violated. However, if 
the currency reserves were used in any other way in the foreign 
exchange operations of the Bank, the currency law would have been 
violated, and the gold-exchange standard mechanism thrown out 
of gear. 

On August 17, 1916, which was only three weeks after the 
foregoing letter had been written, the President of the Philippine 
National Bank wrote to th~ Insular Treasurer requesting that the 
Bureau of Insular Affairs be instructed that :18 

"Funds to the credit of Philippine National Bank, either with its 
present N ew York agent or with its own agency in New York when the 
same is established, may be deposited with any depositary of the 
Philippine government in the United States, and a corresponding 
credit in favor of the bank may be thereby established in the treasury 
of the Philippine Islands by cable, thereby rendering the N ew York 
funds immediately available to the bank in Manila. 

"The purpose of this order would be merely that of enabling the 
bank to meet any sudden demand for funds. It would involve no 
liability on the part of the government and no ..expense to the gov
ernment, inasmuch as the bank stands ready to provide the government 
with funds either here or in New York at any time at par, up to the 
amount deposited with us in New York by the government." 

To this letter the Insular Treasurer replied as follows on August 
22,1916 :10 

18 Rept. Gownso,. General Phil. Is., Ig2O, p. So. 10 idem. 
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"I can see no objection to the Philippine National Bank having 
credits with the various government depositories for funds belonging 
to the Philippine government in the United States, as all of these 
depositories are required to furnish bonds to cover the amount of 
government funds that are deposited with them. If this wIll facilitate 
the active working capacity of the Philippine National Bank, this 
department (bureau) would very gladly accede to any request that 
such depositaries be used by the Philippine National Bank." 

Further correspondence seems to have intervened, for on August 
24,1916, the president of the Bank wrote the following :21 

"We note with considerable pleasure that it will be agreeable to have 
the Philippine National Bank deposit in the United States with the 
depositaries of the Philippine Government, it being understood that 
such deposits will be disbursed in Manila at the ratio of 2 for·I." 

If currency reserves were not deposited to the credit of the Bank 
in its New York agency, an agreement of the Insular Treasurer 
to allow the Bank to transfer its New York funds to the Islands 
in this manner would not have affected the currency system serious
ly. In that case, when the Insular Treasurer disbursed pesos to the 
Bank in Manila, the Bank would have previously transferred an 
equivalent sum in dollars to the credit of the Gold Standard Fund 
in some other depository of the Philippine Government in the 
United States. In other words, the New York balance of the Gold 
Standard Fund, as contemplated in the law, would have increased 
pari passu with the increase in monetary circulation in the Islands. 
If, however, the Insular Treasurer disbursed to the Bank in Manila 
the peso equivalent of the currency reserves deposited with the·Bank 
in New York, the result would have been an increase in monetary 
circulation in the Islands accompanied by no increase whatever 
in the New York balance of the Gold Standard Fund. In other 
words, though two pesos had already been issued against each 
dollar of currency reserves deposited with the Philippine National 
Bank in New York, the Insular Treasurer would have issued two 
additional pesos against each dollar of these deposits which the 
Bank merely transferred to another depository of the Philippine 
Government in the United States."2 Needless to say, this would 

21 idem. 
12 The Bank does not seem to have transferred any appreciable amount of its 

currency reserve deposits to the Islands in precisely this manner. As will be 
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have been equivalent to depositi~g cur;ency reserves in'the Philip
'pine National Bank in Manila with the understanding that the 
Bank could pay them out into circulation again in violation of the 
fundamental principles of the currency laws. 

It should be pointed out that the foregoing correspondence does 
not prove that the Insular Treasurer· specifically agreed that cur
rency reserves deposited with the Philippine National Bank in 
New York should be disb~rsed in Manila at the request of the Bank. 
On the other hand, such deposits were not excepted in the above 
correspondence, and, as has been shown, the Bank was expected 
at this time to become a depository of currency reserves. In the 
opinion of Mr. Coates this correspondence should have shown the 
Insular Treasurer that the Bank assumed that the Philippine N a
tional Bank Act had authorized it to carry deposits from the cur
rency reserves in Manila, in spite of the plain provisions of the 
currency laws to the contrary. Consequently, it seems strange that 
the Insular Treasurer, as is implied in the above correspondence, 
acceded without reservation to the proposition that the Bank should 
be allowed to transfer its government deposits at will from the 
United States to the Islands. If deposits from the currency reserves 
with· the Philippine N atjonal Bank were handled with the caution 
and conservatism recommended by the president of the Bank in 
his letter to the board of directors, there was perhaps little danger 
that the permission to transfer deposits from the United States to 
the Islands would be abused. If, however, the Bank came to be 
managed with less caution than marked its inception, it would be 
in a position, with an established procedure at hand, to bring about 
inflation through the dissipation of the currency reserves entrusted 
to its care in the United States. 

About a week after he had written the last letter quoted above, 
Dr. Willis, the president of the Philippine National Bank, left the 
Philippines for the United States. Before leaving the Islands, 
Dr. Willis told Governor General Harrison that he could greatly 
further the interests of the Philippine National Bank by redistrib
uting the deposits of the Insular Government among various banks 

shown later, the Bank in many cases sold its own drafts on these deposits to 
individuals and other banks, and invested the peso proceeds in Manila. In addition 
the Bank probably advanced a large amount of dollar drafts to borrowers in 
Manila. d. infra, p. 122, note 61. 
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in the United States, requiring the depository banks selected to 
give their oriental business to the Philippine National Bank.2I 

It was decided that the fir~t step should be to enlarge the account 
at the Irving National Bank, which should be fully protected by 
collateral, and draw upon this account in making transfers to 
other American banks. After 'Some discussion the Irving agreed to 
this if the deposits were made by the Philippine Government, but 
it was unwilling to protect the deposits of the Philippine National 
Bank by collateral because it carried accounts for the national 
banks of other foreign countries on an open. account basis. It 
was finally agreed that the funds to be deposited should be divided 
into two parts, one a direct deposit for the Philippine National 
Bank, to be unsecured, and the other a deposit to be carried for the 
Philippine National Bank as agent of the Philippine Government, 
to be secured by collateral. 24 The latter was to consist of three 
divisions: (a) The Gold Standard Fund; (b) Silver Certificate 
Reserve; (c) GeneraI:On December 4,1916, Dr. Willis wrote the 
Irving National Bank as follows :25 

"I received your letter of November 29th relative to deposits, and 1 
think the plan indicated therein, that is, that they be placed to the 
credit of an account called 'Philippine National Bank, as agent for 
Treasurer of Philippine Islands' will be satisfactory." 

There followed instructions in regard to the deposit of collateral 
for such deposits, and a suggestion that a recent deposit of 
$750,00028 be transferred to this account. The letter stated that the 
Irving should carry this $750,000 as a direct deposit after it had 
been designated a branch of the Philippine Treasury by the Secre
tary of War. Until this could be done, it was suggested that the 
Irving hold this deposit to the credit of the Philippine National 

2& Coates Report. In an interview with the author Dr. Willis stated that this 
was the plan intended. 

It ibid. 
II Cited in the Coates Report. 
18This deposit had been transferred from the Chase National Bank to the 

credit of the Philippine National Bank on the authority of a cable from the 
Governor General (cited by Mr. Coates), which read as follows: 

"Treasurer of Philippine Islands requests you direct Chase National transfer 
'50,000 from Chase Gold Standard Fund to Certificate Reserve Fund Irving 
National Bank, agent of Philippine National Bank, Manila.'! 

This transfer was made on December s. 1916. 
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Bank as agent of the Treasurer of the Philippine Islands, putting 
up collateral for the same. 

There seems to have been some confusion, however, about the 
exact nature and title of this account with the Irving. On December 
4, 1916, the Bur~au of Insular Affairs cabled the Governor General 
as follows :21 

"Referring telegram your office of 2nd inst. Is it desired to make 
Irving National Bank depository of Government, or is it to represent 
the Philippine Nilltional Bank?" 

On the following day, the Bureau of Insular Affairs received 
this reply :28 

"Referring telegram your office of the 4th inst. Irving should 
receive deposits in both cases as agent Philippine National Bank." 

On the same day, December 5, 1916, the Irving National Bank 
wrote to Dr. Willis saying that it had transferred $750,000 from 
the account of the Philippine National Bank to the account of the 
Philippine National Bank, agent for the Treasurer of the Philip
pine Islands.29 In the same letter the Irving asked for instructions 
as to whether it should do the same with $2,895.303 received from 
the sale of 15 million silver pesos by the Insular Government. and 
which was on deposit with them. A memorandum in the files of the 
Irving National Bank states that on December 7, 1916. Dr. Willis 
in a telephone conversation informed them that in a few days they 
would receive $1,000,000 for the Gold Standard Fund Account, 
and that this sum should be carried as a kind of subsidiary account 
of the Philippine National Bank as agent for the Treasurer of 
the Philippine Islands.80 On the same day $2,895,303 were credited 

21 Cited in the Coates Report. 
28 idem. Concerning this telegram Mr. Coates stated the following: 
"The original of this cable cannot be located. Gove",o~General Harrison 

and Ex-Treasurer Fitssimmons both think £t was ~ent by President Ferguson, 
as he handled all matters in connection with these deposits. It is important as 
definitely placing responsibmty.N 

The suggestion is that the Philippine National Bank and not the Insular 
Treasurer was thereafter in direct control of the disposition of the currency 
reserves. 

29 Cited in the Coates Report. 
80 This sum of $1,000,000 was to be deposited by the Treasurer of the United 

States in exchange for P2,ooO,ooO in Manila for army and navy disbursements~ 
On December 4, 1916, the Governor General had cabled requesting that this 
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by the Irving to the account of the Philippine National Bank as 
agent of the Treasurer of the Philippine Islands, making a· total 
of $3,645,303 (inclusive of the $750,000 referred to above) car
ried in this manner. A few days later this account was increased 
to $4,645,303 by the deposit of the $1,000,000 mentioned above.81 
The Manila office of the Bank was evidently not certain of the 
manner in which this account was being carried, for on December 
9, 1916, it cabled the Irving as follows :82 

"Is deposit of $2,895,000. in the name of the Insular Treasurer or 
in our name?" 

To this the Irving replied :88 

" . .. Yourselves as agent Treasurer Philippine Islands balance 
$4.500,000.·· Balance separate account same title Gold. Standard 
Fund, $145,303." 

Mr. Coates states in his report that the foregoing correspondence 
and cables, all of which he cites, indicate that there was confusion 
in arranging these deposits, the officials of the Bank, under their 

transfer be made as the funds of the United States Government in Manila 
were nearly exhausted, and that the deposit be made to the credit of the Gold 
Standard Fund account in the Irving National Bank. The Bureau of Insular 
Affairs replied that it would credit the Philippine Government with dollars in 
New York in exchange for pesos in Manila, but that the Irving was not a depos
itory of the Philippine Government in the United States. (Cited by Coates.) It 
was to this cable that the reply was received that the Irving should receive 
deposits in both cases as agent of the Philippine National Bank. 

81 It should be noted that at the end of the month the books of the Insular 
Treasurer showed $7.395,303 on deposit with the Irving National Bank as agent 
of the Philippine National Bank, whereas, the account at the Irving contained 
only the $4.645,303 mentioned above (Ann. Rept. T,.eas. Phil. [s., 1916, p. 12). 
$2,000,000 of this discrepancy seems to be accounted for by a transfer of cur
rency reserves to the credit of the Philippine National Bank on June 21,1916. (d. 
mpra, p. 1Q4.) The remaining $750,000 seems to be accounted for by a similar 
transfer in the early part of November (Coates Report). Though Mr. Coates 
was not very clear as to how the Bank disposed of the funds represented by this 

• discrepancy of $2,750,000, he states that they were no longer held under col
lateral in the Irving National Bank, as assumed by the Insular Treasurer, and 
implies that they were being carried by the Philippine National Bank in a 
current account in Manila. 

82 Cited in the Coates Report. 
"idem. 
•• This sum was undoubtedly deposited in the "Certificate Reserve Fund" di

vision of the account of the Philippine National Bank as agent of the Philippine 
Treasurer. 
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• interpretation of the Philippine National Bank Act, assuming that 
these deposits should be under their _control, and the officials of 
the Bureau of Insular Affairs assuming that these deposits should 
be made with designated depositories of the Philippine Govern
ment in the United States and secured by collateral. This appears 
to be fully substantiated by the cable from the Bureau calling 
attention to the fact that the Irving National Bank was not a 

. depository of the funds of the Philippine Government in the 
United States, and the replying cable from Manila stating that 
deposits should be made in the Irving as agent of the Philippine 
National Bank. As a result of the latter cable, deposits of currency 
reserves were made in the Irving National Bank as agent of the 
Philippine National Bank, and not in the Irving as a depository 
of the Philippine Government. Mr. Coates stresses the point that 
the deposit account in the Irving National Bank was subject to 
the order of the Philippine National Bank, Manila, and not to the 
order of the Treasurer of the Philippine Islands. In the opinion 
of Mr. Coates, the deposits in the Irving National Bank resulted 
in the establishment of a precedent whereby all funds were in the 
future deposited to the order of the Philippine National Bank in 
accordance with the Philippine National Bank Act, but contrary 
to the provisions of the Administrative Code. 

The depository arrangements with the Irving National Bank, 
however, were of short duration. Dr. Willis resigned as president 
of the Philippine National Bank on February 28, 1917. A short 
time later, the manager of the New York branch85 of the Philippine 
National Bank had a misunderstanding with the Irving, where he 
had formerly been employed, and decided to withdraw his accounts 
from them.Be On May 17, 1917, the manager of the New York 
branch of the Bank cabled the Manila office as follows :87 

"Suggest transferring all dormant balances from Irving to agency ..... 
Account of Chase National will then receive about $2,500,000 until 
final disposition made of new department depositories. Please under
stand that these dormant accounts will not be collateraled owing to short 
period involved, etc." 

8& The New York branch had been established on February S, 1917. 
88 Stated in the Coates Report. 
ST Cited in the Coates Report. 
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On May 18, 1917, Mr. Ferguson, the president of the Philippine ~ 
National Bank,.s wired consent to this, and in consequence the 
Irving National Bank transferred to the credit of the New York 
branch of the Philippine National Bank $4,495,303 from May 15 
to May 24, and received the collateral which it had put up to secure 
these deposits.·· Subsequently the manager of the New York 
branch of the Bank opened deposit accounts with other banks in 
the name of the Philippine National Bank, Manila, agent for the 
Treasurer of the Philippine Islands, which procedure continued 
to be followed as funds accrued to the credit of the Bank in New 
York. In every case a specific contract was made by the manager 
of the New York branch whereby the accounts were controlled 
solely by the Philippine National Bank, Manila; neither the man
ager of the New York branch, nor the Treasurer of the Philippine 
Islands had direct control over them.40 

AMOUNT OF CURRENCY RESERVES ACQUIRED BY 

THE PHILIPPINE NATIONAL BANK 

The Philippine National Bank, by means of the procedure 
described above, rapidly acquired control of a substantial part of 
the Gold Standard Fund and Silver Certificate Reserve. On De

.cember 31, 1916, the Insular Government had 12 million dollars 
from the Silver Certificate Reserve and 4 million dollars from the 
Gold Standard Fund on deposit in the United States, a total of 
16 million dollars.&1 Of this amount 7 million dollars, or forty-four 
per cent, were carried on the books of the Insular Treasurer as on 
deposit with the "Irving National Bank, New York City (agent 
for the Philippine National Bank)."42 A year later, 30 million 
dollars from the Gold Standard Fund and Silver Certificate 

.s Samuel Ferguson was vice-president of the Philippine National Bank at 
the time Dr. Willis was president. Upon the departure of the latter for the United 

.- States in the first part of September 1916, Mr. Ferguson became acting presi
dent, and was later made president when Dr. Willis resigned on February 28, 
1917. On September 14, 1917, General Venancino Concepcion was made president 
and continued in that office until November 1920. Both Mr. Ferguson and General 
Concepcion were inexperienced in banking. "Report of the Special Mission" in the 
!U#. GO'Uef"fI(W General Phil. Is., 1921, p. 37 • 

•• Coates Report. 
40 idem. 
U A-. Rep'. TrelJS. Phil. Is., 1916, p. 1:2. 
nidem. 
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,Reserve were on deposit in the United States, and twenty million 
dollars, or sixty-six and two-thirds per cent of this amount, were 
represented as on deposit with "The· Philippine National Bank, 
New York City."48 When Act No. 2776 established the Currency 
Reserve Fund on August IS, 1918, deposits from the Gold 
Standard Fund and Silver Certificate Reserve with the Philippine 
National Bank in New York had reached a total of 34 million 
dollars.44 After that date, the Secretary of Finance objected to 
making further deposits, but was overruled by the Governor Gen
era1.45 As a result, 39 million dollars, which amounted to eighty-four 
per cent of the United States balance of the Currency Reserve 
Fund, had been deposited with the Philippine National Bank in 
New York by the end of 1918.46 At the end of 1919 this had 
decreased to 38 million dollars, or eighty-three per cent of the 
United States balance of the Currency Reserve Fund. At the end 
of 1920 38 million dollars were still being carried as on deposit 
with the Philippine National Bank in New York, though at the 
same time there was an overdraft of $851,000 on the other deposi
tories of the Fund in the United States.4T During that year and 
the preceding one, part of the Currency Reserve. Fund seems to 
have been carried as a deposit in the Philippine National Bank in 
Manila in direct violation of the currency law. Thus, on December 
31, 1919, the cash balance of the Currency Reserve Fund in the 
Treasury and other depositories was 129 million pesos.48 However, 
.the total amount of cash in the Treasury and in depositories in the 
United States was only II2 million p'esos, which would indicate 
that 17 million pesos from the Currency Reserve Fund were carried 
as deposited with the Philippine National Bank in the Islands.4s 

48 Ann. Rept. Treas. Phil. Is., 1917, pp. 11-12. 
44 Rept. Governor General Phil. Is., 1920, p. So. 
45 idem. 
46 See Table VI, p. 77. 
"idem. 
48 Rept. Auditor .Phil. Is., 1919, p. go. 
4S ibid., p. 91. 
P2O,953,411.39 of the depository cash of the Treasury is shown as on deposit 

with the Philippine National Bank. The item of PI84.562.55 shown as on deposit 
with the Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation is a fidelity deposit. 
Ann. Rept. Treas. Phil. Is., 1919, p. 13. It is interesting to note that whereas in 
1918 the currency reserves were accounted for as held in the Insular Treasury 
and with authorized depositories in the United States, in 1919 and 1920 the 
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A similar analysis of cash balances on December 31, 1920, indi .... 
cates that 6 million pesos of the Currency Reserve Fund consisted 
of an open account with the Philippine National Bank in Manila.50 

Moreover, the large deposits shown on the books of the. Insular 
Treasurer and Auditor as being held by the Philippine National 
Bank, New York City, were not so held, but had been transferred 
to the Islands and invested and loaned in local enterprises. 

DISSIPATION BY THE PHILIPPINE NATIONAL BANK OF THE 

CURRENCY RESERVE DEPOSITED IN NEW YORK 

The manner in which the Philippine National Bank transferred 
the currency reserves entrusted to it in New York from the United 
States to the Philippines, where they were dissipated in loans and 
investments, has been described by Mr. Coates in his Report as 
follows: 

"All transactions in these accounts·1 were handled on orders from 
the Philippine National Bank, Manila, and when the pressing need of 
funds was felt, the Manila Office would order funds from these 
accounts transferred to the credit of the New: York Agency of the 
bank. Thereby the Manila Office acquired control of the funds, by 
the Agency crediting them on its books to the account of the Philippine 
National Bank, Manila, whereby they were made subject to drafts of 
the Manila Office and were by it disbursed in the form of drafts, 
telegraphic transfers, etc. ... In exchange for drafts and telegraphic 
transfers issued in Manila, the Manila Office acquired cash assets in 
M ani/a. These were utilized in the regular course of business in 
Manila in the making of loans and advances to various borrowers 
in the Islands to the end that ultimately practically all of the funds 
were loaned out in the Islands to Importers, Exporters, Tradesmen, 
Planters, etc., and invested by them in sundry merchandise, stocks, 

Manila balance of the Currency Reserve Fund was stated to be "held in the 
Philippine Islands." (WNfI.) While there is no direct statement of the fact that 
part of the Manila balance of the Currency Reserve Fund was deposited with 
the Philippine National Bank in the Islands, only by making such an assumption 
can the auditor's statement of cash be made to check with the cash balance of 
the Currency Reserve Fund. 

ao ReP'. Auditor Phil. Is., 1920, pp. 99-100. Ann. Rep'. T,.etJS. Phil. Is., 1920. 
pp. 9-U. 

al Mr. Coates refers to the accounts of the Philippine National Bank, as agent 
of the Philippine Treasurer, with various banks in the United States in which 
the currency reserves were actually deposited. These accounts, as has been stated, 
were under the control of the Philippine National Bank and not of the Insular 
Treasurer. d supra, p. 112. 
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. and in various business ventures, the building of sugar centrals, oil 
mills, hemp plantations, etc." 

Mr. Coates stated that the data on these transactions were in
complete, the figures difficult to reconcile, and that all of the 
related correspondence was not available, but that he found enough 
information to show that the deposits with the Philippine National 
Bank from the currency reserves were used in the current business 
transactions of the Bank.52 

The Philippine National Bank transferred the currency reserves 
deposited with it in New York to the Philippine Islands through 
the sale of drafts as follows :6. 

Liberty Loans ....•................ $ 
Alien Property Custodian •........... 
United States Shipping Board ........ . 
American Red Cross ............... . 
United War Campaign .............. . 
Sold to local banks ................. . 
Sold to others ..................... . 

15,399,500 

2,808,000 
72 9,146 
360,721 

20,600 
9,293,500 

12,573,836 

$ 41,185,3°3 

62 The Secretary of Finance made the following comment on the disposition 
of the proceeds of the drafts sold by the Bank on currency reserves deposited 
with it in New York (Rept. Governor General Phil. Is., 1920, p. 81) : 

"These sums represented money sent to the United States, and consequently 
it should have been withdrawn from circulation. But instead of returning them 
to the insular treasury to be kept in its vaults, loans were hastily made to stimu- . 
late undertakings long cherished, such as sugar centrals and oil factories, which 
at this time had not been established because of lack of capital. Thus an infiated 
circulation was the outcome. . .. The result was a great demand for machinery 
and other foreign articles, while the sales of Liberty bonds surpassed the limits 
fixed, and the sales of alien enemy property were easily effected. In this manner, 
the gold reserve in New York decreased rapidly while the obligations against 
it were increa$ing. . . ." 

d. statement in the report of the Wood-Forbes Mission, cited on page 37 of 
the Rept. Governor General Phil. Is., 1921: 

"The sum of $41,500,000, held for the conversion of Currency, was transferred 
to the Philippine Islands, the bank making a large profit in exchange in doing so. 
Much of it was then loaned out to speculative concerns under circumstances 
which have led to grave doubt as to the good faith of the transactions." 

68 According to> a statement furnished by the Philippine National Bank on 
March 31, 1919, cited on page 80 of the Rept. Governor General Phil. Is., 1920. 
In the Coates Report drafts sold on account of Liberty bond purchases are given 
as $16,228,590, and those to make payments to the Alien Property Custodian as 
$3,179.400. 
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According to this statement, it was necessary to remit to the United 
States approximately 19 million dollars for the Government of .. 
that country, and $380,000 contributed by people in the Philip
pines to war charities. However, for these drafts, as well as for the 
drafts sold to "local banks" and "others," the Philippine National 
Bank t:eceived pesos in Manila,6~ and the pesos thus received were 
disbursed by the Bank in loans and investments. Mr. Coates stated 
in his Report that it was impossible to trace in detail the disburse
ment of these funds as they were not segregated from the other 
funds of the Bank, but that they undoubtedly played an important 
part in the increase of nearly 51 million dollars in the loans, dis
counts and acceptances of the Bank during 1918 and 1919. The 
bulk of this increase was said by Mr. Coates to be represented in 
the following schedule of non-liquid assets :66 

Hemp business advances, 1918-1919 ... . 
Sugar and sugar mills .............. . 
Exchange purchased without cover (spec-

ulative and with estimated loss of 
$400,000) together with capital loans 
and excessive frozen values ........ . 

Coconut oil interests ................ . 
Frozen loans on corporation stock and' 

agriculture ..................... . 

$ 9,386,590 
11,814,400 

8,103,490 
11,270,600 

3,660,000 

Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $ 44,235,080 

EFFECT OF THE DISSIPATION OF THE CURRENCY RESERVES 

ON THE GOLD-EXCHANGE STANDARD 

The gold-exchange standard mechanism broke down shortly 
after the Philippine National Bank, in the manner just described, 
had dissipated the bulk of the currency reserves deposited with it 
in New York. This breakdown has sometimes erroneously been 

6~ Of course the Bank to some extent might have advanced dollar drafts instead 
of pesos to borrowers. The result would have been the same. d. infra, p. 122, 

note 61. 
66 Concerning these loans and investments, Mr. Coates remarked: "These, as a 

class, are exploitations of special interests in the Islands-mostly frozen assets 
which cannot be converted into liquid funds-and consequently utilized to restore 
to the Government its Currency Reserve. This seemingly explains, with reason
-able certainty, as to how and when the funds were invested." 
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attributed to the fact that the pesos which the Bank received against 
drafts sord on its currency reserve deposits were invested unwisely. 
It is quite true that the Insular Government suffered a very heavy 
loss because many of these investments were unsound. It was not, 
however, the unwise investment of these pesos which was primarily 
to blame for the collapse of the gold-exchange standard. Any 
investment of these pesos, no matter how sound as an investment, 
resulted in paying out into circulation money which should have 
been withdrawn and held in the vaults of the Insular Treasury. In 
other words, the fact that the Bank ignored the corrective action 
of contraction- of the circulation by the amount of money paid in 
for drafts on the N ew York balance of the currency reserve con
stituted the real perversion of the law. The subsequent breakdown 
would have occurred even had the investments been as sound as 
possible from the banking point of view. 

It should be remembered that even though the New York balance 
of the currency reserve was not gold coin, so long as the currency 
law was obeyed this balance varied in amount directly with the 
volume of money in circulation in the Islands, and was consequently 
automatically maintained at an amount sufficient to prevent the 
peso from falling below parity with the dollar. Thus, if the Insular 
Government held on deposit in New York the dollars paid in for 
the purchase of drafts on the Manila balance of the currency 
reserve, the monetary circulation of the Islands could not be in
creased without a corresponding increase in the New York balance 
of the currency reserve. Conversely, if the Insular Government 
held in the vaults of the Treasury the pesos paid in for the purchase 
of drafts on the N ew York balance of the currency reserve, this 
balance could not be decreased without a corresponding reduction 
in the monetary circulation of the Islands. This same relationship 
between the size of the dollar balance of the currency reserve and 
the monetary circulation would have continued to prevail after the 
greater part of this balance had been depositeil with the Philippine 
National Bank in New York if the Bank had been required to pay 
into the Insular Treasury the peso-equivalent of drafts sold on 
its currency reserve deposits. However, since the Insular Govern
ment did not require the Bank to do this, there was no longer any 
'certainty that the dollar balance of the currency reserve would 
fluctuate in amount directly with the volume of money in circula-
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tion, and no guarantee that an adequate dollar reservt; would be: 
maintained. In other words, for the automatic control bf the size 
of the dollar balance of the reserve contemplated in the currency 
law there was substituted the discretionary control of the Philip
pine National Bank. The consequences were disastrous. With an 
almost unbelievable recklessness the Bank dissipated approximately 
four-fifths of the dollar balance of the currency reserve through 
the sale of drafts in exchange for pesos, or against increases of its 
loans and investments in the Philippines, without effecting any 
reduction in the monetary circulation. As a result the Islands were 
left with a badly inflated monetary and credit structure, and with 
a hopelessly inadequate dollar balance in the currency reserve. This 
became painfully apparent when the United States began'its drastic 
deflation in 1920 and thereby made necessary a severe deflation 
in the, Philippines if the peso was to be maintained at a parity 
with the dollar. From the standpoint of maintenance of parity it 
mattered little whether the peso investments which the Bank had 
acquired in the sale of drafts on its currency reserve deposits were 
sound or unsound. The damage had already been done when 
investments had been made instead of retiring pesos from circula
tion. What was needed was an immediate supply of dollars against 
which drafts might be sold in order to effect the necessary con
traction of the monetary circulation, and peso investments, even 
if they were sound, could not meet this need.68 

Certain parts of his Report suggest rather strongly that Mr. 
Coates did not understand the precise manner in which the Bank's 
misuse of the currency reserves deposited with it in New York 
caused the breakdown of the gold-exchange standard. Thus Mr. 
Coates states that the ,Bank cannot be blamed for the exhaustion 
of these deposits through the sale of drafts since these drafts were 
utilized in the regular course of business and war finance, partic
ularly to provide for remittances to the United States on account 
of Liberty bond purchases, Red Cross contributions, payments 
to the Alien Property Custodian, etc.61 This view is not tenable, 

D8 Except, of course, insofar as these investments consisted of securities of 
such a high degree of marketability that they could be sold immediately in the 
United States. Needless to say few investments in the Philippines could be of 
this type. 

11 Concerning this matter Mr. Coates made the following statement: 
"I wish to point out that the exhaustion of Dollar Exchange is due' to no 
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and indicat~s a lack of understanding of the fundamental prin
ciples of the gold-exchange standard. It is quite true that large 
remittances on account of purchases of Liberty bonds, alien prop
erty, etc., had to be made regardless of the existence of the Bank, 
and that in case there was difficulty in effecting the proper adjust
ments in the balance of payments, these remittances might have 
caused a severe drain on the dollar balance of the currency reserve. 
But "if the pesos received in Manila as a result of purchases of 

_ drafts for these remittances had been withdrawn from circulation, 
as required by law, the greater part of the subsequent drain on 
the currency reserve would have been avoided. The rise of exchange 
rates on the United States and the sharp contraction of monetary 
circulation would have promoted exports and retarded imports, and 
would have no doubt induced the payment of a large part of these 
remittances by exports and Insular private savings rather than 
by the dollar balance of the currency reserve and an expansion of 
credit by the Philippine National Bank. The drain on the currency 
reserve would have ceased with the attainment of equilibrium, and 
would have been limited by the amount of contraction of circulation 
necessary to effect the requisite adjustments in prices and the bal
ance of payments. The Philippine National Bank was responsible 
for the exhaustion of the dollar balance of the currency reserve 
because it used this balance in such a way as to aggravate disequi
librium rather than restore equilibrium. Thus the Bank not only 
failed to effect a reduction in prices by not paying into the Insular 
Treasury the peso-equivalent of drafts sold on its currency reserve 
deposits, it even promoted further price increases by a rapid expan
sion of bank credit. This, of course, increased disequilibrium by 
promoting imports and retarding exports. The Bank continued 
this perverse misuse of its currency reserve -deposits until they 
were exhausted, which occurred in March of 1919. By that time the 
Bank had sold over 41 million dollars of drafts, 19 million dollars 
of which represented remittances on account of Liberty bonds, 
purchases of alien property, payments to the United States Ship
ping Board, and contributions to war charities, and 22 million 
dollars of which were listed as sold to "local banks" and to 

fault of the Bank, as the same exhaustion would have occurred either through 
the Philippine Treasury or some other bank, had the Philippine National Bank 
not been in existence." 
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"others."68 In view of the misguided policy of the Bank it is not 
surprising that in 1919 exports were 44 million pesos less than in 
1918, while imports increased 40 million pesos. 58 As a result the 
favorable commodity balance of trade of 73 million pesos in 1918 
was followed by an unfavorable commodity balance of I I million 
pesos in 1919. At the same time, since nearly the entire dollar 
balance of the currency reserve had been aeposited with the Philip
pine National Bank, the currency system was in a more precarious 
situation than ever. 

RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE DISSIPATION OF CURRENCY RESERVES 

That the currency reserves deposited with the Philippine N a
tional Bank were dissipated in such a manner is indicative of 
inefficiency and crass ignorance of the principles of the currency 
system on the part of both the officials of the Bank and the respon
sible officials of the Insular Government.80 The currency laws 
clearly and unmistakably provided that money paid in for the 
purchase of drafts on the Gold Standard Fund, and later the Cur-

58 cf. supra, p. n6. 
18 Statistical Bul. Phil. 1s., 1928, p. 91. 
80 It may be, of course, that dishonesty also ·played. its part. In his Report on 

the Philippine National Bank Special Bank Examiner Ben F. Wright stressed 
stupidity rather than dishonesty in discussing the Bank's dissipation of currency 
reserves, though dishonesty seems rather clearly implied. Thus Mr. Wright 
commented in part as follows: 

"Possibly no other page in the history of the bank was fraught with such 
harmful consequences to the Government as that relating to its dealings with the 
Currency Reserve Funds. An almost blind stupidity characterizes the history of 
these transactions. 

"For twelve years the carefully devised currency system had worked success
fully. The trust funds supporting it had, in spite of certain ill-advised investments, 
been faithfully maintained. The bank had hardly opened its doors,. however, 
when a systematic raid was made on these funds in New York amounting to 
some $40,000,000 gold. In violation of the fundamental and plain principles of 
the currency law, the law as to depositories of Government funds in New York was 
so construed as to place these trust funds in the hands of the Bank which pro
ceeded to transfer them to Manila and invest them in long time, non-liquid, and 
doubtful loans. This, be it said, to the shame of the American officials who were 
responsible for allowing the bank to obtain possession of the funds. The stupidity 
of the transaction is almost unequalled in the annals of finance. As a result, the 
currency system later on broke down completely and the Government, in a vain 
attempt to supply gold in New York against which exchange might be sold, 
diverted other trust funds from their legal usage and besides borrowed large 
sums from the United States Treasury ••.. " 

The Manila Times of August 19, 1923, contains the report of Mr. Wright in full. 
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rency Re~e~ve Fund, should be withdrawn from circulation and 
held in the Treasury until disbursed in counter-demands. By no 
stretch of the imagination, and by no amount of sophistical reason
ing, couldthe money paid into the Philippine National Bank for the 
drafts which it .sold on the currency reserves deposited with it in 
New York have been considered to have been so withdrawn. 
Obviously, instead of mingling the money thus received with its 
general funds; the Bank should have returned it to the insular 
Treasury.61 That the currency laws were flagrantly violated in this 
respect is without dispute. There was no justification nor authori
zation in either the currency laws or the National Bank Act for 
the abdication by the Insular Government of its management of 
the gold-exchange standard in favor of the Philippine National 
Bank; the legal responsibility rested with the Insular Government 
alone. Nevertheless, there is some evidence of an assumption that 
the Bank had taken over the management of the gold-exchange 
standard. For example, in his report for 1917 (p. 12), the Treasurer 
of the Philippine Islands made the following statement: 

"Exchange on New York amounting to P'I,459,68I.I6 was sold 
during the year through the fund, as against P'I7,755,86I.42 for the 
preceding year. The reason for this large decrease in sale of exchange 
was due to the fact of the low rate of exchange fixed by the Philippine 
National Bank and as this is a legitimate banking transaction, the 
Treasury Bureau has assisted the bankin obtaining this business. . . ." 

Similarly, in his Report for 1918 (p. 20), the Treasurer stated 
that: 

"The premium on New York exchange which in previous years was 
one of the large sources of income of the fund, has now been reduced 
to the minimum owing to the fact that the exchange operations between 
New York and Manila are now conducted by the Philippine National 
Bank." 

61 The Bank did not always receive pesos for its drafts. Thus large imports 
of machinery, etc., for sugar centrals and oil mills were probably financed by the . 
Bank paying for such imports from its dollar balances and offsetting this by <. 
increasing loans due from importers of machinery to the Bank in Manila. How
ever, the result was the same in either case; i.e., there was a reduction in the 
New York balance of the currency reserve without any reduction in pesos in 
circulation. Of course there was also a stimulus to an increase in the loans of the 
Bank when it was paid in pesos for drafts since these pesos added to its reserves. 
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The first of these statements might only mean that since the Bank 
was charging such a low rate of exchange, few people \\:ould care 
to buy drafts- from the Government at the higher rates fixed by 
law. The second statement, on the other hand, might not unreason
ably be interpreted as indicating that the Treasurer was assuming 
that the Bank had taken over the management of the gold-exchange 
standard. Such an interpretation appears to be justified by sub
sequent developments. Thus an article in the Manila Times of 
March 23, 1919, stated that the Insular Treasurer refused to sell 
would-be purchasers drafts on the Currency Reserve Fund in New 
York, but referred them to the Philippine National Bank. The 
Bank, however, refused to sell drafts at the premiums of one-half 
of one per cent and one-quarter of one per cent which had been 
the regular premiums for some time, and demanded two per cent, 
which was substantially above the legal Government premium of 
three-fourths of one per cent for demand drafts and one and one
eighth per cent for telegraphic transfers. The Manila Times of 
March 24, 1919, stated that when this situation was called to the 
attention of the Acting Secretary of Finance, he said that in Sep
tember of the preceding year an arrangement had been made be
tween the Insular Treasury and the Philippine National Bank 
whereby the latter was to handle all of the. exchange for the 
Treasury Bureau, although the Bureau was legally responsible for 
the sale of exchange at the specie points fixed by law. This agree
ment, said the Acting Secretary of Finance, was concluded because 
the Bank held most of the currency reserves. The public was not 
aware of the agreement because the Treasury Bureau had merely 
been referring would-be purchasers of exchange to the Bank.sS 

If such an agreement was made, the Insular Government should 
have seen that the Bank conducted its operations in connection 
with the currency system in strict observance of the turrency laws; 
otherwise, such an agreement was clearly illegal. But the Philippine 
National Bank obviously did not conduct the gold-exchange stand
ard operations in accordance with the currency laws. In the first 

,place, the Bank sold exchange against the currency reserves at 
, rates below the theoretical specie points fixed by law, and in the 

second place, the Philippine currency paid in for drafts sold was 
not withdrawn from circulation. It was, of course, legitimate for 

8. The author has been unable to obtain a copy of this agreement. 
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the Treasury Bureau to refer purchasers of drafts to the Bank, 
where drafts might be obtained at lower rates, but it was illegal 
for the Philippine National Bank to have used the currency reserves 
against the sale of drafts at the competitive commercial rate and 
it was also illegal not to have retired the pesos received for the 
drafts thus sold. In other words, the sale of drafts on the currency 
reserves at rates representing the gold-export point of the theo
retical gold peso, and the retirement of money paid in for such 
drafts, analogous to the export of gold in gold standard countries, 
were essential to the proper regulatory functioning of the gold
exchange standard, and differentiated these transactions from the 
sales of exchange which were a "legitimate banking transaction." 
It is not clear from the statements of the Insular Treasurer cited 
above that he understood this distinction, while the fact that it was 
not observed by the Bank led to disaster. Extreme carelessness on 
the part of the responsible officials of the Insular Government is 
indicated by the fact that the bulk of the currency reserves was 
allowed to come under the control of the Philippine National Bank 
without careful supervision of the way in which these deposits 
were being carried and safeguarded, and with no guarantee that 
they should be disbursed only against the sale of drafts in accord
ance with the currency laws. While the Bank was gravely at fault 
in its operations with the currency reserves entrusted to it, the 
Insular Government was primarily responsible for allowing the 
Bank to come into possession of these reserves without proper 
safeguards and supervision to see that the currency laws were 
obeyed. 88 

In the dealings of the Philippine National Bank with the cur
rency reserves, nothing is more puzzling than the apparent ignor
ance of responsible officials of the Insular Government as to the 
exact status of these reserves and their location. There seems to 
have been no suspicion that all was not well until the first part of 
1919. On April 22 of that year, the Insular Auditor wrote to the 

68 The Manila Times of July 20, 1920, stated that it was rumored that in an 
audit made by the Bureau of Insular Affairs the Insular Treasurer was said to -
have reported nearly 39 million dollars in the New York branch of the Philippine 
National Bank, on the affirmation of the Manila office, and had not checked the 
matter with the New York branch. Had he done so, he would, of course, have 
found out that such a sum in New York to his credit was not in existence. The 
evidence, then, would indicate that the rumor might have been well founded. 
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secretary of the Philippine N ationaI Bank requesting that he be. 
given a statement of the balance in the Philippine National Bank, 
New York City, to the credit of the Insular Treasurer at the close 
of business on the last day of February.t14 To this the secretary of 
the Bank replied as follows :85 

"The balance in our N.Y. Branch standing to the credit of the 
Treasurer of the Philippine Islands at the close of business February 
28, 1919, as per the books of this office is as follows: 

Gold Standard Fund P'4,Q90,606.00 
Certificate of [sic] 
. Reserve Fund 78,280,000.00 

82,370 ,606:00" 

Mr. Coates stated in his report that this was a false statement by the 
Bank, as were also the monthly entries in the Treasurer's pass book, 
and that they must have been knowingly false and made with the 
intent of deceiving the Insular Treasurer and Auditor. Mr. Coates 
added, however, "that the Treasurer and Auditor were negligent, 
is unquestioned." Although both of these officials were supposed 
to examine the Bank (the Auditor as to its books, and the Treasurer 
as to its solvency), neither seems to have reali~ed the condition of 
the Currency Reserve Fund. The Treasurer received statements of 
quarterly examinations of the New York branch of the Bank by 
certified public accountants, and none of these statements showed 
balances to his credit corresponding to the deposits from the cur
rency reserves, but it was not until January of 1919 that he realized 
that he had no funds on deposit there.88 During all of this time 
there seems to have been a failure to reconcile or verify the records 
of the Insular Treasurer with those of the New York branch of 
the Philippine National Bank.8T The officials of the Bureau of 
Insular Affairs also seem to have been in ignorance of the dispo
sition of the currency reserves from the beginning of 1917 until 
the first part of 1919.88 In the first part of 1919, however, it began 

tI4 Coates Report. 
85 Cited in the Coates Report. 
88 Coates Report. 
8Tidem. 
88 The following extracts from a letter from the Bureau of Insular Affairs to 
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to be evident that the currency reserves had been dissipated, and that 
the Islands were in a very unsound financial position. 
the manager of the New York branch of the Philippine National Bank, under 
date of June 26, 1919, are quoted from the Coates Report: 

"Until December 31, 1916, we received monthly statements from all banks 
in the U.S. in which the Treasurer of the Philippine Islands had deposits. In 
1916 the Treasurer made deposits in the Irving National Bank as Agent for the 
Philippine National Bank. Thereafter his deposits were made in a number of 
banks as agents for the Philippine National Bank, and from these banks we 
received no statements so that since that time we have never been able to fix 
precisely what the Treasurer's gold balances in the U.S. were." 

"To show exactly what the difficulty is, the Auditor of the Philippine Islands 
has examined the accounts of the Treasurer, and with reference to the currency 
reserve fund, he reported Philippine National Bank, New York, $46,185,303.00. 
This, of course, is meaningless. • ., It is doubted very much here whether the 
Treasurer of the Philippine Islands has ever had at any time more than 
$20,000,000 gold on deposit in the U.S., and while this $40,000,000 may be the 
sum of all amounts deposited against these sums, drafts have been constantly 
sold, and it is the state of this account which we are trying to determine." 



CHAPTER VIII 

THE CURRENCY AND EXCHANGE CRISIS OF 1919-1922 

T HE acquisition of the control of the currency reserves 
by the Philippine National Bank, and the subsequent 
transfer of these reserves to the Islands, where they were 

disbursed in loans and investments, meant that a substantial 
part of the war-time increase in production and trade was financed 
by money which, according to law, should have been impounded in 
the Insular Treasury or held on deposit in banks in the United 
States. Due to the large increase in the demand for the raw materials 
produced in the Philippines, the last three years of the war saw an 
enormous increase in the foreign trade of the Islands. Exports, 
however, increased much more rapidly than imports, with the result 
that for three years the Philippines had a large favorable com
modity balance of trade. Thus from 1916 to 1918 the foreign trade 
of the Philippines showed the following development;1 

(In millions of pesos) 
YEAR IMPORTS EXPORTS TOTAL EXCESS OF 

TRADE EXPORTS 

1916 91.0 139·9 230 .9 48.9 
1917 131.6 191.2 322.8 59.6 
1918 197.2 270 .4 467.6 73.2 

This increase in values was of course due to an advance in prices 
as well as to an increase in the physical volume of trade.2 

The large excess of commodity exports over imports is for the 
most part to be explained by the extremely rapid advance in Amer
ican prices which accompanied the world-wide decline in the value 
of gold and the influx of that metal into the United States. Since, 
during these three years, the peso was still being maintained at a 
parity with the dollar through the operation of the gold-exchange 
standard, a similar increase in prices in the Philippines was to be 
expected. This was partly effected through the tendency of the 
advancing price level of the United States to promote exports from 

1 See Appendix B, Table XII. 
2 See Chart V, p. 194. 
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and retard imports to the Philippines. Under a normal working 
of the gold-exchange standard this would have been attended by 
a rise in exchange rates on Manila by the amount necessary to 
induce purchases of drafts on the Manila balance of the Gold 
Standard Fund. These drafts would have caused such an increase 
in the monetary circulation of the Islands as to bring the price 
level into equilibrium with that in the United States. However, the 
monetary circulation was increased to only a small degree by pur
chases of drafts in this manner" The immediate cause of the greater 
part of the required increase in montary circulation was the large 
amount of army and navy transfers made during these years. With 
the exception of a few brief intervals, the increases in monetary 
circulation which resulted from these transfers were sufficiently 
large and regular to prevent the exchange rate on Manila from 
rising as high as the rate charged by the Government for drafts 
on the Manila balance of the Gold Standard Fund. Indeed, the 
circulation was at times so redundant as a result of these transfers 
that substantial amounts of drafts were sold in the reverse direc
tion. This occurred frequently in 1916, but only at rare intervals 
later when inflation had progressed further, and when the ratio 
of exports to imports was greater. It was, of course, the rapid 
advance of prices in the United States, together with the high ratio 
of exports to imports, which prevented the increases in monetary 
circulation caused by these transfers from being almost completely 
drained off by the purchase of drafts on New York, as had been 
the case in previous years. The increase in Philippine prices which 
resulted made possible the maintenance of equilibrium in the 
balance of payments, and the maintenance of the parity of the peso 
with the dollar. 

Though maintaining this parity made inevitable an inflation in 
the Philippines as great as that in the United States, at the same 
time powerful correctives would have been brought into operation 
to prevent a more extreme inflation in the Isladds than in the United 
States, had the gold-exchange standard mechanism continued to 
function. However, the functioning of the gold-exchange standard 
was impaired by the Philippine National Bank's dissipation of 
nearly the entire dollar balance of the currency reserve. Such evi-

8 cf. infra, pp. I96-8. 
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dence as exists, a~ will be shown later,· indicates that by the latter 
part of 1918, or early in 1919, inflation in the Philippines had 
begun to outrun inflation in the United States. This was undoubt
edly due in part to the inflationary activities of the Bank which 
accompanied the dissipation of currency reserves. Since nearly 
the entire dollar balance of the currency reserve had been dissipated 
in the very process of inflation, it was of course difficult to correct 
this condition through the sale of drafts on New York. 

DEPRECIATION OF THE PESO IN 1919 

In the first part of 1919 there occurred a series of events which 
brought to light the extent to which the currency systein had been 
weakened by the dissipation of currency reserves. The sudden 
conclusion of the war had resulted in a marked falling off in the 
demand for and price of two of the principal exports of the Islands, 
hemp and coconut oil.e The sugar industry also suffered severely. 
At the same time imports continued to arrive in unusually large 
volume, many of which represented orders delayed by war condi
tions, and others, supplies and productive equipment ordered .in 
anticipation of the continuance of the war boom in trade. As a 
result of these conditions, and of the accelerated pace of inflation 
in the Philippines, there was a rapid shift in the commodity balance 
of trade which by the end of March showed a debit balance of 14.6 
million pesos.s This excess of commodity imports, together with 
the fact that 12 million dollars for Liberty bonds of the fourth 
issue had to be remitted to the United States, resulted in a large 
demand for dollar exchange. The Philippine banks found them
selves in a difficult position due to an extraordinary demand for 
credit on the part of exporters who had sent goods on credit to 
temporarily unsettled markets, while additional large credits were 
needed to finance the undiminished tide of imports. At the same 
time, the banks hesitated to call in the loans falling due for fear 
of precipitating a panic in an obviously precarious situation. 

The large demand for drafts on the United States quickly 
exhausted the dollar balances of the Philippine banks, and as the 

. premium on dollar exchange rose to the "gold export point" fixed 

• see infr/J, pp. 182-91. 
5 Rept. GO'IIemor General Phil. Is., 1919. p. 107. 
8 Statistical Bill. Phil. Is., 1920. p. 146. 
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by law at three-quarters of one per cent for demand drafts and 
one and one-eighth per cent for telegraphic transfers, recourse 
was had to the Insular Treasury for drafts at these rates as was 
c~>ntemplated in the procedure of the gold-exchange standard. The 
Insular Treasurer, however, refused to sell drafts on the New Y<1rk 
balance of the Currency Reserve Fund as required by law. On 
March 23, 1919, the Manila Times carried in screaming headlines 
the following appeal: "Governor Yeater: Speaker Osmena: Pro
tect the Philippine Peso!" The Times then stated that the Insular 
Treasurer had refused to sell drafts, and that as a result exchange 
had risen tp a premium of two and one-half per cent. The Times 
also pointed out the fact that nearly the entire Currency Reserve 
Fund was supposed to be on deposit with the N ew York branch of 
the Philippine National Bank, and stated that in the opinion of 
local merchants most of these deposits were tied up in loans on 
hemp and copra oil, leaving the Philippine National Bank in such 
a condition that it could not return these deposits. r As was shown 
in the preceding chapter, this opinion was correct. The Times 
stated further that the Insular Government had refused to comply 
with a request to sell between two and three million pesos of drafts, 
and had referred the would-be purchasers to the Philippine N a
tional Bank. The Bank, in spite of its supposedly large balance in 
the United States, had also refused to sell drafts. It was known at 
the time that the Bank was trying to borrow 10 million dollars from 
the United States Government, and the Times quoted General Con
cepcion, the president of the Bank, as saying that the Bank would 
be unable to sell exchange unless this loan was negotiated.8 

For some days there was considerable alarm and indignation.8 

T The Times remarked that the Philippine National Bank was supposed to 
have 12 million pesos tied up in hemp, and an equal amount in coconut oil, and 
had recently transferred large sums to the United States on account of purchase 
of alien property and Liberty bonds by persons resident. in the Islands. Accord
ing to the Times, local opinion was considerably mystified since these items failed 
to account for all of the 82 million pesos reported as on deposit with the Philip
pine National Bank in New York. d. supra, pp. u6-17. 

8 Manila Times, March 25, 1919. 
B For example, the Philippines Free Press of April 5, 1919 (p. 16), made the 

following statement: 
"Briefly and simply, prior to the last week or two there never had been any 

question about two Philippine pesos being worth one American dollar. You could 
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On April 2, however, the Insular Treasurer and the Philippine 
National Bank resumed the sale of demand drafts, but not of tele
graphic transfers.10 On the following day, a statement of Governor 
Y~ter was published announcing that 10 million dollars of tem
porary certificates of indebtedness were to be issued and sold to 
secure funds in the United States against which drafts could be 
sold.11 The situation was described by the Philippine Secretary of 
Finance as follows :12 

"On the other hand, and with the end in view of offsetting the con
siderable balance of trade against the country, there was an..,extraordi
nary demand for drafts on New York, which exhauste"d the gold 
reserves of the banks and resulted in an extraordinary demand on our 
reserve funds in New York. The rates on demand and telegraphic 
drafts on New York went up from three-fourths per cent and l}i per 
cent to 4~ per cent and 5 per cent respectively. Our monetary sys
tem embodies a precautionary provision to meet such a situation as 
this. It authorizes the Governor General, with the consent of the pres
idents of the two houses of the legislature, to issue temporary certifi
cates of indebtedness. By virtue of this authority bonds in the amount 
of $10,000,000, United States currency, were sold in New York and 
as a result thereof the situation created by the rise in exchange rates 
was remedied." 
It is true that the situation was somewhat eased by securing 10 

million dollars of gold in the United States, while a short-lived 
revival of the export trade relieved to some extent the demands 
on the Government for exchange.18 

Throughout the greater part of 1919, however, the lnsular 
Treasury sold drafts at premiums well above the former rates 

pay in your two pesos to any local bank and know that they were good for a 
dollar gold in N ew York or San Francisco. But you couldn't do it the past week 
or two. Why? Because our officials---<hiefty our Insular Treasurer-had been 
asleep, and allowed our gold reserve to become depleted and tied up." 

10 Manila Times, April 2, 1919. 
11 ibid., April 3, 1919. cf. Ann. Rept. Treas. Phil. Is., 1919, p. 23. 
12 Rept. Governor General Phil. Is., 1919, p. 107. 
18 The Manila Times of April 25, 1919, stated that the Insular Goverriment 

also secured a loan of 20 miltion pesos from the Federal Treasury, 7 million pesos 
of which were taken by the Philippine National Bank and secured by the deposit 
of silver pesos with the Insular Treasurer. In the Rept. Governor General Phil. 
Is .• 1920. p. 81. it is stated that on April 23. 1919. the Bank was loaned 5 million 
dollars though it is not clear whether that sum was advanced by the Insular 
Government or by the United States Treasury. 
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established by law. On May 7, 1919, the Insular Treasury estab
lished premiums of one and one-half per cent for demand drafts 
and two and one-half per cent for telegraphic transfers.14 At the 
same time, banks found it possible to charge three per cent and four 
per cent since drafts purchased from the Government had to' be 
paid for in currency. IS On May 24, the Insular Government raised 
its premiums to two per cent and three per cent.18 It was reported 
in the local press that this advance had been made in accordance 
with a cable from the Bureau of Insular Affairs to the Governor 
General to protect the gold reserve.17 Obviously what was needed to 
restore the peso to parity with the dollar was the contraction of 
Philippine currency through its retirement from circulation as it 
was paid in for drafts on the New York balance of the Currency 
Reserve Fund. This end was hardly furthered by advancing the 
rates on Government drafts in order to protect the currency re
serves. Raising the rates on drafts on the Currency Reserve Fund 
was a tacit admission by the Government of the· depreciation of 
the peso, and was the equivalent, in a gold standard country, of 
arbitrarily reducing the weight of pure metal in the standard 
monetary unit of value. To the extent that the currency reserves 
were "protected" by rates above the theoretical gold export point, 
there would be no· contraction of the currency and no correction 
of the underlying forces of disequilibrium.18 Premiums of two 
per cent and three per cent not having accomplished the desired 
"protection," on May 28 the Government premiums were advanced 

14 Manila Times, May II, 1919. 
15 ibid., May 18, 1919. 
18 ibid., May 23, 1919. 
17 ibid., May II and May 23 of 1919. d. statement of the Governor General in 

his report for 1919 (p. 8), which read in part as follows: 
"It thereupon became necessary for the Philippine National Bank, upon the 

suggestion of the Government, to raise the rates of exchange on New York from 
~ per cent for sight and 1% per cent for telegraphic-transfers to 4~ per cent 
and 5 per cent respectively. In December these rates were reduced to 2~ per 
cent-3 per cent, and, meanwhile, had effectually stopped the alarming drain upon 
Philippine reserves." 

18 This whole concept of protecting the reserve by raising the rates charged for 
drafts is of course fallacious. Reserves are useless ornaments unless used freely 
in time of crisis. Raising the rates on drafts was analogous to protecting reserve 
troops by moving them back from the front at the very time the enemy was 
threatening to break through the first line. 
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to three per cent and four per cent. 18 The Government sold at these 
premiums for some months, though in the latter part of June some 
of the banks began to charge only one per cent and two per cent,20 
largely due to an improvement in sugar prices and exports. This 
improvement was short-lived, and as a result the commercial pre
mium on cables rose to five per cent in the latter part of the year.21 

By the end of the year the commodity balance of trade was H. 
million pesos against the Islands,22 and the Government had sold 
I I.S million dollars of exchange on New York as against I. I million 
dollars in 1915.21 During the year army and navy transfers through 
the Currency Reserve Fund amounted to only 10 million pesos as 
against 46 million pesos for the preceding year, this reduction 
having been due in part to the withdrawal of troops from the 
Islands, and in part to the fact that some of the transfers had been 
made through the Philippine Nation~l Bank to enable that institu
tion to meet some of its commitments in New York.2~ The 
dwindling of army and navy transfers ·at this critical time is. a 
striking example of ·the danger of relying on these transfers as 
a source of gold in N ew York instead of maintaining adequate 
currency reserves. In addition to the 5 million dollars secured in 
the United States as a result of army and navy transfers, 2 million 
dollars of exchange were sold in New York on Manila through the 
Currency Reserve Fund.25 Subtracting this total of 7 million dollars 
of exchange sold in New York on Manila from the II.S million 
dollars sold in Manila on New York leaves a difference of 4.S 
million dollars, or 9.6 million pesos. Adding to this the 500,000 
pesos of premium realized on the drafts sold in Manila on New 
York,l. there is obtained the sum of 10.1 million pesos, and by this 
amount it might be expected that the money of the Government in 
circulation would have declined had the gold-exchange standard 

18 Manila Times, May 29. 1919. 
20 ibid •• June 20. 1919. 
21 For the monthly course of exchange rates on New York see Appendix E, 

Chart VII. 
22 Appendix B. Table XII. 
21 Ann. Rep'. Trcas. Phil. Is., 1919. p. 27. 
U ibid., p. 24. 
25 ibid., p. 28. 
28 There was no premium realized on the exchange sold in New York on 

Manila. d. Ann. Rep'. Treas. Phil. Is., 1919. p. 28. 
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been functioning properly. On the contrary, there was an increase 
of 2.9 million pesos in the money of the Government in circulation 
in 1919.21 Why a net contraction in the monetary circulation did 
not take place is not apparent from the report of the Insular Treas
urer. It was probably due to transactions between the Philippine 
National Bank, and the Insular Government, and the United States 
Treasury not mentioned in official reports. At any rate, not only was 
the GovemmeJ;lt failing to accomplish its presumed object in 
raising the premium on drafts, i.e., the cessation of the drain on 
its dollar reserves, but the large sales of drafts were failing to 
serve as a corrective since the volume of currency was not con
tracted proportionately. In this connection it should be pointed out 
that though the army and navy transfers provided a source of 
dollar exchange, to the extent that it was necessary to payout 
pesos in the Philippines against the dollars acquired in New York, 
little was accomplished in the restoration of equilibrium in prices 
and the balance of payments. The Government was with one hand 
acquiring dollar balances, and with the other creating an effective 
demand for them, since the pesos paid out into circulation tended 
to raise prices and so lower the ratio of exports to imports. 

However, in spite of the fact that pesos had to be paid into 
circulation as a result of army and navy transfers and the exchange 
sold in New York on Manila, the Government, as stated above, 
could have effected a net contraction of 10.1 million pesos in the 
money of the Government in circulation. Moreover, if the Govern
ment had not abandoned the gold-exchange standard by raising 
the rates on drafts above those fixed by law, and if it had cour
ageously used the resources at its disposal, an even greater con
traction could have been effected. Thus on December 31, 1918, the 
United States balance of the Currency Reserve Fund was 46 million 
dollars.28 Though 39 million dollars of this amount were on deposit 
with the Philippine National Bank, and had, for the most part 
already been dissipated by that institution, there still remained 
7 million dollars on deposit in other banks. In addition, in April 
of 1919, the Insular Government sold 10 million dollars of cer
tificates of indebtedness in the United States, the proceeds of which 

21 d. Appendix A, Table XI. 
28 See Table VI, p. 77, suPra. 
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were immediately available for the sale of exchange. Thus even 
assuming that 14 million pesos would have been paid into circula
tion as a result of army and navy transfers, and exchange sold 
in New York on Manila, if the Government had sold exchange 
freely at the rates fixed by law, and had retired the pesos paid in 
for drafts sold on New York, the money of the Government in 
circulation could have been reduced by as much as 20 million pesos 
during 1919. There is no reason to believe that such a contraction 
(approximately fifteen per cent of the total monetary circulation 
on December 31, 1918), would not have been ample for the 
restoration of equilibrium and the maintenance of the peso at a 
parity with the dollar. Consequently, prompt and courageous action 
would have made it unnecessary for the Insular Government to 
abandon the gold-exchange standard. 

The most serious blunder of the Insular Government was its 
failure to effect contraction at a time when that was imperative. 
The gold-exchange standard having been abandoned when the 
Government refused to sell drafts at the rates fixed by law, it 
would perhaps have been better for the Government to have kept 
out of the exchange market altogether rather than to have sold a 
large amount of drafts at higher rates without effecting any reduc
tion in monetary circulation. Had the Government simply remained 
out of the exchange market, the greater rise in the exchange rate 
on the United States which would have resulted would in itself 
have tended to restore equilibrium by promoting exports and retard
ing imports. In trying to stop the drain on the dollar reserve by 
small advances in the rate on drafts, and, when this had failed, by 
selling drafts without effecting any contraction, the _Government 
failed entirely to provide the correctives which would have resulted 
from contraction, and at the same time greatly limited the effective
ness of adverse exchange rates as a corrective factor. Thus having 
unnecessarily abandoned the gold-exchange standard, apparently 
because of a scarcely justifiable lack of confidence, the Insular Gov
ernment proceeded to carry out an extremely inept and ineffective 
policy insofar as correcting the underlying factors of disequilibrium 
was concerned. 

Though the Government, in spite of the large amount of drafts 
sold, failed to effect a contraction in the monetary circulation, there 
was a sharp decline in the rate of monetary inflation. Thus during 
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1919 the monetary circulation increased 15.4 million pesos, or 
1 1.8 per cent, as compared with an increase of 28.6 million pesos 
or 27.9 per cent during 1918.29 However, only 2.9 million pesos 
of the increase in 1919 were in the form of money of the Philip
pine Government, while 12.5 million pesos were in the form of 
bank notes. Bank notes in circulation amounted to 10.4 million 
pesos on December 31, 1918, and to 22.9 million pesos a year later. 
The bulk of this increase was made up of notes of the Philippine 
National Bank which amounted to 14.1 million pesos on December 
31,1919. On the same date the notes of the Bank of the Philippine 
Islands amounted to 8.8 million pesos. During 1919 the Philippine 
National Bank had increased its note issue 9.7 million pesos, or 
219.5 per cent, while the note issue of the Bank of the Philippine 
Islands showed a more moderate increase of 2.8 million pesos, or 
47.3 per cent.ao Thus the great decline in the rate of increase in 
money of the Government in circulation was offset by a tremendous 
increase in bank notes, particularly in those of ·the Philippine Na
tional Bank. Though the Government was not directly responsible 
for the increase in bank notes, it was indirectly responsible in 
that a sharp contraction of money of the Government would have 
reduced bank reserves and limited the power of the banks to 
expand credit. 

As is often the case during inflation, there were complaints 
about the scarcity of money at the very time that a sharp contraction 
was needed to restore the peso to par.81 It was alleged that a sharp 
reduction in currency and credit was unwise since such a policy 
would have severely depressed trade. However, such a policy would 
undoubtedly have tended to promote exports, particularly through 
forcing the sale of exportable goods which were being withheld 
in the hope of better prices, and would also have discouraged im
ports. This was impera"tive, since, by the end of September 1919, 
there was an excess of commodity imports over exports of 33 
million pesos.82 Moreover, it must always bl! borne in mind that 
there are many heaVy invisible debit items against the Islands, the 
chief of which are payments due for shipping services, insurance, 

29 Appendix A, Table XI. 80 d. Table on p. 196. 
81 Rept. Governor General Phil. Is., 1919, p. 107. d. Manila Times, August 22, 

1919. 
82 Statistical B141. Phil. Is., 1920, p. 146. 
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and interest. Such factors as the temporary post-Armistice slump 
in the prices of the chief exports of the Islands, an influx of. im
ports which had been delayed by war conditions, etc., may have 
explained in part the disequilibrium in the balance of payments. 
The underlying cause of this disequilibrium, however, was un
doubtedly the greater degree of inflation in the Philippines relative 
to the United States. This is substantiated by the fact that the situa
tion improved in the latter part of 1919 after there had beena 
decided retardation in the rate of monetary inflation in the Philip
pines, while inflation was proceeding at an accelerated pace in the 
United States. Largely as a result of this development there was 
a sharp reduction of imports and increase in exports in the last 
quarter of 1919. The rapid upward sweep of prices in the United 
States induced a marked advance in the prices of such important 
Philippine exports as hemp, sugar, copra, and tobacco, and thus 
stimulated exports. At the same time, the rapid increase in the 
prices of goods imported by the Philippines tended to discourage 
imports. Consequently, the excess of commodity imports over 
exports, which had amounted to 33 million pesos at the end of 
September, was reduced to II million pesos by the end of the year. 

This improvement was reflected in exchange rates. The premium 
on dollar exchange, which had averaged four and one-half per 
cent for September and October, declined to two per cent for 
November." In December, however, this trend was reversed, and 
the premium on dollar exchange averaged four per cent. This is 
explained in part by the fact that there was a marked increase in 
the increase in the rate of inflation during December, the monetary 
circulation having increased 5.6 million pesos as compared with 
an increase of 2.5 million pesos in November, and an increase of 
only 600,000 pesos in October.a4 The pronounced revival of the 
export trade during the latter part of the year seems to have 
obscured the fact that the currency system was in a precarious 
condition which made continued inflation extremely dangerous. 
During the year the dollar had been at a premium which averaged 
about three per cent. Moreover, at the end of December there were 
only 7.5 million dollars in the United States balance of the Currency 
Reserve Fund available for the sale of exchange, since the Philip-

88 Appendix E, Table XIII. 84 Ann. Rept. T,.eas. Phil. Is., 1919, p. 44-
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pine National Bank was unable to repay the 38 million dollars which 
were carried as deposited with it in New York. 85 These facts 
should have given ample warning against further inflation. How
ever, seemingly undeterred by the danger signals of a depreciated 
peso and inadequate currency reserves, the Philippines, along with 
most other countries, plunged into the post-war excess of inflation 
which culminated inthe crash of 1920. 

DEVELOPMENTS IN THE EARLY PART OF 1920 

During the first few months of 1920 there was the greatest 
movement of exports in the history of the Islands, accompanied 
by generally increased business activity.88 By the end of June 
there was a favorable commodity balance of trade of nearly 56 
million pesos.87 The most important export was sugar which was 
selling at nearly six times its 1913 price.88 As might be expected, 
the improvement in the export trade in the early part of the year 
reacted favorably upon the peso. The market premium on dollar 
exchange which had averaged five per cent for January declined 
to 3.1 per cent for February and to 2.1 per cent for March.Bs From 
January I to January 20 the Government maintained premiums 
on dollar exchange of four and one-quarter per cent for demand 
drafts and five per cent for telegraphic transfers, which premiums 
were very close to the market premiums. On January 20 the Gov
ernment reduced its premiums to three and one-half per cent and 
four· per cent, and maintained these premiums thereafter until 
June 10.40 The Government quoted these premiums even though 
the market premiums fell to one per cent for demand drafts and 
one and one-half per cent for cable transfers during the latter part 
of February and the greater part of March. If the Government 
had taken advantage of this favorable situation to resume sales of 
drafts at the legal rates, retiring the pesos paid in for these drafts, 
it is quite likely that the peso could have been brought back to 
par. Though the dollar balance of the Currency Reserve Fund was 

85 Table VI, supra, p. '1'1. 
88 Rept. Governo,. Gene,.al Phil. Is., 1920, p. 6g. 
87 Statistical Bill. Phil. Is., 1920, p. 125. 
88 ibid., 1922, p. 93. 

·S9 Appendix E, Table XIII. 
40 Rept. Governo,. Gene,.al Phil. Is., 1920, p. 6g. 
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only about 7 million dollars at this time, this should have been 
sufficient for the purpose. However, unless the Government had 
at once proceeded to borrow enough to restore its dissipated Cur
rency Reserve Fund, the Islands would unquestionably have been 
forced off the gold-exchange standard when the drastic deflation 
of the dollar began in the latter part of the year. But in view of 
the fact that it was going to be necessary to restore the dollar 
balance of the Fund sooner or later, the Insular Government can 
properly be criticized for not taking vigorous and appropriate 
action while circumstances were favorable. Unfortunately few 
governments move with the speed and decisiveness required at 
this time. 

So long as the export trade was booming the Government seemed 
to prefer to let things take their course. Thus in spite of the fact 
that exchange rates soon reversed their temporarily favorable 
trend, the Government sold only 2.5 million dollars of exchange, 
during the first six months of the year.41 'During the first part of 
April the market premium on dollar exchange rose to two and one
half per cent for demand drafts and three per cent for cable 
transfers. From that time until June the usual premiums were 
three per cent for demand drafts and three and one-half per cent 
for cable transfers, which premiums were one-half of one per cent 
lower than those charged by the Government. 'The relatively high 
rates charged by the Government were effective in limiting its 
sale of drafts, but at the same time this policy delayed the con
traction necessary to restore equilibrium. More serious, however, 
was the resumption of rapid monetary inflation at this time. During 
the first six months of 1920 the monetary circulation increased 
15.9 million pesos, or 10.8 per cent.42 The monetary circulation 
reached its peak on May 31, 1920, when it amounted to 163.4 
million pesos, representing an increase of two hundred twenty per 
cent of the amount of money in circulation in 1913. The brief 
revival of trade in the first part of the year had saved the situation 
temporarily but, weakened by the dissipation of the greater part 
of the Currency Reserve Fund, the currency system was ill prepared 
to meet the necessity for deflation which followed . 

.. Rept. Govemor General Phil. ]s., 1920, p. 6g • 

.. A,.,.. Rept. Treas. Phil. ]s., 1920, p. 41. 
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THE CRISIS OF 1920 
The world-wide crisis and depression which broke in the middle 

part of 1920 reacted violently upon the Philippines_ The export 
trade of the Islands is of great importance to their prosperity, 
and all of their important exports are raw materials, the prices of 
which react suddenly and sharply to any disturbance in foreign 
markets. How sudden and drastic was the break in 1920 is evidenced 
by the fact that the weighted index of wholesale prices of the most 
important staple products of the Islands declined from 367.6 
(1913=100) in June to 175.7 in December." The most severe 
price declines were in sugar, rice, and hemp. From June to 
December the· index of the price of sugar declined from 665.6 
(1913=100) to 219.2, of rice from 303.2 to 177.5, and of hemp 
from 254.1 to 147.9.~ Coincident with this decline in prices came 
a decline in trade, and in the last third of the year a heavy excess 
of imports developed, as is shown in the following statement of the 
foreign trade of the Philippines from June to December of 1920:45 

(In millions of pesos) 
MONTH IMPORTS EXPORTS· TOTAL TRADE BALANCE 

June 20·7 52.9 73.6 +32.2 
July 32.6 40.3 72.9 + 7.7 
August 20.5 22.3 42.8 + 1.8 
September 28.3 15.3 43.6 -13.0 
October 33.5 19.6 53.1 -13·9 
November 40.8 13.8 54.6 -27.0 
December 25.8 17·9 43·7 - 7·9 

Thus though exports were faIling off very rapidly, imports in
creased. For the entire year of 1920 exports, in round numbers, 
amounted to 302 million pesos and imports to 299 million pesos, 
leaving a credit balance on commodity transactions of only 3 
million pesos which was quite inadequate to meet the heavy in
visible debit items for interest payments, freight, and insurance.!· . 
This was largely attributable to the tremendous decline in the 

!S Appendix E, Chart VII and Table XIII. 
"Statistical Bul. Phil. Is., 1923, P. 10,3. 
!& ibid., 1920. pp. 14/)-7. 
<18 Appendix B, Table XII. The imports consisted chiefly of cotton goods. 

machinery, rice, automobiles, breadstuffs, coal, and mineral oils. Repl. Gownwr 
General Phil. Is., 1920. p. 69. 
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prices of the exports of the Islands, which was much greater than 
the decline in the prices of imports!' 

These developments were reflected in exchange rates by a steady 
depreciation of the peso in terms of the dollar." Dollar exchange, 
which had been at an average premium of two per cent for April, 
rose to a premium of 11.7 per cent for December. This rise in com
mercial rates of exchange was accompanied by a steady advance in 
the premium at which the Government sold drafts on the Currency 
Reserve Fund. As has been stated, the proper functioning of the 
gold-exchange standard entailed the sale of drafts on the New York 
balance of the Currency Reserve Fund at rates representing the 
gold-export point of the gold peso. These rates were set by law 
at premiums of three-quarters of one per cent for demand drafts 
and one and one-eighth per cent for telegraphic transfers. Had the 
Government sold drafts freely at these rates the market rates could 
not have risen far above them. However, the Government con
tinued to follow a policy which was a complete perversion of the 
principles of the gold-exchange standard. Thus instead of selling 
drafts freely at the legal rates, the Government frequently advanced 
its rates with the result that, in spite of the large amount of drafts 
sold, there was little check to the steady rise in the market rate 
of exchange on New York. 

Throughout 1920 the Government premium for telegraphic 
transfers was as follows :48 

DATE PER CENT 

OF PREMIUM 

January I to January 19 •• • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • 5 
January 20 to June 9 . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
June 10 to June 28 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SJ!; 
June 29 to November 16 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
November 17 to December 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8J!; 
December 3 to December 17............... 10 

December 18 to December 31 ............. II 

47 cf. Appendix E, Chart VII. The Philippine index is composed chiefly of the 
most important export crops. The Bureau of Labor index of wholesale prices 
would be a fair approximation of the prices of Philippine imports as the bulk of 
these came from the United States. 

48 Appendix E, Chart VII and Table XIII. 
48 Rept. Governo,. General Phil. Is., 1920, p. 6g. 
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During the second part of 1920 the Government premiums were 
neither consistently above nor below the market premiums, though 
the general trend was for the Government premiums to be higher 
during the third quarter of the year and lower during the last 
quarter. On June 10, when the Government premium was advanced 
to five and one-half per cent, the market premium quoted in the 
Manila Times was four per cent, which was advanced to four and 
three-quarter per cent two days later. By June 29 the market 
premium had reached five per cent, whereupon the Government 
premium was advanced to seven per cent. This was followed by· 
gradual increases in the market premium which prevailed around 
seven and three-quarter per cent until November 17, when it reached 
nine and one-half per cent, on which date the Government premium 
was advanced to eight and one-half per cent. The market premium 
continued above the Government premium for the rest of the year. 
When, on December 3, the Government premium moved from 
eight and one-half per cent to ten per cent, the market premium 
advanced from ten per cent to eleven and one-half per cent. On 
December 18, when the Government premium was advanced to 
eleven per cent, the market premium reached twelve and one-half 
per cent. 

During the course of the year the Insular Government sold 32.5 
million dollars of exchange on the N ew York balance of the 
Currency Reserve Fund.50 During the first six months of the year 
the heavy excess of commodity exports seems to have made it 
possible to discourage purchases of exchange from the Govern
ment by maintaining Government premiums of four or five per 
cent, since during this time the Government sales amounted to only 
2.5 million dollars.51 In spite of the steady advance in Government 
rates in the latter part of the year; however, the Government sold 
nearly 30 million dollars of exchange. The intent of the Insular 
Government seems to have been to vary the rate of redemption of 
the peso in drafts in such a manner as to protect the Currency 
Reserve Fund. For example, in his report for 1920, the Insular 
Treasurer made the following remark :52 

50 Ann. Rept. Treas. Phil. [s., 1920, p. 21. 
51 d. supra, p. 139. 
52 Ann. Rept. Treas. Phil. [s., 1920, p. 21. 
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"To protect the currency reserve fund against this extraordinary 
demand for exchange the Government rate of 'exchange had to be 
increased, so that on December 18th of the same year it reached as high 
as ten per cent for demand drafts and eleven per cent for telegraphic 
transfers." 

Of similar tenor were the remarks of the Secretary of Finance 
who made the following statement :58 

"The insular treasury utilized all the means permissible under the 
circumstances to restrict the sale of exchange, but the lack of legal 
authority to suspend it made the measures taken tantamount to ineffec
tive. At the suggestion of the Bureau of Insular Affairs in Washing
ton, the Governor General recommended to the legislature the 
amendment of the currency act, there being included among the amend
ments recommended pursuant to the suggestions received the authority 
conferred on the Governor General of suspending totally or partially 
the sale of exchange by the insular treasury .... " 

It is hard to believe that the Insular Government gained anything 
by this policy of attempting to use the rate of redemption to protect 
its reserves. As has been stated, this idea suggests a complete mis
understanding of the gold-exchange standard. So long as the Gov
ernment could supply exchange it should have sold it freely at the 
legal rates and retired from circulation the pesos paid in for the 
purchase of drafts. Even though the major part of the Currency 
Reserve Fund had been dissipated by the Philippine National 
Bank, the Insular Government was nevertheless able to sell 32.5 
million dollars of exchange on New York during 1920. Hence the 
desire of the Government to prevent the sale of drafts by manipu
lating its rates, or to suspend the sale of exchange entirely on 
the ground that the reserve was nearly exhausted, would seem at 
best to have been premature. Moreover, the policy of "protecting 
the reserve" was not only wrong in theory but ineffective in prac
tice, as is indicated by the large amount of exchange sold in spite 
of the high rates charged. The policy of the Government must 
inevitably have created mistrust and favored speculation of a type 
which aggravated rather than moderated the fluctuations of the 
peso in the exchange market. By a timorous policy, and by con
tinually advancing its rates, the Government was bound to en-

II Rept. GOfJernOf' General Phil. Is., 1920, p. 70. 
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courage speculation for a further rise in dollar exchange. If it 
became apparent that the Government was going to advance its 
rates to follow the market rates, nothing would seem surer than 
buying Government exchange, thereby draining the reserve, and 
selling at higher rates as the Government rate advanced. 

Even more serious than the perverted policy of the Government 
as to the sale of exchange, however, was the fact that the monetary 
circulation was not being decreased by a sum anything like the 
amount of dollar exchange sold. From December 31, 1919, to 
December 31, 1920, the money of the Government in circulation 
declined 32.5 million pesos. 54 At the same time, the Government 
had sold 32.5 million dollars of exchange on New York, realizing 
thereon premiums to the amount of 4.7 million pesos.55 These two 
items totalled 34.9 million dollars, an amount sufficient to have 
retired 69.8 million pesos from circulation. The failure to contract 
the monetary circulation by this amount is largely explained by the 
sources of supply of dollar exchange of the Insular Government. 
These sources were.: (I) the United States balance of the Currency 
Reserve Fund; (2) army and navy transfers; (3) exchange sold 
to banks and business houses in New York on Manila; (4) trans
fers of the proceeds of bonds sold by the Insular Government in the 
United States. On December 31, 1919, the dollar balance of the 
Currency Reserve Fund was 45.4 million dollars. 56 The frozen 
deposit with the Philippine National Bank represented 38 million 
dollars of this amount, and hence only 7.4 million dollars were 
really available for the sale of drafts. It is true that on August 2, 

1920, the Insular Government sold 10 million dollars of certificates 
of indebtedness in New York, but on March 31, of the same year, 
it had been necessary to provide an equivalent amount of dollars 
in New York to payoff the expiring certificates of indebtedness 
issued a year before. These transactions, therefore, cancel for the 
year under consideration. Consequently, leaving out of considera
tion the certificates of indebtedness, it is found that the following 
items account for nearly all of the sum of $32,477,7°8 of exchange 
sold in Manila on New York :51 

54 Appendix A, Table XI. 
55 Ann. Rept. Treas. Phil. Is., 1920, p. 20. 

56 See Table VI, p. 77. 
51 Ann. Rept. Treas. Phil. [s., 1920, pp. 20-1 and 24-5. See also ibid., 1928, p. 78. 
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Army and Navy Transfers ................ . 
Exchange sold in New York on Manila ....... . 
Manila Port Works Bonds ............ : ... . 
Decrease in the New York balance of the Cur
rency Reserve Fund: 

In the New York Branch of the 
Philippine National Bank ..... $ 254,875. 
In other New York Banks. . . . . 8,317,769. 

$ 14,000,000.00 
2,817,6g0·00 
6,076,200.00 

8,572,644.00 

TOTAL •••••.•••..•••••••.•••. $ 31,466,534.00 

This accounts for all except approximately one million dollars of the 
exchange sold in Manila on New York. The discrepancy is prob
ably due to transactions between the Philippine National Bank and 
the Insular Government. 

It should be noted that the $2,817,6g0 of drafts on Manila, 
which were sold to banks and business firms, were sold at par. 
Thus, though the Insular Government charged a premium in pesos 
which varied from four to eleven per cent for drafts on New York, 
it refused to sell drafts on Manila for less than par. This policy was 
criticized by bankers and business men in the Islands on the ground 
that a spread of as much as eleven per cent between the Govern
ment's buying and selling rate for dollars made exchange stability 
impossible. It was alleged that this policy imposed a severe burden 
on Philippine exporters because it limited the ability of the banks 
to cover forward transactions in exchange. Thus bankers who 
bought dollar exchange from exporters at a premium of ten per 
cent were said to be faced with the possibility of being forced 
to sell their dollars at par to the Government in case there was a 
sudden decrease in the demand of Importers for dollar exchange. If 
it is true that such a danger caused the banks to offer exporters a 
lower price for dollar exchange, the policy of the Government un
doubtedly worked some hardship on the latter. On the other hand, 
in view of the enormous amount of exchange on New York pur
chased from the Government, it would seem that there was little 
ground for believing that a sudden decrease in the demand of im-

For balances of the Currency Reserve Fund see Tables V and VI, SUPrIJ, pp. 
76 and 71. 
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porters for dollar exchange was likely. Consequently, if the ex
change market in the Philippines were truly competitive, it would 
seem that competition would have compelled the banks to keep 
the margin between their buying and selling rate for dollars suf
ficiently narrow to have assured exporters a fair price for their 
dollar drafts. A lack of competition, of course, would have enabled 
the banks to exploit exporters, since the latter would have been 
unable to sell dollars to the Government at more than par. How
ever, judging from the lack of comment in the Philippine press on 
this subject, there seems to have been sufficient competition among 
banks to prevent exporters from being unfairly .deprived of the 
gain accruing from the high premium on dollar exchange. 

Perhaps the policy of the Government was resented most by 
those who wished to sell the peso short, and who would have 
liked to be sure of covering their short sales at less than par in case 
the peso showed a tendency toward rapid appreciation. Since the 
Insular Government always intended to restore the peso to its 
original parity with the dollar as soon as possible, it is unlikely 
that the refusal to sell drafts on the Manila balance of the Cur
rency Reserve Fund at less than par worked any great harm. Indeed, 
under the circumstances, such a policy was even desirable. I f the 
Government had maintained a buying rate for dollars only slightly 
below its selling rate, additional pesos might frequently have been 
paid into circulation at the very time that further monetary con
traction was necessary in order to restore the peso to its former 
parity with the dollar. Since restoration of this parity was the 
primary aim of the Government, it would have been most unwise 
for it to have resisted an appreciation of the peso relative to the 
dollar by standing ready to selI pesos for dollars at a rate far below 
the parity which it wished eventually to restore. Hence, even though 
the Government's policy of maintaining its buying rate for dollars 
at par may have caused wider fluctuations in exchange rates, such 
a policy was nevertheless desirable from the ~tandpoint of effecting 
the contraction necessary to restore the peso to par. 

As a result of this policy, which was followed until the gold
exchange standard was restored in the first part of 1923, no drafts 
on the Manila balance of the Currency Reserve Fund were sold 
after the first part of 1920. The $2,817,690 of drafts mentioned 
above were undoubtedly sold in February and March of 1920 
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when the market premium on dollar exchange had fallen to one 
per cent for demand drafts and one and one-half per cent for 
telegraphic transfers.08 Subsequently the peso was at such a large 
discount relative to the dollar that the Government's refusal to 
sell pesos below par was tantamount to a refusal to sell at all. 

Though during 1920 the Government sold only $2,817,690 of 
drafts on Manila to bankers and business men, transfers of the 
proceeds of the Manila Port Works Bonds amounted to $6,076,200, 
and army and navy transfers68 amounted to $14,000,000. Under 
normal conditions army and navy transfers, and transfers on 
account of Insular bonds sold in the United States, to the extent that 
proceeds were not spent in the United States, would have the same 
effect as the sale of drafts on the Manila balance of the Currency 
Reserve Fund; that is, they would require pesos to be paid out 
in the Philippines against the equivalent of gold obtained in the 
United States. Had the proceeds of the bond sales and the full 
amount of the army and navy transfers been promptly disbursed 
in the Islands, there would have been as the net result of exchange 
sold in both New York and Manila.a contraction of 23.9 million 
pesos in the money of the Government in circulation.80 The fact 

08 Prior to 1921 the annual reports of the Treasurer of the Philippine Islands 
stated the total amount of drafts sold during the year. but did not state the 
amount sold each month. 

&8 So far as can be ascertained from the reports of the Insular Treasurer and 
of the Insular Secretary of Finance these transfers. as had been the case previ
ously. were made by crediting the Treasury of the United States with pesos at 
par in exchange for dollars deposited to the credit of the Currency Reserve Fund 
in New York. If this were the case the United States Treasury must have volun
tarily sacrificed the market premium on the dollar which could have been realized 
by purchasing peso exchange in the market instead of making transfers at par 
through the Currency Reserve Fund. The Insular Government made a substantial 
gain from such transactions since it charged a high premium in pesos for drafts 
sold against the dollars which it acquired at par from the Treasury of the United 
States. . 

80 This calculation was arrived at as follows: 
Exchange sold in Manila on New York. plus premiums ......... $34,828,368 
Exchange sold in New York on Manila (no premium realized) : 

To banks and business houses ................... $ 2,817.690 
Army and navy transfers. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .. 14,000,000 

Proceeds of bonds ............................. 6,076,200 
---- 22.893,890 

Excess of exchange sold in Manila on New york ..........•... $n,934,478 
This is the equivalent of P23,868.956. 
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that the circulation declined 32.5 million pesos, or only 8.6 million 
pesos more than this amount, shows the limited degree to which 
it was possible to effect a reduction in monetary circulation by the 
sale of drafts when the dollar balances against which the drafts 
were sold had been acquired as the result of army and navy trans
fers or transfers of the proceeds of bonds sold in the United States 
by the Insular Government. Though dollar balances acquired from 
these sources. temporarily bolstered up the dwindling Currency 
Reserve Fund, they also had the effect of increasing the demand 
for drafts on the Fund since they injected a nearly equivalent 
amount of pesos into the already redundant monetary circulation. 
In other words, the Government was paying pesos into circulation 
with one hand and withdrawing them from circulation with the 
other. Had this procedure not taken place, that is, if both the army 
and navy transfers and the bond sales had been avoided, and if 
the Currency Reserve Fund had not been in a frozen condition, a 
much greater contraction could have been effected. It is true that had 
the Government not secured dollar balances through these transfers, 
it could not have sold as much exchange as it did. So long, how
ever, as the sale of drafts was not correcting the inflated condition 
of the Islands, there ~as little point in selling them. It is perhaps 
true that the Philippines needed more currency in the first part of 
1920, which was marked by the greatest volume of business in the 
history of the Islands. On the other hand, that the currency was 
increased more than was justifiable is indicated by the fact that the 
tremendous excess of exports in the first part of the year did not 
result in restoring the peso to par. 

It has been contended that a deflation sufficient to have restored 
the peso to par in 1920 would have involved too crushing a burden 
on the Philippines. This contention, however, is of dubious validity. 
A substantial but not overwhelming deflation was necessary if 
the Islands were to return to the gold-exchange standard with the 
peso at its former parity with the dollar, and to delay this deflation 
merely prolonged the agony. The peso returned to par toward the 
end of 1922 when there had been monetary deflation to the extent 
of 66.2 million pesos, or 40.5 per cent from the 163.4 million pesos 
in circulation on May 31, 1920.81 During the last half of 1920 the 

81 Ann. Repts. Treas. Phil. ]s., 1920, p. 41, and 1922, P.49. 
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Insular Government sold sufficient exchange on New York to 
have retired from circulation over 60 million pesos. Since the 
dollar experienced a considerable deflation during 1921, it would 
undoubtedly have been unnecessary to have deflated the peso as 
much in 1920 in order to restore it to parity with the dollar as was 
subsequently necessary to restore it to parity in 1922. In other 
words, a deflation of much less than 60 million pesos should have 
restored the peso to par in 1920, though, of course, some further 
deflation of the peso would have been requisite in 1921 in order 
to maintain the parity of the peso with an appreciating dollar. 
Consequently, a firmer policy on the part of the Insular Govern
ment, which would have resulted in a greater contraction in the 
monetary circulation, would probably have restored the peso to par 
in 1920. Even if its efforts in this direction had not met with 
complete success, they would nevertheless have resulted in a more 
orderly liquidation in 1921 and 1922. It is quite possible that had 
the Insular Government not paid Qut into circulation the proceeds 
of the 6 million dollar Manila Port Works bond issue there would 
have been sufficient additional contraction to have restored the 
peso to par in 1920. Though it was beyond the control of the 
Insular Government as to how much of the army and navy transfers 
should be disbursed, it did have the power to prevent the proceeds 
of the bond issue from getting into circulation. Unfortunately, 
however, the proceeds of the bond issue were either disbursed in 
ordinary expenditures, or were deposited in the Philippine National 
Bank which was then in a very dangerous condition.8

' While it is 
not certain that contracting the circulation by the full amount of the 
bond issue would have restored the peso to par, it would certainly 
have gone far in that direction. 

Moreover, although the money of the Government in circula
tion had declined by 32.5 million pesos during 1920, the total 
monetary circulation of the Islands decreased only 22 million pesos 
or fifteen per cent, due to an increase of 10.5 million pesos in the 
amount of bank notes in circulation." For this increase the Philip
pine National Bank was responsible to the extent of 10.3 million 

88 When the currency system was rehabilitated in 1922 it was necessary to 
restore the dissipated proceeds of this bond issue. 

•• Appendix A, Table XI. 
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pesos. M Thus in spite of the obvious need for contraction, and the 
shaky condition of the National Bank, that institution was allowed 
to double its note issue. Had the Government carried out a more 
stringent policy of monetary contraction the resulting diminution 
of cash reserves would of course have compelled a sharper con
traction of bank credit. Charts IV and V on pages 191 and 194indi
cate that credit deflation was lagging considerably behind currency 
deflation. No~ only was the Philippine National Bank offsetting 
the contraction effected by the Government, but the failure of the 
Philippine banks as a whole to force liquidation, and a continued 
inflationary financing of imports, were making possible the con
tinuance of the seriously large excess of commodity imports over 
exports. There seems to have been an inadequate recognition of 
the need for deflation, and of the fact that the premium on the dollar 
was largely due to the relatively greater degree of inflation in the 
Philippines than in the United States. Without a painful contrac
tion, more painful than in the United States since the peso was 
depreciated relative to the dollar, it was impossible to restore the 
peso to par. 

Attention in particular should be called to an enactment of the 
Philippine Legislature which operated directly to offset such con
traction as might otherwise have taken place as a result of sales of 
exchange through the Currency Reserve Fund. This was Act 
No. 2924 which went into effect on March 25, 1920.65 This law 
empowered the Secretary of Finance, with the approval of the 
Council of State, to authorize the Philippine National Bank to issue 
notes against United States or Philippine Government Bonds, or 
against commercial paper supported by warehouse receipts of ex
port products.66 Against the notes authorized by Act No. 2924 a 
cash reserve of twenty-five per cent was required, one-fifth of 
which was to be deposited with the Insular Treasurer. This Act 
was occasioned by the fact that the Bank h~d been permitted by 
law to issue notes only up to the full amount of its capital and 

6& Ann. Repts. Treas. Phil. Is., 1919, p. 43, and 1920, p. 40. 
65 Rept. Gavernor General Phil. Is., 1921, p. J09. For full text of this law see 

Official Gasette, Vol. XVIII, pp. 1087-8. 
66 These notes were subject to a special tax of one-quarter of one per cent a 

month. They were to be retired when issued against commercial paper when the 
paper matured, and in any case, when designated by the Secretary of Finance. 
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surplus.87 This requirement did not apply to the special notes author
ized by Act No. 2924, and as a result the Bank had outstanding 
24 million pesos of notes, in round numbers, on December 31, 
1920, while on the same date its capital and surplus amounted to 
approximately 22 million pesos.dS 

The authorization of a further increase of bank notes was most 
unwise in view of the fact that the Insular Government should 
have been making every effort to contract currency and credit, 
while the Currency Reserve Fund already had a heavier load than 
it could bear. Had the Philippine National Bank not tied up its 
resources in non-liquid loans, and in financing speculative holding 
of export products, the necessary financing of producers could 
have been accomplished without such an addition to the already 
excessive circulating media of the Islands.ds ThoughAct No. 2924 

was not used until deflation set in, it had been passed when inflation 
was still in progress, and obviously would have been unnecessary 
had the Philippine National Bank been properly managed and had 
its notes been issued against the proper kinds of discountable paper. 
The Act having gone into effect, the Insular Government seems 
to have been unable to resist the pressure for more money and 
credit which is always intense in periods of deflation. The Manila 
banks which were continuously presenting large sums in cash to 
the Insular Treasurer for the purchase of drafts were at the same 
time complaining of the "tightness of money." This "tightness," of 
course, was largely due to the fact that prices in the Islands were 
too high. Though the necessity of credit to move export crops was 
strong, further issues of notes at this time undoubtedly delayed 
the net contraction necessary to restore the peso to par. The fact 
that at this time the Philippine National Bank was practically 

d1 Plus the amount of United States gold held in the Bank's vaults or to its 
order in the Insular Treasury, or in solvent banks in the United States. Ann. 
Rep,. Treas. Phil. /s., 1920, pp. 39-40. The amount of such gold held by the 
Bank at this time was very small. 

88 idem. 
8S d. Rept. Governo,. General Phil. /s., 1922, pp .. 17-18, in which it is stated 

that: 
"The underlying error in the operations of the national bank was that it en

couraged speculation in the handling and marketing of products rather than assist
ing in the production. The promotion of agriculture was the main purpose for 
which the bank was organized, and yet it has been completely dwarfed by commer
cial activities which brought about. its final downfall." 
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unable to grant more loans without increasing its note issue goes 
far toward explaining why the Insular Government was unable to 
resist putting Act No. 2924 into operation. From June to Decem
ber, 1920, the Philippine National Bank issued 3.4 million pesos 
of the notes authorized by Act No. 2924, which were redeemed 
during the first half of the following year.70 During 1921, 7.8 mil
lion pesos were issued, though by the middle of 1922 these too 
had been retir~d. Though the detriment to the exchange situation 
may conceivably have been offset in part by the advantages obtained 
in facilitating the movement of export crops, these special issues 
of notes are a striking testimony to the unsound condition of the 
Philippine National Bank at the time. 

The exchange situation and the inflated condition of the peso 
caused the public no small amount of concern in the latter part of 
1920. Thus the Manila Times of July II, 1920, expressed a fear 
that the peso was going the way of the rouble. While some blamed 
the general situation on deflation in the United States,'l others 
blamed the Administration for its mishandling of the currency 
reserves,. and its failure to provide the needed contraction through 
the sale of drafts.72 The Insular Treasurer was criticized for raising 
rates to protect the currency reserves instead of selling drafts freely. 
In some cases the need for deflation was clearly recognized.78 

The better informed soon saw the effect of exchange rates on the 
prices of imports. For example, an editorial in the Manila Times 
of December 28, 1920, pointed out that where the former price of 
an imported article had been P'I.OO, because of the fact that the 
dollar was now at a premium of twelve per cent the same article 
cost P'I.12.74 The Manila Times75 also reported that General McIn
tyre, Chief of the Bureau of Insular Affairs, had advocated that 

70 Rept. Governor General Phil. [s., 1921, pp. 109-10. 

71 This, of course, undoubtedly had some effect after the middle of 1920. That 
is, if the United States deflated, and the peso was kept at par with the dollar both 
before and after deflation, a corresponding degree of comraction would be necessi
tated in the Philippines. If, however, the currency reserves had not been dissi
pated, there would have been no depreciation of the peso in terms of the dollar. 

72 d. Philippines Free Press of July 24, 1920, pp. I and 16. 
78 Manila Times, August 6, 1920. 
74 This of course assumes that the dollar price of the article was unchanged. 

Since the price level in the United States was falling rapidly at this time such an 
assumption could be applied to only a small number of articles. 

75 Manila Times, August 12, 1920. 
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the interest rate of the Philippine National Bank be advanced from 
nine per cent to twelve per cent in order to relieve the exchange 
situation, but that General Concepcion, the president of the Bank, 
was rumored to have refused unless so ordered by the Secretary 
of Finance. The suggestion was ventured that the Insular Gov
ernment had raised its rates on drafts to protect the Philippine 
National Bank; that is, a heavy run on the Treasury would have 
made obvious the fact that the balance of the Currency Reserve 
Fund in the New York Branch of the Philippine National Bank 
was fictitious. In general, about the middle of 1920, it began to be 
widely suspected that the Philippine National Bank was in a bad 
way, and that the large Currency Reserve Fund had in some way 
disappeared. The Government was blamed for glossing ove!: the 
situation and for giving every explanation but the right one, "the 
almost criminal misappropriation of the Gold Standard Fund."78 

THE PHILIPPI~E NATIONAL BANK AND THE CURRENCY 

AND EXCHANGE CRISIS 

In order to comprehend fully the currency and exchange diffi
culties of the Philippines it is necessary to keep clearly in mind the 
part played therein by the Philippine National Bank. That these 
difficulties were caused primarily by the mishandling of the currency 
reserves by the Bank has been shown in the preceding chapter. 
The evil, however, did not stop there. The efforts of the Insular 
Government to prevent the failure of the Bank acted as a decided 
check and bar to orderly deflation and the restoration of the peso 
to par. Throughout the entire period of the currency and exchange 
crisis the Philippine National Bank, by far the largest and most 
important banking institution in the Islands,77 was in an extremely 
precarious condition. As a result of rumors reaching Washington 
in the summer of 1919, following the exchange difficulties ex
perienced by the Philippines in that year, Mr. Francis Coates, Jr., 
was sent to the Islands by the War Department to make an 

78 Philippines Free Press, July 24, 1920, p, 16. 
fT On December 31, 1920, the resources of the Philippine National Bank con

stituted 66,8 per cent of the resources of all Philippine commercial banks, and 
a year later 48,8 per cent. Statistical Bul, Phil. [s., 1921, p. 50, and Manila Times, 
March 8, 1922.' . 
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examination of the Philippine National Bank.7s Mr. Coates began 
his examination on November 30, 1919, but was forced to con
clude it the following April because of illness. His examination 
did not cover the assets of agencies and branches, and he did not 
reach any definite conclusion as to the solvency or insolvency of 
the Bank.79 In regard to the examination by Mr. Coates the fol
lowing statement was made in the Wright Report: 

"Nowhere in"his report does Mr. Coates come to any definite con
clusion as to the solvency or insolvency of the bank. The actual results 
of his examination, however, 

'indicate the necessity of a complete examination, verifica
tion and valuation being made without delay, in order to 
determine the true degree of solvency or insolvency.' 

"Nevertheless, the fact that the bank was in avery critical position 
is revealed upon nearly every page of his report which sets forth a 
most amazing record of inefficiency, carelessness, and mismanagement. 
Herein lies the main value of his report." 

As a result of the Coates Report the Philippine National Bank 
was placed under new' management. At the same time the Wood
Forbes Mission was appointed to undertake a general survey of 
the government of and conditions in the Philippine Islands. One 
phase of this investigation covered an examination of the Philip
pine National Bank by the firm of Haskins and Sells. 

In order to furnish information as quickly as possible to the 
Wood-Forbes Mission, Haskins and Sells made a preliminary 
report on July I I, 1921. In this report it was estimated that the 
losses of the Bank would reach the sum of 47 million pesos.80 The 
Wright Report quotes the following from the Report of Haskins 
and Sells: 

78 d. Report 0" the PhilippiM Natiollal Ba"k, etc., by Special Bank Examiner 
Ben F. Wright. This report was printed in full by the Ma"ila Times of August 
19, 1923. It contains a summary of the Coates Report as of November 30, 1919; 
the Report of Haskins and Sells as of May 19, 1921; and a revaluation of the 
Bank's assets as of June 30, 1922, made by Special Bank Examiner Ben F. Wright 
and National Bank Examiner Leo H. Martin. Hereafter I shall refer to this 
report as the Wright Report. The Coates Report and the Report of Haskins and 
Sells have not been published. 

79 For a summarization of the findings of the Coates Report see Appendix D. 
80 Wright Report. 
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"It is obvious, therefore, that the investment made by the Philippine 
Government in the Capital Stock of the Philippine National Bank has 
been completely lost, while most of the deposits made therein must 
remain fixed indefinitely. As a result of the condition disclosed reserves 
(twenty per cent of each) required by law" for the protection of the 
circulation and the demand deposits amount to approximately t"3,000,-
000, whereas the legal requirement is about t"23,000,000. 

"Our examination thus far reveals the fact that the bank has oper
ated during almost the entire period of its existence, prior to the ap
pointment of Mr. Wilson as Manager,"2 in violation of every principle 
which prudence, intelligence or even honesty could dictate." 

The findings of the Haskins and Sells Report as to the solvency of 
the Philippine National Bank were summarized as follows: 

"A year and a half later [i.e. after the Coates Report], May 19, 
1921, Haskins & Sells show aggregate losses of 'P75,oSg,000, while 
their consolidated balance sheet shows that the bank's liabilities exceed 
its solvent assets by 'P'65,903,167. It is evident, therefore, that as the 
result of five years' operations of the National Bank the entire Capital 
Stock of the bank, t"35,300,000 (of which the (;Qvemment owns 
t"32,000,000) had been lost as well as some t"30,6oo,000 of its 
'P'6o,016,345 (Insular) deposits. 

"When the additional facts are taken into consideration, (a) That 
the assets of the bank, over and above its losses, must remain indefi
nitely tied up in frozen loans, (b) that the bank's outstanding circula
tion amounted to t"41 ,019,701, and (c) that the required legal reserves 
for the protection of this circulation and some t"81,000,000 deposits 
were deficient by the sum of t"21,985,479, it is clearly evident that the 
bank is hopelessly insolvent." 

The final report of Haskins and Sells summarized the principal 
losses of the Philippine National Bank, as of May 19, 1921, as 
follows:81 

81 The second parenthesis should obviously include "required by law." 
82 Samuel Ferguson was president of the Bank from the latter part of 1916 

until September 14, 1917. He was succeeded by General Concepcion who was 
president until November 16, 1920. General Concepcion was succeeded by E. W. 
Wilson who acted as general manager. Neither Ferguson nor Concepcion was a 
trained banker. During the administration of General Concepcion every American, 
except one in a subordinate position, was. eliminated from the Bank. 

81 Wright Report. 
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Loans and Discounts ..................... 'P' 60,889,000 
Exchange operations-Shanghai .. ,. . . . . . . .. 13,000,000 
Losses on United States Liberty Bonds 1,200,000 

'P' 75,089,000 

Slightly more than a year later, on June 30, 1922, the examination 
of Wright and Martin estimated the losses as 'P'72,738,000.84 

The Coates' Report, the Report of Haskins and Sells, and the 
Wright Report were unanimous in condemning the conduct of 
the affairs of the Bank. Not only had the management been hope
lessly inefficient, but many transactions had been in flagrant viola
tion of the banking law of the Islands. Large loans were made to 
directors, or to interests controlled by directors, involving heavy 
losses. Over 40 million pesos had been loaned to sugar centrals, 
on which losses to the extent of some 15 million pesos were esti
mated. 23.7 million pesos had been loaned to coconut oil com
panies causing further severe losses. The heavy "Shanghai losses" 
were the result of entirely unnecessary speculation on the part of 
the incompetent manager of the Shanghai Branch of the Philippine 
National Bank. Into the details of mismanagement of the Bank it is, 
for the present purpose, unnecessary to go. It is sufficient to state 
that it was mismanagement of the same general type as marked 
the dissipation of the Currency Reserve Fund by that institution. 
Clearly, throughout the greater part of the currency and exchange 
crisis, the Philippine National Bank was, to put it mildly, in an 
extremely non-liquid condition. Its assets were! hopelessly involved, 
and would require years for liquidation. It was obviously impossible 
for the Bank to restore even in Manila the large deposits from the 
Currency Reserve Fund except after years of liquidation, to say 
nothing of restoring them in the form of gold in New York against 
which drafts could be sold, which was the pressing need. According 
to the estimate of Wright and Martin the losses of the Bank were 
sufficient to wipe out the Bank's capital stock and seventy-nine 
per cent of the 47.5 million pesos of deposits of the Insular Gov
ernment. On June 30, 1922, when the Bank should have had 

84 For a summarization of the result of the revaluation of assets by Wright and 
Martin, see Appendix D. This appendix also contains a statement of the condition 
of the Philippine National Bank of December 31, 1920, December 31, 1921, and 
June 30, 1922• 
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reserves of 12.2 million pesos against its notes and deposits, it 
had only 182,000 pesos.s, A year previously the Bank's reserves 
had been short nearly 20 million pesos. On December 31, 1921, 
with a note issue outstanding of 32.7 million pesos and with 
deposits of 84.4 million pesos the Bank had only I.I million pesos 
of cash in its own vaults and with the Treasurer of the Philippine 
Islands.s• Similarly, on December 31, 1920, with notes outstanding 
to the amount of 24.2 million pesos and with deposits of 134.7 
million the Bank had only 3.7 million pesos in cash in its own vaults 
and in those of the Insular Treasury.sT The large amount of notes 
of the Philippine Nlational Bank in circulation, practically without 
reserves throughout the greater part of the currency crisis, consti
tuted a grave menace to the already depreciated peso. 

Moreover, not only was the Government unable to force the 
Bank to retire its notes, but it actually permitted substantial in
creases in 1920 and 1921, both in the regular issue and in the 
special issues authorized by Act No. 2924. The Insular Govern
ment did not dare press the Bank hard, as this would undoubtedly 
have caused its immediate collapse, and the already severe mon
etary and exchange crisis would have been complicated by the 
failure of the most important banking institution in the Islands. 
A run seems to have been prevented by the knowledge that the 
Insular Government owned ninety-four per cent of the capital 
stock of the Bank, and that back of the immediate responsibility 
of the Insular Government was the moral responsibility of the 
Government of the United States. It was clearly a most unpropi
tious time to attempt to liquidate the Bank if such a step could 
possibly be avoided. The Bank occupied such an important place 
in the economic life of the community that any sudden attempt to 
liquidate it would have caused untold hardship. Liquidation would 
further have been an open confession of the dismal failure of the 
Insular Government in the field of banking, and particularly of 
the Filipino management which had been in control of the Bank 
during the period of its wildest excesses. To have attempted an 
immediate liquidation of the Bank would therefore have been both 
economically and politically inexpedient, and in addition would 

S5 Wright Report. 
S. Appendix D. 
8T idem. 
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have been a severe blow to Philippine pride.8s Nevertheless, the 
fact that the Bank was kept open with an unduly large amount 
of notes in circulation practically unbacked by reserves, and appar
ently acceptable only because of the belief of the ultimate respon
sibility of the Insular or United States Government, acted as a drag 
on orderly liquidation and resulted in maintaining unstable con
ditions for a long time. By its indulgence to the Bank, particularly 
in allowing the Bank to increase its issues of notes unsupported by 
cash reserves, notes which were inconvertible except insofar as 
they were illegally accepted for drafts sold on the Currency Reserve 
Fund, the Insular Government left the Bank in a position to delay 
the necessary contraction of currency and credit. Thus in 1920, 

though there was a net deflation in the total monetary circulation 
of the Islands of nearly 22 million pesos, the notes of the Philippine 
National Bank iri circulation were increased a little over 10.3 mil
lion pesos.89 Similarly, though in 1921 there was a net monetary 
deflation of nearly 21 miIlion pesos, the notes outstanding of the 
Bank increased approximately 9 million pesos.oo Obviously it did 
no good for the Insular Government to retire money paid in for 
drafts with one hand and pay more money out into circulation 
through the Philippine National Bank with the other. The necessity 
for making the attempts to stabilize exchange subservient to the 
necessity for keeping the doors of the Bank open thus operated as 

88 d. the following cablegram of June 10, 1921: 
"Weeks, Secretary of War: After examination and conference with Governor 

General, Auditor, and Manager, National Bank, we find that the bank is practi
cally insolvent. The Government cannot purchase exchange, even to meet current _ 
running expenses payable in United States, and has had to ask our local banks 
not to present its circulating notes for redemption. Cash reserves are now about 
ten per cent of legal requirements. If bank should fail it would mean practical 
bankruptcy of the Philippine Government, which would continue until new re
sources became available besides bankrupting many provinces and municipalities 
which have been required by law to deposit all funds with bank. We feel the 
faith of the United States is pledged in support of !olvency of the Philippine 
Government and situation is so critical that we concur in urging immediate relief 
measures on general lines recommended by Governor General in extending debits
making power of government. Unnecessary publicity might precipitate crisis 
here. Wood. Forbes." 

Forbes, W. Cameron, The Philippine Islands, Vol. II, pp. 312-13. 
80 d. supra, pp. 149-50. 
80 Appendix A, Table XI. See also Ann. Rept. T,.eas. Phil. Is., 1920, p. 40; 

and 1921, p. 43. 
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a serious check to deflation. Yet the situation had already become so 
menacing that it is possible that the Government chose the lesser 
of the two evils of which it then had an alternative. 

During 1921 the capital of the Philippine National Bank was 
increased from 12.2 to 35.3 million pesos. This did not increase 
the strength of the Bank, however, since the additional stock was 
purchased by the Insular Government simply by a book entry 
reducing deposits of the Insular Government and increasing the 
capital stock.81 The only relief was the interest which the Bank 
would otherwise have had to pay on the deposits transferred. To 
meet the demands of the Government for the return of its deposits, 
and in order that the Bank might make advances to sugar centrals, 
sugar planters and oil interests, the liquid loans of the Bank 
were collected, its United States bonds sold, its cash holdings still 
further reduced, and its circulation increased.92 The extremely 
unsound condition of the Philippine National Bank was an im
portant factor in the increased depreciation of the peso in 1921, and, 
in part, explains why the return of the peso to par was delayed 
until the latter part of 1922. Had the Bank not been bolstered up 
by the Insular Government at every turn, and had it not been 
allowed to operate practically without reserves in violation of the 
law, there is little doubt that it would have been forced into 
liquidation. 

In extenuation of the shortcomings of the Philippine National 
Bank it may be said that even had the Bank been in the soundest 
condition, the stress of events in 1920 and 1921 would have been 

. extremely trying. As a result of the world-wide deflation occurring 
at this time Philippine exports, which were chiefly agricultural 
raw materials, suffered a precipitous decline in price. Since the 

81 Wright Report. See also Rep;. GO"/Jemor General Phil. Is., 1921, p. II4- This 
transaction was one of a series used to reduce the amount of the Currency Re
serve Fund deposit due to the Insular Government from the Bank. During 1921 
the Insular Government reduced the amount owed it by the Bank on account of 
this deposit by P35,766,292. This, however, did not mean that assets of the Bank 
had been liquidated to this amount, and cash transferred to the Insular Govern
ment. P22,915,960 were used to pay for additional stock of the Bank, P2,OOO,000 
for stock of the Manila Railroad Company, and P2,050,ooo for stock of the Na
tional Development Company. These investments were later transferred to the 
General Fund of the Treasury. 

82 Wright Report. 
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Bank was, widely engaged in finanC!!lg the production and export 
of these commodities it is likely that even with competent man
agement many of its loans would have become frozen. Similarly, 
the fact that the prices of Philippine exports declined so much 
more rapidly than the prices of imports would have produced a 
serious disequilibrium in the balance of payments even if the Bank 
had been in a sound' condition and the currency system had been 
able to function in a normal manner. Granting all this, however, 
the fact remains that it was the incompetent management of the 
Bank which made what otherwise would have been only a very 
difficult situation an extremely desperate one. Thus the greater 
part of the Bank's losses and frozen loans must be attributed 
primarily to the incapability of the officials of the Bank rather 
than to the depression of 1920 and 1921. Similarly, the inflationary 
policies of the Bank, together with its reckless dissipation of the 
currency reserves, were primarily responsible for the collapse of 
the currency system, and thereby greatly retarded the reestablish
ment of equilibrium in the balance of payments. Therefore, even 
though it be granted that world-wide developments subjected the 
Philippine National Bank to severe stress in 1920 and 1921, the 
Bank must bear a heavy onus of blame for the economic difficulties 
experienced by the Islands during those years. 

THE CURRENCY AND EXCHANGE CRISIS DURING 1921 

The year 1921 was one of the most crucial in the history of the 
Islands. It was marked by wide fluctuations in the depreciated peso, 
disorderly deflation and liquidation, severe business depression 
and even stagnation. The warehouses were filled with both imported 
and domestic goods, while consumers reduced their purchases to 
the minimum. At the same time, producers and merchants strove 
to resist the necessary liquidation at lower prices by securing 
credit from banks. The latter, however, had~their resources frozen 
in speculative loans or long-time credits to owners of sugar centrals, 
oil mills, and similar enterprises.98 There were widespread failures, 
strikes, unemployment, and, in general, though perhaps in an exag
gerated degree, all the concomitants of the post-war reaction and 
deflation suffered by many other countries at this time. There was 

VI Rept. Governo,. Gene,.al Phil. Is., 1921, p. log. 
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a rapid decline in the foreig:n trade of the Islands, which was 
accompanied during the greater part of the year by a heavy excess 
of commodity imports over exports, as shown in the following 
table:" 

(In millions of pesos) 
MONTH EXPORTS IMPORTS TOTAL BALANCE 
January 13·5 27.8 41.3 -14·3 
February 17.0 32.7 49·7 -15·7 
March 9·9 22.1 32.0 -12.2 
April 14·2 20·7 34·9 - 6·5 
May 15·9 15·5 31.4 + 0·4 
June 18.4 21.2 39.6 - 2.8 
July 16.8 25·7 42·5 - 8.9 
August 13.6 23·3 36.9 - 9·7 
September 14·9 11.6 26·5 + 3·3 
October 12·3 9·4 .21.7 + 2·9 
November 16.1 10·3 26·4 + 5.8 
December 13.6 11.4 25.0 + 2.2 

Total 176.2 231.7 407.9 -55·5 
The recession in foreign trade evident in this table was due almost 
entirely to a decline in imports, a decline which took place some
what tardily in view of the depressed state of the export trade.DD 

The above figures represent chiefly a decline due to decreased 
value rather than decreased physical volume of trade. The physical 
volume of exports was substantially greater in 1921 than in the 
preceding year, though there was a decline of 41.7 per cent in 
value.De Imports declined only 22.5 per cent in value, and domestic 
trade an estimated 38 per cent. The index of wholesale prices of 
staple commodities produced in the Islands declined from 175.3 

D. Statistical Bul. Phil. Is., 1921. p. 27. 
88 The foreign trade of 1921 compared with that of 1920. in millions of pesos, 

as follows: 

ibid .• p. 5. 

Imports 
Exports 

Total 

8. ibid .• pp. 5-6. 30. 

. 1920 

298.9 
302.2 

601.1 

192 1 
231·7 
176.2 

Decrease 
67.2 

126.0 

193·3 
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for January to 124.5 for December.07 The index of the price of 
sugar fell from 210.9 for January to 119.4 for December, tobacco 
from 146.2 to 64.0, and hemp from 188.6 to 126.5.98 Since Philip
pine exports consisted almost exclusively of agricultural raw 
materials, such price declines as these would inevitably have re
sulted in an excess of commodity imports unless these imports, 
which were made up chiefly of manufactured goods, and which were 
declining in -price more slowly, were greatly reduced in volume. 
That this reduction in the volume of imports was not forthcoming 
until late in 1921 explains in part the heavy excess of commodity 
imports over exports which marked the last half of 1920 and the 
first half of 1921. The imports, of course, were made possible by 
the inflated currency and the failure of the banks to realize quickly 
enough that the imports which they were financing could not be 
paid for by Philippine exports at the tremendously reduced values 
to which the latter had fallen. 

From the standpoint of currency and banking conditions the 
year 1921 from its very inception was marked by extremely un
favorable developments. Since December 18 of the preceding year 
the Government rate on telegraphic transfers had been eleven per 
cent, while the market rate ruled at eleven and one-half per cent. 
Moreover, at the conclusion of 1920, the United States balance of 
the Currency Reserve Fund was overdrawn.09 This resulted in the 
suspension of the sale of exchange by the Insular Government on 
January 2, 1921. Until the sale of exchange was resumed by the 
Insular Government there was no means of effecting the necessary 
contraction of the currency and no check to an even more serious 
depreciation of the peso. At the same time, the two largest banks in 
the Islands, which were also banks with the note issue privilege, 
were in a serious condition. The condition of the most important of 
these, the Philippine National Bank, has already been described in 
some detail. It is sufficient here to state that en December 31, 1920, 
the legal reserves of the Bank were deficient by approximately 29 
million pesos. It had 24.2 million pesos of notes outstanding, de
posits of 134.7 million, most of which belonged to the Insular 

97 See Appendix E, Table XIII. 
98 Statistical Bul. Phil. Is., 1923, p. 103. 
99 Table VI, p. '1'1. 
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Government, and at the same time only 3.7 million pesos of cash in 
its own vaults and those of the Insular Treasurer.loo The condition 
of the Bank of the Philippine Islands was also unsatisfactory. This 
bank, which had individual deposits of 13 million pesos, and notes 
outstanding of 9 million pesos, was unable to meet further with
drawals of deposits, redeem its notes, or pay the balances due to 
other banks. Relief had already been extended to this bank by the 
Philippine National Bank to the sum of 3.5 million pesos, together 
with smaller advances by other local banks. Unless further aid was 
forthcoming it was feared that this bank might have to be closed. 
With the two largest Philippine banks in a dangerous condition, 
with the currency reserves exhausted, and with .the peso at a dis
count of eleven per cent against the dollar, the Insular Government 
clearly had to walk with the utmost circumspection if a disastrous 
financial collapse was to be avoided. 

In the first part of January the Insular Government strove to 
remedy the banking situation by negotiating an agreement with ten 
of the most important Manila banks. This agreement may be 
summarized as follows :101 

( I) The Insular Government agreed to have loans made through the 
Philippine National Bank to the Bank of the Philippine Islands to be 
used for meeting withdrawals of deposits and for meeting items due 
other local banks. 

(2) The contracting banks agreed not to call upon the Insular Gov
ernment for exchange on New York until February 28,1921, at which 
time the Government hoped to be able to have a sufficiently large Cur
rency Reserve Fund balance to meet the demand for exchange. The 
banks, however, were given the right to purchase exchange from the 
Government for delivery on February 28 at a premium of nine per 
cent, which was two per cent below the official premium at the time. 

(3) The contracting banks agreed not to present for redemption the 
notes of either the Philippine National Bank or the Bank of the Philip
pine Islands until February 28, 1921, and the Government agreed to 
see to their redemption on that date. 

(4) The Insular Government agreed to accept notes of the Philip
pine National Bank in payment of purchases of exchange on the Cur
rency Reserve Fund in amounts equivalent to the difference between 

100 Appendix D. 
101 Official Documents. 
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the amount of exchange wanted by any bank and the amount of Treas
ury certificates which they were able to present. 

This last provision was not in acCordance with the currency 
laws which provided that only money of the Government could 
be received in payment for drafts on New York. The notes of the 
Philippine National Bank were clearly the liabilities of that insti
tution and not of the Currency Reserve Fund. Nevertheless, under 
the circumstances, the foregoing provision was deemed imperative. 
Provided that the bank notes paid in for drafts were retired from 
circulation and not reissued, the results would have been nearly as 
satisfactory from the standpoint of -the needed deflation as if 
Treasury certificates had been retired. The only major difference 
from this standpoint was that the certificates could be used as bank 
reserves, whereas the notes of the Philippine National Bank could 
not. However, any serious retardation of deflation as a result of 
this circumstance was unlikely, since the Bank agreed to replace 
bank notes received by the Insular Treasurer with Treasury certifi
cates as rapidly as it was able. The agreement to receive Philippine 
National Bank notes in payment of drafts on the Currency Reserve 
Fund may therefore be conceded to have been expedient, but it was 
certainly at variance with the plain provisions of the currency law. 

The terms of their agreement were carried out by both parties. 
By the end of February the Philippine National Bank had extended 
aid to the Bank of the Philippine Islands to the extent of nearly 
7 million pesos, and the Government had sold exchange at the agreed 
rates to the amount of 8.6 million dollars.102 This resulted in 
overdrawing the New York balance of the Currency Reserve 
Fund by 637,000 dollars, and in the suspension of further sales 
of exchange on New York until the middle of Aprip08 The market 
premium on dollar exchange prevailed at eleven and one-half 
per cent from January 3 until February 9. From then until February 
19 it was twelve and one-half per cent. Two days later it fell to 
twelve per cent and remained at that point until March 4. From that 
date until the latter part of April the dollar was quoted at thirteen 
per cent premium save for the last week in March when fourteen 

loa AIIII. ReP'. TrIas. Phil. Is., 1921, p. 26. 
loa The Insular Government was enabled to sell these drafts because of army 

and navy transfers made in advance of needs by the Treasurer of the United 
States. 
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per cent was the ruling premium.lo, During March the Government 
premium on telegraphic transfers was raised to sixteen per cent, 
the maximum figure attained.l06 During April and May the export 
situation improved considerably, the month of May being marked 
by a slightly favorable commodity balance of trade, the first in 
nine months.l08 This revival of the export trade was due chiefly to 
exports of sugar and hemp. As a result, the premium on dollar 
exchange fell to ten per cent in the latter part of April and ruled 
between four and five and one-half per cent during the first three 
weeks of May. Unfortunately, this improvement was short-lived. 
The premium rose to seven and one-half per cent on May 22, and 
during the remainder of the month fluctuated around eleven per 
cent. During the first three weeks of June the premium varied 
from twelve per cent to fourteen per cent. The premium on dollar 
exchange remained high during July and the greater part of August. 
Toward the close of the latter month there was. a decline due to the 
fact that Congress authorized the Insular Government to increase 
the bonded indebtedness of the Islands 15 million dollars.107 For the 
next three months the exchange rate on N ew York declined steadily 
until from October 7 to October 13 the premium on dollar exchange 
was as low as one per cent which was one-eighth of one per cent 
below the premium established by law for telegraphic transfers on 
the New York balance of the Currency Reserve Fund. The Gov
ernment premiums followed the market premiums downward with 
a lag of several points until in the first part of October they reached 
two per cent for demand drafts and three per cent for telegraphic 
trans fers.loa 

That the policy of the Government as to the rates at which it 
sold exchange had little to do with the appreciation of the peso in 
the third quarter of 1921 is indicated by the fact that from the end 

104 Diesen, op. cit., pp. 51-4- The general course of excha!tge rates is shown in 
Appendix E, Table XIII and Chart VII. 

101 Rept. GoverflOf' General Phil. Is., 1922, p. III. The market premiums do not 
seem to have advanced beyond fourteen per cent for cable transfers. cf. Diesen 
loco cit. and Statistical Bul. Phil. Is., 1921, p. 7. 

108 Statistical Bul. Phil. Is., 1921, p. 27. 
lOT .Manila Times, August 14, 1921. 
loa ibid., October 7. 1921. 
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of May until the end of September only 662,000 dollars of exchange 
were sold to banks or individuals. lOB The chief cause of the im
provement seems to have been a belated though decided curtailment 
in the volume of imports, accompanied by an increase of exports, 
which resulted in a slight excess of commodity exports over im
ports for the second half of the year. Undoubtedly, the fact that 
the Ins,!la~ Government had secured the proceeds of the sale of 
10 million dol,ars of bonds in New York, and that this sum could 
be used for the sale of drafts, operated to buoy up the peso in Sep
tember and October.110 In addition, the by no means inconsiderable 
monetary deflation of 1920 and 1921 might well have been expected 
to show results in the movement of the peso toward parity with the 
dollar. Unfortunately, just when it seemed as if, with its increased 
gold resources and with favoring general conditions, the Insular 
Government should be able to restore the peso to par, exchange 
rates on the United States again began to rise. The market premium 
on cable transfers, which had remained at two per cent during the 
greater part of October and the first half of November, rose to 
two and one-hal f per cent on November 17. At this point the Insular 
Government, evidently fearing a drain on its newly acquired gold 
balance, suspended the sale of exchange, and leaving the peso to 
its own devices, kept this suspension in force for the remainder of 
1921 and the entire year 1922.111 The market premiums on dollar 
exchange, reversing the trend of the previous five months, rose 
steadily until the premium on cables reached ten and one-half per 
cent on December 20. Thereafter a decline set in which brought the 
premium on dollar exchange to seven per cent by the end of the 
year. 

Throughout 1921 the Insular Government sold 19.4 million dol
lars of exchange on the United States, upon which premiums to the 
amount of 3.4 million pesos were realized. ll2 No exchange was 
sold in the United States on Manila. Consequently, under a proper 
working of the gold-exchange standard meclianism the circulation 
might have been expected to decline 42.2 million pesos. As in the 
case of the preceding year, however, such a decline did not take 

lOB AIIII. Rept. Treas. Phil. Is., 1921, p.26. 
110 d. Mallila Times, August 20, 1921, and September 20, 1921. 
111 Rept. Governor General Phil. Is., 1922, p. III. 

112 AIIII. Rept. Treas. Phil. Is., 1921, p. 26. 
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place because sales of exchange in Manila were to a large extent 
made possible by army and navy transfers and by transfers of 
the proceeds of Insular bonds sold in the United States, botho!" 
which resulted in the issue of nearly an equivalent amount of pesos 
in Manila. At the beginning of the year there was an overdraft of 
851,000 dollars on banks in the United States in which the Cur
rency Reserve Fund was deposited.lU The IO million dollars of 
certificates of indebtedness issued in 1920 and due on August 2, 

1921, were refunded by a further issue of certificates. This was 
made possible by an Act of Congress, approved July 21, 1921, 

which authorized the issue of temporary certificates of indebted
ness to an amount not to exceed 20 million dollars. m The Insular 
Government, however, did not take advantage of this proposal to 
the extent of issuing the remaining amount of certificates of in
debtedness, since it had been decided to let this remain as a resource 
to be used only in an extreme emergency. As was stated above, the 
chief sources of dollars against which the Insular Government sold 
exchange were deposits by the Treasurer of the United States in 
advance of needs, and the sale of bonds.ll5 Transfers on account of 
the Treasurer of the United States amounted to 19.5 million pesos 
inclusive of 15.5 million pesos carried in a special account bearing 
interest at seven per cent.ll8 On August I, 1921,20 million pesos 
of Public Improvement Bonds were sold whiCh also operated to 

11. Table VI, p. 77. 
116 Ann. Rept. T,.eas. Phil. Is., 1921, p. 21. 
115 So far as can be told from the government reports most of the remainder of 

the dollar balances used were secured from the Philippine National Bank. During 
the course of the year excbange was sold to the amount of $19,418,290, while 
balances with United States Banks other than the branch of the Philippine 
National Bank showed a deficit of $850,805 at the beginning of the year and a 
credit of $5A62,239 at the end. Hence the sum of $25,731,334 must be accounted 
for, and as reported by the Insular Treasurer and Secretary of Finance, transfers 
by the United States Treasurer, and proceeds of the sales of bonds accounted for 
only $19,312,000 of this amount. This leaves $6,419,334 to be explained, which the 
author is unable to account for from the published reports. An analysis of the 
reduction of the deposits of the Insular Government with the Philippine National 
Bank during the year, a,nd of the transfer of a large part of the deposit in New 
York to the general fund of the Treasury, suggest that part of the deposit may 
have been paid off in gold in New York. However, this is only a supposition 
which cannot be supported by definite proof. The Insular Government may have 
been able to borrow on a short-time basis in anticipation of bond sales, but if 
this was done there is no record of the transactions in the published reports. 

118 An". Rept. T,.eas. Phil. Is., 1921, p. 22. 
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build up the dollar balance of the Insular Government.ll7 Though 
advances by the United States Treasurer and the bond sales built 
up the dollar reserve of the Insular Government, the net result of 
selling drafts against these balances differed widely from the 
effects which would have followed from the sale of drafts on 
New York under the normal working of the gold-exchange stand
ard. Then, as stated above, a net contraction of some 42 million 
pesos might h.ave been expected. The net contraction of the money 
of the Government in circulation which actually took place was 
only 29.8 million pesos.118 Moreover, the net decline in the total 
monetary circulation of the Islands was reduced to only 20.9 million 
pesos by an increase of bank notes in circulation of 8.9 million 
pesos.ll9 In other words, had the Insular Government been able 
to refrain from paying out money into circulation as a result of 
army and navy transfers, had the transfer of the proceeds of the 
bond issue been deferred,12O had it been feasible to prevent a further 
increase of note issue by banks which were unable to redeem 
their outstanding notes, and had the gold-exchange standard ma
chinery been functioning properly, contraction to the extent of 
forty per cent would have been effected. Handling the situation 
as it actually did, and as, to some degree, circumstances made neces
sary, the Insular Governmenf was able to effect a contraction of 
only twenty per cent in the total monetary circulation. 

Undoubtedly the peso could have been restored to par in the 
last quarter of 1921 had .the Insular Government adopted a slightly 
more stringent policy as to deflation, particularly since it could 
have acquired a substantial gold balance by selling the additional 

111 Ann. Rept. Treas. Phil. Is., 1928, p. 78. 
118 Appendix A, Table XI. 
119 The Philippine National Bank was responsible for nearly the entire amount 

of this increase, the note issue of the Bank of the Philippine Islands having been 
increased only P8,972. See Ann. Repts. Treas. Phil. Is., 1920, p. 40; and 1921, p. 43. 
Bank notes constituted only 7.g per cent of total monet,llry circulation in 1918, but 
by the end of 1921 they constituted 40.8 per cent. Appendix A, Table XI. 

120 The Insular Government made an effort to defer the expenditures of this 
bond issue. When the sale of the bonds was announced there was a prompt 

. demand in the Islands that the proceeds should be transferred through sales of 
exchange and used to finance producers hard hit by deflation. The Manila Times 
of September 20, 1921, reported that though the Insular Government had decided 
to finance production in order to facilitate the movement of export crops, this 
assistance was to be limited to 4 million pesos. 
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10 million dollars of temporary certificates of indebtedness author
ized in July of that year. The peso returned to par in 1922 when 
there had been a further contraction of the currency of only 6.4 
million peSOS.l2l Consequently, it would not have required a much 
greater or more skilful effort to have brought the peso to par 
and held it there in the latter part of 1921. Prior to this time the 
Insular Government was undoubtedly handicapped in any program 
of stabilization by the fact that it had exhausted the limit of its 
bonded indebtedness by the issue of 12 million pesos of Manila 
Port Works Bonds on September 1,1920.122 However, on July 21, 

1921, in addition to authorizing an increase of 10 million dollars 
in temporary certificates of indebtedness, Congress authorized an 
increase in the bonded indebtedness of the Islands of 15 million 
dollars (from 15 to 30 million dollars), and authorized the Insular 
Government to issue 10 million dollars of its own bonds secured 
by bonds of provinces and municipalities.128 This should have given 
a sufficient margin of security to justify ·an attempt to maintain 
the peso at par, particularly after October of 1921, a month in 
which the peso approached par without the active support of the 
Government. 

POLICY OF THE INSULAR GOVERNMENT AS TO THE 

SALE OF EXCHANGE 

Though decisive action would probably have consolidated the 
gains secured by the very substantial deflation accomplished .in the 
latter part of 1920 and in 1921, such action was not taken. During 
the first six months of 1921 the Insular Government sold a large 
amount of exchange, namely 15. I million dollars, but during the 
latter half its sales were only 4.3 million dollars.124 The ability of 
the Government to sell exchange was of course conditioned by its 
ability to secure dollar balances in the United States, but the fact 
that its dollar balance was often at or near the point of exhaustion 
led the Government, as in the previous two years, to attempt to 
protect the remaining reserves by charging a high rate for its drafts. 

121 Appendix A, Table XI. 
122 ReP'. Governo, Gene,al Phil. Is., 1920, p. 70. 
us See 42 U.S. Statutes, pp. 145-6, and 67th Congress, 1st Session, House 

Reports, Vol. I, Report No. 55. 
124Ann. Rep'. r,eas. Phil. Is., 1921, p. 26. 
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The Government was thus left in the anomalous position of resist
ing contraction through raising its rates on drafts, although the 
need and mandate was for a free contraction of the currency 
through the sale of drafts at fixed rates. Clearly it was impossible 
to stabilize exchange by a policy which allowed the Government 
rate to be advanced every time the market rates showed a tendency 
to rise to the same level. Moreover, there seems to have been an 
impression in. some official quarters that the most effective way of 
stopping the excess of imports was to cease selling exchange. 

The policy of the Insular Government during 1921 and the 
explanation for discontinuing the operation of the gold-exchange 
standard machinery were summed up by the Secretary of Finance 
as follows :121 

"The probable exhaustion of the funds of the insular government 
deposited with the various banks in the United States for exchange 
operations occasioned by the heavy demand for New York exchange 
by reason of the large unfavorable balance which the country faced 
during the latter part of 1920 and during the first three quarters of 
1921 made it imperative for the government to take such drastic steps 
during the latter year as would insure the economic stability of the 
country. As an initial step, the sale of exchange was kept down to the 
lowest possible limit and the rate of exchange, in March of the same 
year, was raised to sixteen per cent, the highest figure ever quoted. 
Upon finding, however, that this measure, drastic as it was, did not 
discourage the purchase of exchange on N ew York because importa
tions into the islands continued to such an alarming extent, the govern
ment, by virtue of the provisions of Act No. 2939, suspended the sale 
of exchange on New York on November 25,1921, to banking institu
tions, commercial firms, or private individuals, which suspension con
tinued practically during 1922." 

While such a policy may have protected the currency reserve, it 
can hardly be said to have promoted economic stability. Stability 
would have been best promoted by selling qchange freely; not by 
keeping sales at a minimum through charging high rates. Free sales 
of exchange would have resulted in a sharp contraction of the 
monetary circulation, and would have put pressure on the banks 
to reduce their loans since their cash reserves would have declined 
as pesos were paid to the Treasury for the purchase of drafts. This 

121 ReP'. Governor General Phil. Is., 1922, p. III. 
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would undoubtedly have made them less willing to finance imports. 
The failure to effect the necessary contraction of the monetary 
circulation operated to maintain prices relatively high in the Philip
pines, and thus continuously promoted an excess of imports. It. is 
true that the advance in the market rate of exchange which resulted 
from the suspension of sales of drafts by the Government tended 
to promote exports and retard imports, but this merely delayed the 
deflation which had to be effected if the peso was to be restored 
to its parity with the dollar. Some Insular officials believed that 
the banks would be induced by the high premium on dollar exchange 
to furnish such exchange through drawing on their home offices 
or borrowing from correspondents. While this might temporarily 
increase the supply of dollar exchange, it would simply defer the 
settlement of debit items and would not necessarily operate to 
decrease imports. Indeed, such credits might be used to prolong 
the disequilibrium unless steps were taken to effect the deflation 
so badly needed in the Islands at the time. It should be remembered, 
in this connection, that while the purchase of drafts from the 
Government would have meant the retirement of pesos from circu
lation, the purchase of drafts from the banks did not. 

Sales of exchange by Manila banks not only failed to provide 
a permanent corrective to the factors of dis~quilibrium, but by 
the latter part of 1921 these banks were no longer able to make 
such sales in any great amount. There was, of course, a limit to 
which the local banks could go in providing exchange through 
drawing on their home offices, or borrowing from correspondents, 
even though tempted by the profit possibilities of a high rate on 
dollar exchange. Such borrowing was not facilitated by the world
wide deflation occurring at the time. In addition, by the latter part 
of 1921 the local banks, in most cases, seem to have furnished 
as much exchange as they could from such sources. In this connec
tion the following excerpt from a letter from one of the Manila 
banks in the latter part of 1921 is of interest :128 

"With regard to ---'s [an important Insular Official is 
named] remark that the foreign banks are operating under conditions 
which permit an overdraft on the home office and they will not permit 
exchange to go too high, the trouble is that the foreign banks have 

128 Quoted in the Official Documents. 
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ab;iady allowed their Man,ila Branches to overdraw and to the limit. 
-This has been .. chronic c9ndition with our Branch for the past several 

, years. As I look at it the fact that the foreign banks had reached the 
1imit and could not permit "their Manila offices to draw further is one 
of the reasons why'exchange went up: I, therefore, cannot at all under
stand how they can prevent the exchange from going higher if they 
have nothing to sell." 

Such evidence as there is supports the validity of this contention. 
This is indicated by the foHowing table of claims of all Manila banks 
due from and due to main offices, branches, agents, and correspon
dents :127 

(In millions of pesos) 
END OF YEAR 1918 1919 1920 1921 
Amount due from 

main office and 
branches and 
from agents 
and correspon-
dents 100.0 

Amount due to 
main office and 
branches and to 
agents and cor-
respondents 67.9 

74. 1 

68.0 113.4 95·7 

1922 

53·9 

72 •2 

DIFFERENCE +32.1 +1.4 -25.9 -21.6 -26.4 -20.2 

As far as can be told from these figures the Manila banks must 
have drawn heavily on foreign balances and sources in 1919 and 
1920. These transactions would have enabled them to offer ex
change throughout these years. However, while these sales of 
exchange would have supported the peso for the time being, they 
only substituted one debit item for anothe~ that is, the Manila 
banks had eventually to settle their balances due abroad. Such 
transactions, instead of reducing, tended to prolong the heavy ex
cess of commodity imports. When the local banks had drawn to 
the limit on foreign sources, and when it became clear that exports 
were not realizing an amount sufficient to cover the demands of 

127 Statistical Bul. Phil. 1s., 1919. p. 185; and 1923. p. 130. 
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importers for dollar exchange, or to enable the banks to build '~p 
their dollar balances, it was to be expected that credits to importerS" 
would have been granted more sparingly. Had this been done" in o. 
1919 and 1920, and not deferred until the latter"part of 1921, the" 
Islands might have experienced" a more orderly deflation, and the 
restoration of the peso to par might have been facilitated. The 
reason that this did not happen sooner was that there had not 
yet been sufficient monetary deflation to put pressure on the banks 
through the reduction of their cash reserves. Hence it was fallacious 
to assume that the banks would prevent the exchange rate from 
going "too high." The redundant circulation resulted in the banks 
having ample cash to present for drafts on the Currency Reserve 
Fund. Consequently, pesos were presented in large amounts for 
redemption in drafts in spite of the fact that the Government 
attempted to discourage such demands by a steady advance in the 
premiums which it charged. Had the Government retired from cir
culation the full amount of the pesos received in payment for drafts 
the redundancy in the monetary circulation would soon have been 
corrected, and the underlying cause of disequilibrium, namely, the 
relatively high price level of the Philippines, would soon have been 
remedied. With prices reduced, exports encouraged, and imports 
discouraged, a reduction in the premium on the dollar would have 
followed. However, the failure of the Government to contract the 
circulation by the peso equivalent of drafts sold led to a seemingly 
endless drain on the New York balance of the Currency Reserve 
Fund, and in consequence it was deemed imperative to stop the 
sale of drafts altogether. 

Fortunately when the Government suspended the sale of ex
change on November 25, 1921, there had been a contraction of the 
currency nearly sufficient to bring the peso to par. This suspension 
was authorized by section 2 of Act No. 2939128 which provided that: 

" ... the Governor-General, upon recommendation of the Secretary 
of Finance, may suspend for such time as he sees fit, the sale of 
exchange to any individual, firm, company or corporation, or he may 
require before selling any exchange, such proofs and affidavits as he 
deems sufficient that such exchange is needed in legitimate Philippine 

128 For full text of this law, which went into effect on January 20 1921 see 
Official Gaeelte, Vol. XIX, pp" 601-2. ' , 
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business and could not have been legitimately supplied by proceeds of 
Philippine 'exports." • 
This provision, enacted in the latter part of 1920, was largely due 
to the I:Qistrust existing between the Insular Government and the 
most important exchange banks, chiefly foreign corporations. The 
large purchases of drafts from the Government by these banks in 
the preceding year were regarded with suspicion and as evidence 
of either an attempt to "export capital" for the benefit of the main 
office or foreign connections, or to engage in "illegitimate" specu
lation. This belief was not supported by the facts; and even if it 
had been, the Government, because of policies which led to grave 
mistrust as to the future of the peso, would have had only itself 
to blame. As stated previously, the reports of all Manila banks 
indicate that during the years of the currency and exchange crisis, 
these banks were heavily in debt to foreign correspondents, 
branches, and their main offices. Of course the Manila banks 
eventually had to settle the overdrafts created by previous sales 
of exchange. But even had the Philippine banks wished to "export 
capital" there was no legitimate reason for the Insular Government 
refusing them drafts.129 This would simply have facilitated the 
contraction of currency and credit which it should have been the 
primary purpose of the Government to effect. If, due to the redun
dancy of the currency, the local banks had excessive reserves of 
cash, they could hardly be expected to keep them idle when profit
able investments could be made abroad or overdrafts could be set
tled. The Government tended to ignore the patent fact that redun
dant pesos were being turned in for drafts just as they would have 
been exported under similar conditions had they been gold coins 
and the Philippines on the gold standard. But the pesos turned in 
for drafts were not being retired to the degree that was mandatory. 

129 The banks were obviously limited in the extent to which they could purchase 
drafts from the Government by the strength of their cash reserves. The sudden 
collapse in the values of Philippine exports undoubtedly necessitated a smaller 
volume of currency and credit, and the general contraction and liquidation which 
was taking place would explain in part why the demands of the banks for drafts 
were so large. It was always possible to gauge with a close degree of accuracy 
the potential demands of the banks for exchange by a consideration of their cash 
reserve position. Moreover, the banks clearly would not have resorted to the 
Government for exchange had it not been for a deficiency in exports which pre
vented the banks from building up dollar balances through purchasing bills from 
exporters. 
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It made no difference whether the deflation was necessitated solely 
by deflation in the United States, by the collapse of Philippine ex
port trade, or by the excessive issue of pesos in the Islands. The 

. essential point was that the circulation had to be contracted if the 
peso was to be maintained at a parity with the dollar. It was to be 
expected that the first and perhaps largest demanders of drafts 
on the Currency Reserve Fund should be the banks, just as banks 
would have come to the Government for redemption of notes or 
silver coin in gold had the country been on a gold standard. Per
haps the most common misunderstanding of the gold-exchange 
standard is the failure to recognize the essential difference between 
drafts sold by the Government in its operation of the standard and 
drafts sold by a bank. In the former case the sale of a draft is 
analogous to an export of gold and has the same corrective effect 
on a condition of disequilibrium as an export of gold. In the latter 
case the sale of a draft has no such effect. The whole history of the 
Philippine gold-exchange standard bears testimony to the inability 
of officials in responsible positions, as well as many bankers and 
business men, to grasp this simpie fact. lao 

The wisdom of the authorization to suspend the sale of exchange 
is open to the strongest objection, and so also is the wisdom of the 
provision (in all of the Philippine laws governing the operation 
of the gold-exchange standard) which allows' the Secretary of 
Finance temporarily to vary the rates at which drafts shall be sold 
on the currency reserves. There is no more reason why either 
one of these matters should be left to administrative discretion 
under the gold-exchange standard than there is reason to permit 
treasury officials of a gold standard country to vary at their dis
cretion the amount of gold in which the standard monetary unit 
is redeemable, or to refuse to redeem it at all. The possibility of 

110 See the article entitled "The Truth About the Financial Situation in the 
Philippines" in the Manila Times of March 6, 1921, for evidence of a complete 
misunderstanding of the gold-exchange standard and the causes of the deprecia
tion of the peso. This article, which, though anonymous, is stated to have been 
prepared in the offices of the Governor General, declares that the peso was depre
ciated as the result of exports of capital, and not because of inflation, the exhaus
tion of the currency reserves, and excessive imports. The article concludes with 
a plan for the creation of a Government bureau in the Treasury which was to 
have the exclusive right to deal in foreign exchange in the Islands. This bureau 
was to force capital to remain in the Islands by charging the banks a penalty rate 
for attempting to withdraw it. 
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varying the rates is an open temptation to use the rates to protect 
the reserve instead of using the reserve to keep the monetary unit 
at a fixed rate with gold. Moreover, the suspension of sales of 
exchange automatically removes a country from a gold-exchange 
standard basis, and in case a misguided official were at the helm 
might lead to a shirking of the responsibility of the government 
to maintain the currency on even a prospective gold basis. 

As has be~n stated previously, the policy of the Insular Govern
ment as to the sale of drafts was far from contributing to stability. 
Had the power to suspend the sale of exchange been given earlier, 
and had it been exercised sooner, the results would have been dis
astrous. Luckily, the Government did not give up its rather clumsy 
fight until it was much nearer victory than it realized. The neces
sary contraction of the monetary circulation having been almost 
completely effected, the net result of the suspension of the sale of 
exchange was that the currency was left to fluctuate at from only 
twoto three per cent below par for a year longer than was necessary. 
Thus, though the peso fell rapidly to a discount of ten and one-half 
per cent shortly after the sale of exchange was suspended by the 
Government, within three months it was back to the level which it 
had attained before the suspension, and it tended steadily to appre
ciate toward par in 1922.181 

There is no reason to doubt that had the Insular Government 
made prompt use of its increased borrowing powers in the latter 
part of 1921 the peso could have then been brought to par. That it 
did not make this attempt may in part be explained by the tempta
tion to defer action which resided in the authorization to suspend 
the sale of exchange. In spite of its failure on this score, and in 
spite of the erroneous principles and policies which were some
times in evidence, the fact remains that under very trying circum, 
stances, with its currency reserves dissipated by the Philippine 
National Bank: and with the Bank hampering it at every turn 
during the period of deflation, the Insular'Government effected a 
net contraction of the monetary circulation of nearly 60 million 
pesos, or thirty-seven per cent in a year and a half.182 To accom
plish this reduction, however, it had been necessary to sell approx
imately 50 million dollars of exchange on N ew York, an amount 

181 d. Appendix E, Chart VII. 
182 Ann. Repts. Treas. Phil. Is., 1920, p. 41; and 1921, p. 44. 
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sufficient under a sound system to have retired 100 million pesos 
from circulation.us This was the penalty paid for failure to contract 
the currency with sufficient rapidity from the start, and for pumping 
pesos into circulation against gold acquired in N ew York. In other 
words, the basic principle of the gold-exchange standard, the con
traction of the currency by the full am:ount of money paid in for 
drafts, was not observed. Moreover, although the Insular Govern
ment deserves credit for eventually extracting the currency system 
from a dangerous condition with a maximum depreciation of no 
more than sixteen per cent, this by no means absolves it from blame. 
While the Philippine National Bank was accountable for the dissi
pation of the currency reserves, officials of the Insular Govern
ment through their negligence and incompetence were primarily 
responsible. Had the Philippine gold-exchange standard been ad
ministered by officials who understood it and observed its basic 
principles as set forth in the laws, there is no reason to doubt that 
the Philippine currency system would have weathered the trying 
years of post-war inflation and deflation without varying from a 
strict parity with the dollar. That it failed to do so was due to 
bungling and incompetence rather than to any inherent weakness 
in the gold-exchange standard itself. 

THE RETURN OF THE PESO TO PAR iN 1922 

Although the Insular Government suspended the sale of drafts 
on the Currency Reserve Fund throughout the entire year of 1922, 

this year witnessed a revival of the export trade, a drastic cur
tailment of imports, and· the return of the peso to par. As was to 
be expected, in view of the sharp monetary deflation of 1920 and 
1921, business as a whole was in a depressed condition. Neverthe
less, the corrective forces set in operation by contraction began 
to make their effects evident. Whereas there had been an excess 
of commodity imports over exports of 55.5 million pesos in 1921, 

there was an excess of commodity exports over imports of 30.8 
million pesos in 1922.186 This was brought about as the result of 
decreasing imports by 71.3 million pesos, or thirty-one per cent as 
compared with imports in the preceding year, and of increasing 
exports by 15 million pesos, or nine per cent. Total foreign trade, 

181 ibid., 1921, p.26, and Rept. Governor General Phil. Is., 1920, p. 69. 
18. Appendix B, Table XII. 
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however, declined fourteen per cent in value. The severity of the 
decline iri the prices of Philippine exports is evidenced by the fact 
that though exports increased in volu.me 44.5 per cent over 1921, 
the increase in the value of the exports was only eight per cent.135 

As a result of the sharp deflation of the preceding two years, 
and the satisfactory developments in foreign trade, the premium 
on dollar exchange declined steadily throughout the year. The pre
mium on cables was never greater than four and one-half per cent, 
and was maintained at about two per cent during the greater part 
of the year. On December 20, 1922, bank rates for cable transfers 
on the United States reached a premium of only three-eighths of 
one per cent, and demand drafts were at par, the lowest rates in 
years.188 This was the result not only of the substantial excess of 
Philippine exports, but also of the fact that the Insular Government 
had just sold a large amount of bonds, and it was consequently 

.. expected that the gold-exchange standard mechanism, with ample 
reserves, would be put into immediate operation. In accordance 
with this expectation dollar exchange for some weeks was offered 
by the local banks at progressively more favorable rates. This pro
vided the necessary fillip to bring the peso back to par. Although 
the Government had sold $4,400,000 of exchange on New York 
to various governmental bureaus during the course of the year, it 
had rigidly suspended the sale of drafts to others except for 
$285,000 sold to commercial firms and individuals during January, 
February, and March.187 From December 31, 1921, to December 
31, 1922, the money of the Government in circulation declined 
'P'5,600,000, and bank notes 'P'800,ooo, resulting in a net decline 
in the monetary circulation of 'P'6,400,OOO.188 This small reduction 
was in marked contrast to the decreases in monetary circulation 
in the preceding two years of 'P'22,OOO,OOO and 'P'21,OOO,OOO re
spectively. In spite of the fact that the I~sular Government had 

185 Statistical Bul. Phil. [s., 1922, p. xx. 
188 Manila Times, December 20, 1922. 

187 Ann. Rept. T"cas. Phil. [s., 1922, p. 29. 

188 Appendix A, Table XI. The decline in money of the Government in circula
tion by less than the amount of the drafts sold may be explained by army and 
navy transfers which amounted to 4 million pesos for this year. Ann. Rept. T"eas. 
Phil. [s., 1922, p. 27. 
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almost completely suspended the operation of the gold-exchange 
standard during 1922, these decreases were evidently sufficient 
to have restored the peso practically to par.189 

EXTENT OF INFLATION AND DEFLATION IN THE PHILIPPINES 

The lack of satisfactory price indices for the Philippines makes it 
rather difficult to form an accurate opinion as to the degree of 
inflation in the Islands relative to that in the United States. Such 
evidence as is available indicates that the depreciation of the peso in 
terms of the dollar, from the first part of 1919 to the middle of 1920, 

as reflected in exchange rates, was due to a relatively greater degree 
of inflation in the Islands. Similarly, the depreciation of the peso 
in terms of the dollar from the middle of 1920 to the latter part of 
1922 was due to a slower appreciation of the purchasing power 
of the peso than that of the dollar. While contraction was violent in 
the Islands so far as the currency was concerned, the credit deflation 
was not so rapid. Moreover"starting from a higher peak than the 
dollar in the middle of 1920, a greater degree of contraction was 
necessary in the Philippines than took place in the United States 
in order to bring the peso back to par with the dollar. In addition, 
in order to restore equilibrium in the balance of payments it was 
probably necessary to deflate immediately more than was eventually 
necessary, since there is inertia and resistance to change to be 
overcome before the ball is set rolling in the opposite direction. 

When the gold-exchange standard. mechanism is functioning 
properly the Philippine peso is kept at a parity with the dollar, and 
there is every reason to expect that the price level in the Islands 
should follow the general course of the price level in the United 
States. This relationship would be all the closer because of the 
dominant position occupied by the United States in the foreign trade 
of the Islands. Since the latter years of the war nearly two-thirds 
of Philippine overseas trade has been with the United States. 
Consequently, prices of Philippine exports and imports reflect 
very closely price trends in the United States, that is, a doubling of 
prices in the United States, other things remaining the same, 
would probably be accompanied by a doubling of prices in the 

188 The return of the peso to parity with the dollar was also facilitated by the 
rise in the price level in the United States in 1922 following the drastic decline of 
the preceding year an,d a half. 
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Philippine Islands. This would work out through the encourage
ment of exports from the Islands to the United States, a discourage
ment of imports from the United States to the Islands, a settlement 
of the balance through the purchase of drafts in New York on the 
Gold Standard Fund in Manila, an increase in the monetary cir
culation of the Islands, and a rise of prices there until equilibrium 
was restored. Conversely, a tendency to inflate in the Philippines 
more rapidly. than in the United States, or a lag in deflation, would 
result in exchange rates on New York rising to the gold export 
point of the theoretical gold peso, and the redundant money of the 
Islands would be drained off through purchases of exchange on the 
Gold Standard Fund in N ew York. 

So long as the gold-exchange standard mechanism was func
tioning properly these adjustments would be effected within the 
limits fixed by the gold points of the theoretical gold peso. If the 
mechanism was not functioning, however, that is, if the Insular 
Government was no longer selling drafts at fixed rates and retiring 
from circulation the money paid in for drafts, the Philippines 
would no longer be on the gold-exchange standard but on a paper 
standard,140 prices would, in the long run, be dominated by the 
volume of money in circulation, and exchange rates would in the 
long run tend to fluctuate around the ratio of the purchasing powers 
of the peso and the dollar. In a period as short as that during 
which the peso was depreciated in terms of the dollar, and with 
a depreciation as moderate as in fact occurred, it is doubtful whether 
one should expect a very close approximation of exchange rates 
to purchasing power par. In other words, though the depreciation 
of the peso was fundamentally due to a smaller purchasing power 
of the peso than of the dollar, it is to be doubted that this was 
exactly measured by the premium on dollar exchange. Exchange 
rates are the product of many factors working through the demand 
for and supply of bills, and, at a given ti~e, the relation of the 

"140 If the Philippines had silver coin in circulation and silver certificates fully 
covered by coined pesos, technically they would be on what might be called a 
fiduciary silver standard. If they opened the mint to the free coinage of silver, they 
could of course go on the silver standard. It should be noted, however, that from 
1918 to 1920 the small amount of coined silver pesos in circulation or reserves, 
together with the high gold price of silver which gave the silver peso a bullion 
value in excess of its money value, would have prevented a successful adoption of 
the silver standard. 
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internal purchasing powers of two currencies is only one, though 
usually the most important, of these factors. If a: sufficiently com
prehensive index of Philippine prices existed, it would no doubt be 
instructive to make a comparison of exchange rates with purchasing 
power pars, even though the conclusions that could be drawn from 
such a comparison would be subject to important qualifications. 
Unfortunately a price index which would be adequate for this 
purpose does not exist. The available evidence, however, indicates 
that from 1919 to the middle of 1920 the Philippines experienced 
a greater degree of inflation than the United States, and that 
this was more or less closely reflected in the depreciation of the 
peso in terms of the dollar. Similarly, after the middle of 1920, 

deflation in the Philippines was neither sufficiently great nor rapid 
to bring the peso to parity with the dollar until the end of 1922, and 
this was the fundamental explanatioJl of the depreciation of the 
peso in terms of the dollar during that period. Though this may 
seem obvious to many, there was a widespread belief in the Philip
pines that there was no more, and perhaps even less, inflation in the 
Islands than in the United States, and that the depreciation of the 
peso was due solely to the dissipation of the currency reserves by 
the Philippine National Bank. This conclusion is hardly borne out 
by the facts. The dissipation of the currency re~erves did not cause 
the depreciation of the peso, except insofar as the manner in which 
the reserves were dissipated contributed to the currency and credit 
inflation which took place in the Philippines, but rather prevented 
the correction of the inflation which was the primary cause of the 
depreciation of the peso relative to the dollar. Moreover, under 
paper standard conditions, any depreciation of the peso relative 
to the dollar which, because of loss of confidence and speculation, 
might have been an immediate and temporary result of the aban
donment of the gold-exchange standard, should shortly have been 
followed by a reversion of exchange rates to approximately their 
original status, provided the two currencies in question had not 
changed their relative purchasing power in the meantime. Thus 
had there been no greater inflation in the Islands than in the United 
States, it is not likely that the peso would have become depreciated 
relative to the dollar in 1919 and continued its depreciation during 
the height of the post-war boom in trade which developed soon 
afterward. 
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TABLE VII 
INDEX NUMBERS 01' WHOLESALE PIlICES 01' PHILIPPINE STAPLE PRODUCTS, UNITED 

STATES WHOLESALE PIlICES, AND WHOLESALE PIlICES 01' UNITED 

STATES I'ARM PRODUCTS, 191J-1928 

(19 I J=100) 

WHOLESALE PIlICES 
UNITED STATES WHOLESALE PIlICES 

YEAR 01' PHILIPPINE 01' UNITED STATES 
WHOLESALE PIlICES 

STAPLE PRODUCTS I'ARM PRODUCTS 

191J 100.0 100.0 100.0 

1914 94. 0 9 8 . 1 102.6 

191 5 90 .5 100.8 IOJ·9 
1916 IOJ·7 126.8 122.8 

1917 120.1 177. 2 189. 6 

1918 18J·9 194·J 218·5 
1919 2)1.8 206·4 2Jo.8 
1920 J18·4 226.2 217,9 
19~n IJ2.8 146 ,9 12J·7 
1922 126·4 148 .8 IJJ.J 
192J 167. 1 15J·7 141 . 2 

1924 174·4 149·7 14J·4 
192 5 16J.J 158 .7 158 . 1 

1926 156 .J 1)1.0 142 . 2 

1927 IJ9·4 146.8 14J·5 
1928 IJ5·4 140 . 0 148 . 1 

Sources of data: -The index numbers for the United States are those of the 
Bureau <>f Labor Statistics, Department of Labor. Statistical A!Jslracts of tbe United 
States 1928, p. J18, and 1929, p. J2.4. 

b The index number of Wholesale Prices of Philippine Staple Products was com· 
puted by weighting the index numbers for staple products, published in the Statistical 
Bulldin of tbe Pbilippine Islands, by the total value of the crop for each year. Index 
numbers for rice, hemp, sugar, coconut oil, copra, tobacco and maguey were used, 
the only products for which index numbers were available. There was no index num
ber available for corn, the only -important staple product not included. Due to in
complete data maguey, the least important of the staple crops, was not included 
until 1918. Incomplete data also necessitated the use of an index number of the 
price of cigars weighted according to cigars exported for the years 191J to 1917 in
c1usive, instead of the index number of the price of tobacco weighted according to 
the value of the crop used for the subsequent years. Lack of data concerning the 
total value of copra and coconut oil produced each year made it necessary to weight 
the index numbers for these staples according to the total value of the product exported. 
The index number for rice was weighted according to tll.e total value of palay (rice 
paddy) produced plus the value of rice imported. 

The available Philippine statistics of wholesale prices indicate 
that while prices in the Philippines tended to lag behind those in 
the United States until '1919, in that year they not only caught up 
with prices in the United States, but greatly exceeded them. This is 
shown in Table VII and Chart II. The Philippine index number 
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CHART II 

INDICES OF WHOLESALE PRICES OF PHILIPPINE STAPLE PRODUCTS, UNITED STATES 
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of wholesale prices was constructed from index numbers of the 
wholesale prices of staple products published in the Statistical 
Bulletin of the Philippine Islands. There are seven products in
cluded: rice, Manila hemp, sugar, coconut ~il, copra, tobacco, and 
maguey. These index numbers have been weighted according to the 
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total value ,of the product in each case. While these products are 
few in number, they are of tremendous .importance in the economic 
life of the Islands. In the eleven-year period from 1918 to 1928, 
hemp, sugar, coconut oil, copra and cigars constituted 82.5 per 
cent of the exports of the Islands.l4l Maguey is a comparatively 
minor product. Rice, though of great significance, being by far the 
most important staple produced, is r!lrely exported in great quantity 
and is often imported: It is clear that the index constructed, however, 
is so heavily weighted by export commodities as to partake of the 
nature of an index number of the prices of export commodities. 
Consequently, it is necessary to be guarded in drawing any conclu
sions from it, though unfortunately it is the only moderately com
prehensive index number of wholesale prices obtainable. Further 
caution is necessitated by the fact that the index number represents 
the prices of agricultural raw materials which are extremely sensi
tive and subject to wide variation. For this reason the index number 
is probably more nearly comparable to the index number of the 
prices of farm products in the United States than to the Bureau of 
Labor Statistics index of wholesale prices. For purposes of com
parison both the latter index numbers were used. Unlike the index 
number of the prices of American farm products, which showed a 
decline from an average of 230.8 for 1919 to 217.9 for 1920, the 
Philippine index showed an increase from an average of 251.8 for 
1919 to 318.4 for 1920. This is also in sharp contrast with the 
advance of wholesale prices in the United States which showed a 
more moderate rise from 206.4 to 226.2. Chart VII of Appendix E 
shows the fluctuations in the Philippine index number by months 
from 1919 to 1922, and for purposes of comparison the United 
States index number of wholesale prices of farm products and the 
Bureau'of Labor Statistics index number of wholesale prices. From 
January to December, 1919, the Philippine index increased from 
190.2 to 301.7, while the UlIlited States index,of the prices of farm 
products increased only from 224.1 to 242.2, and the Bureau of 
Labor Statistics wholesale price index from 198.8 to 223.4. The 
Philippine index reached its peak in June of 1920 at 367.6 whereas 
the index of the prices of farm products in the United States 
reached its peak in January at 247.0, and the Bureau of Labor 

Hl Statistical Bul. Phil. Is., 1928, pp. ISO-I. 
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Statistics wholesale price index reached its peak in May at 246.7. 
Thereafter the Philippine index fell at a staggering rate, much 
more rapid than the decline in prices of farm products in the 
United States, but it was not until July of 1921 that the two index 
numbers intersected at 119. The decline in wholesale prices in the 
United States was neither so rapid nor drastic as the decline in the 
prices of farm products or, of course, the decline in Philippine 
prices. Consequently, though starting from a much higher peak in 
June, the Philippine index dropped with such violence that it inter
sected the index of United States wholesale prices in December of 
1920. The two index numbers were close together for the next two 
months, converging at 160.1 for February 1921. From then on 
the Philippine index fell more rapidly than the index of United 
States wholesale prices, until it reached a low of 115 in April of 
1922, at which time the index of wholesale prices in the United 
States stood at 142.6. 

So far as the wholesale prices of Philippine staple products can 
be taken as a criterion, it can be said that though inflation lagged 
behind that in the United States prior to 1919, it was far more 
excessive in 1919 and 1920. Furthermore, the indications are that, 
violent as was the decline in the prices of Philippine staple products 
in the latter half of 1920 and 1921, it was not until late in the latter 
year that deflation in the Philippines began to catch up with defla
tion in the United States. However, that but a limited degree of 
reliance can be placed on the price index of Philippine staple 
products as the measure of the internal purchasing power of the 
peso is suggested by the anomaly that if this price index is assumed 
to measure the internal depreciation of the peso, the external 
depreciation of the peso as measured by the dollar rate of exchange 
is found to move inversely. Thus frorp. the middle of 1919 until 
the middle of 1920 the wide difference between the Philippine price 
index and the United States price indices was accompanied by far 
less external depreciation of the peso than was the case in the fol
lowing twelve months when the spread between the Philippine 
and United States price indices had been drastically reduced. This 
is perhaps explained in part by the fact that the heavy sales of 
drafts by the Insular Government prevented an external deprecia
tion of the peso as great as was warranted by its internal deprecia
tion. However, the Insular Government, instead of setting a rate 
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and endeavoring to force the market rate into line, usually advanced 
its rate as the market rate showed a tendency to rise. It is possible, 
therefore, that the market rate was really dominant, and that had 
the internal depreciation of the peso been as great as indicated 
by the price index 'of Philippine staple products, there would have 
been a greater external depreciation of the peso in the latter half 
of 1919 and the first half of 1920. Thus, it is unlikely that this 
index number- is sufficiently representative to serve as a basis for 
calculating purchasing power pars. Nevertheless, unless the prices 
of Philippine staple products were completely out of line with 
domestic prices as a whole,142 which is unlikely, the price index of 
these products indicates clearly that there was a relatively greater 
degree. of inflation in the Philippines than in the United States 
during 1919 and 1920, and that this condition was not fully cor
rected until 1922. 

This conclusion is supported by a comparison of the retail prices 
of food in Manila markets with the retail prices of food in the 
United States. This comparison is made in Table VIII and 
Chart III. Both Index No. I and Index No. II show decidedly 
higher retail prices of food in Manila than in the United States, 
relative to 1913 prices. It is particularly significant that Index No. I 
shows the retail prices of food in Manila slightly below that in the 
United States in 1918, before the peso depreciated relative to the 
dollar, and far above thereafter. From 1918 to 1920 Index No. I 
increased from 162.8 to 240.4, or forty-eight per cent, while the 
index number of the retail prices of food in the United States 
increased from 168.3 to 203.4, or twenty-one per cent. From 1920 
to 1922 Index No. I fell from 240.4 to 195.4, a decrease of nine
teen per cent, while the index number for the United States fell 
from 203.4 to 141.6, a decrease of thirty per cent: Thus Index 
No. I indicates that the retail prices of food rose considerably more 
rapidly in Manila than in the United States .. from 1918 to 1920, 
and fell more slowly thereafter. Index No. II supports the same 
conclusion. From 1919 to 1920 Index No. II increased from 230.5 

Uoll It is quite certain that Philippine exports declined more rapidly in price 
than domestic and imported articles, since Philippine exports were raw materials 
which suffered an extremely drastic price decline after the middle of 1920. This 
would, of course, subject exchange to extreme pressure until imports had been 
reduced accordingly. 
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TABLE VIII 

INDEX NUMBERS or THE IlETAIL PRlCES OF J'OOD IN THE PHILIPPINE ISLANDS AND IN 

THE UNITED STATES, 1918-1925 

(1913=100) 

NDEX NUMBERS OJ' THE RETAIL PRlCES OJ' FOOD INDEX NUMBER OJ' THE 

YEAR 
IN THE MARKETS OF MANILA RETAIL PRlCES OJ' FOOD 

IN THE UNITED STATES 
INDEX NO.1 INDEX NO. II 

1918 162.8 .......... 168·3 

1919 198 •2 230 .5 185.9 
1920 24°·4 277. 6 203.4 
1921 2°3·5 240 • 2 153·3 
1922 195·4 221.2 141.6 

1923 .......... 209·4 146 . 2 

1924 .......... 188.0 145·9 

1925 .......... 182·4 157·4 

Sources of data: • Philippine Index No. I was t~ken from the Statistical Bulletin 
0/ tb, Philippin, Islands, 1922, p. 95. This index is given by the Statistical Bulletin 
as the "average" of the index numbers of the prices of forty different foodstuffs, 
though what kind of an average i,s not stated. The author has assumed that it is a 
weighted average as it is lleither a simple average nor a median. Data in this form 
is not available for years prior to 1918 or subsequent to 1922. 

b Philippine Index No. II was taken from the Statistical Bulletins 0/ tbe Pbilippine 
Islands, 1923, p. 105, and 1925, p. 113. Subsequent to 1922 the Statistical Bulletin 
did not contain a yearly average of the index numbers of the prices of forty different 
foodstuffs, but instead gave index numbers of the prices of seven different groups of 
foodstuffs. Index No. II was computed by the author by a simple average of these 
seven index numbers for each year. Data in this form are not available for the years 
prior to 1919 or subsequent to 1925. As no information is given in the Statistical 
Bulletin as to the method of calculating Index No. I, it is impossible for the author 
to explain the wide variation between this index and Index No. U • 

• The U. S. Index Number is that compiled by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, 
Department of Labor, Statistical Abstract of tb, United States, 1925, p. 31 I. 

to 277.6, or twenty per cent, while the index number for the United 
States increased from 185.9 to 203.4, or only nine per cent. From 
1920 to 1922 Index No. II fell from 277.6 to 221.2, a decline 
of twenty per cent, while the index for the United States, as men
tioned above, declined thirty per cent. Thus, on the whole, a com
parison of the retail prices of food in Manila and in the United 
States confirms the conclusion that inflation in the Philippines was 
greater than in the United States from 1918 to 1920, and that a: 
~eater degree of deflation was therefore necessary in order to 
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CHART III 
INDICES OF THE RETAIL_PRICES OF FOOD IN 

THE PHILIPPINE ISLANDS AND IN 

THE UNITED STATES, 

1918-1925 

(1913 = 100) 
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restore the peso to parity with the dollar. Moreover, insofar as the 
retail prices of food can be accepted as a criterion of the price 
situation in general, apparently deflation after 1920 proceeded at 
a slower pace than was the case in the United States. In view of 
the fact that the index number of the wholesale prices of Philippine 
staple products is so heavily weighted with the chief exports of the 
Islands, perhaps more reliance should be placed on the comparison 
of the retail prices of food than on the comparison of wholesale 
prices. Both comparisons, of course, result in the same general 
conclusions, the chief difference being that the comparison of 
wholesale prices indicates that deflation proceeded more rapidly 
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in the Philippines than in the United States, while the comparison 
of the retail prices of food indicates that deflation proceeded more 
slowly in the Islands than in the United States. 

CREDIT INFLATION AND DEFLATION 

The conclusions resulting from a comparison of prices in the 
United States and in the Philippines are strengthened by a com
parison of volume of money in circulation, bank loans and bank 
deposits in the two countries; This has. been done in Table IX and 
Chart IV. This chart indicates that during the fifteen-year period 
from 1914 to 1928 the trend of increase in bank loans and deposits 
in the United States and in the Philippines was about the same, 
although slightly greater in the case of the Islands. The most 
striking evidence offered by the chart, however, is the tremendously 
greater rate of increase in monetary circulation, bank credit, and 
deposits in the Philippines from 1916 until 1920, which period 
marked the heyday of the Philippine National Bank. Having been 
established in 1916, by the end of 1920 the resources of the Philip
pine National Bank constituted 66.8 per cent of the total resources 
of banking institutions in the Islands.us It is a matter of little 
wonder, therefore, that bank credit and deposits show an extremely 
rapid increase during this time. Equally significant is the tre
mendous increase in the monetary circulation of the Islands, which 
offers a striking contrast to the relatively insignificant rate of in
crease of money in circulation in the United States. Thus an 
examination of the increase of bank credit and monetary circula
tion in the Islands in comparison to the United States confirms the 
evidence of the prices of staple commodities and retail prices of 
food in indicating a substantially greater monetary and credit 
inflation in the Philippines than in the United States. Moreover, 
the chart shows very clearly a far more prolonged and severe defla
tion in the Islands than in the United States. Though liquidation 
of bank loans had run its course in the United Stafes by the middle 
of 1922, bank loans continued to decline at a rapid rate in the 
Islands until 1927. This is explained chiefly by the frozen con
dition of the Philippine National Bank. It is also significant that 
from the end of 1920 until the end of 1923 bank loans. in the 

108 cE. supra, p. 153. note 77. 
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TABLE IX 

TOTAL BAN It DEPOSITS, BANK. LOANS, AND CURRENCY CIRCULATION IN THE PHILIPPINE 

ISLANDS AND IN THE UNITED STATES, 1913-1928 

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS UNITED STATES 

BANK. I BAN It I MONETARY BANK. I BAN It I MONETARY 
YEAR DEPOSITS LOANS CIRCULATION DEPOSITS LOANS CIRCULATION 

MILLIONS OF PESOS BILLIONS OF DOLLARS 

1913 28.8 34. 0 50 .7 ........ ........ . .... 
1914 29·5 36.4 52.6 18.6 15.2 3·5 
1915 31.9 39. 1 51·3 19. I 15. 6 3·3 
1916 79·7 48. 8 67. 1 22.8 18.0 3. 6 
1917 140 .2 83·4 102.6 26·4 20·5 4. 1 
1918 237. 8 137·7 131.2 28.8 22·4 4·5 
1919 202·3 194·3 146 .6 33. 6 24·7 4·9 
1920 198.0 219. 6 124. 6 37·7 30 . 8 5·5 
1921 134·3 202·3 103.7 35·7 29. 0 4·9 
1922 134·3 195·3 97. 2 37.6 27·7 4·5 
1923 141.3 182.8 110·4 42.2 30 . 8 4. 8 
1924 143·9 147. 2 124.0 45. 8 32.4 4. 8 
1925 148.2 147. 6 132.2 49. 2 35. 6 4. 8 
1926 135. 6 14°.0 123. 6 5°·0 36.8 4·9 
1927 147. 0 139·5 127.4 52.9 38.4 4·9 
1928 164.7 169.5 129. 6 56.8 40 .8 4. 8 

~ 

Sources and Description of data: a Philippine Bank Deposits include demand, 
time, savings and current accounts. Philippine Bank Loans include loans, dis
counts, and overdrafts. Figures are for December 31 of each year. Annu.1 &ports 
of Ihe 'l"re.su,." of Ihe Philippine Isl.nds, 1919, insert following p. 47; 1924, insert 
following p. 81; 1925, insert following p. 86; 1928, p. 107. 

b For Philippine Circulation see Appendix A, Table XI. Figures are for Decem
ber 31 of each year. Chart VI of Appendix A also shows the currency circulation for 
May 31,1920, when it reached 163.4 million pesos. 

• U. S. Bank Deposits are for all banks in the United States, and do not include 
interbank deposits. U. S. Bank Loans include loans and discounts, but not invest
ments, for all banks in the United States. For the years 1914-1922, figures are for 
June 30, with the exception of 1915, 1917, and 1918, when they refer to June 23, 
June 20, and June 29, respectively. From 1923 to 1928 figures are for December 
31. Annu.1 RepO,., of Ihe Fed",,1 Resene Bo.,.d, 1929, Pil. 101-2. 

4 Figures for U. S. Circulation are for June 30 of each year. SI.tisli,.1 Apslr.,' 
of Ihe Uniled SI.'es, 1929, p.247. 

Philippines were materially in excess of bank deposits. On the 
whole, the chart brings out sharply the relatively greater inflation 
in the Philippines in contrast to the United States, and the far 
more severe deflation which had to be accomplished before the peso 
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CHART IV 
TOl'AL BANE DEPOSITS, BANE LoANS, AND CUlIIIE!fCY CIRCULATION IN THE 

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS AND IN THE UNITED STATES, 1913-1928 
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could be restored to parity with the dollar. The fact that the Philip
pine National Bank and the Bank of the Philippine Islands had to 
bear the brunt of the credit deflation, while neither institution was 
in a position to stand it, explains the lagging decline in bank loans 
in comparison with the more prompt decrease in monetary circu
lation and deposits. The situation would have been critical even 
had the currency system been functioning properly; consequently, 
it is somewhat surprising that with the gold-exchange standard 
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mechanism out of gear, the peso did not depreciate more than 
it did, and that the Islands weathered the deflation crisis without 
more disastrous results. This may hi part be explained by the way 
in which the Insular Government stepped into the breach by grant
ing considerable support to both the Philippine National Bank and 
the Bank of the Philippine Islands, and by the large amounts of 
exchange on New York which it sold and which enabled the gold
exchange standard mechanism to function to some extent even 
though its fu~ctioning was very imperfect. The action of the 
Insular Government thus eventually resulted in the required 
deflatioQ in both currency and credit. 

It must be remembered that during and after the war the Philip
pines experienced an extremely rapid economic development. At 
the same time there was a world-wide decline in the value of gold. 
Hence even if the peso had been rigorously kept at parity with the 
dollar, a very large increase in monetary circulation and banking 
facilities would have been justified. This is shown in Table X and 
Chart V in which index numbers of Philippine bank loans, bank 
deposits, monetary circulation, prices, and volume of production 
of staple products are compared. The index of production shows 
an increase from 100 for 1913 to 148.3 for 1918, and to 202.9 for 
1928. At the same time, there was a substantial increase in the 
manufacturing and processing industries of the Islands, the most 
notable examples being a rapid development of sugar mills and 
coconut oil mills. Granting, however, that a substantial increase 
in both money and bank credit was warranted by these factors, 
there is no question that the increase was excessive. The increase 
in the monetary circulation alone would have been inadequate to 
account for the great increase in prices in the Islands. The rapid 
growth of the Philippine National Bank and the easy credit prac
tices of that institution were an inflationary force even greater 
than the increase in monetary circulation throughout the latter 
years of the war. This is indicated by the extremely rapid rate of 
increase in bank loans and deposits as compared with the rate of 
increase of the monetary circulation. 

As shown in both Chart V and Chart IV there was a sharp 
decline in total bank deposits in 1919. This decline, which amounted 
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TABLE X 
INDEX NUMBERS or PHILIPPINE BANK. LOANS, BANK. DEPOSITS, CURRENCY CIRCULATION, 

WHOLESALE PRICES OF STAPLE PRODUCTS, AND VOLUME OF PRODUCTION OF 

STAPLE PRODUCTS, 1913-1928 
(1913=100) 

WHOLESALE VOLUME OF 

BANK. BANK. CURRENCY IN PRICES PRODUCTION 
YEAR 

LOANS DEPOSITS CIRCULATION OF STAPLE OF STAPLE 

PRODUCTS PRODUCTS 

1913 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
1914 107.2 102·4 103.7 94. 0 100·9 
1915 115. 1 110.8 101.2 90·5 101.6 
1916 143·7 276.7 132.3 103.7 104. 1 
1917 245-5 486.8 202·3 120.1 120·9 
1918 405.4 825.7 258 .7 183.9 148.3 
1919 572.0 702 .4 289. 1 251.8 140 .8 
1920 646.5 687.5 245. 8 318.4 .153.0 
1921 595. 6 466 .3 204.5 132. 8 160.2 
1922 575.0 466 .3 191.8 126·4 158.5 
1923 538.2 490.6 217.7 167. 1 167.7 
1924 433·4 499·7 244·5 174·4 170 .5 
1925 434·5 514. 6 260.8 163.3 189. 8 
1926 412.2 470 .8 243·9 156 .3 184. 2 
1927 410.7 510 .4 251 ·4 139·4 199·9 
1928 499. 0 571.9 255·7 135·4 202·9 

Sources and Description of data: "The index numbers of Philippine Bank 
Loans and of Philippine Bank Deposits were computed from Table IX, and refer 
to December 31 of each year. 

b The index number of Currency in Circulation is the same as in Table XI, 
Appendix A, and refers to December 31 of each year. 

o The index number of Wholesale Prices of Philippine Staple Products is the 
same as in Table VII, p. 182, and is an annual average. 

d The index number of the Volume of Production of Philippine Staple Products 
was computed by weighting the yearly physical volume of production of the seven 
most important products of the Islands, rice, hemp, sugar, coconuts, tobacco, 
corn and maguey, by the total value of the crop in each case for the years under 
consideration. The data for this index were taken from the Slmistical Bullttins of 
of Ihe Philippine /slands. 

tQ 36 million pesos,144 was largely the result of a decrease of 44 
million pesos in the deposits of the Insular Government with the 
Philippine National Bank during the course of the year.'4& During 
the same year total bank resources in the Islands declined by 45 

I"Table IX. 
100 Ann. Repts. T,.eas. Phil. Is., 1918, pp. 9-10, and 1919, pp. II-13. 
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CHART V 

INDICES OF PHILIPPINE BANK LOANS, BANK DEPOSITS, CURRENCY CmCULATION, 

WHOLESALE PRICES OF STAPLE PRODUCTS, AND VOLUME OF PRODUCTION 
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million pesos.148 It is significant, however, that this decline in 
deposits and total resources was accompanied by an increase of 
nearly 57 million pesos in loans, discounts and overdrafts. Hi This 

U8 An". Rept. T,.eas. Phil. Is., 1919. p. 47, and insert. 
141 Table IX. 
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steady increase of bank loans in spite of a decline in deposits was 
perhaps due in part to the temporary depression suffered by the 
Philippines from the close of the war until the middle of 1919. 

This was accompanied by a decline in commodity exports relative 
to imports at the same time that there was a pressing need for 
dollar exchange to pay for large purchases of Liberty bonds. It 
is likely that deposits were used to purchase exchange from the 
banks, and that the banks in many cases extended credit by advanc
ing dollar exchange to borrowers instead of the usual deposit 
credits. This is substantiated by the fact that during 1919 there 
was a decrease of 31 million pesos in the foreign balances of 
Philippine banks.u8 However, deposits other than those of the 
Insular Government must have increased 8 million pesos since the 
net decline in total deposits was only 36 million pesos. It should 
also be noted that the reduction in deposits was offset in part by an 
increase in bank notes from IO million pesos to 23 million pesOS.149 

Though deposits continued to decline during 1920, the decrease 
was only 4 million pesos, while loans, discounts and overdrafts 
increased 25 million pesos, and bank notes in circulation increased 
II million pesos.no Only end of the year figures are available for 
the banking statistics, and therefore it is not altogether certain 
that bank loans, as was the case with the m<?netary circulation, 
reached a peak in the middle of 1920 rather than at the end of the 
year. Similarly, it is not certain that bank deposits showed a 
material increase in the first half of 1920 before declining to the 
level reached at the end of the year, though judging from the 
course of prices in the Philippines this was highly probable. While 
it is difficult to assess the relative importance of currency inflation 
and bank credit inflation in the first half of 1920, the available 
statistics indicate clearly that deflation of bank credit was lagging 
considerably behind monetary deflation during the second half of 
the year. Viewing the year as a whole, the considerable net monetary 
contraction was accompanied by a material increase in bank loans 
and by only a minor reduction in bank deposits. A serious aspect 
of this situation was the fact that large increases in the note issue 
of the Philippine National Bank were continually operating to 

168 supr/J, p. 172. 
169 inf,./J, p. 196. 
150 Table IX, and inf,./J, p. 196. 
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offset the monetary deflation which the Government was attempting 
to effect. 

FACTORS IN MONETARY INFLATION 
The note issue of the Philippine National Bank was'small in 

amount until 1919. During that year its note issue more than tripled, 
and there were further large increases in 1920 and 192 I. The 
following table shows the extremely rapid increase of bank notes in 
circulation in the Philippine Islands from 1918 to 1922:151 

BANK NOTE CIRCULATION OF THE PHILIPPINE ISLANDS 
(On December 31 of each year) 

PHILIPPINE BANK OF THE TOTAL PER CENT OF 
NATIONAL PHILIPPINE TOTAL 

BANK ISLANDS MONETARY 
CIRCULATION 

1916 'P 520,000 'P 5,321,327 'P 5,841,327 8.7 
1917 4,560,000 5,'577,358 10,137,358 9·9 
1918 4,407,360 5,962,852 10,370,212 7·9 
1919 14,082,536 8,785,840 22,868,376 15·6 
1920 24,370,942 8,998,000 33,368,942 26.8 
1921 33,330,779 8,906,973 42,237,752 40.8 

The increase in bank notes in circulation was not an inflationary 
factor of any great potency until after the close of the war. Even 
then the large increases were significant chiefly from the fact 
that they tended to offset the declines in the money of the Govern
ment in circulation.162 Consequently, the rapid increase in the total 
monetary circulation of the Islands after 1915 must be explained 
very largely by increases in the money of the Insular Government 
in circulation. From December 31, 1915, until December 31, 1919, 
the total monetary circulation of the Islands increased 95.3 million 
pesos or 185.8 per cent.158 17.6 million pesos of this increase, how
ever, were represented by the increase in bank notes. Therefore, 
during this four-year period the money Of the Government in 
circulation increased 77.7 million pesos. 

Under the normal working of the gold-exchange standard it 
might be assumed that the exc~ss of exchange sold in N ew York 

151 Compiled from Ann. Repts. Treas. Phil. Is. 
152 See Appendix A, Table XI. 
1&8 idem. 
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over that sold in Manila, less premium, would represent the dollar 
equivalent of this amount_ That is, the prosperous years of the 
Islands during the war coupled with rising prices in world markets 
and a heavy excess of exports would have resulted in an increase 
in the monetary circulation of the Philippines through heavy 
purchases of exchange in New York on Manila. From 1916 to 1919, 
inclusive, however, only 6.8 million dollars of exchange were sold 
in New York on Manila, and this exchange was sold at par. m At 
the same time, 22.5 million dollars of exchange were sold in Manila 
on New York, and $300,000 were realized in premiums. How then 
was the money of the Government in circulation increased? The 
answer is that during the four years under consideration army 
and navy transfers amounted to 53.5 million dollars/56 and if this 
sum is added to the 6.8 million dollars of exchange sold in New 
York on Manila, and the exchange sold in Manila on New York 
plus premiums is subtracted, it will be found that 75 million pesos 
out of the total increase of 77.7 million pesos in the money of the 
Government in circulation are explained.158 It thus seems that the 
greatest part of the increase of the money of the Government in 
circulation was due to the issue of Treasury certificates in Manila 
against deposits of gold in New York by the Treasurer of the 
United States. 

The pumping of money into circulation .by these army and navy 
transfers not only was sufficient to effect an increase in the mon
etary circulation sufficient to finance an increasing volume of trade 
at a price level in line with the increasing -prices of the United 
States, but, in 1916, to cause heavy sales of exchange in Manila on· 
N ew York at a time when there was a very heavy excess of exports. 
The fact that the circulation was being increased in this manner 
by army and navy transfers prevented exchange rates from going 
to the gold import point of the theoretical gold peso, and thus 
inducing the purchase of pesos by banks or by importers in the 
United States. It has already been pointed out that army and navy 
transfers in 1920 and 1921 pumped large sums into circulation 
which were drained off through the purchase of drafts on New 

U. Ann. ReP'. Tl'eas. Phil. Is., 1919, pp. 27-8. 
In d. sup"a, p. 30. . 
U8 The balance is probably accounted for by transfers from the Gold Standard 

Fund to the general fund of the Treasury. 
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York. Such transfers are without doubt the chief explanation of 
the fact that exchange rates between Manila and New York have 
almost always been in favor of the latter. In this connection it is 
significant that during 1922, when these transfers amounted to 
only 4 million pesos, demand drafts on the United States were at 
par for the first time in years. The tendency of these transfers 
to keep the monetary circulation of the Philippines near redundancy 
was an inflationary factor of importance, and interfered with the 
proper adjustment of the amount of money to the needs of trade 
at a price level which would keep the peso at a parity with the 
dollar.167 It is true that so long as the gold-exchange standard 
mechanism was operative the excess could be drained off, but the 
continuous pumping of large amounts of money into circulation 
made matters much worse than they otherwise would have been 
once the gold-exchange standard had been abandoned. 

1&1 d. supra, pp. 30-3. and the remarks of Dr. Kemmerer in the Second Annual 
Report of the Chief of the Division of Currency, p. II. 



CHAPTER IX 

THE REHABILITATION OF THE PHILIPPINE CURRENCY 
SYSTEM AND THE PHILIPPINE NATIONAL BANK 

Part I 

REHABILITATION OF THE CURRENCY SYSTEM 

W HILE the peso, in spite of the policy of the Insular 
Government of suspending sales of exchange, was grad
ually returning to par in 1922, a comprehensive revision 

of the currency law, together with measures to restore the dissi
pated currency reserves, was in progress. The preceding history 
of changes in the currency laws, and the analysis of the break
down of the monetary system, have shown that though changes 
made from time to time may have facilitated the ultimate breakdown, 
they were by no means the direct cause thereof. Had Act No. 2776 
been efficiently and honestly administered there is no reason to 
doubt that the Philippine gold-exchange standard would have 
survived the shock of the post-Armistice collapse of trade.1 The 
direct cause of the breakdown of the currency system was the 
exploitation of the currency reserves by the Philippine National 
Bank. As has been shown, this exploitation w~s the culmination of 
the long train of events set in motion by substituting bank deposits 
in the United States for the coined silver pesos originally intended 

1 In a statement regarding the revised currency law (Act No. 3058) contained 
in the Manila Times of December 23.1922, Mr. Ben F. Wright made the follow
ing remarks: 

"As above stated the downfall of the system was not due directly to these 
changes [i.e. Acts No. 2776 and 2939] but rather to the fact that the National 
Bank obtained possession of the gold fund in New York and tied it up in fixed 
investments in the Islands. However, the fact that the law could be tinkered with 
an [sic] perverted from its original principles without producing any direct harm
ful effects no doubht [sic] was responsible for the allowing of the reserve funds 
to fall into the hands of the National Bank. Unfortunately during the time of 
greatest danger to the system there was an appaling [sic] lack of knowledge of 
currency matters on the part of the responsible officials who it is only fair to 
state were Americans. There is not a particle of evidence to show that the cur
rency system could not have stood the strain of abnormal war conditions had its 
trust funds been maintained intact. This is remarkable evidence in favor of the 
strength of our system." 
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to be the sole reserve against Treasury certificates, and the bad 
precedents established through the investment of part of the Gold 
Standard Fund. But in view of the grave difficulties experienced 
while Act No. 2776 and Act No. 2939 were in operation, it is 

~ hardly surprising that there soon developed the conviction that 
the wisest course to be followed was a return to the original cur
rency law which had worked so smoothly and satisfactorily until 
altered by a~endments which had been followed by such dire 
consequences.2 

The return to the original currency laws was strongly advocated 
by Mr. Ben F. Wright who was acting as special bank examiner 
for the Insular Government at this time. Mr. Wright had served 
as assistant to Dr. Kemmerer at the time that the gold-exchange 
standard was established in the Philippines in 1903 and, in view 
of his previous experience, acted as adviser to the Government 
during the revision of the currency law in 1922. He rewrote the 
law as it stands at the present time.8 Mr. Wright was supported 
in his views by Mr. R. L. Herrick, a Boston banker, who was 
travelling in the Orient in 1922, and who came to the Philippines 
at the request of the Secretary of War to act as his representative.· 
Mr. Wright and Mr. Herrick were convinced that the best guaran
tee of the safety of the Philippine currency system was a return to 
the gold-exchange standard, and to a coin certificate form of paper 
currency with a reserve c{msisting solely of coined silver pesos 
held in the Treasury vaults in Manila. In regard to the Treasury 
certificates Mr. Herrick expressed himself as follows before the 
Committee on Insular Affairs :5 

2 Manila Times, December 23, 1922. 

8 idem. See also Rept. Governor General Phil. Is., 1921, p. 6. 
• idem. See also 67th Congress, 2nd Session, Hearings on H.R. 10442, Part 2, 

Herein (p. 20) Mr. Herrick made the following statements in regard to Mr. 
Wright: 

"The text of this law was drawn up by Mr. Wright~ who had been there once 
before, and this time has been there about a year and a half. He was formerly with 
the Federal Reserve Bank as bank examiner in California. I learned to admire 
him very much. 
"H~ took the legislation and examined it carefully and finally drew up this law 

before you .... The fundamental basis of the law, however, is that there shall be 
100 per cent reserve to outstanding paper." 

& idem. 
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MR. HERRICK .... "I want to be sure that I have brought home to 
you what I believe was the fact when I was there, and that is the abso
lute necessity of keeping these outstanding certificates supported by 
express coin reserve. 

" ... When it came to getting down on long-time certificates, I felt 
there should be an actual silver peso back of every paper peso outstand- ,
ing. That does not mean if they borrowed the money [i.e. to reestab
lish the Treasury Certificate Fund] they would spend it, but it means 
they should actually have the coin behind the paper, even if they lost 
the interest on that money .... " 

Thus the intention was that the Treasury certificates should again 
be made coin certificates exactly like those provided for in the 
Philippine Coinage Act of 1903. Mr. Herrick and Mr. Wright 
seem to have believed that if the Treasury certificates were issued 
against bank deposits in the United States the large and apparently 
idle reserve against certificates would offer an almost irresistible 
temptation to the exploitation of the Treasury Certificate Fund, 
while a reserve of coined silver pesos would not be so easily dis
sipated. Thus it was thought that the original system, which pro
vided for coin certificates which would guarantee the ready con
version of paper money into silv:er pesos, and a Gold Standard 
Fund sufficiently large to guarantee the parity of the silver peso 
with gold, would offer the greatest security. , 

REVISION OF THE CURRENCY LAW BY ACT NO. 3058 

In accordance with these views a comprehensive revision of the 
currency law was undertaken in Act No. 3058. This law super
seded Act No. 2939 which it will be remembered provided for a 
single Currency Reserve Fund with a minimum requirement of 
sixty per cent and a maximum requirement of seventy-five per cent 
of the Treasury certificates in circulation.8 Act No. 3058 was 
approved by the Governor General on June 13, 1922, but did not go 
into effect until January 2,. 1923. due to delay in the sale of bonds 
needed to rehabilitate the currency reserves.? The most striking 
thing about Act No. 3058 is the completeness with which it returns 

8 cf. supra, pp. 80-r. Act No. 2939 amended Act No. 2776 chiefly in regard to 
the size of the Currency Reserve Fund. 
, ? An". Rept. T,.eas. Phil. Is., r923, p. 39. For ful1 text of Act. No. 3058 see 
Officiol Gazette, Vol. XX, pp. rS43-8. 
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to the principles of the original Gold Standard Act of 1903 (Act 
No. 938). The only differences of importance are the safeguards 
added to the later law further to protect the inviolability of the 
currency reserves, and the fact that whereas the original law did 
not provide for a fixed maximum to the Gold Standard Fund, the 
later law provides a maximum of twenty-five per cent. Provisions 
concerning the weight and fineness of coins, recoinage, legal tender, 
and general administration, with minor changes in phraseology, 
are the same as in Act No. 2776 and Act No. 2939. The essential 
changes were in regard to the currency reserves and may be 
summarized as follows: 

(I) The Currency Reserve Fund was abolished and the separate 
Gold Standard Fund and Treasury Certificate Fund reestablished. The 
sections dealing with the sale of drafts to maintain the parity of the 
peso were virtually the same as in the original and subsequent laws. 
However, although the authority to suspend the sale of exchange 
granted in Act No. 2939 was not given, the Secretary of Finance was 
again permitted the authority to vary the premiums from the legal 
amounts when it appeared necessary to him to do SO.8 

(2) Section 1622 of the law provides that the Gold Standard Fund 
be reconstituted. This Fund must at all times be equal to at least fifteen 
per cent of the money of the Government of the Philippine Islands in 
circulation and available therefor, including both coin and Treasury 
certificates. If at any time it should fall below this limit the deficiency 
is to be made up at once by appropriating the needed amount from the 
general funds of the Treasury. In contrast to Act No. 2939 the pro
ceeds of outstanding certificates of indebtedness shall not be counted 
as part of the Fund. The sources of income of the Fund are practically 
the same as in the original law. This section also provides that the.
Fund may be used only for the following purposes: 

( a) Expenses connected with the purchase of bullion and coinage. 
(b) Expenses connected. with the issue of Treasury certificates and 

the putting of money into circulation, and the compensation of the 
members of a committee having supervision of t'he Fund. 

8 Toward the end of 1924 the Secretary of Finance reduced the premiums on 
Government drafts between Manila and New York from ~ of one per cent to ~ 
of one per cent for demand drafts, and from I~ per cent to ~ of one per cent 
for telegraphic transfers. This was done to make the exchange rates equivalent to 
the gold export point of the theoretical gold peso. Rept. GO'IJentOr Gmeral Phil. 
Is., 1924. p. 98. 
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( c) Expenses connected with sale of exchange on the Fund and the 
maintenance of the parity of the silver peso and subsidiary coins with 
the gold standard peso. 

Section 1623 describes how the Gold Standard Fund shall be 
held and contains provisions which very effeCtively protect the 
reserve fund from the foolish exploitation which was chiefly re
sponsible for the collapse in 1919. The Government had evidently 
learned some important lessons from this sad experience. The 
following provisions would indicate that in this case experience 
had been a wonderful teacher: 

"The 'Gold Standard Fund' shall be held in the vaults of the Insular 
Treasury in Manila or may in part be held in the form of deposits with 
such Federal Reserve Banks or member banks of the Federal Reserve 
System in the United States as may be designated from time to time by 
the Governor-General to be branches of the Philippine Treasury for 
receiving such deposits: Provided, That no portion of the fund shall 
ever be deposited in any bank doing business in the Philippine Islands 
or in any branch or agency outside of said Islands of a bank doing 
business in said Islands, or in any bank doing business outside said 
Islands which may be controlled by a bank doing business in said 
Islands through the ownership of stock therein or otherwise: And pro
vided, further, That not more than twenty per centum of the fund shall 
be deposited with any single depository in the 1Jnited States, except 
with the bank whet .. the Insular Treasurer keeps his deposits in cur
rent account in connection with his exchange operations. Such portion 
of the fund as is held in the Treasury at Manila shall be physically 
segregated in the vaults of the Insular Treasurer and kept separate 
and detached from all other funds in such vaults, and shall be under the 

• same joint custody of the Committee as provided for the reserve vault 
in paragraph (e) of section sixteen hundred and twenty-five of this 
Act."· 

Section 1623 also provides that the Gold Standard Fund shall 
be increased in amount from its ordinary sources of income until 
the Fund amounts to twenty-five per cent of the coin and Treasury 
certificates in circulation or available therefor. After the twenty-

• The reserve vault mentioned above is under the joint custody of a committee 
composed of the Insular Treasurer. the Insular Auditor and another person 
appointed by the Governor General. In addition to being custodian of the part of 
the Gold Standard Fund kept in Manila this committee is also custodian of the 
Treasury Certificate Reserve. 
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five per cent maximum has been built up all surplus income of the 
Fund may ,be transferred to the general treasury funds upon the 
recommendation of the Secretary of Finance -and the approval of 
the Governor General, but not if there are any certificates of indebt
edness outstanding at the time, and such certificates of indebted
ness as may be outstanding at the time are not to be included in 
reckoning the percentage of reserve. 

(3) Section 1626 provides that the Treasury Certificate Fund shall 
consist of silver pesos or half pesos, and shall at all times be equal to 
one hundred per cent of the Treasury certificates in circulation or 
available therefor, and that this Fund shall be kept solely in the 
vaults of the Treasury in Manila. However, it is also provided 
that in case there should be a shortage of silver coin for hand
to-hand circulation, gold coins of the United States may be sub
stituted for silver coins in the Treasury Certificate Fund, and that the 
silver coins thus released may be used in circulation pending the pur
chase of silver bullion and its immediate coinage. As soon as the bul
lion purchased has been coined the United States gold coin in the 
Treasury Certificate Fund is to be replaced by silver coin. In view of 
the fact that at the outset the Fund would consist of the proceeds of 
bonds sold in the United States it is further provided that until the 
Governor General shall direct the purchase of silver bullion and its 
coinage, the Fund may consist in part of gold coins of the United 
States and deposits in Federal Reserve Banks or member banks of the 
Federal Reserve System. The part of the Fund maintained in Manila 
must be segregated from other governmental funds and kept in the 
vault controlled by the Reserve Vault Committee mentioned above. 

To summarize, the essential differences between Act No. 3058 
and Act No. 2939, which it amended are as follows: first, the 
single Currency Reserve Fund was replaced by a separate Gold 
Standard Fund and Treasury Certificate Fund, as under the 
original law; second, it was planned to make the Treasury cer
tificates coin certificates and not currency notes; and third, the 
size of the reserves was considerably increased. 

Act No. 3058 also provided for the issue of 23.5 million dollars 
of bonds, contingent upon the authorization of Congress, the 
proceeds of which were to be used in setting up the currency re
serves provided for in the law. 

It should be noted that under Act No. 3058 all money of the 
Government was considered as available for circulation except 
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what was actually held in either the Gold Standard Fund or Treas: 
ury Certificate Fund. Moreover, Act No. 3058 did not provide 
that Treasury certificates issued against United States gold coin 
or bank deposits in that country should not be counted in estimating 
the Gold Standard Fund. It will be remembered that such an exemp
tion had been made in Act No. 2083,10 the first law which provided 
that the Gold Standard Fund should be a fixed percentage of 
the money of the Government in circulation or available therefor. 
A similar provision was included in the subsequent amendments of 
the currency law, inclusive of Act No. 2776. Act No. 2939, how
ever, had omitted it, no doubt due to the fact that the Currency 
Reserve Fund was fixed at sixty per cent of the Treasury certificates 
in circulation, and no reserve was required specifically against 
coin. It was consistent in Act No. 3058 to have continued this 
omission in that this law contemplated the issue of Treasury cer
tificates against gold coin of the United States, or deposits in banks 
in the United States, as a temporary expedient only. The expected 
norm was a circulation consisting of coin and coin certificates, and 
against all such currency a Gold Standard Fund of twenty-five 
per cent. However, as first set up, the Gold Standard Fund was only 
fifteen per cent of the money of the Government in circulation. 
This would have been dangerously small had the Gold Standard 
Fund not been supported by the large deposits- from the Treasury 
Certificate Fund maintained in banks in the United States, which 
could serve as a source of gold exchange in case of need. Thus an 
exception was not made of Treasury certificates issued against 
deposits in banks in the United States in estimating the load of 
the Gold Standard Fund, as was done in the preceding legislation, 
in view of the fact that the law permitted a minimum Gold Standard 
Fund of only fifteen per cent. It was expected that ~y the time 
Treasury certificates were issued chiefly against silver pesos, the 
Gold Standard Fund would have reached the maximum limit of 
twenty-five per cent. 

FINANCIAL REHABILITATION OF THE CURRENCY SYSTEM 

In order to meet the higher reserve requirements of Act No. 
3058, and to settle the heavy losses incurred by the Insular Gov
ernment in its operations relating to the currency system and sales 

10 cE. It4pra, pp. 20-1. 
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of exchange during the currency and exchange crisis, a consid
erable sum of money was needed. The general plan of financial 
rehabilitation was outlined in a cablegram o( Governor General 
Wood under date of February 20, 1922.11 This cablegram stated 
that the following proposals had been embodied in legislative 
acts which had been passed by the Philippine Legislature and which 
would be approved by the Governor General : 

(I) Amen<l~ent of the currency laws, which was done by Act No. 
3058, discussed above, and the issue of bonds to restore the currency 
reserves. 

(2) Bond issues for the reimbursement of the Treasurer of the 
United States for advances to the sum of s}4 million dollars, for the 
restoration of the Manila Port Works Bond Fund to the amount of 
6 million dollars, and for the rehabilitation of the Irrigation and Per
manent Public Works Bond Fund to the amount of 10 million dollars. 

(3) Bond issues to the amount of 5 million dollars to strengthen the 
general fund of the Treasury. 

(4) The amendment of the National Bank Act to give the Insular 
Treasurer control over the note issue of the Bank, and the repeal of the 
provision which made it obligatory to deposit all government funds in 
the Bank. 

(5) The amendment of the charter of the City of Manila in order to 
permit the deposit of its revenues in the Insular Treasury instead of in 
the Bank. 

(6) An authorization to increase the limit of bonded indebtedness of 
the Islands by 45 million dollars. 

The permission to increase the limit of bonded indebtedness of 
the Islands was granted by Congress in an Act passed on May 3 I, 

1922 (42 U.S. Statutes, pp. 598-9).12 This made possible the 
issue of the 23.5 million dollars of Currency Bonds provided for 
in Act No. 3058 of the Philippine Legislature. Accordingly, on 
July 25, 1922, IO million dollars of Currency Bonds were sold at 
98.337, and 13 million dollars on December.13, of the same year,·' 

11 See 6;rth Congress, 2Ild Session, Hearings on H.R 10442, Part 2, pp. II-12, 
and ReP" GO'UemtW General Phil. Is., 1921, p. 6. 

12 This law provides that the Insular Government shall not issue bonds in 
excess of ten per cent of the aggregate tax value of property in the Philippines. 
This was sufficient to allow the increase in bonded indebtedness from 30 million 
dollars to 75 million dollars requested by Governor General Wood. See ReP'. 
Auditor Phil. Is., 1923, pp. ID-II. 
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at 95.°7.'& These bonds are due in 1952 and bear interest at 
four and one-half per cent. The total proceeds in pesos from the 
sale of Currency Bonds amounted to ~44,385,600. This amount 
was expended as follows :u 

Redemption of Temporary Certificates of 
Indebtedness issued in 1922 

Payment to the Gold Standard Fund 
Payment to the Treasury Certificate Fund 

TOTAL 

~ 19,667,400. 

4,841,071. 
19,877,129. 

The Gold Standard Fund and Treasury Certificate Fund were 
constituted out of the Currency Reserve Fund plus the proceeds of 
the bond issues mentioned above. On January 2, 1923, when the 
revised currency law went into operation, 5.8 million pesos in cash 
were transferred from the Currency Reserve Fund to the Gold 
Standard Fund, and 16.7 million pesos to the Treasury Certificate 
Fund.1D At the same time, 700,000 pesos belonging to the Currency 
Reserve Fund and on deposit with the Philippine National Bank 
were transferred to the general funds of the Philippine Treasury. 
During the course of the year it was necessary to make transfers 
to the amount of 3.4 million pesos from the general fund in order 
to bring the Gold Standard Fund up to the required legal minimum 
of fifteen per cent of the money of the Government in circulation 
or available therefor.18 The necessity for these transfers resulted 
from the issue of Treasury certificates against deposits of gold to 
the credit of the Treasury Certificate Fund in banks in the United 
States. Such deposits gave the required one hundred per cent reserve 
against certificates, but as the Gold Standard Fund stood at the 
minimum already, an increase in the monetary circulation caused 
it to fall below the minimum requirement of fifteen percent.1f 

U Ann. Rept. T,.eas. Phil. [s., 1928. pp. 78-9. Though Act No. 3058 provided 
• for the issue of $23.500,000 of Currency Bonds. only $23,000,000 were issued. The 

remaining $500.000 were never sold, and were eventually cancelled under Act 
No. 3383. idem. 

U Rept. Governo,. GNIef'al Phil. [s., 1923, p. 128. 
1D ibid., p. 136. 
18 idem. 
17 A reserve of not less than one hundred fifteen per cent must be maintained 

against Treasury certificates, i.e. one hundred per cent in either silver coin or 
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By the end of the year, however, there was an excess of 1.4 million 
pesos ove!; the legal minimum of 12.2 million in the Gold Standard 
Fund. Moreover, the reconstituted Gold Standard Fund and Treas
ury Certificate Fund were devoid of investments and <;>f deposits in 
the Philippine National Bank. 

The i~eritance of losses and debts due to the unsound prac
tices of the Philippine National Bank and its exploitation of the 
currency reserves was not entirely wiped out by the issue of 23 mil
lion dollars of Currency Bonds. During the period of crisis the 
greater part of 12 million pesos of proceeds of Manila Port \Vorks 
Bonds and 20 million pesos of Public Improvement Bonds had 
been diverted from the purposes for which they were intended and 
used to support the currency system and the Philippine National 
Bank.18 At the time these bonds were issued, in 1921 and 1922 

respectively, the deposits of the Insular Government with the 
Philippine National Bank could not be withdrawn, and in order 
to get funds for current expenditures and to support the peso, the 
Government seems to have sold the dollar proceeds of these bonds 
against pesos, and to have spent the pesos thus acquired for pur
poses other than those for which the bonds were issued.1s It was 
also necessary to repay the Treasurer of the United States for 
advances on account of army and navy expenditures in anticipation 

bank deposits in the Treasury Certificate Fund, and fifteen per cent in the Gold 
Standard Fund. The necessity for making appropriations from the general funds 
of the Treasury, as in the above instance, arises only when the Gold Standard 
Fund is so near the legal minimum that fifteen per cent of an increase in Treasury 
certificates in circulation is greater than the excess of the Gold Standard Fund 
over the legal minimum. The necessity for such an appropriation has arisen only 
once since 1923, namely, in April of 1925, when it was necessary to transfer 
P255,815.66 to the Gold Standard Fund. Such a difficulty did not arise under the 
earlier laws because it was not required to hold any reserve in the Gold Standard 
Fund against Treasury certificates issued against gold coin or bank deposits in 
the United States. 

18 See 67th Congress, 2nd Session, Hearings on H.R. 10442, p. 6, and· Part 2, 
~n • 

19 The author has been unable to find any statement as to how much of the 
proceeds of these bonds was spent by the Insular Government, and how much 
became frozen up in the Philippine National Bank. During this period a large 
part of the funds of the Insular Government were kept on deposit with the Bank, 
and it was almost impossible to consider its activities apart from the financial 
operations of the Government. d. Rept. Goven&O,. General Phil. I.s., 1922, p~ 
14-18. 
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of needs, which at one time amounted to 15.5 million pesos.a° 
Moreover, in order to strengthen the general fund of the Insular 
Treasury, a large part of which was represented by a frozen deposit . 
with the Philippine National Bank, 5 million dollars of Financial 
Interest and Protection Bonds were sold on March 7, 1922, as 
authorized by Act No. 2999.21 The sale of these bonds exhausted 
the 15 million dollar increase in the limit of bonded indebtedness 
of the Philippines, granted by Congress on July 21, 1921.22 How
ever, as has already been stated, a further increase in the limit 
of bonded indebtedness was granted by Congress on May 31,1922, 

which authorization made possible the issue of 23 million dollars 
of Currency Bonds. The same authorization made it possible for 
the Philippine Legislature also to provide for the issue of bonds 
to restore the dissipated Manila Port Works and Public Improve
ment Bond funds and repay the Treasurer of the United States 
for his advances. 11.8 million dollars of bonds were issued for 
these purposes.1I Thus the total increase in bonded indebtedness 
which was the direct result of the exploitation of the currency 
reserves by the Philippine National Bank is as follows: 

Financial Interest and Protection Bonds $ 5,000,000. 
Currency Bonds 23,000,000. 
Irrigation and Public Improvement Bonds 11,800,000. 

TOTAL $39,800,000. 

This amount is slightly less than the 41.5 million dollars of cur
rency reserves stated in the report of the Wood-Forbes Mission 

20 Only 3.5 million pesos of these advances seem to have been repaid out of 
the proceeds of bond sales. How the balance was repaid is not stated. See Ann. 
Rept. T,.eas. Phil. Is., 1922, p. 27; and Re.pt. Governo,. Gene,.al Phil. Is., 1923, 
p.128. 

21 Official Gasette, Vol. XX, pp. 805-6, and Ann. Rept. T,.eas. Phil. Is., 1928, 
p. 78. These bonds were sold for 101.56. 

22 67th Congress, 2nd Session, Hearings on H.R. 10442, p. 6. 
28 These bonds, called "Irrigation and Public Works Bonds," and authorized 

by Act No. 3013 (Official Gasette, Vol. XX, pp. 909-10), were sold in amounts 
varying from PI,IOO,OOO to PIO,OOO,OOO from July 25, 1922, to October I, 1925. The 
price obtained by the Insular Government for these bonds, which bear interest at 
4~ per cent and are due in 1952, varied from 98.3370 to 95.0000. Ann. Rept; 
T,.eas. Phil. Is., 1928, p. 78. Although Act No. 3013 authorized the issue of 
'43,000,000 of these bonds, only P23,600,000 were sold. The balance, PI9,400,000, 
together with PI,OOO,OOO of unsold Currency Bonds, were cancelled under Act 
No. 3383 on December 3, 1927. Official Gasette, Vol. XXVI, p. 198. 
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to have been acquired by the Philippine National Bank and sunk 
in speculative and doubtful loans.24 Concerning the rehabilitation 
of the currency and financial system which necessitated these bond 
issues Governor General Wood made the following statements ;25 

"The reestablishment of our finances upon a sound and legal basis 
necessitated the issuing of bonds for a total of approximately P'9<>,-
000,000, thereby exhausting the debt-making powers of the govern
ment which was fixed by the Congress at ten per cent of the assessed 
value of the real property in the archipelago. 

"The bonds are being sold only as required. Your attention is in
vited to the fact that the greatly increased burden of public debt (P'9<>,-
000,000) with an annual fixed charge for interest and sinking fund of 
about P'6,000,000, is almost entirely due to the diversion to the opera
tions of the national bank of funds provided for the conduct of the 
government. . . . _ 

"The lessons to be drawn from our experience are that our gold 
standard and treasury certificate funds must be fully maintained as 
liquid-that is to say, immediately available-funds for these reserve 
funds are a sacred trust and cannot be invested and continue to be true 
currency reserves; that all "moneys received from the sale of bonds 
should be spent for the purpose specified in the bonds and for nothing 
else .... " 

This s!atement somewhat overestimates the interest and sinking 
fund charges incurred as the direct result of the misappropriation 
of currency reserves by the Philippine National Bank, .inasmuch 
as only 69.6 million pesos of the 90 million pesos of bonds author
ized were issued. The annual interest and sinking fund charges on 
the bonds actually sold are nearly 4.5 million pesos. However, the 
Insular Government incurred further heavy losses in conjunction 
with the· Philippine National Bank, and the economic loss to the 
business enterprises of the Islands occasioned by an unstable cur
rency, though difficult to estimate, was, perhaps, substantial. 

PartU 

REHABILITATION OF THE PHILIPPINE NATIONAL BANK 

After providing for the restoration of the currency reserves and 
the strengthening of the financial position of the Insular Govern-

24 Rept. Governor General Phil. Is., 1921, p. 37. 
25 ibid., 1922, p. 47. 
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ment, there still remained the task of undertaking a reorganization 
of the Philippine National Bank. The first step was to divorce the 
fiscal operations of the Government from the operations of the 
Bank. This m.eant principally the discontinuance of the practice 
of depositing the bulk of governmental revenues and funds with 
that institution. This was done by Act No. 3005, of March 8, 
1922, which authorized Insular, provincial and municipal deposits 
to be made in the Insular Treasury instead of the Philippine N a
tional Bank as had been hitherto required by the National Bank 
Act.'8 There still remained much to be done, however, since the 
Bank was in an extremely unsound condition. As it was the 
largest banking institution in the Philippines, it constituted a 
grave menace to general financial stability. The condition of the 
Bank at the close of 1922 was described by Governor General Wood 
as follows :11 

"Notwithstanding the situation of the bank, conditions here have 
been so exceptional that I have felt that it would be unwise to resort to 
the clearly indicated legal remedy of closing the bank, certainly not 
until after the legislature had been given full knowledge of the situa
tion. On the other hand, I have sought in the meantime to protect the 
interests of the government and the public in the bank .... 

" ... Improved banking methods have been installed, the personnel 
is being reorganized, and much accomplished in obtaining additional 
securities for the protection of loans formerly granted. 

"But in spite of all these efforts it has been impossible to overcome 
the damage wrought by the former mismanagement. Most of the 
liquid assets of the bank have been converted into cash. Between Jan
uary I, 1921, and June 30, 1922, approximately 'P'30,OOO,OOO of de
posits were returned to the government, which was thus enabled to 
function under considerable reduced revenue. Large sums have been 
reinvested by the bank in an attempt to work out the involved assets of 
various individuals and corporations indebted to it. It is doubtful 
whether the real condition of the bank has been much improved by so 
doing. The outcome has been to place the bank in a position where it 
is able to transact only an insignificant banking business with the pub
lie; indeed, it is able to do little other than finance in a restricted man
ner the involved business of its debtors . 

• e Official Gasette, Vol. XX, pp. 853-4. 
IT Rept. Governor General Phil. Is., 19::12, p. 17. See also Appendix D for state

ment of condition of the Bank as of June 30,1922. 
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"The bank, as shown by the report of the recent audit, is running at 
an actual operating loss of approximately:P'600,ooo per year." 

The chief danger was that the Bank, which was in the unsatis
factory condition just described, had a note issue outstanding on 
December JI, 1922, of 32.4 million pesos which was a little over 
one-third of the total monetary circulation of the Islands on that 
date. These notes were practically unsupported by reserves, and 
dearly were a serious danger to monetary stability. Decisive action 
was imperative. 

Accordingly, a comprehensive reorganization of the Philippine 
National Bank was undertaken in Act No. 3174, which was ap
proved on November 24, 1924.28 The chief provisions of the law, 
together with a brief statement of how they were put into effect, 
are as follows: 

(I) The capital stock of the Bank was reduced to P'IO,OOO,OOO, all 
of which is eventually to be owned by the Insular Government. The 
Government was accordingly authorized to purchase the privately 
owned stock. The shares so h~ld were not numerous since the Govern
ment already owned ninety-two per cent of the stock. At the end of 
1923, before the reorganization of the Bank was undertaken, the Gov
ernment owned· P'32,420,OOO of the P'3S,300,ooo of capital stock.29 

During 1924 the Government cancelled P'2S,300,ooo of its shares, leav
ing the Bank with a capital stock of P'IO,OOO,OOO of which n,120,OOO 
was o;vned by the Insular Government. Subsequent to that time the 
Insular Government has gradually increased its holdings of Bank stock 
until on December 31,1932, it owned P'9,800,900 of the P'IO,OOO,OOO 
of capital stock outstanding.80 

(2) The Bank was directed to write off uncollectible loans and bad 
investments which it was still carrying on its books as assets. In order 
to permit the Bank to reduce its liabilities the Insular Government 
agreed to cancel all of its fixed deposits with the Bank except an 
amount which would be sufficient to purchase the stock of the Bank in 
the hands of the public (P'2,880,ooo). In accordance with this pro
vision the Insular Government cancelled P'20,200,OOO of its fixed 
deposits.81 

88 For the full text of this law see Rept. GOVento,. GenllYal Phil. Is., 1924, pp. 
39-40. 

29 A"". Rept. T,.eas. Phil. Is., 1924, p. 56. 
80 ibid., 1932, p. 86 and insert. 
81 A"". Rept. T,.eas. Phil. Is., 1924, p. 56. 
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(3) The Insular Government guaranteed the final redemption and 
payment of the notes of the Bank, and an amount was appropriated 
from the proceeds of the Financial Interest and Protection Bonds 
sufficient to establish the reserve required 'by law for the notes of the 
Bank. This reserve must be deposited to the credit of the Bank in an 
authorized depository of the Philippine Government in the United 
States, and is to be carried on the books of the Bank as a deposit of 
the Insular Government. The Bank cannot dispose of this reserve 
except on the recommendation of the Secretary of Finance and with 
the approval of the Governor General. . Moreover, the Bank must re
deem and cancel its circulating notes in annual amounts designated by 
the Secretary of Finance with the concurrence of the Governor Gen
eral, until the amount of the note issue does not exceed the capital 
stock of the Bank. In accordance with this provision 4 million dollars 
on deposit in the United States to the credit of the Insular Govern
ment were transferred to the account of the Bank to establish the 
reserve against notes.82 The note issue of the Bank has been steadily 
reduced from the 32.4 million pesos outstanding on December 31, 1922, 
until it was brought within the legal maximum of 10 million pesos in 
1930.81 On December 31, 1930, the note issue of the Bank constituted 
nine per cent of the total monetary circulation as against thirty-three 
per cent in 1922. 

(4) The net profits of the Bank must be distributed as follows: 
(a) Fifty per cent to surplus until this shall be equivalent to fifty 

per cent of the capital stock, and twenty-five per· cent thereafter until 
the surplus is equivalent to the capital stock. 

(b) Twenty-five per cent to repaying the Insular Government for 
the sums advanced to maintain the reserve against the notes of the 
Bank at the legal minimum of twenty-five per cent. 

( c) The remainder is to be applied to repaying the Insular Govern
ment for the fixed deposits which it cancelled, and to reimburse it for 
the loss suffered in cancelling 25.3 million pesos of capital stock. 

Since 1924 the Philippine National Bank has made considerable 
progress under the terms of the Rehabilitation Act. The advance 
of 4 million dollars from the Insular Government to establish the 
reserve against the notes of the Bank was entirely repaid by the end 
of January 1928.8. During 1928 the Bank also commenced the 
repayment of part of the total contribution made by the Govern-

a2 Rept. Governor General Phil. [s., 1924, p. 101. 
88 Ann. Rfpt. Treas: Phil. [s., 1930, p. II4 • 
•• Rept. GO'IJernor General Phil. [s., 1928, pp. 24-5. 
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ment in 1924 for writing off doubtful and bad assets which 
amounted to nearly 62 million pesos.85 At present the Bank is 
making satisfactory progress, and the sentiment that the Bank 
should be closed seems to have died out. It has been suggested that 
the Bank should ultimately become an agricultural bank, or at least 
confine its activities chiefly to that aspect of its business, as origi
nally planned.86 At the present time the note issue of the Bank is 
secure, it has no connection with the currency reserves, and is in 
no way a detriment to monetary stability.s7 

85 The Bank had repaid '.3 million pesos of this amount by the end of 1930, but 
no further payments have been made since then. ibid., 1928, p. 98. and 1930, p. 115. 

86 ibid., 1925, p. 16, and 1930, pp. 36·46. 
87 ibid., 1931, p. 16. The Bank bas been able to liquidate some of its frozen loans. 

Thus between 1926 and 1931 the sugar centrals reduced their debt to the Bank 
from 40 million pesos to 25 million pesos. 



CHAPTER X 

THE OPERATION OF THE PHILIPPINE CURRENCY
SYSTEM FROM 1923 TO 1932 

CONDITION OF THE GOLD STANDARD FUND 

SINCE 192 3 the Gold Standard Fund has been maintained 
in strict compliance with law, and has been increased from 
the legal minimum of fifteen per cent until on December 31, 

1932, the cash balance of the Fund amounted to 41.9 per cent of 
the total money of the Government in circulation or available 
therefor. This was 16.9 per cent above the legal maximum of the 
Fund. It will be remembered that any excess of the Gold Standard 
Fund over twenty-five per cent may be transferred to the general 
funds of the Treasury upon the recommendation of the Secretary 
of Finance with the approval of the Governor General. Thus far, 
however, these officials have evidently preferred to accumulate 
an unnecessarily large Gold Standard Fund. The gradual increase 
in the size of the cash balance of the Gold Standard Fund since 
1923 has been as follows:1 

YEAR 

1923 
1924 
1925 
1926 
1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 

1931 
1932 

CASH BALANCE OF THE 
GOLD STANDARD FUND 
(in millions of pesos) 

13.6 
15.2 

18.0 

21.1 
24.2 

27·5 
30 .8 
34.2 

38.9 
42 .6 

PER CENT OF TOTAL MONEY OF THE 
GOVERNMENT IN CIRCULATION 

OR AVAILABLE THEREFOR 

16·7 
15·7 
15·5 
19.8 
22·3 
24. 1 

.24·4 
28.8 
35.8 
41.9 

The distribution of the cash balances of the Gold Standard Fund 
is shown in Appendix F, Table XIV. The cash balance of the Fund 
is held exclusively either in the form of Philippine silver coin 

1 Am,. Rep/s. Tl'eas. Phil. Is. The above figures are as of December 31 for the 
years under consideration. 
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and United States currency in the Treasury vaults in Manila, or 
in the forIp. of deposits in member banks of the Federal Reserve 
System in the United States. During the ten-year period from 
1923 to 1932, inclusive, the bank deposit part of the Gold Standard 
Fund has averaged 66. I per cent of the total Fund, the part main
tained in United States currency in Manila 17.5 per cent, and the 
part maintained in Philippine silver coin 16.4 per cent.2 N; will 
be shown later, it has been possible to maintain such a small part of 
the Gold Standard Fund in silver pesos because the monetary 
circulation has been increased by paying out Treasury certificates 
directly against deposits of gold in N ew York instead of cashing 
drafts drawn on the Manila balance of the Gold Standard Fund 
in silver pesos. 

CONDITION OF THE TREASURY CERTIFICATE FUND 

Reference to Appendix F will show that the Treasury Certificate 
Fund has also been maintained chiefly in the form of bank deposits 
in the United States. Since 1923 the bank deposit part of the 
Treasury Certificate Fund has averaged 79.9 per cent, and the silver 
peso part 17.5 per cent. From 1925 to 1930, inclusive, $1,850,000 
of gold coin of the United States were carried in the Treasury 
Certificate Fund. Gold coin thus held averaged 2.6 per cent of the 
Fund for the entire ten-year period from 1923 to 1932. In spite 
of the fact that the plain intent of Act No. 3058 was that the reserve 
against Treasury certificates should ultimately be held exclusively 
in the form of coined silver pesos, and that the maintenance of a 
part of the reserve in the form of bank deposits in the United States 
was to be only a temporary expedient pending the coining of silver 
pesos, no progress has been made in this direction. The proviso in 
Act No. 3058 (Section 1626) which governs this matter states: 

". . . That as first set up and established by the provisions of this 
Act and until such time as the Governor General in writing may direct 
the purchase of silver bullion for the coinage ot additional silver coins, 

a As shown by the end of the year balances of the Gold Standard Fund, the 
largest amount of silver coin in the Fund was '13.500.000 on December 31. 1932, 
and the smallest amount was '400.000 on December 31, 1925. Reference to Appen
dix F will show that this change has been effected chiefly by transferring silver 
coin from the Treasury Certificate Fund to the Gold Standard Fund. Thus con
sidering the two Funds as a unit. there was a total of '19.600.000 of silver coin in 
the Funds on December 31, 1923. and '21.500.000 on December 31, 1932. 
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the 'Treasury Certificate Fund' instead of being constituted wholly of 
silver coins held in the vaults of the Insular Treasury in Manila, may 
be constituted in part of currency issued by and or under the authority 
of the United States held in Manila and on deposit with such Federal 
Reserve Books [sic] or member banks of the Federal Reserve System 
in the United States as may from time to time be designated by the 
Governor-General to be branches of the Philippine Treasury for re
ceiving such deposits .... " 

It is true that there is no definite date set for the coining of silver 
pesos, but the intent of the law is obvious.8 Nevertheless, due to 
the minor and lessening importance of the coined silver peso in the 
monetary circulation of the Islands, and to the precipitous decline 
in the price of silver since 1923, it is perhaps fortunate that the 
coinage of silver pesos which would be needed to maintain a one 
hundred per cent coined silver peso reserve has not taken place. 

PREPONDERANCE OF TREASURY CERrIFICATES IN THE 

MONETARY CIRCULATION 

Since 1923 Treasury certificates in circulation have averaged 
58.7 per cent of the total monetary circulation of the Islands, 
while silver pesos in circulation have averaged only 5.3 per cent 
of the total monetary circulation! The steady decrease in the 
number of silver pesos in circulation since 1923 is shown by the 
following table :1 

DECEMBER 3 I OF 

THE YEAR 

192 3 
1924 
192 5 
1926 
1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 
1931 
1932 

SILVER PESOS IN 

CIRCULATION 

7,250,092 
7,012,281 
6,845,290 

6,606,448 
6,318,908 
6,139,733 
5,862,873 
5,521 ,434 
5,21 5,010 
4,980,634 

PER CENT OF TOTAL 

CIRCULATION 

6.6 
5·7 
5.2 

5·3 
5.0 

4·7 
4·7 
5. 1 

5·3 
5.6 

• d. the memorandum on the Treasury Certificate Reserve prepared by Mr. 
Ben F. Wright for Governor General Wood, Manila Times, January 25, 1922. 
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Though the absolute amount of silver pesos in circulation has de
clined steadily since 1923, there has been a slight increase of these 
coins relative to total monetary circulation since 1929. This condi
tion is the result of the fact that the sharp monetary deflation 
experienced by the Philippines since 1929 has been effected mainly 
by a reduction in the amount of Treasury certificates in circulation, 
and only to i small degree by decreases in the amount of coin and 
bank notes in circulation.s As a result, although Treasury certifi
cates amounted to 67.4 per cent of the total monetary circulation 
on December 31, 1929, they amounted to only 61.5 per cent of the 
total circulation on December 31, 1932. In contrast, silver pesos 
in circulation increased from 4.7 per cent of the total monetary 
circulation on December 31, 1929, to 5.6 per cent on December 31, 
1932, subsidiary and minor coins increased from 12.7 per cent 
to 14.6 per cent, and bank notes from 15.2 per cent to 18.3 per cent. 
This trend, however, is undoubtedly temporary, and will be re
versed with recovery from the depression and an increase in the 
monetary circulation of the Islands toward the level prevailing in 
more prosperous years. The increase in monetary circulation would 
doubtless take the form primarily of an increase in Treasury cer
tificates, with only the incidental increases in the amount of sub
sidiary and minor coin necessitated by a larger volume of retail 
trade at higher prices. Judging from the trend prior to the de
pression, it is likely that even though the amount of subsidiary and 
minor coin in circulation increases, the amount of silver pesos in 
circulation will continue to decline slowly. Moreover, bank notes, 
according to the present laws, cannot be issued in excess of 19 
million pesos. Since there were 16 million pesos of bank notes in 
circulation at the end of 1932 only a relatively small increase in 
monetary circulation from this source can be anticipated. Hence 
there is every reason to believe that the Treasury certificate will 

Mr. Wright points out that the Treasury certificates,.are coin certificates by law, 
and emphasizes the intent of the law that the reserve against them should be 
exclusively in the form of coined silver pesos. In this memorandum he expresses 
the opinion that if gold is to be substituted for silver pesos as a permanent 
policy, the gold should be earmarked, and that bank deposits in the United States 
should not be used as a permanent reserve for coin certificates. 

• See Table XI, Appendix A. 
& Ann. Repts. Treas. Phil. Is., see sections entitled "Currency." 
8 See Table XI. Appendix A. 
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continue and possibly even enlarge its present dominance in the 
monetary circulation of the Islands. 

A corollary of the dominant position occupied by Treasury cer
tificates, their issue against deposits in banks in the United States, 
and redemption in drafts drawn on these deposits, is the fact 
that adjustments in the volunie of money in circulation in the 
Islands are effected chiefly by changes in the volume of Treasury 
certificates in circulation. The tables of "Philippine Currency in 
Circulation" in the Statistical Bulletins of the Philippine Islands 
show that fluctuations in the amount of coin in circulation are 
rarely greater thari 100,000 pesos from month to month, and 
are usuaIly less than 50,000 pesos, while Treasury certificates 
often show plus and min.us variations of several million pesos. 
The extent of fluctuations from year to year is shown in Table XI 
of Appendix A. From December 31, 1922, until December 31, 
1929, the monetary circulation of the Philippines increased from 
97 million pesos to 124 million pesos. During this period the 
amount of coin in circulation increased only 2 million pesos, while 
the amount of Treasury certificates in circulation increased 47 
million pesos. The amount of bank notes in circulation was reduced 
by 22 million pesos, however, so the net increase in monetary 
circulation was only 27 million pesos. Since the end of 1929 bank 
notes in circulation have been kept within the legal maximum of 
19 million pesos, and the substitution of Treasury certificates for 
bank notes has ceased to be a factor influencing variations in the 
amount of Treasury certificates in circulation. As a result of the 
world-wide decline in prices the monetary circulation decreased 
from 124 million pesos at the end of 1929 to 88 million pesos at 
the end of 1932. This was effected by a reduction of 29 million pesos 
in the amount of Treasury certificates in circulation, and a reduc
tion of 4 million pesos and 3 million pesos respectively in the 
amount of coin and bank notes in circulation. Thus it is clear 
that adjustments of the amount of money in circulation are effected 
chiefly by variations in the amount of Treasury certificates, while 
coin and bank notes in circulation remain relatively constant. In 
other words, only to a very limited degree is the volume of cur
rency adjusted through paying in coin for the purchase of drafts 
on the New York balance of the Gold Standard Fund, or through 
paying out coin to meet drafts drawn on the Manila balance of 
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the Fund. In most cases the requisite adjustments are effected by 
paying iq Treasury certificates for drafts, and by paying out 
Treasury certificates against deposits in banks in the United States 
made to the credit of the Treasury Certificate Fund. 

RELATION OF THE GOLD STANDARD FUND AND 

TREASURY CERTIFICATE FUND 

As a result of this situation the Gold Standard Fund has become 
largely functionless, as was the case in the five-year period pre
ceding the combination of "the two reserve funds into a single Cur
rency Reserve Fund in 1918. So long as the silver peso plays a 
subordinate part in the circulating medium of the Islands, and the 
Treasury certificates are issued chiefly against bank deposits in 
the United States, this will occur. When the gold export point of 
the theoretical gold peso is reached, exchange will be purchased 
from the Government by paying in, not coin, but Treasury certifi
cates, which not only constitute the bulk of the monetary circulation, 
but are more easily and cheaply collected. They also form the 
principal part of bank reserves in the Islands. Conversely, when the 
circulation is increased through the purchase of drafts in N ew York 
on Manila, this increase will not be in the form of coin, but in the 
form of the more convenient and popular Treasury certificates_ 
Has the Gold Standard Fund performed any function in such 
transactions? Not at all, except per~aps in accounting procedure; 
that is, when drafts are sold on New York, the Treasury certificates 
received are retired from circulation, the bank deposits against 
which they were issued are replaced by a credit to the Gold Stand
ard Fund, and the drafts are eventually cashed in N ew York with 
the proceeds of this increased balance. Conversely, when drafts 
are sold in New York on Manila, the money paid in for the drafts 
accrues not to the Gold Standard Fund but to the Treasury Cer
tificate Fund, and the drafts are cashed in Manila in Treasury cer
tificates. Except for the rare occasions ~hen small amounts of 
silver coin are paid into or out of the Gold Standard Fund in 
Manila, it is the Treasury Certificate Fund and not the Gold 
Standard Fund which serves as the regulator fund for the currency 
of the Islands. The Gold Standard Fund for the most part per
forms only accounting functions; receipts and profits from the 
operation of the monetary system accrue to it, and monetary ex-
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penses are paid from it. It also serves as a secondary reserve 
guaranteeing the conversion of coin into gold exchange should 
such a demand arise. The Gold Standard Fund will continue to 
serve only these ancillary functions unless, as is unlikely, Treasury 
certificates are issued almost exclusively against coined silver pesos. 
Each reserve would then perform its assumed (unction; i.e. the 
Treasury Certificate Fund would take care of the two-way con
vertibility of silvet: pesos and certificates, and the Gold Standard 
Fund would take care of the two-way convertibility of silver peso~, 
or the certificates representing them, and gold exchange. Such a 
division of functions, however, has not squared with the actual 
situation since 1916, the year that marked the beginning of the 
practice of carrying part of the Treasury Certificate Fund in the 
form of bank deposits. 

SALES OF EXCHANGE BY THE INSULAR TREASURER 

That the Treasury Certificate Fund and not the Gold Standard 
Fund has been serving as the means of increasing and decreasing 
the volume of currency is evident not only from the relatively 
constant amount of coin in circulation and the wide variations 
in the amount of Treasury certificates, but also from an analysis 
of sales of exchange by the Government on Manila and on New 
York. The statements of drafts sold on the Gold Standard Fund 
show that from 1923 to 1932, inclusive, a total of $162,202,107 
of drafts were sold in Manila on New York, while only $1,300,000 
were sold in the opposite direction.? If the money of the Govern
ment in circulation were increased or decreased only as a result of 
drafts sold on the Gold Standard Fund, the tremendous preponder
ance of drafts sold on the New York balance of the Fund would 
have resulted in an enormous contraction of the monetary circula
tion. However, instead of a decrease in the money of the Govern
ment in circulation or available therefor, there was a net increase 
of 42.S million pesos.- This resulted from an increase of 46.2 

'A"". Rep's. Trea.s. Phil. Is., 1927, pp. 5~; 1932, pp. 80-1. 
_ ibid., 1922, pp. 14. 27-8; 19~, p. 78. Since 1922 large amounts of Philippine 

currency, chiefly in the form of Treasury certificates, have been held in the 
Treasury vaults as "pertaining to governmental funds," and while these sums are 
always deducted in the official reports of the amount of money actually in circu
lation, they are considered "available for circu1ation," and the same legal reserve 
requirements apply as if this money were in circulation. All Philippine curren<;y 
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million pesos in the amount of Treasury certificates in circulation 
or available therefor, and a decrease of 3.7 million pesos in coin. 
The only possible explanation of this large increase in Treasury 
certificates is that they have been issued directly against bank 
deposits in the United States without even the formality of making 
the transfers through the Gold Standard Fund, as is the case when 
drafts are sold in Manila on N ew York. 

CHIEF SOURCES OF DOLLAR DEPOSITS IN THE 

TREASURY CERTIFICATE FUND 

The question then arises as to where the Philippine Government 
obtained these bank deposits. The most important sources are, 
first, army and navy transfers, and second, proceeds of the sale of 
bonds in the United States. It is impossible to ascertain from the 
published reports how much of the increase in circulation has 
been due to the first source, and how much to the second. As regards 
the first source, the army and navy transfers, these are made by 
depositing cash to the credit of the Insular Government in a 
depository of that Government in the United States, and crediting 
the Depository Account of the Treasurer of the United States with 
the equivalent in pesos in Manila. If the cash of the Insular Treas
urer is low, Treasury certificates are issued against the bank deposit 

is considered available for circulation except that which is held in the vaults of 
the Gold Standard Fund and Treasury Certificate Fund. On December 31, 1922, 
the money of the Government in circulation or available therefor amounted to 
59 million pesos, of which 55.8 million pesos were actually in circulation. On 
December 31, 1932, there were 101.5 million pesos of money of the Government in 
circulation or available therefor, of which 72.2 million pesos were in circulation. 
Thus though there was an increase of 42.5 million pesos in the amount of money 
of the Government in circulation or available therefor, there was an increase of 
only 164 million pesos in money of the Government actually in circulation. In 
tracing the effect of sales of Gold Standard Fund drafts it is necessary to con
sider the amount of money in circulation and available therefor instead of merely 
the amount of money in circulation. It should be noted that the total monetary 
circulation, i.e. money of the Government in circulation plus bank notes in circu
lation, declined from 97.2 million pesos on DecemDer 31, 1922, to 884 million 
pesos on December 31, 1932. This decline in total monetary circulation, in spite 
of the increase of '16.4 million pesos in money of the Government in circulation, 
was due to a decrease of 25.2 million pesos in bank notes in circulation. Bank 
notes are not receivable in payment of drafts on the Gold Standard Fund and 
hence the sale of drafts does not affect the amount in circulation except insofar as 
the resulting variations in the amount of the money of the Government in circu
lation affects the reserve position of the two banks with the note issue privilege. 
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made to the credit of the Insular Government in the United States, 
and are subsequently paid out to the army and navy disbursing 
officers. If the Insular Treasurer has ample cash, however, the 
disbursements can be made from such cash, and the general fund 
of the Philippine Treasury simply shows a larger balance on deposit 
in the United States and a smaller balance in Manila than before 
the transaction was made. Prior to 1923 these transfers were always 
made through issuing Philippine currency against gold deposited 
in the United States, and the transactions were reported by the 
Insular Treasurer in his report on the Gold Standard Fund or the 
Currency Reserve Fund. Since that time the amount of the transfers 
has been given in the section of the annual report of the Treasurer 
of the Philippine Islands entitled "Treasurer of the United States 
Account," but it is not stated to what extent the transfers result 
in issues of Treasury certificates which could not otherwise take 
place. Presumably, however, the army and navy transfers usually 
result in new issues of Treasury certificates; since, unless this were 
the case, it would be impossible to explain the large increase in 
Treasury certificates in circulation or available therefor which has 
taken place since 1922. From 1923 to 1932, inclusive, army and 
navy transfers have amounted to 138.5 million dollars, and the 
excess of exchange sold on N ew York over that sold on Manila has 
been 160.9 million dollars.8 Premiums of 1.4 million dollars were 
realized on this sale of exchange. Adding the last two items, sub
tracting the first, and doubling to get the peso equivalent, it will be 
found, assuming army and navy transfers always resulted in neW 
issues of Treasury certificates, that the money of the Government 
in circulation or available therefor should have decreased 47.6 
million pesos. As has been stated above, however, the money of 
the Government in circulation or available therefor increased 42.5 
million pesos during this period. Hence a discrepancy of 90.l: 
million pesos remains to be explained. The chief explanation ap
pears to be the fact that the proceeds of Insular bonds sold in the 
United States have been transferred to the Philippines by depositing 
dollars in New York to the credit of the Treasury Certificate Fund 
in exchange for an equivalent amount of pesos in Manila.'o Un-

S Ann. Rep's. TreIJS. Phil. Is., 1927. pp. 58-9. and 1932. pp. 80-1. 
10 Since the end of 1922 the Insular Government has realized 40.5 million pesos 

from the sale of bonds. It is certain that these proceeds have not been transferred 
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fortunately the published reports do not state the amounts of eithel 
bond transfers or army and navy transfers which result in th€ 
issue of Treasury certificates, and it is therefore impossible to tel' 
how much of the increase of the money of the Government ir 
circulation or available therefor is to be accounted. for by ead 
source. However, the assumption that both kinds of trans fen 
nearly always resulted in the issue of Treasury certificates is th€ 
only likely explanation of the fact that the money of the Govern
ment increased in spite of a tremendous preponderance of draft! 
sold on New York over those sold in the opposite direction. 

to the Islands through the sale of drafts on the Gold Standard Fund since the 
official statements do not show any sales of drafts on Manila to bureaus of the 
Insular Government. Hence the inference has been made that these bond proceedl 
were transferred in a manner analogous to the army and navy transfers. Thil 
inference would appear to be warranted by the following statement of the Secre· 
tary of Finance in his report for 1923: 

"The fund was maintained throughout the year over the minimum limit, excepl 
on May 31 and June 16, when the amounts of P32.212.33 and PI.955,268.81 were 
automatically appropriated from the general fund to cover the deficiency of the 
gold standard fund. This deficiency was due to the increase in circulation broughl 
about by the movement of heavy sugar crop toward the end of May and June ant 
of [sic] the expenditure of bond funds for· public works." 
Rept. Governo,. General Phil. Is., 1923. p. 136. 

The actual amount of bond proceeds transferred in this manner is difficult tc 
estimate since in at least one instance a large amount of bond proceeds has beeJI 
spent in the United States. Thus in 1923, #4 million pesos were used to reston 
the currency reserves and to retire outstanding certificates of indebtedness. ibid., 
1923. p. 128. This, however, was an unusual case, and no doubt the normal pro· 
cedure is to transfer the proceeds of bond sales to the Islands for disbursement 

In estimating the probable increases in money of the Government resulting from 
the transfer of bond proceeds it is also necessary to take into account the decrease 
in the dollar deposits belonging to the "Bond Fund" between 1923 and 1932. DUI 
to the fact that the Insular Government had sold a large amount of bonds during 
1922, and had used only a negligible amount of the proceeds, there must haVI 
been a large amount of bond funds on deposit in the United States at the end oj 
the year. Prior to 1923 the published reports did not state how much of the bond 
funds were held in the form of dollar deposits, ~d how much were held in 
Philippine currency in Manila. It is a fairly safe assumption, however, that the 
greater part of the 97.7 million pesos reported as the balance in the bond fund on 
DecellDber 31, 1922, was held on deposit in the United States. On the same date 
the Insular Treasurer reported 45.4 million dollars on deposit in the United States 
to the credit of the Insular Government. exclusive of deposits belonging to the 
Currency Reserve Fund. Even if it is assumed that the entire amount of this sum 
consisted of bond funds, the monetary circulation could not have been increased 
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EFFECTS OF ISSUING TREASURY CERTIFICATES TO 

TRANSFER GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS 

The fact that these transfers have been so regular and in stich 
large volume undoubtedly explains in part the frequency of sales 
of exchange on New York, and the almost constant premium on 
the dollar in the face of a steadily favorable commodity balance of 
trade. l1 The effect of these transfers is to pump money into cir-

by more than 78.9 million pesos as a result of transfers of bond funds to the 
Islands, as is shown in the following analysis: 

Millions 
of pesos 

Peso equivalent of dollar deposits in the bond fund on December 31, 1922 go.8 
Proceeds of bond sales, 1923-1932 inclusive... .•• . .• . . . .•••• • • • ••. .••• 4O.S 

Total ......................................................... 131.3 
Less 

Peso equivalent oI dollar deposits in the bond fund on December 
31, 1932 ................................................. 8.0 

Proceeds of bond sales used to rehabilitate CUIrencY reserves and 
retire certificates of indebtedness ....... .!.................. 44.4 

Maximum amount of transfers possible ............................ ; ••. 78.9 

This amount is 11.2 million pesos short of the 90.1 million pesos needed to 
explain the discrepancy between drafts sold and the amount of money of the 
Government in circulation or available therefor. See sUpra, p. 223. However, 
the foregoing analysis ignores incidental dollar reCeipts accruing to the Insular 
Government such as interest on dollar deposits other than those belonging to the 
currency reserves. Transactions between the Government of the United States and 
the Insular Government might also result in incidental dollar receipts by the latter. 
Moreover, a part of the discrepancy might be due to the involved transactions 
between the Insular Government and the Philippine National Bank when the 
Bank was rehabilitated in 1924-

1I1 From 1923 to 1932, inclusive, commodity exports have exceeded commodity 
imports by 2IS.S million dollars. See Table XII, Appendix B. It is known that 
invisible debits in the balance of payments are usually large, but apparently no 
comprehensive estimate of their amount has ever been made. cf. statement of the 
Hon. Manuel Roxas, 72nd Congress, 1St Session, Hearings on H.R. 7233, pp. 
53-4- On page 303 of these hearings a statement prepared by the Bureau of 
Insular Affairs is quoted which estimated American investments in the Philippines 
at 258 million dollars, of which 114 million dollars were listed as "Bonds," so 
presumably the balance consisted of direct investments. Investments of those other 
than Filipinos and Americans were listed at 19S million dollars, and. unclassified 
investments at 72 million dollars. However, this estimate includes investments of 
foreigners resident in the Islands, and hence the invisible debit arising from pay
ing interest and dividends is much smaller than this estimate suggests. Thus in 
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culation regardless of the scarcity or redundancy of the existing 
circulation. If the money so injected is needed to maintain equi
librium in the Philippine price level and balance of payments, 
the additional currency will remain in circulation; if it is not, 
the excess will be drained off through-the gold-exchange stand
ard mechanism. Transfers on account of the Insular and 
United States Governments since 1922 seem to have been so 
regular and so large as to have kept Philippine currency nearly 
continuously at the point of redundancy, and the gold-exchange 
standard mechanism has been steadily draining off the excess. 
For example, the period from 1923 to 1929 witnessed a rapid 
recovery from the depressed economic conditions which prevailed 
from the middle of 1920 to the middle of 1922. The generally 
heightened business activity was accompanied by an increase in 
prices and a large increase in the volume of currency in circulation. 
The increase in monetary circulation, however, was not effected 
by a rise in exchange rates on Manila and the sale of drafts on the 

1930 the United States Department of- Commerce estimated American invest
ments in the Islands af 166 million dollars. of which 85 million dollars were port
folio and 81 million dollars were direct. Trade Information Bulletin No. 767, A 
New Estimate of American Investments Abroad, p. 20. In Trade In/ormation 
Bulletin No. 731, American D~rect Investments in Foreign Countries, pp. 27-8, 
it is stated that though other estimates place American direct investments at 145 
million doHars, this discrepancy is due to the Department's residence rule. 
The Department of Commerce estimated the yield on portfolio investments 
at 3.9 million dollars, and the yield on direct investments at 5.6 million dollars. 
Trade In/ormation Bulletin No. 761, The Balance of International Payments of 
the United States in 1930, p. 39. Interest and dividends due non-residents other 
than Americans would probably not exceed this amount, so it is very unlikely 
that the total debit would amount to more than 19 million dollars a year. It is 
also unlikely that the debits due to insurance and shipping services, etc., exceed 
the credits due to capital imports. The credit on merchandise account has 
exceeded 20 million dollars in five out of the ten years from 1923 to 1932. 

It should be noted that the Insular Government makes its payments on debt 
service by purchasing drafts on the New York balance of the Gold Standard 
Fund instead of purchasing exchange in the open market. From 1923 to 1932 
drafts sold to bureaus of the Insular Government 9 accounted for 62.6 million 
dollars of the 162.2 million dollars of drafts sold on New York. Paying service 
on the debt in this manner reduces the monetary circulation by the full amount 
of the debt service, and of course operates to some degree to offset increases in 
monetary circulation resulting from transfers on Government account in the 
opposite direction. Interest payments amount to about 3 million dollars a year, 
and hence account for most of the Department of Commerce estimate of the 
yield from portfolio investments. 
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Manila balance of the Gold Standard Fund, but rather, as has 
been explained, by the issue of Treasury certificates as a result 
of transfers of funds on Government account. Thus from 1923 to 
1929 only 1.2 million dollars of drafts on Manila were sold. In 
contrast 35.9 million dollars of exchange on New York were sold 
to banks, business enterprises and private individuals. This situa
tion was undoubtedly largely the result of excessive increases in 
monetary circulation arising from transfers of funds to the Islands 
on Government account, which tended to keep the currency redun
dant, and which caused exchange rates, to remain almost constantly 
near the gold export point of the theoretical gold peso. During this 
period the monthly average exchange rates on the United States 
as reported in the Statistical Bulletins of the Philippine Island.f2 
show the dollar at a premium for every month except March of 
1923 and February, October and November of 1924.18 In March 
of 1923 there occurred the only substantial sale of exchange on 
the Manila balance of the Gold Standard Fund since 1922. This 
was a sale of $1,125,000 to banks. In the preceding month there 
was a sale of $100,000, and in February of 1929 a sale of $75,000. 
These were the only sales of exchange on Manila in the entire 
seven-year period. 

The Philippine import and export trade has no doubt become 
adjusted to the condition of a slight but persisting premium on 
the dollar, and probably little if any damage is caused by making 
remittances to the United States on account of debt service and 
other governmental expenditures through the Gold Standard Fund, 
and making army and navy and bond fund transfers to the Islands 
through the Treasury Certificate Fund. So long as this is done, 
however, the value of exchange rates as a barometer of monetary 

11 1924. pp. 138-9. and 1929. pp. 229-30. 
18 It should be noted that from 1923 to 1925 sales of drafts"on New York to 

bureaus of the Insular Government for the purpose of meeting debt service and 
other expenses accounted for nearly all of the exchange sold. This was doubt
less due to the fact that the rapid recovery in economic activity permitted the 
absorption of currency issued as a result of army and navy and bond transfers 
without redundancy being caused thereby. Hence there was no excess in the 
circulating medium to be drained off through purchase of drafts on the New 
York balance of the Gold Standard Fund. The favorable commodity balance of 
trade was unusually large during these years. having been 33 million dollars in 
1923. 27 million dollars in 1924. and 29 million dollars in 1925. 
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conditions and the state of the Philippine balance of payments is 
largely destroyed. The gold-exchange standard mechanism func
tions in such a way as to prevent inflation and serious price disequi
librium, but it does it in the peculiar manner of draining off 
through the Gold Standard Fund the excessive currency resulting 
from transferring funds on Government account to the Islands 
through the Treasury Certificate Fund. Thus the monetary circula
tion is increased through the Treasury Certificate Fund and coinci
dently decreased through the Gold Standard Fund. Hence, as was 
the case between 1916 and 1918, the functions of the Gold Stand
ard Fund and the Treasury Certificate Fund are confused; the two 
funds together are really functioning as a single currency reserve 
fun~. This would be true, however, even if the issue of Treasury 
certificates resulted from a rise in exchange rates to the gold import 
point of the Islands and from the consequent purchase of drafts on 
the Manila balance of the Gold Standard Fund by banks, rather 
than from transfers of funds to the Islands on Government account. 
The banks would undoubtedly prefer to have their drafts cashed in 
Treasury certificates, and this would be accomplished through 
transferring bank deposits from the credit of the New York balance 
of the Gold Standard Fund to the credit of the New York balance 
of the Treasury Certificate Fund. The transfer mig~ thus osten
sibly be through the Gold Standard Fund, but actually it would have 
taken place through the Treasury Certificate Fund. So long as the 
Treasury certificates are the most important element of the cir
culating medium, and the bulk of the Treasury Certificate Fund 
is maintained in the. form of bank deposits in the United States, 
the currency system will continue to function in this manner. \ 



CHAPTER XI 

FUNDAMENTAL PROBLEMS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

THE TREASURY CERTIFICATES 

A NALYSIS of the operation of the Philippine currency 
system since 1923 shows that while a return to the original 
system was a move in the direction of greater monetary 

security, the optimum system has not yet Eeen attained. The gold
exchange standard, as established by the original Philippine Gold 
Standard Act, was eminently satisfactory so long as the conditions 
upon which it was predicated remained unchanged. However, the 
original monetary law was based on the belief that the silver peso 
would continue to be the most important constituent of the cur
rency, and that the Treasury certificate would be relatively unim
portant. Subsequent developments have shown this belief to have 
been erroneous. As has been shown, the Treasury certificate has 
gradually increased in popularity until today it completely over
shadows the silver peso in importance. This change in fundamental 
conditions, while it does not alter the feasibility of the gold
exchange standard, nevertheless makes questionable the wisdom 
of having the separate Gold Standard Fund and Treasury Certifi
cate Fund established by the original law and returned to in 1923. 
There is little reason for having two separate Funds unless the 
Treasury Certificate Fund is composed almost exclusively of silver 
pesos, and the reserve provisions of the legislation of 1923 were 
framed on the supposition that the Treasury certificates should 
again become coin certificates. 

In view of the evident preference of the Philippine people for 
notes rather than coin, and of the fact that when redemption of 
Treasury certificates is sought it is requested in the fonD. of gold 
exchange rather than coin, the wisdom of returning ·to the coin 
certificate form of paper money provided for in Act No. 3058 is 
open to question. That the people have a well established preference 
for and confidence in paper money was demonstrated by their 
conduct during the currency and exchange crisis. There seems to 
have been no widespread desire to have eithet: Treasury certificates 
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or the notes of the Philippine National Bank redeemed in silver 
coin though there was considerable dissatisfaction at the refusal 
of the Government to redeem its paper money at par in gold 
exchange.1 In this connection, the following comment of Mr. Her
rick before the Committee on Insular Affairs is of interest:2 

\"THE CHAIRMAN. It is a rather remarkable fact, is it not, that not-
withstanding these conditions there has not been what might be 
considered or termed an absolute failure or shutting up of banking 
operations? 

"MR. HERRICK. Of course it is really very extraordinary. I was 
astonished when I was there that people were accepting these notes of 
the Philippine banks-passing from hand to hand in perfect confidence. 
I had just been in China, where I had seen them close up three or four 
banks in demand for silver, and I was surprised at the Philippine 
banks, with all these outstanding demands for pesos in silver not being 
shut up. An investigation was started. The loss in Shanghai was very 
serious. They lost about $10,000,000 in exchange over there. An inves
tigation was started and resulted in a lot of these charges and counter
charges against officials~ and some two or three million pesos of deposits 
in the banks were taken out, but there was no difficulty which came 
from the circulation, and apparently all through the Islands everybody 
had expected they would adhere to the coin-stick to the silver and not 
take the paper, but instead of that they were very much surprised to 
find they brought these papers in and took them out, and there seemed 
to be full faith right through, and the whole community have every 
hope that the certificates outstanding are good and the Government is 
behind the bank." 

In spite of this, however, both Mr. Herrick and Mr. Wright 
advocated a return to the silver certificate. 

The chief reason for this decision seems to have been the con
viction that this was a safer form of paper currency for the 
Philippines, principally because a note reserve composed of coined 
silver pesos would be more difficult to dissipate than a reserve 
composed of bank deposits. In a measure tRis is true, but the im
portant thing is that the certificates be redeemed at par in gold or 
gold exchange, not in silver pesos with a bullion content usually 
worth from a half to one-third of their monetary value. If the 

1 d. supra, p. 68, note 3. 
2 67th Congress, 2nd S,.ssion, Hearings on H.R. 10442, Part 2, pp. 19-20; 
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parity of the peso with gold is maintained the likelihood of a 
severe drain on the silver coin part of the Treasury Certificate 
Fund is remote. That a people which has contentedly used paper 
currency in preference to coin for over twenty years should, so long 
as redemption in gold exchange is maintained, suddenly revert to a 
preference for the silver coin is far from probable. It is conceivable, 
of course, that such a thing might happen, but it is highly improb
able if both the paper currency and the silver peso are maintained 
indifferently at a parity with the theoretical gold peso. The only 
contingency in which a large demand for silver pesos would seem 
possible is that in which the parity of neither coin nor certificates 
with gold is maintained, in other words, that the gold-exchange 
standard mechanism ceases to function. Even then it would be 
rather cold comfort to have certificates redeemed in silver coin of 
small bullion value. With silver in the neighborhood of its present 
price, there would have to be considerable inflation, with the gold
exchange standard inoperative, before the monetary value of the 
notes would be driven down to the value of the bullion content of 
the silver peso.' The argument for a coin certificate type of paper 
money in the Philippines thus does not seem very compelling. 

For the same reasons the argument that Treasury certificates 
issued against coined silver pesos are safer is largely meretricious. 
The contention is sometimes advanced that in the event of attain
ment of independence by the Philippines a rush to redeem Treasury 
certificates in silver coin is likely. It does not seem logical, however, 
that people would rush to have certificates redeemed in silver 
pesos when they could have them redeemed in gold exchange 
worth several times the bullion value of the coin. The prompt 
redemption of the certificates in gold exchange, quickly contracting 
the currency, should allay almost any panic. Perhaps it would facili
tate matters to have on hand a supply of silver pesos to redeem the 
certificates of those who held but a small number. Probably not 
more than 5 million silver pesos at the most would be needed 
for this, particularly in view of the fact that if the banks knew that 

• With silver at its present price (June 12, 1934) of 4S cents an ounce the 
bullion value of the peso is 23.15 cents. Even were silver to go to 64-5 cents per 
ounce, the market price of silver eligible for purchase by the United States 
Treasury under the President's proclamation of December 21, 1933, the bullion 
value of the peso would be but 33.18 cents. 
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redemption of the certificates at par in gold exchange was certain, 
they undoubtedly would be willing to aid in allaying incipient panic 
by exchanging what coin they had in reserves for certificates. 
The important thing, however, is parity with gold, and this can be 
maintained effectively by redemption of currency in large sums 
for the purpose of settling external claims only, as is recognized 
in the gold bullion standard formerly in effect in England, and 
indeed, as is implied in the gold-exchange standard of the Philip
pines. The maintenance of a one hundred per cent coined peso 
reserve against Treasury certificates gives an impression of security 
which is iflusory since a wholesale demand for the redemption of 
certificates would almost certainly be for redemption in the form 
of gold exchange. Thus a coined peso reserve would be nearly 
functionless. 

To the argument that a reserve of coined silver pesos would be 
more difficult to dissipate, the answer is that no currency system is 
fool-proof, nor can honesty and intelligence of administration be 
dispensed with in any monetary system yet devised. Even the gold 
standard is no exception to this. Assuming a deliberate attempt to 
exploit the currency system on the part of the Philippine Govern
ment, it would be quite possible to sell the coined silver peso reserve 
as bullion and inflate the currency with further issues of unsup
ported certificates in the traditional manner of certain western 
powers. However desirable a silver coin certificate might have been 
while the Philippine people were being familiarized with paper 
money, the need for such a certificate is no longer apparent. More
over, it is sophistical to pretend that the Treasury certificates are 
now coin certificates rather than Treasury notes since three-fourths 
of the 'Lreasury Certificate Fund consists of bank deposits in the 
United States. Though the certificates are undoubtedly secure, it 
hardly seems ethical to circulate them with the tacit assumption 
that they are coin certificates. If coin certificates are necessary it 
would be more logical, though several times as expensive, to issue 
them largely against gold coin. In the opinion of the author this is 
not desirable, though it would be appropriate to have the Treasury 
Certificate Fund composed exclusively of silver and/or gold coin 
if the paper currency continues to be issued as "Treasury certifi
cates" rather than "Treasury notes." 
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In view of the low price of silver during recent years it is 
remarkable that there has been no move toward replacing the 
bank deposit part of the Treasury Certificate Fund with silver 
pesos. On December 31,1932, there were :P82,295,818 of Treasury 
certificates in circulation or available therefor! On the same date 
the Treasury Certificate Fund consisted of silver coin to the amount 
of :P7,¢8,2II, and of deposits in banks in the United States to 
the amount of $37,163,803.50.6 If the Insular Government, in 
accordance with the intent of Act No. 3058, had decided to replace 
these bank deposits with silver pesos, it would have been necessary 
to purchase 38,234,121 ounces of silver to coin the 74,327,607 
silver pesos required. If this silver had been purchased at 28.2 cents 
per ounce, the average price of silver for 1932, the Government 
would have realized a seigniorage profit of $26,381,781.8 For 
the reasons mentioned above, this would, in the writer's opinion, 
be a step in the wrong direction. The Insular Government is indeed 
to be complimented on having neglected to take advantage of 
this opportunity. The present currency reserves are so large that 
they could doubtless be reduced materially without danger to the 
currency system. However, it would be much wiser to effect this 
reduction by a plan which did not evolve the substitution of silver 
pesos for dollar deposits, since the former are useless for main
taining the parity of the Treasury certificates with gold, which 
should be the essential function of the currency reserve. 

t See Ann. Rept. Treas. Phil. Is., 1932, p. 102. Only P54,353,268 of this amount 
were actually in circulation. '27,942,550 were held in Treasury vaults pertaining 
to governmental funds, and '350,000 were estimated as lost or destroyed. 

• ibid., p. 84-
a This figure represents the difference between the $37,163,803.50 of bank 

deposits and the cost of silver bullion, no allowance having been made for the 
cost of coinage. The average price of silver for 1932 is that computed in the 
Annual Report of the Director of the Mint. See Statistical Abstract of the United 
States, 1933, p. 673. 

Assuming for purposes of illustration that the Treasury Certificate Fund con
tained the same amount of dollar deposits at the present time (June of 1934) as 
at the end of 1932, and that the silver bullion was purchased at the present price 
of silver, 45 cents per ounce, the Government would realize a profit of 20 million 
dollars. This would be sufficient to retire approximately one-third of the net 
bonded indebtedness of the Insular Government. 
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PRESENT PHILIPPINE CURRENCY RESERVES EXCESSIVE 

There is little doubt that the present Philippine currency reserves 
are excessive. On DeceII!ber 31, 1932, the total money of the Gov
ernment in circulation or available therefor was IOI.5 million pesos, 
of which 72.2. million pesos were actually in circulation.7 Against 
the total money in circulation or available therefor the following 
cash reserves were held in the Gold Standard Fund and Treasury 
Certificate Fund :8 

COMBINED CASH RESERVES OF PESO EQUIVALENTS 

Philippine Coin 

THE GOLD STANDARD FUND AND 

'TREASURY CERTIFICATE FUND 

ON DECEMBER 31, 1932 

P 21,499,605·55 
United States Currency 
Bank Deposits in the 

$ 1,683,328.45 

United States 

TOTAL 

P 21,499,605.55 
3,366,656.90 

99,990,50 5.00 

PI 24,8 56,767.45 
The total cash reserves thus amounted to one hundred twenty-three 
per cent of the money of the Government in circulation or available 
therefor, and to one hundred seventy-three per cent of the money 
of the Government actually in circulation. The United States cur
rency and bank deposit part of the currency reserves amounted to 
one hundred two per cent of the money of the Government in 
circulation or available therefor, and to one hundred forty-three 
per cent of that actually in circulation. The Philippine currency 

7 An". Rept. T,.eas. Phil. /s., 1932, pp. 78 and 102. As has been mentioned 
previously, reserves must be maintained against all Philippine currency except 
that which is held in the Gold Standard Fund and Treasury Certificate Fund. 
On this date 27.6 million pesos of Treasury certificates and 1.3 million pesos of 
coin pertaining to Government funds other than the currency reserves were in 
the vaults of the Insular Treasury. Coin and certificates to the amount of .4 
million pesos were estimated to have been lost or destroyed. 

Since there is always a lag of approximately a year and a half between the 
conclusion of the fiscal year of the Islands, which corresponds to the calendar 
year, and the publication of the various official reports, it has not been possible 
to obtain detailed information covering the time which has elapsed since the 
end of 1932. Consequently the illustrative material of this chapter is based on 
the monetary circulation and currency reserves as of that date. However, the 
changes in these factors since that time have not been great enough to affect 
materially .the appropriateness of these illustrations. See Note I of Appendix G. 

8 See Table XIV, Appendix F, 
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reserves are thus clearly excessive, and could be reduced materially 
without impairing the safety of the currency system. Such a reduc
tion would release a sum of money which for the Philippines 
would be quite large, and which could be used advantageously either 
for the reduction of the bonded indebtedness 'of the Islands or 
for some necessary capital improvement. It is true that nearly 
all of the currency reserves are in the form of time deposits in the 
United States, and that a substantial sum in interest is earned on 
these deposits.s However, since the rate of interest received on 
deposits from the currency reserves is substantially below that at 
which the Insular Government borrowed in 1922 to rehabilitate 
the currency system, the maintenance of excess reserves is an 
unnecessary expense which might well be avoided by a compara
tively poor nation such as the Philippines.10 

Excessive reserves are due in part to the provision in Section 
1622 of Act No. 3058 which requires that the Gold Standard Fund 
"shall at all times be maintained in a sum not less than fifteen per 
centum of the money of the Government of the Philippine Islands 
in circulation and available for circulation, including both coin 
and T,.easu,.y ce,.tificates.',n The result of this provision is that even 
though Treasury certificates are secured by a one hundred per 
cent reserve in the form of. bank deposits in the United States 
balance of the Treasury Certificate Fund, an additional reserve of 
at least fifteen per cent must be held against these certificates in the 
Gold Standard Fund. Since the function of the Gold Standard 
Fund is to maintain the parity of the peso with the dollar, this 
provision in effect is requiring additional reserves for maintaining 
the parity of Treasury certificates with the dollar when this is 

• At the end of 1932 only 1.1 miIIion dolIars of currency reserves were held 
in the form of demand deposits, while 48.9 million dolIars consisted of time 
deposits. From 1923 to 1930 inclusive the Insular Government received three per 
cent interest on demand deposits and three and one-half per cent interest on time 
deposits. The rate of interest on demand deposits was reduced to two per cent in 
1931 and to one and one-half per cent in 1932. The rate of interest on time deposits 
was reduced to three per tent in 1931 and to two and one-half per cent in 1932. 

10 The Insular Government sold 23 miIIion dolIars of bonds for this purpose. 
The first issue, 10 million dolIars, were sold at a price representing a yield to 
maturity of approximately 4.60 per cent, and the second issue, 13 million dol
lars, were sold at a price representing a yield to maturity of approxinlately 
4-80 per cent. 

11 Italics are the author's. 
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already assured by the fact that these certificates are secured to 
their full value by dollar deposits in the Treasury Certificate Fund. 
Inasmuch as Treasury certificates constitute the bulk of the mon
etary circulation, and nearly all of them are issued against bank 
deposits in the United States, the unnecessary duplication of re
serves resulting from this provision is large. This could be remedied 
by inserting in the law a proviso to the effect that no reserve in 
the Gold Standard Fund should be maintained against Treasury 
certificates 'issued against United States gold coin or bank deposits 
in the United States.12 

A second reason for the excessive reserves which have been built 
up is that Act No. 3058 requires all net earnings from the operation 
of the currency system to be added to the Gold Standard Fund 
until it amounts to twenty-five per cent of the money of the Govern
ment in circulation or available therefor, and though it permits 
accumulations in excess of this amount to be transferred to the 
general fund of the Treasury, such transfers are not mandatory. 
From 1923 to 1932 the net receipts from the operation of the 
currency system amounted to 31.3 million peSOS.18 The Insular 
Government, however, has seen fit to allow these earnings to remain 
in the Gold Standard Fund with the resuItthat at the end of 1932 
the Fund amounted to 41.9 per cent of the money of the Govern
ment in circulation .or available therefor. If at the end of 1932 it 
had been decided to diminish the Gold Standard Fund by the full 
amount permitted by law, the Fund could have been reduced from 
42.6 million pesos to 25.4 million pesos, and the difference, 17.2 
million pesos, could have been transferred to the generai fund of 
the Treasury. H If, at the same time, the law had been amended so 
as to exclude Treasury certificates issued against bank deposits 
in the United States in fixing the size of the Gold Standard Fund, 

12 Such a proviso was contained in some of the earlier currency laws. See 
supra, p. 205. 

18 The largest sources of income from the operation of the currency system 
were interest on bank deposits, which amounted to 28.S million pesos, and 
premiums on drafts sold on the Gold Standard Fund, which amounted to 2.8 
million pesos. The small income derived from other sources, such as from the 
operation of the mint, was sufficient to. pay the expenses incurred in operating 
the currency system. 

14 An ... Rep'. Treas. Phil. Is., 1932, pp. 78-9. cf. Note II of Appendix G. 
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a further reduction of 18.6 million pesos could have been effe~ted.15 
Even if the foregoing reductions had been made, however, the total 
reserves in the Gold Standard Fund and Treasury Certificate Fund 
combined would still have been 97.6 per cent of the money of the 
Government in circulation or available therefor. A currency reserve 
of such amplitude would clearly be adequate. Even though the dollar 
balance of the currency reserves had been reduced by 17.9 million 
dollars (the equivalent of 17.2 million pesos plus 18.6 million 
pesos), the remaining balance of 32. I million dollars would have 
amounted to 63.3 per cent of the money of the Government in 
circulation or available therefor, and to 88.9 per cent of the money 
actually in circulation. If the gold-exchange standard is continued 
in its present form, the Gold Standard Fund should be reduced 
in the manner suggested. While the Insular Government is to be 
commended for its determination to maintain the currency system 
in at;1 extremely strong condition, it is false economy to maintain 
a large amount of excessive currency reserves, particularly when 
these have been built up in part from borrowed funds. 

AMOUNT OF DOLLAR RESERVES NEEDED BY THE PHILIPPINES 

Although the present Philippine dollar reserves are undoubtedly 
excessive, and could be materially reduced without impairing the 
safety of the currency system, care should be taken to provide an 
ample margin of security. A relatively large reserve is needed by 
the Philippines for two reasons: in the first place, the chief Philip
pine exports are raw materials subject to drastic declines in price, 
thus increasing the likelihood of a large reduction in the ratio 
of commodity exports to imports, followed by a severe drain on 
the currency reserve; in the second place, the proposed change in 
the political status of the Islands may involve important economic 

15 At the end of 1932 there were 101.5 million pesos of money of the Govern
ment in circulation or available therefor. 74-3 million pesos of this amount con
sisted of Treasury certificates issued against bank deposits in the United States, 
8.0 million pesos consisted of Treasury certificates issued against silver coin, 
and 19.2 million pesos consisted of silver coin. If the law had been changed to 
require a Gold Standard Fund of twenty-five per cent of the money of the 
Government in circulation or available therefor, exclusive of Treasury certifi
cates issued against bank deposits in the United States, a Fund of 6.8 million 
pesos would have been required. However, the Gold Standard Fund actually 
held at that time amounted to 42.6 mi11ion pesos. 
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readjustments, and under certain conditions there might be attempts 
to withdraw capital from the Islands in such amounts as to subject 
the peso to considerable pressure. In view of this situation it is 
important for the Insular Government to maintain a currency 
reserve large enough to assure implicit confidence in the stability of 
the peso. 

The first reason is well illustrated by occurrences during the 
deflationary periods 1920 to 1922 and 1929 to 1932. In both of these 
periods the"chief exports of the Islands were sugar, hemp, coconut 
oil and copra, these products having constituted seventy-six per 
cent of total exports in the first period and seventy-nine per cent 
in the second.16 During the first period sugar declined seventy-four 
per cent in price, hemp fifty-five per cent, coconut oil fifty-one 
per cent, and copra forty-two per cent.17 During the second period 
sugar declined twenty-three per cent in price, hemp sixty-eight 
per cent, coconut oil fifty-seven per cent, and copra fifty-eight 
per cent.18 If the decline iti the price of the product is weighted by 
the ratio of exports of the product to total exports in each period 
the resulting average is sixty per cent for the first period and 
thirty-nine per cent for the second.19 The effect of these drastic 

16 Annual Reports of the Chief of the Bureau of Insular Affairs, 1930, pp. 27-30, 
and 1933, pp. 38-4°. 

17 idem. These percentages, and also those for 11)29-1932, have been calcu
lated from the values per ton of hemp and copra exported, and the values per 
pound of coconut oil and sugar. The sugar figures refer chiefly to raw sugar, 
though a small amount of the refined product is included. The price declines 
computed from these figures correspond closely to those computed from the 
average wholesale prices of these products given in the Statistical Bulletin of 
the Philippine Islands for 1922 (p. 92). Data from this source show identical 
price declines for sugar and coconut oil, and a decline of forty-four per cent for 
hemp and fifty-one per cent for copra. Since the Statistical Bulletin has not 
been published since 1929 the data from the reports of the Chief of the Bureau 
of Insular Affairs have been used in the text in order that the extent of the 
price decline from 1920 to 1922 may be more accurately compared with that 
which took place from 1929 to 1932. • 

18 C£. Rept. Governor General Phil. Is., 1932~1933, p. 9. According to this 
source the price of sugar in 1932 had declined thirty per cent from the average 
price for 1926-1929, the price of hemp seventy per cent, and that of copra sixty 
per cent. No data were given for coconut oil. 

1.9 During the first period hemp averaged twenty per cent of total exports, 
sugar twenty-nine per cent, coconut oil sixteen per cent, and copra eleven per 
cent. During the second period the percentages were respectively eleven, forty
six, fourteen, and eight. If the price declines computed from the Statistical 
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declines in export prices is indicated by the fact that though com
modity exports exceeded imports by 3 million pesos in 1920, com
modity imports exceeded exports by 56 million pesos in 1921.20 
Though the later period was not characterized by violent disequi
librium, the excess of commodity exports over imports declined 
from 35 million pesos in 1929 to 20 million pesos in 1930 
and 10 million pesos in 1931. These two periods were also marked 
by an extremely severe contraction of the monetary circulation. 
Thus from May 31, 1920, to January 31, 1923, the monetary cir
culation decreased 67 million pesos or forty-one per cent. Similarly, 
from March 31,1929, to August 31,1932, the monetary circulation 
decreased 49 million pesos, or thirty-six per cent.21 The evidence 
presented by these two periods of extremely severe deflation 
suggests that a dollar reserve sufficiently large to effect a con
traction of the monetary circulation by at least forty per cent should 
be maintained. It would, of course, be desirable to have a margin 
of safety, particularly to avoid a loss of confidence which might 
occur if the reserve approached the point of exhaustion. However, 
it does not seem likely that the Philippin.!s will be forced to undergo 
a deflation more extreme than that which occurred in the periods 
discussed, and hence a dollar reserve of forty per cent plus a rea
sonable margin of safety should be adequate. 

Bulletin for the first period are weighted in the same manner the average 
decline is fifty-eight per cent. Similarly the average decline of the prices quoted 
from the Report of the Governor General for the later period is forty per cent. 

It should be noted that from 1929 to 1932 exports of sugar showed an increase 
in quantity as well as in value, while the other three products declined in both 
respects. As a result the ratio of sugar exports to total exports increased from 
32 in 1929 to 63 in 1932. This of course explains the smaller average decline in 
export prices in the period from 1929 to 1932 as compared to the period from 
1920 to 1922. Practically the whole amount of the sugar exported went to the 
United States where it entered duty free. 

20 See Table XII, Appendix B. As explained in Chapter VIII, the large excess 
of commodity imports in 1921 was partly to be explained by the inflation of 
currency and bank credit at that time. The Philippines were in a much sounder 
financial condition' in 1929 than in 1920 when the peso was depreciated relative 
to the dollar, and when the Philippine National Bank was on the verge of col
lapse. The fact that the currency system was functioning norma\1y during the 
later period undoubtedly explains in part the avoidance of the extreme dis
equilibrium which occurred during the earlier period. 

21 Ann. Rep,s. Treos. Phil. Is., 1920, p. 41; 1923, p. 67; 1929, p. 119; and 1932, 
p. lOS. 
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The remaining factor to be considered in determining the size 
of the reserve is the proposed change in the political status of the 
Islands and the economic readjustments which this may involve.11 

These economic readjustments will no doubt prove to be great. 
However, inasmuch as the transition will be slow, and there are 
provisions forbidding discrimination against American property 
rights, there is little reason to anticipate a sudden and disastrous 
collapse in trade or flight of capital from the Islands. The sugar 
industry will apparently experience some hardship, and, as has 
been noted, this has become by far the most important export 
industry of the Islands.I' The greater part of the sugar exports, 

II The McDuffie-Tydings Philippine Independence Act (Public No. 127-

13rd Congress) was approved March 24. 1934. and accepted by the Philippine 
Legislature on the first of May. This Act provides for the complete indepen
dence of the Islands on the 4th of July immediately following the expiration of 
ten years from the adoption of a constitution and the inauguration under its 
provisions of a new Philippine Government. Pending the final withdrawal of 
the United States the Philippine Government is required to submit acts affect
ing currency, coinage, imports, and exports to the President of the United 
States for approval. The President of the United States is further given author
ity to suspend the taking effect of or the operation of any law, contract. or 
executive order of the Philippine Government, which in his judgment will 
result in the failure of the Philippine Government to meet its debt service or 
impair the currency reserves of the Islands. It is specilically provided that the 
Philippine Government must continue to maintain the service on its debt, and 
that of its subdivisions, on the attainment of complete independence. Moreover, 
the Philippine Constitution must contain a provision safeguarding aU exsting 
property rights of citiaens or corporations of the-United States to the same 
extent as property rights of citizens of the Philippine Islands. 

During the ten-year transition period provided for in the Act the present 
virtual free trade relations existing between the Philippines and the United 
States are to be altered as follows. Quotas are established for exports of raw 
and relined sugar, coconut oil, and cordage, and exports in excess of these 
quotas must pay the same rates of duty as those from foreign countries. Begin
ning with the sixth year of the transition period the Philippine Government 
must levy an export tax on aU Philippine products exported to the United 
States, including those within the quota limits. During the sixth year this tax 
is to be five per cent of the United States customs duty on like products from 
foreign countries, and the tax is to be increased by 'five per cent of the duty each 
year that follows until it reaches twenty-live per cent after the expiration of the 
ninth year. Upon the attainment of complete independence the full United States 
customs duties will apply to Philippine products. The proceeds of the export 
taxes levied during the transition period are to be dedicated to meeting the debt 
service of the Insular Government. 

II The quota on raw sugar is 800,000 long tons. This was 144.000 long tons 
less than the amount exported to the United States in 19J2. The quota on 
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however, will enter the United States duty free except for the 
moderate export taxes which will be Unposed beginning with the 
sixth year of the transition period. On the whole it does not seem 
unreasonable to assume that a dollar reserve sufficient to effect a 
contraction as great as that which has already taken place since 
1929 would also be adequate to effect the necessary price adjust
ments which may accompany the development of new trade rela
tionships. 

While an immediate rush to withdraw capital does not appear 
to be imminent, any untoward political or economic development 
might conceivably give rise to an attempt to withdraw capital iIi 
considerable amounts. The possibility of such a contingency, 
however, hardly justifies the maintenance of reserves as excessive 
as those now held. So long as the gold-exchange standard remains 
operative, that is, so long as drafts are sold freely at a fixed rate 
and the currency received in exchange is retired from circulation, 
any large withdrawal of capital would soon bring counter forces 
into operation in the form of falling prices and rising interest 
rates.'" Moreover the ability to withdraw capital, except through 

refined sugar. 50,000 long tons, was 6,000 long tons less than the amount 
exported to the United States during that year. During the past ten years 
exports of coconut oil have been substantially below the quota of 200,000 long 
tons for that product. The quota for cordage is well below exports of that 
product, but these exports are relatively unimportant. See the AIIII. Ret'. Claitf 
of tilt B"r'll" of IflSUlar Affairs, 1933. pp. 38-41. 

'" It is true that in recent years short-term capital has shown a perverse ad
jnstability to interest rates in the case of some countries, notably Germany and 
England. cf. Rogers, J. H., Atrtnica Wtiglu Her Gold, pp. 127-34, and Gegory, 
T. E., Tilt Gold Sttmdard tntd Its F"hwt, pp. 4g-OO. However, the position of 
the Philippines is quite different from that of these countries in that they have 
neither borrowed excessively on short time nor used short-term credits to avoid 
making the internal adjustments necessary to maintain equilibrium in the balance 
of payments. There is probably relatively little foreign short-term capital in the 
Philippines except that of the foreign banks doing business in the Islands. These 
institutions are engaged chiefly in financing export and import trade. the greater 
part of the purely local business being handled by the Bank of the Philippine 
Islands and the Philippine National Bank. 

Banking is relatively undeveloped in the Islands. For example. on December 
31, 19J2. the ratio of total deposits to money in circulation was I.'J. while the 
corresponding ratio for the United States was 1-3- A comparison of these ratios 
in the more normal year 1928 shows a ratio of 1.2 for the Philippine Islands 
and 11-4 for the United States. See Statistical AbstnJds of tlat U"it,d SlottS, 
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a change in the ratio of exports to imports, is strictly limited by the: 
fact that drafts can be purchased from the Government only in 
exchange for cash. In all probability the effective demand for drafts 
for the purpose of withdrawing short-term capital would not greatly 
exceed the cash holdings of Philippine banks, which at the end of 
1932 held 16.3 million pesos, or 22.5 per cent of the total money 
of the Government in circulation at that time.25 There would 
therefore seem to be little reason to antici]1ate an uncontrollable: 
drain on the currency reserve due to a flight of short-term capital, 
providing the Government observes the currency law and retires 
from circulation the currency paid in for the purchase of drafts. 
Similarly, fixed capital could not be withdrawn without liquidating 
it for cash, and this could not be done except at extremely low 
prices. Moreover, liquidation, even at sacrifice prices, would become: 
increasingly more difficult as the monetary circulation was con· 
tracted as the result of the sale of drafts by the Government. Thus 
it would seem that even a panic attempt to withdraw capital would 
be effectively limited by the counter-forces set in motion as a result 
of the contraction of the monetary circulation which would follow. 
The margin of security in the dollar reserve then needs to be no 
greater than an amount which would assure the dominance of these 
counter-forces. Unless some sudden adverse development does 
result ill panic, there is every reason to believe that the withdrawal 
of capital, if it does occur, will be slow, and will be effected for 

1933. pp. 217 and 233. and 1929. p. 245; Ann. Rept. Bank Commissione,. Phil. Is., 
1932, p. 8; Table XI, Appendix A., infra. 

It should be mentioned that the Philippines have been in a relatively strong 
financial condition during the depression. In contrast to the United States which 
experienced an abnormal increase in monetary circulation because of bank 
failures and hoarding, the monetary circulation of the Islands has decreased 
steadily as deflation progressed. From the end of 1928 to the end of 1932 total 
bank deposits in the Philippines decreased eleven per cent and the monetary 
circulation decreased thirty-two per cent. In the United States total deposits 
decreased twenty-seven per cent and the monetary circulation increased fourteen 
per cent. There has been only one Philippine ba~ failure. that of a relatively 
small institution in 1931. See Rept. Governor General Phil. Is., 1931, p. 21 I. During 
the acute banking crisis in the United States the Philippine banks functioned 
normally except for the restrictions on exchange transactions imposed by the 
Federal authorities. See Ann. Rept. Chief of the Bureau of Insula,. Affairs, 
1933, p. 8. 

25 Ann. Rept. Bank Commissioner Phil. Is., 1932, p. 8, and Table XI, Appendix 
A infra. 
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the most part by an appropriate change in the ratio of exports to 
imports. 

The foregoing analysis leads to the conclusion that a dollar 
reserve which would normally amount to approximately sixty 
per cent of the money of the Government in circulation or available 
therefor would provide the Philippines with a regulator fund which 
would be adequate to meet even the most extreme emergency. As 
has been pointed out, the Philippines have experienced a monetary 
deflation of as much as forty-one per cent in a period of two years 
and a half. A dollar reserve of sixty per cent would allow for a 
deflation fully as drastic, and at the same time leave a balance large 
enough to prevent a loss of confidence after such a drain had taken 
place. A reserve of sixty per cent should also provide a margin, 
of security large enough to meet any emergencies arising from the 
political conditions peculiar to the Islands. A dollar reserve of 
this amount may perhaps appear· to be unnecessarily large. How
ever, it should be remembered that after the withdrawal of the 
United States from the Islands it may be more difficult to sell the 
one-year certificates of indebtedness which have been used in the 
past to build up the dollar reserve in emergencies. 

RECOMMENDED CHANGES IN THE PHILIPPINE 

CURRENCY SYSTEM 

In the opinion of the author not only should the present currency 
reserves be reduced, but the Gold Standard Fund and the Treasury 
Certificate Fund should be combined to form a single Currency 
Reserve Fund, as was done in Act No. 2776. There is no longer 
any need for a separate reserve for the Treasury certificates since 
these for the most part have ceased to be coin certifieates issued 
against silver pesos, and have become Treasury notes secured by bank 
deposits in the United States. As has been shown in the preceding 
chapter, the two separate funds are now really functioning as a 
unit in maintaining the parity of Philippine currency with the 
dollar. Moreover, it has been shown that this will continue to be 
the case so long as the Treasury certificates are the most important 
constituent of the monetary circulation, and are issued chiefly 
against bank deposits in the United States. Since there appears 
to be little likelihood of a change in either of these conditions, the 
currency law should be amended in such a way as to bring it into 
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closer conformance with the existing situation, and with the de facto 
operation of the currency system. 

The primary function of the Currency Reserve Fund would be 
to serve as a regulator fund for maintaining Philippine currency, 

both coin and certificates, at a parity with the dollar. Since the 
Manila balance of the Currency Reserve Fund would consist of 
Philippine silver coin, except for small amounts of United States 
currency which might be held therein, it could also perform the 
subordinate function of maintaining convertibility between Philip
pine coin and certificates. As has been stated previously, redemption 
of Treasury certificates in silver coin is rarely requested, and there 
is no reason to anticipate any change in this situation so long as 
the Insular Government maintains the free convertibility of both 
coin and certificates into gold exchange. The Insular Government 
held 21.5 million pesos of coin in its currency reserves at the end 
of 1932, approximately 16 million pesos of which consisted of silver 
pesos. Since this coin would be transferred to the proposed Cur
rency Reserve Fund, it is evident that the available supply would 
be more than ample to meet any likely demand for the exchange of 
certificates for coin. There is, however, no real necessity for con
tinuing mandatory redemption of the paper currency in silver coin. 
Though the Insular Treasurer should normally comply with re
quests for redemption in coin, particularly when half pesos and 
subsidiary coins appear to be inadequate for the needs of trade, 
he should have the option of refusing demands of a perverse 
nature. If the price of silver should rise considerably it would be 
advantageous for the Insular Government to sell as bullion some 
of the silver pesos now held in reserve, since these coins constitute 
a store of silver well in excess of the probable future coinage needs 
of the Islands.le 

The present issue of Treasury certificates should be retired and 
replaced by a new issue of Treasury notes. As has been pointed out, 
the Treasury certificates are not coin certilicates inasmuch as they 
are for the most part issued against bank deposits in the United 
States. The term certificates would be still less suitable if the reserve 

28 It is of course quite unlikely that this would be done at any time in the near 
future because of the large rise in the price of silver which would have to occur 
before it would become profitable, and because the United States would probably 
oppose such a move if it continues its attempts-to raise the price of silver. 
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against which they are issued is reduced below the one hundred 
per cent now required. The currency of the Islands needs a fully 
adequate regulator fund, but the maintenance of reserves in excess 
of the amount required for this purpose merely to secure a one hun
dred per cent "backing" for the paper currency is wholly unneces
sary. In view of the fact that the present certificates were issued 
by the Government and accepted by the people as coin certificates, 
it would be desirable to replace them formally by a new issue of 
Treasury notes. Until this change has been effected it would per
haps be desirable for the Insular Government not to dispose of any 
of its present reserves of silver coin. Redemption of Philippine 
currency in gold exchange is mandatory for sums of 10,000 pesos 
or more, and this should be an adequate guarantee of the accepta
bility of the new notes. Nevertheless, the prompt redemption of 
small amounts of the new notes in silver coin might be a useful 
means of forestalling any mistrust on the part of the populace. 
Though such an expedient would probably not be essential, it 
might be desirable as an added precaution to be able to resort to it 
in case of need. 

Although the proposed Currency Reserve. Fund, particularly 
when first established, would contain a considerable amount of 
Philippine silver coin, the greater part of the fund would consist 
of bank deposits in the United States. The law establishing the 
Fund might provide that any silver coin held in the present reserves 
should accrue to the Currency Reserve Fund, and leave the amount. 
of silver to be so held in the future to the discretion of appropriate 
officials. While coin should be paid out of the Fund only in exchange 
for Philippine paper currency, or to meet drafts sold on Manila, 
it should be within the discretion of these officials to sell as bullion 
some of the excessive silver now held if the opportunity arose. In 
accordance with the suggestion made above, the dollar part of the 
Currency Reserve Fund should normally amount to sixty per cent 
of the money of the Government in circulation or available therefor. 
At the end of 1932 there were 101.5 million pesos of money of the 
Government in circulation or available therefor, and consequently, 
if-the proposed Currency Reserve Fund had been established at 
that time, the United States part of the Fund would have amounted 
to 30.5 million dollars. This would have reduced the dollar reserves 
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carried at that time by 21.2 million dollars, or approximately 
two-fifths.27 

Though the proposed Currency Reserve Fund should be estab
lished with a dollar balance amounting to sixty per cent of the 
money of the Government in circulation or available therefor, the 
currency law should not require a fixed reserve ratio of sixty per 
cent, but should establish a maximum of seventy per cent and a 
minimum of fifty per cent. Since the currency law would require 
a reserve of less than one hundred per cent, the Government would 
be in a position to make large profits from the Treasury notes 
issued to cash drafts sold on Manila. These profits should not be 
realized unless the dollar reserve were at the legal maximum of 
seventy per cent.28 The currency law might provide that earnings 

27 This is a sum slightly less than the amount of bonds which were issued in 
1922 to provide funds for the rehabilitation of the currency reserves. 

18 If the dollar reserve were at the legal maximum, and drafts on Manila to the 
amount of PI,400,000 were sold, the Government could realize a profit of P6oo,ooo. 
This follows from the fact that the Government would have received $700,000 in 
exchange for drafts, and hence could issue P2,000,000 of Philippine currency 
without reducing the reserve ratio below seventy per cent. An alternative, of 
course, would be to issue only the PI.400,OOO of Philippine currency needed to 
cash the drafts, and to use $210,000 (the dollar equivalent of seventy per cent of 
P6oo,ooo) for meeting expenses payable in the United States. This illustration 
abstracts from the effect of the small premium which would be realized on the 
drafts. 

It should be noted that it would be inadvisable for the Government to realize 
peso profits of this kind when the dollar reserve was at the normal ratio of sixty 

. per cent because the result would be a reduction of the reserve below this ratio, 
if the additional currency paid into circulation in realizing these profits proved to 
be redundant, and was drained off through the sale of drafts on the United 
States. This of course follows from the fact that a reduction of the monetary 
circulation causes a more than proportionate reduction in the dollar reserve; for 
example, a reduction of ten per cent in the monetarY circulation would cause a 
reduction of sixteen and two-thirds per cent (ten per cent divided by sixty per 
cent) in the dollar reserve. While this is perhaps no cause for alarm, since the 
reduction of the dollar, reserve below sixty per cent would automatically stop the 
realization of further profits until the reserve had been restored to the sixty per 
cent ratio, it does not appear to be sound policy to allow the reserve to be reduced 
below the normal ratio even temporarily by such operations. This would be avoided 
if such profits could be realized only when the dollar reserve was at the legal 
maximum. The realization of peso profits would of course reduce the reserve below 
the maximum, if the currency issued were redundant, but any such reduction 
would leave the reserve above the normal ratio. This check would be particularly 
advisable if large transfers on account of the Insular and United States Govern
ments continue to be made through the currency reserve. 
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from interest on bank deposits or premiums on drafts, on the 
other hand, should be transferred to the general fund of the Treas
uryat any time when the dollar reserve was in excess of the normal 
ratio of sixty per cent.28 It would, of course, be necessary to borrow 
to build up the dollar reserve only when it fell below the minimum 
of fifty per cent, and this would seldom occur. These provisions 
would assure a dollar reserve which would rise toward the legal 
maximum whenever a substantial increase in monetary circulation 
took place, and which subsequently would fall to the minimum 
only in case of a monetary contraction as severe as that which 
followed the post-war inflation. so There can, therefore, be little 
doubt about the adequacy of the reserve which the proposed pro
visions would procure. Though the maximum reserve ratio of 70 
per cent is high, this is an objection of little weight, since the 
reserve would be built up to the maximum only as the result of 
heavy sales of drafts on Manila, and hence without cost to the 
Insular Government. 

So long as the reserve remains at the legal maximum, the Gov
ernment, as has been mentioned, will be able to realize a profit of 
thirty per cent, plus the usual premium, on drafts sold on Manila. 
Even if these profits are realized by the issue of Philippine currency 
against the surplus reserve, this procedure, though apparently 
inflationary, could have no serious ill effects. Any redundancy 
in the monetary circulation which might result would be drained 
off by the purchase of drafts on the United States in the same 
manner as any redundancy created at the present time by trans
fers to the Islands of funds on Insular or United States Gov
ernment account. Even this could be avoided, however, if profits 
accruing to the Government from the operation of the currency 
system were dedicated to meeting debt service, or reduction of the 
outstanding debt. The latter would prove to have been a particularly 

28 Transfers of these earnings would be so limited in amount that the effect on 
the monetary circulation can be ignored. Since there is no point in building up 
the dollar reserve to the maximum except as this results automatically from a 
sustained increase in monetary circulation, revenues from this source might ordi
narily be used for general purposes. 

80 The money of the Government in circulation or available therefor at the end 
of 1932 amounted to approximately 100 million pesos. If this were doubled, and 
then a deflation of forty per cent ensued, the reserve ratio would decline to fifty 
per cent, or the legal minimum .. 
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appropriate use of these profits should it ever become necessary 
to borrow to build the dollar reserve up to the legal minimum. 
On the whol~, it might be advisable to apply the foregoing restric
tions to the Government's use of these profits. At the same time, it 
would also be desirable for the Insular and United States Govern---' 
ments to remit funds to the IslandS through the regular banking 
channels when drafts could be purchased at less than the usual 
premium charged by the Government for drafts on the Manila bal
ance of the Currency'Reserve Fund. Since transfers on Govern
ment account are now made at par, this proposal would probably 
meet with objections, particularly on the part of the United States 
Government. However, as a concession to the more normal opera
tion of the Philippine currency system, Government transfers 
might at least be made through banking charuiels when the peso is 
at or below par. 

Although the changes which have been proposed would provide 
the Philippines with a currency system which would conform more 
closely to their actual needs, the present system will doubtless con
tinue to function reasonably well. The present system is defective 
in several respects, but these defects are not of a kind that would 
impair the successful operation of the gold-exchange standard. So 
long as exchange is sold freely at fixed rates, and the money 
received for drafts is withdrawn from circulation, the peso will 
automatically be maintained at a parity with the dollar. The present 
laws provide adequately for the observance of these fundamental 
principles. The reduction of the present excessive reserves would 
be desirable from an economic point of view, but it is not at all 
certain that it would be politically feasible at the present time. The 
opponents of Philippine Independence would no doubt seize upon 
such a move as a confirmation of their worst fears. The proposed 
reestablishment of a single Currency Reserve Fund and the reduc
tion of the reserves maintained against the Treasury certificates 
below one hundred per cent might be particularly liable to mis
interpretation. This objection would perhaps apply less to a reduc
tion of the reserves without making any fundamental changes in 
the present currency law. As has been mentioned, the Gold Standard 
Fund at the present time amounts to nearly forty-three per cent of 
the money of the Government in circJllation or available therefor, 
although the maximum is supposed to be twenty-five per cent. The 
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reduction of the reserve to this maximum could therefore easily 
be justified. Similarly, there should be no political difficulties in
volved in amending the present law so as to exclude Treasury 
certificates issued against bank deposits in the United States from 
the parity obligation of the Gold Standard Fund. This proviso was' 
in some of the earlier currency laws, and its justification is too 
obvious to admit argument. Consequently, even though more fun
damental changes are not made, the Insular Government should 
avail itself of these means of reducing the needlessly large reserves 
now maintained. 

THE GOLD-EXCHANGE STANDARD AND THE FUTURE 

The monetary and banking developments in the United States 
during the past year and a half make pertinent a consideration of the 
advisability of continuing to hold Philippine currency reserves in 
the form of doIIar deposits. The Philippine gold-exchange standard 
is based on the assumption that the gold content of the doIIar 
wiII remain fixed, and that the United States wiII maintain the 
parity of the doIIar with gold. Thus Section 1611 of Act No. 30S8, 
the present Philippine c1irrency law, reads in part as foIIows: 

rI ••• The unit of value in the Philippine Islands shall be the gold 
peso consisting of twelve and nine-tenths grains, of gold, nine-tenths 
fine; two pesos gold shall be equal in weight, fineness, and value to the 
gold standard dollar of the United States." 

The first and second parts of this section have clearly become 
incompatible since the departure of the United States from the 
gold standard in April of 1933, and the devaluation of the doIIar 
on January 31, 1934. However, the Insular Government cut this 
Gordian knot by continuing to maintain the peso at a parity with 
the doIIar rather than at a parity with the theoretical gold peso 
which has a gold content precisely half that of the dollar before 
devaluation.11 During the suspension of the gold standard by the 

81 There appear to have been few restrictions imposed on the' redemption of 
Philippine currency in drafts on the United States balance of the Gold Standard 
Fund, even during the bank holiday in the United States. On March 9. 1933, the 
Governor General proclaimed the effect of an order of the United States Secretary 
of the Treasury which read: "Under the authority conferred upon me by the 
President's Proclamation of March 6, 1933, declaring a bank holiday, authority is 
hereby granted for essential telegraphic transfers of funds between the Treasurer 
of the Philippine Islands in Manila and the Chase National Bank in New York, 
and vice versa, in order that the monetary system of the Philippine Islands may 
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United States from April of 1933 to February of 1934 the Philip
pines were clearly on a "dolIar-exchange" standard, as was the 
case during the war-time embargo of the United States on the 
export of gold.la Since February of 1934 the United States has 
perhaps been on a de facto gold standard, and in a sense the Philip
pines have again been on a gold-exchange standard. Nevertheless, 
the peso is fundamentalIy maintained at a parity with the dollar, 
and only in&ofar as the United States maintains the parity of the 
dollar with a fixed amount of gold in a free gold market is the 
Philippine peso maintained at a parity with gold. Regardless of the 
future status of the monetary system of the United States with 
reference to gold, it appears to be likely that the Philippine peso 
wiII continue its present relationship to the dollar. If this proves 
to be the case,Section 1611 of the present currency law, quoted 
above, should be amended by striking out the first clause, and 
defining the peso as a unit of value equivalent to one-half the 
United States dolIar. 

On the whole, this is probably the most advantageous policy for 
the Philippines to folIow. The economic relationships between the 
Islands and the United States are so close that stability of exchange 
rates and relative prices is probably more important than the 
maintenance of the parity of the peso with a fixed weight of gold. 
It is just as advantageous for the Philippines to keep the peso tied 
to ·the dolIar as it is for many countries to keep their monetary 
units linked to the pound sterling, in spite of the fact that England 
is no longer on the gold standard. Slightly more than seventy 

function properly. This authorization is granted with the understanding and upon 
the express condition that no gold coin or gold certificates be withdrawn pursuant _ 
to the authority hereby given." Proclamation Nb. 559, Official Gaaette, Vol. XXXI, 
p. n85. See also Executive order No. 414 which put the order of the Secretary of 
the Treasury into effect. idem. Subsequently the Governor General from time to 
time issued further orders to apply the various regulations of the Federal Govern
ment relating to the hoarding of gold coin or certificates of the United States. 
These, however, did not interfere with the maintenance of the peso at a parity with 
the dollar through the sale of drafts. During 1933 weekly average cable rates on 
Manila, as reported in the Annalist, varied from a high of 50.62 cents per peso to a 
low of 49.75 cents. During the first five months of 1934 the range was between 
50.50 cents and 49.87 cents. These fluctuations are not in excess of those which 
occurred when the United States was on the gold standard. 

12 The gold embargo remained in effect until June of 1919. During the latter 
part of this period, however, the peso began to depreciate relative to the dollar. 
d. Appendix E, Chart VII. 
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per cent of the external trade of the Philippines is with the United 
States, and the financial connections of the two countries are close. 
It is possible that after the present virtual free trade relationship 
between the Philippines and the United States is altered, this situa
tion may undergo some modification. Unless this proves to be 
extreme, however, there are strong reasons for continuing to 
link the peso to the dollar. 

On the other hand, it is true that there is uncertainty as to the 
future monetary policies of the United States, and that it is not 
impossible that the Philippines might be faced with a situation in 
which they would be forced to divorce the peso from the dollar, 
or else be dragged along in a severe monetary inflation. Although 
variations in the gold value of Philippine dollar reserves are im
material so long as the peso is linked to the dollar, if it should 
be decided to adopt a gold bullion standard, or link the peso to 
some other monetary unit such as the pound sterling, a decline 
in the gold value of its dollar reserves would result in a serious 
loss to the Philippine Government. It is probable that the United 
States would have to undergo an inflation more severe than at 
present seems likely before this problem would arise. However, 
if the Insular Government should believe that the risk justified 
the expense which would be entailed, it might be possible to induce 
the United States to assent to a plan by which the Philippine 
currency reserve would be held in the form of gold bullion either 
in the United States under earmark, or in the Philippine Islands. 

That such a plan might be successfully negotiated is suggested 
by the recent act of Congress which provided that the Philippine 
Government should be reimbursed in part for the decline in the 
gold value of Philippine currency reserves resulting from the 
devaluation of the dollar.88 Tpis measure was supported by Presi-

II This measure, Public No. 419, 73rd Congress, was passed by a vote of 188 to 
147 by the House, on June 14, 1934, after having been passed unanimously by the 
Senate on the preceding day. The New York Times, June IS, 19J4. It was ap
proved by the President on June 19. Mr. McDuffie, in his report to the House, 
said that on January 31,1934, the Insular Government had 56.3 million dollars on 
deposit in the United States, which should have been increased to 95.3 million 
dollars in order to compensate for the devaluation of the dollar. The amount of 
the compensation was greatly reduced from this figure, however, as indicated by 
the following remarks of Mr. McDuffie, which were quoted in The New York 
Times on the date mentioned above: 

"In a conference between officials of the Treasury Department, the Bureau of 
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dent Roosevelt, who on May 7, 1934, wrote to the Chairman of 
the Ways and Means Committee of the House of Representatives 
as follows:u 

"With the approval of the United States, the government of the 
Philippine Islands has for many years maintained in banks in this 
country the major portion of the currency reserves of its monetary 
system, and has always considered these deposits the equivalent of a 
gold reserve. 

"The effect of my proclamation of Jan. 31, 1934, was not only 
to reduce, in terms of gold, the value of these currency reserves, but 
indirectly to devalue, in terms of gold, the entire currency circulation 
of the Philippine Islands. The United States enjoyed an increase in 
the value of its currency reserves corresponding to the decrease in the 
value of the dollar. 

"As the Philippine currency is interlocked with the United States 
gold dollar under laws enacted by the United States Congress, it would 
be equitable to reestablish the Philippine currency reserves on deposit 
in the United States at their former gold value as of Jan. 31, 1934-

"I am advised that H.R. 9459. now unler [sic] consideration before 
your committee, is designed to accomplish this purpose. I recommend 
its enactment. 

"Very sincerely yours, 
"FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT." 

This measure, as finally passed, appropriated 23.9 million dollars 
from the fUnds received by the United States Treasury as the 
result of the devaluation of the dollar on January 31, 1934, and 
credited this amount to the Treasurer of the Philippine Islands. If 
the Philippines could rely on a repetition of this procedure in case 
of further devaluation of the dollar there would be no reason to 
fear a serious diminution in the value of dollar reserves. 

Insular Affairs. acting for the Secretary of War, and the Budget Officer, it was 
decided that the full amount of this credit should not be given to the reserve funds 
of the insular government, but from this $39,oo6,34i.95 should be deducted $15,-
143,591.17, the interest which has accrued to the insular government since Janu
ary 1923. 

"This leaves a balance of $23,862,750.75, which it is thought by the President 
and the above-named officials represents the sum which should be credited to the 
Philippine Government on the books of the Treasury in order to restore the gold 
value of the Philippine currency reserves as of January 31, 1934." 

.. The New York Tim,s, June IS, 1934 See also Note III of Appendix G. 
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It is conceivable, however, that either because of a desire to 
avoid the risk of inflation, or because of the impending change 
in the political status of the Islands, the Philippine Government 
might choose to divorce the peso from its present relationship with 
the dollar. Even if this were done the recent grant from the United 
States should not be added to Jhe excessive currency reserves of the 
Islands. It does not seem likely that the Insular Government would 
be quixotic enough to attempt the deflation which would be needed 
to restore the peso to its former gold value. If, however, the peso 
remains at its present gold value, the currency reserves are as 
excessive as they were before the dollar was devalued.85 In view 
of the recent grant from the United States, and the large sum 
which would be released for other governmental purposes if the 
currency reserves were reduced to a reasonable size, the Philippine 
Government could perhaps afford to convert its dollar reserves into 
gold bullion and forego the interest which has been earned in the 
past. If this were done the peso could be maintained without diffi
culty at its present gold value regardless of the future monetary 
policies of the United States. A less costly procedure, of course, 
would be to convert only a part of the present dollar reserves into 
gold bullion, or to diversify risks by converting part of the dollar. 
reserves into sterling or franc exchange. However, in view of the 
recent action of Congress in compensating the Philippine Govern
ment in part for the decline in the gold value of its dollar reserves, 
it is perhaps doubtful that sterling or francs would afford greater 
security than dollars. 

If the Philippine Government continues to carry the greater 
part of its currency reserves in the United States, the present 
policy of using member banks of the Federal Reserve System as 
depositories should be satisfa.ctory. In spite of the recent epidemic 
of bank failures in the United States the losses of the Philippine 
Government have been negligible. At the beginning of the recent 
bank holiday the Philippine Government had approximately 62 
million dollars of deposits in the United States distributed among 
fifty banks!' Since the bank holiday these deposits, with two 

I. The present gold value of the peso is 7 13/21 grains of gold nine-tenths fine, or 
precisely one-half the present gold value of the dollar, 155/21 grains of gold 
nine-tenths fine . 

•• An,.. ReP'. Chief of the BlW'eau of Insular Affairs, 1933, pp. 9-10. 
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minor exceptions, have either been repaid in full with interest, 
or the depository banks have been reopened on an unrestricted 
basis. 8T This remarkable record is due in part to the care with which 
depository banks are selected, but perhaps even more to the regu
lation that Philippine governmental deposits must be secured by 
collateral consisting of United States or Philippine Government 
bonds of a par value equal to the amount of the deposit. Although 
secured deposits are undoubtedly safe, the currency law should be 
amended to permit the Insular Treasurer to carry part of the cur
rency reserves in the form of United States Treasury bills or cer
tificates, and acceptances eligible for rediscount by Federal Reserve 
Banks.88 It is true that the yield on this paper is at present consid
erably below the rate of interest which the Insular Government re
ceives on its time deposits. Nevertheless, this alternative might be 
desirable at some future date. 

In conclusion it can be said that there is little reason for making 
any radical change in the present policy of carrying the greater part 
of Philippine currency reserves in the form of bank deposits in 
the United States. Moreover, although certain other changes in 
the Philippine currency law have been suggested, these are not 
essential to the continued successful operation of the Philippine 

8T idem. At the end of September 1933, there were only two unsatisfied claims 
on account of these deposits. Funds had already been made available to satisfy the 
smaller claim, $2,552, but had not actually been received and credited. The larger 
claim, $66,426, was against a national bank which had been in course of liquida· 
tion prior to 1933. This claim represented only thirteen per cent of the original 
deposit, and had not yet been recovered because the bonds of the Philippine Gov
ernment which had been the collateral for this deposit were below par at the 
time the bank was taken over by a receiver. It is expected that this claim will 
eventually be paid in full. 

From July I, 1932, to June 30, 1933, the Philippine Government received 
$1,407,046 of interest on its dollar deposits. The unsatisfied claims mentioned 
above were less than five per cent of this amount . 

. 88 It is possible that this may have been authorized by Act No. 4104 which was 
approved on December 5, 1933. Official Gazette, Vol. XXXII, p. 51. This Act 
authorized the Insular Treasurer, upon the recommendation of the Secretary of 
Finance and the approval 'of the Governor General, "to loan" funds to Federal 
Reserve Banks or member banks of the Federal Reserve System. These loans are 
to be repayable on demand at not exceeding ninety days' notice, a~d are to be 
secured by collateral. The same law authorized the Insular Treasurer .to require 
surety bonds in lieu of, or in addition to, the collateral required for deposits of 
the Insular Government. 
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gold-exchange standard, or as it perhaps should be called today, 
the Philippine dollar-ex.!=hange standard. If the fundamental prin
ciples of the currency law are observed, the Philippine gold
exchange or dollar-exchange standard will in the future, as it has 
in the past, provide the Islands with an economical currency system 
which functions automatically. 



CHAPTER XII 

SUMMARY 

T HE fundamental purpose of the Philippine gold-exchange 
standard was to establish a form of the gold standard 
which would function automatically without the necessity 

of circulating gold coin or maintaining a reserve of gold coin or 
bullion in the Islands. This was regarded as desirable because 
it was believed that it would be difficult to maintain gold coin in 
circulation in an oriental country such as the Philippines, and also 
because of the expense of maintaining a reserve of gold coin or 
bullion. Consequently it was decided to provide the Islands with a 
currency consisting. of silver pesos, together with appropriate 
subsidiary and minor coins, and coin certificates issued against 
silver pesos. The Philippine Gold Standard Act of 1903 provided 
a mechanism for maintaining the parity of the silver peso with a 
theoretical gold.peso consisting of 12.9 grains of gold .900 fine, 
a unit with a gold content precisely half that of the dollar at that 
time. This was accomplished by establishing the Gold Standard 
Fund, which consisted of silver coin held in the Treasury in Manila 
and dollar deposits in banks in the United States. The Insular 
Treasurer was instructed to sell drafts on the dollar deposits of 
the Gold Standard Fund in exchange for pesos, and to hold the 
pesos thus received in the Manila part of the Fund. Similarly, 
the depository banks in the United States were authorized to sell 
drafts on the Manila part of the Fund in exchange for dollars 
deposited to the credit of the Fund in the United States. A fixed 
premium, representing the cost of shipping gold between the two 
countries, was to be charged for these drafts. The Gold Standard 
Fund was thus designed to serve as a regulator fund for adjusting 
the supply of Philippine currency in circulation in such a way as 
to maintain the silver peso at a parity with the dollar and thereby 
at a parity with the theoretical gold peso. At the same time, the 
Silver Certificate Reserve, which was to consist of the silver pesos 
against which certificates had been issued, was established to main
tain the parity of the silver certificates with the silver peso. Each 
reserve thus had its own specific function to perform. 
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The basic principles of the Philippine gold-exchange standard 
are: 

( I) The mandatory sale of drafts at fixed rates representing the gold 
points of the theoretical gold peso. 

(2) The automatic contraction of the monetary circulation by the 
full amount of the pesos paid in for drafts on the United States, and 
the retention of these pesos in the Gold Standard Fund until paid out 
to meet drafts sold on Manila. 

If these principles are scrupulously observed the Philippine gold
exchange standard functions in an entirely automatic manner, and 
requires no more management than the gold coin or gold bullion 
standard. Philippine monetary experience offers a convincing 
demonstration of the soundness of these principles, and of the ill 
effects which follow from their flagrant violation. 

The gold-exchange standard had been in operation for only a 
few years when-several modifications which contravened its basic 
principles were introduced. The first was the deposit of a part of 
the Gold Standard ~und in Philippine banks. This clearly violated 
the principle that the monetary circulation should be contracted by 
the full amount of the pesos paid in for drafts on the United 
States. This flagrant misuse of the ultimate monetary reserve of 
the country might have had decidedly inflationary effects, but for
tunatelythese deposits were relatively small and" were discontinued" 
after a few years. In the meantime, however, the original currency 
law had been amended to permit the investment of part of the 
Gold Standard Fund in the Philippines. These investments were 
clearly useless in a regulator fund, and, moreover, interfered with 
the automatic contraction of the monetary circulation by the sale of 
drafts. By the end of 1917 nearly eighty per cent of the Gold 
Standard Fund was invested in the Islands in non-liquid capital 
loans which were useless for maintaining the parity of the silver 
peso with gold. This practice would undoubtedly have resulted in 
the collapse of the gold-exchange standard mechanism if the Silver 
Certificate Reserve had not superseded the Gold Standard Fund 
as the regulator fund of the currency system. 

Though the Silver Certificate Reserve was originally designed 
to consist solely of silver pesos, by the end of 1917 the Reserve 
consisted for the most part of bank deposits in the United States. 
This change resulted from an amendment which authorized the 
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substitution of gold coin of the United States for a part of the 
silver pesos held in the Reserve, and from an administrative decision 
that bank deposits in the United States could be regarded as gold 
coin for this purpose. This was tantamount to changing the silver 
certificates from coin certificates to Treasury notes by a mere change 
in administrative procedure. Nevertheless, this change made it pos
sible to use the Silver Certificate Reserve as a regulator fund and 
thus compensate for the perversion of the Gold Standard Fund from 
its proper function. This change in the de facto operation of the cur
rency system was recognized de jure by a complete revision of the 
currency law in 1918. The most important change effected by this 
revision was the combination of the Gold Standard Fund and 
Silver Certificate Reserve into a single Currency Reserve Fund. 
Although the revised law had several defects, particularly from 
a theoretical point of view, it was on the whole empirically sound, 
and the Currency Reserve Fund which it established was large 
enough to withstand successfully emergency demands of even an 
extreme nature. 

In spite of this, however, the gold-exchange standard mechanism 
broke down in 1919, and for nearly three years the Philippines 
were on a paper standard. This breakdown was not the result of 
inherent defects in either the gold-exchange standard as such or 
the legislation of 1918. The primary cause of the collapse was 
the brazen violation of the fundamental principles upon which the 
Philippine gold-exchange standard was based. This resulted from 
the acquisition by the Philippine National Bank of nearly the 
entire dollar balance of the currency reserve which the Bank then 
proceeded to dissipate by the sale of drafts without effecting any 
contraction of the monetary circulation. Instead of retiring from 
circulation the pesos received in exchange for these drafts, as was 
clearly required by law, they were used by the Bank in a reckless 
expansion of loans and investments. These transactions thus at 
the same time dissipated the currency reseJ>ves and left the Islands 
with a badly inflated monetary and credit structure. That many 
of the investments of the Bank later proved to be unsound from a 
banking point of view was of little importance from the standpoint 
of the maintenance of the parity of the peso with gold. The damage 
had already been done when investments had been made instead of 
retiring pesos from circulation. What was needed was an immediate 
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supply of dollars against which drafts could be sold in order to 
effect the necessary contraction of the monetary circulation, and 
peso investments, even if they were sound, could not meet this 
need. 

In the crisis which followed the dissipation of nearly four-fifths 
of the dollar balance of the currency reserve, the policies followed 
by the Insular Government were on the whole inept. Though the 
remaining reserve was augmented by borrowing, the Government 
promptly abandoned the gold-exchange standard by raising the 
premium on drafts to an amount considerably in excess of the 
gold export point of the theoretical gold peso. This was done with 
the hope that it would restrict the sale of drafts and thus "protect" 
the currency reserve. To the extent that this was successful the 
Government was of course merely delaying the contraction of the 
monetary circulation needed to restore the peso to par. Deflation 
was further retarded by the failure of the Government to contract 
the monetary circulation by the full amount of the drafts which 
were sold in spite of the high premium charged. As a result of this 
policy the Government's sales of drafts were greatly in excess of 
the amount which would-have been required if contraction had 
been effected at a more rapid rate. The Government eventually 
suspended the sale of drafts entirely, but fort~ately this was not 
done until monetary deflation had proceeded far enough to bring 
the peso nearly to par. It must be conceded that the dollar reserves 
of the Government were inadequate and were at times nearly 
exhausted. Nevertheless, the Government could have used its 
available resources more effectively. Its failure to do so is explained 
in part by the necessity for extending aid to the Philippine National 
Bank which was allowed to expand its note issue and thus retard 
the necessary montary deflation. Had the Bank been allowed to 
fail, however, the political and economic repercussions would have 
been disastrous. Yet, in spite of these difficulties, the Government 
could undoubtedly have restored the peso to par in the latter part 
of 1921 if it had followed a more vigorous policy, and there was 
little excuse for delaying the attainment of this objective until the 
end of 1922. 

In 1922 the Insular Government resorted to a large bond issue 
in order to restore its depleted currency reserve, and at the same 
time undertook a comprehensive revision of the currency law. The 
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outstanding characteristic of the revised law is its close similarity 
to the Philippine Gold Standard Act of 1903. Thus the revised law 
reestablished a separate Gold Standard Fund and Treasury Cer
tificate Fund. Moreover, although it was provided that, as first 
established, the Treasury Certificate Fund might consist in part 
of bank deposits in the United States, eventually the Treasury cer
tificates were to become coin certificates issued solely against silver 
pesos and half pesos. 

The operation of the Philippine currency system during the past 
decade indicates clearly that the readoption of these features of 
the original currency law was unwise. The officials charged with 
the responsibility of administering the currency law have rightly 
been unwilling to replace the bank deposits in the Treasury Cer
tificate Fund with silver coin. Treasury certificates have continued 
to occupy a dominant position in the monetary circulation, and the 
use of silver pesos has declined steadily. Moreover, there are rarely 
requests for the redemption of Treasury certificates in coin, while 
they are frequently paid in for the purchase of drafts from the 
Government. Thus a Treasury Certificate Fund composed exclu
sively of silver coin would be nearly functionless. If the Insular 
Government maintains indifferently both coin and certificates at a 
parity with gold, the parity of coin and certificates with one another 
will be assured. 

However, since the Treasury Certificate Fund consists in part 
of silver coin, and in part of bank deposits in the United States, 
it is identical in composition to the Gold Standard Fund, and more
over, has largely assumed the latter's function of serving as a 
regulator fund. Indeed, since the volume of currency in circulation 
is adjusted chiefly through appropriate increases or decreases in 
the amount of Treasury certificates, while the amount of coin 
remains relatively constant, the Gold Standard Fund performs 
for the most part only accounting functions. It would be desirable, 
therefore, to combine the two separate" reserves into a single 
Currency Reserve Fund. In addition, the present excessive cur
rency reserves should be reduced. In the light of past experience, 
and in view of the possibility that serious economic readjustments 
may accompany the application of the present Philippine Inde
pendence Act, the maintenance of relatively large reserves seems 
necessary. Nevertheless, the present reserves are far in excess 
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of the amount needed to meet emergencies of even an extreme 
nature. 

Although these changes are desirable, they are not essential to 
the successful operation of the Philippine currency system. The 
essential thing is the strict observance of the fundamental principles 
which have been common to all of the Philippine currency laws. If 
these principles are observed the peso will automatically be main
tained at a parity with the dollar. 
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PHILIPPINE COINS 

AMOUNT PERCENT 

YEAR IN or TOTAL 

PESOS CIRCU-
LATION 

1913 17,892 ,303 35·3 
1914 17,144,332 32.6 
1915 16,693 ;916 32 .6 
1916 19,442 ,529 29. 0 
1917 22,931 ,257 22·3 
1918 25,669,148 19. 6 
1919 24,178 ,945 16·5 
1920 24,745,083 19·9 
1921 21 ,812,452 21.0 
1922 19,787,534 20·3 
1923 19,590 ,310 17·8 
1924 19 ,822,340 • 16.0 
1925 20,933,677 15. 8 
1926 21,154.459 17. 1 
1927 21,210,934 16.6 
1928 21,673,281 16·7 
1929 21,587,550 17·4 
1930 20,418 ,479 18.8 
1931 18,940 ,439 19. 1 
1932 17,855 ,195 20.2 

• Computed. . 

APPENDIX A 

TABLE XI 

PHILIPPINE CURRENCY IN CIRCULATION 1913.1932 
(ON DECEMBER 31 or EACH YEAR) 

TREASURY CERTIFICATES BANK NOTES 
TOTAL 

AMOUNT PERCENT AMOUNT PERCENT CIRCULATION 
IN or TOTAL IN OF TOTAL IN 

PESOS C1RCU- PESOS CIRCU- PESOS 
LATION LATION 

27,428 ,714 54. 1 5,376 ,236 10.6 50 ,697,253 ' 
30 ,025,914 57. 1 5,404,872 10·3 52 ,575,I18 
29,286,856 57. 1 5,304,135 10·3 51 ,284,907 
41 ,775,333 62·3 5,841 ,327 8·7 67,°59,189 
69 ,5I1 ,699 67·8 1°,137,358 9·9 102,580 ,314 
95 ,I12 ,523 72 .5 10,370 ,212 7·9 131 ,151 ,883 
99,529,635 67·9 22,868,376 15. 6 146 ,576 ,956 
66,475,21 5 53·3 33,368 ,94?' 26.8 124,589,240 
39 ,6I1 ,616 38. 2 42 ,237,752 40.8 103,661 ,820 
36 ,038 ,354 37. 1 41 ,.391 ,580 42.6 97,217,468 
49,470 ,183 44. 8 41 ,328 ,837 37·4 110,389,330 
62,853,582 50 .7 41 ,304,059 33·3 123,979,981 
71 ,646 ,912 54. 2 39,620,984 3°·0 132 ,201 ,573 
66,482 ,914 53. 8 36 ,OIl ,683 29. 1 123,649,056 
75,557,456 59·3 30 ,677,699 24. 1 127,446 ,089 
84,°53,°32 64. 8 23,904,872 18·5 129,631 ,185 
83,378 ,320 67·4 18,844 ,805 15. 2 123,810,675 
71 ,195,566 65. 6 16,9°4,359 15. 6 108,518 ,404 
64,781 ,483 65·4 15,324 ,415 15·5 99,046 ,337 
54,353,268 61.5 16,233,772 18·3 88,442 ,235 

. 
INCREASE (+) 

JNDEX 
OF TOTAL' 

DECREASE (-) CIRCULA-
IN TION 

PESOS 
(1913=100) 

-1,337,136 100.0 
+1,877 ,865 103.7 
-1,29O ,2I1 101.2 

+15,774,282 132.3 
+35,521 ,125 202·3 
+28.571 ,569 258 .7 
+15,425,°73 289. 1 
-21 ,987,716 245. 8 
- 20 ,927 ,420 204.5 
-6,444,352 191. 8 

+ 13,171 ,862 217.7 
+13,590 ,651 244·5 
+8,221,592 260.8 
-8 ;552,517 243·9 
+3,797,°33 251.4 
+2,185,°96" 255·7 
- 5,820,510• 244. 2 

- IS ,292 ,271 214. 1 
-9,472 ,067 195·4 

- 10,604,102 174·5 

Sources of data: Figures for 1916-1929 were secured from the Stalistical Bulletins 0/ tbe Pbilippine Islands, 1922, p. II 5; 1923, p, 128; 
]0'2.0. n. 'l.'1". Thp fi[711rPIl E'n .. thp pgrl, ..... DnA CI"hapnnpn .. v.-ape 'IV""" ..... t,. .. t'I f .. ,.. ... ,.1" .. A"_.IAI D"""",,_, .. Ar ,I. .. CT"_ ....... I_ .... _~ ,I. ... nl.:l: ...... : __ 7'.1 ___ J. 
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1 Reproduced from Statistical Bulletin of the Philippine Islands, I929. 
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YEAR 

1913 
1914 
1915 
1916 
1917 
1918 
1919 
1910 
1911 
19u 
1913 
1924 
1925 
1926 
1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 
1931 
1932 
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TABLE XII 

PHILIPPINE EXPORTS AND IMPORTS AND BALANCE OF TRADE, 1913-I93l 
(MILLIONS OF PESOS) 

BALANCE 
EXPORTS IMPORTS EXCESS OF EXPORTS (+) 

EXCESS OF IMPORTS (-) 

95-5 106.6 -II.I 

97·4 97· l + O.l 
107. 6 98 .6 + 9. 0 
139·9 91.0 +48.9 
191. l 131.6 +59. 6 
l7°·4 197· l +73· l 
ll6.l l37·3 -11.1 
30l .l 198'9 + 3·3 
176 . l l31.7 -55·5 
191.l 160·4 +30 .8 
241.5 175.0 +66·5 
270 .7 216.0 +54·7 
297·8 239·5 +58 .3 
273·8 238.6 +35. 2 
311.1 231 ·7 +79·4 
310. 1 269.3 +40 .8 
328 ,9 194·3 +34,6 
266,3 246.2 +20.1 
207·9 198 ,4 + 9·5 
190·7 158.8 +31.9 

Source of data: Annual Report of tb, Insular ColI,ctor of Customs, 1931, p.66. 
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EXCERPT FROM THE OPINION OF THE JUDGE ADVOCATE GENERAL 

OF THE UNITED STATES CONCERNING DEPOSITS FROM 

THE CERTIFICATE RESERVE 

WAR DEPARTMENT 

OFFICE OF THE JUDGE ADVOCATE GENERAL 

WASHINGTON 

August 15, 1914 
MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF WAR: 

Subject: Deposits in the United States of part of certificate 
reserve fund, Philippine Islands. 

I. The views of this office are desired.on the question whether 
or not Section 8 of the Act of June 23, 1906 (34 Stat. 453), 
providing for the issu·~ of certificates to circulate as money in the 
Philippine Islands-the same to be secured by deposits with the 
Treasurer of the Philippine Government of silver coins of the 
Philippine Islands or gold coins of the United States-can be 
construed to permit of the deposit of a portion of the certificate 
reserve fund in the United States in an appropriate account to the 
credit of the "Treasury of the Philippine Islands, Certificate Re
serve," and held available at all times for use as a certificate reserve 
for the redemption of the certificates issued against such deposits. 

4. The original Act authorized the Treasurer of the Philippine 
Islands to receive "at the treasury of the government of the said 
Islands or any of its branches deposits of the standard silver coins 
of one peso," and provided that "coins so deposited shall be re
tained in the treasury and held for the payment of such certificates, 
on demand, and used for no other purpose"; and the amendatory 
ACt of June 23, 1906, authorized the substitution "for any part 
of such silver pesos hereafter deposited, gold coins of the United 
States legally equivalent in value"-with the limitation "that the 
amount of gold coin held in such reserve shall not at any time 
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exceed sixty per centum of the total amount of certificates out
standing." 

I do not find that there is any provision of law whereby any 
definite branches of the treasury of the Philippine Islands have 
been established, and I think that any authorized depositary of 
Philippine funds may be regarded as a branch of the Philippine 
treasury within the meaning of this provision. Of course the 
deposits, whether in the Philippine treasury or in any of its 
branches, are required to be held solely for the redemption of the 
certificates issued against the same. I am, therefore, of the opinion 
that a depositary of Philippine funds in the United States may be 
regarded as a branch of the treasury of the Philippine Islands, 
within the meaning of this legislation, and that a portion of the 
certificate reserve deposits may be carried therein in an appropriate 
account to the credit of the "Treasurer of Philippine Islands, Cer
tificate Reserve," and held available at all times for use as a cer
tificate reserve. 

5. The Chief of the Bureau of Insular Affairs suggests that 
from an administrative standpoint the matter could be handled in 
anyone of the three following ways: 

(a) "$1,000,000, gold, could be placed in one of the Philippine 
depositaries in the United States to the credit of 'Treasurer, Philip
pine Islands, Certificate Reserve' and held to be used as such reserve." 

(b) "$1,000,000 could be placed in the treasury of the United States 
and be similarly held." 

(c) "$1,000,000 could be placed in a depositary in New York City 
with instructions of the Treasurer of the Philippine Islands that it 
should be used by the bank for the payment of Philippine certificates 
on demand and used for no other purpose." 

The views of this office are desired as to whether all of [sic] 
any of these methods are open to legal objection. 

6. Under the views expressed above, I caD see no legal objection 
to either of methods (a) or (c). Both methods, under the view 
expressed, meet the requirements of the law that the deposits shall 
be held for the payment of the certificates issued against the same, 
and for no other purposes; and in both methods the respective 
Philippine depositary may be regarded as one of the branches of 
the Philippine treasury, within the meaning of said legislation. 
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7. As to method (b), however, I do not know of any authority 
of law for the treasury of the United States to act as a branch of 
the Philippine treasury, or as an agency of the Philippine treasury, 
for the redemption of the certificates issued against such deposits. 
I think, therefore, that there would be legal objections to this 
method of handling the matter. 

(Signed) E. H. CROWDER, 

Judge Advocate General. 
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STATISTICS RELATING TO THE PHll.IPPINE NATIONAL BANK 

STATEMENT OF CONDITION OF THE PHILIPPINE NATIONAL BANK 

AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1920, AND DECEMBER 31, 19211 

(Thousands of peSOS) 
ASSETS 

Loans and discounts ................... . 
United States and Philippine Government 

bonds ............................ . 
Bank site, furniture and fixtures ........ . 
Exchange for future delivery ........... . 
Due from branches .................... . 
Due from banks and bankers .......•..... 
Cash in vault and with the Treasurer of the 

Philippine Islands .................. . 
Customers liabilities LIC .............. . 
Other assets ......................... . 
Deferred expenses .................... . 
Bills for collection .................... . 

Total assets .................... . 
LIABILITIES 

Capital ............................. . 
Reserve funds and surplus .............. . 
Reserve for contingent liabilities ......... . 
Reserve for taxes and fidelity bonds ...... . 
Reserve for uncollected interest ......... . 
Dividends unpaid ..................... . 
Circulation .......................... . 
Exchange contracts ................... . 
Commercial credits .................. : .. 
Deposits ............................ . 
Due to banks and other liabilitie, ........ . 
Deferred incomes ..................... . 
Bills for collection .................... . 

Total liabilities .....•.•.......... 

1 Manila Times, March 8, 1922. 

1920 1921 
151,507 122,032 

8,068 1,795 
1,006 1,136 

69,498 2,847 
5,037 1,385 
8,479 2,256 

3,664 1,058 
16,674 7.481 
12,355 26,659 

12,570 
II ,978 3,412 

288,266 185,631-

12,216 35,300 

9,784 
1,597 

345 248 
5,392 

729 3 
24,196 32,705 
69,498 2,847 
16,674 7,481 

134,729 84,390 
5,836 13,853 

684 
II,978 3,412 

288,266 185,631 

2 The sum of the items in this column does not agree with the total given. The 
error is in the original. 
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CONDITION 

OF THE PHILIPPINE NATIONAL BANK 

AS OF JUNE 30, 19228 

271 

(Thousands 
ASSETS of pesos) 
Loans, discounts, overdrafts, and accounts receivable. .. 141,965 
Bonds and other investments . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,876 
Real estate, furniture and fixtures. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,145' 
Reserve cash . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 632 
Checks and other cash items . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 547 
Due from banks ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,859 
Due from sugar shipments.. . .. .. . .. . .. . ... . .. . . . . 3,710 
Miscellaneous assets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 443 
Profit and loss (unrecoverable assets) .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14,280 

Total ................................. .. 167,457 

LIABILITIES 

Capital Stock paid up ........................... . 35,300 
Deposits: 

Insular Government .............. . 
Provo and Munic. Govts ........... . 
Individual ...... , , , , , , ....... , .. . 
Time .... , ........ , .. , .. , .. " ... ' 

47,544 
15,282 
10,591 

8,208 
81,625 

Circulation outstanding, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30,758 
Reserve for taxes, etc .. ,.,.,.,., .... ,', .. ,....... 399 
Cash letters of credit outstanding , , ... , . . . . . . . . . . . . 84 
Acceptances outstanding ......................... 4,231 
Due to banks . , .......... , , ..... , .. , . . . . . . . . . . . . 704 
Due to branches and head office, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,942 
Notes payable ., .. ," ,'," '" .. , ... ,. ... . .... .. . 9,647 
Accounts payable " ....... " .. , .. , .. ,',.,....... 631 
Miscellaneous liabilities .......................... 136 ---,,--=--

Total .. , , .... , , ... , ..... , .... , . . . . . . . . .. 167,457 

CONTINGENT LIABILITIES 

Accepted time drafts outstanding, . , , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 350 
Customers' letters of credit outstanding. . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,657 
Exchange contracts "', .. " ....... ,.".......... 2,5II 
Items for collection ......... " ....... , .... " ... _. __ 2..:.,_oo~5 

Total "", .... ".,"',.,""",........ . 9,523 
B Wright Report. 
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The results of the revaluation of the assets of the Philippine 
National Bank as of June 30, 1922, by Wright and Martin were 
summarized as follows:" -

(Thousands 
of pesos) 

Acknowledged losses in Profit & Loss Account. . . . . . . . 14,280 
Loans to sugar centrals. . ... ... .. .. . .. . . .. . .. . . . . . 14,974 
Loans to coconut oil mills. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 14,728 
Miscellaneous loans ............................. 16,001 
Shanghai exchange losses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9,647 
Losses at various branches, estimated . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,000 
Losses on miscellaneous assets. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,108 

Total losses ............................ . 

Very slow loans ............................... . 
Doubtful loans ................................ . 
Long time loans ............................... . 
Loans on which no interest is charged .............. . 
Ultimately solvent assets ........................ . 

72,738 

11,659 
4,684 
6,142 

(22,155: 
72,234 

Total book assets. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 167,457 

Deficiency of assets to meet liabilities (losses) ....... . 
Losses estimated by Haskins & Sells as of May 19, 1921 

Difference in estimates .................... . 2,351 

In the final report of Haskins and Sells the principal losses of 
the Philippine National Bank were summarized as follows: 

(Thousands 
of pesos) 

Loans and Discounts ........................... 60,889 
Exchange Operations-Shanghai ................. . 
Losses on United States Liberty Bonds ............ . 

13,000 
1,200 

Total .....................•............. 75,089 

• Wright Report. 
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The findings of Mr. Coates concerning the solvency of the Philip
pine National Bank, as quoted in the Wright Report, were as 
follows: 

"A review of the Examiner's 'Digest and Summary of Values' on 
folio 13 wilI indicate that, on the basis of his estimates, the Surplus 
and Profits of the bank, aggregating ............ -.... P 6,1g6,428 
are entirely wiped out, by estimated losses aggregating. . 10,697,166 
thereby impairing the Capital Stock by . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,500,738 
The paid and subscribed Capital of the bank is . . . . . . . .. 12,980,000 
Leaving a margin of Capital, unimpaired of ........ . . . 8,479,262 
Against which is scheduled: 

Slow, non-liquid and questionable values .. P 8,550,107 
Slow, non-liquid and problematical values. 6,926,530 
Undetermined values .............. . . .. 8,728,353 

Totals .....•....•.....•....... P 24,204,990 P 8,479,262 

"In addition to this, we have to consider that class of assets that is 
scheduled as 'Slow and Non-liquid but Ultimately Solvent 
Values' aggregating ..•..•........................ P 25,3II,II9 
and also non-liquidity represented by the depletion of 
(and the necessary future restoration of) the Cash Re-
serve Fund amounting to .............•............ 30,000,000 
and the Certificate Reserve Fund (of the Insular Treas-
urer) ~?unting to .....•......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 80,000,000 
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TABLE XIII 

INDEX NUMBERS OF UNITED STATES WHOLESALE PRICES, WHOLESALE PRICES OF UNITED 

STATES FARM PRODUCTS, WHOLESALE PRICES OF PHILIPPINE STAPLE PRODUCTS, 

PRICE OF DOLLAR EXCHANGE IN MANILA, AND PHILIPPINE CURRENCY 

IN CIRCULATION, 1919"192:1 (BY MONTHS) 

WHOLESALE 

UNITED PRICES OF PRICE OF CURRENCY 
YEAR AND PHILIPPINE STATES UNITED DOLLAR CIRCULATION 

MONTH WHOLESALE WHOLESALE STATES EXCHANGE IN PHILIPPINE 
PRICES PRICES FARM IN MANILA ISLANDS 

PRODUCTS 

1919 
Jan. 190. 2 19S,S 224. 1 100·5 255· S 
Feb. 195.6 193·4 216.1 100·5 259. 2 
March 2oS·3 195·9 223. 6 100·7 259. 2 
April 230.1 19S·7 230.0 101.5 262.6 
May 225·5 202.2 234. 1 102·5 25S.S 
June 270 .5 202.S 226·4 103.0 263.1 
July 318 .0 212.0 241.2 103.0 264.9 
Aug. 306 .9 21 5.9 241.6 104. 2 269.6 
Sept. 268.8 210·3 225·5 104.5 272.0 
Oct. 271.3 211·3 227·4 104.5 273. 1 
Nov. 290. 2 217. 1 236.9 102.0 278.1 
Dec. 301.7 223·4 242. 2 104.0 289. 1 

1920 
Jan. 335·4 233. 2 247.0 105.0 289.9 
Feb. 333·4 232.4 237·3 103. 1 300 . 8 
March 308 ,9 234·4 237·4 102.1 313.4 
April 325.9 244. 6 243. 1 102.0 316.2 
May 345.0 246.7 240.7 103.0 32:1·4 
June 367. 6 243·3 237·3 104.4 320.5 
July 353·4 240 .7 232.5 107·4 300.9 
Aug. 336.3 231.4 218·3 107·3 287. 8 
Sept. 297. 1 226.2 210.2 108·3 2n·O 
Oct. 254·4 211.3 187.4 loS·3 269.2 
Nov. 209. 8 196,4 173. 2 109. 1 255·3 
Dec. 175·7 179. 2 152.2 III.7 245. 8 

1921 
Jan. 175·3 169.8 143·4 112·5 248.6 
Feb. 160.1 160.1 132.S . 112·7 22S·7 
March 152.0 155·4 127.0 113·7 235. 2 
April 141.0 147·9 116.6 113. 1 229.0 
May 127. 2 145·5 117.8 loS·3 22S.6 
June 12S·4 141.6 113·7 112·5 223.6 
July 119·7 141.0 119.0 111.8 220.0 
Aug. 121.4 141.5 123. 1 107. 1 212·7 
Sept .. 117·5 141.5 124·3 106.0 208·7 
Oct. 116·9 141 •6 124·3 103.3 205.0 
Nov. 122·3 140.7 121·3 103.3 202.S 
Dec. 124·5 139. 8 120·4 10S.6 204·5 
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TABLE XIII-CDntinlUd 

WHOLESALE 
UIIlTED PIUCES or PIUCEor CURRENCY 

TEAR AND PHILIPPINE STATES UNITED DOLLAR CIRCULATION 
KONTH WHOLESALE WHOLESALE STATES EXCHANGE IN PHILIPPINE 

PIUCES PIUCES rAR.II IN KAMILA ISLANDS 
PRODUCTS 

1922 
Jan. 121·3 138 .3 121.8 104.4 199·3 
Feb. JI9·9 141.4 130 .6 103. 1 200.0 
March 117·4 142.2- 130 .0 "103.4 198 .8 
April JIS·o 142.6 129.2- 102.8 197·9 
May 116·S 147.6 132.3 103.0 197·2-
June 113.0 149.6 131.4 102·3 196 .7 
July 119·9 IS4·9 13S·3 102.0 191.6 
Aug. 137. 8 ISS·O 130 .8 102.2- 191 .2-
Sept. 13S·S 153·3 133·4 101·9 194.6 
Oct. 139·S IH·I 137·7 102.1 190·4 
Nov. 143.0 ISS·S 143·3 101.9 191 .9 
Dec. 144·3 156 . 2 144·9 101.0 191.8 

Sources and Description of data: - The index number of Wholesale Prices of 
Philippine Staple Products was computed by weighting the index numbers for rice, 
hemp, sugar, coconut oil, copra, tobacco and maguey, given in the SlIIIistical Bulletin 
of tN Philippine Islands, by the total value of the product for the years 1919"1921. 
1913=100 in each case. Rice includes value of rice imported as well as produced. 
The index numbers for copra and coconut oil were weighted according to value of 
exports instead of total value of the product. 

b The index numbers of United States Wholesale Prices and of Wholesale Prices of 
United States Farm Products are those of the Bureau of Labor Statistics, Department 
of Labor. 1913=100. Bulletin of the United States Bureau of Wor SlIIIistics, No. 
415, October 1926, pp. 10-1, 2-~. . 

-The inda number of the Price of Dollar Exchange for 1919 was computed 
from the quotations given on p. 51 of &change Rates of the WorM, Vol. III by Emil 
Diesen. Those for the subsequent years are to be found on p. 129 of the Statistical 
Bulletin of the Philippine Islands for 1923. Par of exchange equals 100. Numbers 
greater than 100 represent the premium on the dollar. For example, JIO represents 
• premium of ten per cent for dollar exchange, or '1.00= f'1.1O. 

I The inda number of the Currency Circulation in the Philippine Islands refers 
to the end of each month and was computed on the basis of the circulation on Decem
ber 31,1913=100. Figures are from the Annual Reports of the <J"reasurer of tN Phil
ipp;"e Islands. . 
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CHART VII 

INDICES OF UNITED STATES WHOLESALE PRICES, WHOLESALE PRICES OF UNITED STATES FARM PRODUCTS, WHOLESALE PRICES 
OF PHILIPPINE STAPLE PRODUCTS, PRICE OF DOLLAR EXCHANGE IN MANILA, AND PHILIPPINE 

CURRENCY IN CIRCULATION, 1919-1922 (BY MONTHS) 
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TABLE XIV 

CASH BALANCBS OF THB GOLD STANDARD FUND AND THB TRBASURY CERnnCATB FUND 192.3-1932. 
(ON DBCBMIIBR 31 01' BACH YBAR) 

CASH IN TRBASURY VAULTS 

UNITBD STATBS PHILIPPINE 
CURRENCY CURRENCY 

192.3 Gold Standard Fund ...................................... '4,2.60,068.3° PI ,068,736.18 
Treasury Certificate Fund ............................. ............................ 18,551 ,659.00 

192.4 Gold Standard Fund ...................................... 2. ,037 ,671 .60 956 ,082..01 
Treasury Certificate Fund ............................. ............................ 2.2. ,198 ,196.00 

192.5 Gold Standard Fund ...................................... 1,778 ,446 . 24 397,32.3.56 
Treasury Certificate Fund ............................. 1,850 ,000.00 17,82.0,2.76 .00 

192.6 Gold Standard Fund .. , ................................... 1,815,314.57 2.,773,437. 04 
Treasury Certificate Fund ............................. 1,850 ,000.00 15,713,145.00 

192.7 Gold Standard Fund .................................... 1,7°4,973. 18 4,72.8,2.03.37 
Treasury Certificate Fund ............................. 1,850 ,000.00 13,594,42.5. 00 

192.8 Gold Standard Fund ...................................... 1,803,835. 85 4,141 ,339·45 
Treasury Certificate Fund ............................. 1,850 ,000.00 14,149,900 .00 

192.9 Gold Standard Fund ...................................... 2.,2.54,151 . 16 1,653 ,lIS .33 
Treasury Certificate Fund ............................. 1.,85°,000.00 16,650 ,743. 00 

1930 Gold Standard Fund ...................................... 2. ,016 ,162.. II 6,437,853. 60 
Treasury Certificate Fund ............................. 1,850 ,000.00 13,007 ,289. 00 

1931 Gold Standard Fund ...................................... 3,892.,064.37 8,031 ,92.6.91 
Treasury Certificate Fund ............................. ............................ 12. ,806 .496.00 

1932. Gold Standard Fund ...................................... I ,683 ,328 .45 13,531 ,394. 55 
Treasury Certificate Fund ............................. ............................ 7,968 ,2.I1.oo 

• On deposit in the United States with member banks of the Federal Reserve System. 
Source of data: Annual Reports of the 'Treasurer of the Philippine Islands. 

BANK DBPOSITS' 
UNITBD STATBS 

CURRENCY 

'2.,02.0,977·72. 
2.1,766 ,564.5° 

5,096 ,652.,47 
2.7 ,12.2,064.50 
7 ,040 ,509.98 

36 ,537,553.5° 
7,346 ,2.52..19 

32. ,687 ,553 . 50 
8,030 ,167 .44 

34,687,553.50 
9,855 ,644· 85 

37,062,553.50 
12. ,324 ,883 .06 
42. ,062.,553· 50 
II ,886,016.50 
40 ,607 ,553 . 50 
II ,562. ,166.17 
38,163,803.50 
12,831 ,449.00 
37,163,8°3.5° 

TOTAL 
BXPRESSED IN 

PHILIPPINE 
CURRBNCY 

PI3 ,630,82.8. n 
62.,084,788.00 
15,2.2.4,73°. 15 
76 ,442 ,32.5. 00 
18,035,2.36 .00 
94,595 ,383.00 
21,096 ,570 .56 
84',788 ,2.52..00 
2.4,198 ,484. 61 
86 ,669 ,532..00 
2.7,460 ,300 . 85 
91 ,975,007.00 
30 ,8 II ,183.77 

104,475,85°.00 
34,2.42. ,2.10.82 
97 ,92.2. ,396 .00 
38 ,94°,387.99 
89,134,103. 00 
42 ,560 ,949.45 
82. ,2.95,818.00 



APPENDIX G 

DATA FROM HEARING BEFORE THE COMMITTEE ON INSULAR AF· 
FAIRS, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 73RD CoNGRESS, 2ND 

SESSION, ON H.R. 9459, A BILL RELATING TO PHILIP
PINE CURRENCY RESERVES ON DEPOSIT IN THE 

UNITED STATES, MAY 9-11, 1934. WASHING-
TON: GoVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE, 

1934 

The author received a copy of this hearing after the present worl 
had gone to press. The following notes contain data pertinent t( 
some of the matters discussed in Olapter XI. 

NOTE I 
On page 23 of the hearing there irs a table showing that the tota 

money of the Government in circulation or available therefor wal 
112 million pesos on January 31, 1934. The total cash in the Gole 
Standard Fund and Treasury Certificate Fund amounted to 138.~ 
million pesos, of which I 12.6 million pesos (56.3 million dollars) 
consisted of deposits in banks in the United States. Total reservel 
thus amounted to one hundred and twenty-three per cent of the 
money of the Government in circulation or available therefor, the 
same ratio as at the end of 1932. The dollar deposit part of the 
currency reserves amounted to one hundred and one per cent oj 
the money of the Government in circulation or available therefor 
as compared to ninety-nine per cent at the end of 1932. The amoun1 
of United States currency held -in the currency reserves in Manil;: 
is not given. 

NOTE II 
On January 3 I, 1934, the Gold Standar4 Fund amounted to 40'~ 

per cent of the money of the Government in circulation or avail· 
able therefor. (See page 23 of hearing.) This was 17.1 millior 
pesos in excess of the optional maximum of twenty-five per cent 

NOTE III 
An additional reason for the strong support of this bill by tht 

Administration is suggested in the following excerpt from tht 
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statement of Lt. Col. Edward A. Stockton, Jr., Assistant to the 
Chief of the Bureau of Insular Affairs: 

Colonel STOCKTON .... 
Since the fall of 1932, before we had revaluation of the dollar, the 

Philippine government was much concerned as to whether it could 
actually get its currency reserves in gold. The matter was thrashed out 
with the Treasury Department by the War Department and the Phil
ippine government was told that its deposits in the U;nited States 
banks could be taken in gold whenever it wanted them so long as the 
United States was on a gold standard. That satisfied the Philippine 
government for the moment. Then came the bank crisis of 1933, when 
. the Philippine government said it though [sic] it would like to with
draw its money in gold. The War Department and the Treasury De
partment got together and determined that such action was inadvis
able. The Philippine government could have gotten its money in gold, 
but the War Department and the Treasury Department thought that 
the withdrawal by the Philippine government of $50,000,000 or $60,-
000,000 would precipitate more of a financia.l crash, and they advised 
against it. 

The CHAIRMAN. Had the Philippine government withdrawn its 
funds in gold, it would have this credit we are asked to give it. 

Colonel STOCKTON. It would have had $39,000,000. 
The CHAIRMAN. But they could not do so because we would not 

allow it. 
Colonel STOCKTON. They could have withdrawn their money, but 

our Government prevailed upon them not to do so. 

Colonel STOCKTON. All during 1933 the Philippine government 
could have withdrawn its money. All that was required was adminis
trative action by the United States Treasury in earmarking the gold. I 
have here [indicating] a record of pa.ge after pa.ge of their efforts in 
1933 to get that amount of gold earmarked; but the Administration 
did not care to do so. It is not the fault of the Philippine government 
that it did not have this money in gold. This bill is designed to rectify 
that. . 

See pages 69-70 of hearing. 
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AGKICULTURB in Philippines, 87-8, 8g. 
See mso prices, Philippine, of staple 
products and production of Philippine 
staple products. 

Agricultural Bank, established by the 
Government, 88; assets transferred 
to Philippine National Bank, 88. 

army and navy transfers, described, 28; 
objections to use of Gold Standard 
Fund for, 28-34; amount of, 1912-
1921,30; 1922, 178n.; made through 
Silver Certificate Reserve, 4SIL; ef
fect on circulation, 128, 197-8; source 
of dollar exchange, 133, 145, 147 and 
IL, 167; how transferred, 147IL; ad
vanced as loan to Insular Govern
ment, 167, 2Il8-9; source of dollar de
posits in Treasury Certificate Fund, 
222-4-

BALANCE of payments, favorable and 
unfavorable defined, 7IL; of Philip
pines: invisible items in, 32D., 22SIL; 
disequilibrium in, 160, 171-3. 

Bank of the Philippine Islands, deposits 
from Gold Standard Fund in, 17; 
activities of, 87-8; note circulation 
of, 136, 163, 1680., 196; condition of, 
at end of 1920, 163. 

banks, Philippine, permitted to import 
Mexican pesos, 1-2; deposits of Gold 
Standard Fund in, 16-20, 257; note 
circulation of, so, 136, 149, 168, 178, 
196, 218; description of, 86-8; com
petition of Philippine National Bank 
with, 93; rates for foreign exchange 
charged by, 93c4, see also exchange 
rates, commercial; foreign loans of, 
160; agreement of Insular Govern
ment with, January 1921, 163-4; bor: 
rowing! to meet demand for ex
change, 171-2; effect of sale of ex
change by, 171, 175; loans and depos
its, 18g-gS, 24ln.; strength of, during 
recent depression, 24IIL See also 
Bank of the Philippine Islands and 
Philippine National Bank. 

banks, United States, authorized as de
positories of Philippine Government, 
56, 97; used as depositories of Philip
pine National Bank, 91, 113; loans 
and deposits, 18g-g1, 24IIL; deposits 
of Philippine Government in, March 
1933, 253. See also currency reserves 
attd Irving National Bank. 

bullion par of silver peso and subsid
iary coins, 12, 510., 59. 

bullion value of peso, relative to ex
change value, 59-61. 

CAPITAL, export of, from Phil,ippines, 
174-5, 241-3. 

certificates of indebtedness, authorized 
in Philippine Coinage Act, 3; emer
gency use of, 15, 280., 243; use of 
proceeds, 2ID.; issues of, 75, 131, 
144, 167, 207. 

Chartered Bank of India, Australia 
and China, 17. 86. 

Chase National Bank, depository of 
currency reServes, 1090., 2490. 

circulation of currency in Philippines, 
extreme variations in amount of, 15; 
effects of army and navy transfers on, 
30-3, 128; increase in, 1916-1920, 48, 

• 49-50; change in composition of, 62-
6; effect of investment of currency re
serves on, u8-19; increase in 1919 
contrary to principles. of gold,.ex
change standard, 133-5; increase in 
1918-1919,136-7; insufficient contrac
tion of, in 1920, 144-5, 147 and IL, 
148-9; total change in 1920, 149-50; 
decline in 1921, 168; decline in 1922, 
178; change in, 1922-1932, 221 and 
IL, 222; effect. of transfer of govern
mental funds on. 222-8; amount of, 
January 1934. 278. See also deflation 
in Philippines and inflation in Philip
pines. 

Coates, Francis, Jr., appointed to ex
amine the Philippine National Bank 
loon., 153-4; cited on deposit of cur~ 
rency reserves with Philippine Na
tional Bank, loS; cited on respon-
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sibility for diversion of currency re
serve deposits 110 n.; cited on cur
rency reserve deposits in Irving Na
tional Bank, II I and n., U2; quoted 
on use made by Philippine National 
Bank of currency reserve deposits, 
IIS-16, U7 and n., II9 and n.; cited 
on lack of supervision for currency 
reserve deposits, 125; findings on sol
vency of Philippine National Bank, 
154. 273. 

coins and coinage, see gold coin, Philip
pine Coinage Act, recoinage, silver 
peso and subsidiary coins. 

Conant, Charles A., assistance in plan
ning monetary reform, 2; approval of 
investment of Gold Standard Fund, 
220. 

Concepcion, Venancino, appointed pres
ident of Philippine National Bank, 
September 1917, 1I3n., ISSn.; refusal 
to advance interest rate of Philippine 
National Bank, August 1920, 1S3. 

currency laws, Philippine, Act No. 93S, 
3-5,16-17; Act No. 2067, 20; Act No. 
2083, 20-1, 7In.; Act No. 2465, 24, 
7In.; Act No. 2776, 49n., SS-S, 71n., 
72-5, 79. 102-3, 199; Act No. 2939, 
79-SS, 173-4; Act No. 3058, 1990., 
201-5, 216-17, 235-7; effects of loose 
interpretation of, 45-6; necessity for 
revision of, 47, 54; violation of, by 
activities of Philippine N ationalo 
Bank, IIS-24; recommendations for 
revision of, at present, 243-9. See also 
Currency Reserve Fund, currency 
reserves, Gold Standard Fund, Phil
ippine Coinage Act, Silver Certifi
cate Reserve, and Treasury Certifi
cate Fund. 

Currency Reserve Fund, established by 
Act No. 2776, 56, 67, 2SS; reasons for 
formation of, 6S-71; gradual elimina
tion of loans and investments from, 
720. ; unscientific method of calculat
ing size of, 73-4; condition of, 1918-
1921, 75-9; amount of, on deposit in 
U.S. banks, 75, 78, 79-80,94; under 
Act No. 2939, 79-85; transfers to gen
eral funds of Treasury, SI-2; pro
tected by increase in rates on drafts, 
131-2, 142-3; low dollar balance of, 

end of 1919, 137-9, 144; decrease in 
dollar balance of, 1920, 145; dollar 
balance overdrawn, 162, 164. 167; 
abolished by Act No. 30sS, 202; bal
ance transferred to other funds, 207; 
reestablishment of, recommended, 
243-7. See also currency reserves and 
Philippine National Bank. 

currency reserves, deposits with Philip
pine National Bank, 96, 113-15, 125; 
legality of deposits with Philippine 
National Bank, 96-104; acquisition of 
control of, by Philippine National 
Bank, 104-13, 25S; policy concern
ing deposits, recommended by Wil
lis, 105; dissipation of, by Philippine 
National Bank through loans and in
vestments, IIS-17, 209, 2sS; amounts 
transferred to Islands through sale 
of drafts by Philippine National 
Bank, u6; effect of dissipation of. 
on gold exchange standard, 117-21, 
lSI; responsibility for dissipation of, 
121-6; reduction of, recommended, 
234-7; amount of, end of 1932, 234. 
235n.; dollar balance needed, 237-43, 
246-7; reimbursement of Philippine 
Government for dec1inein gold value 
of, 251-2, 27S-9; amount of, January 
1934. 278. See also Currency Reserve 
Fund, Gold Standard Fund, Silver 
Certificate Reserve, and Treasury 
Certificate Fund. 

currency shipping point, defined, Sn.; 
exchange rates at, 1904-1916,33. 

DEBT of Insular Government, amount of, 
1904-1925, 320.; limit of increased, 
165, 16g, 206; bond issues, 145, 147 
and n., 167, 16g, 206-10, 223n., 23sn. 
See also certificates of indebtedness. 

deflation· in Philippines, needed to re
store peso to par, II9. 148-50, 166, 
168-9, 173; relative to deflation, in 
U.S., 149. ISI-9I; of credit, 150, 179, 
189-95; impeded by Philippine Na
tional Bank, 158-9; extent OfL 176, 
178, 179-89. 23S-g. 

depreciation of peso, 1919-1921, 59, 61 ; 
1919. 129-3S; cause of, 17sn., 179-
SI; end of, in 1922, 177-9; external 
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and internal, 185-6. See also foreign 
exchange. 

devaluation of dollar, effect on peso, 
249-53. 

dollar deposits, see currency reserves. 
dollar-exchange standard, 249-50. 

ECONOMIC conditions in Philippines, im
provement in, 1916, 49; in 1919, 129; 
developments in early 1920, 138 ; 
crisis in second half of 1920, 140; 
crisis in 1921, 160-3; improvement 
in, 1922, 177; during and after war, 
192; 1923-1929, 226. 

FERGUSON, Samuel, responsibility for 
diversion of currency reserve depos
its, lIon., 113; appointed president of 
Philippine National Bank, February 
1917, 1IJ11. 

Forbes, W. Cameron, quoted on invest
ment of Gold Standard Fund, 2OIl.; 
cited on foreign investments in Phil
ippines, 320.; suggested change in 
Silver Certificate Reserve, 39. See 
also Wood-Forbes Mission. 

foceign exchange, sale of, by Insular 
Treasurer, authorized by Philippine 
Gold Standard Act, 4; at gold points 
of theoretical gold peso, 7-8; prepon
derance of drafts on New York, 31-3, 
1fJ7, 221, 225-7; suspension of, 82 and 
n., 130, 162, 164. 166, 173. 175-6, 259; 
resumption of, 131, 163, 164; policy 
with regard to, 131-3, 142-6, 16!)-77; 
amount of: 1918 and 1919. 133; 1920, 
139, 142; 1921, 166, 169; 1922, 178; 
1923-1932, 221; 1923-1929, 227; 
sources of dollar deposits for, 144-5, 
167-8. 222-4; bank notes received in 
payment for, 163-4; difference from 
sales of drafts by banks, 171, 175; 
during recent suspension of gold 
standard by U.S., 249 and n. See also 
foreign exchange rates, Government. 

foreign -exchange, sale of by Philippine 
National Bank, 116. 

foreign exchange rates, commercial, 93-
... 129-30, 133-3. 137, 138, 139. 141-2, 
162, 164-5, 166, 178, 19B, 227, 24gB.; 
fluctuation. aggravated by policy of 
Insular Government, 143; effect on 

prices of imports, 152; relation of, to 
purchasing power par, 180-1; relative 
to internal prices, 185. See also banks, 
Philippine, and Philippine National 
Bank. 

foreign exchange rates, Government, 
increases in, 1919, 131-3; effect of in
creases in, 134-5; changes in, 1920. 
78, 138, 141; relation of, to market 
premium, 93, 142; comparison of buy
ing and selling, 145-6; during 1921, 
162, 165; reduction in, end of 1924, 
202D. See also foreign exchange, sale 
of, by Insular Treasurer. 

foreign trade of Philippines, effect of 
dissipation of currency reserves on, 
120-1; 1916-1918, 127; 1919, 129, 13l, 
137; early 1920, 138; second half of 
1920. 140; by months, 1921, 161; 1921 
compared with 1920, 16m.; 1922 com
pared with 1921, 177-8; with United 
States, 17!)-80; chief products ex
ported, 184, 238; decline of, in periods 
of depression, 238-9; export quotas 
established by McDuffie-Tydings Act, 
240B. See also prices, Philippine, of 
exports and imports. 

GEORGE, E. B:, quoted on Philippine 
balance of payments, 320.-

gold, redemption of Philippine currency 
in, authorized by Philippine Gold 
Standard Act, 4-5; authorization 
never utilized, 6. 

gold coin of United States, made legal 
tender in Philippines, 3, 55n.; re
demption of Philippine currency in, 
authorized, 4; disappearance of, from 
circulation, 6; use of, in Silver Cer
tificate Reserve authorized, II, 38; 
use of, in Currency Reserve Fund 
authorized, 55, 56; issue of Philip
pine Bank notes against, authorized, 
go. 

gold-exchange standard, established 
by Philippine Gold Standard Act, 
3-5; purpose of, 5-6, 65-6, 256; prin
ciples of, 6-9, 257; basic principles 
contravened by deposits from Gold 
Standard Fund in Philippine banks, 
17-18, 257; advantage of paper cur
rency under, 66; effect of dissipation 
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of currency reserves on, U7-21, 257-
8; management of, shifted from In
sular Treasury to Philippine Na
tional -Bank, 122-4; abandoned by 
Insular ~vernment, 1919, 135, 259; 
explanation for discontinuance of, 
170; non-observance of basic prin
ciples of, by Insular Government 
174-7, 259; mechanism of, 179-80; 
and the future, 249-55. 

gol~ peso, .theoretical, defined in Philip
pme CoInage Act, 3; maintenance of 
silver peso at parity with, provided 
in Gold Standard Act, 4; sale of 
drafts at gold points of, 7-8; main
t~ance of paper currency at parity 
wIth, 69-70, 230-2, 244-5; effect of 
devaluation of the dollar on, 249-53. 

gold s~dard, theory of, 7; possible 
adoptIon of, by Philippines, 251-3. 

Gold Standard Fund, established by 
Philip~ine Gold Standard Act, 3-4. 5, 
256; sIze of, 19OO-19II, 14; factors 
which should determine size of, 
14-16; deposit of in Philippine 
banks, 16-20, 257; investment of: 
authorized by Act No. 2067, 20; un
der Act No. 2083, 20-2; under Act 
No. 2088, 21n.; under Act No. 2344-
~1n..; under Act No. 2465, 24-5; ob
JectIons to investment of, 25-7, 257; 
factors offsetting inadequacy of, 27-S, 
34; transfers from, to general funds 
of Treasury, 21, 49; use of, for army 
and navy transfers, 28-34; functions 
of, assumed by Silver Certificate Re
serve. 44-5; inadequacy of, shown by 
events in 1916-01917, 54; superseded 
by C~rency Reserve Fund, 56; re
establtshed by Act No. 305S, 202-5, 
259-60; funds obtained for, 2O'J and 
n.; condition of, 1923-1932 215-16' 
relation to Treasury Certificat; 
Fund, 220-1, 227-8; combination of 
with Treasury Certificate Fund rec~ 
ommended, 229, 243, 260; reduction 
of, recommended, 235-7, 248-9; 
amount of, January 1934. 27S. See 
also currency reserves. 

Gregory, T. E., cited, 24In. 

HARRISON, F. B., statement on invest
ment of Gold Standard Fund 22n 

Haskins and Sells, examinatio~ of Phil
ippine National Bank for Wood
Forbes Mission, 154; report of, 
quoted, 154-6; summary of losses of 
Philippine National Bank, 272. 

Herrick, R. L., views on Philippine cur
rency system, 200-1; comment on 
preference for paper money in Phil
ippines, 230. 

hoarding of silver coin, 51 and n., 62 
andn. 

Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Cor
poration, 17, 86. 

INDEPENDENCE of Philippines, possibili
ty of, made large Gold Standard 
Fund desirable. 29. See also McDuffie
Tydings Act. 

India, gold-exchange standard in, 6n.; 
purchase of silver pesos from Philip
pines, 48. 

inBation in Philippines, augmented by 
misuse of currency reserves, 96, 
n6n., U8-21, 129, 160; decline in rate 
of, 1919, 135-6; relative to U.S. inBa
tion, 137, 150, ISI-91; increase in 
rate of, 1920. 139; comments on, lat
ter part of 1920, 152-3; extent of, 
179-89; of credit, 189-95; monetary 
factors in, 196-08. 

inter-island exchange. sale of drafts by 
Insular Treasurer, 13. 

interest on Philippine currency reserve 
deposits in U.S., 70n., 235 and n., 
236n. 

interest rates, 87 and n., 153. 
Internati&nal Banking Corporation, 

purchase of silver pesos from Philip
pines, 4S; branch in Philippines, 86. 

investments, American in Philippines, 
J2n., 225n. 

Irving National Bank, account with 
Philippine Government and Philip
pine National Bank, 109-13. 

JONES Act, S5n. 
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KEMMERER, E. W., data from "Modem 
Currency Reforms," In.; quoted on 
Philippine Coinage Act, 2-3; made 
Chief of Division of Currency, 5n.; 
quoted on theory of gold-exchange 
standard, 6-1; quoted on size of Gold 
Standard Fund, 16 and n., 26n. ; 
quoted on army and navy transfers, 
30, 33; quoted on popularity of silver 
certificates, 36n. 

LEGAL tender, provisions of Philippine 
Coinage Act, 3; provisions of Act 
No. 2116, 55n. 

Local Currency Taxation Act, 10. 

MaKi/a Times, cited on: investment of 
Gold Standard Fund, 22n.; sale of 
silver pesos from Silver Certificate 
Reserve, 48n.; scarcity of small coins 
in 1911, 52 and n., 53; export of coins, 
640.; assumption of management of 
gold-exchange standard by Philip
pine National Bank, 123; negligence 
of Insular Treasurer in checking ac
counts of Philippine National Bank, 
124n.; scarcity of reserves against 
which to sell drafts in 1919, 130 and 
n.; inflation, 152. 

Manning, J. L., quoted on unprofitable
ness of large silver reserves behind 
certificates, 48n. 

Martin, Leo H., report on Philippine 
National Bank, 15411., 156 and n., 212. 

McDuffie, John, quoted on reimburse
ment of Philippine Government for 
decline in gold value of currency re
serves, 251n. 

McDuffie-Tydings Act, 290., 24on.; ef
fects of, 240-1. 

McIntyre, Frank, cited on acceptability 
of paper money in Philippines, 690.; 
advance of interest rate by Philippine 
National Bank, advocated by, August 
1920, 152-3. 

Mexican peso, use of, in Philippines, 1 ; 
import of, by Manila banks, 1-2; re
lation of, to silver peso, 9. 

mint, established in Philippines, 52n. 
monetary reform of 1903, conditions ne

cessitating, 1-2; plan for, 2. See also 

Philippine Coinage Act alKl Philip
pine Gold Standard Act. 

N OGARO, B., quoted on investments from 
Gold Standard Fund, 18n. 

PAYNE-ALDRICH Tariff Act, 15. 
peso, see depreciation of peso, gold peso, 

theoretical, alKl silver peso. 
Philippine Coinage Act, enacted 1903, 

2; chief provisions of, 3; provisions 
of, relating to silver certificates, 3, 
35; provisions of, relating to certifi
cates of indebtedness, 21n.; amend
ment to permit use of gold coin in 
Silver Certificate Reserve, II and n., 
38; interpretation of, _ to permit de
posit of part of Silver Certificate 
Reserve in U. S. banks, 41. 

Philippine Gold Standard Act, see Cur
rency laws, Philippine, Act. No. 938. 

Philippine National Bank, issue of 
notes of small denominations to meet 
coin crisis, 53; further issue of one
peso notes, 62-3; deposits of currency 
reserves with, 15, 18, 80 and n., 82, 
94; reasons for establishment of, 86-
8; notes of, in circulation, 86n.; estab
lished by Act No. 2612, 88-; powers 
of, 89-90, 98-9; changed by Act No. 
2141,90-2; growth of, 92; total re
sources of, 1916-1918, 92; branch of, 
established in New York, 92; relation 
of, to Federal Reserve System, 92; 
beneficial results of, 93-4; position of, 
end of 1918, 94-5; amount of foreign 
exchange sold by, II6; investments 
of currency reserves in non-liquid as
sets, 1918-1919, II1; premiums for 
drafts charged by, 123; note circula
tion of, 136, 149-50, ISS, 168, 196, 212, 
213; law authorizing increase in note 
issue of, 150-2; part played in cur
rency and exchange crisis, 153-60; 
condition of, end of 1920, 162-3, 210; 
rehabilitation of, 210-14; condition 
of, end of 1922, 211; summary of re
valuation of assets of, by Wright and 
Martin, 212; losses of, summarized 
by Haskins and Sells, 212; findings 
of Mr. Coates on solvency of, 213. 
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See also currency reserves aNd Phil
ippine National Bank Act. 

Philippine National Bank Act (No. 
2(12),88-90, gS, 99; amendment of: 
by Act. No. 2747, 90-2, gSn.; by Act 
No. 2924. 150-2; by Act No. 3005, 
211; by Act No. 3174. 212-13. 

Philippinu Free Press, quoted on es
tablishment of Philippine National 
Bank, 8700; quoted on depreciation 
of peso in 1919, 13on. 

Pond, H. B., quoted on reduction of 
reserves against Treasury certificates, 
850. 

prices, Philippine, of exports and im
ports: 1916-1918, 127-8; 1919, 137; 
1920, 140; 1920-1921, 15g-60; 1922, 
178, 186n.; during depressions, 238 
and n., 239; of staple products at 
wholesale, index of, 140, 161-2, 182-6; 
general level of, 179-80; of food, re
tail, 186-g. 

prices, United States, relation to Phil
ippine prices, 127-8, 137, 179-Sg. 

production of Philippine staple prod
ucts, index of, 192-4-

RECOINAGE, authorized by Congress, 
1906, 11-12, 38; profit from, 13; pro
vided for in Act No. 2776, 58. 

Robinson, C. c., quoted on transfer of 
currency reserve deposits in U.S. to 
Philippine National Bank, lOIn. 

Rogers, J. H., cited, 24ln. 
Roosevelt, Franklin D., letter concern

ing reimbursement of Philippine Gov
ernment for decline in gold value of 
currency reserves, 252. 

SILVER, price of, effect on Philippine 
currency, ISg8-1903, 2; effects of rise 
in, 1906, II; rise in, 1916-1920. and 
revision of currency laws, 48; rise in, 
1916, 50; currency endangered by rise 
in, 1917, 51-4; movement of, 1917-
1921, 59-61, 65-6; at present, 231; in 
1932,233. 

Silver Certificate Reserve, established 
by Philippine Gold Standard Act,S; 
use of gold coin in, authorized, Igo6, 
II, 38; relation to Gold Standard 
Fund, 28, 44-7, 54; changes in con-

stitution of, 37-42; deposit of, in U.S. 
banks, held legal by Judge Advocate 
General, 41, 267-9; amount deposited 
in U.S. banks, 41-2, 48-g, 50, 113-14; 
sale of silver pesos from, 4B; super
seded by Currency Reserve Fund, 56, 
68-72. See also currency reserves and 
Treasury Certificate Fund. 

silver certificates, authorized in Philip
pine Coinage Act, J, 35; increased 
use of, 36-7, 50, 68; change in funda
mental character of, 42-4; issued 
against bank deposits in U.S., 50; 
name changed to Treasury certifi
cates, 1918, 55. See also Treasury 
certificates. 

silver peso, provisions concerning, in 
Philippine Coinage Act, 3; mainte
nance of parity with theoretical gold 
peso, provided in Philippine Gold 
Standard Act, 4; use of, in Silver 
Certificate Reserve, 5, 37-42, 50; dif
ficulty of introducing into circulation, 
9-10; bullion value of, in 1906, II; 
export of, II and n., 59, 640.; silver 
oontent of, changed in 1906, 12; bul
lion par of, 12, SIn., 59; amount of 
first issue, 12; introduction of second 
issue, 13; relation of silver content 
of new peso to old, 13; circulation of, 
relative to silver certificates, 37, 51, 
62-4. 640., 217-18; sale of, by Insular 
Government, 1916, 48-51; provisions 
of Act No. 2776, relating to, 55, 56, 
58 and n.; substitution of one-peso 
Treasury certificates for, 58, 62; bul
lion value of, relative to exchange 
value, 59-61; use of, in Treasury 
Certificate Fund, 216-17, 229-34. 
243-5. 

Spanish-Filipino Bank of Manila, notes 
of, I, 35, 38. 

Stockton, Edward A., Jr., statement on 
reimbursement of Philippine Govern
ment for decline in gold value of cur
rency reserves, 278-g. 

subsidiary coins, defined in Philippine 
Coinage Act, 3; provisions in Philip
pine Gold Standard Act for maintain
ing parity of,S; silver content of, 
changed in 1906, 12: bullion par of. 
12, SIn., 59; amount of first issue, 12; 
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scarcity of, 1917, 52 and n., 53 ; 
amount in circulation, S3n.; provi
sions of Act No. 2776 relating to, 
SSn., 58 and n. 

THI!ORETICAL gold peso, see gold peso, 
theoretical. 
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No. 2603, 97; use of depositories in 
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bility for dissipation of currency re
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211. Set also foreign exchange, sale 
of, by Insular Treasurer. 

Treasury Certificate Fund, established 
by Act No. 30SS, 202, 204. 260; funds 
obtained for, 207; condition of, 1923-
1932, 216; relation to Gold Standard 
Fund, 220-1, 227-8; chief sources of 
dollar deposits in, 222-4; combination 
of, with Gold Standard Fund recom
mended, 229, 243, 260; substitution 
of dollar deposits for silver pesos in, 
recommended, 231-3. 

Treasury certificates, authorized by 
Act No. 2776, 555-8; issue of, in one
peso denominations, 62; increased use 
of, 65; currency notes rather than 
coin certificates, 72, 84-5; change in 
reserve requirements under Act No. 
lOsS, 201-2, 204-5, 207D.; new issue 
of, 207; preponderance of, since 1923, 
217-20; issue of, resulting from trans
fer of governmental funds, 197-8, 222-
8; problems and recommendations 
concerning, 229-33. 

UNITED States currency, use of in Phil
ippines, 2; exchange of at par with 
Philippine currency authorized, 4. 6; 

increased use or; due to high price of 
silver, II. See also devaluation of dol
lar and gold coin of United States. 

WEEB:S, J. W., cited on American in
vestments in Philippines, 32D. 

Willis, H. Parker, first president of 
Philippine National Bank, 92; cited 
on British "Black-List," 940.; letter 
on use of currency reserve deposits, 
105; correspondence on use by Phil
ippine National Bank of Insular Gov
ernment depositories in U.S., 106-7; 
redistributing deposits of Insular 
Government among various U.S. 
banks recommended by, 108-9; in
structions to Irving National Bank 
concerning deposit for Gold Standard 
Fund Account, 109-10; resignation 
as president of Philippine National 
Bank, 112. 

Wilson, E. W., appointed general man
ager of Philippine National Bank, 
November 1920, ISSn. 

Wood-Forbes Mission, statement on 
use by Philippine National Bank of 
currency reserves, 116n.; appointed 
to make general survey of Philippine 
Islands, 154;' cable on condition of 
Philippine National Bank, Is8n. 

Wood, Leonard, outline of plan for 
financial rehabilitation, 206 ; state
ment on bond issues for rehabilita
tion, 210; statement on condition of 
Philippine National Bank, end of 
1922, 211-12. 

Wright, Ben F., quoted on Philippine 
National Bank's part in breakdown 
of currency system, 12In.; report on 
Philippine National Bank, 154D., 156-
7; statement on currency laws, 199D.; 
aid in revision of currency law in 
1922,200-1; quoted on Treasury Cer
tificate Reserve, 2170.; summary of 
revaluation of assets of Philippine 
National Bank by, 272. 
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